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Foreword

The COVID-19 pandemic has left no country untouched, with governments and all sectors of society
impacted. As a consequence, our world is now being forced to rapidly adapt to confronting social
and economic changes and challenges, from local to global levels, across all industries and sectors,
and in all areas of supply and demand. However, the pandemic also presents us with a chance to
rise from the challenges we face as a global community and identify new opportunities in which we
can grow and build resilient and sustainable communities.
COVID-19 has reinforced the unprecedented need for data, geospatial information, enabling
technologies, and insights for governments and citizens across the globe, to not only enable
decision-makers to inform policies and planning, but to also minimize the risk to people, especially
the most vulnerable population groups. As it continues, the pandemic has not only exacerbated
our world’s vulnerabilities within and among countries, it has reinforced pre-existing obstacles to
realizing the SDGs – structural inequalities, socio-economic gaps, and systemic challenges and risks.
In response, and strategically led by the UN-GGIM Academic Network, this timely book brings
together expertise from all around the world, presenting advanced research and case studies that
raise awareness and provide valuable insights on the critical role of geospatial information and
enabling technologies to better respond to and manage the global crisis we continue to face.
While COVID-19 is an unprecedented challenge, we also live in a time of unprecedented access to
data, innovation and technology. This gives us the opportunity to facilitate geospatial data sharing
on a scale as never before, making a real impact for all citizens of the world through delivering
decision-ready solutions that not only aids decision-making during the pandemic, but creates a
framework and structure that will remain in place as we recover and increase our global resilience.
Looking beyond the devastation that has occurred, we can see the truly interconnected nature
of our world, further highlighting the United Nations notion that no one is safe until everyone is
safe. It is imperative that at this time, we act in solidarity with our communities all around the
world, particularly the most vulnerable, in order to grow our sense of humanity and build a more
sustainable and resilient future.
The ideas, research and solutions shared in this book will no doubt aid in the global effort to
better understand the current pandemic as we continue together to create a better future for all.
Dr. Greg Scott
UN-GGIM Secretariat
United Nations Statistics Division
Department of Economic and Social Affairs
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The Role and Value of Geospatial Information and
Technology in a Pandemic
Abbas Rajabifard, Daniel Paez and Greg Foliente

1.1

Introduction

The coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic is the defining global crisis of our time and the most devastating
challenge the world has faced since World War II, having a profoundly deep impact on the way we perceive
our world and our everyday lives. While beginning as a health crisis, it has grown fast in just over few months
to be an unprecedented socio-economic and environmental crisis that has spread to every continent and
country. As a result, the world has been facing unprecedented social and economic changes and challenges,
across all industries and sectors, at every scale (from local, to national and to global level). The COVID-19
virus is a global pandemic, as all our societies are connected, in which no country or jurisdiction is left
unscathed as a result of this situation.
This book aims at covering these disciplinary intersections that happen when Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) and location intelligence are used in action to respond to the crises and plans for recovery.
The experiences and the information included in this book will be a learning tool for communities to being
prepared, making the right decisions, and keeping informed to be able to improve community resilience and
respond to future crisis.
During a pandemic political borders mean nothing, and every society has been impacted in some way.
In June 2020, the World Bank forecast that global gross domestic product (GDP) would shrink by 5.2% [1]
in 2020, with recessions in both advanced and emerging market economies. The devastating effects on the
global economy will take years to overcome, as governments around the world grapple with the situation
and make impossible decisions that aim to meet both the health and economic wars faced as a result of the
virus in an attempt to save lives but also limit the financial distress faced by the global economy.
We are now living with a new norm of practice, and as each day passes, people all over the world are
not only losing their lives and their health, but also employment, their livelihoods, connections with their
friends and family, with no real sense of when life will return to a familiar normality. In this context, good
data and statistics, in particular location information and related attributes are key for our resilience and
data infrastructure for sustainable future. These data are crucial as they make essential contributions to our
strategic pathways on our wider public safety. In a global crisis, our leaders and decision-makers require the
fast delivery of information that is accessible and reliable, so urgent and effective responds to COVID-19
are available to make the right choices, manage the complexity and uncertainty and thus lead the world to
a more resilient and sustainable future.
From a location information (location intelligence) perspective, the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted
to the world the unequivocal importance and need for geospatial information, enabling technologies, and
clear and concise information for governments that enable decision-makers to keep their citizens safe, plan
for the future and protect the most vulnerable in our communities.
So much of managing a pandemic is inherently a geographic and location issue. In order to manage
outbreaks, perform contact-tracing and enable a robust community response to stop the spread, spatial
information is required, and location information is paramount. The social and environmental factors,
including population density and age, employment and lifestyle, all influence patterns of disease occurrence
and prevalence.
As such, location information, mapping and related analytical tools such as GIS tools are widely used
by health departments, safety and emergency management authorities and wider professionals around the
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world for gathering and analysing data to support informed decisions. The use of location intelligence and
GIS for understanding this outbreak and its relationship to infrastructure, population, businesses and other
location-based information requires both a clear understanding of the relevant geospatial principles and the
relevant aspects of data monitoring, planning and mapping.

1.2

Critical Role of Location Information

The COVID-19 pandemic is proving a need for a collaborative geospatial infrastructure that will help us
better understand the crisis at hand at both a local and global scale, as well as better prepare us for
future pandemics worldwide. There is a growing need for real-time maps, and location information to track
and share location data, and as such, a geospatial-enabled platform, along with data analytics tools and
solutions play a critical role in assisting the pandemic’s front lines and keeping the general public informed
and prepared.
GIS for example has always been a tool in managing the response to large-scale disasters by using
location technology that helps to understand the situation at hand, develop a response and prepare a road
to recovery. A spatial team is of paramount importance to help create the maps, data, apps, analysis and
dashboards that are required for emergency management and resource allocation.
Early in 2020, there was an extraordinary effort around the globe where GIS practitioners in every
country began to work together, sharing information that helped us all grasp the situation at hand and also
enabled the decision-makers in their response to the virus at local, national and global levels. The Johns
Hopkins Coronavirus Dashboard, based on Esri software, was originally built by a handful of people but has
evidently grown into the primary tool used to track and monitor the virus, being viewed “nearly a trillion
times only a few months into the pandemic” as stated by Esri CEO, Jack Dangermond.
Location information plays a critical role managing the spread of the virus and protecting our
communities by providing the tools required in collecting vital data, mapping the current crisis, simulating
the results from modelling response variables, contact tracing and determining hot spots, managing high-risk
locations and distributing help where it is needed most. Spatial experts around the world have come together
and shared critical information that has transpired into an unprecedented effort to manage the COVID-19
pandemic in a way that has not been evident in our history. This effort has been on a global scale and as
such we have evolved into a world that supports a connected and global GIS. In our new interconnected
world, we all benefit from this phenomenal transformation that impacts every government, industry and
citizen, where we can make better and more informed decisions about our future.

1.3

Impact of COVID-19 on the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs)

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), as outlined by the United Nations as part the global plan to
create a better future for all, now play an even more critical role in providing a framework tool that puts
health and prosperity at the core of the road to recovery for all nations and all people around the globe. The
COVID-19 pandemic has emphasised the challenges facing governments from taking the extraordinary steps
needed to attain the SDGs. The vulnerabilities and obstacles that exist in different countries when working
towards achieving the SDGs are even more prominent now, including socio-economic gaps, structural
inequalities, systemic challenges and risks, as well as a lack of timely fundamental data and enabling
technologies to measure and monitor what is happening where, when and how (UN-GGIM White paper,
COVID-19). The United Nations Committee of Experts on Global Geospatial Information Management
(UN-GGIM) has been taking steps to explore how geospatial information has been used to support national
response efforts, and the influence and impact of the geospatial data ecosystem in responding to the global
COVID-19 pandemic.
This unprecedented time has also been the first time where geospatial data location intelligence
from all around the world has been collected, visualised and made available from local to global levels,
through numerous dashboards, including from the WHO and Johns Hopkins University to name a few.
These geospatial visualizations clearly communicate the situation and guide decision-making, all through
location-based data, and demonstrate that when the geographic dimension is considered, information can be
communicated in a clearer, more effective manner, not only to governments but to every individual citizen
on the globe.
Of significant importance, contact tracing applications have demonstrated hope by identifying outbreak
hotspots, providing those in power with a means to identify, inform and subsequently treat those infected,
limiting the spread of the pandemic among the population. In order to achieve successful contact tracing,
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there needs to be high-level access to geospatial information, which can be queried and classified by age,
gender, demography and geography, at every level.
There is an urgent need for the work and issues raised by the UN-GGIM to be addressed and
made available across the globe, including data availability, core reference data, interoperability, common
geographies, integration of statistics and geography, privacy and confidentiality, the relevance of the
Integrated Geospatial Information Framework (IGIF).
With the Integrated Geospatial Information Framework (IGIF) at its core, the UN-GGIM has published
findings on what components are required to respond to the COVID-19 crisis, such as leadership, governance,
legal and policy, data and technology. The work demonstrates that a clear connection to the IGIF will enable
countries to respond in a more timely manner in a crisis where time is critical. Through its initiatives, the
UN-GGIM aims to bring the international geospatial community together, along with the the statistical,
public health, and development sectors to fight the current pandemic and to build a more resilient and
robust global community.
As the IGIF provides a holistic and inclusive Framework, applicable to all countries and in all situations,
it is able to be applied to the global COVID-19 pandemic. As an example, the IGIF is highly beneficial
in disaster response, where data sharing and geospatial information are critical. Similarly, the response to
COVID-19 also requires the ability to share integrated geospatial information in real-time. This ensures that
the same information will be delivered to all the key players of the response at the same time. This is also
critical in the responding to the aftermath of any disaster, where geospatial determines what happens next
and where actions are needed. Outlined in the UN-GGIM white paper publications, the IGIF focuses on
geospatial information that is integrated with any other meaningful data to solve societal and environmental
problems, acts as a catalyst for economic growth and opportunity, and to provide understanding and benefit
from a countries development priorities and the SDGs. While the IGIF has anchored the geospatial response
to COVID-19, it is important to note that it was not developed as a response to COVID-19, only as an
enabling mechanism to achieve the ambitious targets set by the SDGs. However, its usefulness has provided
countries with a basis for leveraging geospatial information, either to integrate existing capacity, or through
developing new capability. As a result, the IGIF has demonstrably enabled countries to determine their
national geospatial response to COVID-19. The IGIF has nine strategic pathways, influenced by Governance,
Technology and People, that work together as a basis and guide for developing, integrating, strengthening
and maximizing geospatial information management and related resources in all countries, resulting in
tangibly enabled countries to leverage geospatial information in their COVID-19 response.
The most vulnerable countries around the world that have faced the greatest challenges with achieving
the SDGs, now face the greatest challenges with the COVID-19 pandemic. Collecting high-quality geospatial
information as well as producing, analysing and using timely and reliable location-based data is often not
possible, and in many countries where may exist in some form somewhere, it is often not discoverable,
structured, interoperable or standardized. It cannot be readily accessed, shared, and more importantly,
integrated with other data for decision-making.
Both in attaining SDGs and responding to the pandemic, geospatial information is the key integrator
that enables informed decision-making, as well as enabling visualisation and analysis required to
communicate key data to decision-makers and the general public. As such, the past few months have been a
testament to the importance of collectively developing mechanisms, mobilizing resources and strengthening
the global capacity of geospatial information. In this way we can then meet the challenges of COVID-19,
and work to build back a stronger path forward on the road to meet the needs of the SDGs in the future.
The UN-GGIM has provided a platform for the global geospatial community and demonstrated its
importance to respond to the challenge of COVID- 19. It has become evident how urgent and critical it is
to have a multifaceted system that mobilises resources and ensures that all agencies, including government
and the private sectors, have access to geospatial information in order to best manage the pandemic, and
work towards the SDGs. Implementing the IGIF has been an important step in developing dashboards and
communicating the spread and developments of COVID-19.
There is no denying that the pandemic has been a setback in achieving the SDGs around the globe,
however it is also a time of great opportunity and growth as there has never been a time in history
where people from every corner of the world are working together to bring solutions and advancements to
better our health, our communities, our environment and the economy. This particularly effects developing
countries, which may for the first time have access to geospatial data and tools that will not only benefit
the management of the pandemic in such countries, but also provide their agencies with digital data for
challenges that lie ahead.

1.4

Digital Innovation During a Pandemic

In times of great pressure that require solutions to distinct challenges, scientists and engineers are required
to fast develop methods, technologies and innovation, and create new good practices. The pandemic has
illustrated that novel innovations including dashboards and entirely new processes can be fast tracked and
implemented, in a matter of weeks, rather than years. As a result, governments are able to make better and
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more informed decisions by understanding where the risks exist. Emerging technologies such as Artificial
Intelligence (AI) help to expedite the development of a vaccine, and predict the most effective public
health measures through simulation and help move much of our lives to an online environment, where we
can maintain our economic and education systems to continue employment and schooling as well as our
connection to one another.
This also highlights the gap across various social groups in digitally isolated countries and regions. The
COVID-19 crisis reminds us that we should nurture the socially beneficial applications of digital technologies
and work to improve accessibility and usage in the countries and areas which require the greatest leverage
and aid. There are many examples of digital innovation across the globe including in the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the International Business Machines
Corporation (IBM) that support the development and deployment of public health mobile applications to
help manage the pandemic by providing informed data-driven decisions and social distancing measures.
There is also a push to enhance access to the Internet across the globe through UNESCO that aims to
foster collaboration and partnership in developing countries.
Governments around the world are also now spending record funding (US$10.5t [2] and rising) to manage
the COVID-19 pandemic which means there is a real opportunity for partnerships with businesses to emerge
and fast track innovations that lead an advancement in technologies, and how we manage public health as
well as how we restore the environment.
However, governments, businesses and the financial services sector need to ensure that investments in
innovation create opportunities, reduce inequality and lead to net gains in employment. And governments
can do more than just fund innovation; they can ensure learning is plugged back into the state. Digitalization
lessons from industry, for example, can be applied to public sector services to deliver better and more effective
access, while preserving provision in the face of budget deficits.

1.5

Collaboration and Engagement

Throughout the pandemic, we’ve seen the development of extraordinary models of collaboration that have
resulted in the largest exchange of scientific data in history. It has been remarkable to see competitors work
together in joint initiatives. And although there have been some level of disagreement amongst governments
and international agencies, we have also observed efficient and effective collaborations between the state
and private sectors to deliver technological and medical solutions at speed. This time during the pandemic
has been an example of just how much we can achieve as international citizens, when we all focus on a
common goal.
There has, however, been indications of an increase in the social divides, similar to the aftermath of the
global financial crisis (GFC), where the recovery of many markets were uneven and the people who struggled
the most fell further into crisis. The impact on jobs around the world has been dire: the International Labor
Organization (ILO) estimates a decline in global working hours in the second quarter of 2020 of around
10.7% (equivalent to 305 million full-time jobs) relative to the last quarter of 2019 [3]. And the workers in
poorly paid jobs, casual contracts or who are self-employed are increasing in numbers making them more
vulnerable to layoffs during the economic downturn and with less access to social security safety nets. An
inequality in healthcare, including access to medical attention, testing availability, access to intensive care
and medication, has also been one of the crucial issues of the pandemic observed around the world. Further
to this, the recent occurrence of protests that has spread from the United States across Europe to Australia
demonstrates the urgent need for inequality to be addressed.
There is also the likelihood that another pandemic may happen in the future, and as such, building a
close coordination between central government and local governments, and ensuring closer international
collaboration, together with the sharing of digital innovation and technological advancements are of
increasing importance for a sustainable future.

1.6

Opportunities Emerging from the Pandemic

Our wider society through governments, the private and the public sectors have a unique and strategic
opportunity to shape the recovery and the future economy in such a way that will ensure a more sustainable
and more equitable outlook for all. There is now a chance to reframe the future by building a fairer, more
prosperous society founded on greener, more resilient, productive economies. While every country and region
will have different priorities and starting points, the starting principle for all governments should seek to
build more resilient economies while also tackling the climate change challenges and social inequalities.
Social equity is a priority that underpins sustainable economic prosperity. The opportunity to address
social inequality, improve outcomes for all citizens, including fairer access to employment is an opportunity
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during this time that should not be missed. A sustainable recovery is not just about creating jobs; it’s about
creating high-quality, accessible jobs that improve peoples’ lives, which in turn creates more stable societies.
The pandemic has also forced the adoption of new ways of working. Organizations must reframe their work
and the role of offices in creating safe, productive and enjoyable jobs and lives for employees.
The environmental opportunities in the pandemic that promote a green recovery is clear. The vast
majority of the world’s total GDP is moderately or highly dependent on a stable environment and is
therefore susceptible to disruption due to climate change [4]. Without action to address climate change, an
additional 100 million people could be pushed into poverty by 2030 and 143 million in just three regions
could be displaced [5]. In the wake of COVID-19, governments and companies have an opportunity to plot
greener, fairer and more sustainable days ahead. The pandemic has also raised environmental fears to the
public too, as the enforced pause on industrial pollution and travel has resulted in cleaner air where CO2
emissions are now predicted to be at the lowest level in 14 years [6]. United Nations studies also now estimate
that a move to low-carbon, resilient economies could possibly create 65 million new jobs between now and
2030 [7].

1.7

Moving Forward from the Pandemic

With the lessons that we are all learning from this pandemic, our leaders in the public and private sectors,
in academia must look to rise from the challenges we face and identify opportunities, in which we can find
new ways to keep growing and building resilient and sustainable communities, and infrastructure.
Through the devastation, the COVID-19 pandemic has also demonstrated the interconnected nature
of our world and communities, and further highlights the United Nations notion, that no one is safe until
everyone is safe. We must act in solidarity with our communities all around the world, in order to save lives
and overcome the devastating impacts that this virus has, not just to our health, but socially and from an
economic standpoint. By demonstrating strong partnerships, we can grow our sense of humanity and inspire
all generations to hope for a healthier and more prosperous future for all, where we learn from navigating
through this challenging journey and work together to build greater resilience in every community.

1.8

This Book, Objectives, Chapter Outline

This book brings together the expertise of leading professionals, practitioners and academics in different
related fields for managing pandemic, in particular experts in the field of geospatial industry, and
policy-makers and their perspectives to share their experiences and approaches to respond to the COVID-19
pandemic, and they share their lessons for any similar pandemic in future in order to improve community
resilience. The themes and objectives of the book are in line with the critical challenges that our global
community is facing. It is also in line with challenges, gaps, and the work plan of the UN-GGIM Academic
Network.
Over 120 authors from regions all around the world contributed to the production of this book, including
contributions from more than 30 countries and country case studies.
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FIGURE 1.1
Contributions and country case studies
The authors have shared their observations, research and best practices in their jurisdictions and
organizations that are relevant to professional lines of work or supporting training and teaching modules
focusing on COVID-19 applications. This will provide the foundation that would help to reassess the field,
affirm successful approaches and point to future possibilities.
The book brought together two types of contributions, scientific chapters, and industry and practitioner
observations, structured into 47 chapters in 5 parts. The authors have worked together in hope of taking
steps towards achieving more sustainable, safe and resilient future. In doing so, the book will address the
following objectives:
• Review foundational aspects of geospatial sciences and technologies for supporting intelligent
decision-making for pandemic management.
• Identify a coherent set of tools, guidelines or standards to help researchers, data producers and
practitioners and authorities utilize geospatial information for decision-making during various pandemic
phases.
• Provide a resource on current best practices for utilizing location intelligence for local, regional, national
and global level pandemic management.
• Reflect on the lessons learnt from COVID-19 pandemic, and present a forward-looking collection of
ongoing research, development and practice, with an emphasis on the role of location and geospatial
science, that can improve the resilience of community, society, economy and environment.
• Provide a medium for presenting the challenges, solutions, opinions and insights from different
stakeholders regarding their experience through the pandemic.
The beginning chapters of this book provide an overview of the principles and foundations for geospatial
science and technologies, followed by an outline of current approaches for pandemic management and
reflections for ongoing development and future prospects for geospatial data in building a more resilient
community, society, economy and environment. This book is unique in that it contains observations from
various countries and industries, including the challenges they faced, the solutions they came across, the
opinions and insights they had during this crisis. It will help build tight bonding between industries and
academics and drive more industry-oriented research opportunities.
In Chapter 2, Keith Clifford Bell and Vladimir V. Evtimov draw from the experience of the World
Bank and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) to discuss a way forward to ensure the resilience
of countries, cities and communities through authoritative geospatial information and land administration.
Maria Antonia Brovelli and Serena Coetzee explore open geospatial data for responding to the COVID-19
challenge in Chapter 3, by examining what data is useful when studying the spatio-temporal spread of the
virus and investigating the availability of such open data. In Chapter 4, Mohammad Reza Mobasheri reports
on the role of remote sensing in the detection, evaluation and mapping factors relating to public health. The
chapter focuses on an introduction to the importance and use of remote sensing through an examination of
successful remote sensing applications.
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David Green et al. explore the potential of drone technology during pandemics in Chapter 5. The study
includes an overview of current drone technology and future developments, as well as investigation into
the issues facing successful mainstream implementation of the use of drones for such applications, and
the problems that need to be overcome to allow this technology to become mainstream. In Chapter 6,
Piret Veeroja and Greg Foliente look at the role of social and built environments on social interactions in
Melbourne prior to, and during, the COVID-19 pandemic and discuss possible social and built environment
interventions to increase social interactions.
Farhad Laylavi reports on a study in Chapter 7, which aims to contextualise social vulnerability to
pandemic situations. The study presents the preliminary indicators of social vulnerability and presents
a discussion of the implications, limitations and future work. In Chapter 8, Renate Thiede and Inger
Fabris-Rotelli present an algorithm for detecting informally developed roads in satellite images and quantify
the uncertainty associated with the results. Such roads play an important role in the development of
COVID-19 response strategies in developing countries.
In Chapter 9, Rafael Ponce Urbina et al. showcase a holistic view of the uses of GIS to monitor, analyse
and disseminate knowledge pertaining to maritime geospatial data during the COVID-19 pandemic. Mark
Stevenson et al. outline recent research in city design and the transmission of COVID-19 in Chapter 10. The
chapter highlights the role of city design in virus transmission, particularly in high-density road networks
and public transit.
In Chapter 11, Felicia N. Huang et al. discuss social media use and community resilience development
during the COVID-19 pandemic in Singapore. Lesley Arnold, Zaffar Sadiq Mohamed-Ghouse and Tony
Wheeler report on the role of professional bodies during a pandemic in Chapter 12, with a focus on the
role of the Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute (SSSI) in Australia. In Chapter 13, Peter Mooney et
al. explore OpenStreetMap (OSM) data use cases during the early months of the pandemic. The chapter
contributes to the knowledge on how volunteered geographic information (VGI) initiatives such as OSM
respond and are used or accessed during a global crisis such as COVID-19.
In Chapter 14, Pravin Kokane et al. explore the utilisation of geospatial network analysis techniques
for optimal route planning during the pandemic. Chryssy Potsiou discusses the critical issue of formalising
informal settlements to empower residents against COVID-19 and other disasters in Chapter 15. The chapter
reports on how geospatial experts can provide the means to support governments to identify and empower
those most vulnerable to the pandemic, and the measures that have taken place. Abbas Rajabifard et al.
provide a discussion around spatially enabled platform supporting managing pandemic, and also review of
the applications and systems in place for such a spatially enabled COVID-19 in Chapter 16.
In Chapter 17, Neda Kaffash Charandabi and Amir Gholami propose a global model to help determine
the important periods of each country, predict confirmed cases and to discover spatio-temporal hot/cold
spots based on wavelet and neural networks. In Chapter 18, Michael Batty et al. give a report on London
in Lockdown, discussing the issues of mobility in the pandemic city.
Rosario Casanova et al. in Chapter 19 discuss the Americas geospatial response to COVID-19 through an
overview and analysis of the implementation of UN-GGIM global frameworks, as well as a discussion of the
gaps and challenges faced. In Chapter 20, Marije Louwsma and Hartmut Müller explores spatio-temporal
information management to control the pandemic in Europe. Zhixuan (Jenny) Yang reports on online
higher education in Chapter 21, with a focus on how online education facilitated by Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) in China has been implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic. The
chapter analyses the experience of online education, and uses a case study to evaluate the critical elements
involved.
In Chapter 22, Nadia Abbaszadeh Tehrani et al. provide a time-series analysis of COVID-19 in Iran, from
a remote sensing (RS) perspective. The chapter discusses the novel approach that utilises remote sensing
data to monitor the pandemic at a national level, as well as examining the applicability of RS coupled with
time-series analysis for the study area. Alize le Roux et al. present the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard
for South Africa in Chapter 23, which maps out the vulnerability to the pandemic across the whole of South
Africa. The study aims at helping local authorities and other stakeholders with disaster risk reduction and
evidence-based decision-making.
Bola Michelle Ju et al. describe the rapid development of location-based apps in Chapter 24, focusing
on the seven applications which saved lives during the pandemic in South Korea. In Chapter 25, Sultana
Nasrin Baby et al. report on a spatial analysis of urban parkland and COVID-19 in the City of Whittlesea,
in Victoria, Australia. Phil Bright and David Abbott describe the impact of COVID-19 to the Pacific Island
Countries and Territories (PICTs) in Chapter 26.
In Chapter 27, Freya M. Shearer et al. present evidence to inform evolving COVID-19 response planning
by analysing how Australians were thinking, feeling and behaving in response to the so-called “first wave” of
the COVID-19 epidemic and the associated public health measures. Raul Marino et al. present the results of
an investigation relating to the lack of access to public space and social interactions in three Latin-American
cities in Chapter 28. David J. Coleman and Prashant Shukle provide a case study in Chapter 29 on how
geospatial information and technologies were used in Canada. They highlight observations made in the early
stages of Canada’s response to the pandemic and provide a critical discussion and opportunities for future
development and cooperation.
Milan Konecny et al. discuss the roles of geospatial intelligence in addressing COVID-19 challenges in
Czechia in Chapter 30. They present three approaches to improving response to COVID-19, including visual
analytics; Tracking and analysis solutions; and decision support systems. Carmen Martin and François Pérès
provide an observation and analysis of COVID-19 in France in Chapter 31, with a focus on the multi-phase
and multidimensional approach to a complex societal imbalance.
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In Chapter 32, Richard Simpson explores the importance of a worldwide infrastructure when managing
complex pandemic scenarios. He investigates the challenges faced with uncoordinated international cohesion
and the accumulative crisis humanity faces as a result. In Chapter 33, Jamie Leach as an observation explores
the Open Data Pandemic, and discusses the issues that arise in data sharing around the globe.
In Chapter 34, Menno-Jan Kraak addresses the challenges of mapping COVID-19, and addresses two
issues including the professional cartographic design challenges and the most common cartographic mistakes
witnessed in the media. In Chapter 35, Alice Kesminas also provides an observation by discussing the
importance of engagement to build smarter and more resilient communities. She addresses the role that
geospatial information and technology play in building community resilience and discusses the challenges
faced to successfully plan and manage resilient communities.
In Chapter 36, Frank Friesecke investigates how the coronavirus could change urban planning. The study
explores the changes in how we operate schools, retail, work environments and presents a first vision of the
direction in which the city of the future could develop towards in light of COVID-19 and other potential
pandemics in the future. In Chapter 37, Hossein Mokhtarzadeh shared his view and investigates the move
towards agile strategies during the pandemic. This chapter reports on a observational study completed
through a number of interviews with experts discussing how they cope with a global crisis.
Kirsikka Riekkinen provides observations from Finland in Chapter 38, with a focus on the opportunities
for digitalisation, and the use of geographic information in the Finnish context. Efthimios Bakogiannis et
al. report on the possible future of Greek cities in Chapter 39, with a focus on what the cities will look like
after the pandemic period with a case study review analysis and best practice assessment.
Saied Pirasteh et al. explore the COVID-19 pandemic challenges and impacts on the Sustainable
Development Goals 2030 in Chapter 40. The chapter discusses an understanding of the pandemic and
its influences on SDGs 2030, from an Indian perspective. Malcolm Campbell et al. discuss the value of
a policy-response research model in Chapter 41. The authors discuss the GeoHealth Laboratory (GHL)
research model that is based on a relationship contract funding model in New Zealand.
Mark Allan outlines the lessons learned from management of the Melbourne COVID-19 pandemic in
Chapter 42. His contribution chapter presents some observations made and discusses a future of co-existence
with the virus.
In Chapter 43, Hassan M. Khormi explores spatial modelling concepts in Saudi Arabia as an observation.
The study reports on how the Saudi authorities implement GIS concepts in controlling the spatial risks of
the pandemic. Carmen Femenia-Ribera and Gaspar Mora-Navarro examine COVID-19 in Spain with a focus
on the use of geospatial information in Chapter 44. Nathaniel Carpenter and Anna Dabrowski discuss the
lessons learned from the COVIDSafe app in Chapter 45, a track and trace technology designed for the
Australian context. The chapter focuses on understanding conditions for successful implementation of track
and trace technologies. Arturo Ardila-Gomez explores sustainable transport as a key pillar to community
resilience during the COVID-19 pandemic in Chapter 46.
The book then concludes in Chapter 47, with synthesis of key lessons and future work to improve our
planning and preparation for the next pandemic, focusing on geospatial information and related techno-social
innovations for enhanced community resilience.
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Land Administration and Authoritative Geospatial
Information: Lessons from Disasters to Support
Building Resilience to Pandemics
Keith Clifford Bell and Vladimir V. Evtimov

Throughout 2020, much has been written advocating investment in geospatial information
and land administration systems as solutions to pandemic resilience, but closer analyses
may suggest a lack of rigor and even a tendency for hype. Resilience of countries,
cities and communities in the context of land administration and geospatial information
is best achieved through sustainable, authoritative, geospatial information under the
framework of National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) and comprehensive and secure
Land Administration Systems (LAS). However, it is becoming increasingly clear that
the pandemic has severely impacted progress towards all the SDGs under the 2030
Agenda. Responding to disasters and pandemics does not afford the luxury of extended
templated diagnostic assessments, economic and financial analyses and cost-benefit studies
of investing in LAS and NSDI. Drawing on the experiences of the WB-FAO partnership,
the Chapter discusses good practices of rapid assessments of the resilience and resilience
impact of authoritative NSDI and LAS.

2.1

Introduction

“The COVID-19 crisis threatens to reverse much of the development progress made in
recent years and throw hundreds of millions of people back into poverty. It has required
countries to respond rapidly and decisively to major disruptions of their healthcare systems,
their economies and the livelihoods of their citizens. I have been inspired by the World Bank
Group’s response – mobilizing fast to deliver urgent support to countries to minimize loss of
life, mitigate severe economic hardship, protect hard-earned development gains, and protect
the poorest and most vulnerable”.
David Malpass, President of the World Bank.1
The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered the deepest global recession in decades, and this is well
reported by both the World Bank [1] and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). This is the first
recession since 1870 to be triggered solely by a pandemic. After more than a decade of uninterrupted
growth, the global economy came to a sudden halt because of the pandemic. The debate continues
as to how deep it will be; its duration; and how far its impacts will reach. The pandemic has
1
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caused contractions across the vast majority of emerging market and developing economies as well
as advanced economies. Lasting damage to labor productivity and potential output are already well
identified. Across the world it would seem there is strong consensus for immediate policy priorities of
alleviation of the human costs and attenuation of the short-term economic losses. Thereafter, once
the crisis abates, there is also consensus that it will be necessary to reaffirm a credible commitment
to policies to support long-term sustainable development. The COVID-19 recession’s speed and
depth with which it has struck suggests the possibility of a sluggish recovery. For many emerging
market and developing countries, however, effective financial support and mitigation measures are
particularly hard to achieve because a substantial share of employment is in informal sectors. The
speed with which countries can overcome the pandemic health crisis and pave the way for economic
recovery remains to be seen.
The COVID-19 pandemic is not the first global pandemic and it will not be the last, may almost
be cliché now. Countries, especially low- and middle-income countries (LIC and MIC), are at the
time of writing, fully focused on dealing with the severe health and economic crises. Generally,
immediate priorities are budgetary support, health and food security. Beyond recovery, all nations,
and development partners, must turn their respective foci to future preparedness to ensure that
nations can better withstand the shocks of any future pandemic, with the impacts minimized to
the greatest extent possible and recovery enabled in the shortest possible timeframe. However,
no degree of preparedness can prevent future pandemics or disasters. Preparedness should include
investment in land administration systems (LAS) and national spatial data infrastructures (NSDI).
The WB and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) have partnered in many countries
to promote the fundamental roles of LAS and NSDI to support the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development and also for improving disaster resilience at the national, city and community levels,
in line with the Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure (VGGT) [2] and
the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-30 [3].

2.2

Emergencies – Disasters and Pandemics

There are some similarities between the impacts of shocks created by a natural disaster and
those created by disease – but only some. No country, regardless of its level of social and
economic development is immune from the increasing frequency and severity of emergencies caused
by disasters and pandemics. The World Health Organization ([4], p. 22) has prepared a very
comprehensive Classification of Hazards, covering disasters, pandemics, conflicts and environmental
degradation. From the disaster perspective it has consistency with the Sendai Framework, which
sets out the case for all development to be risk-informed in order to be sustainable.
The Disaster Management Cycle, which originates from the United States Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA)2 is widely utilized. Over the past decade, the Disaster Management
Cycle, has been interpreted, modified and adopted by many agencies around the world. Recently,
with health crises, including the current pandemic, even WHO has adopted an equivalent 4-phase
cycle [4] – Preparation, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Understanding the cycle, enables a
better appreciation of where geospatial information and land administration can be effectively
applied in terms of response and building resilience, which is discussed later in this Chapter.

2.3

Economic and Financial Impacts of Disasters and Pandemics

Direct economic losses from disasters have increased by more than 150 percent over the past
20 years, with losses disproportionately borne by vulnerable developing countries. The bill from
2
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natural disasters had reached around US$200 billion per year, an increase of 4 times since the 1980s.
However, it is estimated that this has now risen to around US$300 billion per year. Cumulatively,
over the past 30-year period, disasters have cost nearly US$4 trillion and caused around 2.5 million
deaths. Two-thirds of these losses are due to extreme storms, floods and drought [4].
WHO has advised that over the previous 30 years, more than 80 percent of deaths from natural
disasters occurred in LIC and MIC and that the disaster impacts on GDP was on average 20 times
higher in LIC than high-income countries (HIC). Further, and from the health perspective, WHO
reported that during 2012-17, there were 1,200 health outbreaks in 168 countries, including those
due to new or re-emerging infectious diseases. In 2018, a further 352 infectious disease events,
including the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) and the Ebola virus
disease. Estimated losses from infectious diseases, through their effects on productivity, trade and
travel, have been calculated at about US$500 billion or 6 percent of global income per year [4].
The WB [6] has identified critical impacts of the current pandemic. These are summarized as
follows, with specific implications for land administration and geospatial information identified by
the authors of this Chapter:
• Disrupting billions of lives and livelihoods, the COVID-19 pandemic threatens decades of
hard-won development gains and demands an urgent, exceptional response. The severity of
the pandemic is challenging the world’s health systems, while associated lockdowns and travel
restrictions have upended normal life for most people – even as lockdowns ease in some
countries. The pandemic is spurring changes in behaviors and trends likely to transform
the post-COVID-19 world. Lockdowns require resolving homelessness and unhealthy, crowded
slums.
• The range of growth outcomes in 2020-21 remains exceptionally uncertain, and recovery is
highly dependent on global progress in containing and mitigating the pandemic. In a base case
scenario, the global economy could shrink by 5.2 percent in 2020 before rebounding in 2021;
in the downside scenario of prolonged shutdowns, world output could contract by almost 8
percent in 2020 (roughly equivalent to the combined GDP of France, Italy, and Spain). The
recession in advanced economies is hitting developing countries hard, and the WB now projects
negative growth for over 150 countries in 2020. The emerging food crisis could intensify, and
food insecurity could spread much more widely. Can governments afford to invest in LAS and
NSDI to build resilience to future disaster and epidemic impacts? In the short-term, especially
for LIC, the answer is likely to be no, without international development assistance.
• Billions of jobs are under threat worldwide. Nearly 80 percent of the world’s informal economy
workers, around 1.6 billion, have now experienced COVID-19 lockdowns and slowdowns in
hard-hit industries including wholesale and retail, food and hospitality, tourism, transport
and manufacturing. With 740 million women globally in informal employment and a majority
employed in services, women are particularly hard hit by the crisis. Remittance flows are a key
source of revenues for many developing economies, and expected to fall by one-fifth in 2020.
Tourism is another area hard hit. Many countries across East and South Asia are especially
dependent on both tourism and remittances to a combined level of 20-30 percent of GDP. Loss
of jobs places many people, renters and those with mortgages, at high risk of defaulting and
subsequent eviction. Evictions create opportunities for property speculation and land grabbing,
as well as governance challenges for land administration.
• The COVID-19 crisis is exacting a massive toll on the poor and vulnerable. Millions of people
will fall into extreme poverty, while millions of existing poor will experience even deeper
deprivation, the first increase in global poverty since 1998. This will mean an estimated
additional 18 million extremely poor people in Fragile and Conflict-affected States (FCS), and
the pandemic is deepening existing sources of fragility and exacerbating instability in Fragility,
Conflict and Violence (FCV) settings. Land conflicts are major issues in FCS and can have
long-term consequences as displaced people flee. Already the pandemic has manifested as a
critical risk for refugee and resettlement camps. Homeless people are at high risk of contracting
and spreading the virus and are not subjected to effective screening. Safe social distancing is
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largely not possible. Contact tracing of the homeless is also very difficult. Homelessness through
eviction of insolvent renters is straining LIC, MIC and HIC alike.

• The scale of the financing challenge for developing countries is measured in trillions of US
dollars. The sudden reversal of capital flows has helped finance the exceptional fiscal packages
in the advanced economies but has left emerging market and developing economies exposed. The
additional financing needs for developing countries arising from the crisis remain uncertain, but
they will be exceptionally high and likely to persist over the medium term. Pandemic-related
external financing gaps for active International Development Association (IDA)3 countries
could be in the range of US$25-100 billion per year – assuming that incremental financing
needs arising from the crisis are in the range of 2-10 percent of GDP and that only half of
these can be met internally. For WB International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD)4 borrowers (representing approximately one-third of MIC GDP), the equivalent range
is US$150-600 billion annually. This has serious implications for countries needing financing of
resilience requiring investments in LAS and NSDI.
The pandemic has highlighted the urgent need for policy action to cushion its consequences,
protect vulnerable populations, and improve countries’ capacity to cope with similar future events.
It is also critical to address the challenges posed by informality and limited safety nets and undertake
reforms that enable strong, inclusive and sustainable growth. However, the pandemic’s rapid global
economic impacts highlight the fragility of the sustainability of SDG Goal 1, extreme poverty
alleviation [1].

2.4

Overview of WB-FAO Partnership

Since 1964, the Cooperative Programme (CP) between FAO and the WB has continued to support
reforms concerned with secure access to land and other natural resources, reinforced national
food security and nutrition, mainstreaming responsible land governance and sustainable economic
development. Rapid penetration of innovative hi-tech geomatics accelerated digitalization of LAS
and advancement of e-government have naturally expanded the FAO-WB investment partnership
in the land sector to encompass NSDI. The body of experiences, good practices and lessons learned
during such land sector investments supported by international development partners have duly
informed, and are integrated in the VGGT. In general, poor tenure security, non-recognition of
legitimate land rights and interests, or lack of land and geospatial records on access rights reduce
the resilience of people to natural disasters and to climate change effects. Mindful of the resilience
impact of LAS and NSDI, and triggered by various recent hazards, several joint interventions of
the WB and FAO pay special attention to resilience building, and/or use resilience as an entry
point for investing in land sector reforms.
The WB and FAO have partnered to promote the fundamental role of LAS and NSDI
infrastructure for improving disaster resilience at the community and national levels, in line with the
VGGT and the Sendai Framework. The recent CP experiences have highlighted good practice rapid
assessments of the resilience and resilience impact of national land administration and geospatial
information systems, which are relevant to the pandemic context, over several countries, which are
discussed in this Chapter.
3
IDA is part of the World Bank Group. IDA offers concessional loans and grants to the world’s poorest
developing countries.
4
IBRD is part of the World Bank Group. The IBRD offers loans to middle-income developing countries.
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Comprehensive and authoritative LAS and NSDI are of strategic importance for economic
prosperity and inclusive growth, sustainable development, responsible governance of natural
resources, and resilience – due to their potential to facilitate information synergy across
multitudinous thematic domains and thus support efficient and effective decision making, as well
as leveraging land as a fundamental economic factor and original source of all material wealth. In
the context of national and community resilience, LAS and geospatial information are critically
significant for systemic and institutional preparedness to enable the country, government and
communities to mitigate hazards, adapt and recover from shocks or stresses. Such preparedness,
adaption and recovery should be without compromising long-term development prospects of
communities, cities, localities, regions and countries. That means digital information, secure data
storage of land administration information and an NSDI providing geospatial information that is
accessible, authoritative and sustainable. These are activities which must be led by the government
for the benefit of all, with civil society, community, private sector professionals, investors and
academic participation.
Resilience, be it for disasters or pandemics, requires a high degree of geospatial preparedness,
which is best achieved through NSDI. For NSDI, countries require: (i) an agreed common geospatial
framework with defined horizontal and vertical reference systems; (ii) standards, data sharing
protocols and data access; (iii) fundamental mapping or geospatial datasets; (iv) an agreed lead
agency mandate for the overall coordination of the NSDI and designated lead agencies for the
production and maintenance of fundamental geospatial data themes; (v) communications; security;
and (vi) human, technical and financial capacity to sustain the systems. In the context of a
pandemic, further geospatial-related requirements may include: (i) access to mobility data from
telecommunication networks, video-surveillance, urban and other sensors; (ii) tools to analyze the
influx of near real-time data; (iii) spatially-enabled systems to support public health surveillance;
and (iv) policies for balancing the protection of personal data privacy and confidentiality with
ensuring the public good.
Many countries, especially LIC, may have very limited digital geospatial information and
immature NSDI, limiting, or inhibiting, their preparedness for disasters or pandemics. For some
LIC and MIC, recent wars or civil conflict have further left legacies of weak geospatial preparedness.
Also, a legacy of conflict is often that LAS are either non-existent or in very poor shape due to
the destruction of land records and other evidence of rights. For such countries, preparing any
NSDI investment should be preceded by an assessment or stocktake of the existing systems. There
is undoubtedly a geospatial preparedness inequity between countries, especially LIC, which places
them at a severe disadvantage in developing resilience that requires geospatial information.
A major impediment to pandemic preparedness is often the weak street and postal addressing
systems which precludes effective emergency response, contact tracing and monitoring of families
and individuals for medical testing and follow-ups, vaccination programs, reliable reporting
statistics, delivery and access to social benefits and so forth. For homeless people, even in advanced
economies with well-developed address systems, the lack of access to an address is a major
limitation and poses health risks especially where such people are mobile. Indigenous, customary
and communal tenure systems are also especially vulnerable during pandemics where lack of formal
records, geospatially referenced land parcels fabric and an addressing system leave inhabitants
vulnerable.
As the world endures the pandemic and moves to the new norms, governments, often with
international development assistance, will need to: (i) review how existing systems worked or failed
during the pandemic; (ii) assess the effectiveness of geospatial information’s and LAS contributions
to surveillance and tracking; (iii) identify whether any non-traditional land and geospatial data
sources (e.g. crowd-source data) may have government response to the pandemic; (iv) examine
the effectiveness of measures used in the property markets, including valuation and government
guarantee of tenure rights, addressing both ownership, leaseholds and rentals, to mitigate financial
and economic downturns and ensure good governance; (v) review the impacts of land-indigence,
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landlessness and homelessness on the spread of the virus; (vi) study the impacts of regulated spatial
planning on controlling the spread of the coronavirus and other future pandemics and health crises.
Authoritative geospatial information plays critical roles in all phases of disaster management:
disaster prediction, prevention, preparedness and mitigation, emergency response, evacuation
planning, search and rescue, shelter operations, and the post-disaster restoration and monitoring.
Reliable and comprehensive land administration information, including land records are critical for
many of the phases of disaster management including preparedness, recovery and reconstruction.
Especially important for the pandemic context, is address information to enable reliable contact
tracing and even social distancing. LAS and NSDI underpin economic and social recovering,
supporting the minimization of the shocks of disasters and pandemics and enabling quicker recovery
to return to normal.
Assessing the likely impact of disaster events requires detailed inventory of real estate assets,
buildings, housing, crops, and infrastructure, including specific location-based information such as
street address, and other horizontal and vertical positioning referencing data. Although, pandemics
don’t damage or destroy such items a spatial inventory of housing and occupancy would be expected
to be beneficial.
Secure tenure is the key to reducing disaster vulnerability and risks. The more secure, formal
and reconcilable the rights and systems are, the less vulnerable land users are to eviction or loss
of livelihoods in the case of a disaster, and the more likely they are to receive compensation for
losses sustained. Secure tenure increases investments in dwellings, which reduces risks and improves
resilience through better siting and construction of buildings. Better quality housing in terms of
space, ventilation, access, amongst other factors is conducive to supporting good social distancing
and enhancing pandemic resilience.
Land administration and geospatial information needs to be accurate, reflect reality on the
ground, and be up to date if it is to contribute to disaster preparedness and risk mitigation, and
responses to disaster events. In many countries this is not the case, making them vulnerable to
disasters. Street addressing transcends both land administration and geospatial information and is
vital for both disaster and pandemic resilience.
Sharing land and geospatial information with disaster risk management agencies and enabling
them to harness these valuable data in their planning and operations enhances the overall process
and supports government-wide agendas, but often there are disconnects between a number of these
key elements and a lack of interoperability. NSDI are essential to overcoming these issues. Improving
interoperability means overcoming technical, capacity, legal, and cultural impediments.
LAS and NSDI can only perform their roles if they are themselves resilient – which means they
must also be sustainable. Yet often LAS records are paper-based and are vulnerable to destruction.
Remote storage of electronic data offers greater protection providing such data are properly secured.
The organizations responsible for LAS and NSDI geospatial systems need to have business recovery
plans which are regularly tested. These organizations need to be adequately resourced in terms of
finances, trained personnel, equipment and facilities at all times. However, data must also be
accessible. LAS and NSDI that are not able to deliver reliable, accessible information when there
is no disaster or pandemic, cannot be expected to deliver during the times of disaster or pandemic.
Governance issues play an important role in the effectiveness of LAS and NSDI. Corrupt or
ineffective town planning, land management, or building control systems enhance the risks from
disaster events and impede recovery and reconstruction. Stakeholder involvement is needed so that
all parties know the parts they must play in the event of a disaster event. Those responsible for
disaster planning and mitigation and for reconstruction and recovery should be accountable to the
population and respect human rights. Governance will be tested after any disaster. It is too early
to assess any governance challenges from the COVID-19 pandemic, but in the near future such
studies should be undertaken.
In light of the above, Table 2.1 summarizes applications for land administration and geospatial
information in the emergency contexts of disasters and pandemics.
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TABLE 2.1

Prevention and
Mitigation

Recovery

Response

Preparation

PHASE

Land Administration and Geospatial Information Uses for Disasters and Pandemics
DISASTER
Geospatial

Land
Administration

PANDEMIC
Geospatial

Land
Administration

Needs assessment
Spatial planning
Needs assessment
Spatial planning
Planning and response: Security of tenure
Planning and response:
Security of tenure
• evacuation
Security of records
• evacuation
Security of
• communications
Security of occupancy
• communications
occupancy
• medical support
Street addressing
• medical support
Street addressing
• stockpiling resources
• stockpiling resources location
location
• logistics planning
• logistics planning
Prediction & Warning:
Prediction & Warning:
• monitoring
• monitoring
• forecasting
• forecasting
• early warning
• early warning
• exercising
• exercising
Street addressing
Street addressing
Coordination
Early damage assessment Epidemiological surveillance
Situation Analysis –
support systems
Appreciation
Contact tracing
Crisis maps
Situation Analysis –
Emergency aid - Search
Appreciation
and rescue, Evacuation &
Pandemic mapping
shelters, Medical, Food,
Cases and deaths distribution,
water
monitoring
Emergency resources
Testing coordination and
dispatch
monitoring
Early damage assessment
Emergency resources dispatch
Streamlining supply chains –
delivery medical and food
Targeting community
investments to reduce risk of
contagion and minimizing
negative economic impacts
Recovery Reconstruction
Rehabilitation:
• coordination
• damage assessment
review
• monitoring and
evaluation
Tenure security location
Housing
Spatial Planning
Transport &
infrastructure
Utilities
Communications and
ICT
Agriculture
Livelihoods
Hazard risk analysis
Simulation & modelling
Risk mapping
Building & asset
inventory
Public awareness raising
Training & capacity
building

Rights identification
Tenure security
Housing
Spatial Planning
Land re-allocation

Epidemiological surveillance
Spatial planning
support systems
Formalization of
Contact tracing
rights
Pandemic mapping
Cases and deaths distribution,
monitoring
Testing coordination and
monitoring
Emergency resources dispatch
Streamlining supply chains –
delivery medical and food
Targeting community
investments to reduce risk of
contagion and minimizing
negative economic impacts

Land records digitization Spatial planning
Data security
Street addressing
Secure, safe facilities
Online services
Spatial planning
Land re-allocation

Spatial planning
Security of tenure
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COVID-19: Specific Challenges

The pandemic has created land-tenure related and spatial challenges that have never been
experienced before. These include, but are not limited to:
• Lockdown – requires a secure, serviceable, habitable place to live (dwelling) that is accessible to
emergency services, power, water, sanitation. Homeless people and slum dwellers are especially
at risk of contracting and spreading the virus
• Social distancing – sufficient space between people when they live and reside – again, homeless
people and slum dwellers are especially at risk of contracting and spreading the virus
• Contact tracing – requires physical address – homeless people and slum dwellers are unlikely
to have an address
• Privacy of personal information.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, many countries requested their citizens to practice
social-distancing, stay-at-home and to stay safe. This has created significant challenges to
implement, given the vast numbers of homeless people in both developed and developing nations.
Also, for many countries housing conditions and density of informal settlements often do not
allow residents to follow basic hygienic measures or to keep the minimum social distance to
reduce spreading the virus. Much is being reported on the need to undertake “formalization or
regularization of slums and illegal settlements”. However, that may secure rights, but it does not
improve safety, well-being, services, or quality of life.
Gender is also being reported as a specific COVID-19 challenge. Men have sustained a greater
death toll from the pandemic than women. In April 2020, men accounted for 65 percent of deaths
[7]. Stanley and Prettitore [8] specifically cite the gender experiences with tenure security of Aceh
and North Sumatra following the December 2004 tsunami. It is well reported that in times of
disasters and conflicts women may be especially vulnerable regarding tenure security and access to
land rights [9]. In the longer term, reforming inheritance laws and marital property regimes will
be key to improving the implementation and enforcement of women’s rights to housing land and
property rights, as well as ensuring that social and cultural norms also change. Titles or other
rights instruments are not sufficient to bring about change and ensure the rights of women.
However, are women more vulnerable to the tenure-related shocks of the pandemic? Although
Stanley and Prettitore [8] advise that women are more vulnerable, this Chapter suggests that it is
probably far too soon to draw firm conclusions, but as more research and analysis is undertaken,
it may also better highlight the vulnerabilities of women under a pandemic crisis. Nonetheless the
tenure rights of everyone must be respected and the challenges are always there.
“Experience from post-disaster land activities in Aceh, Indonesia, and from post-conflict land
restitution programs in Colombia have shown that with willingness and a focus on women’s
particular barriers, we can make a difference. It’s time we break down the barriers to women’s
access to land around the world, and make sure to protect women’s rights while the pandemic places
them in a precarious situation” [8].
The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) Working Party on Land
Administration and the International Federation of Surveyors (FIG) have admirably worked
together to examine the situation of informal settlements in the pan-European region and have
identified ways to formalize informal developments. The result has been the “Guidelines for the
Formalization of Informal Constructions” [10], which provides a practical guide, explaining how to
structure a program for the formalization of informal constructions. The Guidelines would seem
to have the potential to be considered globally to assist countries in post-COVID-19 recovery.
Benefits from formalizing informal settlements could contribute to economic recovery by integrating
them into land markets, with clear ownership titles and registration. Security of tenure, ownership
of land and property provides access to credit, and environmental, planning, construction, and
utility-provision improvements can be initiated to a standard where people can live in adequate
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and healthy homes. The authors of this chapter would suggest that the Guidelines may have gone
much further in terms of actual technical content especially regarding implications for construction,
infrastructure service and utilities. Notwithstanding, these UNECE and FIG Guidelines are a
useful reference for any country or jurisdiction seeking to address formalization of informal tenure.
Commendably, UNECE has always been proactive when it comes to guidelines, especially in terms
of improving land administration systems information in the region. Most notably, the UNECE
[11] “Guidelines on Land Administration” have been referred to widely, not only in the European
region, but globally.
It is well-reported that there are at least one billion urban dwellers currently living in informal
settlements, which has increased from a 1996 estimate of around three-quarters of a billion. It will
no doubt continue to grow as the world’s urban population continues to grow. The importance
of tackling this issue is undeniable and measured under several United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). SDG target 1.4 stresses that governments should ensure that all men
and women, particularly the poor and vulnerable, have equal rights to economic resources, as
well as access to basic services, ownership and control over land and other forms of property and
inheritance. SDG 11 stresses that cities and human settlements should be inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable. The growth and magnitude of natural disasters around the world, of all types,
have clearly identified the need for building resilience. Informal settlements have been built outside
the formal system of laws and regulations that ensure tenure, legal ownership and safe, resilient
structures. Informal development is not a new issue. However, over the last 30 years, informal
development has become an increasingly urgent matter. UNECE reported in 2007 that more than
50 million people lived in informal settlements in 20 member-states of the UNECE region. Europe
has experienced a rise of urban dwellers who cannot afford to pay rent, with housing costs rising
particularly rapidly in the more prosperous large cities. This is especially the case for the Southern
and Eastern parts of the region, while Western European countries are said to have more than 6
percent of their urban dwellers living in insecure housing conditions.
Slums are especially vulnerable due to:
• High population densities contribute to rapid and broader spread of infection which accelerates
transmission
• Household overcrowding makes behaviors like social distancing difficult
• Poor living conditions exacerbate transmission slowing behavior
• Limited access to health services
• Reliance on crowded transport services increases contagion risk
• Working in the informal sector poses risks [12].
Renters, tenants, lessees and mortgagees are vulnerable to the economic impacts of the
pandemic. All too often renters, tenants and lessees are forgotten in discussions of tenure security,
as they do not hold absolute ownership rights. Rather, their tenure rights would be expected to
be covered under contracts. However, often such tenure rights are not automatically inheritable,
plus their security is generally subject to payment of rent, therefore they may be forfeited when
rent payment defaults, leading to eviction. Similarly, mortgagees who are unable to defray mortgage
repayments to the financier, may lose tenure rights and face foreclosure and eviction. Such problems
are experienced globally, in both developed and developing economies. Notably some countries
legislated relief periods for rents and mortgages – but periods of several months are already proving
to be insufficient to people who have lost income and assets.
As the COVID-19 pandemic spreads across the globe, lives, livelihoods, food supplies and food
security are being severely disrupted. In the face of this crisis, investment in agriculture and food
systems provide an important way to support communities’ resilience against crises and ensure
robust food supply chains. This has very profound implication for land and tenure security as land is
a critical factor in agriculture. Investment in the sector is crucial now more than ever, but experience
shows that focusing only on more investments is not enough. The “Principles for Responsible
Investment in Agriculture and Food Systems” (RAI) by the Committee on World Food Security
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[13] are the main global instrument to provide guidance in this regard. The RAI have heavily
drawn from guiding frameworks such as the Principles for Responsible Agricultural Investment
that respects rights, livelihoods, and resources (PRAI) by FAO, International Fund for Agricultural
Development (IFAD), United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), and the
WB, and also build on the VGGT [14].
Location of citizens has been highlighted as a very important element of managing and
responding to COVID-19 cases and transmissions. In public health, contact tracing has dual roles.
Firstly, contact tracing is undertaken to find all infected persons and those who have been in contact
with infected persons. It has been a very effective pillar of the control of communicable diseases,
e.g. contact tracing was primarily responsible for small pox eradication, rather than universal
immunization. Secondly, contact tracing may be undertaken to learn more about the disease
characteristics, especially the spatial context including infection clusters, locations of secondary
and subsequent infection waves/spikes.5 At the time of writing this Chapter, it has been reported
that with the escalation of new cases in the USA, at around 50,000 new cases per day, contact
tracing may no longer be viable.6
The pandemic has brought a global re-thinking of the confidentiality of personal information
to better manage spread of the disease. Arguably, when the greater good is public health, new
approaches to privacy of personal information are necessary. However, risks of abuse are being
raised globally. In April 2020, the EU produced its “Commission Recommendation of 8.4.2020 on a
common Union toolbox for the use of technology and data to combat and exit from the COVID-19
crisis, in particular concerning mobile applications and the use of anonymized mobility data”. Also,
in April 2020, the EU produced “Guidelines 04/2020 on the use of location data and contact tracing
tools in the context of the COVID-19 outbreak”. Both publications provide very useful guidance to
any country or jurisdiction seeking to address personal information and also contact tracing through
policy and regulatory means. Commendably, the EU has continued to be progressive in promoting
sound policy with information and also NSDI. In 2007, the EU issued Directive 2007/2/EC for
establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community (INSPIRE).
In 2016, the General Data Protection Regulation (EU)2016/679 (GDPR) was approved by the
European Parliament as a regulation in EU law for data protection and privacy throughout the
EU, and member countries are required to comply.
In the COVID-19 context, vulnerable communities around the world are expected to face
increased land grabs, migration, displacement, corruption, and evictions. For many countries,
especially LIC and MIC, it is unlikely they have sufficient capacity and resources to fully address
these challenges. Technology will undoubtedly play key roles, as already has been demonstrated
with smart phone applications for contact tracing. At this time, there are many questions, and
clarity may only come with time:
• Can LIC and MIC afford to fund LAS and NSDI investments at sufficient levels to rebound
from the pandemic in order to return society to normal, when all countries have suffered huge
economic losses?
• Articulating the benefits of funding land services, protecting the land claims of vulnerable
populations, and accelerating the pace of securing land and property tenure is very important.
Advocating for significant investments in technology, and ensuring political support to digital
transformation at a time when there may be greater financial priories, is a huge challenge. How
are we seeing technology and land data playing a role in COVID-19 planning and response and
perhaps more importantly, what role can it play in post-pandemic response to better prepare
us for the long-term?
• What successful technology-based approaches to land governance (including land administration,
land development and land use planning) and lessons learned during COVID-19 can be
continued? Evidence-based advocacy, rather than rhetoric and evidence from the land sector is
required. Already there is an abundance of blogs, webinars and lobbying of governments and
5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contact-tracing
https://www.docwirenews.com/docwire-pick/hem-onc-picks/the-covid-19-pandemic-close-to-12-millionworld-cases-contact-tracing-no-longer-possible-in-us-south-and-more/
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international finance institutions to fund technical interventions – often claiming pandemic
recovery will be quicker through quickly deploying technologies that can be used to collect
and manage land and geospatial data – such as smartphones, tablets, computers, handheld
GPS/GNSS, and drones to name a few – how are they being used to equitably and inclusively
accelerate land administration processes?
Building resilience, through sustainable LAS and NSDI requires investment – both for the
development and implementation as well as ongoing maintenance, further development and
continuous improvement. It very much should remind everyone why the word “infrastructure”
was included in the term NSDI – which was to ensure that soft infrastructure is funded in
a similar manner to hard infrastructure. The recession and financial challenges of governments
around the globe, especially in LIC and MIC, creates opportunities for alternative service delivery
including public-private partnerships (PPP). Bell [15] raised opportunities such as the provision
of information technology (IT) infrastructure and services, positioning infrastructure and services
including Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) and customer service delivery as
potential areas, subject to necessary safeguarding. Loss of capacity and governance concerns may
also create openings for PPP modalities to support resilience investments in LAS and NSDI.
However, any such investments, must be rigorously safeguarded by government oversight to ensure
reliability, sustainability, good governance, public access and affordability.

2.7

Pragmatic Rapid Assessment of LAS and NSDI Maturity in
Resilience Contexts

Countries cooperate with development partners to assess their respective land and geospatial
information sectors and get advice on policy, legal, institutional, capacity and technology reforms
aiming to boost sustainable socio-economic growth and natural resources management, enhance
resilience to adversities, and safeguard the environment. The WB and FAO have frequently
partnering through their CP to respond to such requests, promoting also the fundamental role
of LAS and NSDI infrastructure for improving disaster resilience at the community and national
levels, in line with the VGGT and the Sendai Framework. A rapid LAS and NSDI assessment
approach has shaped up through the CP and collaboration with members and others, mostly
driven by pragmatic considerations and restrictions imposed by funding modalities. The recent
partnership experiences have highlighted good practice rapid assessments of the resilience and
resilience impact of national land administration and geospatial information systems, over several
countries including Nepal, Myanmar, Lebanon, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan. The same pragmatic
rapid assessment approach was also used unilaterally by the WB in Kerala, Punjab, the Solomon
Islands, Lao People’s Democratic Republic (see Table 2.2).
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TABLE 2.2
Experiences with Pragmatic Rapid Assessment of LAS and NSDI Maturity in Resilience
Contexts within Selected Countries
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TABLE 2.2
Continued – Experiences with Pragmatic Rapid Assessment of LAS and NSDI Maturity in
Resilience Contexts within Selected Countries
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TABLE 2.2

Lao PDR h

Solomon

Country

Continued – Experiences with Pragmatic Rapid Assessment of LAS and NSDI
Maturity in Resilience Contexts within Selected Countries
Major findings in
resilience context

Tailored focus

Advantages /
benefits

» Land and geospatial system
resilience needs assessment
› diagnosis of LAS and geospatial
information system, their infrastructure
and resilience impact
› design improvements for resilience
› emphasise on access to land for
development
› develop LAS and NSDI investment
plan

» Resilience of land, real
property and the people to land
relationships requires:
› community desire for better
land management
› register customary rights –
critical for resilience
› universal base map for all
the Solomon Islands
› share public geospatial
datasets via geoportal

» participatory
» local trust /
consensus
» local ownership
» optimal speed
» affordability
» recommends action

» Geospatial prioritization tool to:
› geographically target systematic
land registration
› determine geographical distribution
of
natural disaster vulnerabilities and
tenure security risks
› identify hotspots wherein
interventions can achieve maximum
impact
› support projects design and
implementation

» Natural disaster
vulnerabilities must be a factor
in enhancing tenure security at
the local level, to:
› ensure effectiveness and
efficiency
› reaching those who need
tenure security most

» participatory
» local trust /
consensus
» local ownership
» optimal speed
» affordability
» recommends action

a World Bank (2017) Kyrgyz Republic: Next Generation Land Administration and Management Services – non lending
technical assistance (P158348), Bishkek, 2017

b World Bank (2018) Myanmar: Towards a Sustainable Land Administration and Management System – land sector
needs assessment technical assistance (P157559), Nay Pyi Taw, 2018

c http://www.fao.org/myanmar/news/detail-events/en/c/1033174/
d World Bank (2020) Solid Ground: Increasing community resilience through improved land administration and geospatial
geospatial information systems, Washington DC, 2020, p. 33

e World Bank (2020) Nepal: Technical Assistance to Develop the Land Administration and Geospatial Information
Systems (Resilience and Resilience Impact of the Land and Geospatial Systems, P165271), Kathmandu, 2020

f World Bank (2020) Improving Resilience and the Resilience Impact of National Land and Geospatial Systems - Phase II
implementation support, Washington DC, 2020, pp. 7-53

g World Bank (2020) Improving Resilience and the Resilience Impact of National Land and Geospatial Systems - Phase II
implementation support, Washington DC, 2020, pp. 54-87

h World Bank (2020) Improving Resilience and the Resilience Impact of National Land and Geospatial Systems - Phase II
implementation support, Washington DC, 2020, p. 4

The pragmatic rapid approach allows to produce targeted outputs within a short term (a couple
of weeks) and with modest workload (around a man-month of expert input per topic). The approach
relies on: strong ownership by, and participation of stakeholders – coupled with international
expertise knowledgeable of good practices;7 expert analysis by brief desk review of web-sources,
published documents, research, articles and statistics relying on local sources; gathering hands-on
information in a limited series of face-to-face, profiling and cross-cutting technical discussions and
field visits – during a short mission facilitated by the beneficiary; intensive home-based synthesis of
outputs; and verification of findings and recommendations by key stakeholders. This good practice,
– based on long-term WB and FAO expertise and experience – proves relevant and is appreciated
by beneficiaries, since it is, among others: inherently focused on leaving no one behind, in line with
good practices,8 and endeavoring to reach the furthest behind first; affordable; very adaptable to
7

viz. VGGT and the Sendai Framework.
Land-indigence refers to land holders whose land is: (i) too small or otherwise inadequate to support healthy
living, social distancing during pandemics or other health crises; and/or (ii) insufficient for a livelihood in the
context of rural small farmers.
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country specificity; participatory – thus capacitating in-country stakeholders; matching the needs
– as its emphases, depth and detail can be tailored to the topical reform agenda; and producing
outputs within tight time frames.
In assessing LAS and NSDI requirements the WB and FAO look at various tools to support and
inform the work including a range of geomaturity and SDI-readiness9 instruments, considering and
evaluating also other available tools for geomaturity and NSDI-readiness, including the Integrated
Geospatial Information Framework (IGIF) developed under the United Nations Initiative on Global
Geospatial Information Management (UN-GGIM). UN-GGIM is currently drafting a Framework
for Effective Land Administration (FELA), as reference for developing, reforming, renewing,
strengthening or modernizing land administration and management systems. Early discussions
with selected WB client countries suggest that there are parallels with IGIF. That is, rather than
implement another costly and time-consuming framework, simply consider its key elements during
the rapid assessment. FAO has communicated its doubts regarding FELA’s added value in the
context of other existing UN instruments. Within WB, similar doubts are shared. Experience
with IGIF’s NSDI diagnostic, alignment to policy drivers, socio-economic assessment, and action
planning, as piloted for example in Guyana10 (2018-19) – helps to draw parallels and inform the
approaches elsewhere. However, after evaluation, it is often agreed with the governments that the
pragmatic rapid approach is more suited to the resilience context especially as it is cheaper and
quicker.

2.8

Build Back Better

Following a disaster event, it is not sufficient just for reconstruction to take place, but construction
and land administration and geospatial information should be enhanced through building back
better, so that there is greater resilience to future disaster events [1, 6]. Disaster events often reoccur
so that just undertaking recovery work is an inadequate response, as it is likely to be destroyed by
the next disaster event. Only by building back better can communities be protected in the future.
Investment in doing so produces substantial returns on the capital employed. Similarly, following
a pandemic, building back better principles should also be adopted.
Rebuilding after disaster events requires reliable, accurate geospatial data, at the appropriate
levels of precision to enable engineering and construction works to be undertaken, something
that volunteer geographic information cannot achieve. Following the pandemic, reliable, accurate
geospatial information is also required, especially to support rehabilitation of slums and areas of
homelessness to ensure they are appropriately planned and serviced to ensure health and well-being.
From the historical perspective, the concept of “Build Back Better” (BBB) was probably first
coined in Indonesia in 2005 in discussions between WB, the UN Special Envoy for Tsunami (Bill
Clinton) and officials of the government’s reconstruction agency (WB, 2005).11 The original concept
was very much focused on physically building back better in terms of engineering of structures,
assets and infrastructure, better planning, community safety, early warning as well as land rights,
and gender equality. However, in the context of the pandemic, BBB has taken on broader roles
including low carbon, climate change, green growth, the digital economy, addressing inequality,
amongst other topics [16]. Investment in NSDI and LAS have much to contribute to this new
view of BBB. Apropos SDGs 13 and 14, in the post-COVID-19 world, there is good reason to be
optimistic that these and other long-standing global and regional issues will be addressed. LAS and
NSDI have critical roles in contributing significantly to the solutions.
9

Spatial-Data-Infrastructure readiness.
FAO (2018), Mainstreaming Sustainable Land Development and Management in Guyana (project
GCP/GUY/003/GRI).
11
Attribution of this term’s origin has been incorrectly attributed to the Sendai Framework, wherein it is reported
that the term:“was firstly defined and used officially in the UN Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
2015-2030, which was agreed at the Third UN World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction 14-18 March
2015, which was held in Sendai Japan, and this document was adopted by the UN General Assembly on 3 June
2015”.
10
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2.9

Concluding Remarks

All countries, inter-governmental coordination bodies, development agencies, civil society
organizations and professional bodies such as FIG have a role to play in promoting resilience
through LAS and NSDI. The less hype and the more evidence-based approaches to support
resilience, the better prepared communities will be to withstand the shocks of the next disaster
or pandemic. Fit-for-purpose investments, that can be incrementally improved over time, which
require sustainable LAS and NSDI, will enable resilience and ensure that legacy systems are not
barriers to recovery after any shock. The partnership between the WB and FAO to promote the
VGGT, will continue to play a leading global role in supporting the resilience of countries, cities
and communities.
For the land sector, the outbreak again brings to light the very intimate, spatial relationships
between land, people and communities – and how the shocks of any disaster or pandemic disrupts
life and livelihoods.
The land sector can better promote the adaption of relevant technologies. There is evidence
that fit-for-purpose approaches to land administration can reduce costs and promote greater
transparency and accountability in the building of complete LAS, given the growing availability
and reach of technologies that can be used to collect and manage data, – such as smartphones,
tablets, computers, handheld GPS/GNSS, and drones to name a few. However, technology is never
a solution, rather it is an enabler. Using technology to overcome development challenges is not
a new phenomenon. This is particularly true in the land sector, where tools for collecting and
managing data relating to land use and rights have advanced considerably in recent decades. In
the post-pandemic recovery, technology is likely to prove even more critical for the collection and
management of land-related data to advance land rights and tenure security for millions of people
left out of formal land systems. Mere formalization of rights in over-populated, unhealthy slums,
will not build resilience unless there is spatial planning.
For those working in international development, the pandemic has brought almost everything to
a complete standstill. Development agency priorities are generally committed to the higher priorities
of governments dealing with the economic meltdowns as well as addressing health demands and
urgent needs for survival of society including food security. These priorities may see deferments of
new investment projects for LAS and NSDI. Most land sector interventions take considerable time
to implement and political will is paramount. The post-pandemic world presents opportunities for
significant progress with carbon emission reduction, climate change, green growth and PROBLUE.
LAS and NSDI have key roles to play in the resilience of the post-pandemic world by Building
Back Better.
“Adversity has the effect of eliciting talents, which in prosperous circumstances would have
lain dormant”.
Horace, Latin Philosopher (65-8 BC).
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Open Geospatial Data for Responding to the
COVID-19 Challenge
Maria Antonia Brovelli and Serena Coetzee

The period after the appearance of the SARS-CoV-2 virus has seen a flourishing of
dynamic online maps and dashboards useful for communicating the spread of the disease,
but not for the in-depth study of the phenomenon. The speed at which the disease is
disseminated calls for rapid analysis and action. Data that is readily available, such as
open data, or rapidly collected, e.g. by citizens, can make a significant contribution to
modelling, understanding and containing the spread of a disease. This chapter explores
open geospatial data responding to the COVID-19 challenge: What data is useful for
studying the spatio-temporal spread of the virus? What is the availability of such open data?
The chapter wants to answer these questions critically, also providing useful information to
all those who want to support research, not only linked to this zoonosis, but more generally
future epidemics and pandemics for which we should be better prepared.

3.1

Introduction

The globalized society of today is challenged by various emerging diseases, in many cases, zoonoses,
such as the Ebola Virus Disease (EVD), bird flu, swine flu, SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, and
these are often related to climate change. Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) caused by the severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), is a classical example. COVID-19 is a
communicable disease where infections are transmitted from one person to another through little
droplets, emitted when someone talks or coughs. A person can be infected through direct contact
with the droplets, or by touching droplets that have settled on a surface or object and touching
their face afterwards [1]. COVID-19 is therefore often transmitted when people are in close contact
with each other (within 1 m) or in places that are frequented by many people. It also seems that
certain demographics, e.g. older people, are more often severely affected by the disease.
On 11 March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the COVID-19 epidemic
a pandemic, and by October 2020, there were close to 35 million confirmed cases and more than
a million deaths reported [2]. Governments have always had to respond to natural disasters and
outbreaks of infectious diseases, the cause of loss of life and the devastation of both the environment
and national economies.
The current viral epidemic is of colossal proportions and the rate of infection multiplies rapidly,
favored by our densely populated urban centers and an interconnected global economy. Moreover
this is not an isolated occurrence, as we have been experiencing similar situations with Ebola, HIV,
dengue, SARS, MERS, Zika and West Nile. Researchers estimate [3] that zoonotic diseases account
for 75% of all new or emerging diseases in humans.
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The recent and dramatic evolution of the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted and accelerated
some developments that were already taking place in the scientific world and in society in general.
If digitization is what immediately catches the attention, a second aspect which deserves great
attention, is the use of maps in the communication of information relating to the virus spread.
Our daily lives have been pervaded by dashboards with maps, a key source of information about
the status of the pandemic (from the beginning of the epidemic until today), ranging in scale from
hotspots in cities to provinces in a country and countries on a world map.
These dashboards, however, show only simple data visualizations (e.g. number of infections
per administrative area, such as country or province), which represents, even in its powerful
effectiveness, only a small part of the value of geospatial information applied to health-related
information. Georeferenced data, in fact, could play a crucial role in the analysis of the phenomenon
itself, leading, for example, to the production of vulnerability and resilience maps, which can help, if
not to eradicate the virus, at least to study its spread, evaluate appropriate containment measures
for different areas, and thus reduce its impact. Generally, geospatial information constitutes
potentially decisive support for offering and making accessible a multidimensional and scalable
approach, necessary for the rethinking and reorganization of our entire society in a spatial
perspective. Furthermore, the UN GGIM’s Strategic Framework on Geospatial Information and
Services for Disasters recommends that geospatial information provided by Member States and the
international community “shall be openly accessible to the disaster risk management community,
as appropriate” [4].
Since the problem we are facing affects the whole world, this chapter focuses on open data
with global coverage. Open geospatial data with global coverage has the advantage that anyone
anywhere in the world can use the data in the same way for their specific part of the world [5]. It
can therefore provide a homogeneous framework to scholars and decision makers for analysing the
multifaceted aspects related to the pandemic. The Open Knowledge Foundation [6] lists three key
features of open data and content: 1) availability and access at a reasonable cost and in convenient
and modifiable form; 2) licence that allows reuse and distribution in machine-readable form; and
3) universal participation without discrimination against fields of endeavour (e.g. commercial
or non-commercial) or against persons or groups. The notion of data being “open” is not only
associated with free and unrestricted access to the data, but also with transparent and inclusive
consensus-based decision-making [7], [8] identified three different kinds of open geospatial data.
Firstly, there is data collected by volunteers who organize themselves into communities, e.g.
OpenStreetMap. Secondly, some open geospatial data is collected by authorities and published
in the spirit of freedom of access to information legislation. Thirdly, open geospatial data is also
collected and published by researchers to encourage reuse of the data. Another kind of data is
provided by commercial organizations for humanitarian purposes, specifically in the fight against
COVID-19. This chapter provides examples of these four kinds of data. Geospatial data is useful
for addressing many different humanitarian and socio-economic challenges, however, in this paper,
we focus only on pandemics.
This paper should not be considered to be the final milestone nor does it claim to be complete
and exhaustive, but rather a path that leads to identifying what is openly available to support
the activities of experts who do not belong to the geospatial domain and who need these data
to contextualize and enrich their analyses with meaning. A second aspect, addressed instead at
geospatial experts, is the definition of the deficiencies in the data and information that we make
openly and freely available, so that anyone can acquire a direct and immediate advantage in easily
using spatio-temporal products. In the next section we describe what geospatial data is useful
in the case of disasters, such as the COVID-19 pandemic. Subsequently, we present and discuss
several sources of relevant open geospatial data. The chapter is concluded with an assessment of
the availability and suitability of open geospatial data for responding to the COVID-19 challenge.
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3.2

What Data Is Useful for Responding to the COVID-19
Challenge?

Epidemics and pandemics are disasters that cause significant damage to humans, physical
structures, the economy or the environment. Risks associated with a disaster are reduced by
following a risk management approach that identifies, assesses and reduces risks. Depending on
the stage of the disaster, risks are managed by prediction, prevention, mitigation preparedness,
response, recovery and rehabilitation [9]. To reduce risks associated with COVID-19, geospatial
data can be used in many ways, e.g.
• to predict how the disease will spread, e.g. by identifying and analysing places or routes
frequented by many people in close proximity to each other;
• to prevent the spread of the disease, e.g. by identifying vulnerable areas based on population
density, demographics (age) and/or income, and protecting them;
• to mitigate the spread of the disease, e.g. by tracing people who visited the same locations as
an infected person;
• to strengthen preparedness, e.g. by adjusting the number of planned surgical procedures in
relation to the number of infections in a hospital’s catchment area;
• to respond to the disease, e.g. by working out optimal routes for testing or awareness campaigns;
and
• to monitor and communicate the spread of the disease at different scales, e.g. infections by
country or province, or more fine-grained by street block, event or building and even location
of an infected individual.
Table 3.1 matches different kinds of geospatial data to the different aspects of risk reduction.
The remainder of this section elaborates on how these datasets can be used to identify, assess and
reduce COVID-19-related risks.

TABLE 3.1
Geospatial data for risk management in disasters (A =
Prediction, B = Prevention, C = Mitigation, D =
Preparedness, E = Response, F = Monitor and
Communication).
Geospatial data

A

COVID-19 infections
Reference information
Places frequented by many people
Travel networks and mobility
Land cover
Address data
Demographic data
Air pollution
Water sources
Health facilities

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

B
X
X
X
X

C
X
X
X
X

D
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

E

F

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

Based on knowledge at the time of writing, the COVID-19 disease is mainly transmitted through
close physical contact and respiratory droplets. Contamination happens either through direct
contact with respiratory droplets or through droplets that have settled on a surface or object.
Transmission happens when a contaminated hand touches the mouth, nose or eyes [1]. Therefore,
places frequented by many people or where people are in close proximity to each other present a
higher risk of transmissions. Because transmission happens through respiratory droplets emitted
by people, tracking the locations visited by contaminated people and closing them for a period of
time can help to contain the spread.
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Geospatial information about locations and routes that are frequented by many people is
of specific relevance when studying COVID-19. Examples are networks of public transport and
travel by air; capacity and occupation of places or buildings where people may gather in large
groups, such as socio-sanitary and social structures, educational institutions, recreational, cultural,
sporting structures, penitentiary institutions, structures of social marginality, accommodation
in general; places characterised by large concentrations of people, e.g. related to agriculture
(e.g. markets), commerce (e.g. shopping centres) and industry (e.g. factories); and in poorer
communities, communal toilets and water taps may pose a risk to COVID-19 transmission.
It has been observed that the risk of zoonosis, i.e. a pathogen such as a virus or a parasite
moving from animal to humans, is higher when there are significant ecological changes in an area
[10]. In such cases, humans may come into close contact with animals that previously lived far away
from any human activity. Land cover datasets provide information about such ecological changes
and can help with identifying areas at risk of zoonosis.
In order to study and understand the actual spread of the disease, location-based information
about the infected people and the places they visited is required. Information about such locations is
often provided in the form of a residential address that has to be converted into coordinates through
geocoding based on geo-referenced address data. However, to protect the personal information of
individuals, the information is usually published in an aggregated form, e.g. by administrative or
statistical boundary. Administrative areas, place names and address data are also relevant when
determining and reporting who may be affected by the predicted spread of the disease.
Older people (above 60 years) and those with underlying medical conditions, such as
cardiovascular disease, chronic respiratory disease, diabetes and cancer, are at a higher risk of
complications or the disease being fatal [1]. Therefore locations where these people receive care,
such as old age homes, hospitals and long term care facilities, need special protection. The nature of
the household may also present a vulnerability. When different generations live together in the same
household, it may be difficult to isolate the older generation from the rest of the household. Similarly,
when many people share the same room or ablutions, e.g. in dormitories or large families, physical
distancing measures to avoid contamination may be difficult. To identify vulnerable areas that need
protection, demographic and population data play an important role, including geospatial data
about the socio-economic status, age, health conditions, lifestyle, household size and population
density.
Another vulnerable part of the population lives in slums and informal settlements, or is
displaced and lives in camps and camp-like settings. Such communities are often neglected or
stigmatized and without access to health care services that are otherwise available to the general
population. Satellite imagery can be used to detect such settlements, if they are not yet reflected
in datasets of authorities. Satellite imagery and data contributed by volunteers, e.g. through the
OpenStreetMap ecosystem, is also essential for understanding these settlements so that control
measures and interventions amenable to the spatial characteristics of the settlement can be planned
and implemented, e.g. routes for community health workers involved in testing campaigns or access
points for delivering food parcels.
Frequent and thorough hand hygiene is one of the most important measures to prevent the
spread of COVID-19 [11]. Unfortunately, a large part of the world’s population does not have
access to a basic hand washing facility with soap and water in their home. In 2017, three billion
people were without such a facility [12]. These people are vulnerable to the COVID-19 disease and
any information about access to safe drinking water can help to identify those without such access.
Other examples of vulnerabilities are non-communicable diseases, such as hypertension, diabetes
and chronic respiratory disease, e.g. linked to air pollution [13]. Environmental datasets about
the concentration of air pollution and data about the prevalence and spatial distribution of
non-communicable diseases can help with identifying parts of the population vulnerable to
COVID-19.
In the WHO’s interim guidance on critical, readiness and response actions, objectives for
controlling and slowing down COVID-19 infections include rapidly finding (e.g. through testing)
and isolating cases, and tracing their contacts; suppressing community infections by implementing
control measures at locations at risk; and reducing mortality by ensuring continuity of essential
social and health services [14]. Geo-referenced address data can help with locating cases and their
contacts, e.g. through geocoding, while other geospatial data layers identify locations at risk (see
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above) where control measures have to be implemented. Spatial accessibility and capacity of health
services in response to the disease can be assessed with geospatial data about hospital locations,
their available equipment (e.g. intensive care units and ventilators) and occupation (e.g. availability
of beds in general wards). Additionally, the locations and capacity of places collecting and treating
medical and hazardous waste, e.g. infected masks, gloves and other personal protection equipment
(PPE), can be identified and assessed.
Citizen science projects involving geospatial data present the opportunity to strengthen
preparedness and responses. For example, volunteers can contribute data that provides geospatial
reference, such as the road network, landmarks and health facilities. They can further enhance this
data by adding opening times of health facilities, such as pharmacies, in their local communities.
In summary, location-based data that helps to answer the following questions is useful for
responding to the COVID-19 challenge:
• Where are locations with high risk of transmission?
• Where are the vulnerable people?
• Where are the infected people, and where were they in the past few weeks?
• Where are the healthcare facilities that can support infected people?
To communicate the answers to these questions, a base map is required for context and
orientation. The base map shows reference information, such as landmarks, place names,
transportation routes, administrative areas or an aerial photo as backdrop. These help the map
reader with determining and orienting the location of the map. Depending on the purpose of the
map, the reference information may differ; in some cases satellite imagery or aerial photography is
used.

3.3

What is the Availability of such Open Data With Global
Coverage?

In this section we present and discuss several sources of open geospatial data with global coverage
identified as useful for responding to the COVID-19 challenge in the previous section. The link in
the Annex lists URLs for datasets discussed in this section, together with the formats and licenses
in which they are published.

3.3.1

COVID-19 Infections

The first datasets we have to deal with are those related to the virus evolution in time and space.
The global coverage of available open data is good enough because almost all countries are included
but the resolution is very poor. Data are generally available per country and not with any more
detail. The first and main source of information is the dataset made freely available for non-profit
public health, educational, and academic research purposes in a GitHub repository [15] by the
Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE) at the Johns Hopkins University (JHU). Data
sources are many and various, mainly the different national agencies, and the great value of the JHU
dataset is that, after their manual and automatic pre-processing, data are available in a standard
format.
The folders contain daily case reports of confirmed cases (C), deaths (D), recovered cases (R)
and active cases (A), where A = C-R-D.
Moreover, some computed indexes are also available, such as the Case Fatality Ratio (CFR),
which allows immediate comparison between data from different countries, as well as the creation
of thematic maps , e.g. choropleth, as it is the relative value of confirmed cases per 100,000 persons.
For the sake of comparing data between different countries, the European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control [16] provides new total cases and deaths day by day, as well as the
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population count in 2018. This data is ready for studying differences in the evolution of the virus
because curves, e.g. by shifting it in such a way that all sets have the same starting outbreak point
(for instance, corresponding to a certain percentage of the affected population).
The United Nations Statistics Division, in partnership with Esri, makes the layers of JHU
available in various formats, including KML, GeoJSON and shapefile. The data is also accessible
through an API and Geoservices [2].

FIGURE 3.1
Countries included in the Our World in Data COVID-19 Testing Dataset (Source: Official data
collated by Our World in Data [17])
Finally, information about COVID-19 testing, collected by Our World in Data [18], is published
as open data. The testing dataset is updated around twice a week. The dataset includes, for the
countries visible in Figure 3.1, a detailed description of how the country’s data is collected [17].
Some ancillary information, such as hand washing facilities (from the United Nations Statistics
Division) and hospital beds per 1,000 people (from many documented sources) are also available.

3.3.2

Reference Information

When information is communicated via a map, reference information provides context and
orientation. For a thematic map, reference is usually provided by a small set of layers, e.g. country
or state boundaries and their names. Depending on the scale, more (e.g. thematic map of a city) or
less (e.g. thematic map of the world) reference information can be provided. Other types of maps,
e.g. one that displays locations of health care services in a specific city or suburb requires much
more reference information, including such features as addresses, streets, public transportation and
landmarks. In some cases, an aerial photo or satellite image of the area can be useful. While data
discussed in other subsections can also be used as reference information on maps (e.g. the travel
network in 3.3.4), in this section we focus on base maps, imagery, place names and administrative
areas.

3.3.2.1

Base Maps

OpenStreetMap is a crowdsourced dataset to which a global community of mappers contributes
geospatial information and maintains it. OpenStreetMap was inspired by Wikipedia and started in
the UK in 2004 as an alternative to proprietary map data with restrictions on the availability and
use of data. It is maintained through an ecosystem of software, servers, tools, users, and contributors
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[8]. In many parts of the world, the quality, and specifically the completeness, of OpenStreetMap
data is as good as that of authoritative datasets, if not better [19], and if the quality is not good
enough, the OpenStreetMap ecosystem makes it very simple for anyone to add or improve the data.
In this context, OpenStreetMap has been used very successfully during disasters and humanitarian
initiatives, including the COVID-19 pandemic, where volunteers added data remotely in areas
where data are scarce or non-existent [20]. A large number of mapping tasks, e.g. including Peru
and Botswana, were published on the task manager of the Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team
(HOT) during the COVID-19 pandemic. Volunteers from all over the world contributed map data
that could subsequently be used by health workers.
The OpenStreetMap ecosystem presents another advantage: a range of tools are available for
collection, maintenance, processing and visualization of data. OpenStreetMap is widely used as a
basemap in COVID-19 dashboards (see e.g. [21], [22], [23], [24]) and also on websites that show
emerging hotspots of infections (e.g. [25], [26]). Many of these sites were built with one of the tools
in the OpenStreetMap ecosystem, such as mapbox and Leaflet.
Wikimapia is another example of a crowdsourced map with global coverage, where anyone
can add geospatial features and annotate them. It was started in 2006 by two Russian Internet
entrepreneurs, inspired by Wikipedia. Wikimapia is open data, but it is derived largely from aerial
imagery provided by Google Maps. Copyright related to such derived data is sometimes unclear
and dependent on the area of jurisdiction (country or region). Some owners of aerial photography
provide licenses for the use of the data but retain the exclusive right to derive geospatial data from
it. While Google has not initiated any legal court battles over this, their terms and conditions
prohibit derivations without a license from Google [27].
Natural Earth is maintained by a community of volunteers, supported by the North American
Cartographic Information Society. In contrast to the previous two datasets, it also includes raster
data (e.g. for shaded relief and bathymetry), and some layers specifically useful for small scale maps,
e.g. graticules and geographic lines (polar circles, tropical circles, the equator and the International
Date Line). The data can be downloaded at scales of 1:10 m, 1:50 m, and 1:110 million, which is not
as detailed as OpenStreetMap and Wikimapia, but nevertheless suitable for maps of the world or
specific countries and regions. At the time of writing, the latest version (v4.1.0) was announced in
2018, therefore the data is also not as recent as the previous two datasets, however, at the available
scales, the data is not likely to change frequently [28].

3.3.2.2

Imagery

A rich dataset of free and open satellite imagery, with different spatial and temporal resolutions
and useful for studying different parameters, is available. Specific licenses depend on the agencies
which are providing the data. Formats also depend on the satellites and, in some cases, images
are available in more than one format. The best way for finding imagery is to browse portals (see
relevant examples in Table 3.2), which make this satellite imagery available and often also tools
for their basic processing [29].

TABLE 3.2
Portals with access to free and open satellite data
Portal

URL

USGS Earth Explorer
LANDVIEWER
COPERNICUS OPEN ACCESS HUB
SENTINEL HUB

https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov
https://eos.com/landviewer/
https://scihub.copernicus.eu
http://apps.sentinel-hub.com/eo-browser, http:
//apps.sentinel-hub.com/sentinel-playground
https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov
https://search.remotepixel.ca
http://www.dgi.inpe.br/catalogo

NASA EARTHDATA SEARCH
REMOTE PIXEL
INPE IMAGE CATALOG

Another interesting portal is that of OpenAerialMap [30], where one can find, apart from some
openly licensed satellite imagery, also imagery from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). All imagery
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is made available through the Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team’s Open Imagery Network (OIN)
Node. The images are available for tracing in OpenStreetMap.

3.3.2.3

Place Names

GeoNames is a global database of more than 25 million names for 11 million geographical features,
classified into nine categories (e.g. administrative areas, water features, parks, etc.), and further
classified into 645 different feature codes. At the time of writing, GeoNames included 4.8 million
populated places. GeoNames integrates data from various sources. The quality of the data depends
on the source that contributed the data, therefore a wiki interface allows users to improve the
quality by editing, correcting or adding new names through a wiki interface.
The GEOnet Names Server (GNS) is the official repository of standard spellings of geographic
names outside the United States, sanctioned by the United States Board on Geographic Names
(US BGN). At the time of writing, it included 12 million names for 7 million features, each feature
described by its feature class, location, administrative division, and quality. The data can be
downloaded as text files (per country or feature class or the entire dataset), or accessed through
web services [31]. For a global dataset, place names in the US and Antarctica can be added by
downloading them from the US BGN geographic names information system [32].
In the above sources features are represented by a point. These are useful as labels on maps
or to search for a place. However, sometimes boundaries (polygons) are needed. Quattroshapes
is a gazetteer of non-overlapping polygons, distinguishing it from gazetteers with simple point
geometries. The gazetteer is based on data from GeoNames, Yahoo GeoPlanet, Flickr geotagged
photos and EuroGeoGraphics [33].

3.3.2.4

Administrative Areas

Thematic maps show information about a specific theme, e.g. about COVID-19 infections. Such
information is often displayed per administrative area, such as country, state, province, city,
municipality, suburb or ward.
The World Bank publishes a dataset with administrative boundaries approved by the
organization. The dataset includes international (country) boundaries, disputed areas, coastlines
and lakes [34]. Sub-national boundaries for individual countries can be downloaded from the
Humanitarian Data Exchange of the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs (OCHA) [35].
For lower level administrative boundaries, GADM, a global dataset of administrative areas at
all levels of sub-division, is available [36]. The GADM project sourced data for many countries
from their national governments, from NGOs, and/or from maps and lists of names available on
the Internet (e.g. from Wikipedia) [37]. This dataset is convenient to use because it is available
as a single global layer, however, care should be taken, as it is not necessarily based on the latest
authoritative sources (the website provides limited information).
Administrative boundaries are also included in some other datasets, such as Natural Earth
and OpenStreetMap. Once again, care should be taken because these are not necessarily based on
authoritative sources.

3.3.3

Places Frequented by many People

Because COVID-19 is mainly transmitted through close physical contact and respiratory droplets,
places frequented by many people or where people are in close proximity to each other present
a higher risk of transmissions. A first indicator for areas containing places frequented by many
people would be data about settlement and population density. Locations of refugee camps are
another way of identifying places frequented by many people. They are typically densely populated
and have been identified to be COVID-19 vulnerable by the WHO. A list of refugee camps from
2014 is available in [38]. An online world map, as well as maps and statistics published as PDFs,
are available on the UNHCR operational portal for refugee situations [39]. However, despite our
extensive searches, including the UNHCR portal, we could not find downloadable location-based
data about refugee camps.
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Once areas with high settlement or population densities have been identified, data about specific
places frequented by many people in these areas are useful for risk management at a larger scale.
A plethora of different kinds of places could be relevant, ranging from supermarkets, restaurants,
shopping centres to fitness centres, stations, schools and universities. On maps and in geospatial
data, these are often referred to as points of interest.
While completeness of data in different countries and regions varies, OpenStreetMap includes
an extensive set of points of interest (close to 33 million points), each identified with the “amenity”
tag. At the time of writing, there were at least 71 different kinds of amenities in seven different
categories: sustenance, education, transportation, financial, healthcare, entertainment, arts &
culture, and others. Several tools and scripts are available for extracting points of interest from the
OpenStreetMap dataset [40]. Wikimapia is another crowdsourced geospatial dataset. At the time
of writing it included close to 24 million points of interest in 94 different categories [41].
Points of interest datasets are widely used, not only on maps, but also for a wide range of
location-based services, e.g. for reviewing or recommending points of interest. Studies specifically
about the quality of points of interest in OpenStreetMap and Wikimapia have not been conducted
at a global scale; they have however been included in studies about the quality of OpenStreetMap
generally. Barriers for assessing the quality of points of interest generally include the fact
that no reference datasets exist against which one can compare them (apart from comparing
OpenStreetMap to Wikimapia), they cannot be assessed against satellite imagery, which is possible
for many other kinds of features (e.g. building and roads), and ground truthing at a global scale
is just too expensive. Nevertheless, OpenStreetMap and Wikimapia are often the only available
open datasets for points of interest and therefore useful. The quality of individual classes of points
of interest, for which reference datasets exist, can however be assessed e.g. for transportation or
health facilities. See also sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.10 in this regard.

3.3.4

Travel Networks and Mobility

The official global reference dataset for transport networks is Global Roads, version 1 (gROADSv1),
based on the combination of the available, and topologically correct, road data at national level. The
common data model is that of the United Nations Spatial Data Infrastructure Service (UNSDI-T).
The data were collected, harmonized and homogenized over an extensive period of time, spanning
a few decades. This means that updating the data and spatial accuracy may vary greatly from
country to country [42].
The second dataset of interest is OpenStreetMap. The project was initiated specifically for
collecting data about streets, not only their geometry, but also any features related to transportation
networks. The main features related to travel networks are: arialways, aeroways, highways, public
transport, railways, routes and waterways. The many different typologies and the many attributes
used for the description of the features make this dataset an invaluable source of detailed
information [43].
Despite its heterogeneity in spatial and semantic distribution, the dataset is rich and accurate
in many developed regions [19], [44], [45] and richer than gROADSv1 in (at least some) developing
countries [46] compared OpenStreetMap against gROADSv1 in Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya,
finding that the former shows less roads in the ratio of 5.6, 6.5 and 2.5 respectively. Moreover, the
mean spatial accuracy is 35 m for OpenStreetMap and 600 m for gROADSv1.
About mobility, recently, data was made available by Google (open data) and Facebook (upon
agreement). Google trends [18] aim to provide insight into what has changed in response to policies
aimed at combating COVID-19. They are based on anonymized data collected by apps such as
Google Maps when the user turns on the Location History setting (which is off by default). Data
are not absolute values, but rather the changes in time referred to a baseline day, which is the
median value from the 5-week period between 3 January and 6 February 2020. Data are aggregated
per day (starting from 16 February) and per country (where available), and represent the change in
the number of visitors to specific types of location: grocery stores, pharmacies, parks, train stations,
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retail, recreation, and workplaces; and the duration in case of the residential category. Data per
region (second administrative level) is available at [47].
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Facebook launched an initiative within Facebook
Data for Good [48], and made available, for researchers and non-profit operators who have signed
data license agreements, different typologies of maps and geospatial data: co-location maps, trends
and staying at home maps, movement maps, network coverage maps and maps of the Social
Connectedness Index, which measures the strength of connectedness between two geographic areas
as measured by Facebook friendship ties.
Data are provided by Facebook as CSV files upon request, starting from the day of the request,
on a grid that follows the Bing Tile System [49]. For the spatial resolution, in principle, the smallest
allowed size guaranteeing privacy protections is Bing Tile Level 16, which is equivalent to roughly
600m near the equator, but the resolution of the requested dataset is computed on the base of
the time needed for its periodical update. The calculation of the movement data is much heavier,
from the computational point of view (cross matrix of calculations between all the panes) than
the population count, and this is the reason why the spatial resolution of the movement datasets
is coarser than that of the population density (see later section 3.3.7) and depends strongly on
the size of the area of interest. As examples, in the case of Italy and the Lombardy region within
Italy, pixel sizes are respectively about 7.5 km (Bing Tile Level 4 - 9.8 km at the equator) and 3.5
km (Bing Tile Level 5 - 4.9 km at the equator). Lombardy covers approximately 8% of the whole
Italian territory, with 16.7% of its population (mean density equal to 422 inhabitants/km2 ). The
temporal resolution is 8 hours.
Apart from the above, two datasets are available to everyone: the “Change in Movement”, which
compares the movement of people with respect to a baseline period; and the “Stay Put”, which
provides information on the fraction of the population that appears to stay within a small area
surrounding their home for an entire day. The Movement Range data is available as a CSV file only
for some countries. All the maps are based on data collected from Facebook users.

3.3.5

Global High-resolution Land Cover Maps

The anthropization of the environment (deforestation, habitat degradation and fragmentation,
intensification of agriculture and climate change) facilitates the passage of pathogens from animals
to humans. To study the extent of these effects, the basic maps to start from are land cover
maps. Thanks to the availability of open satellite images in ever increasing resolution, in recent
years we have witnessed the creation of various maps that can be a valuable tools for researchers
from different environmental disciplines. Some of these maps are multiclass, such as GlobeLand30
and FROM-GLC. Others represent specific elements of interest, such as urbanized areas (Global
Urban Footprint and Global Human Settlement Layer), water resources (Global Surface Water)
and forested areas (Forest/Non-Forest map and Global forest cover gain/loss). Some characteristics
of the land cover maps can be seen in Table 3.3.
Apart from these datasets, as for the other features of interest, OpenStreetMap can be a good
source of data. Specifically, in OpenStreetMap the detail of land use is reported. Therefore, from
the point of view of knowledge about an area, the information is also richer than basic land cover
data, even if the limitation is that it is not homogeneously distributed across the globe, because
the amount of data in an area depends on the activity and contributions of volunteers in that area.

3.3.6

Address Data

Addresses are essential for locating infected cases, to trace contacts after someone tests positive, to
accurately identify and respond to emerging clusters of COVID-19, and to determine households
at risk as a result of these clusters. Addresses are typically maintained by local authorities [50],
however, a global uniform open dataset facilitates the development of tools that can leverage
economies of scale. The Universal Postal Union (UPU) [51] supports countries to develop and
improve their addressing systems. The aim is to improve the coverage of addressing infrastructures
globally. However, the UPU does not publish open address data.
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TABLE 3.3
Global high-resolution land cover maps
Res(m)

Year(s)

Producer

GlobeLand30 (GL30)

30

National Geomatics Center of China

FROM-GLC

30

Global Urban Footprint
Global Human Settlement Layer (GHS
BUILT-UP GRID S1)
Global Surface Water

12
20

2000, 2010,
2020
2010, 2015,
2017
2011
2016

Joint Research Center (JRC)

Forest/Non-Forest map

25

Global forest cover gain

30

Global forest cover loss

30

1984-2018,
every year
2007-2010,
2015-2017,
every year
2000-2012,
(one map for
the whole
period)
2001-2019,
every year

30

Tsinghua University
German Aerospace Center (DLR)
Joint Research Center (JRC)

Japan
Aerospace
Agency (JAXA)

Exploration

Hansen/UMD/Google/
USGS/NASA

Hansen/UMD/Google/
USGS/NASA

An alternative is the OpenAddresses.io initiative [52]. Data is collected from authorities all over
the world, integrated into a uniform data model, and made available for downloads. Data sources
can be added or improved through a GitHub site. In 2020, OpenAddresses consisted of more than
475 million addresses integrated from thousands of sources from all over the world. Figure 3.2 shows
the coverage on 4 October 2020.

FIGURE 3.2
Global coverage of OpenAddresses.io on 4 October 2020 [52]
Addresses in OpenAddresses.io follow a rather restrictive data model, essentially comprising
a number, street, city, postcode, district, region, and an additional attribute called “unit” for
uniquely identifying different units at the same address. Each address has a unique identifier and a
coordinate associated with it. One can specify the type (e.g. industrial or residential) of the address
and add notes. The data model does not specifically cater for local variations, such as addresses
without street names or addresses requiring both a suburb and a city or municipality name [53].
Following an international data model, such as that specified in ISO 19160-1 [54], would resolve
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this. Apart from improving issues that arise when address data is converted from source model to
the OpenAddresses.io model, there are no quality checks on the address data per se, as this is the
responsibility of the authority from where the data is sourced.
Addresses in OpenStreetMap are tagged with “addr:housenumber”. Addresses can be a feature
on their own or they are associated with a building, site or other area. In some parts of
the world, address ranges are available, i.e. a line (called “way” in OpenStreetMap) tagged as
“addr:interpolation” runs parallel to the street. The start and end nodes of the line are tagged
with the numbers of the addresses closest to them. Address ranges do not provide individual
address records, but in the absence of other address data, such ranges are very useful for routing
and geocoding because the location of addresses with numbers between those at the start and end
nodes can be interpolated along the line. Early in October 2020, there were just over 106 million
“addr:housenumber” tags in OpenStreetMap, and close to 100 million fewer “addr:street” tags [55].
Challenges with the way in which addresses are represented in OpenStreetMap have been noted
and improvements have been proposed [56]. Address data can be extracted and downloaded in the
same way as any other OpenStreetMap data.
A single source of uniform address data across the world makes it possible to develop geocoding
tools and services that can be used anywhere in the world for locating infected patients and
their contacts. For example, a geocoding service based on OpenStreetMap data is available at
https://nominatim.openstreetmap.org. Some geocoding services, such as https://geocode.
earth/sources, are based on multiples data sources including OpenStreetMap and OpenAddresses.

3.3.7

Demographic Data

Demographics is a huge field, encompassing characteristics of the population in terms of population
density, age, gender, socio-economic, health conditions, presence of vulnerable population, lifestyle,
etc. General data sources, to be considered for our purposes, include open data published by the
World Bank [57] and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) [58].
In the former, data are available in various formats, with various temporal extensions, and there
is a special section related to COVID-19. The latter contains data of OECD countries and some
non-OECD economies. The temporal coverage consists of different years, depending on the specific
parameter under consideration; the most recent year is generally 2018.
Among the various characteristics of the population, the population age and its density were
considered by the authors as examples, because of their importance with respect to COVID-19:
the older population has more severe symptoms and density of the population is inversely related
with social or physical distancing required to combat the virus.
About age, classes for population ranges 0-14 [59]; 15-64 [60]; and above 65 [61], considering
male, female, total, absolute number and percentage per country were estimated by the World
Bank based on the World Bank’s total population and age/sex distributions of the United Nations
Population Division’s World Population Prospects: The 2019 Revision [62], [63]. The temporal
coverage is from 1960 to 2018. If interested in the population with a certain age or within a certain
age interval, these data can be found, for OECD countries and some non OECD economies, in the
OECD’s statistics. The temporal coverage is again from 1960 to 2018.
For population density, three global high resolution global datasets are available. The Gridded
Population of the World, most recent version is GPWv4.11 [64], is a set of raster layers with
the estimates of the count and density of people per 30 arc-second (around 1 km) grid cell for
each of the five years: 2000, 2005, 2010, 2015 and 2020, consistent with national censuses and
population registers. All estimates of population counts and population density have also been
nationally adjusted to population totals from the United Nation Population Division’s World
Population Prospects: The 2015 Revision [65]. Data is downloadable in ASCII (text), GeoTiff
and netCDF format. In addition, rasters are available for basic demographic characteristics (age
and sex), geographic characteristics (land and water areas) and data quality indicators [64].
An interesting dataset, even if limited for now to 169 countries, is provided by CIESIN and
the Connectivity Lab at Facebook [66]. The name of this dataset, computed for 2015, is the High
Resolution Settlement Layer (HRSL) and its resolution is of 1 arc-second (approximately 30 m).
The population estimates are based on recent census data and high-resolution (0.5 m) satellite
imagery from DigitalGlobe.
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The second global dataset is GHS POP Global population grids at epochs 1975, 1990, 2000,
2015 and with resolution of 250 m, 1 km, 9 arcsec, 30 arcsec.
The third source of data is WorldPop [67]. Different datasets are provided, based on different
methodologies [68]. Data can be downloaded per country at a resolution of 3 and 30 arc-seconds
(approximately 100 m and 1 km at the equator, respectively).
The last dataset worth mentioning is a dynamic one and is available within the already
mentioned initiative of Facebook Data for Good. Data about population density (more precisely,
Facebook user density) has a temporal resolution of 8 hours and a spatial resolution varying on
the region of interest, following the same rule seen in section 3.3.4 for mobility data. In the case of
population density, the resolution is better because the time of computation for the updated data
is lower. Considering the previous examples, the pixel size is that of a tile at Bing Tile Level 5 for
Italy (around 3.5 km at the equator) and of Bing Tile Level 7 for Lombardy (around 1.2 km at the
equator).

3.3.8

Concentration of Air Pollutants

Air pollution is one of the world’s largest health and environmental problems. Even if there has been
a general decrease in air pollution in rich countries in comparison to the threatening concentration
of some decades ago, localised high values still remain in some areas, and in middle-income countries
the death rates due to air pollution are the highest. Moreover, persistent exposure to air pollution
weakens the respiratory system, creating a continuous irritation. There are two different typologies
of pollution: outdoor and indoor (household).
Global data about outdoor air pollution are generally available per country. An example is the
1990-2016 series of concentrations of particulate matter with a size of less than 2.5 µm (PM2.5)
and ozone (O3 ), downloadable from [69]. A remarkable source of global open data for monitoring
the temporal evolution of air quality is available in satellite data. Table 3.4 lists satellites, sensors
and relative spatial and temporal resolution.

TABLE 3.4
Satellites, sensors for air quality monitoring, spatial and temporal
resolutions (source: [70])
Satellite

Sensor

Spatial
resolution

Temporal
resolution

Aqua

Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS)
Level 2 and 3 products
Moderate
Resolution
Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
Measurement of Pollution in the
Troposphere (MOPITT)
Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI)
Ozone Mapping and Profiler Suite
(OMPS)
TROPOspheric
Monitoring
Instrument (TROPOMI)
Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer
Suite (VIIRS)

1o x1o

daily, 8-day,
monthly
1-2 days

Terra and Aqua
Terra
Aura
Suomi-NPP
Sentinel 5-P
Suomi-NPP

250 m, 500 m,
1 km
1o x1o

7 km x 3.5 km

daily,
monthly
daily
101 minutes,
daily
daily

375-750 m

1-2 days

13 km x 24 km
50 km x 50 km

The most recent satellite of this family is represented by Sentinel 5P, launched in 2017 by the
European Space Agency within the Copernicus Initiative. The onboard TROPOMI (TROPOspheric
Monitoring Instrument) spectrometer allows the monitoring of ozone (O3 ), methane (CH4 ),
formaldehyde (HCHO), aerosol, carbon monoxide (CO), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) and Sulfur dioxide
(SO2 ). TROPOMI takes measurements every second covering an area of approximately 2600 km
wide and 7 km long in a resolution of 7 × 7 km. Data can be freely downloaded upon registration.
The first data were released in July 2018.
Using data from the Copernicus Sentinel-5P it was possible to analyse, for instance, the decline
of air pollution, specifically NO2 concentrations, in some areas of the world as a consequence of
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the lockdown that was implemented to prevent the spread of the coronavirus. The maps in Figure
3.3 show the NO2 concentration over Italy before and during the lockdown.

FIGURE 3.3
Concentration of NO2 over Italy before the lockdown (average value in January 2020) and during
the lockdown (average value from 9 March to 9 April 2020)
Indoor air pollution is caused mainly by the use of solid fuels for cooking. While indoor air
pollution has been on the decrease since the 1990s, 40% of the world population still does not
have access to clean air cooking fuels. Death rates from air pollution are highest in low-income
countries. A selection of indicators about indoor air pollution are available in visualizations (maps
and graphs), and also for download from [71]. Indicators are provided at the country level, and
were sourced from the World Bank and from the Global Health Data Exchange.

3.3.9

Water Sources

Referring to water and sanitation, indicators for the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG) 6 are available, but again, at country scale. Maps, charts and data can be found on the
UN Water geoportal [72]. Figure 3.4 is an example, showing the proportion of the population in a
country using safely managed sanitation services.
The local alternative, as seen before, is to consider the features related to water available in
OpenStreetMap. By using overpass turbo (http://overpass-turbo.eu) and browsing to the area
of interest, the simple query:

allows us, i.e. to obtain the map and data corresponding to points where drinkable water is available.
The result of the query in a portion of Dar Es Salaam is shown in Figure 3.5.
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FIGURE 3.4
Proportion of population using safely managed sanitation services (Source: UN Water [73])

FIGURE 3.5
Drinking water locations in a portion of Dar Es Salaam (Source: OpenStreetMap contributors [74])

3.3.10

Health Facilities

General data about the health condition of the population (again at country level) can be found
on the WHO website. The Global Health Observatory (GHO) [75] provides access to data and
analyses for over 30 health themes ranging from health systems to disease-specific themes, as well
as direct access to the full database. The same database archives data about the density of hospitals
per 100,000 people (district/rural hospitals, health centres, health posts, provincial hospitals,
specialized hospitals, hospitals as a whole), hospital beds (per 10,000 people), pharmacists, medical
doctors, nurses and midwives (both absolute number, per 10,000 people, and density for 1,000
people). Some of this data can also be downloaded in cartographic format from the already
mentioned website of the United Nations Statistics Division, in the “Healthcare Resources” section
of the portal.
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healthsites io.png

FIGURE 3.6
Location of health sites on 4 October 2020 (Source: HealthSites.io [76])

healthsites io graphs.png

FIGURE 3.7
Number of heath sites per type (on the left) and completeness of attributes (on the right) on 4
October 2020 (Source: HealthSites.io [76])
Unfortunately, none of these datasets have local data. If one requires data at such granularity,
the Global Healthsites Mapping Project [77], which is based on the OpenStreetMap data model, is
a good starting point for finding locations and contact details of health facilities (clinics, doctors,
hospitals, dentists, pharmacies, etc). It is a collaborative project and a long list of partners are
contributing based on a citizen science or VGI (volunteered geographic information) approach.
The Global Healthsites Mapping Project provides a domain specific view of OpenStreetMap data,
focusing on the needs of those working with health facility data. The Heathsites.io platform [76]
does not require users to be experts in the general OpenStreetMap data model and allows them
to be more focused specifically on the health domain, even if the same data can be accessed from
the general OpenStreetMap database and platform in various ways, e.g. with Overpass Turbo [78]
or via the QuickOSM QGIS plugin [79]. Currently, 820,244 health sites are mapped (Figure 3.6),
however, their descriptions are far from complete (Figure 3.7).
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FIGURE 3.8
Locations of health sites in Europe on 4 October 2020 (Source: Eurostat [80])
Another interesting source of data, unfortunately only for Europe, is shared by Eurostat [80].
The dataset, which will be improved progressively, integrates the location of European healthcare
services extracted from official national registers. By now it contains almost 15,000 features (Figure
3.8). When available, the capacity in terms of number of beds, rooms and practitioners and whether
the healthcare site provides emergency medical services is archived. The dataset is not homogeneous
neither in the level of detail nor in timeliness and update frequency. Nevertheless, it is well known
that “reliable pan-European geospatial datasets for EU institutions are required to further develop
GI capacities at EU level, and an important step in reducing inequalities across the EU” [81].
Global information about intensive care or ventilators is not available in any dataset. Similarly,
location-based information about capacity of (and places for) collecting and treating medical and
hazardous waste could not be found. To be precise, there is no data related to waste generally and
again, the only source, however quite fragmented, is OpenStreetMap [82].

3.4

Discussion and Conclusion

Our study shows that global open datasets are available for many aspects of risk management
before, during and after a pandemic. However, it is not always easy to find these datasets.
Some of them can only be found via a (geo)portal, which often makes them inaccessible to web
crawlers that search and index content for general purpose web search engines. Search engines
specifically developed for datasets, such as Google’s dataset search (https://datasetsearch.
research.google.com), which crawls and indexes metadata about datasets in schema.org format,
can improve the situation. Another challenge lies in finding the license terms and conditions for
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using open data. For some datasets that we discussed in this paper, the licensing information was
readily available and simple to understand (e.g. standardized Creative Commons licenses). For
others, we struggled to locate the licensing information or, when datasets are compiled from many
different sources, different licenses may apply to different parts of the dataset (see for example,
OpenAddresses.io).
The UN GGIM has identified a set of 14 global fundamental geospatial data themes, amongst
others, in support of the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda and its 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). These datasets are considered to be “the minimum primary sets of data that cannot
be derived from other data sets, and that are required to spatially represent phenomena, objects, or
themes important for the realisation of economic, social, and environmental benefits consistently”
[83]. There is considerable overlap between nine of the UN GGIM fundamental geospatial datasets
and the list of datasets that we identified as useful in the case of a global pandemic: Addresses,
Buildings & Settlements, Functional Areas (includes administrative areas), Geographical Names,
Land Cover & Land Use, Physical Infrastructure (includes schools and hospitals), Population
Distribution, Transport Networks and Water. The list of fundamental geospatial data themes
presents a foundation for global geospatial information management. As a next step, detailed
regional specifications are being developed. Eventually, these will lead to improved geospatial
information at the national level, which can then be integrated into global datasets.
The biggest concern with the global open datasets discussed in this chapter is that many of
them are not available with sufficient granularity. Fine-grained data is particularly critical in the
case of a global threat, such as the current pandemic. We live in a hyper-connected world and
therefore, while taking into account local differences, many challenges need to be addressed at a
global level. Therefore global analyses are required, based on data with much more detail than
currently provided (e.g. mostly by country). There is a definite and urgent need to move towards
providing high resolution global data.
Some government agencies are already moving in this direction, for example, ESA provides
satellite imagery globally down to 10 m resolution (Sentinel 2) as open data. This makes global
analyses possible that were previously unthinkable. Some private companies are also moving in
this direction. Consider, for example, the case of Facebook which, with the Facebook Data for
Good initiative, makes many dynamic data of interest for humanitarian purposes freely available
to nonprofits and universities that have signed data license agreements.
Another fundamental move towards fine-grained data is exhibited by the many initiatives related
to OpenStreetMap. OpenStreetMap has been confirmed as one of the most important geospatial
data projects in the last 20 years. The quality of OpenStreetMap data is often the subject to
criticism. However, the wider OpenStreetMap community, which includes other communities, such
as HOT, Missing Maps, Healthsites, Geochicas, etc., has equipped itself with tools and procedures
that allow a solid first validation of the data. For example, during the pandemic, HOT created
at least 199 projects covering approximately 124,000 km2 , many of which had been mapped and
validated by the time of writing this chapter. It is in the communities’ own best interest to provide
the best possible data, not only because they will use their own data, but also because there is
awareness among volunteers that the data will be used for humanitarian purposes and therefore
the better it is, the more effective it can be. Many scientific publications have examined the quality
of OpenStreetMap data in various case studies. The results are generally comforting because where
OpenStreetMap communities are more developed and mature, the comparison with authoritative
data [84], [85], [86] is very favourable. Where OpenStreetMap data are scarce, it is often not possible
to make comparisons with reference data because these data simply do not exist or are not available
[46].
Academics have approached OpenStreetMap with slowness, gathering some momentum in
recent years, not only on aspects of general interest, that is the collaborative collection of data,
but also the educational perspective of such an experience. In 2014, the academic community
developed YouthMappers [88] to explicitly bring together and nurture the student communities
and their faculty that operate within and together with the broader set of OpenStreetMap
communities around youth-based identities. Founded by faculty from Texas Tech University, the
George Washington University, and West Virginia University, with support from the US Agency
for International Development’s GeoCenter, and now administered by Arizona State University,
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FIGURE 3.9
Locations of YouthMappers Chapters in October 2020 (Source: YouthMappers [87])
YouthMappers organize as chapters on university campuses, run by student leadership under the
guidance of university professor mentors. By October 2020, the network had grown (Figure 3.9) to
222 campus chapters in 50 countries, linking more than 5,000 OpenStreetMap students volunteers
[87]. YouthMappers’ motto is “We don’t just build maps. We build mappers”, emphasizing the
importance of mapping the world in order to get to know it better. This experience should, in
the opinion of the authors of the chapter, become the heritage of all schools and universities
because it would be an enrichment of global knowledge of the world and, at the same time,
an enrichment of the skills of young people. Governments should encourage and support these
initiatives, taking the advantage of having more detailed maps and more geographically aware
young citizens. University networks, such as the UN GGIM Academic Network, could become
sounding boards for the initiative itself and contribute both to its dissemination and to the design
and development of procedures for data assessment, which would therefore become the heritage of
all humanity.

Annex: List of datasets
The list of datasets is available at https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/19amm6CbDOTOPObA8xcZ8itdCMaOPXSu3OqUVuDQr4s/edit#gid=0.
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Remote Sensing and Computational Epidemiology
Mohammad Reza Mobasheri

Remote sensing techniques have been developed over the past five decades and formed
an important part of an interdisciplinary approach for many interdisciplinary science
including health, environment, disease monitoring, biodiversity, and determination of
habitat and ambient parameters. This new approach is based on the capability of looking
at multispectral views of the environment at multiple spatial and temporal scales. This
new interdisciplinary ideas of remote-sensing approach, have emerged for the detection,
evaluation, and mapping of factors affecting public health. Such applications have helped
to achieve considerable advancement in knowledge and insight for the environmental and
public health administrations to work together in teams. This synergy has enabled them to
explore solutions to previously unsolved environmental issues and managerial problems.
Demand for talented researchers in remote sensing, GIS, and spatial modeling are
continuously increasing. This includes environmental scientists, conservation, monitoring,
and assessment experts. Perhaps it is not too much to hope that we can change our view of
life and justify our habits to prevent what has happened during pandemic COVID-19 again.
This book chapter is written with this hope in mind. Many scientists and resource managers
already recognized the importance of adopting an approach in prediction of epidemics and
pandemics before their occurrences.

4.1

Introduction

Remote sensing techniques have been developed over the past five decades and formed an important
part of an interdisciplinary approach for many sciences including health, environment, disease
monitoring, biodiversity, and determination of habitat and ambient parameters. The remote sensing
technology is based on the capability of looking at multispectral views of the environment at
multiple spatial and temporal scales. The information collected through this technology is readily
integrated with other forms of data, including a global positioning system (GPS), geographical
information system (GIS), and field observational data. This information is essential to prepare a
foundation for species-specific models to map the habitat of any creatures as small as a virus and
as large as an elephant. This may include testable predictions of their population dynamics and
the development of biodiversity indicators and species-environment characteristics.
Interdisciplinary remote sensing consists of concepts, methodology, technology, and innovation.
These elements when integrated may provide a unique opportunity to implement novel solutions
to the problems that exist at the leading edge of environmental science and management. These
problems are among the most complex issues of our time.
This interdisciplinary approach of remote-sensing has emerged for the detection, evaluation, and
mapping of factors affecting public health. Such applications have helped to achieve considerable
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advancement in knowledge and insight for the environmental and public health administrations,
enabling them to work together. This synergy has also enabled them to explore solutions to
previously unsolved environmental issues and managerial problems.
There are increasing belief and evidence that the health of human being and other species is
adversely affected by human activities and landscape change [1–3]. Perhaps it is not too much to
hope that we can change our view of life and justify our habits to prevent what has happened
during pandemic COVID-19 again.
Interdisciplinary researches to understanding the environmental factors for the insects to
be prepared for breeding and extraction of these factors from satellite images have shown the
power of remote sensing in monitoring environmental issues. Of course not sufficient mainstream
remote-sensing research texts have dealt with this emerging approach in detail to help the growing
collaboration among those specializing in remote sensing, health management, and ecosystem
scientists, in critical decision making and efforts on the ground. This book chapter is written with
this hope in mind. Many scientists and resource managers have already recognized the importance
of adopting an approach in prediction of epidemics and pandemics before their occurrences [4, 5],
and in parallel with this recognition, the use of remote sensing and GIS approaches have noticeably
increased [6, 7]. For example, research carried by Ahmadian et al. [4], regarding Malaria outbreak,
has proved the potential of remote sensing and GIS. A section of this chapter is assigned to this work.
Also, a section is assigned to Cholera epidemic prediction. Finally, an approach to the prediction
of COVID-19 epidemic occurrence using remote sensing and surface data is suggested.

4.2

Remote Sensing and Health

In what follows, remote sensing technology is discussed. This is followed by an explanation on how
this technology is related to the virus and some other vector disease.

4.2.1

What is a Virus?

A virus is a submicroscopic infectious agent that replicates itself only inside the living cells of an
organism. Viruses can infect all types of life forms, from animals and plants to microorganisms,
including bacteria and archaea [8]. Viruses are found in almost every ecosystem on Earth and are
the most numerous type of biological entity [9, 10]. When infected, a host cell is forced to rapidly
produce thousands of identical copies of the original virus. Most virus species have virions too small
to be seen with an optical microscope as they are one hundredth the size of most bacteria.
Viruses spread in many ways. One transmission pathway is through disease-bearing organisms
known as vectors: for example, viruses are often transmitted from plant to plant by insects that
feed on plant sap, such as aphids; and viruses in animals can be carried by blood-sucking insects
and vampire bats. The infectious dose required to produce infection in humans is less than 100
particles in Influenza viruses [11, 12] and to some extent in COVID-19. The variety of host cells
that a virus can infect is called its “host range”. This can be narrow or broad, meaning a virus is
capable of infecting only few species, or infecting many.
Viral infections in animals provoke an immune response that usually eliminates the infecting
virus. Immune responses can also be produced by vaccines, which confer an artificially acquired
immunity to the specific viral infection. Some viruses, including those that cause AIDS, HPV
infection, viral hepatitis, and COVID-19 evade these immune responses and result in chronic
infections.

4.2.2

How is a Virus related to Remote Sensing?

In this section, the relation between different respiratory diseases (including COVID-19) and
the atmospheric and environmental parameters that are investigated by different workers will be
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discussed. All these atmospheric and environmental parameters can be assessed by and extracted
from images acquired by different sensors on board of different satellites.
Many researchers have observed a connection between the occurrence of respiratory diseases
such as influenza (A and B) and COVID-19 and climatic parameters such as air temperature, air
moisture content, relative humidity, wind speed, and amount of precipitation [12, 13]. Although
the outbreak and epidemic, contagious on person to person, the weather conditions may play a key
role in making some regions potentially suitable for the virus to be activated (Ianevski et al. 2019).
This is the case for many other epidemic diseases such as Malaria and Cholera. In what follows, a
few of these researches will be introduced.
Peci et al. [13], claimed that the occasion of incidence of influenza increases during rainy seasons
in tropical climates and during the dry, cold months of winter in temperate climates. They found
that the seasonality of influenza A and B viruses is different in most temperate climates. A negative
association of both absolute humidity and temperature with influenza A and B viruses was observed.
Guo et al. [12] found an association between mean temperature, relative humidity (RH), and
the atmospheric pressure with influenza cases for children between 0-17 years old. They claimed
that the relative risks increase as the temperature falls below 20◦ C, RH lower than 50%, or higher
than 80%. Also, the risk of influenza increased with rising atmospheric pressure with 1,005 hPa
as the breakpoint. They found that the effect of coldness, humidity, dryness, high-pressure, and
low-pressure showed statistical significance both in females and males. The cold effect increases
with age while the humidity affected all ages of children, whereas, dryness mainly affects ages
4-14 years. High-pressure mainly affected the age of 0-3, whereas the low-pressure affects preschool
children aged 0-6 years old.
Ianevski et al. [14] investigated the effects of meteorological parameters such as temperature,
UV index, humidity, wind speed, atmospheric pressure, and precipitation (all acquirable by remote
sensing technique) on IV activity in Norway, Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania
during 2010-2018 in Influenza virus epidemics while considering the pace of global warming. They
deployed correlation and machine learning analysis techniques and found that low temperature and
UV radiation can preserve Influenza virus infectivity. The researchers believe that low temperature
and UV index were the most suitable predictive indexes among other meteorological factors in
Northern Europe. Of course, their in-vitro experiments confirmed that low temperature and UV
radiation preserved Influenza virus infectivity.
Most recently, Wang et al. [15] have researched the ongoing global pandemic of COVID-19.
Their aim was to predict the effect of the upcoming summer in the northern hemisphere and
expected to have a reduction of the transmission intensity of COVID-19 with increasing humidity
and temperature. They used data from the cases with symptom-onset dates from January 19
to February 10, 2020, for 100 Chinese cities, and cases with confirmed dates from March 15 to
April 25 for 1,005 U.S. counties. The relationship between the transmissibility of COVID-19 and
the temperature/humidity was assessed. They found a similar influence of the temperature and
relative humidity on effective reproductive number (R values) of COVID-19 for both China and
the U.S. before lockdown in both countries. There was the reduction of reproduction by increasing
temperature and humidity. This reduction of transmission was not further continued until July
when the temperature and humidity had risen.
In an unpublished work of Xu et al. [16], the impact of environmental factors including
pollution contaminants on COVID-19 transmission was investigated. They studied the relative
risk of COVID-19 due to weather conditions and ambient air pollution. In this work, the daily
reproduction at 3,739 global locations was controlled for the delay between infection and detection.
After that they associated these with local weather conditions and ambient air pollution. They
observed a negative relationship between the estimated reproduction number and temperatures
above 25◦ C, and a U-shaped relationship with outdoor ultraviolet exposure, with a weaker positive
association with air pressure, wind speed, precipitation, diurnal temperature, SO2 , and ozone.
This was followed by a projection of the relative risk of COVID-19 transmission due to
environmental factors in 1,072 global cities. The findings showed that warmer temperature and
moderate outdoor ultraviolet exposure may offer a modest reduction in transmission.
Scafetta [17] investigated about COVID-19 and its possible relation to specific weather
conditions. The findings showed that the 2020 winter weather in the region of Wuhan (Hubei,
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Central China) – where the virus first showed up in December 2019 and spread widely from January
to February 2020 was very similar to that of the Northern Italian provinces of Milan, Brescia, and
Bergamo, where the pandemic has been very severe from February to March 2020. According to
this study such similarity may suggest the worsening of the pandemic under weather temperatures
between 4◦ C and 11◦ C. Based on this result, Scafetta [17] prepared maps of world-specific
isotherm to locate, month by month, the world regions that share similar temperature ranges. The
analysis showed that this isotherm zone extended mostly from Central China toward Iran, Turkey,
West-Mediterranean Europe (Italy, Spain, and France) up to the United State of America from
January to March 2020, and coinciding with the geographic regions most affected by the pandemic
in the same period. He predicted that in Autumn of the Northern hemisphere, the pandemic could
return and affect the same regions again. Scafetta [17] believes that the Tropical Zone and the entire
Southern Hemisphere, but in restricted southern regions, could avoid a strong pandemic because
of the sufficiently warm weather during the entire year.
In a study, Njifon et al. [18] investigated the role of meteorological parameters in the seasonality
of influenza viruses in tropical and subtropical regions particularly in Northern Cameroon, a region
characterized by high temperatures. The researchers focused on the effect of temperature, humidity,
and rainfall from January 2014 to December 2016. Their results and conclusion analysis showed
that there was a statistically profound association between overall influenza activity and influenza
A activity for average relative humidity. They noticed a lag between humidity rise and Influenza
activity where a unit increase in humidity within a given month leads to more than 85% rise in
overall influenza and influenza A activity two months later. However, they believed that none of
the three meteorological variables could explain the influenza B activity.
Besides the dependence of Influenza and COVID-19 to the weather parameters, there are other
vector-borne diseases such as Malaria, Cholera, Ebola, and Dengue that all proved to be dependent
on some weather parameters and environmental conditions. Ahmadian et al. [4], conducted a
research for the determination of high potential region for Malaria outbreak using satellite images.
The findings of this research showed that the insect begins breeding when the temperature is
between 25C and 35◦ C, relative humidity between 50 to 80%, presence of vegetation cover, and
presence of water pools. All these factors were supplied using Landsat images and overlaid to find
the risk potential area. The results were compared with the number of registered patients in all
sentinels around within the study area. Details of the methodology are presented in the following
section.

4.3

Remote Sensing Methods to Predict Health-related Outbreaks

This section is assigned to the remote sensing methods by which disease epidemic and outbreaks
regions can be predicted. Numerous research has so far been conducted to predict time and regions
where a disease outbreak or epidemic occurs.

4.3.1

Malaria Case Study

Based on WHO [19], in 2017, an estimated 219 million cases of malaria occurred worldwide,
compared with 239 million cases in 2010 and 217 million cases in 2016. Although there were
an estimated 20 million fewer malaria cases in 2017 than in 2010, data for the period 2015-2017
highlight that no significant progress in reducing global malaria cases was made in this time frame.
Most malaria cases in 2017 were in the WHO African Region (200 million or 92%), followed by the
WHO South-East Asia Region with 5% of the cases and the WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region
with 2%.
Malaria is an infectious disease that is being transferred by the female mosquito of the species
Anopheles. Out of four malaria parasites responsible for disease outbreak, Plasmodium falciparum
is the most important one. The life cycle of the malaria parasite develops in the anopheline and in
the human body [20, 21].
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These parasites require suitable environmental parameters to complete their development cycle
within the mosquito. These parameters are temperature, humidity, vegetation, and water [4]. The
cycle begins when the anopheline sucks human blood usually during the night time. After two to
three days the mosquito starts breeding. The breeding sites are usually water, preferably swamps or
slow-flowing water bodies. In the dry and semi-dry regions, these water bodies can appear after the
occurrence of heavy seasonal rain in the region. Depending on the parasite species and availability
of suitable humidity and air temperature, it takes 8 to 30 days for the parasite to develop in the
mosquito after which the parasitic will be ready to transmit to humans through mosquito stings.
The influence of the temperature on the feeding behavior of the mosquito, its survival, and the
length of the cycle that the parasite needs to develop in the mosquito before it can be infective to
humans is immense. For instance, the main mosquito species responsible for Plasmodium falciparum
infections feed every second day at 25◦ C and every third day at lower temperatures [21].
The chance of mosquito survival is low at extreme temperatures i.e. the temperatures below
5◦ C and temperatures above 40◦ C (in some reports 35◦ C) are deadly for the mosquito. In this
regard, the optimum mosquito survival chance is found at 32◦ C [21].
The environmental vulnerability of the disease is mainly determined by the effects that climatic
factors can have on the abundance of malaria vectors. The population of vectors depends critically
upon elements of the weather and land-use all achievable using remote sensing data [22–24]. Then
epidemiological and demographic models can be deployed to relate these data to estimate the
distribution of humans and parasites at a high spatial resolution [22]. Such models can in turn help
in providing an empirical basis for defining the disease burden of polyparasitism and the potential
health impact of removing or reducing disease risk.
In summary, a temperature range of 25◦ C to 35◦ C and a relative humidity range of 50 to 80
percent is suitable for developing malaria outbreaks. In a study conducted by Ahmadian et al. [4],
a methodology for extracting temperature, humidity, water bodies, and vegetated area all from
satellite images is presented and details of which are as follows.

4.3.2

Materials and Methods

In the work of Ahmadian et al. [4], when needed, weather data collected in nearby synoptic stations
were used as ground truth. Also the synoptic station reports were used to select the proper satellite
images after raining occurrence. Analysis of the weather stability and visibility for estimation of
the severity of the atmospheric effects on the satellite images were two other important aspects of
using weather data.
The Satellite images used in this work were selected upon these criteria:
• The image should contain regions where the malaria outbreaks occur
• The image should contain regions where a considerable amount of raining has happened in one
to a few days before the date of image acquisition
• The visibility in the regions covered by the image scene should be greater than 10 kilometers
• The region should contain a minimum amount of cloud cover
• The image acquisition date should be between August to November and between February to
May when most of the raining in the region happens
• The sensors having thermal bands were used for LST calculation
• The availability of malaria statistics for the period of the study
Taking all these conditions into account, only Landsat and ASTER images were found suitable
where the former images were available. Out of five Landsat images from November 2000 to August
2005, the image of April 19, 2003 was found the most suitable one for this study. Noting that all
Landsat images with acquisition dates beyond April 2003 were defected due to the malfunctioning
of the 7ETM+ Scan Line Corrector [22, 25].
Geo-referencing, Radiometric calibration (Atmospheric corrections), and DN to radiance and
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then reflectance conversion for the visible and SWIR and DN to radiance for thermal bands were
the processing steps that were taken. These images were used for producing the following products.

4.3.3

Study area

The study area was two districts located in the south of Iran right at the north of Hormuz straight
in the Persian Gulf (Figure 4.1). The two districts are Minab and Kahnooj. Minab is situated
between 26, 7’N and 27, 26’N and 56, 48’E and 57, 50’E with an altitude of 27m from mean sea
level and approximately 104 kilometers from the Persian Gulf. Kahnooj on the other hand is located
between 27, 50’N and 28, 59’N and 56, 45’E to 57, 53’E with an altitude of 469m from mean sea
level approximately 330 kilometers inland. The malaria outbreaks data for these two districts were
collected from the related Health and Hygiene Bureau (Table 4.1).

TABLE 4.1
Number of affected people in monthly malaria outbreaks for the period of
2003-2004
Month
Minab
Kahnooj

Apr
3
13

May
17
40

Jun
27
23

Jul
15
45

Aug
6
35

Sep
380
20

Oct
1020
11

Nov
339
28

Dec
95
5

Jan
17
0

Feb
1
4

Mar
8
4

FIGURE 4.1
Location of the study area

4.3.4

Malaria Distribution Maps for Incidence Factors

Usually, three indices of Prevalence, API, and Incidence are being used in malaria outbreak
investigations where the Incidence index is used in this research. The reason for this selection
is the short duration required for the calculation of this index [4]. This index can be calculated
using equation (4.1):
M
×k
(4.1)
Pmonth
where M is the number of positive cases in a few months, P is the average population in the region
Incidence =
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for those months, and k is a scale factor equal to 1,000. Table 4.2 shows the health centers, region
population, and calculated Incidence index for Minab and Kahnooj region respectively.

TABLE 4.2
Health centers, region population, and calculated Incidence index for
Minab (left) and Kahnooj (right)

4.4

Health
Center

2003
Population

April to June

Incidence

Health
Center

2003
Population

April to June

Darpahn
Sandark
Sareni
Hashtbandi
Karian
Banzark
Sirik
Bemani
Hakami
Tiab
Haj Khademi
Minab City

6,702
13,429
11,481
11,481
13,665
25,190
12,439
21,450
14,305
10,787
64,807
62,652

0.149
0.074
0
0.087
0.073
0.198
0.241
0
0.070
0.185
0.015
0.303

City Zone 1
City Zone 2
City Zone 3
Sahlavar
Chah Morid
Hoorani
Faryab
Dehpish

12,452
11,677
13,048
5,340
5,217
16,455
11,631
5,065

2.811
2.569
0.077
0.187
0.575
0.425
2.493
0.395

Incidence

Vegetated Area Mapping

To map the vegetated area in the images, usually vegetation indices such as Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI), Simple Ratio (SR), and Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) or modified
version of them is being used. The index used in this work was NDVI where the threshold value
of 0.2 was used. This threshold was tested using ground data and other vegetation indices. A
detailed discussion regarding uncertainties involved with this threshold value will be presented in
the discussion and analysis section. The NDVI index takes advantage of the red edge effect in the
vegetation spectral reflectance curve i.e. low reflectance in the red ρR and very high reflectance in
near-infrared ρNIR . The reflectance difference in these two spectral bands can be normalized to 1
using the following equation:

N DV I =

ρNIR − ρR
ρNIR + ρR

(4.2)

NDVI varies between -1 and +1 where its value for vegetated pixels is generally greater than
0.2, with values exceeding 0.65 indicating dense vegetation. Taking a flying range of mosquitoes
into account a two kilometers distance around any vegetated point is considered.

4.5

Water Body Mapping

There are different methods and approaches for mapping patches of water bodies in the scenes
where Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) and Tasselled Cap Transformation (TC) are
two appropriate ones. Using field data, they found TC more appropriate for this work. This
transformation takes advantage of 6 bands of 7ETM+ sensor and is of the form [26]:
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CH1



CH2
b7
CH3

g7  × 
CH4


w7
CH5
CH7


 
b1
Brightness
 Greenness  =  g1
w1
W etness


b2
g2
w2

b3
g3
w3

b4
g4
w4

b5
g5
w5

(4.3)

where CH1 to CH7 stands for reflectance in bands 1 to 7 (excluding band 6 which is thermal). bi,
gi, and wi are coefficients of transformation for brightness, greenness, and wetness respectively, and
are shown in Table 4.3.

TABLE 4.3

Tasseled cap transformation coefficients for 7ETM+
sensor
Bands
bi
gi
wi

1
0.3561
-0.3344
0.2626

2
0.3972
-0.3544
0.2144

3
0.3904
-0.4556
0.0926

4
0.6966
0.6966
0.0656

5
0.2286
-0.0242
-0.7629

7
0.1596
-0.2630
0.5388

For the regions containing patches of the water body, wetness takes a value of greater than
-0.0710. Applying this threshold to the image and again taking 2 kilometers flight zone for the
mosquitoes around water bodies, figures 8 and 9 for Minab and Kahnooj were produced respectively.
The detected water bodies in the Kahnooj image were as small as a pixel and consequently cannot
be detected visually in the figure.

4.6

Land Surface Temperature

To calculate LST, the following equation suggested by the Landsat team is used:

Ts =

k2
N B k1
Ln ( Rc

+ 1)

(4.4)

where Rc is the corrected spectral flux density that reaches the sensor (W/m2 /µm), εNB is the
surface narrow-band emissivity, k1 and k2 are constants equal to 666.09 (Kelvin) and 1282.71
(W/m2 /µm) respectively [27]. Applying equation (4.4) to the channel 6 radiance image, the surface
temperature for Minab and Kahnooj was calculated.

4.7

Air Temperature

To calculate air temperature, the Surface Energy Balance Algorithm for Land (SEBAL) is used [28].
This algorithm consists of 25 modules where a combination of empirical formulas, synoptic data
from nearby weather stations, and image extracted data (such as surface temperature) are being
processed in these modules. Detail of this algorithm can be found in [28]. The SEBAL algorithm
output maps for air temperature for Minab and Kahnooj are shown while the temperature range
of 25◦ C to 35◦ C is imposed on the image (Figure 4.2). It can be seen that except in very small
areas, the other parts of the region have temperature within the 25◦ C to 35◦ C zone.
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FIGURE 4.2
Satellite extracted maps of air temperature between 25◦ C and 35◦ C for Minab (left) and Kahnooj
(right)

4.8

Relative Humidity

Using the calculated air temperature image in the previous step one can calculate the saturated
partial water vapor pressure using the following equation [4]:
es = 6.1121 × exp[(17.502 × Ta )(240.97 + Ta )−1 ]

(4.5)

where es is saturated partial water vapor pressure in millibar and Ta is the air temperature in
degrees of Celsius. Then using partial vapor pressure e calculated from measured synoptic station
data and assuming negligible horizontal gradient in e for the time of image acquisition, the relative
humidity RH in the selected scene can be calculated using equation (4.6) below:
RH = e × 100

(4.6)

They produced maps of relative humidity (for 50% to 80% range).

4.9

Results and Analysis

Now all maps of parameters necessary for high-risk region determination are prepared. Since these
parameters do not affect the mosquito’s survival equally, then a simple overlying of these layers
of information would not be appropriate and parameters such as temperature, humidity, water
body, and vegetation must have different weighting coefficients. An unpublished work of suggested
weighing coefficients of 0.35, 0.25, 0.25, and 0.15 for temperature, humidity, water body, and
vegetation respectively. Having overlaid these layers using appropriate weighing coefficients, the
resulted high-risk map is shown in Figure 4.3 where number 10 shows the highest risk.
Combining the incidence indices (Section 4.3.4) and Figure 4.3 helps compare between different
calculated risk regions and calculated incidence index using field data (Figure 4.4). As can be seen,
the highest risk regions can only be found in Minab. This degree of risk cannot be seen in Kahnooj
mostly due to the lack of suitable humidity conditions.
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FIGURE 4.3
High-risk maps of Minab (left) and Kahnooj (right). Higher numbers represent higher risk regions

FIGURE 4.4
Comparison of different calculated risk regions (Figure 4.3) and calculated incidence index using
field data. The zeros in the image are due to the lack of information for those regions.

4.10

Discussion

There are sources of uncertainties with the extraction of any layers of information from satellite
images. The amount of uncertainties compared to the field data differ for different parameters. The
uncertainties are due to the unknown surface emissivity values for LST extraction of up to 2◦ C,
uncertainties in relative humidity of up to 3% due to the assumption of uniformity for partial vapor
pressure throughout the sub-scene, and the uncertainty in the air temperature. The uncertainties
in vegetation and water bodies mapping are of the second order of importance because these
uncertainties can be included in the 2 kilometers flying zone already considered in the maps. Adding
the uncertainties in LST and relative humidity to the lower and upper limits of temperature and
humidity, the effect found was a small expansion around the potential area. Since this research aimed
to show the high-risk potential area to the local manager for deputing mosquitoes exterminating
group to these regions, a few meters away from the high-risk region will not make much difference.
It is found that one can predict the malaria outbreak by extracting environmental parameters
necessary for mosquito’s parasite life cycle. These parameters were temperature (25◦ C to 35◦ C),
relative humidity (50% to 80%), patches of water, and vegetation covers. Regarding 10 degrees
in temperature range and 30% in humidity range, as well as 2 kilometers flying zone for the
mosquito, any intrinsic uncertainties in the extraction of these parameters from satellite images
due to their resolutions and intervening atmosphere - which were the sources of concern for
many satellite approaches - did not affect the results seriously. A weighed overlying of the
four layers of information i.e. air temperature, relative humidity, patches of water bodies, and
vegetated area showed acceptable agreements with the field-collected data. Of course, there are
still some uncertainties involved with the weighing coefficients for these layers which call for further
investigation. Also, there are other parameters such as shadows, manmade pools, pots of water,
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and many other factors that may help and affect the outbreaks which each must be considered
separately. However, the satellite ability in the detection of high-risk potential regions may provide
non-expensive information on a routine basis not only in malaria but for other epidemics as well,
where studies in those areas are the aims of these authors.

4.11

Cholera Case Study

Vibrio Cholerae (VC), a bacterium autochthonous to the aquatic environment, is the agent
causing Cholera, a severe aquatic, life-threatening diarrheal disease occurring mostly in developing
countries. VC has many different types of serogroups, only two of which can cause epidemic cholera.
Those two serogroups are called serogroups O1 and serogroups O139 (O139 is found only in Asia)
and can cause epidemic cholera if they also produce the cholera toxin. VC, including both serogroups
O1 and O139, is found in association with crustacean zooplankton, mainly copepods, and notably
in ponds, rivers, estuarine, and coastal region globally. Cholera bacteria attach to zooplanktons
(copepods), form thin biofilms in the brackish water especially in coastal regions. Since copepods
feed on phytoplankton, the proliferation of phytoplankton increases the number of cholera bacteria.
(Shafiqul Islam), a member of an interdisciplinary research team from Tufts University and National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, US. The incidence of cholera and the occurrence of
pathogenic VC strains with zooplankton were studied in many areas.
If one can measure the density of chlorophyll and track the blooming of phytoplankton, the
prediction of Cholera outbreak (mostly in endemic regions) seems possible. The satellite data on
chlorophyll concentration could be used to routinely monitor coastal processes and track cholera
outbreaks. The privilege of using satellite data is its suitable spatial and temporal coverage as well
as low expenses.
Rahimi-Doab [5] conducted research on Cholera endemic regions. He claimed that the bloom
or the flowering of phytoplankton, and as a result, the flourishing of the zooplankton and feeding
are closely correlated with the temperature at the sea surface (SST). The SST can be continuously
monitored through thermal channels of satellite sensors. By monitoring SST and measuring the
seawater chlorophyll as a sign of plankton flourishing and knowing the amount of rainfall as an
agent for the transfer of micronutrient materials from shore to sea, Rahimi-Doab (2018) could
predict the disease outbreak one month in advance. However, the disease has its trend in each
region and the peak of the disease in each region was different in terms of time and number of
patients. This requires calibrating the suggested model for each region. In Rahimi-Doab’s [5] work,
the statistical analysis of the log-linear Poisson Generalized Linear Model (GLM) was used to
predict the appropriate time for the growth of VC in the sea and its subsequent outbreak. For this
purpose, the effects of three environmental factors i.e. SST, chlorophyll concentration of seawater
extracted from the products of MODIS onboard of Aqua platform, and the rainfall data supplied
by TRMM satellite, were all taken as independent variables and investigated. The case study region
was the 2011 outbreak in Benin, Africa and the results showed that these factors were correlated
to the disease outbreak in that endemic region.
Finally, the model was applied to the outbreak cases in the southern coastal regions of Iran. The
model could predict the occurrence of the outbreak, one month in advance. Although the output of
the model tells us the number of patients however, this number depends on the suitability of each
of the three environmental factors, which are included as independent variables in the model.

4.12

Conclusions

The two aforementioned case studies showed that the environmental factors and parameters are
playing a key role in the occurrence of outbreak and/or epidemic in many cases. This includes
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vector-borne diseases as well as viruses including COVID-19. All these environmental parameters
are acquirable from satellite images. As mentioned in previous sections, COVID-19 and other
similar viruses have shown some dependencies on some environmental parameters but, the main
issue in these kinds of epidemics is the behavior of the patients affected or those who carry the
viruses and spread it in the ambient. Our preliminary studies show that we might be able to classify
different parts of the city based on the temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, surface
cover, height, and air pressure, and some other factors and compare these classes with the results
of the affected people’s population in those regions. The equation that could be the basis of this
investigation can be of the form of equation (4.7):
COV ID − CF = f (T a, LST, RH, P, V s, V d, SC, H)

(4.7)

Where COV ID − CF, T a, LST, RH, P, V s, V d, SC, and H are COVID-19 Contagious Factor, air
temperature at 2m height, Land Surface Temperature, Relative Humidity, air pressure, wind speed,
wind direction, Surface Cover, and Height of the land on that region, respectively.
The work which is currently undergoing showed the dependence of the Influenza and to some
extent COVID-19 outbreaks to the air temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, and density
of the population. The results, which will be published separately, may help to highlight the hotspots
and inform the people regularly.
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The Potential of Drone Technology in Pandemics
David R. Green, Alex R. Karachok and Billy J. Gregory

In recent years, drones or Unmanned Airborne Vehicles (UAVs) have become associated
with aerial data and image acquisition for many environmental applications. Unexpectedly,
the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 has led to new opportunities for drones in many new
application areas, with and without the use of remote sensing imaging technology. Many
unique applications have already been proposed within a short period of time, some building
on existing pre-COVID-19 demonstrations and ideas, to exploring new possibilities for
use. Whilst drone technology is well-established, there are still factors requiring further
investigation to fully exploit drones. These include: allocation, management and control of
drone air space, operation Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS), the role of existing and
new telecommunication networks, safe operation in built-up areas, and societal approval
and acceptance. This chapter presents an overview of current drone technology and future
developments and the exploration of some existing and proposed applications. The chapter
will examine the issues facing successful mainstream implementation of the use of drones
for these applications, and the problems that need to be overcome to allow this technology
to mature and become mainstream.

5.1

Introduction

Drones or UAVs first became popular about six years ago when Parrot, 3DR, and DJI began to
market their off-the-shelf platforms to the public. Categorised mainly as ‘toys’ at first these low-cost
multi-rotor aircraft rapidly became very popular for recreational flying. Their widespread appeal
soon grew as they became easier to fly and could carry small cameras. The addition of GoPro
Hero cameras and DJI Zenmuse gimbals helped to facilitate and reveal the potential of these small
airborne platforms and sensors for aerial photography and videography.
Although the future potential of drones for applications outside remote sensing and the derived
photogrammetric and visualisation products we have become so familiar with were already under
consideration prior to COVID-19, the widespread impact of the pandemic has triggered a rapid
escalation in interest in the role of drone technology. Already the COVID-19 pandemic has provided
a new opportunity to explore the potential role of drones in other application areas, both with
and without the use of remote sensing technology. Many unique applications have already been
proposed within a short period of time, some capitalising on existing demonstrations and ideas, to
those exploring new possibilities.
Two streams of application have been considered: (1) delivering essential goods and services,
and (2) battling the spread of coronavirus. Some examples already under development and testing
include: the delivery of parcels, medical supplies, and information e.g. broadcasts; personal, health
and environmental monitoring, enforcing social distancing, mapping, and spraying to disinfect.
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Whilst drone technology is already well-established, there are still many factors that currently
require further investigation to allow this proposed potential to be fully exploited. These include the
allocation, management and control of drone air space, operation Beyond the Visual Line of Sight
(BVLOS), the use of new telecommunications networks, safe operation considerations in built-up
areas, as well as social acceptance. With this context in mind some of the existing and proposed
applications that are either already under development or being developed will be explored. This
will include an overview of current drone technology and future developments. The chapter will
then look at the issues facing successful implementation of the use of drones for these applications,
and the problems that need to be overcome to allow this technology to become mainstream in the
future.

5.2

Developments in Drone Technology

Today there are a wide range of UAV and drone platforms which include multi-rotors (quadcopter
(4), hexacopter (6), and octacopter (8)), fixed wing, and Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOLs). In
addition, some small-scale helicopters have also been used for remote sensing. High quality gimbals
now support a wide range of DSLR cameras of varying different sizes, and additional camera-based
sensors, such as NIR and NDVI cameras. Larger cameras and sensors can be carried by bigger
drones with the required lift and battery capacity.
There are now many more options for sensors that can be mounted on small aerial platforms.
Whilst RGB cameras are generally still in widespread common use, the demand for other sensors,
both non-imaging and imaging, and low-cost, higher resolution systems has seen many other types
of cameras/sensors become available. These include modified GoPro cameras and similar types of
miniaturised cameras that can be filtered to sense the Near Infrared (NIR) and other portions of the
Electromagnetic Spectrum (EMS). Examples include the range marketed by MapIR [1] and IR-Pro
in the USA. Alongside these have been developments in small multi-spectral sensors specifically
aimed at agricultural, horticultural crop and forest canopy monitoring. The Parrot Sequoia 5-band
multi-spectral camera is one such example [2]. A larger version of this sensor, is the MicaSense
RedEdge [3]. These provide the opportunity to acquire five (5) bands of imagery, and also to
generate NDVI images. Other companies such as Sentera (www.sentera.com) also provide NDVI
cameras based on different spectral wavelengths.
More advanced sensors are now also available to take greater advantage of the information
content of the electromagnetic spectrum including thermal, hyperspectral, and Lidar instruments.
Many drone manufacturers offer thermal camera-ready platforms with either their own thermal
cameras e.g. Yuneec [4] and DJI [5] or ones made by a thermal camera manufacturer e.g. FLIR.
Hyperspectral cameras are available for drones from a number of different manufacturers e.g.
Headwall [6]. These can be useful in many applications because of the number of wavelengths that
can be sensed (e.g. up to 255 channels) greatly increasing the dimensionality of the spectral dataset
and resulting in the potential acquisition of more information of interest. These are expensive, often
need specialist aerial platforms, and require more training to use and to extract the information.
Another common sensor is Lidar (both terrestrial and bathymetric versions) which can be mounted
on a number of specialist UAV platforms e.g. Riegl [7]. Terrestrial lidar has the potential to see
through a vegetation canopy. Bathymetric lidar sensors can be mounted on small aerial platforms
and have the capability to generate depth information in water 20-40m deep providing the water is
clear and not too turbulent e.g. Riegl’s Bathycopter [8]. These also have the capability to generate
3D information of underwater surfaces.
Radar systems have also been integrated into large UAV systems for navigation and image
acquisition. More recently, studies have revealed success with the development of small, low-cost,
high-resolution radar systems specifically designed for operation on small unmanned aerial vehicles
[9–11].
In a very short period of time, drone technology has evolved from being quite basic to
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very advanced and increasingly customised for specific environmental applications. Several key
developments in the technology have facilitated this transformation.
One of the major constraints of early platforms was the available battery technology. Early
batteries provided a limited power source often only giving 6-8 minutes of flight time. This was
not a major drawback for short recreational flights, but when including considerations such as
operation in colder air, wind strength, and take-off, return to home, and landing requirements,
the actual flight duration time was reduced quite considerably. Within a few years, however, these
basic batteries have evolved into smart batteries that not only provide longer flight times e.g.
20-25 minutes, but also supply information to the controller and operator about battery status and
remaining flight time. Within a few years these batteries have also become more compact and the
average flight time has now increased to around 30 minutes. Considerable effort is now being put
into improving the quality and battery life, as well as the development of new types of batteries
[12], especially for multi-rotors. Fixed-wing aircraft by contrast typically already have longer flight
times, ranging from 45 to 55 minutes, as they are lighter and offer less resistance in flight, making
them more suitable for larger area coverage.
Early UAVs were usually flown manually by the pilot, often without an First Person View
(FPV) device, and stereo-imagery was acquired through skilled flying by the drone pilot where
overlapping flight-lines were visually assessed to provide the required stereo-imagery for generating
photo-mosaics and 3D models. Today sophisticated phone and tablet Apps for both Android and
iPhone operating systems, either provided by the drone companies (e.g. DJI Go4) or third party
companies (e.g. Litchi [13], and Pix4D [14]), allow for varying levels of autonomous flight to be
planned and executed. The phone and tablet Apps now available allow for either very basic simple
autonomous flight (Litchi) or more sophisticated grid pattern flightpaths (Pix4D) to be conducted
that allow the pilot to customise the overflight pattern e.g. straight line or grid, the camera tilt,
speed, and the flying height of the aircraft amongst other things. Over time, the data/image capture
task has now become a one-button ‘push’ for take-off and one for landing. The technology has
therefore made it much easier to conduct repeat flights of the same area to gather multi-temporal
imagery of a site. Nearly all modern drones now have autonomous flight capability, and this in turn
allows them to be used for more advanced aerial survey tasks.
Additionally, some drones (e.g. the DJI Mavic Air 2) now come equipped with the new AirSense
technology utilising ADS-B aviation technology for receiving signals from nearby airplanes and
helicopters and displaying their locations on the on-screen map on the DJI Fly App [15].
Not surprisingly the growing number of different UAVs and the range of applications is already
beginning to raise concerns about the availability and safe use of air space particularly where
other industry areas will also be affected by competition for the existing air space. This will
ultimately require legislation. UAV communication with the ground control system (GCS), for
example, requires radio frequencies with sufficient band width. As recently as 2008, the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) had not allocated bandwidth to UAVs meaning that they have to
use different radio frequencies in every country [16], something that needs to be taken into account
by international operators and manufacturers.
Several drone capture methods have also been developed either to physically capture drones in
a net or through ‘drone snatching’ using another drone in situations where illegal flights are being
conducted or in emergency situations [17, 18]. All weather drone operation is now being developed
and delivery drones are already able to safely operate in heavy rain and high winds [19].

5.3

The Impact of COVID-19

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, although drone technology was already well-established with
many professional applications worldwide there were already a number of new ideas emerging for
their use in a wider range of imaging and non-imaging applications.
At the time, drones were also increasingly coming under scrutiny because of the increasing
occurrence of operational incidents. Though not all were substantiated, some accidents nevertheless
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began to have a negative impact on the perception of this technology leading to alienation of the
public from supporting the continued growth of this industry. In part this was a direct result of the
rapid growth in uncontrolled use of both commercial and recreational drones, with a lack of pilot
training and enforcement of regulations. However, responses to concerns about privacy and safety
also had many positive developments leading to improved technology, education and awareness
raising, training, best practice guidelines and tighter regulations that have since helped to allay
some public concern.
The COVID-19 pandemic, however, rather suddenly and unexpectedly triggered growing
recognition and a new level of acceptance of drone technology, driven not so much by the increase
in commercial uses prior to the outbreak of COVID-19, but by the timely emergence of new ideas
that have highlighted drone technology as an important way to help deal with and, possibly even
overcome, the constraints and health emergencies imposed on society by the virus in early 2020. In
addition, the collection of higher resolution data that can be processed and integrated with other
information for planning and decision-making.
Two new streams of application have been pursued: (1) delivering essential goods and services,
and (2) battling the spread of coronavirus. Some examples already under development and being
tested include: the delivery of parcels, food, medical supplies, and information e.g. broadcasts;
personal, health and environmental monitoring, enforcing social distancing, mapping, and spraying
to disinfect contaminated areas. These are explored below.

5.3.1

Delivering Essential Goods and Services

Prior to the arrival of COVID-19, numerous articles and press releases revealed a growing
commercial interest in the use of so-called ‘delivery drones’ for the delivery of parcels, supplies,
food. and drink. It has been predicted that by 2030 the drone package delivery market will be
worth £21bn [20]. Similar forecasts have been made by others about the impact of this technology
e.g. by 2026, more than a million drones could be carrying out retail deliveries, up from 20,000
today, according to new analysis from Gartner [21].
Amazon and a number of other companies were originally at the forefront of promoting these
ideas, and successful demonstrations had already been carried out as proof of concept. Prime-Air,
for example, was first trialled by Amazon in 2016 to demonstrate parcel delivery within a 30
minute timeframe [22]. Prime-Air development centres were set up in the United States, the
United Kingdom, Austria, France and Israel. Research studies showed that drone platforms already
available – albeit larger than some of the more familiar recreational drones – could easily be adapted
and modified to carry small boxes and containers. Coupled with new autonomous flight capability
it has since been shown possible to programme a drone to carry a cup of coffee or a meal from
point A to point B. Larger platforms were also shown to be capable of carrying larger payloads
such as parcels. DHL also launched drone operation tests in urban areas in China to test the
so-called ‘last-mile’ delivery challenges being considered. Compared to road transport, the benefits
of autonomous drone services were found to be significant and included a reduction in delivery
times, and provided cost savings, reduced energy consumption, and a lower carbon footprint [21].
In addition, such drones were able to provide faster delivery for customers with the added benefit
of giving consumers more control over the time and location of a delivery [19].
The capability of larger drones to carry boxes also opened up the possibility of carrying supplies
to remote and inaccessible locations (e.g. in the event of an emergency or for delivering medical
supplies) where timing is often important. Several trials have been undertaken and revealed the
potential to expand drone-based deliveries to more applications. For example, in Canada, they have
been delivering supplies, including medical supplies, to native communities in places where there
are a lot of small, remote reserves far from resource hubs [23].
However, despite the potential there are many drone-related issues that require early solutions
to allow for the practical realisation of these ideas in the future e.g. the establishment of an air
traffic management system. In addition, there have been some concerns that drones maybe the
target of ‘hackers’ who may be able to take control of a drone and steal the goods being carried.
Meantime, on a more positive note these ideas and developments have also begun to find favour
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with roles that might be useful to help deal with the actual and perceived impact of the COVID-19
pandemic.
The collection of high-resolution spatio-temporal data can provide the means to generate
real-time information e.g. images, maps, and surveys at the community level to assist in planning
and decision-making, as well as for use in an emergency response both during and after an event.
A recent report in 2020 highlights the opinion that the pandemic will be ‘a catalyst for
accelerating the viability and acceptance of commercial drone deliveries’ [24]. 53 per cent
of companies who took part in a recent survey believe commercial drone deliveries will be
commonplace by 2023, helped by the public and private sector actively seeking to develop safe
ways to guarantee services whilst containing the spread of any viruses [24].
Drone delivery has the potential to provide people with low-cost and near instant access to vital
medical supplies, regardless of whether they live in a city or a rural community. Benefits arising
will be in helping to manage chronic health conditions, enabling more home-based acute care, and
reducing the number of hospitalisations and trips to accident and emergency rooms [19].
Drones have been used to deliver medical supplies in the Dominican Republic [25].

5.3.2

Battling the Spread of Coronavirus

Aside from using drones being used to carry goods, many drones are also equipped with cameras,
microphones and speakers and so can be used for monitoring and to both gather and deliver
information. In this respect they will utilise existing functionality that has not necessarily been
used in this way before.
An area of application where there is now immense potential for drone use lies with personal,
health and environmental monitoring, enforcing social distancing, mapping, and spraying to
disinfect. These are all ways where drones may help to reduce the spread of the corona virus.
As drones typically carry cameras - whether RGB colour or thermal - they can be used both
indoors and outdoors as a remote monitoring platform.
The growing use of custom-built drone platforms carrying thermal cameras to monitor heat loss
from buildings, for firefighting applications, and is also being proposed (and has already been used)
to help monitor the health of people where temperature can be used as an indicator of possible
infection from the corona virus. The benefit of having an airborne platform is obviously that it is
in the air, far from contacting humans and can still return accurate results [26].
In Canada, Draganfly is adapting scanning technology for drones to combine thermal imaging
systems and a computer program with learning algorithms to monitor temperature, heart and
respiratory rate at a distance to aid in the detection of someone sneezing or coughing, and can be
used for screening [27].
This is basically an extension of the more traditional use of cameras for remote sensing
of surfaces that provides imagery for automated or manual interpretation. Some commercial
drones (e.g. the DJI Mavic Enterprise) also carry loudspeakers that can be used to communicate
information to individuals on the ground with one application being the provision of messages to
help enforce social distancing in public spaces. The use of drones to communicate information and
messages can also be used in many other environmental monitoring or situation scenarios. Having
a remote video platform that can both record and broadcast live is a much better alternative
than putting someone at risk to film by hand. You also get a more holistic picture, and can easily
document dangerous gatherings from a distance without having to get close to people who are
violating the pandemic regulations.
The capability to carry a larger payload also allows drones to carry other materials and
equipment. One example, which is an extension of the application of drones for spraying crops,
is the use of drones to carry disinfectant and spray equipment to disinfect environmental locations
or internal rooms. Cities have also been using Drones such as DJI’s agricultural drones to spray
disinfectant on an area, which is a lot more cost-efficient than employing a team of workers using
expensive and equipment to spread disinfectant by hand on the ground [28, 29]. In Scotland, a
UK company Droneports has recently demonstrated the capability of drones being used to support
the NHS by delivering COVID-19 test kits and medical supplies to an island off the coast of the
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Scottish mainland. The demonstration showed how supplies could be delivered more quickly to the
island than the normal route used by road and ferry [30].
Similar trials, which are now being fast-tracked in light of the pandemic, have also been reported
in other parts of the UK [31].
During the COVID-19 crisis, drones have already been used to deliver medication and test
samples in other remote locations in Ghana, Rwanda, and Chile. In Charlotte, North Caroline,
USA, drones have been used to deliver personal protective equipment and supplies to frontline
medical teams. This initiative was part of the North Carolina Department of Transportation’s
(NCDOT’s) Unmanned Aircraft System Integration Pilot Program (IPP).
Unmanned aerial vehicles have also been used in several cities around the world to monitor
compliance with virus-related safety measures as well as to spray disinfectant e.g. in India and
China [21]. China was in fact one of the first countries to use drones in response to COVID-19 and
as early as February 2020, Antwork - part of the Japanese group Terra Drone - used a drone to
transport test samples and medical supplies from a local hospital in Zhejiang province to a nearby
disease control centre. In 2019, Antwork were the first urban drone delivery company to obtain
a license from the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC). Some of the benefits arising
from this demonstration were that the transport time was halved, and this in turn was found to
relieve stress on medical staff.
In April 2020, Manna Aero were approved by Ireland’s aviation authority to deliver medication
and critical supplies to roughly a dozen households under confinement. In Switzerland, Matternet a US company - had already been cleared to carry out autonomous, beyond-the-line-of-sight flights
for the transport of blood samples between hospitals in the city of Lugarno. Another US-based
drone operator, Zipline supported Ghanaian authorities by providing a ‘contactless drone delivery’
service to collect Coronavirus test samples from 1000 rural health facilities and to deliver them to
laboratories in Accra and Kumasi [32]. These are just a few of the practical demonstrations that
have already been developed to highlight the potential of autonomous aerial technology to assist
in emergencies.
Other mentioned uses of drones include the delivery of non-medical products such as groceries
and other food supplies to people and communities, and to extend the already well-tried data
acquisition role that they have been demonstrating in the field of mapping, which sees drones
providing real time imagery for emergency response and near real time mapping. The extension of
the mapping role to areas that have not been mapped at certain scales also has potential in the
context of COVID-19.
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FIGURE 5.1
a) A Quadcopter Drone Lifting a Bag (Billy J. Gregory - DroneLite); b) Monitoring urban areas
during lockdown (Alex R. Karachok - UCEMM); c) A thermal camera image (Billy J. Gregory DroneLite)

5.4

Summary and Conclusions

Drones began as recreational toys, a modern-day, updated radio-controlled model aircraft but with
the added benefits provided by the evolution of the technology. Recognition of their potential
for many commercial applications soon raised the public profile of drones and their many uses.
However, various incidents with drones involved in injuries and near misses with civilian aircraft
have somewhat dented the positive perception of drone technology with the public threatening to
derail future growth of the market.
With the sudden and very significant impact of COVID-19 worldwide and the need for
monitoring, mapping, and social distancing to minimise contact between people and to help reduce
the spread of infections, robotic technologies were soon recognised as one way by which many aspects
of the pandemic could be monitored and assisted. As a direct result of this, drone technology is
gradually beginning to find growing support although it is still true to say that a number of issues
are still a cause for concern.
The practical experience gained so far during the COVID-19 pandemic has been both
stimulating and has undoubtedly paved the way for developments needed to make better use of
drone applications in the future. Furthermore, lessons learned during the crisis and from examining
the use-cases that have proved to be of societal benefit during the corona virus crisis will very likely
encourage updates to drone regulations that go beyond the use of drones in times of crisis enabling
the wider use of drone technologies in the future.
The ability to enhance the collection of up-to-date high resolution data over both space and time
using drones (aerial, terrestrial, or waterborne) will provide a basis for more detailed information
that can help emergency response and planning teams in the context of building community
resilience frameworks in the future.
However, significant developments in the technology are still needed to overcome some of the
public concerns and to allow drone applications to reach their full potential. This includes major
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advances in existing telecommunications, air traffic management systems, and regulations amongst
a number of other things.
Being at a stage when we are now already able to successfully utilise and adapt current drone
technology to conduct numerous activities safely and remotely has been very timely in light of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The progress made during this pandemic will undoubtedly help society to function more safely
and more effectively during times of crisis in the future whereby drone technology will be able to
provide the data and information needed to assist in an emergency response, whilst also being able
to assist communities to build future resilience.
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6
The Role of Neighbourhood Social and Built
Environments on Social Interactions and Community
Wellbeing Through the COVID-19 Pandemic
Piret Veeroja and Greg Foliente

This chapter looks at the role of social and built environments on social interactions
in Melbourne prior to, and during, the COVID-19 pandemic and discuss possible social
and built environment interventions to increase social interactions. Melbournians have
experienced two COVID-19 waves of infection and two lockdowns since March 2020
and faced severe physical and social distancing restrictions. These have increased the
importance of local amenities and neighbourhoods, but also the need and skills to use
telecommunication services for different social (and work related) purposes. Lockdown
periods provide an opportunity to upskill peoples’ technical skills that can be used after
the pandemic to access more resources and create balance between online and face-to-face
social environments. Possibilities in urban planning to repurpose the built environment
and use technology to utilise local neighbourhoods are discussed. These proposed changes
in social and built environments may be beneficial in dealing with future pandemics.

6.1

Introduction

Studies show that social interactions improve people’s wellbeing, satisfaction with life [1], happiness
[1], mental health [2], physical health [3], longevity [4] and reduce psychological distress such as
anxiety [5, 6]. Social interactions contribute to increased sense of purpose, belonging and self-worth
[2, 7]. These kinds of contributions motivate people and encourage them to take better care of
themselves (e.g. to engage in physical activity or reduce alcohol intake) which lead to improved
mental health [2]. Lack of social interactions, on the other hand, has been found to reduce quality
of life, wellbeing, mood ([8, 9] and health outcomes (such as insomnia, depression, dementia and
suicide) and increase unhealthy behaviours (such as smoking, drinking alcohol, having unhealthy
diet) [10].
As soon as the World Health Organisation (WHO) [11] announced that COVID-19 is a public
health emergency of international concern, in response, many countries imposed restrictions such
as social distancing, isolation and stay-at-home requirements. These types of restrictions may lead
to loneliness and boredom [12]. Social isolation is opposite to social connectedness and has found to
be related to psychological distress, such as anxiety [6, 13], depression, stress [6, 13] and loneliness
[13]. Indeed, quarantine during the SARS outbreak in 2003 ([14], as cited in [13]) and the swine
flu outbreak in 2009 ([15], as cited in [13]) was associated with increased depression and anxiety.
Tull et al. [13] studied stay-at home restrictions and daily changed routines due to COVID-19
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pandemic with mental health outcomes (n=500) in the United States. They concluded that the
restrictions were associated with health related anxiety, financial worry and loneliness. Smith et al.
[6] investigated the relationship between social isolation and mental health outcomes during
COVID-19 pandemic (n=278) in the Unites States. They found statistical relationships between
the two and concluded that higher psychological flexibility and ability to accept difficult experiences
helped to reduce the negative effects of social isolation [6].
Social capital, which is formed by strong and weak social networks, is found to be necessary
in effective crisis response and recovery [16]. McCrea et al. [17] found that social and amenity
dimensions were the main contributors of community wellbeing, that in turn, contributed towards
community resilience. Communities with higher level of social capital, for example, were found to
recover faster and in a more satisfactory and sustainable fashion from earthquakes than communities
with lower social capital levels [16, 18].
This chapter aims to look at the role of social and built environments on social interactions in
Melbourne prior to, and during, the COVID-19 pandemic and discuss about possible social and
built environment interventions during and after the pandemic to increase social interactions. The
discussions follow the main phases of COVID-19, as shown in Figure 6.1 for Victoria, Australia.

FIGURE 6.1
The Main Phases of COVID-19 Cases in the State of Victoria, Australia (Main data plot from:
https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/victorian-coronavirus-covid-19-data)

6.2

Pre COVID-19

A previous study found that perceived social environment and especially feeling of belonging,
sense of community and participation in community activities were more important to older
Melbournians’ (aged 55 years or above, n=476) local social interactions frequency than perceived
and objective built environment measures [19]. Additionally, the importance of some types
of perceived destinations for local social interactions were distinguished, such as cafes, bars
and restaurants and footpaths. Looking at local social interaction satisfaction, the results were
similar. Social interactions frequency, feeling of belonging and sense of community were social
environment elements that contributed to older adults’ local social interactions satisfaction.
Perceived importance of local services for social interactions, however had a negative relationship
with social interactions satisfaction [19].
Socioemotional selectivity theory explains that peoples’ social networks are changing over time
[20]. Younger people’ s social interactions are claimed to be future-oriented with the aim of gaining
information, experiences and new social contacts [21]. Older people, on the other hand, have
been found to prefer smaller, but emotionally meaningful and satisfying contacts [21]. It is thus
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expected that the importance of social and built environments in social interactions frequency
and satisfaction is different in different age groups. Therefore, a follow up study that included
younger, middle aged and older Melburnians were carried out. Surprisingly, the study reached
similar conclusions across different age groups [22].

6.3
6.3.1

During COVID-19
Social and Physical Distancing Restrictions in Melbourne

The Victorian premier announced a State of Emergency in mid-March 2020, and on 30 March,
Victoria entered a Stage 3 lockdown (see Figure 6.1). This meant that Victorians had only four
reasons to leave home: shopping for food and supplies, (essential) work or education, exercising
or caregiving. Restaurants, bars and coffees were allowed to be open for take-away only; beauty,
personal services, entertainment, culture and sporting venues were closed. These restrictions started
to ease in the beginning of June. Shortly after the ease of restrictions, the number of COVID-19 cases
rose and in the beginning of August Victoria entered a Stage 4 lockdown (Figure 6.1). Additional
social and physical distancing measures were introduced in this stage: curfew from 8PM–5AM
(unless seeking or giving care or essential work), Victorians were allowed to shop (once a day, one
person per household) and exercise one hour per day (maximum two people) in 5 km radius from
their home. By the time of writing this chapter, Regional Victoria has entered to Stage 3 lockdown
and some of the Stage 4 restrictions have eased for Metropolitan Melbourne (e.g. curfew is lifted)
[23].
Previous studies have found that destinations (such as parks and nature strips, shops, services,
cafes/bars/restaurants and community places) encourage peoples’ local social interactions [24–26].
The Stage 3 and Stage 4 restrictions in Metropolitan Melbourne (and in the rest of the Victoria)
have increased the importance of local destinations (especially after applying the five-km rule).
People are more than ever dependent on their neighbourhoods and presence of local amenities.
For instance, inhabitants who live in a close proximity to a park (or any other type of natural
environment) or are able to access footpaths that are continuous and have even surface may be
better off in terms of physical and mental health than those who are not able to access these types
of amenities.

6.3.2

Social Interactions During the Pandemic

The COVID-19 pandemic may have adverse personal impacts, such as worrying about catching
the virus, experiencing partial or full loss of income, worrying about job or housing security,
uncertainty, home schooling, increased risk of family violence, and other mental, physical and
social pressures caused by the lockdown and the resulting isolation. All these factors combined can
lead to mental health crisis that in turn may lead to long-term problems in wellbeing, productivity
and healthcare costs [27]. Social contact and support from family and friends and community are
especially important in times like these. In May 2020, the United Nations (UN) warned that the
COVID-19 might turn into mental health crisis [28] and reported an increase in levels of distress
that causes misery due to the COVID-19 virus and emphasised the importance of the international
community to support peoples’ mental health during the pandemic [29]. A study of three cities in
different countries in Latin America (n=650) found that about one third of the participants missed
face-to-face social interactions the most, when asked about the activities people miss due to the
COVID-19 restrictions [30].
Fisher et al. [31] found that about a quarter of Australians experienced mild to moderate
depressive symptoms or anxiety on the first month of COVID-19 restrictions. In 2020, there has
been 66% increase in lifeline support calls compared to the previous year and two third of the calls
were made by Victorians [32]. Alfred Hospital Crisis Assessment and Treatment Team have faced
50% increase in callouts after the first lockdown in March 2020 [33].
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The Australian Government has provided an additional $500 million in mental health and
suicide prevention funding to assist in coping with the COVID-19 pandemic since January 2020.
The Government provides several free-of-charge or low-cost telephone and telehealth services, such
as Lifeline, Kids Helpline, Beyond Blue, Suicide Call-Back Service, MensLine Australia, Open
Arms – Veterans and Families counselling, and HeadtoHealth services for Victorians. Citizens and
permanent residents can access 10 additional subsidised psychological sessions to face mental issues
caused by the pandemic. For older Australians, the Government has established the Older Persons
COVID-19 Support Line (phone support) and Community Visitors Scheme (telephone or online).
The latter connects older adults with volunteers who spend time with them during the pandemic;
but face-to-face visits are replaced with telephone or online contacts [23].
Direct face-to-face social interactions and the use of neighbourhood social and built
environments (and amenities) were minimised during the first lockdown and further restricted
during the second lockdown in Melbourne (Figure 6.1). During the second lockdown, the majority
of Melbournians were allowed to have face-to-face contacts with people from their own households
(and other neighbourhood contacts such as when grocery shopping or ordering take-away coffee
when adhering social and physical distancing rules). Therefore, the importance of virtual social
environment was more important than ever before.
Telehealth services, however, can only be accessed when people have the ability and opportunity
to use the technologies. The less skilled Internet users may become increasingly disconnected from
the society and miss out on the digital support sources [34]. More than 2.5 million Australians
are not online [35]. Digital inclusion requires access to high quality and affordable Internet service,
hardware and sufficient data allowance, and ability and skills to use the technology. The Australian
Digital Inclusion Index [36] shows, for example, that Australians with lower income, education,
and employment levels; and adults aged 65 years or older are less digitally included [35]. Moreover,
about 2.7 million (34%) Australians aged 50 years or older have low digital skills or they don’ t
use the technology or the Internet [36]. More than half (57%) of people aged 70 years or older have
low digital skills and 74% of them do not use the Internet [36].
Gorenko et al. [37] recommended considering older adults’ (and other socio-demographic groups)
personal preferred remote communication methods and pre-pandemic technological literacy skills
when providing interventions and improving technology using skills. These could include using
technology that older adults are comfortable with (e.g. telephone), providing print materials with
instructions, reminders and tips, and/or involving a household member or caretaker to explain/help
to set up, use and/or troubleshoot the technology [37].
The internet, social media and other mobile applications are replacing traditional media and
have both positive and negative effects [38]. The use of social media and the Internet may contribute
to ‘infodemic’, which is information overload [12]. Banerjee and Rai [12] for example, describe
COVID-19 as ‘digital epidemic’ where all sorts of information (including false information) about
the virus travels faster than the virus itself. They recommend practicing social media distancing [12].
This means that while it is crucial to increase technical literacy in different age and demographic
groups, then it is necessary to include information about where to find and how to control
reliability of information/sources and understand the ethics or values underpinning specific artificial
intelligence (AI) applications.
Another way to increase peoples’ social interactions during the pandemic could be to set up
virtual physical health programs that accommodate for different physical abilities and help people
to stay active; provide online courses and classes; encourage volunteering in different programs
[36, 39] or send out letters and greeting cards for those who are not technologically advanced
[36, 39]. Mariana Atkins and Baldassar [36] proposed to establish a buddy system where (older)
adults can regularly check in and communicate with volunteers, or those with good technological
literacy skills can help to set up and teach others’ who are less skilled. This sort of volunteering
enables people to feel they are helping others and may help to reduce their own feeling of isolation
[39]. Office et al. [40], for example, investigated a phone outreach program (n=14 volunteers, 25
calls) where medical students called to older Americans during the COVID-19 pandemic. The
volunteers described the calls as impactful for the students and call recipients [40]. Community and
religious groups could set up regular online/telephone meetings to share information and explain
it, give health and mobility tips [36].
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Gehl [41] observed changes in using public spaces during the pandemic in Denmark. They
found that downtown activities were dropped, but the use of public spaces is similar as before
the pandemic and places that offer activities (e.g. playgrounds) were used more than ever before
[41]. This differs from the Melbourne context, because the use of public spaces (e.g. playgrounds,
benches) was restricted. After easing some of the restrictions, small groups of people were allowed
to have picnics in Melbourne. Inspired by the New York ‘social distancing circles’, similar circles
were drawn on the grounds of some popular parks in Melbourne, so the groups who use the park
are able to stay further than 1.5m from other groups [42].

6.4

Post COVID-19

It is important to learn from the current pandemic and keep upskilling peoples’ technological
literacy and provide access to sufficient and affordable technology. This helps to ensure that
people are able to access virtual social environment if the COVID-19 virus lingers on in the
community or a similar situation occurs again in the future. Virtual social environment does not
replace face-to-face community social interactions, but it may open an opportunity for members of
society to be more effective, knowledgeable, resourceful and participatory in events that happen in
physically distant locations. Some scholars propose that partially transforming to telehealth (e.g.
mental and physical health issues, support group meetings for substance users, therapy sessions
with councillors, outpatient programs, medication management programs) may be beneficial for
patients and clinicians [27]. The future community social interactions may be a combination of
face-to-face community social environment and virtual social environments (more accessible than
it was before the pandemic). A future study could investigate the best ways to balance these modes
of communication to ensure the best health and wellbeing outcomes.
Florida et al. [43] argued that historically, pandemics (e.g. Hispanic flue, plague) have always
spread in cities (New York, London, Paris) and discussed about the ability of cities to bounce back
after the virus. He argued that vulnerable people and families may be moving to suburbs, but cities
will attract job seekers with higher number of jobs and salaries, and with more affordable rents
than before the pandemic [43]. Joel Kotkin [43] added that cities may need to change crowded
public transport with safer options (such as utilising autonomous vehicles), and it is critical to
develop suburbs that produce lower emissions, provide working-from home opportunities, and
lower commuting times. The provision of a metro-wide network of dedicated bicycle lanes has
also attracted the attention/interest of many urban stakeholders.
The importance of the built physical environment may increase after the pandemic, and it might
have a huge role to play in adjusting to the new ‘COVID-19 normal’ environment (Figure 6.1).
Since the beginning of the pandemic, people have been asked to physically distance themselves
from others. This means that urban planners need to think how to increase the amenities and
infrastructure and decrease car-dependence [44]. Some urban planners and architects, however,
see the opportunity in reduced use of city spaces due to COVID-19. This situation could be a
turning point in how we use and think about cities. Jonathan et al. [45] see it as an opportunity
to repurpose city streets for people to promote walking and cycling and create safe and attractive
streets and cities or to convert street parking lots to places for street socialising. The restrictions
have also further encouraged and strengthened discussions around 20-minute/15-minute cities. The
concept has been proposed in Plan Melbourne [46]. These concepts refer to an idea that cities are
polycentric and residents are able to access everything they need (e.g. employment, education,
shopping, recreation) within 20 (or 15) minute walk, bike ride or via safe public transport from
their home [47]. This sort of development, however, may mean more high-rise buildings in the areas,
which may not be desirable in the future when planning for pandemic, as inhabitants would need
to share lifts and common areas [48].
Chen et al. [49] propose that robotics (drones, driverless vehicles and service robots) and AI
may be more useful than ever before. They concluded that facial-recognition software may offer new
ways for aerial, ground and checkpoint territorial control, while admitting the possible problems
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with public safety, privacy and control [49]. Autonomous goods deliveries, drone transports, access
to places via QR (or similar) codes and biometric screening to identify residents with high
temperatures may be future solutions in urban environments if a similar pandemic occurs [49].
But these technologies require strong social acceptance and robust regulatory frameworks.

6.5

Concluding Comments

Social interactions with family, friends and the broader community are especially important for
positive mental health outcomes, personal and community wellbeing during a pandemic. The use
of social and built environments (and especially local destinations and amenities) have changed
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Telephone and Internet services are crucial to provide satisfying
social environment, maintain social relationships with family, friends and community, and exchange
information during these times. People with low income, education and employment levels and older
adults, however, may not have enough means and/or skills to access these. Targeted or alternative
solutions are needed, such as upskilling these societal groups to use the technology and provide
affordable access to the Internet and technology during and post pandemic times. Finally, it is
important to consider possibilities to repurpose and/or adapt existing built environment, better
plan new ones and introduce more accessible technological innovations. Improved social and built
environments may function as an opportunity for urban neighbourhood communities to recover
faster via building local social capital and improved resilience when dealing with future pandemics.
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7
Social Vulnerability to COVID-19: Preliminary
Indicators and Research Agenda
Farhad Laylavi

Disease outbreaks and epidemics, similar to natural hazards, affect different socioeconomic
groups in different ways. Understanding the varying degrees of vulnerability across
socioeconomic groups, commonly referred to as social vulnerability, can lead to enhanced
decision making and better resource allocation in a pandemic situation like COVID-19.
This chapter reports on a study which aims to contextualise social vulnerability to pandemic
situations in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. By building upon the existing literature
and novel observations made during the pandemic, the study attempts to identify the
preliminary indicators of social vulnerability to pandemics. Consequently, three main
components of social vulnerability to pandemics are identified: societal determinants, built
environment determinants, and individual characteristics. The latter two are discussed in
detail. The chapter ends with a discussion of the implications and limitations of the study
and outlines a research agenda for further work.

7.1

Introduction

Though not as frequent as natural hazards, disease outbreaks and epidemics do occur and leave
behind a trail of death, destruction, and devastation. In that sense, epidemics can be thought
of as natural hazards, posing public health threats and causing emergencies in the same way
as earthquakes or hurricanes [1]. However, biological hazards and pandemics seem to recognise
no boundaries, no particular groups, and no exceptions. Pandemics, as evidenced by the recent
COVID-19 outbreak, lead to significant and long-lasting disruptive and traumatic consequences of
a different nature, dynamic, and severity, compared to those of non-biological hazards. For instance,
while disasters such as earthquakes and floods can inflict substantial immediate loss of life and harm
the economy, mainly due to physical and infrastructural damage, epidemics cause no direct physical
damage to structures or property. Instead, they pose enormous threats to humanity in terms of
public health, morbidity, and mortality, as well as multifaceted socioeconomic losses due to the
resultant confinement, social isolation, and suspension of economic activities.
Like natural hazards and environmental shocks, epidemics are likely to affect various
demographic groups disproportionately. Lessons learned from past disasters around the world
demonstrate that one’s personal, social, and contextual attributes play an essential role in how
one prepares for, responds to, and recovers from hazards and disasters [2–4]. The notion that the
same disaster is experienced in different ways by different socioeconomic and demographic groups
is generally regarded in the disaster literature as “social vulnerability” [5–7]. The development
of methods and indicators to identify groups that are more susceptible to complications from
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health pandemics can result in better prioritisation of the response strategies, and effective resource
allocation by the government and health authorities.
While the use of the term “social vulnerability” in the scientific literature can be traced back
to the 1970s (e.g. [8]), it was after the mid-1990s that the concept came to be widely used in
the disaster management domain [3, 5, 9]. This means that most of the systematic attempts to
conceptualise, define, and measure social vulnerability in a disaster context are relatively new in
many ways and are still in their conceptual or methodological adolescence. Moreover, the vast
majority of the studies conducted in this area are primarily concerned with social vulnerability to
natural and environmental hazards, and, to the best of the author’s knowledge, little systematic
attention has been paid to the assessment of social vulnerability to disease outbreaks and epidemics.
This chapter, first and foremost, intends to contextualise social vulnerability to pandemic
situations in the wake of the COVID-19 crisis. To achieve this, Section 7.2 sets the scene and
provides the context for social vulnerability relating to pandemics and disease outbreaks. Section
7.3 identifies preliminary indicators of social vulnerability to pandemics. Finally, implications,
limitations, and an agenda for further research are discussed in Section 7.4.

7.2

Social Vulnerability and Pandemics

The scientific use of the term “vulnerability” draws its roots from geography and natural hazards
literature, but it is also used in different fields, referring to diverse settings and situations
[10].“Vulnerability”, in general, refers to susceptibility to threat scenarios, which can manifest
itself in various ways, such as harm, powerlessness, and marginality of both physical and social
systems [11, 12]. The available literature suggests that vulnerability is a broad and multifaceted
concept encompassing an array of causes and contexts, such as physical, social, economic, political,
and environmental.
The multi-dimensional nature of the concept of vulnerability is widely recognised and endorsed
by the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR), where social, economic, and
infrastructural vulnerabilities are considered as the constituent dimensions of the vulnerability of
a specific region to hazards [13, 14]. According to UNDRR [14], infrastructural vulnerability refers
to the basic infrastructures required for the production of goods and sustainability of livelihoods;
economic vulnerability is associated with the economic status of individuals and communities, and
social vulnerability accounts for the inability of people and society to cope with, or recover from,
the devastating impacts of disasters.
Social vulnerability, among other types of vulnerability, is relatively more challenging to observe,
define, and quantify [15–17]. This explains why socially created vulnerabilities are ignored or
overlooked in both emergency decision-making and loss estimation reports in favour of more
quantifiable factors such as human casualties and property loss [6]. The complexity surrounding the
social dimension becomes even more significant during health crises like the COVID-19 pandemic.
During pandemics, high levels of uncertainty and novel problems, coupled with environment-specific
factors, lead to greater social, economic, and environmental complexity [18]. These all point to a
need to adapt social vulnerabilities in the pandemic’s context and recognise their role in coping
and resource management strategies.
Although social vulnerability to pandemics has not been fully characterised, the reports from
previous pandemics in 1918 and 2009 imply a link between socioeconomic factors and pandemic
outcomes [19–21]. During the 1918 influenza pandemic, mortality rates in high-income countries
were relatively lower than those in low-income countries. For example, in country-level analyses,
the mortality rate in India was 40 times higher than in Denmark [22], and the mortality rates in
some Central and South American countries were up to 20 times higher than in European countries
[23].
Similar results were also found at city and community levels. Studies on the 1918 pandemic
detected a considerable link between disease transmissibility and population density, illiteracy, and
unemployment in Chicago [24]. Likewise, Rutter et al. [25] found an association between deprivation
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and the mortality rate for the 1918 pandemic in England. The results of these studies show that
marginalised and disadvantaged social groups may be at greater risk from disease outbreaks. Thus,
the explicit identification of populations vulnerable to disease outbreaks can be of great use in
devoting attention to the groups most at risk during pandemics and their aftermath. Such a precise
identification can be determined through the empirical analysis of precise indicators and variables.
The next section of this chapter is devoted to social vulnerability indicators in the context of
the COVID-19 pandemic.

7.3

Social Vulnerability Indicators

Herein, social vulnerability refers to the combinations of social, cultural, economic, political, and
institutional factors that account for the inability of society to cope with or withstand the impact
of disasters and large-scale crises [14, 26]. There is broad agreement over the key defining factors
of social vulnerability itself. Examples of such factors include [5–7, 11, 27–29]:
• poverty and economic marginalisation,
• lack of, or limited access to, resources and lifelines,
• ethnic and language minorities,
• community connectedness,
• household structure and housing conditions, and
• age and general health status.
However, as Cutter et al. [6] and Kuhlicke et al. [30] have also pointed out, there are discrepancies
in specific indicators and variables representing the broader factors and the techniques used for the
quantification of social vulnerability.
Despite disagreements over the indicators and variables, quantitative and statistical methods are
widely used in the quantification of social vulnerabilities. Two examples are the Social Vulnerability
Index (SoVI) developed in 2003 at the University of South Carolina, and the Social Vulnerability
Index (SVI) developed in 2011 at the US Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The
SoVI is a place-specific and quantitative method which provides an empirically-based comparative
tool to measure the capacity of social groups to cope with or recover from environmental hazards
[6]. The SVI is also a well-recognised approach to facilitate the location-based quantification and
comparison of social vulnerabilities to disasters [7]. Quantitative methods similar to SoVI and SVI
focus on the identification of social vulnerability components associated with the specific context
of the study. They then apply location-based and statistical models to the census data or other
available information corresponding to the identified components.
Thus, the identification of the components of social vulnerability relating to COVID-19 could
be considered as the first step towards formulating a reliable model. The rest of this chapter will be
concerned with this step. Meaningful and relevant indicators are the building blocks of quantitative
and empirical analysis. This study aims to identify the key social vulnerability indicators in the
COVID-19 pandemic context. First of all, the preliminary indicators will be extracted from the
literature or the author’s observations and research during the development of the COVID-19
situation in Australia. After that, the proposed indicators will be assessed and validated by a
group of emergency management and public safety experts.
It seems that COVID-19 related vulnerabilities generally arise from both the viral infection itself
and the response measures, such as restrictions on the movement of people, business closures, and
the subsequent economic downturn. The elderly population and people with underlying medical
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conditions are at higher risk if they are infected with the COVID-19 virus1 [31]. However, the entire
community appears to be more impacted by the indirect effects of COVID-19, namely, the response
measures and their negative well-being and socioeconomic outcomes. To simplify the concept, this
chapter will explore social vulnerability to COVID-19 as a whole without differentiating between
the direct and indirect impacts of COVID-19.
Building upon the previous literature (e.g., [2, 6, 7, 32–34]), this chapter identifies three
main components of social vulnerability to pandemics, namely, individual characteristics, built
environment determinants, and societal determinants (Figure 7.1). Identification of the indicators
associated with each component should be a prerequisite to any attempt at quantification. However,
due to the time limitations, and given the intrinsic complexity of societal determinants, this chapter
will focus on individual characteristics and built environment determinants. Societal determinants
will be left for future work.

Individual
Characteristics

Societal
Determinants

Built
Environment
Determinants

FIGURE 7.1
Main components of social vulnerability to COVID-19

7.3.1

Individual Characteristics

Individual characteristics refer to the personal attributes that may have a determinate role in
an individual’s susceptibility and capacity to tolerate the impacts of pandemics in general, and
COVID-19 in particular. Examples of such characteristics include age, gender, ethnicity, education,
disability, family conditions, and household circumstances.

7.3.1.1

Age

Those at both ends of the age spectrum are referred to as potentially more vulnerable when exposed
to environmental hazards [2, 5–7, 29, 32, 35]. While people of all ages can be infected with the
COVID-19 virus, older people appear to be more susceptible to it. Also, a compromised immune
system or pre-existing medical condition, which can increase the severity of the infection is more
common in the elderly population. Apart from the risk of exposure itself, older people are especially
vulnerable to loneliness, which is the typical outcome of COVID-19 restrictions and social distancing
measures. Moreover, given the prevalence of negative stereotyping of older people and age-based
1
According to the Australian Government Department of Health, people aged 70 years and over, people aged
65 years and over with chronic medical conditions, people with compromised immune systems, and Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people over the age of 50, are at greater risk of more serious illness if they are infected with
coronavirus (https://bit.ly/2YuIw47).
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discrimination, and their potential increase during public health emergencies, the older population
can face various kinds of mistreatment and barriers in accessing health care and support services.

7.3.1.2

Gender

Gender-based vulnerabilities to environmental hazards are extensively discussed in the existing
literature [29, 36, 37]. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, early studies indicate a tendency
towards higher mortality in men than women in confirmed COVID-19 cases across the world [38, 39].
Women, on the other hand, seem to be more susceptible to the socioeconomic consequences of the
pandemic. Also, there are several reports of increases in the frequency and intensity of violence
against women, and a significant rise in reporting of first-time family violence by women in Australia
and across the world [40, 41]. This newly emerging phenomenon is referred to as “shadow pandemic”
by UN Women [42]. The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) projections predicted that for
every three months of the lockdown, 15 million cases of gender-based violence could occur globally
[43].

7.3.1.3

Minority Status and Language

Race, ethnicity, religion, and language proficiency are among the factors contributing to social
vulnerability to natural hazards [6, 7, 29, 44–46]. These factors can signify unequal or uncertain
access to livelihood resources and health services during a pandemic and can lead to various forms
of discrimination in the allocation of welfare and relief packages. Also, the author’s observations
and published records [47, 48] reveal a further amplification of ethnic inequality arising from a
dramatic rise in racism and racially motivated attacks towards people of specific racial origins. As
a result, some population groups can turn inwards and may experience a greater sense of isolation
and exclusion at a time when staying connected matters most.

7.3.1.4

Family and Household Structure

Family structure refers to different forms of family or household settings, such as single-person
household, shared living with non-family, a married or cohabiting couple (with or without children),
single-parent families, and extended families. Previous studies suggest that overcrowded families,
single-person households, and single-parent households are more vulnerable to natural hazards
[6, 30, 44]. For example, according to Holand et al. [16], two-parent families can better manage the
different responsibilities faced before, during, and after a hazard.
Within the context of CODIV-19, family structure can also be associated with the allocation of
in-house spaces and utilities, which, if required, is critical for effective self-isolation and minimising
the risk of within-household transmission [49, 50]. This issue can be more severe in families with
children or in extended families where special needs such as remote schooling of children or nursing
care of older adults may increase the demand for space in a house.

7.3.1.5

Disabilities and Health Conditions

In general, people with physical or mental disabilities and those suffering from chronic health
conditions are considered the most vulnerable groups in society, and disasters increase this
vulnerability even further [3, 5]. Also, disabled groups are less likely to receive support or benefit
from disaster relief programs [30]. In addition, as outlined previously, people with a suppressed
immune system or a pre-existing health condition (e.g. heart-related issues, diabetes, chronic
respiratory disease, or cancer) are more likely to progress to severe forms of COVID-19.

7.3.1.6

Education

An overview of previous studies suggests that people with higher education are more resilient to the
impacts of disasters. Groups with higher education have better access to the necessary information
and resources and can secure government financial assistance more than those with lower education
[6, 29, 51, 52]. Given the complexity of the COVID-19 pandemic and its rapid development, higher
education can increase awareness of resources, facilitate access to critical information, and maximise
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compliance with response protocols. Moreover, people with higher education levels are expected
to have higher computer competency and digital communication skills, which have proved to be
crucial for staying connected, seeking practical help, online shopping, remote working, and online
training.

7.3.1.7

Employment and Occupation

Employment plays a crucial role in financial security, access to resources and the overall well-being
of individuals, families, and communities. It is recognised that disasters cause high levels of
unemployment, especially in the short term [53, 54]. Employment instability during a disaster
could decrease coping capacity and increase dependency on external financial support. For example,
early studies in Australia show that casual workers and the self-employed, especially young people
working in the food, hospitality and retail sectors, are likely to be disproportionately impacted by
the pandemic-created economic downturn [55, 56]. Occupations with less dependency on physical
movement and remote-friendly jobs appear to be more resilient during situations similar to
COVID-19.

7.3.1.8

Financial Status

Financial status is a notion encompassing various financial factors such as income, expenses, assets,
savings, and debts. Financial status is believed to have a significant impact on the overall health
of a person or household, their social status and connectedness, and their ability to deal with and
recover from crises [57, 58]. Previous studies have reported a strong tie between financial status
and social vulnerability to disasters [5, 6, 29, 32, 44]. For instance, while financial commitments
such as mortgages can make people more vulnerable in times of crisis, people with reasonably large
savings can show better resilience to shocks from crises. Moreover, observations made during the
COVID-19 pandemic indicate that better financial status can be considered as a positive factor in
people’s adherence to the public health guidelines and government pandemic protocols.

7.3.1.9

Insurance Coverage

Adequate insurance coverage (whether it be health insurance, income protection, life insurance,
or trauma cover) can decrease susceptibility to the adverse consequences of disasters [33, 59, 60].
For example, private health cover enhances the choice of providers and improves access to timely
and effective health care services and management [61, 62]. Income protection insurance or trauma
cover can help families ease or avoid financial stresses caused by the COVID-19 economic downturn.

7.3.1.10

Ownership Status

Ownership status refers to the ownership of property and motor vehicles. Various studies emphasise
the role of house and car ownership in reducing the negative consequences of environmental hazards
[6, 7, 32]. Regarding the COVID-19 pandemic situation, it is believed that car and house ownership,
especially with no significant mortgage or car loans in place, can significantly reduce the financial
stress and mental pressure caused by the pandemic’s economic effects. Car ownership can provide
families with better and safer commuting options and reduce their reliance on public transport –
where the risk of infection is greater.

7.3.2

Built Environment Determinants

The built environment refers to the physical form of communities [63]. Some studies have
demonstrated that built environment factors are significantly associated with health outcomes
[33, 64]. Previous studies in the field of natural hazards attempted to measure built environment
vulnerability by factors such as population density, quality of urban infrastructure, and road
network density [16, 32]. Given the unique nature of the COVID-19 pandemic, this section identifies
the following preliminary indicators as the pandemic’s built environment determinants.
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Spatial Accessibility

Spatial accessibility refers to the proximity and ease of access to essential urban services, civic
amenities, and public infrastructure. Proximity to essential services and amenities such as hospitals,
pharmacies, supermarkets, and parks can be a valuable resource, especially when there are
limitations imposed on the movement of people and goods to prevent the spread of a virus. Studies
show that people residing in inner metropolitan areas have better access to civic amenities than the
residents of the outer metropolitan areas [65]. A proximity analysis conducted by the author within
the state of Victoria, Australia shows that the number of essential amenities drops significantly as
one moves away from the CBD (Figure 7.2). For example, the average number of essential services
in a 5 km radius in the inner metropolitan suburbs of Melbourne is three times more than those in
the middle metropolitan suburbs. The analysis suggests that the classification of residential areas
based on their distance from the CBD can be a reliable indicator of spatial accessibility.

FIGURE 7.2
Average number of essential amenities within 5 km radius of residential addresses
In order to perform the analysis, Victoria’s suburbs have been classified into four zones: inner
metropolitan suburbs (located within 10 km from the Melbourne CBD), middle metropolitan
suburbs (located between 10 to 20 km from the Melbourne CBD), outer metropolitan suburbs
(located more than 20 km from the Melbourne CBD), and regional and rural areas (suburbs located
outside of the Melbourne metropolitan area). Then, the average number of accessible services is
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calculated, based on the mean of the number of selected essential services falling within 5 km
radius of 10 random residential addresses in each zone. The analysis was produced using ArcGIS
Pro 2.5.0 and data downloaded from OpenStreetMap,2 Victoria’s Department of Health and Human
Services,3 and the Australian Bureau of Statistics.4

7.3.2.2

Urban Infrastructure

Networks of robust urban infrastructure and essential utility systems (e.g., sewage and water
networks, telecommunications, electricity, gas, road network, and public transport) play a vital role
in protecting public health and the environment. The role of urban infrastructure becomes more
crucial during disasters and public health emergencies, and the COVID-19 pandemic is no different.
The continuity and quality of urban infrastructure and essential utility services during large-scale
pandemics can provide a more convenient means for accessing essential services, complying with
the stay-at-home orders, and staying connected with families, friends, and professional peers.
Evidence from previous health emergencies like the cholera epidemics during the 1800s suggests
that, in some cases, contaminated water and sewage networks can contribute to the spread of
disease [66]. Although this is not the case for the COVID-19 virus at the moment, some studies
imply that the potential spread of COVID-19 via sewage networks must not be neglected [67].
Also, many countries have started monitoring wastewater for traces of the COVID-19 virus, and
some found evidence of the virus days or even weeks before the first official case was declared [68].
It is possible, therefore, that ongoing surveillance of sewage and water systems can provide early
warning of impending outbreaks and help contain the spread of contagious diseases in the early
stages.

7.3.2.3

Population Density

Population density is a measurement of the population per unit area and is recognised as a
key determinant of vulnerability to natural and environmental hazards [28, 29, 69]. Studies have
investigated the role of population density in both the 1918 influenza pandemic [24] and the present
COVID-19 pandemic [70, 71], and suggest that in cities with greater population density, the virus
spreads faster than in less crowded cities, due to more frequent contacts among people.

7.3.2.4

Walkability

Walkability refers to the extent to which the built environment can provide safe and friendly
conditions for walking and cycling [72, 73]. A considerable volume of published studies describes
the role of walking and cycling in promoting good physical and mental health and achieving
greater social equality [74–76]. With the multi-directional effects of COVID-19 on most outdoor
facilities and activities, a walkable neighbourhood can greatly encourage walking, cycling, and
physical activity. Recent studies like Mattioli et al. [77] and McDougall et al. [78] suggest that
physical activities can play a significant role in mitigating the physical and mental health challenges
presented by COVID-19.

7.4

Discussion and Conclusion Remarks

COVID-19 has created unprecedented challenges across the globe and is expected to have lasting
impacts in the years to come. Understanding how pandemics influence the lives of various
socioeconomic groups can help decision-makers develop a clearer perception of the situation and
direct resources to where they will have the most significant effect. As outlined earlier in this
2
3
4

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/
https://www.abs.gov.au/
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chapter, a large body of literature under the umbrella concept of social vulnerability is devoted
to understanding how different socioeconomic groups experience crises differently. However, due to
the rarity of pandemics in recent history, little work has been done on social vulnerability in the
context of disease outbreaks and pandemics.
This study is an early attempt to understand social vulnerability to disease outbreaks, learning
from the COVID-19 pandemic and its socioeconomic ramifications on society. Borrowing from the
literature, this chapter has elaborated on the concept of social vulnerability to the COVID-19
pandemic, which was later followed by the identification of social vulnerability components in
pandemic settings. Three main components have been recognised: individual characteristics, built
environment determinants, and societal determinants, the first two of which have been further
divided into indicators to provide a more detailed description of their role in social vulnerability to
pandemics.
It should be noted that this chapter is neither an attempt to define social vulnerability to
pandemics on a global scale nor to provide an exhaustive list of its indicators. The study presents
several inherent limitations that should be noted before future research directions are discussed.
The first limitation comes from the highly-complex nature and rapidly changing and still unfolding
implications of the COVID-19 pandemic. No doubt establishing a thorough understanding of
the multi-dimensional impact of the ongoing pandemic will take years. The second limitation
concerns the time constraints, which restricted the study to investigate selected components of social
vulnerability to pandemics and leave the detailed investigation of the societal components for future
work. The third limitation originates from the jurisdiction in which this study takes place. Some of
the justifications in this chapter are made through careful observations of the COVID-19 situation
in Australia and may not be generalisable to other countries because of different socioeconomic or
cultural circumstances.
Future directions of this study include further expansion of the concept by a detailed
investigation of the societal determinants of social vulnerability to COVID-19, as well as the
external validation of the outcomes through focus groups or interviews. This will be followed by
studying the relationship between the indicators and the morbidity and mortality caused by the
pandemic using the actual COVID-19 data, which can lead to a more thorough validation of the
work. Future extensions of this study will also explore potential biases or preconceived assumptions
associated with the various indicators as well as the interplay between them. For example, while
high population density can contribute to pandemic-related vulnerabilities, densely populated areas
are likely to have better urban infrastructure networks. Similarly, people with higher education or
better financial status are expected to be less vulnerable to pandemics, but the prevalence of
international and long-distance mobility in such groups may also place them on the list of highly
exposed and primary long-distance carriers of disease, especially in the early stages of a pandemic.
It is expected the ultimate outcomes of this ongoing research will enhance the overall awareness of
pandemics and will be of considerable value in drafting future pandemic preparedness plans.
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8
Informal Road Detection and Uncertainty in Remote
Sensing
Renate Thiede and Inger Fabris-Rotelli

This chapter presents an algorithm for detecting informally developed roads in satellite
images, and quantifying the uncertainty associated with the results. Informal unpaved
roads are common in developing countries, and arise naturally through human movement,
typically in conjunction with informal housing. These roads are not authorised
nor maintained by government, nor recorded in official databases or online maps.
Consequently, information on their location and extent is not available to official
decision-makers, severely limitating on the development of COVID-19 response strategies.
This information is critical for planning the placement of testing centers and clinics, the
navigation of emergency medical services, and studying the movements of the population
for contact tracing and mobility purposes. The algorithm obtains these roads in a fast and
efficient manner using freely available software, making it a viable solution for developing
countries. The uncertainty metrics provide a measure of the reliability of the information.
The algorithm is demonstrated on areas in South Africa, a developing country with one of
the highest number of COVID-19 cases globally.

8.1

Introduction

Currently, the Worldometer1 reports that South Africa is in the top ten countries worldwide for
total COVID-19 cases and among the top fifteen for total deaths. Eight of the countries in the top
fifteen, both for cases and deaths, are in the developing world. The Google mobility index2 indicates
that mobility generally decreased in all sectors except the residential sector, compared to a baseline
day before the start of the pandemic. In South Africa, mobility in the residential sector increased by
14% compared to baseline data for the country, while the increase in Brazil and India were 10% and
14%, respectively. This highlights the need for modelling mobility within residential areas. However,
much of the movement within residential areas, particularly in informal settlements, is developed
by residents without government approval. These settlements arise when rapid urbanisation in
developing countries leaves governments unable to meet infrastructure needs. Two-thirds of the
population of the global south lives in informally developed settlements [1]. In South Africa, this
population is growing at a faster rate than the population living in government-registered formal
settlements [1].
1
2

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/#countries accessed on 28 September 2020.
www.google.com/covid19/mobility/
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Informal roads herein refer to any roads created by residents without government approval.
These roads occur in and around a variety of settlements, which may be formal, traditional or
informal. They arise naturally through human movement on foot and by vehicle, and are not
authorised or maintained by government, nor commonly recorded in official databases or online
maps.
The current COVID-19 pandemic highlights the need for such road data to be obtainable at short
notice. The location and extent of informal roads provide crucial information regarding citizens’
transport opportunities and possibilities for movement, required for government monitoring of
cases. The South African government acknowledges that contact tracing is important for the
COVID-19 pandemic.3 Although the University of Cape Town in South Africa has developed
a contact tracing app,4 the population uptake of the app is unlikely to reach the requirement
due to limited access to smart phones and cellular services. At this stage, they do not provide a
comprehensive solution for South Africa.
The World Health Organisation5 provides detailed advice on contact tracing which involves,
for example, managing and monitoring contacts daily and direct monitoring by a contact tracing
team. The knowledge of roads in informal settings are thus essential for navigation by such teams,
as well as medical personnel checking on isolating cases. In addition, roads provide accessibility to
services. During COVID-19 it is essential that all citizens have access to facilities such as hospitals,
within a certain travel distance or travel time from their homes. Knowledge of the roads assists
decision makers in optimal placing of additional emergency testing and support facilities. The same
holds for other essential services such as banks and grocery stores.
In order to obtain informal-road information, remote sensing data can be utilised to provide such
data rapidly, at no health or safety risk, and at low cost, as satellite images provide a comprehensive
overview of settlements and infrastructure. This avoids the infection risk, as well as crime-related
security risks6 associated with land surveying. The question then becomes how to extract the
information from remote sensing data. Manual digitisation of informal roads from satellite imagery
is a time-consuming and complex process [2], leading to delays in data availability. An automatic or
semi-automatic method for extracting informal roads from satellite imagery is therefore required.
Developing such an extraction method must take into account the unique challenges posed by
informal roads. Due to their unplanned nature, informal roads often occur in irregular networks, and
may not have clear boundaries or centrelines. Their unpaved surfaces exhibit heterogeneous colour
and fade into their surroundings, and road width may change abruptly. This contradicts many
of the assumptions made by traditional formal-road extraction methods [3–5]. Furthermore, since
information on these roads does not typically exist in any database, accuracy cannot be assessed
using reference data. An informal-road extraction method must therefore preferably provide a
measure of extraction uncertainty that does not rely on a comparison with ground truth.
This chapter presents a novel approach to extract informal unpaved roads from remote sensing
images along with an associated uncertainty measure, and provides an overview of uncertainty
measurement approaches. The presented approach is tailored for the unique characteristics and
circumstances of informal roads. Uncertainty is quantified for each distinct road object by assessing
its linearity, where more linear shapes are considered more certain to be roads. The approach is
demonstrated for areas in the South African provinces of Gauteng and North West. It may be
implemented using only open source software, making it ideal for the developing world.
This technique was previously presented as an unpublished Masters thesis in [6]. Here we give a
broader overview of the problem, particularly with relation to the COVID-19 pandemic. Approaches
for assessing uncertainty are discussed in the absence of ground truth, and sources of uncertainty
around informal roads are investigated.
3

www.sacoronavirus.co.za, 23 May 2020 Contact Tracing Toolkit; accessed on 8 July 2020.
https://www.news.uct.ac.za/article/-2020-03-27-coviid-new-app-to-avoid-future-lockdowns
5
www.who.int, Contact Tracing in the Context of COVID-19, 10 May 2020.
6
South Africa ranks third in the world. www.numbeo.com/crime/ranking by country.jsp
4
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There is limited research on informal-road extraction because of the unique challenges of informal
roads, such as geometric inconsistencies of the width of roads, visually unclear road boundaries and
heterogeneous surface reflectance.
Several comprehensive overviews of formal-road extraction techniques are available in the
literature [7–9]. Methodologies include morphological methods [10–12], dynamic programming
[13], multi-scale and multi-resolution analyses [14], and segmentation and classification [15, 16]
knowledge- and logic-based techniques [17], fuzzy modeling and fuzzy logic [18], and spatial
reasoning.
Deep learning approaches have become popular for road extraction in recent years. Abdollahi
et al. [19] provide an overview, stating that there are four main types of deep learning used for
road extraction. These are generative adversarial networls (GANs) [20], deconvolutional networks
[21, 22], fully convolutional neural networks (FCNs) [23–25], and patch-based convolutional neural
network (CNN) models [26]. However, deep learning methods typically require large datasets for
model or network training, complex training, or large amounts of storage and memory [19]. This
makes such methods infeasible for the financially constrained situations of the developing world.
The above methods were proposed to detect formal roads. The only approach in the literature
developed for informal roads is that of [3], which detects roads in informal settlements in São
Paolo, Brazil. Several challenges were experienced therein, such as misclassifying buildings as roads,
difficulty in detecting dirty or muddy roads, and errors caused by the presence of cars and other
objects on roads. There is therefore a need for further research in this area. In addition, the
method in [3] requires the use of proprietary software, namely eCognition.7 It can therefore not
be implemented freely or in financially constrained situations, which may occur in the developing
world.
In [27], the formal-road extraction method of [28] was able to detect some informal roads,
however, this method also relied on proprietary eCognition software.
As highlighted in [3], informal roads differ from formal roads in some key characteristics. Formal
roads tend to appear as long linear objects of constant width, either straight lines or regular curved
shapes. Informal roads are of varying lengths and widths [3], often exhibiting sharp changes in
road width. Formal, planned roads are generally laid out in regular patterns, and connect to other
roads at planned junctions. Informal roads may exhibit irregular patterns [3], as their locations
are influenced by convenience and environmental factors, rather than pre-planned design. They
may also exhibit discontinuities. Formal roads are in general designed to be suitable for automobile
navigation, and must adhere to specific standards, such as those specified by the South African
National Road Traffic Act.8 Informal roads are created ad-hoc. Their structure depends on their
function, such as narrow roads being suitable for small vehicles and foot traffic, or broad roads for
larger vehicles. These properties may change abruptly along the same road, depending on the way
in which different stretches of the road are travelled. Formal roads are generally paved or clearly
delineated, separated from their surroundings by boundaries or sidewalks. Informal roads often
do not possess clearly visible boundaries, and may have similar reflectance as their surroundings,
including bare soil areas and yards, or buildings with roofs made from local soil. Informal roads
may exhibit heterogeneous colouring, such as brighter, harder soil on well-travelled parts of the
road, or darker soil on wet or muddy patches. In the context of informal settlements, land cover
may be highly heterogeneous at the scale of roads, which [3] mentions as a particular challenge for
informal-road extraction.
Any approach for detecting informal roads must be able to rely on the characteristics possessed
by informal roads and take their circumstances into account. The Normalised Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) will herein be used to isolate bare soil areas.
Spectral information alone is not sufficient for informal roads. Traditional dwellings, made from
7

https://geospatial.trimble.com/products-and-solutions/ecognition
South African Legal Information Institute, National Road Traffic Act, 1996 [No. 93 of 1996] - G 17603. Available
online: http://www.saflii.org/za/legis/num act/nrta1996189/
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local materials, may appear spectrally similar to bare soil or vegetation, while open bare soil
areas that are not roads will be spectrally identical to informal roads. Furthermore, informal roads
exhibit heterogeneous reflectance across the road surface, so that uniform colour cannot be assumed
as in some formal-road extraction methods [5]. Incorporating geometric and structural properties
decreases the risk of confusing roads with spectrally similar areas and objects [4, 29]. Since roads
are linear structures, measuring linearity will provide a way of detecting the presence of roads, even
where their boundaries are not clearly visible. Detecting the linearity of roads that are not straight
has proved a challenge in the past [15]. Informal roads are not necessarily straight, but may be
visually erratic or winding, as determined by the navigational needs and environmental constraints
from which the roads have arisen. Measuring the compactness and elongation of objects [30] allows
for detecting curvilinear objects, that are linear but not straight. These measures were employed
in [28] to determine whether or not image objects were roads.
Image objects appear differently at different scales [31]. The scale at which an image is analysed
determines what objects will be identified [32]. Since informal roads differ in length and width, and
roads of varying sizes may appear in the same area, searching for informal road segments at a single
scale is not suitable. The Discrete Pulse Transform (DPT) [33] provides a multi-scale decomposition
of an image by recursive application of the LULU operators [34]. It is used to find and analyse
image objects of any scale. It is straightforward to extend the working of the DPT to find pulses of
a certain shape, in particular linear shapes, defined by their compactness and elongation. This is
efficient in terms of both computation time and simplicity. In the approach presented herein, colour
and reflectance information are utilised to isolate bare soil areas, which are then further analysed
using the DPT. In this way, size and shape information available in satellite imagery are combined
to effectively detect unpaved informal roads of various sizes, exhibiting heterogeneous colour and
irregular shapes. The only requirement is that the roads should be linear.
Aside from measuing linearity, compactness and elongation provide an additional advantage
which is critical for decision-making, namely, they are used to provide a measure of certainty related
to the extracted objects [28]. This is crucial in the case where road information may be used as
input to a larger process, such as mobility monitoring for COVID-19 response. Many studies have
focused on assessing the accuracy of the results of road extraction algorithms [35–37]. However,
such uncertainty analyses are usually conducted in separate studies and not included as part of the
road extraction process.
This chapter presents a practical solution to the problem of detecting informal roads and
assessing their associated uncertainty. This is critical for improving mobility modelling, contact
tracing and service provision during the COVID-19 pandemic. The algorithm described herein
may be implemented using free open-source software, and can therefore be used in financially
challenged situations, such as in developing countries. Additionally, the algorithm provides measures
of certainty related to the identified road objects, rather than hard binary classification.

8.3

Uncertainty Measures in Remote Sensing

In order to gauge the reliability of the results of a road extraction algorithm, some form of accuracy
assessment or uncertainty evaluation is required. This is particularly important when the output of
the extraction is used in further decision-making, such as mobility tracking for COVID-19 response.
Informed decisions can only be made on the basis of well-understood, reliable data.
Uncertainty quantification and accuracy assessment are usually done as separate processes
external to the road extraction. Methods including uncertainty measures as part of the extraction
algorithm output are rare in the literature, as noted nearly twenty years ago [38]. While a wide array
of accuracy assessment techniques have become available, little has changed in terms of built-in
uncertainty quantification that provides uncertainty measures as part of the algorithm output.
Firstly, it is necessary to differentiate between accuracy and uncertainty. Herein, accuracy will
refer to a measurement that compares the results of an extraction algorithm with some reference
data that is assumed to be true [36]. Accuracy assessment gives an indication of how well the
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extraction approach can be expected to perform. However, it does not provide direct information
about the reliability of the results on any given dataset for which no reference data is available.
Uncertainty, on the other hand, is an inherent property of the extraction, resulting from intrinsic
ambiguity in the data and particular extraction algorithm. Uncertainty quantifies the confidence
we have in the extraction results [39]. This is of particular importance in the case of informal roads,
which exhibit unique characteristics and sources of uncertainty that differ from the challenges faced
by formal roads [3, 40].
A variety of specific methods is aimed at quantifying the uncertainty in remote sensing
applications [41]. These methods may provide a nuanced understanding of the sources of
uncertainty. While these are worth considering, the focus of this research is not to comprehensively
quantify all uncertainty, but rather to present a road extraction algorithm which is coupled with
its uncertainty.
Uncertainty arises from ambiguities inherent to the data and approach. It may not be possible
to quantify all sources of uncertainty [42], therefore, any uncertainty measurement will exhibit
some form of subjectivity. The more sources considered, the more comprehensive the uncertainty
measures will be. However, this may lead to a very complicated uncertainty quantification process.
Balcaen et al. [42] state that it is impossible to separate all possible sources of uncertainty present
in a physical measurement. It is therefore necessary to consider sources of uncertainty, and ways of
quantifying their influence, that are appropriate to the purpose and structure of the algorithm. The
way in which uncertainty quantification may be incorporated into the algorithm depends on the
steps followed. Fuzzy and probabilistic classification techniques provide advantages to model and
quantify uncertainty [43]. Classification and feature extraction methods using Bayesian solutions
tend to quantify parameter uncertainty via Markov Chain Monte Carlo approaches [44, 45], while
deep learning methods such as [46] can use Monte Carlo dropout. Other approaches include the use
of additional data or knowledge, such as the feature extraction approach of [47], which compares
multiple images of the same places at similar times. Expert knowledge may also be used, as in [48]
for assessing the uncertainty of slum boundaries, or the shoreline change detection approach of [49].
Herein, we balance the complexity of uncertainty quantification with simplicity of calculation
and interpretation. We measure uncertainty based on certain physical characteristics of roads,
namely their linearity, calculated via compactness and elongation, as in [50] and [28]. This is
measured during the final steps of the algorithm. Uncertainty during data collection and earlier
steps of the algorithm necessarily propagate and influence the final results [51]. These sources are
not directly measured, but will be discussed.
Sources of uncertainty for this approach are summarised in Figure 8.1. Uncertainty may be
caused by extraneous factors, including image capturing technology and circumstances on the
ground. Image capturing is limited by physical factors such as atmospheric disturbance, very
bright reflectance when the sun directly hits a tin roof or other reflective surface, the number
of wavelengths captured by the satellite, and limited spatial resolution. This could lead to mixed
pixels, caused by land cover heterogeneity or irregular road boundaries at a level too small to be
captured by the pixels. Circumstances on the ground include road characteristics such as irregular
networks, unclear boundaries, heterogeneous reflectance, and occlusion by trees and shadows [3, 40].
Uncertainty is also caused by parameter choices and the working of the algorithm itself. This is true
for all extraction algorithms, though the exact way in which uncertainty is inherent to the algorithm,
depends on the steps followed. Herein, uncertainty may arise from a loss of information during
adaptive median smoothing, conversion of colour to greyscale information, adaptive thresholding,
morphological opening, filtering by linearity and size, identification of image objects by the DPT,
and adaptive dilation. While the process was developed to remove noise while preserving relevant
detail, uncertainty is nonetheless present. The methodology is explained in the next section.
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FIGURE 8.1
An overview of the sources of extraction uncertainty.

8.4

Road Extraction Algorithm

This section presents an overview of the algorithm methodology, summarised in Figure 8.2.
Interested readers may refer to [6] for an in-depth discussion of the algorithm development.

FIGURE 8.2
An overview of the road extraction algorithm.
The input to the algorithm is a multispectral satellite image with four bands, namely RGB
and NIR. The NDVI is calculated from the red and NIR information, which is then used to isolate
bare soil areas. A lower bound of 0.1 removes shadows and paved surfaces, while an upper bound
of 0.3 removes dense vegetation. According to [52], grasslands and shrubs exhibit NDVI values
in the interval [0.2,0.3], therefore, this is a lenient upper bound that allows for the inclusion of
grassy paths and narrow roads bordered by grass. Optimal NDVI values for effective removal of
unwanted areas may change slightly based on the individual image characteristics. This step results
in a thresholded binary image containing bare soil areas. These areas are then filtered by linearity,
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where linearity is defined by compactness and elongation.
√
2( πa)
Compactness =
p
a
Elongation =
len2

where a is the area of the region, p is the perimeter of the region, and len is the length of the
region. Length is measured as the major axis of the smallest ellipse enclosing the region. Objects
with compactness below 0.3 and elongation below 0.2 are considered potential roads [28].
The result of this filtering is a binary mask containing potential road areas. The original image
is converted to greyscale and multiplied by this mask, resulting in a greyscale image containing the
full grey intensity information of only those areas which are potential roads. This is done because
the Discrete Pulse Transform (DPT) operates on greyscale input.
The DPT is applied to this image to extract image objects at various scales. These objects
are filtered by size, elongation and compactness to identify linear pulses with a road-like shape.
This requires the specification of parameters related to the size, elongation and compactness. The
size parameters vary depending on the spatial resolution of the image, as well as the typical sizes
of roads and objects in the image. User input is therefore required for the size parameters. The
parameters used for compactness and elongation are 0.3 and 0.2 as mentioned above.
Certainty is quantified using the compactness and elongation measures, as in the method of
[50], also used in [28]. For each image object, the necessity of the object being a road is calculated.
The necessity specifies the degree to which it is certain that an object is a road [50], and may also
be used to evaluate certainty [53]. This measure is based on compactness and elongation, used as
inputs to a Z-shaped fuzzy membership function f .

1
x≤a



1 − 2( x−a )2 a ≤ x ≤ a+b
b−a
2
f (x; a, b) =
(8.1)
a+b

2( x−b
)2
≤x≤b

b−a
2


0
x≥b
This results in the measures µc = f (cx , ac , bc ), based on compactness, and µe = f (ex , ae , be ), based
on elongation, where cx and ex are the compactness and elongation, respectively, of an image object
x. The parameters ac and ae are lower bounds for the compactness and elongation respectively,
while bc and be are upper bounds. A lower bound of 0 is used for both compactness and elongation.
Since the compactness of a road object must be less than 0.3, an upper bound of bc = 0.6 = 2×0.3 is
used. The elongation of a road object is less than 0.2, therefore an upper bound of be = 0.4 = 2×0.2
is used. The necessity, or certainty that the object is a road, is quantified as follows.
Certainty = 1 − max(1 − µc , 1 − µe )
Image objects with lower compactness and elongation are more likely to be roads, therefore they
have a higher associated certainty, and vice versa. The ultimate output of the algorithm is the final
road objects along with their associated certainty. The certainty measure is of utmost importance
as it gives an indication of the reliability of the extraction inherent to a given dataset, without the
need for comparison to reference data. This makes this technique highly relevant for the informal
road problem, since reference data on informal roads are not generally available in official records.

8.5

Accuracy Assessment

Accuracy assessment is performed by comparing the extracted roads with a reference, assumed to
represent the truth. A variety of methods exist in the literature for assessing the accuracy of the
results of road extraction algorithms [35–37]. The work of [37] is seminal in assessing the accuracy
of automatic road extraction. Therein, the length of roads in the extraction is compared with the
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length of roads in the reference. This approach has been widely used throughout the literature,
either directly or as the basis of other evaluation methods [54–56]. The above-mentioned method of
[35] was adapted from [37], considering edges instead of centrelines. However, since informal roads
may not have clearly visible boundaries, relying on a purely edge-based approach is not suitable.
In order to determine how closely the edges and centrelines, respectively, of the extraction and
reference are positionally aligned, Pratt’s Figure of Merit (PFOM) is calculated separately on the
road edges and centrelines, providing a measure based on the distance between the extracted and
reference centres.
Per-pixel measures are calculated by comparing each pixel of the extraction with each pixel of
the reference. A true positive (TP) occurs when the extraction classifies a pixel as a road, and the
corresponding pixel in the reference is also a road. A true negative (TN) occurs when the pixel is
non-road in both the extraction and the reference. A false positive (FP) is a pixel that is classified
as road in the extraction, but is non-road in the reference, while a false negative (FN) is detected
as non-road by the extraction but is a road pixel in the reference. Based on the true positive,
false positive and false negative counts, the completeness, correctness and quality are calculated as
follows:
TP
TP + FN
TP
Correctness =
TP + FP
TP
Quality =
TP + FP + FN
Compl. × Corr.
=
Compl. + Corr. − Compl. × Corr.

Completeness =

These measures all range between 0 and 1, where higher values indicate higher accuracy. A higher
completeness indicates that fewer false negatives were observed, while a higher correctness indicate
that fewer false positives were observed. Quality does not include extra information that the above
present in completeness and correctness, but is useful for summarising the accuracy with a single
measure for the sake of making comparisons.
The above measures give an estimate of the overall accuracy of the algorithm. However, they do
not distinguish between possible sources of error as caused by road characteristics. Pratt’s Figure
of Merit (PFOM) presents a way to compare the accuracy based on road edges, with that based
on road centrelines. The formula is
P F OM =

NE
X
1
1
max{NR , NE } i=1 1 + α + δi2

where NR is the number of pixels of the reference edges, NE is the number of pixels of the extracted
edges, α is a scaling constant usually set equal to 19 , δi is the Euclidean distance between the ith
detected pixel and the nearest reference pixel. For a perfect match, P F OM = 100%.
Herein, PFOM is calculated in two different ways. It is firstly calculated on the edges of the
reference and extraction. The edges are calculated using the Laplace gradient [35]. This edge-based
PFOM assesses how precisely the boundaries of objects are captured. Secondly, PFOM is calculated
on the reference and extraction skeletons. The formula above is not altered, but the reference and
extracted skeletons are used as the reference and extracted image, respectively. This therefore
measures the distance between the centrelines. The centrelines are obtained via skeletonisation of
the full road objects. The calculation of centrelines depends on the full extent of the objects,
including their edges. Therefore, the edge-based and skeleton-based PFOM measures are not
independent, but may be interpreted to measure different aspects of the extraction.
The accuracy assessment methods used herein are pixel-based, i.e. the extraction and reference
data are compared in raster form. This choice was made for computational simplicity, as the
algorithm outputs raster results. Object-based methods have become increasingly popular along
with the rise of object-based image analysis [57, 58]. This requires the data to be in vector form,
namely the roads are considered as polygons. Radoux et al. [59] provide an overview of some
object-based accuracy assessment measures. Many of the same concepts hold as in the pixel-based
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case. Metrics such as completeness, correctness, quality are calculated based on the number of road
objects correctly identified, rather than the number of pixels. The distinction is made between
count-based and area-based approaches. For pixel-based assessment, these concepts are equivalent,
given that pixels all have the same area. The number of pixels correctly classified is then equal to
the area of the image that is correctly classified [59]. MacLean et al. [60] recommend the use of
area-based accuracy assessment in the case where the results of an algorithm are in vector form,
and incorporates the area of the polygons into the classification matrix. Object-based accuracy
assessment allows for a versatile range of measures. Möller et al. [61] compare the geometric
properties of extracted and reference objects [61]. Lizarazo [58] presents similarity indices which can
be used to evaluate the accuracy of an extraction with regards to various aspects, namely shape,
position and edges. Maxwell and Warner [62] propose a centre-weighted approach to accuracy
assessment, which allows for fuzzy boundaries between objects of different classes. An object-based
accuracy assessment method could be enlightening regarding potential sources of error and hence
uncertainty, and could address the problem of unclear road boundaries. Performing object-based
assessment on the results of this algorithm is the subject of current extended research.

8.6

Application

This section gives results of the algorithm for images of informal roads in South Africa. To
demonstrate the accuracy of the algorithm, the final extracted roads are compared with reference
data in this case, which were obtained via manual digitisation. The algorithm is demonstrated to be
useful for extracting informal roads with associated uncertainty. This is a critical step for obtaining
comprehensive information on the mobility of residents with a view on understanding and planning
government response to the spread of COVID-19.

8.6.1

Study Area and Data

The three study areas considered are shown in Figure 8.3. These exhibit roads that are good
candidates for formalisation. The datasets are taken from a multispectral VHR Pléiades-1B image
with an estimated azimuth angle of 65◦ and a spatial resolution of 0.5 m.9 The study areas are
situated in the north-western parts of Gauteng Province and the south-eastern parts of North
West Province, South Africa. The informal settlements in these areas are in many cases starting
to formalise and the informal roads are beginning to take on a grid-like structure.
Figure 8.4 shows possible challenges for road extraction. The roads in area 1 are of a light
colour set in dark surroundings. Challenges for this area include roads occluded by trees, circled
in green, grassy roads, circled in blue, as well as light-coloured patches of sand, circled in yellow.
Areas 2 and 3 both exhibit narrow roads in a semi-rural setting, lined with open yards of similar
colour to the roads. Both areas also contain some paved roads, which should not be detected by
the algorithm. Some of the roads in area 3 are partly vegetated, which may lead to false negatives.
The trees occluding parts of the roads may lead to false negatives, while sandy patches may cause
false positives. The footpaths in area 3 (circled in grey) are of particular note. Road extraction
algorithms do not generally consider footpaths to be roads, and footpaths are indeed not likely
to be officially recognised as roads. However, they remain conduits for travel, and may provide
important information regarding mobility, especially between residential areas.
9

Data provided by and used with permission from the CSIR.
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a)

b)

c)

FIGURE 8.3
Areas to which the algorithm was applied. a) Hoekfontein, North West Province; b) Mabopane,
North West Province; c) Soshanguve, Gauteng Province

8.6.2

Demonstration for Area 1

The process is demonstrated for area 1 (Figure 8.3 (a)). This area is characterised by narrow roads
of a bright colour relative to their surroundings. There is also a paved road present in the image,
which should not be detected by the algorithm.
Figure 8.5 shows the first processing steps. The original image is in (a). The image is thresholded
by NDVI value in (b), and filtered by linearity in (c). This binary image is multiplied with the
greyscale version of the original image, resulting in the image of potential road regions in (d).
The DPT is now applied to the image of potential road regions. This obtains image structures,
or pulses, at various scales, as illustrated in Figure 8.6. At small scales, such as in (a), pulses
are detected that correspond to all the larger image objects. However, pulses corresponding to
unwanted non-road objects are also detected. At large scales (e.g. Figure 8.6(d)), those parts of
the road network that are joined, are detected. However, roads smaller than that scale are not
detected. This suggests the necessity of combining the results of the DPT at smaller and larger
scales. Therefore, those pulses smaller than a given threshold, are intersected with the pulses larger
than that threshold. The goal of this intersection is to remove noise and small pulses that are not
part of road objects, while preserving image pulses that form part of larger objects, which may
potentially be roads. The results of this step are shown in Figure 8.7. Noise and undesirable smaller
objects are removed, while larger areas that might contain roads are preserved.
Lastly, any object that does not satisfy the compactness and elongation requirements is removed.
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a)

b)

c)

FIGURE 8.4
Possible sources of error for areas 1-3 shown in (a)-(c) respectively.
The final results are given in Figure 8.8 (a), and overlaid with the original image in (b) for illustrative
purposes.

TABLE 8.1
Certainty measures for area 1.
Certainty

Minimum
60.35%

Mean
79.36%

Maximum
95.80%

% Objects with Certainty > 50%
100.00%

The certainty associated with the extracted road objects is quantified via the certainty measure
defined in Section 8.4, based on the compactness and elongation of the road objects. Figure
8.9(a) illustrates the certainty. Lighter road objects are more certain to be roads based on their
compactness and elongation, while darker objects are less certain. The results are given in Table
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a)

b)

c)

d)

FIGURE 8.5
First steps for area 1. a) The original image. b) Areas with an NDVI below 0.1 or above 0.3 are
removed, thereby isolating bare-soil areas. c) The results on the image in (b) after filtering by
linearity. d) The mask in (c) overlaid with the greyscale image contains potential road regions.

a)

b)

c)

d)

FIGURE 8.6
Image pulses of various sizes extracted using the DPT. a) Pulse sizes 0-100. b) 300-400. c) 8 000-9
000. d) 15 000-16 000.
8.1. The average certainty per image object was 79%. All road objects were more than 50% certain
to be roads. The minimum certainty observed was 60%, while the maximum was 96%.
To quantify the extraction accuracy, extracted roads are compared to reference data, which
was obtained via manual digitisation. Figure 8.10(a) and (b) show the extracted results and the
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FIGURE 8.7
Pulses intersected by size.

a)

b)

FIGURE 8.8
Results of the process. a) The binary image is the final output. b) The resulting image overlaid
with the original image for illustrative purposes.

FIGURE 8.9
Certainty associated with extracted road objects. The lighter the colour of the image object, the
more certain it is to be a road, as measured its by compactness and elongation.
reference roads, respectively, overlaid with the original image for illustration. The binary images
are compared at pixel-level to obtain completeness, correctness and quality metrics, and at edge
level and at centreline level using PFOM. The results are discussed in Section 8.6.3.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

FIGURE 8.10
Comparison of results and reference. a) Extracted road objects (overlaid with the original image
for illustrative purposes). b) Reference roads. c) Extracted road edges. d) Reference road edges. e)
Skeleton of the extracted roads. f) Skeleton of the reference.

8.6.3

Results for All Areas

The results of the algorithm are displayed in Figure 8.11. These show which parts of the roads
were detected correctly, as well as false positives and false negatives. The results the pixel-based
accuracy and Pratt’s Figure of Merit (PFOM) are given in Tables 8.2 and 8.3 respectively.
The pixel-based measures, quantifying accuracy in terms of overall extent, are given Table 8.2.
For area 1, the completeness figure of 66.93% indicates that over two-thirds of the road pixels were
accurately captured by the algorithm. The completeness was not much lower for areas 2 and 3,
being above 60% in both cases. This indicates that not too many false negatives were observed.
The correctness measures for areas 1, 2 and 3 were 57%, 43.33% and 38% respectively, indicating
that false positives presented a greater challenge, especially in area 3. For areas 1 and 2, the
per-pixel quality corresponds closely to the PFOM metric based on road edges, indicating that
the extent was captured with approximately 45% accuracy for area 1, and with 34% for area 2.
Area 3 experienced a 4% difference in pixel-based quality and edge-based PFOM, with a higher
accuracy according to edge-based PFOM. The PFOM metrics based on road skeletons measure the
alignment of extracted and reference centrelines. This gives a value of 47.60% for area 1, 33.50% for
area 2 and 32% for area 3. While the presence of roads was therefore generally detected correctly,
challenges were experienced at the edges. This is to be expected given the imprecise boundaries
of unpaved roads and bare soil areas adjacent to roads. The skeletons-based PFOM was higher
than the edge-based PFOM for areas 1 and 2, which was expected, but surprisingly the edge-based
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a)

b)

c)

FIGURE 8.11
Results of the algorithm for areas 1-3 shown in a)-c) respectively.

TABLE 8.2
Per-pixel accuracy measures.
Area
Completeness
Correctness
Quality

1
66.93%
57.00%
44.48%

2
61.56%
43.33%
34.11%

3
60.56%
38.00%
30.46%

measure was higher for area 3. This may be due to the large number of false positives in area
3, as the centrelines of these regions would not correspond to the centrelines of any roads in the
reference. This explanation also accounts for the greater similarity between the measures for area
2 as opposed to area 1, since area 2 contained more false positives than area 1. The results indicate
that area 3 experienced the most false positives and negatives, while area 1 experienced the least.
It is of note that area 3 outperformed area 2 in the edge-based PFOM measurement. However, the
measures were low for both areas, indicating that road edges remain a challenge.
Figure 8.12 shows the certainty associated with the extracted road segments. Table 8.4 gives
relevant statistics. Area 3 generally had the lowest certainty scores, except for the maximum, where
the lowest was experienced by area 2. All areas had maxima of over 87%, and all means were over
75%. The highest variance was only 1.47% (area 1).
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TABLE 8.3
Pratt’s Figure of Merit.
PFOM based on:
Edges
Skeletons

1
45.33%
47.60%

Area
2
33.86%
33.50%

a)

3
34.72%
32.00%

b)

c)

FIGURE 8.12
Certainty associated with extracted road objects. The lighter the colour of the image object, the
more certain it is to be a road, as measured its by compactness and elongation. a)-c) show results
for areas 1-3 respectively.

TABLE 8.4
Certainty statistics for all areas, calculated on
all extracted road objects.
Area
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Percent > 50%
Variance

1
79.36%
60.35%
95.80%
100.00%
1.47%

2
89.22%
82.35%
93.46%
100.00%
0.19%

3
76.58%
57.65%
95.63%
100.00%
1.40%
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8.7

Discussion

The results indicate that the algorithm successfully detects the presence of informal roads in a
variety of circumstances and for various road characteristics. Significantly, the presence of curved
roads was detected accurately. Footpaths were also detected, which provide valuable information
regarding the movement of people in residential areas. Improvement is needed to determine road
boundaries and reduce errors, especially false positives.
Various sources of uncertainty are identified. Figure 8.13 illustrates road characteristics and
environmental circumstances that led to false positives and negatives in the analysis. This is
compared to the possible causes of error that were identified a priori in Figure 8.4, namely occlusions
by trees, narrow and vegetated roads, road-adjacent open areas of similar colour to roads, and dusty
paved roads.

a)

b)

c)

FIGURE 8.13
Results of the algorithm for areas 1-3 shown in a)-c) respectively.
Trees and tree shadows contributed to false negatives in areas 1 and 2, as shown by the areas
circled in green in Figure 8.13(a) and (b). In areas 1 and 3, some roads were not detected since they
were partly overgrown. This is illustrated by the areas circled in magenta and cyan, respectively,
in Figure 8.13(a) and (c). Area 3 experienced the greatest challenges with false negatives, while
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area 1 experienced the least. Despite some sources of false negatives, most roads were detected, as
indicated visually and also by the relatively high completeness for all areas.
False positives presented a greater challenge, as evidenced by the lower correctness scores. This
is confirmed visually. In area 1 (Figure 8.13(a)), some buildings were not eliminated in the NDVI
thresholding step, and contributed to the false positives detected. It is possible that these roofs were
made from clay tiles or some substance that was spectrally similar to bare soil. This is a challenge
that should be kept in mind for future applications, especially in areas with traditional housing,
where the roofs are made of local clay or grass. False positives were also caused by unpaved areas
with road-like linearity. These can be seen in all areas, circled in yellow. In area 1, these non-road
areas with road-like characteristics are clearly navigable and used for transport, however, they were
not considered roads in the reference due to their short length and the fact that they terminate
in yards. This contrasts with the shoulders of the paved road in area 1, which were captured in
the reference due to their width, visual clarity, and the fact that they connect to other informal
roads, implying that they are used for transport. In area 2 (Figure 8.13(b)), a high number of false
positives was caused by the large section of formal road that was falsely detected as road. The
road was not removed by the thresholding step due to the layer of dust over the road. In all areas,
unpaved areas attached to roads caused false positives. Due to being connected with the unpaved
roads, the algorithm considered them to be part of the same image object, thereby including them
with the detected roads.
The footpaths in area 3 are of particular importance. These were detected as roads. From the
perspective of detecting roads to monitor mobility, this is a desirable result, since footpaths are
used to move within and between residential areas. Detecting footpaths is therefore relevant for
understanding population mobility patterns, especially in the residential sector.

8.8

Conclusion and Future Work

The algorithm generally works well for detecting the presence of informal roads. It additionally
detects road shoulders, footpaths, and elongated navigable stretches, all of which can be used for
transport. Non-road areas that are connected to roads provide challenges in terms of false positives.
False negatives were caused by trees, shadows, and narrow and vegetated roads. The detection of
precise extents and edges of roads presented a significant challenge. At this stage, the algorithm can
be used to identify the location of informal roads. It also compares favourably to other extraction
algorithms, as discussed in detail in [6].
Further refinement to the algorithm is needed to reduce false positives and refine road edges.
Future research could also incorporate information on the presence, orientation and connectivity
of paved roads. Additional data could be used, for instance, images could be compared over time.
Informal roads that broaden over time are in use, and therefore considered important by the
community, while informal roads that are not in use will diminish over time. Additional covariates
could also be used to predict where roads will appear, based on convenient navigability of the
area under investigation. Covariates could also be included to assist in uncertainty quantification.
However, incorporating information additional to the multispectral satellite image will increase
the data requirement. This should be done with caution, as the goal of the algorithm is to be
implemented within the constraints of the processing ability and data availability in a developing
world context. Another avenue of future research is the development of comprehensive uncertainty
measures, which could be integrated with road extraction methodology. Evaluating this algorithm
using object-based accuracy assessment is the subject of current research. This aims to address the
problem of unclear road boundaries. In the future, we aim to expand the uncertainty quantification
to allow for fuzzy or indeterminate road boundaries.
Informal-road extraction provides much-needed data on informal roads that is otherwise
unavailable to government and modellers. This data is critical for obtaining a comprehensive view
of mobility within residential areas, and hence for mobility modelling, contact tracing and service
provision. Further development of uncertainty analysis will be beneficial as understanding the
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uncertainty associated with this data will help decision-makers to better evaluate the reliability
of the data used in planning COVID-19 response. As COVID-19 data becomes more accessible in
South Africa, merging of this work with case location data will provide further insights into the
spread of the disease. Such a direction is vital for a virus that will affect those most vulnerable in
communities, leaving a scar on society for years to come.
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Management and Analysis of Maritime Geospatial
Data During COVID-19: Case Studies, Opportunities
and Challenges
Rafael Ponce Urbina, Orhun Aydin and Steve Snow

This chapter presents a holistic view of the uses of GIS to monitor, analyze and
disseminate knowledge pertaining to maritime geospatial data during the COVID-19
pandemic are showcased. The challenges pertaining to authoritative data production
during a pandemic are identified. Challenges faced by national hydrographic offices and
International Maritime Organization (IMO) members to provide the most up to date
information for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) during the pandemic is discussed. The
value brought by analyzing and mapping such data during the pandemic is demonstrated
with case studies on tracking the impacts of pandemic on maritime supply chains,
continuity of operations for business and ports, and maintaining status of ship fleets.
This chapter is concluded with public-facing analytical products that serve and analyze
maritime data.

9.1

Introduction

COVID-19 pandemic has been disrupting human movement, travel and trade patterns on air, land
and sea. Impacts of the current pandemic on maritime traffic offers challenges and opportunities
to quantify the level of supply chain disruption, delineate high-risk sea routes and provide a proxy
for the intercontinental spread of COVID-19.
Disruptions to maritime industry have significant consequences for the local and global economy
that rely on transport and trade of goods [1]. Understanding long and short term impacts of
COVID-19 on the maritime supply line disruptions is required to increase the resilience of maritime
transportation systems to future pandemics, and hasten the recovery period of the maritime
ecosystem.
Geographic accuracy is essential in detecting and responding to any infectious disease outbreak
[2], whether is a pandemic [3], a seasonal influenza [3], or a local outbreak of food-borne illness [4].
Based on experience of GIS use supporting many health-related agencies at all levels of government,
critical areas in which geospatial information is critical are summarized below:
• Assessing risks
• Evaluating threats
• Tracking outbreaks
• Maintaining situational awareness
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• Documenting disparity
• Ensuring the focused allocation of resources
• Notifying communities
• Minimizing the disruption caused by necessary community health intervention
Minimizing the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the maritime ecosystem can only be
possible via continuous geospatial data feeds, impactful analysis and enabling artificial intelligence
systems, and disseminating data and knowledge in an effective manner. We discuss the multifaceted
impacts of COVID-19 maritime industry within the context of GIS.

9.1.1

The Use of Geospatial Data and Systems

Location information is critical to decision making associated with large outbreaks, determining
the origins of the infection, spread (speed and direction) and measures to isolate it, how to respond
to it and how to organize the work force to minimize disruption as much as possible [5].
Location intelligence becomes even more critical when the outbreak can no longer be contained
through contact tracing and quarantine [6]. Location-based information can be used to inform
multiple, specific community interventions and activities [7]. Using common types of GIS analysis,
such as mapping where things are, mapping the “most” and “least”, mapping disease density,
finding “what’s inside” or “what’s nearby”, and mapping change, authorities can prioritize
interventions and re-organize their resources [8]. Time is another crucial dimension that is naturally
represented inside GIS [9]. Temporal and spatio-temporal analysis of geo-enabled data pertaining
to COVID-19 is essential understanding current trade delays and supply line disruptions [10].
The maritime community, especially the shipping industry and port authorities, need geospatial
information to safeguard the integrity of the logistic chain to maintain the essential goods supply
during the pandemic. [11].

9.1.2

Impacts on the Maritime Community

The maritime community is wide and includes many different sectors, all connected in one way or
another, and all suffering the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic [12]. In an attempt to simplify
this complex ecosystem, we have divided it into those sectors that affect the so called blue economy,
with two large branches: shipping and ports. In this classification, we exclude fisheries and tourism
(leisure yachting) despite their importance to local and global economy. Local and partial data
pertinent to fisheries and tourism makes it cumbersome to evaluate the global challenges pertinent
to and the use of maritime geospatial data during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The shipping industry has been significantly impacted by the pandemic. Broadly, we can divide
this impact in three main categories:
• Cargo or goods (containers and bulk)
• Oil and gas (tankers)
• Passengers (cruise liners)
The transport of goods and hydrocarbons appear to have been operating consistently, which
is true in some respects. That and the global economic downturn are presenting unprecedented
challenges that can cause disruptions in the supply chain. Some estimates by the International
Monetary Fund estimate global GDP growth will fall 3% in 2020 [13, 14], and the World Trade
Organization (WTO) expects a fall in trade between 13% and 32% [15]. Depending on the duration
of the outbreak and how governments deal with it, there could be a partial recovery in 2021 [14].
According to the WTO the most affected sectors in Q2 2020 have been automobiles and
containers and have seen a weak demand for goods in general as well as some constraints in
the supply chain [14]. The largest container company in the world, Moller-Maersk has stated that
container volumes could be around 25% lower in Q2 2020 [14].
Because of countries reducing the risk of infection of COVID-19, ship traffic has been reduced
by approximately 25% in the first half of 2020. The pandemic has resulted in less demand for
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imports and exports of cargo between countries. Many goods that cannot store for 14 days cannot
be shipped due to 14 day waiting periods in quarantine. Because of the reduced demand for cargo
many companies have become bankrupt due to the pandemic.
In the oil and gas sector, besides the common impacts to navigation, ship’s maintenance and
crew rotation, specific situations such as the floating oil storage can be significantly affected.
Because of the drop in oil prices due to high production with low demand, the need for floating
storage has skyrocketed. According to S&P Global Platts, in May of 2020 there were more than
200 million barrels of oil and derived products on floating storage in tankers, which is around
5% of the global carrying capacity. These tankers will need maintenance and to fulfill contractual
requirements. Many tankers are at anchor or idling near major ports around the world with the
risk of getting exposed to extreme weather conditions, potential piracy activities and in some cases,
to political conflict. The longer these tankers stay at sea fully loaded, the bigger the risk of cargo
degradation or loss because of the extended time or worse, the risk of accidents and environmental
pollution.
As per the cruise industry, it generates an estimated $150 billions in global economic activity,
supporting more than one million jobs worldwide [16]. This sector is perhaps the one that is most
impacted by the pandemic, with almost no activities due to several COVID-19 outbreaks on board,
travel restrictions, port closures and prohibition to sail from the US Center for Disease Control
(CDC) since March of 2020 [17]. With around 95 % of the global cruise fleet in lay-up, there are
concerns on risks for both, ship owners and insurance companies due to the Atlantic hurricane
season, considering that almost half of those ships are in and around the Americas. Similarly, for
the typhoon season in the Pacific. Other important impacts are the costs of having these ships
laid-up for an extended period of time, which is estimated between $1 million and $3 million per
month and the costs of bringing them back to service.
Those above are perhaps the most evident impacts to the shipping industry, but there are
other less visible and equally important aspects that are being impacted, such as disruptions on
machinery maintenance and repairs, ship owners risk delays on scheduled maintenance and services,
disruption in the supply of spare parts and other essentials such as lube-oil and hydraulic oils and
travel restrictions for specialist engineers to access the ship to provide maintenance or repairs.
Engines can also be damaged by delays in the analysis of sulphur emissions, because of the cap
on sulphur emissions under International Maritime Organization (IMO) 2020, vessels have been
using blended low-sulphur fuels, which in order to avoid engine damage, require analysis prior to
be used by the ship’s engines. This requires the dispatch of fuel samples to shore-based laboratories
and with COVID-19 restrictions, it may not be possible to do in time. There are manuals that
detail how to proceed with on board testing kits and there is the possibility to use distillate fuels
as an alternative, but the normal procedures are disrupted. There are several other areas of the
shipping business impacted by the COVID-19, the examples above, are meant to give a sense of the
deep effects this pandemic has in the industry. The maritime ports sector has seen a reduction in
containers volumes, quarantine of vessels by ports for 14 days, port closures, and port operations
in general.
Reduced operations and personnel have an impact on possible cargo damage, which if stored
in high risk areas without the appropriate security controls can run the risk of losses from fire
or extreme weather conditions and delay in the supply chain can also result in cargo damage,
mainly to perishable or temperature-sensitive goods. With vessels being quarantined and ports
being quarantined cargo movement is delayed. This will also have an impact on the insurance
industry, with a potential increase of claims.

9.1.3

Significance of Machine Learning for Maritime During COVID-19

Problems pertaining to every subsystem in the maritime ecosystem rely on accurate data and
reproducible analysis that result in data products. In addition, maritime data has the potential
to serve as a proxy for COVID-19’s impact on global trade [18]. The availability and density of
maritime data require scalable deployment of artifical intelligence to extract patterns [19], find
anomalies [20] and forecast disruptions [21]. Live maritime data has the potential to be an early
warning sign for supply line disruptions due to COVID-19 [22].
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Shipping and maritime data, depending on the source, can be represented one of three ways:
1. Track/movement analysis
2. Spatio-temporal analysis
3. Time-series analysis
Depending on the aims of the maritime community all approaches have the potential to answer
important questions pertinent to supply chain and trade activity during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Movement prediction is another useful data product obtained from track-level analysis of vessel
movement [23]. Anomalies and movement prediction are important components for maritime
community to ensure safe navigation, an ever important topic during a pandemic and associated
supply line disruption [22]. Spatial analysis of maritime data has provided proxies for secondary
sources of information on ship movement that is not available publicly in real time. In particular,
satellite imagery from ship emissions and ship wakes are used to reconstruct ship tracts which
in turn can be used for further analysis [24]. Track and movement analysis for maritime data is
performed at the agent level and movement anomaly detection methods are frequently used to
identify unexpected movement of vessels [25].
Spatio-temporal analysis of ship traffic using Getis-Ord statistic [26] has shown to effectively
detect bottlenecks of ship traffic at natural and artificial confinements, such as ports and straits
[27]. In addition, space-time analysis of ship tracks from AIS feeds has been found useful for
delineating areas where shipping volume is observed to drop unexpectedly. Despite differences in
their formulation and uses, operationalizing artificial intelligence during the COVID-19 pandemic
requires uninterrupted data streams, near real-time data curation and resilient analysis networks
to ensure information flow on issues of vital importance to communities on supply-line disruption.

9.1.4

The Maritime Ecosystem’s Needs for Data & Challenges

As discussed above, maritime transport is more important than ever, ships must keep moving, ports
need to stay open and cross-border trade flowing. Besides the challenges in maintaining the supply
chain, there is a human factor that is no less important. The shipping industry normally replaces
crews every certain time, this operation is becoming very difficult. The International Maritime
Organization (IMO) has promoted the key role seafarers play during the pandemic and the need to
recognize them as key or essential workers, by identifying the dangers they face while doing their
jobs.
This pandemic has created an unprecedented crisis for ship crews, with the difficulties to
travel and restrictions imposed by governments and port authorities, the normal crew change
that periodically has to happen has been interrupted and in many cases seafarers are stuck at sea
way passed the due time, creating health risks and safety issues.
Normally more than 100,000 seafarers must be changed monthly in order to comply with
international regulations for crew welfare and safe working hours. In the current situation, it is
estimated that around 400,000 seafarers are being impacted by the COVID-19 restrictions.
The International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF), that represents about 1.4 million
seafarers, has decided not to celebrate the 2020 Day of the Seafarer, due to the humanitarian
crisis that the travel restrictions have created at sea. The global supply chain could be at risk.
The IMO together with the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
are encouraging governments and maritime industry stakeholders to take a pragmatic approach,
such as granting exceptions and waivers where they are appropriate. Also, the use of technology
and electronic means for communications between ships and shore, encouraging governments and
maritime industry stakeholders to take a pragmatic approach, such as granting exceptions and
waivers where they are appropriate. Here is where the use of Geospatial Information in the
application of IMO e-Navigation principles should be used in order to provide maritime services
that facilitate and expedite administrative, commercial and operational activities. E-Navigation is
a way to systematically ensure “berth-to-berth navigation”, improving efficiency when a ship is
approaching the port.
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In this sense, the “Single Window” concept, at least for some of the most important activities
should be implemented. The e-Navigation concept for a “single window” is where a ship (or a
shipping company) can access a series of services from registered service providers before arriving
the Port.
In this topic there are important geospatial aspects to consider from another organization, the
International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities (IALA), which
standards such as the IHO S-200 series and organizations like the PortCDM Council (Collaborative
Decision Making) will contribute in improving efficiency coming in to and going out of a port.
The International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) is the entity in charge of developing
standards and specifications to be applied to products and services used in the maritime world. They
have developed the S-100 standard, officially called the Universal Hydrographic Data Model, from
which many new product specifications are being developed. Most if not all national hydrographic
offices around the world follow IHO standards in one way or another. As per the COVID-19
pandemic, IHO has not emitted any specific guidelines or recommendations to its members, but
they have suspended all in person meetings and activities, including the General Assembly meeting
that did not take place in 2020 as scheduled.
While normally the bulk of the organization’s work happens by correspondence, there is
important work that occurs during technical working group physical meetings, that has the
advantage of isolating themselves from the day to day work for one week to make significant
advancements in developing standards and make key decisions with all the relevant stakeholders
present in the same room. These on-site meetings have been replaced with webcasts in an effort to
continue with their working plans and minimize the effects of the pandemic on their work.
National hydrographic offices are the authoritative government agencies, equivalent to national
mapping agencies on land, in charge of producing navigational charts and other complementary
information products for safety of navigation. Some of these agencies in general have experienced
challenges for keeping up with their regular production and updating services, and they have been
adapting to the pandemic circumstances in different ways. As we will see in the NOAA use case
below, some agencies have implemented enterprise systems that allow them to work remotely and
continue with their regular activities as close as possible to the normal times.
Hydrographic surveying activities in general cannot be performed in the office, there are many
phases of this type of surveys that need to be performed on the field, and sometimes physical
distancing between hydrographers is almost not possible, if we consider a small hydrographic survey
boat with two or three hydrographers on board collecting data together for long periods of time
or a larger hydrographic survey ship at sea with crew confined in small compartments for several
weeks in a row.
Similar situation and risks are being experienced by land surveyors, and many governments
around the world have implemented guidelines to increase safety of their workers while in the field.
Although these measures and guidelines are often generic and not specific to surveyors, much less
to hydrographic surveyors.
Oftentimes hydrographic surveys are not on the top of the list of priorities during a pandemic,
but the need to keep the navigational routes mapped and up to date is as important as keeping
the shipping fleets moving. There is no hard evidence that the hydrographic surveying activities
around the world have diminished to the point to consider them in crisis, but there are signs of
some reduction of activities, this is true for both government and private organizations. Because
a pandemic is not the same as a meteorological phenomenon such as a hurricane or typhoon, the
characteristics of coastal waters haven’t been affected, then there is not an immediate or emergency
need and surveying activities can be planned carefully following all the appropriate measures.
On the other hand, nautical chart and related information production are activities that
can be done remotely or from home. Many national hydrographic offices around the world have
implemented telework measures in order to keep up with the necessary production updates and
distribution of digital publications. Thus, nautical data products can be effectively served with the
exception of some activities that require onsite labor such as the distribution of printed nautical
charts and other paper nautical publications.
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Challenges Faced by Information Product Providers

The standards related to the S-100 Universal Hydrographic Data Model [28], are geospatial data
standards that can support a wide variety of hydrographic-related digital data sources. S-100
is fully aligned with mainstream international geospatial standards, specifically the ISO 19000
series of geographic standards. This alignment enables easier integration of hydrographic data and
applications into geospatial solutions. S-100 is more flexible than the old S-57 and enables the use of
imagery and gridded data types, enhanced metadata and many encoding formats. It also provides
a flexible and dynamic maintenance regime for features, their attributes and portrayal through a
dedicated Registry online. One can think of S-100 as a framework of components that provides
instructions for building standardized Product Specifications for hydrographic data, enabling true
interoperability between different data standards and systems.
The IMO e-Navigation [29] is defined as the harmonized collection of marine information, its
integration and exchange for “presentation and analysis both on board, and ashore by electronic
means to enhance berth to berth navigation and related services for safety and security at sea and
protection of the marine environment” [30].
The term “Single Window” can be understood as the point of contact for communication in
relation to ship-to-shore and shore-to-ship. In this sense, it’s mentioned in the IMO resolution
A.950(23) “Maritime Assistance Service” (MAS) adopted on 05 December 2003. “Single Window”
can also mean a service or institution on land that collects all information related to safety of
navigation before sending them to ships, as defined in IMO documents on e-Navigation. The
information products and services to be provided by the IMO e-Navigation single window concept
should be based on standards that would allow them to be used anywhere in the world. In this
sense, the IHO S-100 series are perhaps the most important one.

FIGURE 9.1
Geospatial Information to the e-Nav “Single Window” concept (Source: https://www.esri.com/)
By adopting S-100 standards, there are new products and services that can be provided following
the e-Navigation concept from which the Maritime Service Portfolios (MSPs) can be developed
and shared through a Common Maritime Data Structure (CMDS), which could be considered a
derivation or extension of a Marine Spatial Data Infrastructure (MSDI). The Hydrospatial Agency
not necessarily has to create the CMDS, but the MSDI should provide the “connectors” to feed a
CMDS with their products and services.
The role is not anymore constrained to producing nautical charts (and in some cases Sailing
Directions, Notice to Mariners, Tide Tables and related information), through this type of
infrastructure, authorities and service providers can go beyond that. Bathymetric Surfaces,
Near Real Time Tides and Currents, Under the Keel Clearance Management, Marine Protected
Areas, and more necessary information can be provided through MSPs. Port Authorities and
Administrations will benefit from this, Port Pilots, Dredging Operations, Port Security, Port
Services, Port Logistics, will certainly be improved through these MSPs.
The right side of the graphic above shows the e-Nav concept for a “single window” where a ship
(or a shipping company) can access these services from registered service providers before arriving
the Port. The PortCDM Council (Collaborative Decision Making) has taken the role of developing
the S-200 series of standards for IALA, being the first one developed the S-211 standard for Port
Call Messages, standardizing sharing of data on Intentions and Outcomes of Movements, Services
and Administrative events.
All the above mentioned systems are an integral part of what is commonly known as “Port
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Community Systems” (PCS), which are open and neutral platforms that can connect multiple
systems together with the purpose to provide intelligent and secure exchange of information between
different organizations that participate in a seaport community, such as agents and shipping lines,
customs and excise, logistics providers, terminal and warehouse operators. A PCS can integrate
into a national single window or act as a national single window.

9.1.6

Working Remotely and Disconnected

The COVID-19 outbreak has made maritime organizations and geospatial authorities rethink how
the modern workplace can operate during major disruptions.
Maritime software, such as ArcGIS will support the management and production of maritime
data that is compliant with the International Hydrographic Organization’s (IHO) S-4, S-57 and
S-100 series of standards.
With the COVID-19 crisis engulfing and disrupting businesses, it has become necessary for our
national mapping agencies and industry leaders and experts, to reevaluate ways for maintaining
successful business continuity.
As the workforce adapted the organization’s senior leadership team implemented powerful
operational tools that ensured production was maintained and tracked across environments. Two
actions that were taken were
1. Enablement of virtual and disconnected environments
2. Automated apps and dashboards that optimized the organizations’ communication
responsiveness.

FIGURE 9.2
Leveraging Virtual, Disconnected, and Cloud Environments with ArcGIS (Source: https://www.
esri.com/)
First action requires leveraging virtual environments and disconnected editing. This offered GIS
users the advantage of working remotely with large amounts of geospatial information including
maps, statistics, imagery, and other forms of remotely sensed data which exists across multiple
distributed networks or in the cloud. This was done using via virtualization and disconnected
work loads. Virtualization allows remotely connecting to a server GIS (such as ArcGIS Enterpise)
with desktop virtualization. This provides the ability to collaborate directly with colleagues in
a multi-user environment. Disconnectedness enables completing tasks, projects, and production.
Reconnect later to synchronize work with the larger workforce.
The second action requires leveraging automated templates for apps and dashboards that
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optimize communication and workflows. Organization are now driven to adapt to unexpected
yet urgent catastrophes like the COVID-19 pandemic, with accurate ready-to-use apps and
dashboards, for building and reporting critical information to stakeholders, constituents and
at-risk groups. Customized (COTS) out of the box Operations Dashboards, tools, GIS software,
predesigned templates, libraries of reusable widgets and applications like the WebApp Builder
give instant ability for performing time-sensitive decision making and building optimized workflow
communication strategies.

9.2

Case Studies

The importance of maritime data acquisition, analysis via machine learning and AI and data
product dissemination is elaborated with three case studies, one from NOAA and two from ESRI,
respectively.

9.2.1

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration – Office of
Coast Survey

The pandemic has forced the NOAA Office of Coast Survey (US National Hydrographic Office)
to re-organize the way they conduct business. The safety of navigation in US waters is one of
Coast Survey’s main responsibilities and updating navigational charts is one of their most essential
functions. Prior to the COVID-19, Coast Survey’s Marine Chart Division (MCS) had developed
an on-site sever-based system that allowed their staff and contractors to work remotely when
needed, so when the pandemic struck and the need to establish physical distance for everyone,
they could quickly shift one hundred percent of its workforce (more than 100 cartographers) to a
work-from-home status. During this period the Division has continued to apply updates to nautical
charts and has made progress on its effort to rescheme the suite of nautical charts in the United
States according to their cartographic plan.
The MCD system relies on Citrix, allowing users to connect to a virtual server or desktop
application remotely, so there is no need for a program to be installed on the local or physical
system. MCD cartographers connect to their IT services from home via internet connection.
Security is ensured by using VPN and a single sign-on (SSO) and advanced security controls.
Using an application called XenApp, that facilitates the installation of applications on a server
that can be accessed without having to install anything on the client machine, except for the Citrix
client software, cartographers access the ArcGIS-based enterprise chart production system, called
“Nautical Chart System II” (NCPSII).
In this way, all the processing happens on the server, through mouse clicks and keystrokes from
the client that feels like if the production software is running locally, and the client screen refreshes
from the responses to the server through a remote display protocol called “Independent Computing
Architecture” (ICA).
The configuration of Citrix, together with the ArcGIS-based NCSII, was a key step in preparing
the workforce to work remotely. However, a very important factor might be the general willingness
of the users and management to work remotely before the pandemic started. NOAA OCS had
already set up infrastructure - hardware, software and the user’s understanding of how to work
from home. Every staff member was provided with a laptop with the appropriate software installed
to enable them to work remotely even if they were not currently teleworking.
They also benefit from robust virtual meeting capabilities that allow system administrators to
work directly with the users to run upgrades and troubleshoot problems. This enabled OCS to keep
the virtual convenience of working shoulder to shoulder.
With this arrangement, the Marine Chart Division has kept up with their usual production
activities. They have been updating charting products and have been applying all critical (dangers
to navigation) corrections to their products. In addition, MCD has also reschemed 259 ENCs during
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FIGURE 9.3
NOAA’s Nautical Chart System for remote work diagram (Source: https://www.esri.com/)
the work from home period, continuing with their modernization plans that include retiring paper
nautical charts.
Working remotely has been a positive experience, thanks to the NCPSII platform capabilities
and flexibility, the overall productivity has not been affected, these results are causing OCS to
consider the possibility to increasing their flexibility with regard to telework, although there is no
official guidance for the post-pandemic activities.

9.2.2

Space-Time Analytics for Quantying Impacts of COVID-19 on
Shipping Trade

Restrictions due to COVID-19 measures impact maritime traffic and all sectors of the economy that
rely on maritime transport of goods. Live space-time data plays an essential role to for modeling
and pattern mining studies to quantify current status of traffic restrictions, expected delays of
transported goods and changes to port activity.
We use time series clusters and space-time patterns in the Oxford COVID-19 Government
Response Tracker’s (OxCGRT) stringency index which quantifies the extent to which governments
take actions to restrict day to day activities [31]. The index is the average of 17 selected mitigation
and suppression measures employed by different countries [31].
Daily stringency index mapped at the county-level is aggregated into a space-time structure,
the space-time cube. Space-time patterns of the stringency index are mined by classfying the local
changes to the Getis-Ord Statistics, namely the G∗i statistics (Getis and Ord, 1992). The G∗i tatistic
is a z-score where extreme values imply significantly high (hot-spot) or significantly low (cold-spot)
in a spatial neighborhood compared to the global average of stringency index. G∗i values close to
zero implies stringency index in the area is similar to the global average at a given time.
Stringency index space-time patterns are depicted in Figure 9.4. Space-time patterns indicate
Russia and parts of South America as Oscillating Hot-Spot. This pattern means these countries
and their neighbors oscillate around global average for stringency for extended periods of time and
go above the global average for short periods of time. Locations that are classified as sporadic
hot spots go above the global average for stringency at certain times and fall back to the average.
Majority of Europe exhibits oscillating cold spot which indicates stringency is lower than global
average at certain times.
Space-time patterns of stringency informs the expected maritime opening and closures of an
entire region using data from neighboring countries. This space-time metric gives a clear idea of
how regions of the world may open up over time and which regions are still under high stringency
measures.
We also performed a time-series analysis of stringency per country to assess when maritime
traffic may return back to normal as stringency measures are lifted at the country level.
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FIGURE 9.4
Emerging Hot Spot Classes of Oxford’s COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (OxCGRT)
Stringency Index (Display variable)
Three clusters identified in Figure 9.5 indicate change of stringency of countries over time. Blue
time series clusters show a high rate of increase in the stringency index, this can imply reduced ship
traffic from these countries. Red cluster indicates countries that started their stringency measures
later on increase at a higher rate. Green countries are the ones with stabilizing and a lower level
of stringency.

FIGURE 9.5
Time-Series Clusters of Oxford’s COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (OxCGRT) Stringency
Index (Display variable)
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FIGURE 9.6
Time Series Clusters (same coloring scheme as Figure 9.5 of Oxford’s COVID-19 Government
Response Tracker (OxCGRT) Stringency Index (Display variable)
Figure 9.6 demonstrates the challenges awaiting the maritime industry due to COVID-19 as
some countries are getting ready to resume regular daily activities and others deeper into the
pandemic with strict measures. Three distinct time series are labelled with respect to when
stringency measures were imposed and the rate of increase in their stringency measures over times.
Note that countries symbolized with blue in Figure 9.5 started stringency measures earlier and
their measures have been increasing ever since. Red group countries started lock-downs later but
they have been ramping up efforts at a high rate. Green countries have a converging profile for
their stringency measures which are not extensive as the countries in blue and red groups.
The spatial heterogeneity of imposed lock-downs and reductions to business activity indicate
that even after the pandemic is declared to be over, a significant lag is to be expected for supply
chains to return back to normal. Countries marked with green in Figure 9.5 are expected to ramp up
their trade activities as the pandemic is under control, however countries with large trade volumes
such as United States and China that fall under the blue category will need more time for their
maritime operations to go back to normal.

9.2.3

Disseminating Live Traffic Data During the Pandemic: ESRI
Ireland

One threat to maritime was the occurrence of outbreaks on vessels. The effects of such outbreaks
had a major impact on economic and trade activities. In 2018 the cruise ship industry was estimated
to be worth over $29.4 billion dollars and it is predicted to carry over 19 million passengers
annually. An important tool used to monitor and measure global vessel movement is the Automatic
Identification System (AIS). AIS uses ship transponders and satellite communications which feed
into Vessel Traffic Services (VTS). From these data feed ships with known outbreaks were tracked
and monitored.
In early 2020, COVID-19 hit the leisure cruise ship industry which resulted in many issues of
quarantine and the need to provide medical assistance to those in dire need. In Europe, ESRI Ireland
created a web-based Global Vessel Dashboard dashboard using vessel traffic from the AISHub to
monitor the situation. The AIS hub collates and shares vessel data collected from approximately
750 tracking stations run by the AISHub community. ESRI Ireland enriched the raw vessel data
with information on cruise ships that reported COVID-19 outbreaks using public data.
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FIGURE 9.7
ESRI Ireland’s Maritime Dashboard for Vessel Traffic in Europe

9.3

Conclusions

By leveraging geospatial technology using existing GIS capabilities, national mapping agencies
and geospatial authorities can address continuity of operations, leverage virtual and disconnected
environments, and optimize communications and workflows. These approaches can be used
individually or collectively to ensure mission and business success during a time of crisis.
NOAA’s work on implementing data standards and virtualization is a representative example
of opportunities in maritime for operationalizing geospatial servers that leverage maritime data
conforming to international standards. It is important to note that the remote infrastructure for
data collection, mapping and dissemination has resulted in positive outcomes for the scale that
is required by a large organization such as NOAA. ESRI Ireland’s data dissemination method
through dashboards shows the value of geospatial maritime data visualization and interactive data
dissemination during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Challenges with respect to changing type of work environment and establishing uninterrupted
data streams during the pandemic are important to quantify the impact of the pandemic on
maritime activity and global trade in general. Our showcase of the importance of AI and machine
learning as it pertains to stringency index demonstrates spatiotemporal heterogeneity in factors
that impact maritime traffic and supply lines. The stringency as a proxy for maritime activity shows
that vessel activity between countries may not go back to normal immediately after the pandemic
due to different levels of stringency measures throughout the world. Thus, concerted efforts taken by
international organizations are required to restore the maritime traffic and intercontinental supply
lines. As prolonged supply line disruptions are expected to cause major alterations to supply routes
and trade deals, COVID-19 serves the latest pandemic of the digital age, where live maritime
data and remote work can keep organizations and country levels afloat during time of crisis. A
better understanding of the logistical chain and identification of weak points along the way as
well as prioritization of essential goods will be key. This extends to terrestrial transportation,
warehousing and distribution centers. The crew change system has to be reviewed and adapted
to the circumstances based on how the pandemic is being addressed and controlled around the
world, and the recognition of ship’s crew as essential workers is also very important in maintaining
operations.
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City Design and the Transmission of COVID-19
Mark Stevenson, Jason Thompson, Branislava Godic and Thanh Ho

We outline recent research in which Google maps were acquired for cities from across
the globe. Using unique methods including convolutional neural networks and graph-based
approaches, nine city designs were identified based on land-use characteristics such as
road networks, public transit, green space and blue space. In this chapter, we assess the
influence of these land-use characteristics in each of the city designs on the transmission
of COVID-19 and hence the number of positive cases of COVID-19. The chapter highlights
the role of city design with respect to the transmission of COVID-19 and particularly, on
transmission of the virus in cities identified with high density road networks and public
transit. The chapter concludes by discussing the potential policy implications arising from
certain city designs and infectious disease out-breaks.

10.1

The Pandemic that is COVID-19

Between November and December 2019 numerous patients presented to hospitals in the city of
Wuhan (Hubei Province, China) with severe respiratory symptoms due to a virial infection. By
January 2020, officials in agencies such as the World Health Organisation were aware of the onset of
what has become the COVID-19 pandemic. To complicate the onset of the epidemic, the observed
infections coincided with the Chinese Lunar New Year holiday where an estimated 3 billion trips are
undertaken during the month-long holiday period [1]. Movement of large populations, facilitated
by China’s established transport system, was a significant challenge during the early stages of the
outbreak, just as it was one hundred years earlier where transmission of the Spanish Flu, was
exacerbated via the various transport modes carrying returning soldiers from World War 1 [2].
China moved quickly to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 by closing-down its extensive transport
system [3]. There is considerable evidence pointing to the value of such measures with Tian et al [4]
estimating 37% fewer cases of COVID-19 in cities in which the transport systems were closed-down.
The travel restriction on January 23, 2020, in Wuhan City and the following lock-down in the
whole Hubei Province and nearby cities managed to slow the transmission of the virus in China.
However, by January 31, 2020, an estimated 1.5 infected air travellers who had departed China, were
transmitting the virus each day across the globe [5]. The hyper-mobility and interconnectedness of
21st century transport networks, including high-speed and high-capacity rail and intercontinental
air travel have enabled the virus to spread rapidly [6].
Over the ensuing 8 months, COVID-19 cases (or specifically SARS-CoV-2 infections) have
been reported in every country other than a few island states such as Cayman Island, Mauritius,
Guernsey, Fiji and Dominica [7]. As of 14 August 2020, there were more than 20.7 million cases of
COVID-19 in more than 188 countries and territories, resulting in more than 750,000 deaths [7].
As observed in Figure 10.1, there is considerable country variation in the number of COVID-19
cases. One explanation for the variation between countries is the differences in government
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FIGURE 10.1
Global Variation in COVID-19 Cases
response to managing the pandemic. Recent research [8] has mapped a country’s response to the
pandemic by the timeliness to implement efficacious public health responses. Responses such as,
the implementation of physical distancing strategies, remaining at home other than for essential
purposes, ongoing enhancements of the health system, extensive travel restrictions, extensive
contact-tracing and quarantining of infected individuals and social and economic provisions to assist
individuals with the impact of closing-down much of a country’s economy in an effort to minimise
transmission. As observed in Figure 10.2, two months after the first notification of COVID-19,
individual government response to the pending pandemic varied with countries reporting cases
of COVID-19 implementing many of the public health responses described above whilst other
countries being much slower to respond, presumably associated with no or few cases being reported.
Responding quickly to the pandemic, however, did not confer a rapid reduction in infections. As
highlighted by the dark brown colour in Figure 10.2, countries such as China, the United States of
America (US) and Brazil instituted many public health responses by March 22, 2020 and at the
time of writing (August 2020) both the US and Brazil have not suppressed the transmission of
COVID-19. It should be noted, however, that implementation of ‘stay at home’ orders in countries
such as the United States were not implemented on a country-wide level, but rather on a state or
region-by-region basis that followed the progression of new COVID-19 cases across the country.
Not only is there is considerable variation in COVID-19 cases between countries there is
also considerable variation between regions and cities within countries. Figure 10.3 highlights the
considerable variation observed in COVID-19 cases within the US and the United Kingdom.
The variation within countries observed in Figures 10.3 is not easily explained as it likely
reflects a multitude of factors ranging from governance structures, a poor safety culture within
the country, lack of resources (including the ability to institute quarantine measures), inadequate
health resources, and poor communication with the public, to name a few [9]. Importantly, the
influence of a city’s urban design and the variation of such designs between cities in a country
may also be an important factor influencing the transmission of COVID-19. Only recently, has the
research literature explored a number of these designs with respect to health outcomes (specifically
road trauma) [10] and certainly not with respect to COVID-19.
In the remainder of this chapter we describe how city designs can be classified based on land-use
characteristics such as road networks, public transit, green space and blue space (e.g., water bodies).
Once a classification system is identified for specific city designs, we will assess whether specific
city designs are associated with the reported cases of COVID-19.
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FIGURE 10.2
Country Variation in Government Response to COVID-19 as of March 22, 2020

FIGURE 10.3
Variation in COVID-19 Cases in the US and the United Kingdom

10.2

Using Spatial Data to Identify Global City Design

To assess whether specific city design elements could be classified into discrete categories, we used
the Google maps API to analyse a set of 1000 stylised maps for every city listed in the 2018 United
Nations world population prospect report [11] with a population exceeding 300,000. A total of
1667 cities across the globe were identified. Using a convolutional neural network (CNN) modelling
approach based on ‘Inception V3’ architecture [12], we identified whether cities could be correctly
classified as being from their actual (ground truth) location. Each map was of approximately 400m
x 400m size and contained representation of road networks, public transport networks, green space
(e.g., parks and reserves) and blue space (water bodies). Details of the approach including the
calibration of the stages are described in Thompson et al [10].
Once classification of cities to their ground truth location was completed, a graph of the
confusion matrix produced by the CNN was created that represented nodes (cities) connected
by vertices that represented cities occasionally mistaken for one another in the CNN process. A
modularity analysis (similar to a cluster analysis) was then performed on the graph to isolate groups
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of cities among the 1667 that were regularly misclassified (i.e., confused for one another). This
process produced a set of nine major city design types. Table 10.1 describes the nine city designs,
a brief description of the design and lists the proportion of cities that fall within the respective city
designs. The majority (64%) of low- and middle-income countries and their respective cities, fall
within the city design Informal and Irregular; city designs with informal road infrastructure and
limited public transit. In contrast, many cities from high income countries were classified under city
designs described as either the Motor City and or Intense city design characterised either by high
capacity road networks or high-density road networks and high public transit (see Figure 10.4).
Clearly not all cities in a country have the same design. Figure 10.5 illustrates the variation in
city design within a country. The proportion of city design types within a country are based on
the results of the convolutional neural network analysis. It is evident there is considerable variation
in city designs within some countries and absolutely no variation in other countries. For example,
there is considerable variation among cities in Vietnam with 4 city designs identified and similarly
in China. In contrast, cities within Sweden, Switzerland, Norway, Ireland and Denmark only fall
within one city design namely, the High Transit city design, which reflects urban form that is
However,
the classification
of nineformal
city designs
is limitedand
to the
four
landtransport.
use characteristics
medium
density
with high capacity
road networks
high
public
The opportunity
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using objective
datagoogle
from standardised
maps highlights
that
could be systematically
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from the
maps. Nonetheless,
these the
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theland
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elements particularly in the context of pandemics whereby highly integrated public transit systems
can escalate the transmission of infectious diseases.

TABLE 10.1

Tableof
1: city
Typesdesign
of cityand
design
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of cities
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under
each
design
Types
theand
proportion
of cities
classified
under
each
design
Type of City
Design

Description

Informal

Sparse, low capacity informal road infrastructure, limited rail
transport, low formal green space
High green space, mixed formal and informal infrastructure, few
high capacity road networks, limited mass transit
Medium density, formal low and high capacity road networks,
medium railed transport

Irregular
Large Blocks
Cul-de-sac
High-Transit
Motor city
Chequerboard
Intense
Sparse

Very high density, low capacity mixed formal and informal road
networks, low mass transit.
Medium density, high capacity, formal road networks, high public
transport
Medium to low density, high capacity, grid-based, road networks,
medium railed transport
High density, medium capacity mixed formal and informal road
networks, medium public transport
Very high density, mixed formal high capacity and informal road
networks, high public transport
Low capacity, low density formal and informal road networks, low
public transport

Cities classified in
the design (%, N)
23% (365 cities)
21% (311 cities)
9% (146 cities)
1% (26 cities)
10% (163 cities)
10% (158 cities)
16% (257 cities)
1% (22 cities)
9% (142 cities)
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Confusion Matrix Produced by the Convolutional Neural Network
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Relationship Between City Design and COVID-19

As the COVID-19 pandemic enters its 9 month and many countries such as Australia are grappling
with a second wave of outbreaks, important public health responses to mitigate the transmission
particularly managing public transit and boarder control both between cities and countries are
of increasing importance. Understanding which city designs (if any) are likely to increase the
propensity to mitigate transmission is of utmost importance. Given the characteristics of the
nine city designs, one might expect that cities that are categorised under the following designs
as particularly vulnerable for increased transmission especially if the government response is not
proactive namely; Large Block, High Transit, Chequerboard and Intense city designs; these designs
have higher population densities along with greater density of road and public transit.
While the relationship of city designs that include reference to road and public transport
networks bears a logical relationship to rates of road trauma across countries, the extent to
which city design contributes to communicable disease is less certain. It could be hypothesised
that a higher proportion of public transit infrastructure and consequent use might lead to greater
likelihood of close contact between individuals and person-to-person transmission. Alternatively,
the proportion of public transit may be less important than population density in the city, which
could determine how close citizens may be forced together on any given day. Finally, it may be
these factors are ultimately less important than the timing and intensity of public health and social
policies (e.g., stay at home orders) that promote social distancing and limit the potential negative
impact of features associated with compact city design – features we have increasingly come to
associate with good rather than poor health [13].
To investigate the relationship between city design features and COVID-19, we took an available
subset of cities and assessed, up to the time that initial ‘stay at home’ orders were implemented,
an array of factors against the mean growth in COVID-19 cases for each city. We considered the
following factors: i) the proportion of each city’s land-area dedicated to railed public transit, ii) the
proportion of each city’s land-area dedicated to road networks, iii) the recorded population density
of each city in persons per km2 , iv) the mean block size of each city, v) the regularity of each city’s
blocks (e.g., how ‘square’ they are), and vi) the timing of implementation of initial ‘stay-at home’
orders for each city. This last factor is important to consider alongside the characteristics of city
design in order to understand the growth (or decline) in COVID-19 cases under a relatively ‘natural’
or unmitigated scenario, before the implementation of stringent public health policy measures that
might otherwise restrict the free movement and interaction of city residents.
A total of 220 cities from the original list of 1667 were selected. This was the total number of
cities for which individual daily cases for COVID-19 data were available at the time of writing.
Given the reduced number of cities available for analysis across city designs we restricted our
analysis to the measured characteristics of images from within these cities as described above,
rather than describing associations with city design types.
Across the selected cities, sixty-three cities were excluded due to missing data across one or
more of the factors described above hence, a total of 157 cities were analysed. The findings from the
analysis highlighted that a city’s design across public transit infrastructure, road infrastructure,
block size, and block regularity were not associated with the rates of COVID-19 case growth.
Importantly, the findings pointed to a city’s population density as significantly associated with
case growth albeit, a negative relationship indicating that cities with higher population densities
were associated with lower reported case growth from the time the initial case was reported to the
first stay-at-home orders. Similarly, days taken between initial case identification and stay-at-home
orders were also negatively associated with mean case growth over time.
Focusing on individual cities and regions included in this analysis provides some insight into
why both population density and extended delays to the instigation of stay-at-home orders appear
negatively associated with the cases of COVID-19. Many cities with high population density are
located within countries that also had long delays between identification of their first COVID-19
case and the instigation of stay-at-home orders including those in Japan, Vietnam, Thailand and
the city-state of Singapore (see Figure 10.6). This delay does not infer increased transmission as
these countries have touted effective control of COVID-19 infections through means other than
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economic and stay-at-home orders including mass testing, mask-wearing, hygiene promotion, and
rapid contact tracing.

FIGURE 10.6
Total reported cases vs stay-at-home restriction levels, days after first recorded case
As a consequence, our assumption that city designs that reflect extensive road infrastructure,
public transit systems and high population densities might exacerbate the transmission of
COVID-19, does not hold in its entirety. It appears, that only high population density is associated
with COVID-19 cases although it highlights that the densely populated cities have reduced cases of
COVID-19. From this cursory analysis, the threat posed by extensive transport systems and highly
populated cities is less than first imagined and, is at least not as important factor as the public
health orders deployed by city and government institutions to mitigate transmission of COVID-19.

10.4

Conclusion

As highlighted in the chapter, in the early stages of the pandemic, a comprehensive public health
response including closing-down the transport systems in response to the rising cases of infection
was necessary; this was certainly the situation in China. Similar responses were instituted across
the globe albeit at varying time periods. In this chapter we explored, using mapping techniques,
the role of city designs in the transmission of COVID-19 with the likelihood of cities with extensive
public transit and high densities (described in this chapter as High Transit cities) having an increase
propensity for transmission.
Despite being able to classify cities into distinct designs based on a combination of spatial
characteristics and methods of artificial intelligence, when the city designs were assessed against
the number of COVID-19 cases, the design of the city was not associated with the likely number
of COVID-19 cases observed but rather high population densities and longer times to initiate
stay-at-home orders reduced the COVID-19 cases observed.
What the findings in this chapter points to is that whatever the potential threats posed by cities
with high population densities, extensive public transit or smaller block sizes with respect to the
transmission of COVID-19, their effects are not dominant over the comprehensive implementation
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of social or public health interventions. This is not to say that living conditions in individual
neighbourhoods, highly utilised public transit networks, or other city features might not provide
circumstances for more ready transmission of communicable disease between individuals, but rather,
that the evidence is not strong that city design is the primary driver. One alternate explanation
to what is observed here is that what we are seeing reflects community resilience. Community
resilience is the ability of communities/cities to respond positively to crises such as the pandemic.
Countries/cities that responded comprehensively (and not necessarily promptly) to the threat of
COVID-19 by instituting appropriate public health responses (as described in this chapter), see
rapid declines in the rate of infections. This points to the role that good governance and community
resilience can play when faced with emergencies such as a pandemic.
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Sensing Community Resilience Using Social Media
Felicia N. Huang, Kelly Lim, Evan Sidhi and Belinda Yuen

This chapter discusses social media use and community resilience development during
the COVID-19 pandemic in Singapore. Although around one in four Singapore residents
are Twitter users, little is known about their attitudes and sentiments or the roles
that social media fulfils in supporting community resilience during a pandemic. The
chapter investigates how social media affects citizens’ self-resilience capacities during
various stages of the COVID-19 pandemic evolution, in particular, in terms of
information gathering, information dissemination, information exchange, collaborative
problem-solving, coping and promotion of connectedness in order to derive opportunities
and challenges for community resilience building. More than a tool for collaborative
problem-solving, Twitter is used to coordinate top-down community response and promote
connectedness. Geo-tagged data analysis suggests that different regional characteristics do
not lead to difference in community resilience efforts across Singapore. Singapore, as a
nation, works together as a community in fighting the pandemic.

11.1

Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has unleashed unprecedented disruption to economy and society. In its
wake, COVID-19 related posts on social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube
have increased. Publicly accessible data posted on social media platforms by users around the world
are increasingly used by researchers to quickly identify the main thoughts, attitudes, and feelings
surrounding COVID-19 [1]. The scientific community has reported the potential effects of mass
isolation on an individual’s well-being, and mental health [2, 3]. Yet, there is little or no discussion
on the use of social media to sense community resilience during the COVID-19 pandemic.
This study aims to fill this knowledge gap and sense community resilience during the COVID-19
pandemic in Singapore by examining tweets with the SGUnited hashtag. This study validates
the use of #SGUnited tweets to study how community resilience evolves during the COVID-19
pandemic in Singapore. Additionally, it demonstrates the importance of the Singaporean online
community, especially the grassroot communities, to spread community resilience. Results reveal
that pandemic increases community resilience, especially in the prelude and the aftermath of a
severe lockdown. During a strict lockdown, community resilience is high, but an opposing current
of negativities, anxieties, and self-concerns is also high, with potential to undermine group unity if
not addressed well. Geographical characteristics of different regions in Singapore are reflected into
the content of the tweets. Analysis shows that regional characteristics do not lead to differences in
community resilience efforts across Singapore, perhaps because of its small land area (721 sq km)
and high population density (7821 persons per sq km).
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11.2
11.2.1

Sensing Community Resilience Using Social Media

Previous Research
Community Resilience During Disasters

Much has been written about the definition of community resilience [4]. Suffice to summarise that
community resilience is the ability of a society to cope with and rebound in the face of adverse events
or crisis [5, 6]. Understandably, communities with high resilience are usually able to bounce back
quickly from adversity and building resilience is often connected with building strong communities
[7]. Even though state institutions are important, a community’s citizens and public awareness
of and responsibility for managing local disaster are critical to sustaining and increasing national
resilience in disasters.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the scientific community has increasingly reported on
individual well-being, including the potential effects of mass isolation on mental health [2, 3]. Prime,
Wade, and Browne [8] discuss the literature on past adversities that have affected populations,
such as natural and man-made disasters and recessions, to illustrate numerous aspects in which
the well-being of children and families can be at risk during COVID-19.
While resilience exists at the individual and family level, it also occurs at societal level. Vinkers
et al. [9] discuss the importance of resilience at both the individual and societal level during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Kimhi et al. [10] explore the contribution of community resilience towards
decreasing or enhancing anxiety and depression during the pandemic among members of Israel’s
Jewish and Arab communities.

11.2.2

Community Resilience and Social Media

Social media has become an integral part of many people’s everyday lives. It is not surprising
that social media is widely used in emergency scenarios. Social networking can influence citizens’
self-reliance in the event of a crisis by providing avenues for getting quick and reliable information
that reduces uncertainty [11]. Other studies suggest that the public rely on a mix of formal and
informal information sources to seek information when using social media during disasters [12,
13]. More specifically, research on the use of Twitter in an emergency context reveals emergency
information diffusion of retweets and private messages [14, 15], and information sharing behaviours
on Twitter during disasters [16, 17].
Riding on the rapid growth of COVID-19 content on social media, researchers have been using
social media to identify the main thoughts, attitudes, and feelings surrounding COVID-19. Li
et al. [18] sampled and analysed Weibo posts to explore the impacts of COVID-19 on people’s
mental health. Su et al. [19] accessed Weibo and Twitter posts to examine and compare the impact
of COVID-19 lockdown on individuals’ psychological states in China and Italy. Park et al. [20]
investigated information transmission networks and news-sharing behaviours regarding COVID-19
on Twitter in Korea. Budhwani and Sun [21] assessed if there was an increase in the prevalence
and frequency of the phrases ‘Chinese virus’ and ‘China virus’ on Twitter after the 16 March 2020
US presidential reference of this term.
Aside from country-specific studies, others have interrogated worldwide trends. Lwin et al. [22]
examined worldwide trends of four emotions—fear, anger, sadness, and joy—and the narratives
underlying those emotions during the COVID-19 pandemic. Abd-Alrazaq et al. [1] identified the
main topics posted by Twitter users globally during the COVID-19 pandemic, from 2 February
to 15 March 2020. They observed the need for proactive social media monitoring to address the
spread of fake news and misinformation on social media.
Social media is not just popular among the community. Rufai and Bunce [23] explored the role of
Twitter as used by the Group of Seven (G7) world leaders in response to COVID-19. Chen, Lerman,
and Ferrara [24] developed a multilingual COVID-19 Twitter dataset that other researchers can
use while Mackey et al. [25] detected and characterized user-generated conversations that could be
associated with COVID-19-related symptoms. So far, however, no existing study has used social
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media to explore community resilience during the pandemic. In the pages that follow, we will use
Twitter data to sense community resilience in Singapore during the COVID-19 pandemic.

11.2.3

Singapore Community Resilience During COVID-19 Pandemic

Singapore won praise from the World Health Organisation for its early response to dealing with
COVID-19 pandemic without the need for enforced lockdowns [26]. Even after the migrant worker
dormitory cases emerged and circuit breaker (lockdown) enforced, Singapore’s COVID-19 pandemic
response has been swift and fatality is generally low [27]. Singapore’s success is, however, not unique.
Epidemiologists universally acknowledge that communities in Asia including Hong Kong SAR,
South Korea, Taiwan, and Vietnam have been more successful than the United States and most
European countries in ‘flattening the curve’ and limiting the spread of the COVID-19 virus among
its populations [28]. Some have attributed this to cultural traits such as the collectivist Confucian
mindset internalized among Asian societies that prioritise social unity, group goals and greater good
of the community over individual desires [28]. Creating social cohesion is important to community
resilience [29].
In February 2020, Singapore has launched SGUnited campaign to encourage the population to
work together and overcome the challenges arising from the pandemic. The clarion call is to ‘stay
safe, stay strong and stay united’. In early February 2020, the prime minister and other members
of the government advocated using #SGUnited, that soon gained traction in the social media. The
timeline of how the COVID-19 outbreak in Singapore had evolved from 1 January to 30 June 2020
is summarised:
• Imported Phase (1 January – 3 February 2020). During the imported phase, imported
COVID-19 cases increasingly entered Singapore. The first confirmed case was reported on 23
January, a tourist from Wuhan [30]. The first confirmed case involving a Singaporean was
confirmed on 31 January, a Singaporean returning from Wuhan [31].
• Early Local Cluster Phase (4 February – 23 March 2020). During this phase, local clusters
and transmission developed. The first cluster of local transmission was reported on 4 February
at Yong Thai Hang, a shop that mainly served Chinese tourists [32].
• Stronger Measure Phase (24 March – 6 April 2020). During this phase, the number of cases
began to rise exponentially around the world. Singaporean overseas were encouraged to return
[33], causing a spike in imported cases. This spike signalled a new phase in Singapore’s fight
against COVID-19. Various safe distancing measures and travel restrictions were introduced.
Singapore registered 1,000 cases on 1 April [34].
• Circuit Breaker (Lockdown) Initial Phase (7 April – 20 April 2020). During this
phase, the government of Singapore introduced the Circuit Breaker, an elevated set of safe
distancing measure to pre-empt the trend of increasing local transmission of COVID-19 [35].
The exponential increase was caused by infection among migrant workers living in dormitories.
The first dormitory cluster was identified on 30 March, with four infections at S11 dormitory
[36]. Cases quickly ballooned to 4,427 on 16 April, 60% of which were migrant workers [34].
• Circuit Breaker Tightened Phase (21 April – 11 May 2020). The exponential increase in
cases did not slow down. On 21 April, the prime minister announced tighter measures to the
Circuit Breaker period, to further reduce the transmission of COVID-19. He also announced
that the Circuit Breaker period would be extended by another four weeks until 1 June 2020
[37].
• Circuit Breaker Relaxed Phase (12 May – 1 June 2020). On 2 May, the Multi-Ministry
COVID-19 Taskforce announced that it would ease some of the tighter circuit breaker measures
in the coming weeks. Particularly from 12 May, a significant number of retail and businesses
were allowed to resume operation [38].
• Safe Reopening Phase NG Phase (2 June – 30 June 2020). As the daily number of
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new community cases had declined significantly and the dormitory situation had stabilized,
Singapore exited the Circuit Breaker on 1 June 2020 [39].

11.3
11.3.1

Methods
Data Collection

#SGUnited was used as a proxy for resilience tweets. Tweets with the #SGUnited were collected
using the Twitter Standard Search API from the start of the project, in mid-April to 30 June 2020.
Twitter users’ information were extracted from the tweets collected. Overall, there were 5,784 users.
Their tweets since 1 January 2020 were then scraped using the Twitter Timeline API. The Twitter
Timeline API was less restrictive than the Twitter Standard Search API. Finally, all the tweets
with #SGUnited were filtered. We collected 17,367 tweets from 1 January 2020 to 30 June 2020,
of which 1,011 were geolocated tweets.

11.3.2

Data Pre-Processing

Punctuation marks and stop words such as ‘an’ and ‘the’ were removed from the tweets.
Furthermore, various forms of the same word (e.g. travels, traveling, and travel’s) were lemmatized
by converting them to the main word (e.g. travel) using the WordNetLemmatizer module of the
Natural Language Toolkit Python library. Following the terms and conditions, terms of use, and
privacy policies of Twitter, all data were anonymized and were not reported verbatim to any third
party.

11.3.3

Data Analysis

Five types of analysis were performed on the tweets to understand different aspects of resilience:
(a) frequency count and analysis of popular information sources, (b) topic extraction, (c) sentiment
analysis, (d) pronoun analysis, and (e) geospatial analysis.
The frequency of #SGUnited tweets and retweets was analysed according to the earlier
mentioned COVID-19 evolution timeline. Then, popular users and influencers were extracted from
two popularity measures. The first popularity measure was based on the number of tweets a user
posted that were retweeted by others. The second popularity measure was based on the number of
retweets that a user received for his/her tweets.
Sentiment and pronoun analyses were performed to discover how and when tweets were used to
create a venue for collaborative problem solving and promotion of connectedness. Pronouns were
calculated by listing them and finding them in the tweets. First person singular pronouns included
‘I’, ‘me’, ‘my’, and ‘mine’. First person plural pronouns included ‘we’, ‘us’, ‘our’, ‘ours’. Second
person pronouns included ‘you’, ‘your’, and ‘yours’. Third person singular pronouns were ‘he’, ‘him’,
‘his’, ‘she’, ‘her’, ‘hers’, ‘it’, ‘its’. Lastly, third person plural pronouns were ‘they’, ‘them’, ‘theirs’.
Sentiment scores (ascription of positive or negative emotional valence) were given to tweets using
Vader library in Python.
Topic modelling technique, specifically the TwitterLDA [40], was used to extract topics from
tweets. Topic distribution in a day would identify popular topics from the tweets. The topics were
visualized using R library LDAViz [41]. Tableau was used for visualization of other graphs.
There were 1,011 geolocated tweets. Eliminating the ones that were in other countries, and that
were too generic (i.e. only mention Singapore), 840 tweets remained for analysis. Of these, 442
tweets had geocoordinate points, whereas the rest only had polygon coordinates that showed in
which of the five Singapore regions they belonged to: North, East, West, North East, or Central.
Topics of the tweets of each region were extracted to discover the topics discussed at each region.
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11.4

Results

The examination of how social media affects citizens’ self-resilience capacities during various
stages of the COVID-19 pandemic evolution involved three areas: (1) how social media affected
self-resilience in terms of information gathering, dissemination, and exchange; (2) how social
media affected self-resilience in terms of collaborative problem solving, coping, and promotion
of connectedness; and (3) whether social media showed any regional-specific community resilience.

11.4.1

Information Gathering, Dissemination, and Exchange During
the COVID-19 Pandemic

According to Bruns and Liang [42], Twitter is particularly suitable for crisis communication.
With its flat and flexible communicative structures, any visitor can access public tweets. Such
communicative structure facilitates fast, and large-scale collection of information [43]. Particularly
during major events, the follower-followee relationships can lead to emergent social properties at a
macro-scale, which are driven by a bottom-up self-organization of information [44], thus providing
unique access to information deemed important by the community. Additionally, Twitter is a
persistent source of data about individual responses to a disaster within a community, establishing
Twitter as a valuable tool for measuring disaster resilience across communities [45]. The exploration
into how Twitter, as a medium of information gathering, dissemination, and exchange, affects the
capacities of community resilience in Singapore during the COVID-19 pandemic involves reviewing
the intensity of information gathering and dissemination at various stages of the pandemic, the
topic of information exchanged, and popular information sources.

11.4.1.1

Tweets Intensity at Various Stages of the Pandemic

Social media provides clear opportunities for two-way crisis communication between authorities,
media and citizens [46]. This two-way communication helps to build community resilience by
providing emergency information and facilitating community response and recovery [47]. Intensity
of tweets during various stages of pandemic is analysed to discover at which stages are the crisis
communication information exchanges among Singaporeans most prevalent.
The number of tweets, and retweets appears to follow closely the COVID-19 phases in Singapore
(Table 11.1). Intensity of tweets gained momentum during the implementation of stronger measure
when the global and national infected cases increased (Figure 11.1). The intensity reached its peak
during the Circuit Breaker tightened measure period following the emergence of dormitory clusters
in Singapore that created an upsurge of national infected cases. As the number of cases stabilized,
the government relaxed the lockdown measures and the number of tweets also seemed to decline.

TABLE 11.1
The number of tweets and retweets across different phases of COVID-19
Phase

Date

Imported
Early local clusters
Stronger measure
Circuit Breaker initial
Circuit Breaker tightened
Circuit Breaker relaxed
Safe reopening

1 Jan – 3 Feb
4 Feb – 12 Mar
13 Mar – 6 Apr
7 Apr – 20 Apr
21 Apr – 11 May
12 May – 1 Jun
2 Jun – 30 Jun

No.
of
Tweets
6
563
4,241
2,575
6,102
2,930
2,516

No.
of
Retweets
0
683
1,226
1,069
3,670
1,457
1,236

Sum SG
Daily
Infected
18
492
866
6,649
15,808
11,505
8,884

The results follow previous studies of Twitter showing that during natural hazards, there is
a gradual increase in tweet intensity with hazard proximity [46]. The suggestion is that Twitter
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presents a disaster communication platform that provides essential information during crucial times
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic in Singapore. But unlike natural disaster, where there is an
objective definition of hazard, there is no objective definition of hazard during a pandemic. In our
results, hazard is equated with strict lockdown, and the highest number of infected cases. But the
current pandemic is protracted with no cure insight yet, the “strict lockdown” definition may not
be the same for all countries, and no one can really predict whether the number of infected cases
has reached a tipping point. Future studies can investigate whether hazard during a pandemic has
a universally accepted objective measure.

FIGURE 11.1
Community resilience tweets by phase and number of national infected cases, 1 January to 30 June
2020

11.4.1.2

Popular Topics and Tweets

Disasters are inherent with a high degree of uncertainty and the perception of severe threat
[48]. The central characteristics, functions, and applications of social media in disaster relate to
social convergence to provide support and information sharing to reduce uncertainty [11]. On
Twitter, people spread information that they feel or know to be newsworthy through retweeting
notwithstanding the possibility of fake news [44].
In Table 11.2, the top two topics in #SGUnited tweets are listed; topic definition can be found
on Table 11.3. Here’s how the table should be read. For example, during the imported phase, topic
24 (lifestyle and leisure) becomes the most discussed topic for three days, and topic 10 (COVID
transmission and test) is the most discussed topic for a day. In total, during the imported phase,
there are four days where tweets with #SGUnited are found. During the period, topic 11 (estate
economy) is the second most discussed topic for two days, while topic 24 (lifestyle and leisure), and
topic 0 (youth, global, and national unity) are the second most discussed topic for a day.
For Singapore, during the COVID-19 pandemic, the community seemed to focus on accessing
Twitter to get and exchange information relating to lifestyle and leisure (Table 11.2). For most of
the days throughout the six-month period, topic 24 (lifestyle and leisure) was the first or second
most discussed topic. Topic 24 communicated information exchange about lifestyle changes that
were crucial to curb the pandemic spread, e.g. promotional message of online products that were
advertised to help fight viruses, different new safeguarding efforts on travel in public transport,
guidelines for the wearing of masks, and introduction to the ‘soaper 5’. Singapore introduced the
concept of soaper 5 (Wipe Up Wilson, Super Soaper Soffy, Virus Screener Varun, Hands Down
Hana, and Mask Up Mei Mei) to help little children build a new lifestyle habit in the midst of the
pandemic.
Besides being a tool to promote new lifestyle changes, Twitter was also a popular platform
to promote positivity, and connectedness. For example, during the Stronger Measure phase, the
ClapforSGUnited event on 30 March 2020 [49] was accompanied with an increase in topic 2
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(appreciation for frontliners) and topic 18 (appreciation for healthcare workers) including retweets
(Figure 11.2). These topics became the second most discussed topic for a few days during the
Stronger Measure phase. Similarly, during the Circuit Breaker tightened phase, SingforSG event saw
an increase in topic 0 (youth, national, and global unity), and topic 2 (appreciation for frontliners)
discussion on Twitter. SingforSg event was created by MediaCorp (a media and entertainment
group), inviting Singaporeans to take part in a nationwide singalong to promote unity during
COVID-19. The results highlighted the importance of large-scale fun events at the national level
to promote a sense of community unity on Twitter. Not only did these events create an increase in
retweets during the event days, but also a few days following the event.

TABLE 11.2
Top two most discussed topics during COVID-19
Phase

Date

Topic

No. of Days the
Topic was the
1st /2nd Most
Discussed Topic

Imported
Early local clusters

1 Jan – 3 Feb
4 Feb – 12 Mar

Stronger measure

13 Mar – 6 Apr

Circuit Breaker initial
Circuit Breaker tightened

7 Apr – 20 Apr
21 Apr – 11 May

Circuit Breaker relaxed

12 May – 1 Jun

Safe reopening

2 Jun – 30 Jun

24, 10
24, 0, 10, 4,
7, 14, 15, 2,
3, 8, 20, 21
24, 19, 22, 5,
2, 15, 11,
18, 17
24, 9, 8, 19
24, 5, 21, 0,
7, 10, 15, 4, 2
24, 3, 16, 1,
13, 11
24, 1, 5, 10,
13, 0, 6, 17
21, 22

3, 1
19, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 1,
1, 1, 1, 1
15, 2, 2, 1,
1, 1, 1,
1, 1
10, 2, 1, 1
10, 2, 2, 2,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1
13, 3, 2, 1
1, 1
15, 2, 2, 2,
2, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1

11, 24, 0
24, 21, 7, 5,
10, 2, 0, 15, 3,
8, 11, 1, 18, 19
24, 18, 5, 7,
2, 17, 19, 11
0, 4
24, 21, 9, 19,
8, 5, 17, 15
24, 21, 12, 23,
5, 7, 3, 9
21, 19, 24, 14,
16, 1, 5, 15,
4, 22, 17
24, 6, 22, 5,
21, 17, 19, 7,
10, 14, 12, 20

2, 1, 1
12, 5, 4, 3,
2, 2, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1
6, 5, 3, 3,
2, 2, 1, 1
1, 1
4, 4, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 1
7, 6, 2, 2,
1, 1, 1, 1
5, 4, 3, 2,
1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1
7, 4, 3, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2,
1, 1, 1, 1

The first most discussed topic

The second most discussed topic
Imported
Early local clusters

1 Jan – 3 Feb
4 Feb – 12 Mar

Stronger measure

13 Mar – 6 Apr

Circuit Breaker initial

7 Apr – 20 Apr

Circuit Breaker tightened

21 Apr – 11 May

Circuit Breaker relaxed

12 May – 1 Jun

Safe reopening

2 Jun – 30 Jun

Note: Refer to Table 11.3 for topic definition.
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TABLE 11.3
LDA generated topics
Topic 0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
Topic 4
Topic 5
Topic 6
Topic 7
Topic 8
Topic 9
Topic 10
Topic 11

youth, national,
and global unity
tourism, and
daily entertainment
frontliners
appreciation for
stay-home
stay-home and cooking
live updates and livestream

Topic 12

COVID-19 cases

Topic 13

safe reopening

Topic 14

food delivery
and cooking
webinar, and
digital tech
religious celebration
and Brompton bike
dengue,
and Malay words
appreciation for
healthcare workers
video and
radio broadcast
stay positive

Topic 15
Topic 16

jobs, companies,
and industries
fitness and health

Topic 17

education and
job training
domestic life and
foreign worker
circuit breaker
and lockdown
COVID-19 transmission
and test
estate economy

Topic 19

Topic 18

Topic 20
Topic 21
Topic 22
Topic 23
Topic 24

public holiday
nature, and relaxing
art, innovation,
and nation rebuilding
Ramadhan
lifestyle, and leisure

FIGURE 11.2
Number of retweets
Similar to the discovery by Vicari et al. [43] for disaster, our data showed that Twitter was
primarily used as a means to disseminate warnings and behaviour guidelines during the pandemic.
On Table 11.2, topic 9 (Circuit Breaker) became the most discussed topic on Twitter for a few days
during the Circuit Breaker initial phase. This topic contributed to a high number of retweets (See
Figure 11.2). Two weeks into the Circuit Breaker, on 21 April, the prime minister announced the
extension of the Circuit Breaker. This announcement circulated widely on Twitter (Figure 11.2).
The circuit breaker extension caused topic 9 (Circuit Breaker) to appear as the second highest
ranked topic for a day during the Circuit Breaker Tightened phase (Table 11.2). During important
milestones of the pandemic, Twitter provided an additional channel (besides traditional media like
newspaper, radio and television) to announce important measures, specifically the Circuit Breaker.
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By posting circuit breaker announcements on Twitter, #SGUnited tweets and retweets offered a
glimpse into how social media could provide emergency intelligence through crowdsourcing, and
boost the coordination of community response and recovery, lending evidence to how social media
could be used to help build community resilience [47].
Festivals and national holidays also contributed to an increase in information dissemination
on Twitter, i.e. retweets, during the pandemic. During the Circuit Breaker tightened period,
Muslims in Singapore started their month of fasting. The event created an increase in retweets
on 25 April (Figure 11.2) and topic 23 (Ramadhan, the fasting month and related activities) also
became the second most discussed topic for a few days during the Circuit Breaker tightened period
(Table 11.2). On 1 May, tweets about Labour Day (a public holiday) celebration spread widely on
Twitter, inducing an increase in retweets (Figure 11.2). In consequence, topic 21 (public holiday,
and relaxing activities) became the most discussed topics for a few days during the Circuit Breaker
tightened period (Table 11.2). Besides expressing happiness during public holidays, messages during
those days were also accompanied with resilience messages, such as encouraging words, a call for
fundraising, and volunteerism. Festivals nurture community resilience through the sharing of values,
interests, and traditions central to the host community [50]. The finding suggests that national
holidays and festivals could be utilized to spread positive messages on social media as community
cohesion increases during those days.
Our topic results seemed to be quite different from previous research. Abd-Alrazaq et al. [1]
in their study of COVID-19-related tweets between 2 February and 15 March 2020 discovered
that the five most discussed topics were deaths, fear, travel bans, economic losses, and panic
buying. Generally, these tweets were largely negative. Currently, there was no previous research
that specifically addressed the most discussed topics about COVID-19 in Singapore. Our analysis
on tweets with #SGUnited revealed that the COVID-19 and related tweets were mostly positive
and concentrated on introducing measures and lifestyle changes. This could be due to the content
of postings introduced on #SGUnited. For example, during the stronger measure phase of the
COVID-19, travel ban and advisory were introduced by the Singapore government but, the tweets
with #SGUnited that were most widely disseminated during that phase were not about travel ban,
but about encouragement, the Clap for SG activity.
Previous research on the use of Twitter for nurturing community resilience is usually focused
on natural disaster. In these studies, Twitter mostly works as an early warning system [11, 43–45].
Requests for help and information on disaster recovery are also posted on Twitter, improving the
lines of communication, thus enhancing self-resilience of citizens [11]. The community resilience
fingerprints during natural disasters are largely related to ecological and infrastructure categories
[45]. But, COVID-19 pandemic appears to have a different pathway from natural disaster.
Unlike natural disaster, the COVID-19 pandemic is protracted. Local communities need to
be ready for the next waves, as long as there is no cure yet for the pandemic and the incidence
and deaths related to COVID-19 continue to rise within the global community. In Singapore,
through #SGUnited, Twitter is being used as an early warning system for the pandemic as well
as for introducing and encouraging lifestyle changes in the community, which are important to
sustaining the care and safety of the community. In consequence, lifestyle topic takes the majority
of conversations on Twitter.

11.4.1.3

Popular Information Sources

Influential actors including heroes, and role models are important stakeholders during a disaster
[43]. They can play an active role in nurturing community resilience through social media. Table
11.4 lists the top 20 popular users who were retweeted. They include government representatives,
citizens, influencers, and private entities.
The most widely retweeted users appeared to be citizens while other entities (e.g. mainstream
journalism) appeared to be the most likely retweeted users (Table 11.4). Postings from government
entities are likely to be retweeted, and they are widely retweeted as well. Since citizens are more
widely retweeted, the importance of building community resilience at the grassroots level should not
be underestimated. That is, bottom-up activism is as equally important as a top-down directive in
responding to the pandemic. Additionally, other non-governmental entities, especially online news
portals, as the most likely retweeted users offer great options to encourage the implementation of
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top-down directives as their messages are highly likely to gain traction. In sum, official information
dissemination by the government agencies though important, may not be sufficient on its own
during a pandemic; the process could be complemented by both citizens and other entities like
mainstream journalism to further support information exchange and promote connectedness.

TABLE 11.4
Top 20 popular users by popularity measure and user category
User Category

Government
(government departments
and individuals like prime
minister and ministers)
Other Entities (e.g.
mainstream journalism
business and private sector)
Citizens
Influencer (e.g. individuals
with social media following)

11.4.2

Popularity Measure
Based on how widely
they are retweeted
6

Based on how
likely they get
retweeted
6

5

9

8
1

4
1

20

20

Promotion of Connectedness and Collaborative Problem Solving

Singaporeans generally appeared positive during the pandemic. There were more positive tweets
than negative tweets (Figure 11.3). Nevertheless, a handful of negative tweets still existed. Their
frequency generally did not fluctuate and remained low, and flat throughout. One exception
was seen during the Circuit Breaker tightening phase where there was a surge of negative
tweets alongside the positive tweets. Negative tweets could erode the promotion of connectedness
during the pandemic. Most of the negative tweets were complaints about government institutes
and government-imposed measures. Some of the tweets expressed dissatisfaction with how the
government handled the COVID-19 situation. Some of the tweets complained about having to wear
mask on the mass rapid transit system. There were also tweets that complained about racism.

FIGURE 11.3
Positive and negative tweets from 1 January to 30 June 2020
The results of the pronouns analysis agreed with the results of the sentiment analysis. As
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shown on Table 11.5 and Figure 11.4, during the Circuit Breaker tightened phase, although there
was a prevalence of the first-person plural pronoun (‘we’), first-person singular pronouns (‘I’) also
increased a lot as compared to other periods. The first-person singular pronoun suggested selfishness
and attention to the self [51]. Yet, during the circuit breaker initial phase, and safe reopening phase,
the number of first-person plural pronoun (‘we’) were significantly higher than first-person singular
pronoun (‘I’). The results seemed to indicate that during the prelude and the aftermath of a
hazard (lockdown), community unity was higher than individual concern. However, during the
lockdown, community unity was accompanied by negative emotions and individual concerns. The
implication is that the city and community need to be very vigilant during the lockdown (a hazard)
because individual anger, exasperation, and selfishness could easily build up and spread. Top-down
directives and bottom-up activism could be employed to boost positivity, hope, and bonding during
such times.

TABLE 11.5
Total number of different pronouns
Pronoun
First Person Singular
First Person Plural
Second Person
Third Person Singular
Third Person Plural

Total
3,592
12,581
5,182
3,348
2,188

FIGURE 11.4
Number of tweets and different pronouns throughout different phases of the pandemic
As first-person plural pronoun (‘we’) in a sentence indicates unity [51], 119 tweets with the
highest number of first-person plural pronoun (‘we’) were further analysed to discover the types of
collaborative problem solving and promotion of connectedness done through Twitter. The top three
messages with the highest community unity markers (the word ‘we’), were about the promotion of
connectedness (64%), namely, expressing appreciation for healthcare workers, urging fellow citizens
to follow COVID-19 preventive measures, and sharing positivity and words of encouragement (Table
11.6). Our results agree with previous research that social media is useful to offer help, ask for help,
and aid in recovery services [11]. During the pandemic when job losses, wage cuts and economic
contraction are being experienced by many citizens, Twitter users used the platform to request
for donation, sharing new job and volunteer opportunities. For example, crowd wisdom provided
solutions for unemployed persons and small businesses by posting job opportunities and rallying
people to help and support small businesses.
The ability of social media to connect people through time and space enhances collaborative
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problem-solving and citizens’ ability to cope and make sense of the situation, particularly in a
highly ambiguous social context [11, 52]. However, collaborative problem-solving occupies less than
50% of the communication on Twitter. Mostly, the bulk of the communication revolves around
the promotion of connectedness including spreading positivity and urging fellow citizens to follow
rules.

TABLE 11.6
Tweets with high number of first-person plural pronouns
Category
Appreciation for frontline, and healthcare workers
Urging fellow citizens to strictly follow measures
Sharing positivity
Sharing information
Selling product/service
Requesting donation or other support
New COVID-related job opportunities
Encouraging citizens to support small businesses
Volunteer opportunities
Complains about government measures

11.4.3

Total
32
27
17
16
10
8
4
3
1
1

Percentage
27%
23%
14%
13%
8%
7%
3%
3%
1%
1%

Regional-Specific Community Resilience

Community resilience concepts apply best to place-based communities, i.e. a community that is
bound together by a place [53]. Singapore, as a nation, has given place-based planning a particular
emphasis in the country’s long-term development plan with much focus on place identity [54].
Place and urban spatial structure exert a powerful influence on people’s everyday activities [55].
This section explores whether regional characteristics lead to regional-specific community resilience.
The number of tweets and the top five topics across the five regions of Singapore are tabulated in
Table 11.7.

TABLE 11.7
Distribution of topics and tweets across Singapore’s five regions
Region
Central Region
North Region
North East Region
West Region
East Region
Total
Note:

1

Number of Tweets
479 (0.57)
74 (0.09)
78 (0.09)
166 (0.20)
43 (0.05)
840

Top 3 Topics
21, 24, 0
24, 21, 0
24, 21, 0
24, 5, 21
21, 24, 0

Topic1 %1
42%, 30%, 4%
43%, 20%, 4%
32%, 14%, 9%
47%, 33%, 4%
35%, 26%, 7%

shows percentage of topic in Top 3 Topics in sequence.

The most popular topics for all regions are topic 24 (lifestyle and leisure), topic 21 (public
holiday, nature, and relaxing), and topic 0 (youth, national, and global unity). Nevertheless, there
is an aberration in the West Region where there is a relatively high number of topic 5 (jobs,
companies, and industries). One may quickly conjecture that the West Region, as the industrial
region of Singapore, becomes the main source of jobs topic. However, looking deeper into the tweets,
all tweets from the West region that talks about topic 5, come only from one user, MukundanAP,
a data scientist and motivational speaker who shares business leadership quotes daily.
The analysis seems to suggest that regional differences in Singapore are not big enough to
warrant a difference in community resilience across regions during the COVID-19 pandemic. This
could be due to the small land size, high population density, compact urban development and
coherent policy response in Singapore. Unlike in the United States where people of different states
can take different responses to wearing a mask to reduce COVID-19 transmission, the COVID-19
policy responses are implemented uniformly nationwide in Singapore.
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Furthermore, people-place relationship in community resilience is often based on the assumption
that different communities within geographically defined space have different levels of vulnerability
and resilience, the result of different sense of community and ideals as well as attachment to place
[56, 57]. In Singapore, where land is small, transportation is convenient, and government directives
are strictly imposed, regional difference does not create different vulnerabilities. For example, during
the water shortages in 1961 and 1963, regions near the reservoirs do not have advantages because
water is rationed evenly across the nation [58]. Ethnic integration policy in Singapore’s housing
programme that mixes different races in public housing estates where 80% of resident population
live, has strengthened social cohesion [59]. As a result, from what is shown by the tweets, different
region in Singapore does not show different community resilience effort.
Berkes and Ross [56] identified two different strands of community resilience studies. The first
strand treats community resilience as a social-ecological system strongly affected by geographical
locations. The second strand treats community resilience as a social entity affected by personal
development, social connections, and mental health. Perhaps, for the case of Singapore, the
resilience of a community as a social entity is more relevant than the resilience of a community as
a geographical unit.
Singapore has two different COVID-19 clusters, that are geographically unseparated, but
socially separated, i.e. the dormitory cluster, and the community cluster. A stark difference in the
living condition of the two clusters produces different infection rate. Dormitory cluster infection rate
has been very high, even when community cluster infection rate remains moderate. The difference
in social classes in Singapore has created different vulnerabilities to the pandemic.

11.5

Conclusion

In this study, #SGUnited tweets were analysed to sense community resilience in Singapore during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Various analyses were performed on the tweets to understand different
aspects of resilience tweets: (a) frequency count, and popular users analysis, (b) topic extraction, (c)
sentiment analysis, (d) pronoun analysis, and (e) geospatial analysis. Frequency count shows that
resilience tweets follow different phases of government measures in curbing the pandemic. During
the time when strict lockdown is imposed, resilience tweets are high, and during relaxed measures,
resilience tweets are low. Popular user analysis reveals the importance of citizens in popularizing
tweets while topic extraction indicates that although the ‘lifestyle and leisure’ topic takes the bulk
of the conversation on Twitter, it rarely gains traction. Other topics, such as Circuit Breaker, and
appreciation for healthcare front-liners, are more likely to get popular during a health pandemic.
Sentiment and pronoun analysis show that #SGUnited tweets are generally positive and contain
a lot of first personal plural pronouns (‘we’), indicating group unity. Tweets with the highest number
of group unit markers (‘we’), are mostly about the promotion of connectedness, and community
response coordination than about collaborative problem solving. It would appear that Twitter is
mostly used in Singapore as a tool to promote connectedness and coordinate top-down government
directives during the pandemic. Perhaps because of this effort towards connectedness, the geospatial
analysis does not show much regional differences. Instead, the indication is that Singapore works
as one community to fight the pandemic even though there might be differences in infection rate
among population groups. Overall, our study illustrates the use of social media as a population-level
sensor for community resilience during the pandemic; it provides a promising data source for
understanding user attitudes, thoughts and feelings towards the unprecedented health epidemic.
Central to strengthening community resilience is partnership and a coordinated approach that
informs and engages all stakeholders including the people themselves, to mobilise collective efforts
and practise social responsibility.
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Role of the Professional Body in a Pandemic
Lesley Arnold, Zaffar Sadiq Mohamed-Ghouse and Tony Wheeler

Surveying and spatial sciences professional bodies are highly conscious of the impact that
the novel coronavirus COVID-19 is having on Members and sustaining partners. This
awareness has seen member services and activities repackaged across the globe accordingly.
This chapter gives an Australian perspective of the role of the professional body during the
pandemic: from ensuring the continued availability of professional development events,
advocating on behalf of Members and industry, and maintaining professional networking
opportunities.

12.1

Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has created a public health emergency that has had a massive impact
on society and economies worldwide. Almost everyone is being impacted in some way by the
unprecedented enforced business closures, border lockdowns and social distancing measures enacted
to reduce the spread of the virus.
This disruption has, and continues to have, an impact on professional bodies and their members.
Members are faced with the fear of unemployment, having to come to grips with home schooling
and social isolation, sifting through misinformation to stay on top of evolving pandemic-related
policy and regulations, and confronting a new way of life where health concerns and the wellbeing
of family are the highest priority.
Understanding how the professional body can provide value during these unprecedented times
is not clear cut. Like governments and businesses, the Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute
(SSSI) Australia, is grappling with the question ‘What are the impacts and consequences of the
COVID-19 pandemic on our members and industry?’ – and, as a voice for our members, ‘What
are some of the services and solutions we can offer Members to boost opportunities for continued
learning, networking and career development - in a time when job security, financial markets and
economies are so uncertain’ ?
To answer these questions, SSSI conducted a COVID-19 Member Survey in April 2020 to gauge
Member concerns and understand their needs. The responses received were encouraging - SSSI was
on the right track, but with scope for improvement in six areas explained in this Chapter, namely:
1. Advocacy: Advocate on behalf of the surveying and spatial sciences as an essential service
during the pandemic.
2. CPD: Continue to provide opportunities for Continuing Professional Development (CDP) but
in an online format across all disciplines – surveying, hydrographic, engineering and mine
surveying, spatial information and cartography, and remote sensing and photogrammetry.
3. Member Connect: Provide opportunities for Members to connect including channels where
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they can seek support and advice on professional matters from other Members, while working
from home environments.

4. Job Opportunities: A National ‘Jobs Board’ and support for curriculum vitae/resume
writing.
5. Member Services: Adapt member processes to align with COVID-19 restrictions, such as
removing the need for face-to-face communications.
6. Economic Sensitivity: Review the cost of services and hardship guidelines to align with
economic uncertainties faced by Members.
For many Associations [1], the COVID-19 pandemic has created more work. Keeping members
up-to-date with information updates, increased advocacy on behalf of members (including liaison
with government, industry and other associations), moving professional development and member
meetings online, and increasing webinar and digital content production, has had a substantial
impact on workloads. According to the COVID-19 Impact Survey ‘Finding Opportunity in Crisis’
conducted by the Australian Society of Association Executives (AuSAE), ‘through this disruption,
associations have been working tirelessly to collect, curate and disseminate information, advocate
to government to assist in the formation and impact of policy, and provided support and assistance
for the professions and industries they represent’.
This Chapter discusses the role of the Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute (SSSI), Australia
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Results from the COVID-19 Member Survey are discussed, along
with how the Institute is responding to Member feedback.
The lessons learned have application to similar industry associations and professional bodies,
looking for ways to respond to Member’s needs during these extraordinary times, as well as
providing pathways for Members to apply their unique surveying and spatial sciences skillsets
to help communities better manage infectious disease outbreaks.

12.2

Serving Surveying and Spatial Science Professionals

The Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute (SSSI) is Australia’s peak body representing the
interests of surveying and spatial science professionals. SSSI combines the disciplines of land
surveying, engineering and mining surveying, cartography, hydrography, remote sensing and spatial
information science.
SSSI Members work in diverse roles across various sectors (health, transport, energy,
planning, security, resources, education, property, etc.) including academia, government and private
businesses throughout Australia and New Zealand, as well as overseas nations.
SSSI gives a voice to Members of the surveying and spatial sciences community, building upon
the traditions, values and history of the surveying and spatial sciences profession, as well as fostering
and empowering Members to achieve excellence and make positive contributions to the global
community through learning programs that showcase innovative technological developments in
both the national and international arena. SSSI recognises and showcases the excellence achieved
by surveying and spatial sciences practitioners and the significant contributions they make to the
wellbeing of communities.
While SSSI conducts ongoing reviews of Members services, the challenges posed to Members
and developments in the profession itself have been fast-paced during the pandemic. One of the
biggest impacts by far, has been the lockdown restrictions as these have prevented face-to-face
meetings, Continuing Professional Development (CPD) events, and networking opportunities.
These challenges are not unique to SSSI. The International Federation of Surveyors1 (FIG) notes
1
International Federation of Surveyors (FIG) a United Nations and World Bank recognised non-governmental
organisation of national member associations, cadastral and mapping agencies and ministries, universities and
corporates from over 120 countries
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significant developments in surveying professional education due to the COVID-19 restrictions and
the need to adapt to online learning and teaching. According to Associate Professor David Mitchell,
Chair of FIG Commission 2 FIG, this has presented a range of challenges including which learning
management system and video communications platforms to use, how to reach those students
without adequate internet connection or with poor ICT quality, and how to teach those tasks
that are heavily based around face-to-face contact, such as practical field projects, computer lab
sessions and cartographic design projects. The result of these considerations has revealed some
valuable lessons for blended learning opportunities [2].

12.3

COVID-19 Member Survey

To better understand how Members are faring during the COVID-19 Pandemic, SSSI issued a survey
early April 2020 to Members asking them how SSSI can support their professional needs during
this difficult time. There were seven questions. The results are summarised below and addressed in
the following sections:
1. Are you currently concerned about achieving your CPD points to maintain your
professional and/or certified status? (50% No; 38% Yes; and 12% Undecided)
2. What type of CPD are you most interested in participating in? Respondents could
choose more than one option. (67% Surveying; 47% Geospatial; 28% Data Science; 27% Business
Practices; 14% Project Reviews; and 39% Soft Skills)
3. Are you aware that SSSI offers a program of online live webinars and recorded
eCPD events, to assist you to maintain CPD? (92% answered Yes; and 8% answered
No)
4. Have you participated in a SSSI webinar? (19% answered No; and 44% answered Yes)
5. What has prevented you from participating? (19% said topic was not of interest; 34%
said time not convenient; 22% said the cost was too high; 8% were not comfortable with the
technology; and 41% said they did not have the time)
6. How has COVID-19 impacted your work life? (3% Made redundant; 16% Work hours
reduced; 5% partner/spouse made redundant; 48% Working as normal; 42% Working as normal
but from home; 13% Juggling work and home schooling; 15% Other – e.g. retired)
7. Are you interested in participating in online social events with other surveying
and spatial professionals, for example afternoon virtual drinks, online quiz nights?
(36% answered Yes; and 66% answered No)
The survey was completed by 362 Members. This low response rate told its own story – that
Members were faced with other more pressing issues during the onset of the pandemic.
Nonetheless, the results were revealing and the feedback has helped SSSI respond differently in
terms of advocacy, CPD, Member Connect (networking), job prospects, member services, financial
sensitivities and volunteer opportunities.

12.3.1

Advocacy

SSSI has been encouraging growth and increasing the level of the understanding of the surveying
and spatial profession across allied professions and the wider community over many years. This is
typically done through incentives to support education in schools, informative articles, blogs and
white papers on topics of critical relevance to the industry, as well as building the relevance of
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surveying and spatial sciences in government policy and, more recently facilitating online panel
discussions.
In recent years, the focus for SSSI has been advocating on Australia’s Services Export Plan [3],
2026 Spatial Industry Transformation and Growth Agenda [4], Diversity and Inclusion [5], Asia
Pacific Capacity Development [6], Square Kilometre Array [7], mentoring for young professionals
[8], geospatial in schools [9], Australia’s Decadal Plan for Geography [10], and Australia’s Spatial
and Space Road Map, and so forth.
With the COVID-19 Pandemic, policy positions are evolving rapidly, and SSSI is now advocating
alongside other industry associations – calling on all Australian Governments to ensure that
responses to COVID-19 include dedicated strategies and take all necessary measures to protect
and support people.
SSSI is also helping our professionals to be heard – advocating for surveying to be classified as an
essential service for the community during the pandemic. Hydrographic surveyors are essential to
maintaining the safety of our ports, engineering and mine surveyors are crucial to mining operations,
and cadastral surveyors are essential to construction projects. All these services have ramped up
as the government increases mining and construction to buoy up the economy. GIS professionals
have also been busier than usual, particularly in the health sector where the crucial need for
mapping services, COVID-19 dashboards and spatial analysis have increased as outbreaks have
escalated. And yet, surveying and professionals are struggling to meet higher than usual demands
due COVID-19 restrictions, for example:
• Surveyors costs have increased due to survey teams travelling in individual vehicles to worksites
to maintain social distancing.
• Intrastate border lockdowns, such as those between regions in Western Australia, have
prevented surveyors travelling to worksites, as travel permits only apply to recognised essential
services.
• Engineering and Mine Surveyors are struggling to get to mine sites, because of the lack of local
flights and restrictions on seating allocations.
While the methods of advocacy remain largely the same (policy statements, newsletters,
telephone communications, opinion pieces) during the pandemic, the topics have undergone a
considerable change – creating new ‘advocacy territory’ for SSSI and likeminded organisations.
With this new environment, brings the need to engage more often with Members in order to
respond on their behalf and in a time-sensitive manner.

12.3.2

Continuing Professional Development

SSSI offers members a Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Program designed to
complement the busy professional wishing to undertake activities to further their current skills
and experience within the workplace.
Given the cancellation of face-to-face events to comply with social distancing measures, it was
surprising that the majority of survey respondents were not concerned about achieving their CPD
accreditation for the year. Their optimism was buoyed by the increase in webinars and the ability
to participate in monthly CPD meetings online.
As the COVID-19 outbreak unfolded, the ability to respond quickly with online CPD webinars
was enabled through the support of Member volunteers, government, private industry and regional
associations. SSSI held regular communications with cooperating regional associations – ASEAN
Federation of Land Surveying and Geomatics2 (AFLAG), Pacific Geospatial and Surveying
Council3 (PGSC) and Surveying & Spatial New Zealand4 (S+SNZ). The outcome of these
2
ASEAN Federation of Land Surveying and Geomatics (AFLAG), is the professional association duly accredited
by the ASEAN Secretariat based in Jakarta, Indonesia representing the Geodetic Engineers, Surveyors and
Geomatics practitioners in the region).
3
Pacific Geospatial and Surveying Council (PGSC) vision is to focus on sustainable development in the Pacific
Islands region enabled by world-class geospatial information and surveying services.
4
Surveying & Spatial New Zealand (S+SNZ) is the professional body representing survey and spatial
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discussions was the addition of jointly supported online events to provide mutual CPD opportunities
for members of respective organisations.
The SSSI has been proactive in establishing Memorandums of Understandings (MOUs) and
reciprocating arrangements with several likeminded professional associations and not for profit
organisations including Open Geospatial Consortium5 (OGC), Urban and Regional Information
Systems Association6 (URISA), FIG and International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing (ISPRS). These collaborations are proving crucial during the pandemic, particularly as
the appetite for learning programs has increased, as they foster shared resourcing opportunities
and knowledge-sharing. Collaboration is ongoing, and there has been a high-degree of information
sharing through online panel discussions, to explore mutually beneficial opportunities for Members.
The SSSI continues to monitor webinar activities globally for relevant content and opportunities
for Members, and conversely, is also recording attendance levels to see if webinar fatigue sets in,
to see if other opportunities need to be considered.

12.3.3

Member Connect

One of the primary roles of a professional body is enabling networking opportunities for members,
locally, nationally and internationally. SSSI supports a network of strategic partners across all levels
of government, Not-for-profit (NFP) and the private sector. The aim is to proliferate influence and
broaden the support base to increase the reach and benefits for the membership.
Before the pandemic, SSSI provided a dedicated series of network building opportunities. For
many Members this network helps to build careers, stay connected with peers, and to share
experiences and learn from each other. At the local level, the regional committees customise
networking events that have local interest to Members; at a National level, events are coordinated
by the National Events Manager, and international events are typically organised through a steering
committee, made up of interested parties.
With face-to-face events cancelled, SSSI has had to find creative ways to enable Members to
connect. For example, the Locate 20 conference was reinvented as Locate Connect7 – a virtual
series bringing experts together to present on location-based topics and contribute to Q&A panel
sessions.
While socialising has been difficult during the pandemic, survey respondents indicated that
they were not especially looking for virtual social events from their professional body. People cited
being ‘time poor’ as the main drawback, while others noted they happy to wait for face-to-face
socialising to return.
Nonetheless, amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, SSSI went virtual for the annual Oceanic
Asia-Pacific Spatial Excellence Awards (APSEA), held 28 May 2020. These awards recognise the
achievements of enterprises and individuals in the surveying and spatial sciences industry. While it
wasn’t the gala dinner evening that Members are accustomed to, it still provided the opportunity to
congratulate those that have contributed extensively to the four pillars of the profession – academia,
government, research and the private sector. APSEA has been a highlight for 2020 and given the
industry an opportunity to celebrate excellence.
The SSSI adopted a ChatApp to enable participants of the Bushfire recovery Map-a-thon8 to
connect. The App was rated a huge success, as it brought people together to share knowledge and
ask questions of those who understand surveying and spatial sciences matter. At one point during
the map-a-thon, there were over 200 participants logged in to the chat channel. It was an ideal
way for the Map-a-thon community to network with each other and not feel isolated when working
professionals who work collaboratively to strengthen and celebrate the knowledge, capability and innovation within
this exciting sector for the benefit of society.
5
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Global Resource for Information and Standards.
6
Urban and Regional Information Systems Association (URISA) a non-profit association that provides
education and training, a vibrant and connected community, advocacy for geospatial challenges and issues, and
essential resources for GIS professionals throughout their careers.
7
Locate Connect is a program of Locate Conferences Australia which SSSI is 50% shareholder and contributor
https://www.locateconference.com/2021/locate-connect-program/
8
OpenStreetMap is a collaborative project to create a free editable map of the world, accessible at https:
//wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Mapathon
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from home locations. In addition, organisers could make announcements to assist mappers, and
supporters, such as Nearmap and OpenStreetMap (OSM), were able to participate and solve any
technical issues immediately. Even after the map-a-thon, participants were still engaging on the
chat channel, and it was exciting to see our international participants log-in during the day to get
feedback before they started mapping.
SSSI is currently testing the method to enable professionals to keep in-touch during pandemic.
The Chat channel includes conversations to share information on (1) spatial technologies being used
to Tackle COVID-19; (2) privacy and sensitivity issues around data usage, particularly for contact
tracing Apps; (3) impacts to business resulting from lockdowns and social distancing requirements;
and (4) general announcements about events and Webinars.

12.3.4

Job Prospects

A common thread among survey respondents was the future of the profession, job prospects,
and support for job seekers. Currently, SSSIs provides services that enable Members to maintain
professional industry standards. This is achieved through certification programs that are relevant to
current and emerging industry requirements. The certification essentially recognises that a person
has demonstrated that he or she has the necessary knowledge and experience to competently work
in their area of expertise.
Government organisations are increasingly adding certification as a criterion for businesses
responding to tenders. This is because certification affords insurance of currency and knowledge.
Since the COVID-19 outbreak there has been increased interest from regional associations to
leverage these internationally accredited certification processes locally to increase job prospects for
their Members. SSSI is also the authorised assessing authority for surveying and spatial sciences
professionals emigrating to Australia. This experience of Migration Skills Assessment could be
utilised by other countries to setup a similar process in their region and train assessors.
As a consequence of the pandemic, Members are now faced with work redundancies and the
need to upskill to find new opportunities. The pandemic has highlighted that SSSI has a broader
role in assisting Members to be ‘Job Ready’. In addition, to CPD and certification to enhance career
progression, survey respondents are keen to have support for professional curriculum vitae/resume
writing, and notifications of job openings and scholarship opportunities in the surveying and spatial
sciences field. Job application writing, interview training, presentation skills and a ’jobs board’ are
new areas for the SSSI to focus on.

12.3.5

Member Services

Magazines, journals and bulletins provide the most effective method for keeping Members
up-to-date. The majority of these communiques are now online. However, for SSSI, some processes
were still tied to the postal service and that created some concern due to delayed services, brought
about by the increase postal traffic during the pandemic as people moved to online shopping
delivery. For this reason, newsletters and renewal notifications were moved to online/email-only
transactions. Members have been quick to approve the change – noting a reduced environmental
footprint.
COVID-19 has resulted in several process improvements. To become a Member, applicants were
required to meet a Justice of the Peace in person to have original academic records certified. Due
to social distancing requirements, this requirement has been removed and the process to become a
Member is now far more streamlined.
Cash payments for renewals are also no longer acceptable to Members during the pandemic. As
a result, SSSI had to fast-track more flexible payment options for events, professional certification,
membership renewals and re-joining fees – with BPay, PayPal and credit card options now available
to Members in addition to the existing cheque and Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT).
SSSI regional committees also had to rethink how they engaged with Members and provided
services. The SSSI Board, regional committees, and other interest groups moved to online platforms
to continue their important work and socialise.
The pandemic has also fast-tracked the need to consider other process improvements, such as
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speaking with businesses and surveyors’ boards to better understand the pain points for Members
and employers alike. According to [11], now is the time to reimagine business models, confront
challenges and position for future opportunities; this includes recovering revenue, rebuilding
operations, rethinking the organisation and accelerating the adoption of digital solutions.

12.3.6

Economic Sensitivity

Both associations and Members are facing economic setbacks during the pandemic, and this is
posing a conundrum. The cancellation of conferences and face-to-face events has removed an
income stream for Professional bodies, and this revenue is required to keep Member fees down.
Yet, increasing Member fees is not a palatable option. Members are also facing hardship due to
reduced household incomes resulting from redundancies. This poses a dilemma for the professional
body faced with having to spend additional resources (without receiving additional revenue) to be
able to provide new services.
Professional bodies survive by being able to achieve sustainable ‘economies of scale’. As the
number of Members increase, services become more cost effective, for example the unit cost of
printing a publication is reduced as the number of copies increases. This means that retaining
Members and increasing Member numbers has a direct effect on the number and quality services
offered, and the price-point for Members.
Interestingly, the AuSEA noted that ‘Through this crisis Associations have reported increased
member engagement and in some cases growth in membership as they became a trusted source of
truth for their members and communities’ [1].
However, the question remains, ‘what can the Professional Body do to address the
current economic sensitives brought on by the pandemic’ ?
SSSI Members are our most important asset, and providing ‘value for money’ to Members has
never been more crucial than during the pandemic. The new financial year provided the opportunity
to consider new member services, renewal options and renewal incentives.
SSSI introduced the MemberOne Program, essentially an incentive scheme for existing
members to introduce new members to SSSI. The more members referred, the greater discount
the Member receives to their SSSI membership fee – a substantial saving during these uncertain
times. The program outline is as follows:
• Introduce one new person that becomes a financial member during 20/21FY and receive 20%
discount off your membership fee in 21/22FY.
• Introduce two new people that become financial members during 20/21FY and receive 25%
discount off your membership fee in 21/22FY.
• Introduce three new people that become financial members during 20/21FY and receive 30%
discount off your membership fee in 21/22FY.
In addition, SSSI has introduced monthly payment options to assist those facing hardship.
Members can choose to pay monthly instead of paying an annual upfront fee. Also, SSSI has
reviewed the Membership Policy to ensure the guidelines for hardship applications are applicable
to pandemic situations and are simplified so as not to exacerbate the circumstances generating the
hardship. While it is not possible to list all the possible circumstances, the ‘Hardship Application’
exempts annual subscriptions for:
• extended illness that results in a member being on extended sick leave from their work place;
and
• a period of extended unemployment.
From 1 July 2020, SSSI made all webinars free to Members. This action was in response
to Members’ survey feedback. SSSI Webinars offer value for money when considered part of
Membership fees. In addition, when SSSI does return to face to face events, that aim is to ensure that
event pricing is reflective of a significant financial advantage to SSSI members over non-members.
This will be important, as the financial impacts of the pandemic are expected to last for some time
to come.
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Moving Back to Normality

There is a general perception that there is no returning to normal after COVID-19, but professional
bodies do need a pathway forward. The world is likely to recover at differing speeds, and the speed
will vary depending on the type of industry.
Professional bodies require a strategic decision-making framework that is a staged approach to
assessing needs and priorities – one that looks beyond the current disruptions to reposition Member
services to suit a post-pandemic society. This is the next big challenge for the professional body.
The pandemic affords the opportunity to step back and reposition Member services so that
when life starts to get back to normal, whatever this may look like, there are new initiatives, hopes
and opportunities for Members to look forward to.

12.5

Conclusion

During a pandemic, the professional body has an important role to play in supporting its Members
and the profession it represents. This paper has presented a case study of the challenges faced
by the Surveying and Spatial Science Institute (SSSI) Australia, and its Members. Through the
COVID-19 Membership Survey, SSSI has been progressively responding to Members suggestions
and concerns in the areas of advocacy, CPD, Member connect, Job Prospects, Member services,
economic sensitivity, and opportunities for volunteering.
The next big challenge for the professional body is to look beyond the COVID-19 disruptions,
and reposition Member services to suit a post-pandemic society. This will require a strategic and
staged approach to implementation, and consideration of the lessons learned during the pandemic.
In summary, the major lessons learned have been to:
• Vastly increase the amount of content that Members can access online, including an ambitious
plan for online CPD and learning, that has since been well publicised, recognised and respected.
The current climate has provided an opportunity for some Members to upskill, progress
qualifications and learn new skills such as programming and latest software developments.
For those Members that are ‘time poor’ content is available and can be downloaded after the
live events.
• Establishing strong networks with other likeminded associations and organisations. The
opportunity to think globally and act locally, by leveraging national and international exclusive
partner agreements, has enabled SSSI to provide members with the best possible content for
them to improve and grow their knowledge and competitive edge.
• Adopt a mindset of ‘process improvement’. During the COVID-19 pandemic, SSSI took the
opportunity to streamline processes across the business, particularly around membership
applications, renewals and flexible payment options, as well as removing the need for face-to-face
communications – no longer appropriate during the pandemic.
• Enhance Certification Programs. SSSI, through its Engineering Mine Surveying Commission
volunteers, has enhanced the Engineering and Mine Surveying Certification process – providing
Members with an additional incentive to learn, and have that learning recognised.
• Maximise value for Members by opening up communication channels in times of crisis. The
SSSI connected with Members via the COVD-19 Member Survey. The feedback has enabled
SSSI to makes decisions that create value for money for members including free Webinars and
opportunities to enhance job prospects; as well as consider the financial constraints on Members
and their families during this difficult time.
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OpenStreetMap Data Use Cases During the Early
Months of the COVID-19 Pandemic
Peter Mooney, A. Yair Grinberger, Marco Minghini, Serena Coetzee, Levente
Juhasz and Godwin Yeboah

Created by volunteers since 2004, OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a global geographic database
available under an open access license and currently used by a multitude of actors
worldwide. This chapter describes the role played by OSM during the early months (from
January to July 2020) of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, which - in contrast to past
disasters and epidemics - is a global event impacting both developed and developing
countries. A large number of COVID-19-related OSM use cases were collected and grouped
into a number of research frameworks which are analyzed separately: dashboards and
services simply using OSM as a basemap, applications using raw OSM data, initiatives to
collect new OSM data, imports of authoritative data into OSM, and traditional academic
research on OSM in the COVID-19 response. The wealth of examples provided in the
chapter, including an analysis of OSM tile usage in two countries (Italy and China) deeply
affected in the earliest months of 2020, prove that OSM has been and still is heavily used to
address the COVID-19 crisis, although with types and mechanisms that are often different
depending on the affected area or country and the related communities.

13.1

Introduction

The OpenStreetMap (OSM) project was started in University College London in 2004 and
has subsequently grown to be arguably the largest and most popular Volunteered Geographic
Information (VGI) and open geographic data project in the world today [1]. The data within the
OSM database is completely open and is available under an Open Database License (ODbL). The
contributors of geographic data to OSM are predominantly citizens not specifically connected to the
professional production or management of geographic data. However, in recent years, governments
and commercial companies have become involved in the contribution of data to OSM and the editing
and maintenance of the existing data. Mooney and Minghini [2] provide an extensive description of
the users and uses of OSM data. Many people who encounter OSM mistakenly consider the online
maps and associated digital cartographic products from OSM as the entire OSM project. This is
incorrect. OSM is primarily a very large spatial database of geographic data. Online maps and other
services such as routing or information services are derived products and could not exist without the
underlying OSM database. The data model used within the OSM database is simple to understand
but is powerful enough to prove capable of expressing the complex geographical relationships and
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topologies encountered in real world environments such as road networks, commercial and industrial
settings, landuse features such as lakes and rivers, and residential buildings.
The data model expresses three object types: nodes (or points), polygons and polylines
(collectively called ways). Relations are a logical object expressing a collection of these objects
to represent complex compound geographic features such as railway stations, airports, transport
routes, etc. Every object (except those nodes making up ways) must have at least one descriptive
attribute associated with it. These attributes are called tags and are stored as key-value pairs. Very
detailed guidance on the available tags, acceptable values for specific keys, and usage examples are
provided on the Map Features page in the OSM Wiki [3] and often within software. However, the
application and use of tags on objects in OSM is not strictly enforced and follows a folksonomy
approach allowing contributors to choose tags as they see appropriate. This approach has led to
many criticisms of the quality of OSM data over the years [4]. One unique aspect of the OSM
database is the ability for anyone to access the entire contribution and editing history of the data
within the database. This allows researchers to study the evolution of the OSM data in specific
areas, study contribution patterns over time, analyse how the OSM database grows with influence
from external events such as natural or humanitarian disasters.
There are a number of methods which support contribution or insertion of geographic data into
the OSM database. These methods are supplemented by a myriad of software tools and services
available with the entire OSM ecosystem. Field survey, implying a physical knowledge of the area
under survey, using GPS tools, cameras and other software is supported widely. Social events called
“mapping parties” often involve people meeting up at group events to undertake field mapping of
a specific area ([5, 6]). However, the most commonly used approach is remote mapping using
web-based interfaces such as the popular iD editor allowing contributors to remotely map an area
by digitizing data on top of satellite imagery. Contributors using this approach are urged to have
some knowledge of the area being mapped and at minimum consult the extensive documentation
and guidance on the OSM wiki on how to map properly. “Mapathons” are popular events where
people, even located in different parts of the world, meet virtually and do remote mapping on the
same area. Finally, the software-automated import of existing geographic datasets and databases
is also possible and has been used widely in OSM to import datasets such as road networks and
buildings. Automated imports are complex database operations and those undertaking such imports
are strongly encouraged to seek the approval of the local OSM community in the geographic area
of the import before proceeding. Imports should also be clearly documented in the OSM wiki.
Previous to the COVID-19 pandemic OSM had been used in many humanitarian and
environmental disaster situations where access to up-to-date and accurate geographic data was
immediately required and remote mapping and field mapping exercises could quickly generate
geographic data for an area if none existed. This chapter will analyse and understand how OSM
has been used during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic. By early months we are referring
to the period between January 2020 and July 2020. In January 2020 the World Health Organization
(WHO) announced the COVID-19 epidemic, a public health emergency of international concern.
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has subsequently become a global pandemic and has
imposed unprecedented change all over the world in how we interact as humans, in our working
practices, and how medical professionals carry out their work. Most countries in the world have
experienced many COVID-19 related deaths and high rates of COVID-19 spread amongst their
populations. This chapter will be a strong and defined contribution to the knowledge on how
VGI initiatives such as OSM respond and are used or accessed during a global crisis such as
the COVID-19 pandemic. The novel aspect of this work is that this critical assessment is being
delivered during this unfolding and unprecedented event rather than from an a posteriori position.
Furthermore, we believe that this work will produce knowledge about humanitarian mapping in a
context never studied before - a global event with significant impacts in developed regions.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 13.2 we provide a discussion
of background and related work. Section 13.3 provides an overview of the methodology and
research employed in this work. In Section 13.4 we discuss the use of OSM data in the COVID-19
response, while section 13.5 discusses the collection of new OSM data for COVID-19 responses.
Section 13.6 briefly discusses current academic research with OSM during the COVID-19 response.
In section 13.7 we make some conclusions and outline some future work.

Background and Related Work
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The potential of OSM for supporting humanitarian efforts during crisis situations was noticed
as early as 2010 after a magnitude 7.0 earthquake struck Haiti. Volunteers across the world
supported humanitarian efforts through mapping activities across multiple platforms, including
OSM contributors who produced much data using available aerial imagery within only a few
weeks [7]. These efforts have led to the formation of the Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team
(HOT), an international charitable organization which organizes and oversees open mapping in
humanitarian contexts [8]. Since then, HOT was involved in initiating and coordinating mapping
efforts in multiple cases, including following the 2013 Yolanda Typhoon in the Philippines [9] and
the 2015 Nepal Earthquake [10]. The open source Tasking Manager (TM) software [11], developed
by HOT and aimed at coordinated collaborative mapping, was also re-used by several communities
worldwide, such as the Italian one to coordinate mapping after the 2016 earthquake [12]. Today,
digital humanitarianism in OSM goes beyond disaster response with the organization of activities
that aim at supporting vulnerable communities to increase their resilience [13–15]. Furthermore, the
richness of OSM data facilitates further applications, frequently including the development of third
party tools that utilize OSM data for creating additional data or carrying geographic analyses. For
example, efforts after the 2010 Haitian earthquake also included the application of an Emergency
Route Service relying on up-to-date OSM data [16]; OSM data was also used as a baseline for
the Flooded Streets tool used to produce a crowdsourced map of flooded streets in Chennai, India
during a 2015 flooding event [17].
One issue that is also being considered within this context is the management of health crises and
the possible contributions of OSM to managing health crises and monitoring epidemics. Mooney et
al. [18], when discussing the role of VGI in pervasive health applications, identify OSM as a potential
“virtual audit instrument” describing local environments. Accordingly, much effort is being put into
collecting information required for monitoring health-related outcomes, e.g. mapping settlements
and buildings to assist malaria prevention in Kenya and Mozambique [19], health facilities[20],
and other critical infrastructure [21], while other works strive to utilize existing data to mitigate
health effects and assess accessibility to medical facilities [22–25]. The response to the 2014-2016
Ebola outbreak in West Africa, which turned from a local response to an extended international
effort [26] presents a relevant and unique example. During the breakout, HOT volunteers mapped
large portions of the infected regions, providing support for on-the-ground teams of the Médecins
Sans Frontières and facilitating the production of epidemiological maps [27, 28]. Additionally, an
OSM-based navigation service (OSM Automated Navigation Directions - OsmAnd) was used to
support data collection activities by locals [29]. The studies surveyed above present crisis relief
and disaster response as a multi-dimensional framework. The support of relief efforts may begin
with providing reliable basemaps but extends even beyond the production of the information that
these maps require into the development of new products and services, based on OSM data, for
the benefit of responders and the general population.
In the following sections we use this to survey and analyse the different dimensions
through which the OSM community has responded to the COVID-19 crisis. Bearing in mind
the cross-boundary effects of the pandemic, we also consider the formation of inter-regional
collaborations, as in the case of the Ebola outbreak discussed above.

13.3

Methodology and Research Approach

To survey and analyse the different dimensions through which the OSM community has responded
to the COVID-19 crisis we considered the following OSM Response Frameworks (our terminology)
as follows:
• OSM usage as a cartographic basemap in COVID-19 related applications which can
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indicate the project’s maturity and ability to compete as an alternative to commercial and
authoritative mapping service providers;

• COVID-19 related applications or services using OSM data (such as points of interest,
road networks, building data such as hospitals or medical facilities);
• Initiatives or applications aimed at the collection of new OSM data immediately
relevant to the COVID-19 pandemic response or management;
• COVID-19 influenced imports of authoritative geospatial data into OSM where there
are gaps in the OSM database for a particular country or region; and,
• Academic research about the role of OSM in the COVID-19 response.
The proposed methodology for understanding the role played in each of the OSM Response
Frameworks is comprised of a number of research tasks which are summarised as follows:
• traditional literature review focused on standard academic sources, web searches of social media,
and research of available gray literature such as multimedia, reports, presentations and mailing
lists;
• analysis of OSM map tile access and usage on a global scale, including comparison with the
pre-COVID-19 situation to find out whether the pandemic has generated more OSM tile access
and usage than pre-COVID-19 situation.
While most readers will be familiar with traditional literature reviews, the tiled web map system
requires some explanation. The tiled web map system divides the earth into a set of regular tiles
corresponding to different zoom levels. Web-based maps usually display geographic information by
loading map image tiles (or lately, vector tiles) corresponding to a geographic area and stitching
them together to a visually seamless map experience. A description of tiled web maps is found in
Juhasz and Hochmair [30]. OSM tiles can be displayed on any map free of charge if adhering to
the tile usage policy [31]. We extracted OSM tile usage statistics from Planet OSM [32] for affected
areas in Italy (Lombardy) and China (Wuhan) along with control areas within the same country
(Sicily and Beijing, respectively) to reveal whether COVID-19 increases tile usage. Our detailed
methodology and technical details can be found in Figure 13.1. We choose zoom level 13, in which
details correspond to the regional level with one tile covering 23.9 km2 (Figure 13.1) and compare
usage between pre-COVID-19 (January 1 - 21) and affected times (February 5 - 25 in China and
March 11 - 31 in Italy).

FIGURE 13.1
Illustration of web map tiles in zoom level 13 in the area of Milan, Italy.
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We searched for websites offering web maps and geospatial services related to the COVID-19
pandemic. The bulleted list below (at the end of this Section 13.4) presents a typology of the
websites with references to prominent examples. We identified two major types of websites visualizations of COVID-19 data and geospatial services. The most prominent example of data
visualizations are dashboards which simply overlay OSM data with other types of data, i.e. OSM was
used as a basemap only (see some examples in Figure 13.2 and Figure 13.3). Online dashboards are
typically driven by open data on the pandemic released by governments and/or other organizations
(e.g. the popular dataset from the Center for Systems Science and Engineering at Johns Hopkins
University [33]) and communicate numbers and statistics, usually updated on a regular basis,
through tables, graphs and thematic maps. These dashboards serve to inform experts, decision
makers and the general public. Many of the dashboards designed by national governments, research
organizations and volunteers use OSM as the basemap. A subtype within this group of websites
are websites presenting dynamic visualizations of the spread of the virus. It seems that most of
the dashboards featuring OSM basemaps are also realized with open source mapping software and
designed by volunteers, and research or not-for-profit organizations and businesses. Dashboards
produced by governments (which show the same COVID-19 data) seemed instead to rely more
heavily on proprietary technology and basemaps.
The geospatial services group includes three subtypes. The first provides more types of geospatial
information, extending beyond contagion patterns. The information content in these websites is very
diverse, ranging from general information on issues such as resilience and support measures for
enterprises to practical information, e.g. locations for testing for COVID-19 and on the availability
of masks in pharmacies. The second subtype extends this approach (and hence there is some
overlap between the two subtypes), allowing users to contribute data themselves, i.e. become
“produsers” [34]. Notice that these are platform-specific data (e.g. where masks are 3-d printed)
and not data that are fed back into OSM. The third subtype facilitates more complex spatial
queries, e.g. by comparing users’ location history to assess their exposure to COVID-19 or when
identifying areas allowed for travel in the vicinity of users’ homes. Swedish TV [35] stands out
among these by utilizing the isochrones functionality of OpenRouteService [36] (see Figure 13.4,
thus extending beyond the “OSM as basemap” type of data usage. This is related to the unique
restrictions imposed in Sweden which were defined by driving time instead of Euclidean distance,
hence requiring more complex spatial querying capabilities.

FIGURE 13.2
A dashboard focused on global COVID-19 cases. Source: [37].
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FIGURE 13.3
World Bank map showing the measures of each country to support small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in response to COVID-19. Source: [38].

Typology of websites and services using OSM data, with examples
• Website type: COVID-19 data visualizations
– Dashboards:
Examples: Global [33, 37, 39–41]; continental/regional [42]; national/local [40, 43–48];
– Dynamic visualizations:
Examples: the spread of virus infections over time [49]; the phylogeny of SARS-CoV-2
viruses from the ongoing novel coronavirus COVID-19 [50].
• Website type: COVID-19 related geospatial services
– Geospatial information services:
Examples: measures supporting small to medium-sized enterprises [38]; social media
posts [51]; change in mobility patterns [52]; 3-d printing of masks for medical staff [53];
locations of clinical trials [54]; locations of food resources [55]; resilience measures for
businesses [56] and population [57]; locations for testing for COVID-19 [58]; stocks of
masks in pharmacies [59]; queuing time in border crossings [60]; change in air quality
during lockdowns [61]; state of public transport [62];
– Services facilitating (non-OSM) data contribution:
Examples: 3-d printing of masks for medical staff [53]; initiating joint delivery of goods [63];
queuing times in supermarkets [64];
– Services performing geospatial queries:
Examples: assessment of exposure to COVID-19 using location history [65–67];
identification of areas allowed for travel from a location, given travel restrictions [35, 68].
The dashboards and web maps above make use of a wide range of different OSM basemaps. Many
of these are provided by commercial mapping companies such as CARTO [69] and Mapbox [70].
Other websites and services, especially community-developed projects without financial means to
afford using commercial providers, rely on the freely available tiles provided by OSM. To assess
whether OSM tiles were used in connection with COVID-19 response, we compared tile usage
statistics between two greatly affected regions (Lombardy in Italy and Wuhan in China) with their
relatively unaffected counterparts within the same countries (Sicily and Beijing). The left panel of
Figure 13.5. a-b plots the number of times tiles were loaded for study sites between January 1 and
June 30, 2020. The baseline for the comparison was set to a 3-week-long period between January 1
and January 21 (purple, shaded vertical area), which were compared to 3-week-long affected periods
(orange, shaded vertical area, February 5 - 25 in China and March 11 - 31 in Italy). Control and
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FIGURE 13.4
Swedish Television’s interface using OSM road network data and the isochrones function of
OpenRouteService for computing areas within 2 hours driving distance from a location in Sweden
(example shows the isochrones from Stockholm’s center). Source: [35].
affected periods start with a Wednesday and end with a Tuesday 3 weeks later to eliminate the daily
temporal trend that is visible in the left side of Figure 13.5. We assume that the seasonal trend is
constant across affected areas and their unaffected counterparts within the same country, therefore
seasonal patterns were left untreated. Plots in the right panel of Figure 13.5 show the difference
between normalized tile usage patterns for a region. A value of 1 means that tiles were only loaded
during the period affected with COVID-19, and -1 means the opposite. The red horizontal shows
that equal numbers of tiles were loaded during the control and affected periods on a given day. The
normalized difference is higher in Lombardy and in Wuhan than in Sicily and Beijing respectively,
which suggests that areas greatly affected by COVID-19 were viewed more frequently than would
be expected under normal conditions as seen in the tile logs. Two paired t-tests were conducted,
which confirmed that the increased attention affected areas were experiencing was statistically
significant, t(20) = 5.00, p < 0.001 for Italy and t(20) = 8.63, p < 0.001 for China.

FIGURE 13.5
Tile usage statistics for selected areas in Italy (a) and China (b). The left side of figures shows the
number of times tiles were loaded. Purple vertical area is the control period where orange vertical
area shows a 3-week-period affected by COVID-19. The right side of sub-plots show the difference
of normalized tile usage patterns for an area.
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Collection of OSM Data for COVID-19

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has also seen an unprecedented amount and type of activities
to collect new OSM data. Not surprisingly, May 2020 has set the all-time records for the numbers
of daily OSM contributors (7, 209), newly registered OSM users (6, 259) and newly registered users
who contributed data (1, 019) - all of them on May 14 [71]. This section summarizes the main
nature of such activities and provides, whenever possible, details on the reasons for collecting OSM
data and/or the communities or organizations which actually requested those data. However, a
key strength of any VGI project is the chance that data can be used by anyone, at any time, and
for purposes that might be different and even unknown to the users who originally collected those
data [72]. Proliferation of Artificial Intelligence (AI), which has reached a massive uptake during
the COVID-19 crisis [73], does nothing but reinforce this statement. OSM data collection to address
the COVID-19 pandemic has happened in all the ways described in Section 13.1. Remote mapping
is by far the method by which most data was contributed and it is not surprising that such efforts
were led by HOT. At the time of writing (mid-July 2020), the HOT TM lists 183 projects targeted
at COVID-19 emergencies worldwide with aims for the collection of baseline OSM data such as
buildings, road networks, land use areas and placenames [74]. These projects mainly address regions
in African and South American countries where baseline maps are still not available, with Peru
being the most popular one with a total of 84 projects. The OSM contribution records mentioned
above were directly attributed to increased activity in HOT’s projects in Peru, Botswana and
Central African Republic, with a mapping peak in the Cusco region in Peru [71]. A recent tweet
from HOT [75] reported about more than 10,000 volunteers who have mapped over 1.7 million
buildings and over 41,000 km of roads in COVID-19 projects so far. The organizations requesting
the activation of these HOT projects, which will use the collected OSM data afterwards, are national
or regional governments, health authorities, humanitarian organizations and NGOs. As usual, also
during COVID-19 times mapathons (mostly virtual, given the mobility restrictions) have been
extensively organized by several organizations worldwide to perform coordinated remote mapping
in specific areas, with HOT itself providing tips and suggestions on how to map COVID-specific
OSM objects [76].
In addition to the HOT TM, another tool that has been widely used during the COVID-19 crisis
is healthsites.io [77], which aims to build an open geospatial dataset of every health care facility
in the world, allowing to map e.g. hospitals (amenity=hospital), pharmacies (amenity=pharmacy)
and doctors (amenity=doctors) and to add tags to the already available ones. This type of mapping
clearly requires a personal knowledge of the health facilities to add and therefore it is not a task
for remote users like those involved in HOT projects. Similarly in the MapRoulette application for
fixing OSM data bugs [78], projects were created for improving health-related OSM data, e.g. by
adding information about the number of beds in hospitals. Other different types of OSM mapping
activities require field surveys to record the locations of specific objects. As an example, in Cape
Town (South Africa) communal pit latrines pose a COVID-19 transmission risk, similar to other
places frequented by many people, such as public transport, shopping centres or communal water
taps. In the Cape Town area (Dunoon), the Western Cape Government used OSM to map at least
900 communal toilets in informal areas, and these were included in their risk analysis and risk
management approach [79–81].
The ways to contribute OSM data during the COVID-19 pandemic have been very different in
other countries where the baseline cartography was already available and the focus was placed on
adding detailed COVID-19 information. For example, the popular application Ca reste ouvert [83],
created by the OSM French community and then extended to other countries (including Italy,
Germany, Austria and Switzerland), offers a thematic visualization of commercial activities based
on whether they are open during the COVID-19 crisis; information on the COVID-19 specific
opening hours, takeaway and delivery service are also shown and can be added/edited by users. This
explains how dynamically the OSM communities reacted to the emergency by creating new OSM
tags such as opening hours:covid19=*, takeaway:covid19=*, delivery:covid19=*. Given that
such information was either not available elsewhere or made available only in a very fragmented way
(e.g. lists of activities that were open or offered takeaway/delivery services were published as plain
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FIGURE 13.6
uMap project to facilitate the OSM import of commercial activities offering delivery service in the
Municipality of Bologna, Italy. The colors of the OSM markers distinguish the activities already
imported from those still to be imported. Source: [82].
text on websites of local governments or newspapers), OSM has acted as the only platform to store
and offer such data in a structured way. As an exception to the general situation described above,
some Italian municipalities provided the datasets of commercial activities offering delivery services
on their open data portals under OSM-compatible licenses to allow their import. An example is a
dataset from the Municipality of Bologna[84], that was imported in OSM by the Italian community
through a documented procedure [85] based on a collaborative uMap project [82] (see Figure 13.6).
Another key dataset in Italy that was made available for integration in OSM was the dataset
of all Italian pharmacies provided by the Italian Ministry of Health. In this case, given that most
pharmacies were already available in OSM, the work performed by the community was not a bulk
import but a manual integration of the missing information. Finally, given the high use of OSM
data in Italy from emergency agencies such as Red Cross, Civil Protection and fire fighters, the
Italian community also decided to focus the mapping efforts during COVID-19 times on substantial
imports that were prepared or started in the past but not yet completed, e.g. the one for all addresses
in the Municipality of Milan [86].

13.6

Academic Research with OSM During the COVID-19
Response

Although the literature covering COVID-19 is fast changing, there is evidence that OSM is a
valuable resource for the scientific community. Published research in the early months of the
pandemic mainly appeared in medical and health related outlets, however, at the time of writing,
there are several examples of utilizing OSM data and related infrastructures spanning across
different scientific disciplines. French-Pardo et al. [87] reviewed 63 articles on the spatial dimensions
of COVID-19 and found that most national and regional web viewers use the ArcGIS Online
platform [88], however, they also noted that some works utilized OSM because it was free. Some
studies used a passive approach and utilized OSM data only for display, such as showing aggregate
survey results based on neighborhoods extracted from OSM in Israel [89], or displaying detected
hotspots on an OSM basemap [90]. Another study went beyond the basic use of OSM data and
extracted social concentration places (e.g. ATMs, bus stops) from OSM to predict mortality trends
as part of the first comprehensive study of COVID-19 in Iran [91]. Qazi et al. [92] compiled more
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than 524 million COVID-19 tweets and used OSM’s Nominatim service to geocode and reverse
geocode toponyms found in tweets [92]. This highlights that the ecosystem built around OSM data
provides researchers with free to use tools for a number of use cases. Apart from these few examples,
a quick literature search on Google Scholar for “OpenStreetMap” and “Covid-19” keywords yields
several early stage research hosted on arxiv, medrxiv, ResearchGate and other preprint publishing
services.
If one had to share data representing the home locations of COVID-19 infected people, their
location privacy would be infringed. Geographic masks make it possible to share data in a
representative way, without risking the individual’s location privacy. Swanlund et al. [93] propose a
new method for masking locations of individuals. Instead of displacing locations randomly to other
houses (which is done in traditional methods), they move them along a street in the OSM road
network. One of the advantages of this method is that OSM data is readily available. For other
methods address data and/or population data are required, both of which are more difficult to get
hold of.

13.7

Conclusions and Future Work

OSM is mostly used as a basemap, whether for dashboards or for other services. This is not unique
to OSM, as there are many dashboards and services using Google Maps and the like. The only cases
we have found (so far) that actually used OSM data was when the restrictions called for complex
spatial queries that could be completed by OSM-based tools. Yet, this is still not something that is
inherently unique to OSM and could be developed also with other frameworks. Given the unique
nature of OSM we had expected a more widespread utilisation in the situation of a global pandemic.
However, OSM usage is still impressively high and global. Humanitarian efforts in OSM are well
suited for disasters and hazards, but not to rolling events like epidemics. While OSM has a very
flexible data model and many easy-to-use data contribution methods there is a tendency to map
permanent entities (at least for the short term) while much of the mapping during COVID-19 is
all about temporary response (e.g. stocks of masks, exposure, supermarket queuing, changes in
opening times). There is probably a need to produce a practice of COVID-19 tagging in OSM
which requires discussion and coordination in order to make tagging practices fit for pandemic
response purposes. Given the global nature of the pandemic, such non-trivial efforts should in
principle involve all OSM communities worldwide and would benefit from the coordination of the
OpenStreetMap Foundation, which supports the OSM project but does not take decisions about
tags [94]. However, the establishment of global COVID-19 tagging practices appears to be hard,
not only because of the traditional differences in OSM tagging practices across the world [95], but
also due to the legal and ethical aspects that COVID-19 information might bring, at least in some
countries or areas of the world.
OSM provides citizens and agencies an easy way to contribute or help in a pandemic response
as opposed to not being able to contribute to authoritative datasets. Even if OSM data does not
exist before the event it can be created almost in real-time by citizens locally or around the world.
The data is accurate and high quality. The increased tile usage in badly affected COVID-19 areas
also suggests that there is a need for freely accessible map services. OSM has been utilised in a
wide variety of ways during the early phase of the pandemic. However, because OSM is truly open
data we may never know of all the uses of OSM data during this period and estimation of usage
could be difficult.
There are a number of very interesting questions for future work. Further investigation
is required to understand if, and why, governments predominantly used proprietary tools and
basemaps during the COVID-19 pandemic whilst research institutions, universities, community
organisations used OSM. Analysis of the OSM contribution history will help to understand
COVID-19 related OSM data contributions and/or data contributions during the pandemic.
This could provide insights into possible correlations between the volume/activity/nature of
contributions and the spread/evolution of the pandemic in a given country. The contribution of
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new data in OSM to address pandemics such as COVID-19 followed different contribution patterns
than those observed before and these will offer fruitful grounds for future research work [96]. In
Mooney and Juhász [97] the authors comment that many web-based maps produced during the
early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic appear different or even contradictory. Urgent attention
is required in order to consider how to deliver this information effectively within the constraints
of the web-based map. Finally, it would be very interesting to consider a deeper exploration of the
causes for differences between OSM communities during the pandemic given that COVID-19 has
affected both developed and developing regions in the world.
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Utilization of Geospatial Network Analysis Technique
for Optimal Route Planning During COVID-19
Pandemic
Pravin Kokane, Mohd. Ammar Ashraf and Vinita Shinkar

The local government bodies (LGBs) in India have taken several steps to reduce the spread
of the virus. Disinfection of common public spaces such as roads and streets are one
such step adopted by municipal council of Basmat city after lock down from March 2020.
Basmat city is a ‘B’ class municipal council with 80,000 population located in Hingoli
district of Maharashtra, India. The spraying of Sodium Hypochlorite (NaClO) solution on
roads and government establishments with the help of firefighting services is a novel as
well as cost effective responsive measure as per guidelines of the central government of
India. This chapter aims to analyze the efficiency of disinfection with the help of Network
Analysis tools in Arc GIS. Various components such as shortest route analysis for refilling
the tanks and analysis of various impedance factors such as time-cost analysis and route
tracking form an integral part of the study. In addition to this, the availability of stock
and consumption pattern of disinfectant are also analyzed. This research focuses on the
attributes of distance traversed, cost of fuel and labor and time taken for sanitization
vehicles at service stops. The results are evident that with the use of geospatial technology,
all the attributes have reduced values as compared to the previous situation.

14.1

Introduction

Since the outbreak of the novel coronavirus in 2019, a substantial amount of research has been
carried out to address the inter-relationship between technological advancements and the pandemic.
The research particularly deals with the spatial aspect of the COVID-19 outbreak and analyzing
the use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) as a tool for providing effective measures
in containment of the outbreak. Geographic tracking of spatial features enables us to keep a
record of the entities and GIS offers multiple tools for spatial accounting. Recent advancements in
Geographic Information Systems, has provided with improved decision making about a location.
Spatial analytics and location intelligence are the key aspects which make GIS beneficial for
improved geographic recording of assets. GIS enables for effective communication in the form of
visualizations and maps by better understanding of geographical attributes.
The multidisciplinary nature of GIS technology means that the diffusion, appropriation and use
of GIS technologies are distributed in a variety of subject domains and its application in day to
day problems of human beings [1]. GIS applications has covered a varied range of sectors including
health geography, cultural and anthropological geography, transportation, and land dynamics.
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Many researches have studied the spatial aspect of diseases in purview of its nature and behavior
with respect to a geographical area. The most famous paradigm of early medical geography was Dr.
John Snow, considered to be the father of modern epidemiology, who demonstrated the water-borne
origin of cholera by plotting cholera-related deaths in London during the most severe 1854 epidemic
on maps [2]. Disease maps have been used since historic times and with GIS it is now possible to
keep a track of diseases in a digital format.
Considering the wide range of analysis tools offered by GIS, the spatial aspect of COVID-19
can be analyzed comprehensively with them. Recent technical features of GIS such as location
intelligence and live tracking have made it possible for COVID-19 to be potentially mapped
and understand the spread of the outbreak. Features such as temporal analysis have aided in
understanding the timely spread of the disease. This research particularly focuses on the utilization
of network analysis feature of Arc GIS in decision making for the Municipal authorities. The network
analysis toolset has been linked with the spraying of disinfectants in municipal areas. To contain
the spread of the outbreak, disinfecting public places such as public buildings, major and minor
roadways with Sodium Hypochlorite (NaClO) solution is undertaken by the municipal authorities
of multiple Indian cities. As per the Central Government of India, spraying of disinfectants has
been mandated in Indian cities to avoid the virus from sustaining at public places.
Spraying of disinfectants over large urban areas involve attributes such as cost and time on
account of Government officials. This makes it important to utilize modern technologies that can
aid the decision-making abilities of the officials. The purpose of this research is to utilize the
potential of geospatial technology in order to aid the Municipal authority officials of Basmat City
to reduce the cost and time required to spray the disinfectant using the Vehicle Routing Problem
(VRP) for devising the optimal paths for fire-fighting vehicles.

14.2

Literature Review

In this section, the literature reviewed in accordance with the network analysis tools in GIS is
presented. Utilization of GIS for effective healthcare planning is presented in many studies across
the world. A study by [3] presents the use of network analysis in developing a GIS based emergency
response system for Delhi, India. The study focuses on integrating real time traffic data with the
existing transportation network. Optimal route planning was used to analyze the best route for
reaching the emergency site by avoiding congested routes. Network analysis attributes such as
shortest path analysis, Origin destination survey and proximity analysis were deployed for building
the emergency response system. In another study by [4] the practicality of the shortest path analysis
tool in GIS is improved. The Dijkstra’s Algorithm which is the principle that works at the backend
of the shortest path analysis is optimized by changing the starting node with the search process.
This enables to maintain the nodes using a stack structure to avoid revisiting the nodes. In this
case, the real time traffic information is not considered.
Another relevant study carried out for Ghana region by [5] is also based on emergency response
service by the firefighting services. This service was developed for the Ghana National Fire Services
(GNFS) in the metropolis of Kumasi where the GNFS can take better decisions. The optimal route
planning in case of a fire incident in the metropolis was devised by considering model attributes
such as slope of the roads, travel distance and time and the delays in travel time. Optimal route
planning for determining effective evacuation methods in San Diego is performed by [6]. In this
study, GIS network analysis is used for public issuing of evacuation orders in case of emergency
situations by using 2007 Wildfire datasets. An Origin-Destination (OD) ranking model was deployed
to determine evacuation routes between affected areas and nearest shelters. Multiple road features
and land-based attributes were considered while building the OD model.
Advancement in the geospatial technologies have upgraded the GIS tools and services. GIS
packages are now being introduced in the market with better spatial analysis capabilities. Services
and complex businesses involving fieet of vehicles with multiple orders, stops, restrictions, using
roadside utilities need a solution to avoid scaled cost in the process of transportation. These issues
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are now the things of the past since the introduction of network analyst toolset in the ArcGIS
platform. Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is one such tool in the package, which can find the best
route for a single vehicle to visit many stops (for delivering order or for servicing at the stop).
The primary goal of these kinds of analysis is to reduce the transportation time and reduce the
overall operating cost. VRP can used to solve much complex problems, involving multiple vehicles
with multiple capacities and matching vehicles capacity with order quantities, multiple vehicles
with special tools and matching their service capabilities, giving breaks to drivers, pairing multiple
orders so the same route delivers them.

14.3

Methodology and Materials

The following section presents the detailed methodology that was followed to conduct this research.
The methodology fiowchart depicts the steps that are performed using Arc GIS 10.2 software. The
data preparation includes digitizing road vector layer using Open Street Map (OSM) and satellite
imagery from Google Earth. The administrative boundary of ward map has been obtained from the
municipal council of Basmat city. The major public government buildings and landmarks have been
located from ground verification and satellite imagery. Following this, the georeferencing process
of municipal boundary map has been performed, and the geodatabase has been created.
After the data preparation, the network layers have been created. The network layers include
the service stops of spraying the disinfectant. The attributes such as road name, design speed of the
road, road type, length of the road and time taken for the fire-fighting vehicle to traverse the road
have all been updated in the network layers. Further, the network topology and network dataset
have been created. Finally, the vehicle routing problem for the firefighting services to spray the
disinfectant has been solved.

FIGURE 14.1
Methodological Framework of Study
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Geospatial Network Analysis Technique for Optimal Route Planning

Data Preparation

The data preparation includes downloading the OSM network data and satellite imagery of Basmat
city, preparing the network layout, and linking the attribute data. The study area is the Basmat
city located in Hingoli district of the state of Maharashtra. This city is a ‘B’ class municipal council.
The study area is extended from 19◦ 33’ 02” N to 77◦ 15’ 89” E. The Basmat city area is of
12.06 sq.km with 14 ward divisions. The base map and road network data of Basmat city was
downloaded from Open street map. OSM has been accessed through Arc GIS online web mapping
service. The road network data has an attribute named Road name for names of the roads that
have been matched with Google earth imagery. The Design speed attribute includes design speed
of the roads which were assigned by taking IRC 86 – 1983 as reference. The Road type attribute
consists of classification of the roads according to the hierarchy which includes Arterial Roads,
Sub-Arterial Roads, Collector and Local roads. The Road length attribute includes length of the
roads that are calculated using calculate geometry tool.

14.3.2

The Network Dataset

The next step is preparing the network dataset to carry out network analysis for fire-fighting
vehicles. The topology tool is deployed to remove unnecessary pseudo nodes and dangles in
the network that occur during the digitization process. The road network is integrated using the
Integrate tool in Data Management and other layers such as road and stops are included in the
feature dataset. Further, the road name and landmarks are assigned for directional fiow of vehicles.

14.3.3

Building the VRP Route

After building the network dataset, the Vehicle routing problem layer is created and all the VRP
layers are activated from the toolbar. The stops which are assigned for spraying of NaClO solution
are imported for a shift of the day. The service time which is the spraying time for the fire-fighting
vehicle is assigned to the stops. The spraying time data is provided by the Basmat Municipal
Council. The filling stations which are the depots are the locations where the Sodium Hypochlorite
(NaClO) solution is filled in the tanks of fire-fighting vehicles. After this the routes through which
the fire-fighting vehicles traverse are assigned to the route layer. The initial stop of filling station
and terminating stop of filling station are assigned. The Start time of the vehicle is taken as 7 a.m.
and end time is taken as 8 a.m.

14.4

Results and Discussion

This study presented the analysis of Vehicle Routing problem of fire fighting vehicles that are
used for sanitisation to spray Sodium Hypochlorite solution. With the surge of Covid-19 cases,
the sanitisation process of public buildings and was taken up by the Basmat Municipal Council.
Municipality assigned this task to the sanitation department, which must be carried out in a
stipulated time. Major landmarks, government buildings, major religious places, markets, colonies
with symptomatic patients were identified for disinfection. Fire-fighting vehicles were assigned for
transportation of sanitation workers to the service locations where disinfection was supposed to be
carried out. From the ground-based questionnaire survey conducted on 28, 29 and 30 March 2020
and the recorded odometer readings, the time taken by the fire-fighting vehicles was higher as the
routes taken to reach the sanitisation destinations were random. This incurred higher time and
cost for the government officials being spent on the sanitisation process. The government officials
expected a sound way for reducing the cost and time. To address this issue, study tried to address
this issue using geospatial technology to analyse whether the cost and time spent on sanitisation
process can be reduced. For the same, this study applied the Vehicle Routing Problem to the
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fire-fighting sanitisation vehicles. For this the optimal route analysis was carried out for all the
routes. The optimal route analysis generates the most optimal route between two locations.
With the network analysis extension in Arc GIS, it becomes very easy to set the network
parameters for optimal route analysis such as the travel time that is the impedance factor, the start
time of the travel and restrictions such as road directions whether unidirectional or bidirectional.
The starting point and terminating point of travel is the Sodium Hypochlorite (NaClO) filling
station.
The route for sanitization is developed such that all the locations where the service is to be
provided (service locations) are visited once during the total travel. From the table 1 given below,
comparison between the previous route and the optimal route is analysed based on pre-determined
attributes. The three major routes are divided over the period of three days from 28th March to
30th March.
The VRP for the three major routes is given i n the following maps for the three consecutive days
(Figure 14.2) respectively. The odometer reading, time taken for travel by the fire-fighting vehicle,
the fuel cost spent by the government officials and the labor cost are compared for the previous
route taken and the optimal route taken later. It can be inferred from the readings that all the
factors considered perform better in case of optimal routes. Time taken for the fire fighting vehicles,
fuel cost and labor cost are all comparatively lesser in case of optimal routes when compared with
the routes originally followed. The comparison is also presented in graphical format.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 14.2
Basmat Vehicle Routing Problem: a) Route 1; b) Route 2; c) Route 3
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TABLE 14.1
Comparative Analysis of Attributes between Previous and Optimal Route
Shift
Previous Route
Optimal Route
Route-1
Odometer reading: 11000 m
Analyzed
distance:
9377.8m
Time Taken: 12 hours
Time Taken: 9 hours 52
min
Fuel cost: Rs.389
Fuel cost: Rs.329
Labor cost= Rs.1320
Labor cost= Rs.1070
Route-2
Odometer
reading:
6250
Analyzed
distance:
(approx.)
5224m
Time Taken: 8hrs. (approx.)
Time Taken: 7hrs. 38 min
Fuel cost: Rs.221
Fuel cost: Rs.184
Labor cost= Rs.840
Labor cost= Rs. 795
Route-3
Odometer
reading:
7500
Analyzed distance: 6874
(approx.)
m
Time Taken: 7hrs. 30 min
Time Taken: 6 hrs. 10
(approx.)
min
Fuel cost: Rs.265
Fuel cost: Rs.240
Labor cost= Rs.780
Labor cost= Rs. 619

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 14.3
Comparative Analysis between attributes of: a) Route 1 in percentage; b) Route 2 in percentage;
c) Route 3 in percentage

Conclusion
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Conclusion

In this research, an augmented approach of Arc GIS based network analysis using Vehicle Routing
problem is applied to the Basmat city area. With the outbreak of Covid-19, sanitisation of public
spaces has been made mandatory and this involves spending of huge monetary cost and time on
account of government authorities. The Djikstra optimal routing algorithm in Arc GIS offers best
results for network analysis. The vehicle routing problem applied in this research to find the optimal
route which saves time and cost. The VRP for route 1 has reduced the travel distance and fuel cost
by 8% and the travel time taken by 12%. The labor cost is reduced by 10%. Similarly, for route 2,
the travel distance is reduced by 8% and the travel time by 4%. The labor cost is reduced by 2%
and the fuel cost by 10%. For VRP route 3, the travel distance is reduced by 4% and travel time by
8%. The labor cost is reduced by 4% and fuel cost by 12%. After obtaining positive results with the
use of network analysis, in future research this study propose to utilize geospatial technology for
analyzing the attributes of cost, time and quantity of disinfectant spraying for building level data
by incorporating building level information data such as height of building, size and total fioor area
, material, building use etc. to predict the attributes for sanitisation automatically. Result out of
such studies will help in better emergency preparedness and quick response of Urban Local Bodies
(ULB’s) as like Basmat.
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Formalizing Informal Settlements to Empower
Residents Against COVID-19 and Other Disasters
Chryssy Potsiou

With the COVID-19 it became obvious that the significant social and economic benefits
of the urbanization and globalization era may be accompanied by a globalized threat and
risk. This deadly virus struck fast and hard and with little warning and all countries, even
the most developed, have proved to be unprepared. Governments have urgently explored
short- and long-term actions on how to sustain a resilient economic and social activity
while keeping their people safe, but also on defining policies that would help them to
deal with the post-COVID-19 challenges. In this respect, the 2019 UNECE publication on
Guidelines for Formalization of Informal Constructions may be useful to facilitate a global
planning process to support a large number of states that face the challenge of construction
informality in developing fit-for-purpose policies while preparing for a post-COVID era.
According to UNECE, benefits from formalizing informal constructions could contribute
to economic recovery by integration into land markets with clear ownership titles and
registration. Security of tenure and rights to ownership of land and property provide access
to credit; environmental planning, construction, and utility-provision improvements can be
initiated to a standard by which people can live in adequate and healthy homes to the benefit
of all. This chapter provides an insight of the above issues and draws the attention to the
benefits of a clear and inclusive strategy and of a fit-for-purpose formalization framework.

15.1

Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic is threatening cities and settlements all over the world, endangering not
only public health but also the economy and the structure of society, forcing us apart as we try to
slow the spread of the virus. However, we - as individuals - are still finding ways to help each other,
inspiring and showing appreciation for those helping our communities, keeping in touch with family
members wherever they may be, and most importantly, helping the poorest and most vulnerable,
those least able to respond.
But how can we, as experts, do more? How can we support governments to do the same at a
larger scale successfully? More specifically, how can surveyors, as geospatial and land professionals,
provide appropriate tools that will support governments in their efforts to be more efficient in
empowering those most vulnerable, increasing recognition of disease and pandemics? “Who” and
more importantly “where” are the most vulnerable, those exposed most to the pandemic?
This discussion will address the following questions:
1. how can geospatial experts and land surveyors provide the technically driven policy tools to
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support governments to identify and empower those most vulnerable and those exposed most
to the pandemic?

2. why the measures taken by governments to empower people against the pandemic are
also related to the good management of land and therefore need to be more “localized”,
evidence-based, and fit-for-purpose? and
3. how governments may develop “fit-for-purpose” formalization projects to empower residents in
informal settlements for the benefit of all?

15.2

The Need for Geospatial Data and Tools to Improve
Decision-making

It is said that flooding and other natural disasters are more or less “localized” and authorities,
with the support of geospatial experts, know that they may turn “there” to help, while the current
COVID-19 disaster is or may exist “everywhere”, which complicates recovery actions, and that
affects everyone with a priority for the elderly, those with chronic health problems, and those who
have difficulty protecting themselves.
As with any natural disaster, the way countries and communities prepare for a damaging event
makes the difference for a successful, long-term resilience and recovery. Decision-making for such
preparation must be evidence-based; therefore, availability of reliable and affordable geospatial data
in a timely manner is crucial. This is at the center of surveyors’ professional skills, interests and
activities. There are already several modern, low-cost but still reliable tools and methods that may
be used for acquiring the needed geo-referenced information including information derived from
social media and crowdsourcing [1] and several applications for contact tracing, that may help in
providing sound decision-making for applying more “localized” rather than “general” measures,
and for providing humanitarian support when dealing with such disasters [2].
Unfortunately, this virus struck fast and hard and without warning and all countries, even the
most developed, were unprepared. It has been a common and long-established public confidence
that medicine has improved significantly and that humanity has managed to overcome problems
caused by pandemics that once killed large numbers of people, and which have thus influenced the
history and the future of many cities [3]. Since that development in the history of medicine, and
for several years since, research in infectious diseases has lost its institutional urgency.
As a result, rapid and dense urbanization became more and more a global trend for several
decades and has been considered as the tool to deal with poverty which would lead us to economic
growth for all. A globalized economy has developed and the world has been on a constant move to
urbanization. Surveyors have always been in the front line aiming to provide the most appropriate
policies, methods and tools to provide the required geo-referenced data to support the management
of the emerging mega cities [4]. A global action plan on how to deal with deadly pandemics is still
missing; there is a significant lack of awareness among populations and unfortunately a dangerous
lack of coordination among governments in terms of disaster-response measures. The result is a
dangerous confusion. Coronavirus was a test, and the world’s supposedly most advanced nations
have all too visibly failed [5].
Governments are now urgently exploring short- and long-term actions on how to sustain
a resilient economic and social activity while keeping their people safe, but also on how to
deal with post-COVID-19 challenges; it is anticipated that the pandemic will have a continuing
multidimensional impact. Such actions and policies should be based on reliable geospatial data.
The situation becomes worse in unplanned and/or dense informal settlements and slums that
often exist on the outskirts of many large urban areas, but which also provide unskilled service
support to the nearby urban economies. Residents in informal settlements usually are not registered,
they may even lack citizenship, identity cards and addresses but also health care, basic services
like clean water and sewage disposal, etc. It has become obvious that unfortunately COVID-19
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has a higher, “localized” concentration among informal settlement residents where people are
not prepared, basic infrastructures are poor, and where there is a significant lack of reliable
geo-referenced data. (A strategy for containment of the virus is “contact tracing” in which an
attempt is made to track the progress of the disease from population center to population center,
requiring an efficient geo-referenced measuring and monitoring system.)
The World Bank reports that the COVID-19 pandemic has plunged the global economy into its
deepest recession since World War II. It estimates that this particular disaster will create the worst
economic contraction in decades, with numerous job losses and the creation of 60-100 million of “new
poor”, mainly those self-employed, many informally, which will soon join those most vulnerable
- those poor living in the informal settlements; and foresees that the COVID-19 pandemic is a
once-in-a-century crisis that presents extraordinary challenges to policymakers around the world
[6].
According to the IMF the economic impact of this crisis will be like no other; GDP is expected
to fall by some 6-7% this year in the advanced economies, and it will not return to its pre-virus
peak until at least 2022. Given the uncertainty around how long the pandemic will last, it may
be far worse. Entire sectors of the economy are at risk. Millions of people have already lost their
source of income. The International Labor Organization (ILO), at its press release of 29 April
2020, estimated that 1.6 billion workers in the formal or informal economy, amounting to nearly
half the global workforce, are at risk of losing their livelihoods. This is due to the lockdown measures
and/or because these people are occupied in the hardest-hit sectors, such as wholesale and retail,
manufacturing, accommodation and food services, or the real estate sector [7]. What is even worse
is the fact that usually these people have no access to credit.
It is “there”, at such settlements, that governments should turn their attention to help and
provide the means for improvements and resilience.
These people are least able to protect themselves. “As the pandemic and the jobs crisis evolve,
the need to protect the most vulnerable becomes even more urgent” said ILO Director-General Guy
Ryder. “For millions of workers, no income means no food, no security and no future. Millions of
businesses around the world are barely breathing. They have no savings or access to credit. These
are the real faces of the world of work. If we don’t help them now, these enterprises will simply
perish” [8].
The informal economy includes informal construction - self-made, usually substandard, houses
- along with the informal labor force and illegal businesses. Informally, self-made cities/settlements
in general [9], with informal, unregistered property rights, lacking property titles and/or planning,
construction and operational permits, have no access to credit. Informal rights and informal
construction constitute a wide-spread challenge threatening sustainability and although “. . . access
to basic services, ownership and control over land and other forms of property, inheritance, natural
resources,...” is included at SDG1 (target 1.4) of the UN Sustainable development Agenda 2030 [10],
so far few countries have reported on real progress in this field in the five years of implementation
period, as emphasized at the recent webinar “Five years into the SDGs - Are we on track to deliver
the land targets?” [11], with the World Bank predicting that “the global community’s significant
progress on poverty reduction in recent decades will likely be partly reversed and that it will also be
more difficult to achieve broader development goals by the end of this decade” [6].
UNECE and FIG have long worked in this field and land surveyors have built experience in
developing fit-for-purpose technical, administrative, legal and policy tools both for the registration
of informal tenure rights as well as for the formalization of informal constructions. There is an
urgent need that governments will now integrate such tools to improve the preparedness measures
for the pandemic.
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Measures Taken by Governments to Manage the Pandemic

A common, immediate response of many governments during the disease outbreak was to request
their citizens to “stay at home”, “work from home”, “keep social distance”, “follow basic hygienic
measures” and “wash hands with soap and clean water frequently”.
These measures have been successfully adopted by many citizens, but unfortunately they seem
unrealistic for some people as well as for most residents of informal settlements; residents of informal
settlements simply cannot cope with such requirements. A number of issues need to be taken into
consideration:
1. Housing conditions in informal settlements are usually substandard, lacking access to basic
hygienic services such as drinking water and/or sanitation, waste collection and access to basic
health care, while density in such areas does not allow residents to maintain the necessary
social distancing.
2. These people cannot earn their daily income while social distancing; they can rarely work
from home. Occupants of such informal constructions are usually unregistered workers, or are
occupied on a temporary basis, in a myriad of businesses, small or medium enterprises, usually
informal; these people, every morning, afternoon or night must leave their homes to go out, to
ensure that they will bring back enough food for family members while keeping the economy
running for the rest of the urban citizenry, experiencing emotional, physical and mental stress
every day.
3. A large percentage of such informal labor force is occupied in transportation, construction,
and agriculture/food production, supplying farmers and handling food from “farm to fork;” in
many cases this is crucial for maintaining sustainability in the supply chain.
4. A significant number of residents of informal settlements, either rural or urban, are women
who are harshly impacted by land tenure insecurity due to discriminatory laws and a lingering
social bias. The COVID-19 virus threatens to exacerbate a situation of social gender inequality.
As COVID-19 continues to spread through society common measures are not being adopted by
all governments and it becomes clear that strict measures that radically change everyday activities
cannot easily be enforced and cannot easily control the disease. While restoring global health
remains the uppermost priority, as mentioned above, it is apparent that the strict measures required
have caused massive economic and social shock. The prolongation of a lockdown, physical distancing
and other isolation measures used to eliminate transmission of the virus will lead the global economy
into a recession. Unemployment, loss of income and the risk of more homelessness are the result.
Many countries are using additional “social safety net programs” to respond and protect families
from the impact of economic shock. They provide, among other devices, loans with low interest,
cash, in-kind transfers, social pensions, public works, and school feeding programs targeted to poor
and vulnerable households. Some have enacted measures to secure housing tenure for tenants and
occupants of camps and informal settlements in response to this crisis. Among those jurisdictions
who have put in such measures, many have moved to enact moratoriums on evictions and utilities
shut-offs, and some have put in measures to reduce rents or offer moratoriums to non-performing
housing loans and foreclosures, or rental subsidies to the most vulnerable households.
However, the cost of such measures is significantly preventing their broad application. Most
frequently beneficiaries of such measures are those registered, meaning those working and living
in the formal sector; residents in informal settlements are once again likely to be left behind. But,
we should acknowledge that allowing substandard conditions in some areas is not only a threat to
those residents, but to the general population as well. Infected residents through their activity very
soon will transfer the virus to the people they have job contacts within the city or other regions.
Moreover, the COVID-19 crisis is also anticipated to accelerate a disruption in the housing
sector that started well before this crisis. The construction and real estate sector is an industry
that tends to be vulnerable to economic cycles. External market factors, combined with fragmented
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and complex industry dynamics and an overall aversion to risk, already had made the provision of
formal affordable housing adequate for all, a problematic process. This is expected to worsen due
to the virus thus anticipating larger numbers of people seeking an alternative and affordable but
informal housing solution.
Governments need to seriously consider new fit-for-purpose ways and tools to manage and
administer land [12] as well as to formalize existing informal constructions in order to enable access
to credit for those residents, to improve their living conditions and to enhance the needed hygienic
and safety improvements in such constructions. It is more important than ever for all actors to
see what the “next normal” will look like and make the bold, strategic decisions to create a better
future for all by solving the persistent shortage of formal housing.

15.4

How to Formalize Informal Construction in Order to
Empower Residents against COVID-19

Informal development is a social phenomenon in which people settle on land that may be owned by
others or by the state, where they build dwellings usually sub-standard and temporary in nature.
These settlements may have limited or no infrastructure. Informal development may even appear
on legally owned land while its illegality is related to zoning, planning, or building regulations. An
illegal building is one built without a construction permit, or in violation of a legally issued permit
or against the verified basic legal land plan. In many cases illegal construction in the European
transition countries is of a good, permanent type, and can be characterized as self-made “affordable
housing” rather than as “slums”, although they may not meet all construction stability, safety and
environmental standards. Illegal buildings are usually out of the economic circle, not registered,
not taxed and unable to be transferred or mortgaged. These constructions represent “dead capital”
of a country’s economy; the problem is well known in the UNECE region. Unregistered, informal
constructions cannot be used as collateral to provide access to vital credit for their occupants (and
do not appear on the public record for land taxation purposes). A great support that governments
may provide to residents in informal settlements may be to enable formalization of informal
constructions, where possible, thereby integrating them into the land administration systems and
into property markets. As a result access to credit will be enabled and people may use this funding
to improve their living situations with improved protection against the disease. But which is the
most appropriate method of formalization?
The UNECE and the Working Party on Land Administration (WPLA) initiated joint research
together with the International Federation of Surveyors (FIG) in 2007 on the topic of informal
development in the region. The main objective of this research was to identify the size of the problem
in the UNECE region, the causes, the types of informal constructions and to assess the formalization
methods used by governments in eight countries [13–20], and to identify good practices.
The research identified that more than 50 million people in 15 member States of the United
Nation Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) live in informal settlements. The causes of
current informal settlements include major political changes in law and regulation coupled with
rapid urbanization, and often uncontrolled, massive internal migration. Conflict, marginalization,
cumbersome authorization processes for home improvements and modernization, and corruption
resulted. But the list of causes is more complex, including the absence of policies by the states
and their failure to adopt pro-growth planning as well as affordable housing policies; weaknesses of
the private sector; the lack of knowledge and political will to develop land policies to facilitate
recognition of existing tenure and private property rights to aid the transition from centrally
planned to market economies; and the failure or reluctance of state agencies to implement measures
to support economic reforms to facilitate the digital economy and the UN Sustainable Development
Agenda 2030.
The types of informal constructions in the region include a large range of buildings from small
single family houses to multi-story apartment buildings, shops, hotels and public buildings. They
may lack ownership titles and/or building and planning permits, or they may have been built in
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excess of legally issued permits. Formalization policies adopted from the various governments to
address the problem often lack a clear fit-for-purpose strategy and in many countries formalization
is a long bureaucratic and expensive procedure; or may start with the best of intentions but
become bogged down due to administrative bottlenecks or change of government. Governments
often understand the problem but do not fully recognize the extent of its impacts. Therefore, it
was necessary to develop guidelines which would explain why a country would choose to go beyond
the established scientific/engineering/planning practice in order to successfully deal with property
market challenges, funding challenges, structural stability challenges, environmental challenges and
difficult ethical challenges as well as the many hostile reactions to a formalization project by
otherwise law-abiding citizens [21].
This long research resulted in the compilation of guidelines for a fit-for-purpose formalization
framework in support of those countries seeking a quick and sustainable formalization solution in
an affordable, reliable, inclusive and timely manner to improve residents’ health, living and working
conditions and to meet the SDGs by 2030. The guidelines focus mainly on providing instructions
on how to organize the formalization project, but it also provides information about the necessary
preparatory work (e.g., how to identify the problem’s magnitude and how to develop a strategy to
achieve a general political acceptance), as well as information about important post-formalization
factors.
It is important that the formalization process, as well as its strategy, will clarify and quantify
the anticipated economic, environmental and social benefits and ensure that everyone, not just the
residents of informal settlements, sees benefits from formalization. The process should be based
on three main pillars: (a) to facilitate increased tenure security, (b) to recognize the right to
adequate housing for all, and (c) to provide access to credit for the residents in informal settlements.
Guidelines are aligned with the UN SDGs, especially SDG 1, target 1.4, SDG 11, SDG 5, the FAO
Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and Forests
(VGGT) and the New Urban Agenda.
These guidelines, published in 2019 by the United Nations, are written mainly for countries
within the UNECE region where informal constructions are of fairly good quality (not slums) and
therefore could be considered as a commodity, which may provide access to credit and funds to
be used by the residents either for construction improvements or for other general improvements
of the neighborhoods e.g., to enable disaster recovery, education and health services, or to develop
businesses. The guidelines are meant to be used by all sectors and stakeholders involved, such as
politicians, government members, state agencies, all involved professionals, as well as academics,
NGOs and banks.
It is anticipated that the guidelines will be applicable in other regions, too. In the “new
normal” era titling provision and registration should be quick and of low cost and should be
independent from other types of informalities (lack of planning and/or construction permits).
Post-formalization or parallel planning, environmental considerations, construction improvements
as well as service-provision should be enabled not only for social and environmental reasons, but
also to make these properties more economically viable and attractive in order to become part of
the broader legal real estate market and to enable access to credit. Otherwise, it is hard to realize
equity in a house that cannot be sold or is without interest in the real estate market.
However, there is no “one size fits all” general rule for improvement provision; such
improvements can be initiated and funded by the residents in partnership with national and local
authorities, as well as the private sector. Tools to be used for urban regeneration may include
consolidation of parcels and land readjustment. Such land reforms require a broad public awareness
and acceptance, as well as trust and willingness of residents to participate voluntarily to secure
ownership rights to their homes. In general, the success of such a project is based on the voluntary
participation of residents. Eliminating the informality phenomenon in future requires, apart from
title provision and property registration, comprehensive land policies and reforms that may include
pro-growth planning, flexible permitting/inspection processes for development, property valuation,
policies for creating job opportunities, fair taxation and affordability. Other issues relevant to the
establishment of real estate markets should be also addressed, which include the existence of funding
mechanisms, professional education, professional ethics and an effective role for the private sector
[22].
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When dealing with formalization one should remember that demand in real estate markets is
defined not only by consumer need, but also by consumer desire and when neither the state nor the
private sector provide, legally, the supply of appropriate real estate types and quantities to satisfy
the current demand, people may build informally with a result that is inherently risky.
Also, one should remember that security of tenure is a social issue and a human right; security
of ownership rights and of titles may also be a social issue as it is fundamental to the well-being of
residents. But security of tenure alone cannot facilitate access to credit, while security of ownership
rights may. A country without an inclusive formal system for registering property rights limits its
own economic development and prevents its citizens from realizing their full potential.
The formalization of informal constructions, among several other improvements, will enable:
1. reduction of evictions by the establishment of updated cadastral systems and increased security
of rights;
2. risk reduction thus enabling occupants’ access to credit at affordable interest rates, as well
as a significant tool for funding their housing and resistance to any natural and/or manmade
disasters;
3. occupants to improve their housing and business conditions; improvement of planning of
neighborhoods and construction stability; improvement to family health issues; children’s
education; security;
4. authorities to use this updated spatial data infrastructure for evidence-based decision-making
for a series of issues, e.g., to enable digital transformation of society; to build reliable basic
registers; to add other necessary information or improve various statistical records; to apply
good and fair land and property policies; to monitor and improve important health and other
SDG indicators, such as for environmental issues; to support agriculture and food production,
education and employment, gender equality and transportation and to provide humanitarian
support;
5. the transformation of dead capital locked up in informal constructions to become productive
capital thus increasing a nation’s GDP with faster economic recovery and poverty alleviation.
Such assets as formalized constructions may provide collateral and increased revenue from land
taxation to improve basic infrastructure and provide electricity and digital access to all people,
which is basic for a restart of national economies especially in the poorest countries.
The UNECE Guidelines for formalization of informal constructions may be of particular interest
to governments preparing for the post-COVID era. Benefits from a fit-for-purpose formalization of
informal settlements could contribute to economic recovery by providing property titles, registering
them in the cadastral systems and integrating them into the local economies.
Experts involved in the compilation of these Guidelines are currently working under the guidance
of UNECE for identifying ways to monitor the implementation of the Guidelines in the region. More
specifically, a follow up project is carried on with a purpose to review how well countries that face
the challenge of informal development have progressed with their formalization projects and if there
is a need for some revision of the process, what is actually the impact of Covid-19 in these regions,
and what are the actions taken by governments during the Covid-19 period. Some seminars and
lectures will be organized soon aiming to raise awareness about the importance of the Guidelines
and their fast and inclusive implementation. It is highly recommended though that the experience
gained from UNECE region will be shared in other regions, too, that are facing similar challenges.
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Spatially Enabled COVID-19: A Review of
Applications and Systems
Abbas Rajabifard, Yiqun Chen, Yibo Zhang and Katie Potts

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has profoundly reshaped the world and impacted the
lives of billions globally across many facets, including health, economy, culture, education,
environment and politics. Since declared as a public health emergency of international
concern (PHEIC) in January 2020, the outbreak has attracted significant research
attention globally. Governments, industries and academics altogether are investigating
various means for monitoring the spread of the virus, assessing the impacts, and
planning strategies and policies for reopening. Many tools and applications have been
developed to support government and emergency agencies for critical decision-making
and situation monitoring at various stage of the outbreak. This paper reviews existing
COVID-19 emergency management tools and applications currently being adopted by
different countries and jurisdictions, and identifies and compares their key capabilities
and functionalities.

16.1

Introduction

The outbreak of the COVID-19 virus has fundamentally changed the way our world operates. The
impact of this virus has been felt in almost every country around the globe, disrupting and putting
extreme pressure on various industry sectors – such as building and construction, retail, transport,
hospitality, education, financial services, agriculture, aviation and tourism, and healthcare. In
response to the pandemic, the governments of many countries have adopted strategies to minimise
the spread and impact of the virus, which involves quarantining communities through lockdown
mandates which have had enormous economic and social impacts. As the spread of infectious
disease is inherently a spatial process, the geospatial industry which specialises in geospatial data,
technologies, and analytical methods play a critical role in understanding and responding to the
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic [1]. To contribute and assist with the escalating
problem, the geospatial industry, like many other industries, have focused their attention to this
global challenge and have founded solutions and developed tools which aid and assist officials in
their role of managing this unprecedented event.
Areas of focus which fit within the scope of the geospatial industry’s expertise include:
developing spatial data infrastructures (SDI) for surveillance and data sharing; incorporating
mobility data into infectious disease forecasting; using geospatial technologies for digital contact
tracing; integrating geographic data in COVID-19 modelling; investigating social vulnerabilities and
health disparities; communicating the status of the disease or status of facilities for return-to-normal
operations; and tracking, monitoring and optimisation of the location of necessary health and safety
resources such as personal protective equipment (PPE), ventilators, and available hospital beds [1].
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One early contribution from the geospatial industry has been the development of smartphone
apps to assist contact tracing. Contact tracing involves identifying persons who may have come
into contact with an infected person, and the management these people who have been exposed to
COVID-19 to prevent onward transmission [2]. It is an essential activity conducted by public health
organisations for controlling the virus. Through tracing of the contacts of infected individuals,
testing them for infections, and then isolating the infected, public health aims to reduce the
infections in the population. In order to effectively perform contact tracing, specific location and
time details are required. To assist with this task, the geospatial industry has responded with a
range of applications which can facilitate the tracing, some assisting from the public health side,
and others from the citizen side. The apps take advantage of the inbuilt location and timestamp
records of smart phones, GPS data from cars, credit card transactions, travel histories and CCTV
footage to determine where and at what time a person has been in a specific location, and through
analysis can use this information to determine intersections of individuals to determine who has
been potentially exposed. Identifying the exact location of sick people, tracing their movements,
and isolating them minimises the need to impose mobility restrictions or business closures [3].
Another application which has seen geospatial technology play a critical role has been in the
identification and proximities of individuals to essential services. The geospatial industry has
developed smartphone applications for use by citizens and also complex platforms to perform
detailed analysis for government health departments. Government, industry and academia have put
significant efforts and resources to build these applications, which fall into two categories of tracing
apps and map-enabled dashboards. These applications are all built upon the same COVID-19 test
data, and utilise various technologies and aggregate additional data sources to serve their purposes.

16.2

Tracing Apps

Tracing apps are critical means for the pandemic control, particularly when widely deployed, as they
help to detect and notify people who contact with a carrier and can also monitor who breach the
isolation rules. In March 2020, Ferretti et al. [4] suggested using digital contact tracing to quantify
the virus transmission and proposed a schematic of a tracing app (Figure 16.1 (a)). Contacts of
carrier A are traced by the app, and when carrier A is confirmed by a positive test result, the app
triggers an instant notification to all the contacts with risk-stratified quarantine (i.e., close contacts
B, C, D, E, F, G and low-risk contacts H, I) and physical distancing advice. CDC also released a
COVID-19 contact tracing workflow (Figure 16.1 (b)) which can help scientists follow the chain of
infection to understand how the virus transmits among crowd [5].

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 16.1
a) A schematic of a tracing app, b) COVID-19 contact tracing workflow
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Most of the apps adopt Bluetooth technology to detect the proximity to other mobile devices.
Unlike GPS or Wi-Fi data, the Bluetooth technology only tracks which device has been near one
another, rather than reporting users’ actual locations. They are usually classified as “Decentralised
Contact Tracing” and considered to be better privacy-preserving and less intrusive, comparing
with “Centralised Contact Tracing” methods which utilise cellular network and GPS to determine
the location of users. In March 2020, in collaboration with CoEPi [6], Covid Watch [7] was the
first team in the world to develop an open-source, anonymous, decentralised Bluetooth digital
contact tracing protocol, the CEN (Contact Event Numbers) Protocol. It now has been renamed
as TCN (Temporary Contact Numbers) Protocol[8]. In April 2020, similar decentralised protocols
like DP-3T (Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing) [8], PACT(Private Automated
Contact Tracing) [9] and Google/Apple Exposure Notification framework [10] were also prevailing.
By adopting such a decentralised protocol, contact tracing apps will create and broadcast short-lived
pseudorandom values over Bluetooth. These values are recorded by nearby devices and reveal no
information about users’ identity or location history as they are pseudorandom. When a user is
developing symptoms or tested positive, the app will send a report to any potential contacts by
uploading a packet of data to a server. Other users can monitor data published by the server to
learn whether they have received any reports [11, 12].
Several issues impact the effectiveness of tracking apps in the real world. First, inferring physical
distance based these technologies can be unreliable. The range (3-10 m) of Bluetooth-enabled
device varies dramatically due to the environment or the way the device is held [13, 14]. GPS-based
proximity detection can also be unreliable, smartphones are typically accurate to within a 4.9-meter
radius in open space, with accuracy decreasing further in the presence of signal blockage [15, 16].
The cellular network-based proximity reasoning also depends on the density of antenna towers
(base stations) and the precision of positioning can achieve down to 50 meters in urban areas
[17]. While, in most countries, the social distancing guidelines recommend 1.5 to 2 meters, which
could not be reliably and accurately detected by any of these means. False positives might lead
to unnecessary self-quarantine and could cause the public to ignore warnings when they find these
warnings are untrustworthy. Another problem is the update ratio of tracing apps. The effectiveness
of a tracing app depends on how many people use it regularly. If only a small proportion of people
participate in, the app is worthless and could be harmful as its indications will be highly inaccurate
and could even instill a false sense of security [18]. In Singapore, by the end of September 2020, 2.4
million people (41% population) downloaded the TraceTogether App. The uptake was lower than
the optimal number of users required for the contact tracing system to work well, which was 75%
of the population [19].
Australia launched its contact tracking app CovidSafe in April, which is completely voluntary.
By the end of September, it has accumulated over 7 million downloads (28% population), while how
and whether the app is being used has yet been revealed [20, 21]. In the UK, the second version of
the NHS Covid-19 app has over 10 million downloads (around 15% population) since it launched in
September 2020 [13, 22–24]. As the tracing apps are characterised by strong network effect [18], its
efficacy is the square of the proportion of the population using the app, multiplied by the probability
of the app detecting infectious contacts, multiplied by the fractional reduction in infectiousness
resulting from being notified as a contact [4]. Simulation model shows that approximately 60% of
the whole population are required to use the app and adhere to the app’s recommendations to stop
virus contagion [25].

16.3

Map-Based Dashboard

The history of using maps to understand the spread of disease can go back to 1850’s when Dr. John
Snow connected location and illness to trace the source of a cholera outbreak in London, as shown
in Figure 16.2 (a) [26]. From disease atlases in early 20th century to more recent web mapping of
Ebola (Figure 16.2 (b) [27]) and Zika, maps have been considered as a critical tool in coping with
contagious viruses [28]. The reason behind is that global mobility is faster and easier than ever
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before, and a carrier can become a super spreader, infecting a large number of people across a large
geographic area [28].

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 16.2
a) Cluster map of cholera cases in London, 1854, b) Web mapping of Ebola virus in Africa, 2014
The most famous COVID-19 dashboard (see Figure 16.3) has been created and maintained by
Johns Hopkins University since late January 2020. It is a map-based web application, aggregating
real-time information about the pandemic at the global level (190 countries and regions included),
and has been cited as official COVID-19 data and statistics by many media channels. The dashboard
sources and aggregates data globally and reports cases at the province level in China; at the city
level in the USA, Australia, and Canada; and at the country level otherwise [29, 30]. The interactive
maps of the dashboard include accumulated cases, active cases, incidence rate, case-fatality rate
and testing rate. Besides, it also offers critical trends analysis and interactive visualisation, which
help user unfold details about the outbreak spread patterns at various geographical levels [31–33].

FIGURE 16.3
COVID-19 Dashboard developed by Johns Hopkins University
The Johns Hopkins COVID-19 dashboard has a significant impact on the coming COVID-19
dashboard design and functionalities. Within a short period, many countries and organisations
have adopted similar web mapping technology (mostly powered by ESRI Live Atlas) to build their
dashboard and customise with additional information [28]. Figure 16.4 shows four dashboards for
Italy (top-left), China (top-right), Japan (bottom-left) and Germany (bottom-right) respectively
[34–37]. They are all built upon ESRI ArcGIS online map applications and share the same style with
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Johns Hopkins University’s COVID-19 dashboard. Figure 16.5 illustrates the COVID-19 dashboards
created by India (top-left), Brazil (top-right), Australia (bottom-left) and WHO (bottom-right)
using different web tools. Though the appearances are different from each other, the maps and
statistics charts all remain as the key components [38–41].

FIGURE 16.4
A series of similar COVID-19 dashboards created with ESRI ArcGIS Online

FIGURE 16.5
COVID-19 Dashboards created using different web tools
Besides diseases statistics, dispersion maps and propagation animations, there is another
category of dashboards particularly focus on the pandemic impact analyses including mobility,
health, economy and society. For example, the COVID-19 Impact Analysis Platform [42, 43]
developed by the University of Maryland placed emphases on the mobility and social impact of the
virus by incorporating over 30 variables, including social distancing index (top-left), percentage
of hospital bed utilisation (top-right), unemployment rate (bottom-left) and COVID death rate
(bottom-right), as shown in Figure 16.6.
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FIGURE 16.6
COVID-19 Impact Analysis Platform developed by University of Maryland
The Australia COVID-19 Location Tracker developed by the Centre for Disaster Management
and Public Safety (CDMPS) jointly with the Centre for SDIs and Land Administration (CSDILA),
both at the University of Melbourne also comes with a set of ready-for-use analytics tools by
utilising live data through multiple sources for Australia.
The system can perform capacity and service area (e.g., 3, 5, 10 km) analysis for COVID-19
related hospitals and clinics and provide insights medical resource supply chain management at
various scenarios. It plots the distribution of the vulnerable population (e.g., 65+ years old) at a
fine geospatial unit level based on the latest Census data and identifies regions required particular
attention by cross-referencing health condition datasets. The system compiles and visualises the
number of closed non-essential businesses during various stage of lockdown, and estimates the
impacts on the local economy such as unemployment rate and scale of subsidies etc.

FIGURE 16.7
Australia COVID-19 Location Tracker developed by the University of Melbourne
In general, the map-based dashboards prevail in the COVID-19 pandemic and have been adopted
worldwide at various administrative scales. By aggregating, analysing and conveying data in a
timely manner, it serves as a critical and effective tool for government and public to communicate
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and understand the spread of disease and hence helps to increase the pandemic situational awareness
and preparedness.

16.4

Conclusion

The geospatial community has a fundamental and critical role to play in supporting government
management of COVID-19 through contact tracing and map development applications. In this
paper tracing apps that have been developed have been presented and discussed revealing their
strengths and weaknesses as well as challenges faced when trying to successfully implement these
apps at a large scale to produce valuable data for management of the virus. Successful map
dashboards that are serving both government and the community were also presented and discussed.
Consensus on these applications are that map dashboards have been the most useful and more
widely accepted and adopted, proving an effective tool for presenting and relaying information for
government and public understanding and situational awareness on COVID-19.
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COVID-19 Spatiotemporal Hotspots and Prediction
Based on Wavelet and Neural Network
Neda Kaffash Charandabi and Amir Gholami

In this chapter, a global model of the COVID-19 is proposed to determine the important
periods of each country, prediction of confirmed cases, and discover spatiotemporal hot/cold
spots. The importance of the COVID-19 periods is assessed for each country and the most
important periods are selected as time series prediction delays and temporal neighborhood
steps of spatiotemporal analysis. The COVID-19 cases are predicted based on wavelet and
neural network with an average RMSEIQR of 0.974 for all countries. Finally, the hot/cold
spot maps are prepared by the specified temporal neighborhood steps and the patterns are
identified. More than 61% of the earth’s surface is surrounded by COVID-19 hot spots.

17.1

Introduction

The novel Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) has spread all over the world since it first
appeared in Wuhan, the capital city of Hubei province, on 31 December 2019. The number of
cases is well above 35 million and the number of deaths is more than 1 million till 5 October 2020,
according to the World Health Organization (WHO) situation reports [1]. The WHO announced
COVID-19 as the sixth the world’s public health concern on January 30, 2020. It is transmitted via
human-to-human droplets or direct contact, and the mean incubation period for infection has been
estimated to be 6.4 days [2]. However, there is little information about this new virus, researchers in
different fields are working towards discovering an appropriate solution to this global issue [2]. One
of the new approaches to better management of epidemics is the use of spatiotemporal analyses.
These analyses are important tools for preventing and reducing the spread of disease, with the
potential to detect trends and critical points of the disease outbreaks.
The Geographic Information System (GIS) is an analytical tool for collecting, editing, managing,
and processing of spatial data. GIS is also used as a platform for spatiotemporal analyses by
integrating temporal data with location and attribute data. Conventional GIS analyses are very
useful in the identification of spatiotemporal patterns and clusters. However, it needs to be combined
with robust algorithms to predict time series. Neural network algorithms are among the most
common families of non-parametric methods that can be used for predicting epidemic peaks. But
they alone are not enough to predict variable, nonlinear, and uncertain issues. Wavelet is used as
one of the most powerful methods in signal processing and time series analysis. It is possible to
predict complex time series with high accuracy by combining the wavelet with neural networks [3].
In recent years, more researchers have concentrated on predicting epidemic outbreaks.
Al-Ahmadi et al. investigated MERS-COV data in Saudi Arabia from 2012 to 2019. The disease was
analyzed by extracting spatial, temporal, seasonal, and spatial-temporal clusters [4]. Mongkolsawat
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and Kamchai identified the critical areas of Avian influenza in Thailand. This study highlighted the
use of GIS to investigate the prevalence and identification of critical areas in different epidemics
[5]. Li et al. described the spatial and temporal characteristics of human H7N9 virus infections
in China using data from 2013 to 2017 and ArcMapTM 10.2 along with SaTScan [6]. Zhu et al.
used the multi-channel Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to predict influenza in China. The
neural network training process was performed with number of legal influenza cases and outbreaks,
affected cases with different ages, Chinese patent cold medicines, other cold medicines, temperature,
rainfall, air pressure, and relative humidity for nine years in nine regions of China [7]. Venna et al.
applied data-driven machine learning to predict flu based on environmental factors. Meteorological,
proximity, and influenza data from 1997 to 2016 were analyzed using the LSTM deep learning model
[8]. Spataru utilized the ArcMapTM 10.2 “space-time pattern mining” tool to analyze polio disease.
He had extracted space-time clusters and critical locations of the disease based on Mann-Kendall
and Getis-Ord Gi∗ statistic [9]. According to the previous studies, the use of spatiotemporal analysis
has been very useful in studying epidemics. However, spatiotemporal clustering and time series
analysis had been carried out separately in previous researches.
Numerous studies have started in the field of treatment and management of the COVID-19.
Guan et al. studied data from 1099 patients of 552 hospitals in 30 different provinces. Based on
their findings over the first 2 months, the COVID-19 has spread around the world with different
conditions and symptoms [10]. Lai et al. studied COVID-19 patient data in countries around
the world until February 11 and used graphs and maps to examine their patient numbers and
specific symptoms [2]. Kuniya predicted the epidemic peak of Coronavirus using the SEIR model
in Japan. In his study, early middle summer was known as the peak of the COVID-19 in Japan, so
forecasting for all countries based on suitable methods seems to be necessary [11]. Al-qaness et al.
proposed a method for forecasting confirmed cases of the COVID-19 in China based on an Adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) using an enhanced Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA)
along with the Salp Swarm Algorithm (SSA) [12]. Chakraborty and Ghosh forecasted Coronavirus
cases base on wavelet and AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average model (ARIMA) for Canada,
France, India, South Korea, and the UK [13]. Tamang et al. predicted Covid-19 cases based on an
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) curve fitting technique [14]. These predictions have been made
in line with the current trend of rising cases in different countries and the patterns of change in
China and South Korea for one week. The reviewed articles provided an example of researches
in the field of space and statistics. In these studies, less attentions have been paid to both the
SpatioTemporal Hot/Cold Spot Analysis (STHCSA) and the Coronavirus pandemic time series
prediction. Previous research has only been performed in one or some countries and has not been
a global model. Periods are not predicted for each country, and the accuracy of the training data
is assessed, while the accuracy of the test and train data indicates the actual accuracy of the
prediction.

17.2

Materials and Methods

In this chapter, a combined model of wavelet and neural network was used to predict COVID-19
cases based on data reported by WHO, due to its ability to complex time series prediction [3].
Also, its hot/cold spots were identified by specified important periods and features. The theoretical
foundations of the methods used in this research were described in this section.

17.2.1

Wavelet transforms

Wavelet transform is a mathematical approach to the decomposition of data into a variety of
frequency components. It can extract special patterns hidden in a huge amount of data. The wavelet
transform can be used to analyze non-stationary time series data at several different frequencies.
Wavelet transforms are generally divided into the Continuous Wavelet Transformation (CWT) and
Discrete Wavelets Transformation (DWT) [15]. The DWT and CWT are the wavelet transform
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implementation using discrete and arbitrary sets of the wavelet scales, respectively. They can be
used to decompose wavelets, process signals, extract features, and denoise noisy signals. There
are many types of mother wavelets that can be used for wavelet transforms. The different mother
wavelets that are used to examine the same signal will yield varying results. Therefore, different
mother wavelet types of CWT and DWT were examined to select best of them for capturing the
multiscale features of signals [16, 17].

17.2.1.1

CWT

The CWT is an important method for assessing non-stationary signals and providing a number
of signal information, such as time, frequency, scale, and local signal correlation. The CWT is
used to decompose a signal into small wavelets that are highly localized in time [18]. It generally
used short-time Fourier transform for decomposes a signal into unlimited length sines and cosines,
basically eliminating all time-localization information and replacing it with time-frequency signal
representation that provides very strong time and frequency localization. The wavelet function is
defined as Eq. (17.1) The basic functions of the CWT are scaled and shifted versions of a function
called the time-localized mother wavelet Ψ(t). Eq. (17.2) express wavelet transform that is the
convolution of time series data and wavelets [18, 19].
Z ∞
Ψ(t)dt = 0.
(17.1)
−∞

1
F (a, b) = √
a
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∞

f (t)Ψ
−∞

t − b
dt.
a

(17.2)

Where a and b are the scale and shift parameters, t is the time, f (t) is the data, Ψ(t) is the mother
wavelet, and F (a, b) is the time-scale representation of the signal. Several mother wavelets are
available for the CWT, including Mexican hat wavelet, analytic Morlet wavelet, generalized Morse
wavelet, Bump wavelet, and so on. The Morlet is a wavelet composed mainly of an exponential
function multiplied by a Gaussian window. This wavelet is closely related to human perception and
demonstrates good performance in analyzing the periodicity of local signals. Generalized Morse
wavelets are a family of analytical wavelets with two parameters, symmetry and time-bandwidth
of the product. Bump wavelet has a larger variance in time and smaller variance in frequency. Each
of these wavelets has different parameters for studying different behaviors and properties [18, 20].

17.2.1.2

DWT

The DWT is a powerful time series analysis tool used to break down the original time series
into different components, each of which can produce meaningful information from the original
data. The DWT can be decomposed the signal into low and high frequencies. The low and high
frequencies are also called as approximation and detail coefficients. Commonly the approximation
is decomposed to a higher level after the first level. The DWT is used to reduce time series data in
order to save storage space while losing a small amount of detailed information. The last coefficient
of approximation and a few of the high-level detail coefficients are typically chosen for preservation
that are the only coefficients needed for perfect reconstruction. Hence, The DWT is known as a
lossless transformation, whereby transformed domain data can collectively rebuild the original data
[16, 21].
The DWT has several mother wavelet families, such as Daubechies, Coiflets, Symlets,
Fejér-Korovkin, discrete Meyer, Biorthogonal, and reverse Biorthogonal, which each of them has
different orders. The Daubechies family is an orthonormal wavelet, which makes the analysis of
wavelets possible in discrete time. The first order Daubechies (db1) wavelet resembles a simple step
function and the higher-order Daubechies functions (db2, db3, db4, etc.) are not easy to define with
an analytical expression. The order of this function shows the number of vanishing moments or the
number of zero wavelet moments. The Coiflet (coif) wavelet family is more symmetrical and has
more vanishing moments than the Daubechies wavelets. Symlets’ (sym) properties are similar to
Daubechies, that are near-symmetric and have the least asymmetry. Fejér-Korovkin (fk) wavelet
family minimizes the gap between the ideal since lowpass filter and the valid scaling filter. The
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discrete Meyer (dmey) wavelet family is defined in the frequency domain. The Biorthogonal (bio)
and reverse Biorthogonal (rbio) families use separate wavelet and scaling functions for the analysis,
synthesis, and vice versa [22].

17.2.2

Neural networks

ANNs are human brain-inspired methods that consist of a large number of simple and highly
interconnected computing elements and use them as a huge data processing system. ANN-based
methods are very useful for prediction problems. Three main parts of the ANN are the input,
hidden, and output layers [23]. Different models of the ANNs were introduced to solve specific
problems. In this research Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) was used as a class of feedforward neural
networks which is an efficient and popular algorithm. The MLP is a type of supervised learning
algorithms that uses backpropagation to train. The MLP contains a number of layers, neurons,
weights, and transfer functions. Transfer functions are used to aggregate the input neurons with
different weights to the output where the neuron is a link between the layers. First, the input
neurons are multiplied by their respective weights, then the output neuron is summed up and
determined via the transfer function. Tansig is one of the widely used transfer functions that has
been selected for this research. This function makes MLP networks so powerful, because of the
ability to represent nonlinear functions [23, 24].
Finally, normalized Root Means Square Error by the Inter-Quartile Ranges (RMSEIQR) was
used to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction results of the proposed model because it is suitable
for comparing the different values obtained for various countries with a different population and
confirmed cases. The RMSEIQR is an interquartile range of the RMSE that normalizes values and
is less sensitive to extreme values (outliers) than the RMSE. The RMSEIQR is defined as Eq. (17.3)
where ŷt and yt are predicted and observed values over T time and IQR is the difference of quartile
functions. In other words, the RMSEIQR calculates by dividing the RMSE into the IQR [25].
qP
T
2
t=1 (ŷt − yt )
√
RM SEIQR =
.
(17.3)
IQR T

17.2.3

Hot/Cold spot analysis

Spatiotemporal analysis was used to identified hot/cold spots by specified important periods and
features in previous steps. STHCSA is an important component of spatiotemporal analysis since
location and time are two critical aspects of important events such as the Coronavirus epidemic. The
outputs of such analyses can provide useful information to guide the activities aimed at preventing,
detecting, and responding to pandemic problems [26]. There are various methods for spatiotemporal
analysis. In this study, Mann-Kendall test was used to detect trends of data and Getis-Ord Gi∗
statistic was used to identify hot/cold spots.
Network Common Data Form (NetCDF) is a file format to store multi-dimensional scientific
data such as temperature, humidity, disease, and crime. The NetCDF cube is generated using the
COVID-19 x, y, and time data as x, y, and z axes. It summarizes a collection of points into a
NetCDF by aggregating them into space-time bins. The Mann-Kendall p-values and z-scores show
the statistical significance of the trend in a hot spot (spatial clusters of high values) or cold spot
(spatial clusters of low values) at a location. A positive or negative z-score indicates an upward or
downward trend respectively [9, 27]. Then, the pattern in the spatiotemporal data was identified
with Getis-Ord Gi∗ statistic based on neighborhood distance and neighborhood time step. The
Getis-Ord Gi∗ statistic is calculated for each bin as follows [28, 29]:
Pn
j=1 xj
x̄ =
.
(17.4)
n
sP
n
2
j=1 xj
s=
− x̄2 .
(17.5)
n
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Where xj is the value of feature x at location j, n is the number of data and wij is the element
of the weight matrix. The G∗i is recorded as a z-score for each variable in the dataset. The more
intense the clustering of high values or hot spots are, the larger positive z-scores become and the
more intense the clustering of low values or cold spots are, the smaller negative z-scores get. Based
on p-values and z-scores of this statistic, 17 pattern types include: no pattern detected, new hot
spot, consecutive hot spot, intensifying hot spot, persistent hot spot, diminishing hot spot, sporadic
hot spot, oscillating hot spot, historical hot spot, new cold spot, consecutive cold spot, intensifying
cold spot, persistent cold spot, diminishing Cold Spot, sporadic cold spot, oscillating cold spot and
historical cold spot are extracted [9].

17.3

Results of Proposed Model

In this chapter, the confirmed cases of the COVID-19 in all countries around the world based
on WHO reports until June 24 were used as input signals. The proposed model of this research
was implemented in four steps: 1) identification of significant periods using CWT, 2) extraction of
effective features using DWT, 3) prediction of cases with neural network based on the outputs of
steps 1 and 2, and 4) extraction of hot/cold spot patterns. The procedure and the results of each
step are discussed below.

17.3.1

Identification of significant periods using CWT

The COVID-19 epidemic is a highly contagious disease and may have a long incubation period,
which means that patients understand it late and therefore quickly infects others without regarding
social distance. Therefore, many people get the disease in a short period of time, and after an
incubation period, the number of patients suddenly increases significantly. This trend is easily
understood from the COVID-19 confirmed cases data and important periods can be deduced from
them.
The confirmed cases of the COVID-19 were divided into train and test data as input signals.
The data for the last 7 days (17 to June 24, 2020) of each country was selected as the test data.
Due to the high outbreak of COVID-19 and its long and short incubation periods, signal behavior
can be analyzed, its relative and absolute maxima can be identified, and significant periods can be
recognized for each country. The CWT was used to extract significant periods and these periods
were used as delays in the prediction step. The significant frequency (reverse of the period), the
date of its occurrence, and the magnitude were calculated for each country and shown on 3D plot
(Figure 17.1). Based on the 3D surfaces, relative or local maxima were identified to determine the
peak of important periods. For each country, periods, magnitudes, and dates of its occurrence have
been identified by the CWT. The aim of this chapter is to investigate the longer and shorter serial
intervals of COVID-19 that are associated with the incubation periods. The period of incubation for
COVID-19 is the time between virus exposure and the onset of symptoms, which can be contagious
to some people during this period. Understanding the incubation period enables health authorities
to establish more effective quarantine systems for people suspected of carrying the virus as a means
of monitoring and preventing the spread of the virus [1].Based on WHO reports, the incubation
period for seasonal influenza, SARS, and MERS was typically around 2-14 days. Various studies
have been conducted to determine the period of COVID-19. Qun Li et al. has found the incubation
period to be 5.2 days on average [30] but in another research these periods were between 3 and 7
days, up to 14 days [31]. In addition, other cases with 19 and 27 incubation periods were reported
by Hubei province. These periods were between 2-14 and 2-10 days based on the United States’
CDC and WHO reports, respectively [1].
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FIGURE 17.1
The CWT results for COVID-19 confirmed cases of six countries.

Previous research, based on clinical trials, identified incubation periods for some countries using
restricted cases. While in this chapter, significant periods (the longer and shorter serial intervals
of COVID-19) for all countries have been identified based on CWT and the input signal that their
accuracy depends on the accuracy of WHO reports. They can considerably represent incubation
periods. For example, according to the results of this research, significant periods for China were
2.72, 4.41, 5.43, 16.46, 17.64, 40.53, and 65.85 days which 2.71 and 40.53 days were more important
than others. Also, COVID-19 important periods for Italy were about 3, 4, 7, 9, 38, 47, and 53
days while these periods for Iran were about 3, 4, 6, 12, 14, 22, and 47 days. It was done for
each country and the important periods of each country were identified. For example, periods in
China, Italy, Iran, the United States, Australia, and Mexico are shown in Figure 17.1. The results
indicate that the three days period was important in most countries. Periods of 2-14 days and
periods greater than 25, 40, and 65 days were also very notable. In particular, the (2-7)-day period
was very important as one of the results of this research that was emphasized in previous clinical
studies. The range and frequency of important periods that were extracted for all countries are
shown in Figure 17.2. Comparison of CWT results and clinical studies reveals that the research
outcome is highly accurate, which can be easily derived from the reported COVID-19 cases for all
countries.
Also, due to the different results of the use of different mother wavelet functions, each CWT
function was examined for each country and the function that had better RMSE was selected for
each country. For instance, the best CWT function for the United States, China, Italy, Australia,
and Mexico was bump and morlet (amor) for Iran.
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FIGURE 17.2
The range and frequency of important periods of all countries around the world based on CWT
results.

17.3.2

Extraction of effective features using DWT

After identifying the significant periods of each country in the previous step, they can be used as
a time series prediction delay. In other words, previous days which had an impact on the number
of cases each day were determined by these periods for the neural network. The input signal (or
the probability density function of patients) alone is not sufficient to predict accurately and it is
better to extract the features from the original signal. Because the confirmed number of patients
with COVID-19 is affected by many different factors that are not easily identifiable. For example,
cultural factors in the timely referral of patients, a number of tests in each country, the integrity
of governments in reporting cases, and so on, have a direct impact on the number of reported
cases, although they are almost impossible to characterize due to lack of data. Therefore, it is
better to extract the features of the daily COVID-19 reports from the input data signals. Artificial
intelligence can consider features without identifying the name and type of features.
The DWT is one of the most popular tools for feature extraction. In this study, the five signal
levels for each country were calculated by DWT. In the first step, the DWT was applied to the
input signal and the approximation and detail were extracted. In the next step, this transformation
was applied to the approximation extracted from the previous level. This process continued for five
levels and finally, five approximations and details were obtained. All details of the levels and the
approximation of the last level were used as ANN features. For example, the result of applying
DWT to Iran confirmed cases is shown in Figure 17.3 with D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, and A5. The DWT
has been done for all countries, and the features of each country have been identified for entry into
the ANN.
Also in DWT, different mother wavelet functions with different orders were evaluated and the
function that led to the lowest RMSE for each country was selected. For example, the best DWT
functions for the United States, China, Italy, Iran, Australia, and Mexico were fk22, coif1, d6, sym9,
db1, and coif5, respectively. Figure 17.4 shows the results of CWT and DWT implementation of
different mother wavelet functions for each country. For 213 countries and territories around the
world, 3 mother wavelet families of CWT and 6 mother wavelet families with 40 types of DWT
functions were implemented. For example, in the 152nd country, Russia, bump and rbio were chosen
as the appropriate mother wavelet functions. The numerical proportions of the use of CWT and
DWT mother wavelet functions are also shown in the left and right pie charts of Figure 17.4. The
results show that morse and bior1.1 were the most desirable functions among the CWT and DWT
functions which were used 41.95% and 16.0976%, respectively.
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FIGURE 17.3
The DWT results for COVID-19 confirmed cases of Iran.

FIGURE 17.4
Comparison of CWT and DWT mother wavelet functions.

17.3.3

Prediction model based on a neural network

The extracted features must be delayed according to the detected periods before entering the ANN.
Thus, the number of input features was (ns + k)∗ np, where k is the number of input signals (k=1),
ns is the number of sub-series, and np is the number of important periods for each country. In this
study, ns was six because there were five levels of detail (D1, D2, D3, D4, and D5) and one level of
approximation (A5). For example, the most important periods for Australia were about 3, 4, 9, and
41 days. They applied to the main signal and all subseries (k, D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, and A1) and
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4∗ (6+1) features (28 features) were prepared as the network inputs. A single-layer perceptron neural
network with a sigmoid transfer function has been implemented for each country. The advantages of
the MLP network and the reason for choosing the sigmoid function were described in the materials
and methods section. As a generalization error is so important in predicting time series, an attempt
has been made to select a network size as small as possible to prevent overfitting.
After selecting the features and creating an optimal network, based on the confirmed cases of
the COVID-19 up to June 17, the networks were trained and, for the last seven days, the forecast
was carried out as test data. The prediction models have been developed for all countries and
the results for the six countries: the United States, China, Italy, Iran, Australia, and Mexico are
presented in Figure 17.5. In these plots, the horizontal axis is the number of the days, the vertical
axis is the number of patients, the red dashed line is the observed cases, the continuous blue
line is the predicted cases, and the white and gray parts are the train and test sections of data,
respectively. These plots show the spread of the disease, its peaks, sudden increases, and the results
of predictions in each country. The RMSE of train and test data has been calculated to evaluate
the results of the prediction. The best and worst RMSE of predictions among these six countries
were for Australia and the United States with 4.23 and 2264.92 for test data as well as 61.6852
and 3631.14 for train data. For a more detailed review, the test and train RMSE values, CWT and
DWT mother wavelet functions, and the significant periods in 14 countries that are more affected
by the COVID-19 are shown in Table 17.1.

FIGURE 17.5
Prediction results of the COVID-19 confirmed cases for six countries.
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TABLE 17.1

List of detailed information about inputs and results of prediction in 14 counties.
Country
Train
Test
CWT
DWT
Periods
RMSE
RMSE
Australia

61.6852

4.23448

bump

db1

Brazil

2094.0814

6800.2734

amor

rbio1.1

Canada

154.2365

30.5101

morse

bior1.5

China

1101.6565

8.70

bump

coif1

Germany

356.2333

81.2454

amor

coif3

India

208.8657

1329.085

morse

bior1.5

Iran

456.87

82.5656

amor

sym9

Italy

219.5788

329.0488

bump

db6

Mexico

135.006

329.0488

bump

coif5

Russia

162.9836

145.0177

bump

rbio2.4

South Korea

625.2626

12.3547

morse

sym9

Spain

411.7153

83.6592

amor

db2

Turkey

77.9651

297.4952

morse

db5

3631.1439

2264.9258

bump

fk22

United States

2.72- 4.41
9.46- 40.54
2.72- 3.34
3.58- 5.43
6.69- 7.68
21.72- 43.45
2.72- 4.12
8.23- 13.37
26.74- 53.49
2.72- 4.41
5.43- 16.46
17.64- 40.53
65.85
2.72- 6.6910.86 13.3715.36 53.49
2.72- 2.91
3.58- 5.07
6.24-7.17
8.82-20.27
2.72-3.84
6.24-11.64
14.33-21.72
46.56
2.72- 3.58
6.69- 9.46
37.82-46.56
53.49
2.72- 2.91
3.84-4.12
6.69- 13.37
17.64-30.72
2.72-3.84
6.69-18.91
20.27- 30.72
53.49
2.72-3.58
4.12- 4.73
5.07-7.17
28.66- 43.45
2.72- 3.34
5.82-6.24
7.17- 8.23
13.37- 49.91
2.72- 3.84
4.41-5.82
7.68- 9.46
18.91-37.82
2.72- 3.12
4.12-6.69
768- 28.66
43.45- 57.33
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Extraction of hot/cold spot patterns

Finally, the COVID-19 pattern maps were prepared with the STHCSA at different periods. The
neighborhood time step must be specified in the preparation of this map. The neighborhood time
step is the number of time-step intervals to be used in the neighborhood of analysis. This value
specifies which features are evaluated together to determine local clustering in space-time cube [28].
Hot/Cold spots of the COVID-19 confirmed cases in the world countries with one-day neighbors
until March 21, 2020 are presented in Figure 17.6.

FIGURE 17.6
The STHCSA results for confirmed cases with a day temporal neighborhood steps.

The spatiotemporal patterns were identified with respect to the number of confirmed cases,
the area, the spatial and temporal neighbors of each country. Countries such as the USA, Italy,
Germany, France, Portugal, Mexico, Iran, Poland, Austria, Switzerland, Netherlands, and UAE
have consecutive hot spots according to the results in Figure 17.6. The consecutive hot spot is a
location with a single continuous run of statistically notable hot spot bins in the final time-step
intervals. New hot spots in countries like Canada, Mexico, Cuba, Egypt, and Russia were also
identified. Other countries were recognized as the oscillating hot spot or without a pattern. The
new hot spot area is a location that is statistically significant for the final time step and has
never been a statistically significant hot spot before. The oscillating hot spot is a region with high
temporal oscillation patterns. With the temporal neighborhood increasing to three days, parts of
Australia and Venezuela had been identified as historic cold spots and western China as oscillating
cold spots. New hot spots had been detected in Brazil, Mexico, Russia, and Australia based on
data until March 21, and after this date, there was a huge increase especially in Brazil and Russia.
Then, the spatiotemporal patterns were re-examined and shown in Figure 17.7 by entering
all the data until June 24. The temporal neighborhood steps were entered as 3, 6, and 66 days
according to the important periods extracted for the whole world and results are shown in Figure
17.7.a, 17.7.b, and 17.7.c, respectively. With increasing temporal neighborhood steps from 3 to
66 days, oscillation and consecutive hot spots have increased by 14% for Asian and European
regions and about 10% for the United States. Countries like India, Brazil, Mexico, and Russia have
become oscillation and consecutive hot spots. According to the results, many parts of the southern
hemisphere have been identified as persistent and intensifying cold spots due to their low confirmed
cases and cold spots have also increased by 20%.
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FIGURE 17.7
The STHCSA maps.

17.4

Discussion

The (2-7)-day period had a large magnitude in the results of this research, which had also been
highlighted in clinical research. Results also highlighted periods greater than 25, 40, and 65 days
which should be considered, whereas clinical trials had recorded only periods about 25 days. It
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seems that if the time series data are recorded correctly in terms of number and time, the higher
the rate of infection and the incubation period of the diseases, the more possible it will be to extract
important periods from them. The 3, 6, and 66-day periods with a large magnitude are shown in
Figure 17.8. The size of the symbols indicates the normalized magnitude of the periods and their
colors show the importance of the classes that are classified by the k-means.

FIGURE 17.8
The important periods of the COVID-19 with their magnitude.

There have been periods of 3 and 66 days in many countries, but the magnitude of three days
periods was much greater than 66 days. Periods of six days have been observed in many parts of
Europe, some parts of Africa, and South America. Neighboring countries may have an impact on
the similarity of the importance of periods.
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In the COVID-19 prediction for each country, the performance of the proposed model was
investigated in different situations based on the test and train RMSE, and the DWT and CWT
mother wavelet functions were determined as well as an optimal network was built. Since train
data was larger than test data and there had been significant changes and sudden increases in the
train data, test accuracy was higher than train accuracy in many countries. Therefore, the train
data was much more irregular than the test data.
Due to the different populations, confirmed cases and periods of infection in different countries,
the RMSE is not sufficient to compare the accuracy of prediction for various countries. RMSEIQR
can be more compatible to compare different data sets through IQR normalization. It has been
determined for train and test data in all countries and the best and worst values are shown in
Figure 17.9. According to the proposed model and the train data, Russia with RMSEIQR of 0.018
was the best, and Mauritania with 54.2689 was the worst prediction of this study.

FIGURE 17.9
Comparison of test and train RMSEIQR.

Based on the test data, the Democratic Republic of Congo with RMSEIQR of 0.095 was the
best, and Peru with 5.14 was the worst. The results indicate that the performance of the prediction
was sufficient for almost all countries. In particular, the networks of countries such as Russia,
Mexico, Italy, the United Kingdom, India, Saudi Arabia, and the Congo were the most efficient.

17.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, daily reports of the COVID-19 cases through different countries of the world were
used to discover important periods of the disease. The results indicate that the COVID-19 has
different short-term and long-term periods in different countries of the world, but in general, the
main important periods were between 2 and 7 days, which had been demonstrated by clinical
study for limited countries. Significant long periods, such as 66 days and 41 days, have also been
detected by CWT. Then, by DWT, the features were extracted and important periods were used
as a delay on the main signal and the extracted features. The neural network was then built
based on the results of the previous steps and the COVID-19 cases were predicted. Results were
acceptable with an average train and test RMSEIQR equivalent to 1.2785 and 0.6695, respectively.
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Conclusion

Finally, hot/cold spots were identified by analyzing spatiotemporal patterns. The existence of
48.78% and 13.20% of oscillation and consecutive hot spot patterns around the world indicate the
widespread spatiotemporal distribution of this epidemic. Prediction and analysis of hot/cold spots
are useful for finding high-risk areas. Accurate predictions of cases and deaths can help politicians
and decision-makers to legislate until the COVID-19 vaccine is discovered. A comparison of various
neural networks and their tunes with optimization methods may be discussed in future research.
Also, effective environmental and social factors in the COVID-19 and the impact of neighboring
countries will be extracted which are recommended for further study in this field.
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London in Lockdown: Mobility in the Pandemic City
Michael Batty, Roberto Murcio, Iacopo Iacopini, Maarten Vanhoof and Richard
Milton

This chapter looks at the spatial distribution and mobility patterns of essential and
non-essential workers before and during the COVID-19 pandemic in London, and compares
them to the rest of the UK. In the 3-month lockdown that started on 23 March 2020, 20%
of the workforce was deemed to be pursuing essential jobs. The other 80% were either
furloughed which meant being supported by the government to not work, or working from
home. Based on travel journey data between zones (983 zones in London; 8,436 zones
in England, Wales and Scotland), trips were decomposed into essential and non-essential
trips. Despite some big regional differences within the UK, we find that essential workers
have much the same spatial patterning as non-essential for all occupational groups
containing essential and non-essential workers. Also, the amount of travel time saved
by working from home during the Pandemic is roughly the same proportion – 80% – as
the separation between essential and non-essential workers. Further, the loss of travel,
reduction in workers, reductions in retail spending as well as increases in use of parks
are examined in different London boroughs using Google Mobility Reports which give us a
clear picture of what has happened over the last 6 months since the first Lockdown. These
reports also now imply that a second wave of infection is beginning.

18.1

The 2020 Pandemic in Britain

On 23 March 2020, Britain locked down to protect its population against what by then was widely
recognised as a global Pandemic. Its population watched in horror the reports from Northern Italy
of rising deaths and a health system that was simply overwhelmed with serious cases requiring
intensive care. Spain was not far behind while the rest of Europe was catching up fast. COVID-19
had overwhelmed the city of Wuhan where the virus was first detected in a wildlife market in early
November 2019 but the serious nature of the disease was not appreciated until it was literally on
our doorstep. By March, it was clear that the disease was particularly serious for older age groups
whose mortality rates for those above 80 who were admitted to hospital were close to 50%. The
Lockdown introduced in late March was designed to stop the spread of the disease, using the time
honoured method of keeping people apart until the disease could be contained which was generally
assumed to have occurred when the so-called R number – its rate of change – dropped below 1.
Although the Lockdown was reviewed every three weeks, in fact it lasted some three months to
mid-June when it became apparent that the virus had been contained. It was then deemed ‘safe’ to
open up parts of the economy again to social interactions, notwithstanding fairly strict measures
of social distancing that mandated people to keep 2 metres apart from one another, wear masks to
avoid spreading the virus through respiratory means, and to wash hands frequently to remove any
traces of the virus that might have been picked up from surfaces.
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The restrictions imposed by the Lockdown were designed to protect the UK National Health
Service which to some extent, is the most revered public service in Britain, the only function of
government to have survived the dismantling of the Welfare State that proceeded apace as Britain
emerged from its industrial past. The key elements of the Lockdown involved staying at home to
stop the disease spreading between households. To this end, the only exceptions were shopping for
basic necessities, one form of exercise a day, medical needs, care for the vulnerable, and travelling
to or from work to carry out essential services. These mandates meant no household mixing, no
meeting friends or family members living in separate homes, no gatherings of more than two people
in public, and no social or sporting events. Schools and churches were closed. These were Draconian
measures by peacetime standards and essentially put the economy and social life into cold storage.
The summer months saw a gradual opening up of the economy but in a dramatically constrained
way. However by the late summer in September, it was clear that a second wave could be detected
through a rapid increase in testing for the virus [1]. Hospital admissions began to rise and at the
time of writing (end October 2020) half the country is now back in some form of Lockdown, a little
less severe perhaps than the original with some hospitality, schools, shops and work still open, but
with strong advice to continue working from home wherever possible and with no household mixing
in the most infectious hotspots. With winter approaching, the predictions are that although the
shows no signs of loosening its grip and becoming less virulent, there are vaccines on the horizon
whilst our medical knowledge of how to combat the disease with pharmaceutical inventions has
increased. The hope is that although the number of cases may well outstrip the peak earlier in the
year, the overall impact will be less severe. However assuming a vaccine becomes available by early
2021, it will take a Herculean effort to mass vaccinate an entire population.
If you lockdown an economy in the way many governments have to combat the spread of
this disease, the impact on where people work, live, and entertain is dramatic. The effect of the
Pandemic has and continues to have largely destroyed our quest to travel using public or group
transport. Although our focus here is not on the economic impact, there are obvious changes to
the locations which we traditionally visit or frequent where we engage in the routine activities of
working, shopping, educating ourselves, socialising and so on, all activities that usually require us
to gather together in groups of all sizes and at all scales. The mandates of social distancing operate
at the most local level but these translate themselves into how we might travel more globally
throughout the metropolitan area, regionally, nationally and internationally for we need to observe
the mandates for keeping apart when we use public transport of any kind [2].
In this chapter, we will illustrate the impact of COVID-19 on changes in mobility in both the
UK and in a world city where changes in where and how we travel have been dramatic. London
has one of the biggest central areas of any city worldwide, diversified into financial, retail, and
government functions in several distinct cores all of which have been emptied of workers since the
hit. In the financial quarter – the ‘square mile’ or the City – which is the traditional heart of the
metropolis, half a million people usually work largely in financial and legal services and cognate
activities but most have been absent, working from home, for the last 6 months since the Pandemic
began. In the inner part of the metropolis, the Greater London Authority (GLA) area, home to
a population of some 8 million, about 40% of all those travelling use public transport and these
services have been operating at little more than 30% capacity. It is estimated that 16% of the 5
million workers in this GLA area were classed as ‘key’ or ‘essential workers, with permission to
work during the first Lockdown. There has been an exodus of population to the outer suburbs
and to the countryside, just as happened in the last great plague that hit London in 1665 when
Parliament moved to Oxford. Retail activity within the City has all but ceased and many outlets
have closed, reportedly more than 1,000 in the GLA area with little sign that these closures are
anywhere near complete.
In some respects, a full analysis of a city under a Pandemic is an impossible task until the
Pandemic ends because the restrictions on normal life are continually changing. Here, however, we
will focus on mobility examining the extent to which the patterns of movement we have already
noted have been disrupted by the need to social distance on all spatial scales. We will begin by
examining the location patterns of essential and non-essential workers in London which are defined
in terms of occupations and which are assumed to separate workers who have remained at their
place of work during the Pandemic from those who are either furloughed and supported by the
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government (to not work) or are working from home. We will extend this analysis to how different
types of workers travel between home and work under the Pandemic.
Although our analysis is largely inconclusive with respect to defining distinct differences between
essential and non-essential workers in terms of their geospatial attributes, we then follow up this
analysis by examining a more detailed picture of changes in travel patterns using Google’s Mobility
Reports. These reveal significant differences between movements associated with several physical
activities ranging from transit to the use of parks and using this type of data, we can easily
demonstrate how mobility varies systematically across the metropolis illustrating quite profound
differences between the city core, the inner area and the outer suburbs. In fact a full analysis of all
this data for cities and regions in the UK is still to be attempted but the particular case of London
does provide a focus for informed speculation about how the Pandemic might end with respect
to possible changes in mobility. From this data too, because it relates to how visits to different
activities vary throughout the Pandemic starting in mid-February 2020 providing data each day
until 18 October (the time of writing), we can see detailed change in the time series and in this way,
detect the rise of the second wave and the difficulties of bringing the economy back until a vaccine
is in sight. Last but not least, we will use this particular analysis to hint at ways in which London
might transition to a new normal different but similar to the old normal once the Pandemic ends.

18.2

Defining Essential Workers

When the government locked the country down, it first defined a group of ‘key’ or ‘essential’ workers
whose endeavours were required to keep the country running. It produced a list of such workers
defined in terms of the proportion of the numbers of persons in the 9 occupational classes defined
by the Office of National Statistics and used in the Population Census. By applying the proportions
to the numbers in each of the occupational classes, it is possible to derive the numbers of essential
workers in each class and it is possible to do this at the level of the standard regions in the UK of
which there are 12. This is the finest level of granularity we have for occupational classes at the level
of the resident population which we need to work with because we need to disaggregate our trip
patterns for the journey to work by occupational class so that we can generate the distribution of
such classes at the workplace end of the trip. In short, our basic data involves the flows of workers
from their place of residence to their place of work, data collected by the UK Population at the
census year, the latest of which is 2011, updated to 2019 by proportional factoring. As all this
data is grounded at the place of residence, we need to work backward by disaggregating trips by
occupation at the residence and then computing occupational classes at the workplace end of the
trip. This then enables us to calculate the number of essential workers at both ends of the trip.
To indicate how we generate this data, trips between a workplace i and a residential location
j are first defined by mode of travel k as Tijk from the updated Census data. This is consistent
with employment
and working population Pj at residential location j defined
P P Ei in workplace
PiP
from Ei = j k Tijk and Pj = i k Tijk . As we know the proportions of occupations o at the
residential end of the trip ρoj , we can apply these first to generate a disaggregate pattern of trips
Tijko = ρoj Tijk from which we can compute both the working population and the employment
by
o
o
oP P
k
occupational
group
at
the
residential
and
workplace
ends
of
the
trip
P
=
ρ
P
T
j = ρj
j
j
ij
i
k
P P o k
and Eio =
ρ
T
.
We
also
need
to
divide
employment,
working
population
and
trips
into
j
k j ij
essential (es) and non-essential (ne) workers. We have this for the residential end of the trip from
more aggregate data where we define ρoj = ρoj (es) + ρoj (ne) and we then use these proportions to
generate the essential and non-essential workers and working populations as

P P
P P
Eio (es) = j k ρoj (es)Tijk , Eio (ne) = j k ρoj (ne)Tijk 
P
P
P
P
(18.1)
Pjo (es) = ρoj (es) i k Tijk , Pjo (ne) = ρoj (ne) i k Tijk

Eio = Eio (es) + Eio (ne) , Pjo = Pjo (es) + Pjo (ne)
We now need to consider the volumes of essential workers from the data before we embark
on our first foray into examining the distribution of those who are still working during the first
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Lockdown. To get some sense of the variation in the distribution of essential and non-essential
workers, we can aggregate the employment and working populations
to the
P o given oin equation
P 18.1
o
o
UK and then
to
Greater
London.
In
Table
we
show
E
=
E
and
E
(es)
=
E
(es)
and
i
i
i
i
P
P
o
o
o
o
EGLA
=
E
and
E
(es)
=
E
(es)
and
it
is
clear
that
there
are
substantial
GLA
i∈GLA i
i∈GLA i
differences between different locations as well as between the volume of different occupations for
different levels of spatial aggregation.
The way the government defined essential workers was based on particular subcategories
of occupation whose families required support such as child care [3], and these subcategories
varied in size for each occupational class in different areas and were defined from the Standard
Occupational Classification (SOC) which has a very detailed breakdown of the 9 basic occupations.
The percentages of workers in each basic occupation determined to be essential are illustrated in
Table 18.1 for the UK and for London. It is immediately clear that the proportion of essential
workers in London is much smaller than in the whole UK, 16% compared to 24% and although
we do not have space here to examine these variations over the whole country, they are significant
and thus make a big difference to the sheer volume of mobile workers during the Lockdown for
the entire country. In fact in this project we have extended our analysis to England, Scotland and
Wales using the Census geography of the middle-layer super output areas (MSOAs) of which there
are 8,436 in Great Britain (where we use the term Britain as a short hand for the three countries
involved) but here we will focus only on London. Our figure of 24% working in essential services
in the UKL compares well with the figure of 22% from the Institute of Fiscal Studies which is also
based on the list of key occupations provided by government [4] but applied slightly differently.
In Table 18.1, where we show total and essential workers by occupational categories for the UK
and London, we first note that the relative importance of managerial and professional groups (the
first three categories) which are much greater for essential workers in the UK than in London.
The table also shows that the proportions of carers acting as essential workers in the UK is
twice that of London. If we look at the last two columns in Table 18.1 where we have computed
the proportions of non-essential and essential occupational groups for the UK and London in
terms of the total employment of each area, we see that proportions of non-essential and essential
managerial-professional groups is a little higher in London with skilled trades a little lower and
caring and leisure services somewhat higher. A closer analysis of Table 18.1 suggests that London
is weighted more to managerial occupations and service occupations than the UK in general but
that in these occupations there are less proportions in the essential workers category than the UK
in general. This bears out in very broad terms the fact that there are less non-essential workers
in London with the implication that is non-essential are likely to be working from home, mobility
levels will be a lot less than other parts of the country.
Our preliminary analysis of this data involves examining the relative distributions of essential
and non-essential workers at their place of work and at their place of residence. In the analysis, we
aggregated the occupational data, thus, working with essential and non-essential workers at their
workplace and residence. These are defined from the above employments as

P
Ei (es) = Po Eio (es) 


Ei (ne) = Po Eio (ne)
(18.2)
o
Pj (es) = Po Pj (es) 


o
Pj (ne) = o Pj (ne)
We initially speculated that essential workers would travel less distances to work than
non-essential, especially in London and this would be reflected in their work and home locations.
We would expect non-essential to be more clustered towards the centre of the city although the
complications of the London housing market could well obscure such a clear pattern because central
and inner London are now so highly priced. Therefor we might also be able to detect some evidence
that essential workers might actually travel further to work so that they can access lower priced
housing. The trade-off in London between house price and travel cost however is complicated and
the data to measure this is problematic. If we first look at the correlations between essential and
non-essential workers at their place of work for the UK aggregated now over occupations, this
is 0.981 in comparison with their place of residence where it is 0.882. However the correlations
between essential and non-essential between workplace and home are very low. In short, there
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is a very dramatic difference in the UK between where workers live and work which is perhaps
somewhat greater than what one might have expected. Correlation is one of many measures we can
use to look at this covariance and it does not tend to pick up the autocorrelation in these data but
it does bear out the fact that there are big differences particularly in London where people live and
work for both essential and non-essential workers. These bear out similar correlations to the UK.

TABLE 18.1

Total and Essential Workers by Occupational Categories for the UK and London
(Source: [3])
UK
1 Managers, directors & senior officials;
2 Professional
3 Associate professional, technical occupations;
4 Administrative and secretarial occupations;
5 Skilled trades
6 Caring, leisure & other service occupations;
7 Sales & customer service occupations;
8 Process, plant & machine operatives;
9 Elementary
Total
LONDON
1 Managers, directors & senior officials;
2 Professional
3 Associate professional, technical occupations;
4 Administrative and secretarial occupations;
5 Skilled trades
6 Caring, leisure & other service occupations;
7 Sales & customer service occupations;
8 Process, plant & machine operatives;
9 Elementary
Total

Employment

Essential

3,149,600
5,532,200
3,854,300
2,050,900
2,932,400
1,700,900
719,700
1,754,200
1,752,400
23,446,600

168,800
1,170,300
919,600
312,100
570,800
973,200
71,800
796,200
542,500
5,525,300

Employment

Essential

617,300
1,230,000
870,100
412,100
317,800
328,200
265,300
210,700
377,500
4,629,000

14,800
242,900
120,000
52,100
46,000
80,200
10,900
98,000
76,700
741,600

Ess/
Emp
0.054
0.212
0.239
0.152
0.195
0.572
0.100
0.454
0.310
0.236

NEss/
Total
0.127
0.186
0.125
0.074
0.101
0.031
0.028
0.041
0.052
0.764

Ess/
Total
0.007
0.050
0.039
0.013
0.024
0.042
0.003
0.034
0.023
0.236

Ess/
Emp
0.024
0.197
0.138
0.126
0.145
0.244
0.041
0.465
0.203
0.160

NEss/
Total
0.130
0.213
0.162
0.078
0.059
0.054
0.055
0.024
0.065
0.840

Ess/
Total
0.003
0.052
0.026
0.011
0.010
0.017
0.002
0.021
0.017
0.160

Our data represent counts of workers in the small zones called MSOAs which on average have
some 2,378 employees at their workplace and the same working populations at their residences. In
fact the standard deviation for workplaces is much bigger than for residences (5,360 compared to
760) and this shows the very skewed distribution of the workplace data compared to the residential
areas. To generate normalised distribution which are somewhat more comparable, we have defined
densities as follows Ei (es)/Li , Ei (ne)/Li , Pj (es)/Lj , and Pj (ne)/Lj where Li ,Lj are the land areas
of the zones in question. We have also correlated these variables for the UK and London and this
shows a slightly different pattern; all these are shown in the heat maps in Figure 18.1 which, for
counts and densities of the data in MSOAs, show almost exact correlations between essential and
nonessential workers at their workplace and very strong correlations at their residence (home). Only
for essential and non-essential workers at their residence is there any clear and obvious difference,
and this is with respect to counts data where the absolute non-normalised size effect is more
dominant.
To complete this preliminary picture of how locations of essential and non-essential workers
at their workplaces and residences are spatially distributed, we begin with the counts data that
we show in Figure 18.2 for the UK and Figure 18.3 for London. Because these distributions are
so skewed with very few large values and many small, we plot the logarithms of these data.
The distinction between correlations associated with workplaces and residential areas in terms
of essential and non-essential workers is reflected in these maps, first for the UK in Figure 18.2.
It is clear that at the workplaces the UK distributions of essential and non-essential are very
close as reflected in the correlations in the Heatmaps in Figure 18.1(a) and Figure 18.1(c). When
we examine the home-based data in Figures 18.2(b) and 18.2(d), the biggest differences between
essential and non-essential areas are in rural locations where travel times are much longer to reach
workplaces and homes. Essential workers tend to be a little less concentrated near the bigger cities.
We map the same distributions for London (the GLA area) in Figure 18.3 and the same sorts of
conclusion emerge.
From Figure 18.3, the workplace distribution of essential workers is quite close to the
non-essential for London and there is little to suggest any real spatial differences. In terms of the
distribution of these same employments at the home-residence locations, the non-essential appear
to be more clustered than the essential with the essential living a little closer to the centre. To
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explore these differences further, we can generate the same maps for the density distributions. As
before, we first map the national density distributions of essential and non-essential workers at
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at their workplaces and residences are spatially distributed, we begin with the counts data that
we show in Figure 2 for the UK and Figure 3 for London. Because these distributions are so
skewed with very few large values and many small, we plot the logarithms of these data. The
distinction between correlations associated with workplaces and residential areas in terms of
essential and non-essential workers is reflected in these maps, first for the UK in Figure 2.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 2: UK: Essential and Non-Essential Employment at Workplace (a and b)
and at Home (Residence c and d)
FIGURE 18.2
UK: Essential and Non-Essential Employment at Workplace (a and b) and at Home (Residence c
and d)
7
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c
Figure 2: UK: Essential and Non-Essential Employment at Workplace (a and b)

d

It is clear that at the workplaces the UK distributions of essential and non-essential are very
close as reflected in the correlations in the Heatmaps in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(c). When we
examine the home-based data in Figures 2(b) and 2(d), the biggest differences between
essential and non-essential areas are in rural locations where travel times are much longer to
reach workplaces and homes. Essential workers tend to be a little less concentrated near the
bigger cities. We map the same distributions for London (the GLA area) in Figure 3 and the
Defining
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Workers emerge.
same
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distributions. As before, we first map the national density distributions of essential and nonessential workers at their workplace and home in Figure 4. From this first analysis, we can
conclude that the spatial distributions of essential employment differs very little from nonessential at their place of work, as much because these distributions are very highly skewed
and follow power laws. This is the reason we have been plotting them as logarithmic transforms
to get rid of extreme variations and make them as comparable as possible, visually. At the home
location, there is more variation but in terms of the UK and then London, it is more difficult to
8
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Figure 4: UK: Essential and Non-Essential Employment Densities at Workplace (a and b)
and at Home (Residence c and d)
FIGURE 18.4
UK: Essential and Non-Essential Employment Densities at Workplace (a and b) and at Home
(Residence c and d)
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18.3

The Movement Patterns of Essential and Non-Essential
Workers

Rather than simply focussing on how different are the location patterns for essential and
non-essential workers, a more important aspect of the analysis is to examine the different trip
lengths for the basic variable Tijko . We do this for the overall distribution and then for the
aggregations that we have introduced above. The mean trip length C over the entire system
measured in minutes is
X X X X ko k
X X X X ko
C=
Tij dij /
Tij
(18.3)
i

j

k

o

i

j

k

o

and then for the overall aggregations for occupations, modes and occupations by mode, these means
are
PP P
P P P ko 
C o = i j k Tijko dkij /
T 
P
P
P
Pi Pj Pk ij
C k = i j o Tijko dkij /
Tijko
(18.4)
i
j
o
PP
P P ko 
C ko = i j Tijko dkij /
i
j Tij
We can also aggregate these to workplace zones and all sub-aggregations to occupations, modes
and occupations by mode
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(18.5)

and then to residential destinations
PP P
Cj = i k o Tijko dkij
PP
Cjo = i k Tijko dkij
PP
Cjk = i o Tijko dkij
P
Cjko = i Tijko dkij

P P P ko 
/
o Tij 

Pi Pk ko

/
T
ij
Pi Pk ko
/

o Tij

Pi ko

/
i Tij

(18.6)

We need to note that the variable dkij is the travel time between origin i and destination j on
the modal network k of which there are three – bus, rail and road – but this does not include travel
time at the trip ends. It is solely the travel time on the mode of transport – the time spent on the
bus, in the train, or in the car. It is very likely that these times would double if the trip end times
were added to them.
P P P ko
The breakdown of total modal trips into essential T k (es) =
i
j
o Tij (es) non-essential
P
P
P
P
P
P
T k (ne) = i j o Tijko (ne), and total T k = i j o Tijko is shown in Table 18.2 where it is clear
that the percentage divisions for each mode do not differ very much from the 20-80 split which is
roughly the overall split advised by government. In terms of the trip lengths, these are shown in
Table 18.3 for each mode and overall and they differ very little between essential and non-essential.
The minor differences in terms of proportions are such that what this probably means is that
essential and non-essential trips patterns are very close to each other across all modes and this is
echoed throughout this analysis. The aggregate mean trip length for the whole UK system C is
15.89 minutes. When we disaggregate these into modes C k , the longest is the rail at 30.63 minutes
(C (k=2) ), followed by bus at 26.64 (C (k=1) ), and then there is a large drop to road (largely meaning
car) with 12.46 minutes travelled on average (C (k=3) ). In terms of the modal split, the proportions
in each mode are
X k X X X ko
X X X X ko
ρk = E k /
E =
Tij /
Tij
(18.7)
k

i

j

o

i

j

o

k

and these are calculated approximately as 10% for bus, 11% for rail and 79% for road.

TABLE 18.2

UK Total, Essential and Non Essential Workers Tk (es), Tk (ne), Tk
Total
Workers
Road
Rail
Bus
Total

Essential
Workers
Tk (es)
3105661
353080
383304
3842045

Non-Essential
Workers
Tk (ne)
12717370
1833292
1667827
16218489

Total
Tk

%
Essential

%
Non-Essential

15823031
2186372
2051131
20060534

0.2
0.16
0.19
0.19

0.8
0.84
0.81
0.81

Although we examine the trip lengths by mode in Table 18.2, we should also note the division
of the country into its standard regions – namely Wales (W), Scotland(S) and 9 English regions
– East Midlands (EM), East of England (EE), London (L), North east (NE), North West (NW),
South East (SE), South West (SW), West Midlands (WM) and Yorkshire/Humberside (YH). The
variations in trip lengths across modes still dominate the regional variations although there are
some large deviations from the overall means. For example, in terms of road travel, the shortest
travel times are in London (9.25) and the largest are in Wales (14.43) while rail travel is also
smallest in London (22.98) and largest in Wales (45.82), the East Midlands (50.09) and the South
West (64.88). The bus times are pretty even across all the regions with the largest being London
but this is only 29.62 minutes compared to the average of 26.62, 11% more. Note that it is easy to
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confirm these statistics in that we can show if we add the mean trip lengths together for the three
modes and weight them in the way we have shown in equation (18.7) above, then it is clear that
(
X
k

ρk C k =

P P P 10 1
P P P 20 2
P P P 30 3 )
i
j
o Tij dij
i
j
o Tij dij
i
j
o Tij dij
ρ1 P P P 10 + ρ2 P P P 20 + ρ3 P P P 30
=C
T
T
i
j
o ij
i
j
o ij
i
j
o Tij

(18.8)

A brief examination of the variances between these three modes between the 11 regions suggests
that for bus, the standard deviation is about 6.68 minutes, followed by rail where it is 5.42, and
then road which is 4.80. We can casually interpret these deviations as being due to the fact that
most travellers have less control of the timing of their use of bus compared to rail and that the
greatest control, hence the lowest variance, is for car use where the user has most control. However
as all these effects are compounded across many zones and many travel times in different regions,
it is not clear whether we can attribute such variation simply to the spatial differences across the
nation or to the modes themselves.
When we examine the overall trip lengths by occupation and by region C o , we find that managers
and professionals travel some 33% more in time than the average while less professionally qualified
occupations such as sales, technicians and some caring services travel some 25% less. London is a
massive outlier where the managerial and professional occupations tend to have much less variation
than in the regions but the less professional travel more than 40% of the national average. The North
West and West Midlands tend to have lower travel times over most occupations than other regions.
The singly-biggest difference with respect to occupations and regions is between an average travel
time of some 20 minutes for professionals in all regions with the exceptions of the North West, West
Midlands and Yorkshire-Humberside. The caring occupations only commute some 10-11 minutes
while London is again the outlier and more peripheral regions such as Wales and Scotland do not
appear to be dramatically different from the average. It is hard not to conclude from this brief
analysis that London is dramatically different from the national average largely because of its size
and the fact that its housing market and its transport systems are so different from the rest of the
country.
We have one further disaggregation that we need to focus on and that is our basic distinction
between essential and nonessential workers. In fact we can explore these through the occupations
but as this would involve us in too much detailed analysis here, we will aggregate these essential and
nonessential occupations into a total of essential and nonessential at the zonal, then the regional and
the national levels. We will thus produce the same analysis that we have already developed for the
essential and non-essential aggregates. Noting that we define the essential trips and non-essential as
Tijko (es) and Tijko (ne), the mean trip lengths by mode as C k (es) and C k (ne), and by occupation as
C o (es) and C o (ne), it is immediately apparent that the orders of magnitude of all these variables
are very similar in values to C k and C o . In fact, the essential and non-essential mean trip lengths
for occupations and regions hardly reveal any differences from the combined distributions of all
populations: the main difference is in the overall mean trip lengths C(es) and C(ne), which are
15.63 and 15.95, respectively, which is a difference of only about 2%. These are shown in Table 18.3
for the modes as well.

TABLE 18.3

UK Mean Trip Lengths C k (es), C k (ne), C k
Mean
Costs
Road
Rail
Bus
Total

Essential
Workers Ck (es)
12.52
31.23
26.48
15.63

Non-Essential
Workers Ck (ne)
12.44
30.52
26.68
15.96

Total
Ck
12.46
30.63
26.64
15.89

In short, this means that on average, essential workers only travel about 2% less than
nonessential workers over all modes. The occupation data suggests all changes are less than 2%
and these do not vary much within regions. In fact each of the 9 categories of worker by occupation
has essential and non-essential workers and in general over all occupations, the essential travel is
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only very slightly less than the nonessential. In terms of modes, there is no more difference than
between regions and occupations and it would appear that the essential workers are distributed
in a very similar way to the nonessential across the country, probably due to the fact that to
keep the system running, one has to have roughly the same pattern of workers everywhere. This is
particularly pronounced for London as Table 18.4 reveals. In short the differences are hardly worthy
of comment and our anticipation that essential workers differ in their journey patterns radically
from non-essential is not borne out. In fact it is more likely that essential and non-essential differ
in their spatial locations than in the amount of time spent in travelling but what we require is a
new framework to handle all these variations so that we can apportion the relative importance of
minor differences between category types.

TABLE 18.4

k
k
London Mean Trip Lengths CGLA
(es), CGLA
(ne),
k
CGLA

Mean
Costs
Road
Rail
Bus
Total

Essential
Workers Ck (es)
9.12
22.98
29.76
18.86

Non-Essential
Workers Ck (ne)
9.28
22.98
29.95
19.16

Total
Ck
9.25
22.98
29.62
19.12

If we now look at the total amount of travel, rather than the trip lengths, we can begin noting
that we can multiply the mean trip lengths by the total trips for whatever aggregation of the
trips we are dealing with from Tijko (es) and Tijko (ne). First, we willPlook
at total
P P
P travel in the
essential and non-essential sectors and these are defined as T (es) = i j k o Tijko (es)dkij and
PP P P
T (ne) = i j k o Tijko (ne)dkij which add to the total travel in the system as
T =

XX X X
i

j

k

o

Tijko dkij =

XX X X h
i

j

k

o

i
Tijko (es) + Tijko (ne) dkij = T (es) + T (ne) (18.9)

These statistics suggest that before the Pandemic, the total amount of travel for work during
the day was about 5.31 million hours per day in the UK as shown in Table 18.5. If we look at
essential workers, the number of hours travelled after the lock down was about 1 million hours
which means that some 4.31 million hours has been saved by persons working from home. This is a
fall of some 81% in travel time which reflects the number of essential workers in the whole economy.
It is worth saying that this is not the total reduction in travel because people working from home
still go shopping and take exercise. Note that if we divide these total travel times by the respective
total trips, then this gives the mean travel times, in this case of C(es) = 15.63, C(ne) = 15.95, and
C = 15.89.

TABLE 18.5
UK Total Hours Spent in Essential Travel and
Saved in Home Working C k T k /60
Hours
Road
Rail
Bus
Total

Essential
Workers
648,048
183,778
169,165
1,000,853

Non-Essential
Workers
2,636,735
932,535
741,627
4,314,118

Total
3,285,916
1,116,143
910,702
5,312,698
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Drilling Down Into Individual Locations in London

So far, we have only examined the aggregate pattern of essential and non-essential workers at their
workplace and home where the distribution of workers has been mapped prior to the Pandemic.
Then those who are furloughed and work from home who are deemed non-essential are subtracted
from the total leaving those who are essential workers dominating the journey to work during the
3 months period from 23 March 2020 when the country was first locked down. However, we are
able to approach the problem of the fall in travel in a more oblique manner using Google Mobility
Reports [5] which collate data from anyone who users Google services on mobile devices such as
Google Maps and who has switched on their Location History (which is off by default). This is
available for many places around the world and in the UK is available for all local authorities. In
London, this means that we have good data on the changes in trips day by day from 10 February
2020 to 18 October 2020 for six categories of activities: residential occupancy, workplace volumes,
visits to parks, volumes of workers using transit which in the case of London is overground and
underground rail and buses, retail sales, and then grocery store volumes of visits. What these data
show is the decrease or increase in volume from the baseline. In this case for the UK, it is some 37
days before Lockdown and covers the period from then to our cut-off date when we retrieved the
data giving us a series of 247 days. The horizontal axes of the trajectories that we show below in
Figures 6 to 9 span these 247 days on a scale from 0 to 250. In fact, the baseline is the median value
of activity volumes in the 5-week period from 3 January to 6 February 2020. The data continues
to be collected.
For each place and aggregation thereof, the data provides a detailed time series of the level of
activity before the Lockdown with the baseline data as 10 February. Then the subsequent change in
activity which at the beginning of the period is a massive drop in visits due to the fact that people
were mandated not to travel (as we noted in the introduction) suggest a slow recovery towards
the baseline. In the case of the UK, and London in particular, there is no return to the baseline
and there has in fact been a levelling off and even a slight drop in some activities in the last 40
or so days as a second wave of infection appears to be beginning. There is a wealth of data here
but with all the caveats of course pertaining to its representativeness for only if you have Location
History on and access to Google services can any such data be collected. The representativeness of
the data is thus unknown and only if the data were integrated with other sources would we be able
to say very much about its overall quality. What we can say, however, is that the data is accurate
in terms of its geo-positioning.
Our analysis in this paper merely touches the surface of what we can do with data such as this
and as yet we have not embarked on a full scale analysis of all areas of the UK and any aggregation
thereof. What we do here is begin with the data for the UK and use this as our spatial baseline,
thence comparing three different parts of the Greater London Authority with this baseline and with
each other. These locations are the City of London – the so-called dead heart of the metropolis
[6], the more prosperous borough of Richmond-on-Thames in west London and the less prosperous
borough of Newham in east London. The average income/wage of those in the City is about £27 per
hour (ph), in Richmond it is £20 ph and in Newham £13 ph, all compared with a London average
of £15 ph and a UK average of £13 ph. This gives a very crude idea of the relative prosperity of
these places and we might expect this to have some effect on the degree to which mobility patterns
might have altered during the Pandemic. There are many other estimates of income but these
appear to be the least controversial (see [7] and [8]).
We show the profiles of the change in the six activities for the UK in Figure 18.6 and the same
for the three London boroughs – the City in Figure 18.7, Richmond on Thames in Figure 18.8,
and Newham in Figure 18.9. For the UK, the growth in those working at home peaked early in the
Pandemic at about an additional 30% staying home to work or furlough, then gradually falling back
to about 10% more than the baseline. There is no data for the City of London as only 8,000 people
live there and many only do so during the working week but the richer borough of Richmond had
up to 50% and this has fallen back to some 25% now. Newham is similar to the UK baseline. The
only other activity which has seen any real increases in activity are in parks, which fell nationally in
the early and then quickly increase to a peak of 150% about average through the summer months
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well above the baseline. This has fallen back to some 25% above the baseline. Richmond is similar
to this profile but in Newham there has been massive increase up to 500% of above the baseline
of people visiting parts where in the City of London where half a million workers use pocket parks
during the day, volumes have fallen by over 90% rising back to some 60% below the baseline but
now back down to 70% as winter approaches.

FIGURE 18.6
National UK Percentage Changes in Use of Activities from the February Baseline
The horizontal axes relate to the number of days from the 10th Feb and the vertical axes are the negative or
positive percentage shifts in activity volumes from the baseline. This applies to all subsequent figures.

The other four activities – retail, workplaces, use of transit and grocery shopping – all show a
big drop when Lockdown took place and then a gradual recovery but only in the case of grocery
shopping has this recovered almost to the baseline – the old normal. This is apart from the City
where grocery shopping is mainly based on office workers who are no longer at work. Retail change
is startling with a national fall by about 90% at the beginning of the and then a steady rise back
to about 20% below the baseline by the late summer but with a distinct fall back to about 35
percent below the line during the last 50 days. There is evidence here of a second peak but this
is compounded by a drop in income and as yet the picture is unclear. Richmond and Newham
are fairly similar to the national UK profile apart from two massive spikes in Richmond on 23rd
February and 7th March which relate to key Rugby matches at Twickenham where England played
Ireland and Wales in the 6 Nations Cup in the days before the Lockdown occurred. The same
picture occurs in transit usage with spikes in Richmond but quite dramatic falls in usage in all four
examples. In the UK, volumes using transit fell to about 70% below the baseline but then have
recovered to about 50%, while in the City these have fallen even more by about 95% but have only
recovered to within some 70 percent of their normal baseline. Richmond and Newham have a similar
profile to the UK but have only recovered to about 60% of their previous normal volumes. This is
a major problem in that public transport is being completely subsidised by government and local
authorities throughout England and is effectively bankrupt. National Rail have more or less been
re-nationalised and Transport for London is in negotiation with the UK government. Congestion
charging has been increased already in London and fare rises much greater than inflation have been
suggested but not yet agreed. The public transport picture is much confused and at the time of
writing, where a new national Lockdown is under discussion, the picture for transit looks bleak.
The key changes of course with respect to the focus here on essential and non-essential workers
pertain to change in workplace volumes which imply changes to those working in their traditional
workplace and those who have elected to work from home. When we look at the national picture in
Figure 18.6 for workplace change, the profile is fairly typical of other declines: the national fall is
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FIGURE 18.7
The City of London Percentage Changes in Use of Activities from the February Baseline

FIGURE 18.8
The Borough of Richmond on Thames Percentage Changes in Use of Activities from the February
Baseline
about 70 precent which then recovers to some 30% less than the baseline. In Richmond, the decline
is similar to the UK and to Newham but the decline in the City of London is much more fractured
due to gaps in data collection during the weekends while in the three other cases the impact of
the weekend versus the weekday is very pronounced. In short, the succession of spikes along the
trend from a big fall and then recovery back towards the baseline marks the way the weekend and
weekdays impact on work journeys to places of work. Without more information, it is difficult to
precisely gauge these movements but these are quite pronounced in Richmond where the impact
of the weekday seems to generate many less workers than the weekends.
The last activity we need to examine is very local – grocery shopping which drops the least of
any activity after Lockdown – to no more than 50% of normal activity. In all but the City, this
recovers to near normality by the end of the period. In fact, there is spike at the onset of the
Pandemic with grocery shopping increasingly above the baseline, largely we suspect when people
were stocking up on products ready to shop far less in the early months of the Pandemic. This is
the case for three of our cases but not the City of London where there is a pronounced drop to
about 90% of normal activity which slowly climbs back but to no more than 50% less than the
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FIGURE 18.9
The Borough of Newham Percentage Changes in Use of Activities from the February Baseline
baseline. This is largely due to the fact that most grocery shopping in the City is by workers from
their place of work, not their home and it is interesting that these features are reflected in the
data. This is also true of the spikiness of the trajectories which reflect differences between home
and work with the distortions posed by working from home, affecting this drop in activity much
more on weekdays than is represented on weekend days.
Overall, these trajectories confirm what we know from our casual experience of the Pandemic,
but what is interesting is that they do give us some insight into changes in activities even though
they only come from one source, Google. We cannot prove that this data is representative but little
differences such as the impact of sporting events which show up in the data are likely to show up
in similar activity patterns from other mobile operators. Moreover, what is of current interest is
in how these patterns will be reflected in another Lockdown. As we have had a series of partial
Lockdowns of varying severity in the UK during the last 3 months, it may be possible to trace
the impact of these once the full Lockdown becomes active on 05 November. Although this data is
useful, it is hard to tie it to independent data sets, and during the Pandemic it is difficult to mount
special surveys to examine more conventional flow data, notwithstanding the work that the Office
of National Statistics are undertaking.

18.5

Conclusions and Next Steps: A More Integrated Analysis

The most surprising conclusion from the analysis involves the dramatic differences between the
regions of the UK with respect to average travel times on different modes of transport, and the
minimal differences between average travel times between essential and non-essential workers in
each region. To an extent, this may be due to the fact that the way the government has defined
essential workers is close to the distribution of non-essential workers and if this is the case, the
transport networks and modal split will not make any real difference to the patterns of distribution
which essentially are the same for these two groups.
A key issue which is raised by this paper is data. From data prior to the Pandemic, which is the
only detailed data we have on flow patterns and locational volumes, it is of little surprise that we
cannot generate many new insights into spatial differences that might be exploited in handling the
Pandemic. To this end we need much better data on the spatial progression of the Pandemic, and
we need to tie the sort of data produced by Google (with equivalent mobility data from IT platforms
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such as Apple [9] from their map products, and Amazon Web Services, etc.) to more conventional
transport data such as traffic counts from sensors, data from smart card ticking systems and so on.
What we need to do now is to regionalise the country into localities and regions that might
be highly clustered with respect to similarities (and differences in an alternative analysis) so that
we can examine where there are significant differences that might be exploited in countering the
Pandemic. In part of the country where people travel more or travel less than the average, this has
implications for how we might lockdown certain areas. Currently, many governments in Western
Europe are moving towards a total Lockdown to combat the second wave but these kinds of blunt
instrument approaches are too crude to effectively exploit the differences in the way the wave
of infections is diffusing. In this work, what we urgently need, as in all work on the spatial, is
some way of linking the location of the incidence and intensity of the disease to human behaviours
pertaining to location and mobility. This is essential and probably requires moving to a much more
individual scale where we can tie health data to the location of workers and the population. This
will require us to disaggregate our data down to the individual and household level so that we can
then associate this with the diseases and susceptibility to disease, before we then aggregate this
back up so we can link these attributes to those we have explored in this paper, which focus on
how people move and how movement is connected to location.
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In the Americas region, the Regional Committee of the United Nations for Global
Geospatial Information Management (UN-GGIM: Americas) in a joint work with the
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, have been facilitating
exchange of good practices and monitoring geospatial tools to respond to the pandemic.
This exchange has conveyed an analysis of the different institutional arrangements, data
management and technological approaches taken by countries in the region to control the
outspread of COVID-19. This chapter provides an overview of the regional geospatial
response to COVID-19. We analyze the implementation and use of UNGGIM global
frameworks in the geospatial response to COVID-19. Through the regional meetings and
consultations carried out in the context of the pandemic, we have been able to verify
that countries, to a greater or lesser extent, have knowledge on methods and geospatial
tools to face critical situations such as the COVID-19 pandemic. However, some gaps and
challenges have also been identified that must be addressed. From a regional perspective, we
encourage countries to take full advantage of these guiding frameworks, through a collective
and collaborative approach.

19.1

Introduction

In December 2019, a new virus called SARSCoV-2 causing severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) emerged in Wuhan, China, and rapidly spread to other parts
of the world [1]. March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) officially declared the
COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic [2]. The disease is characterized by a long incubation period, high
infectivity, and difficulty in detection, which has contributed to the rapid outbreak and development
of the epidemic [3].
This situation has required that experts in different areas like doctors, disease trackers, modelers,
logisticians, and supply chain experts are designing and implementing measures to stop the
transmission and spread of the virus. In this way, it is essential for the exchange of information and
the development of tools, to deliver data in real time on websites and via messaging networks,
identification of locations to establish additional hospitals, quarantine bases and virus testing
locations, and effective communication on the situation.
The COVID-19 pandemic is full of unknowns, and many of them have a spatial dimension [3],
in this way, GIS has become a vital tool in analyzing and visualizing the spread of COVID-19
[4]. Modern GIS technologies center around web-based tools, improved data sharing and real time
information to support critical decision-making, an example of these are online dashboards have
been extremely popular to sharing and understanding the spread of COVID-19, since they offer
accessible information to people around the world, improves data transparency and helps authorities
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disseminate information [1]. The most notable example is the online dashboard developed by John
Hopkins University Centre for Systems Science and Engineering [5].
In this way, this chapter provides an overview of the regional use of geospatial data and GIS
tools to support the response measures and manage the containment of COVID-19, based on the
outputs of the Virtual Geospatial Summit, the webinar “COVID-19: Strategies for a Geospatial
Response in the Americas” and the regional questionnaire on geospatial support to COVID-19 in
the Americas. Furthermore, we analyze the role and implementation of UNGGIM global frameworks
in the geospatial response to COVID-19.

Available Global Frameworks to Support the Geospatial Response to
COVID-19
The geospatial response to COVID-19 at country level can be supported by sound global
guidelines provided by the United Nations Committee of Experts on Global Geospatial Information
Management (UNGGIM [6]). This committee has the objective to make joint decisions and establish
directions on the use of geospatial information within national and global policy frameworks.
In this chapter, we will show how the geospatial response to COVID-19 -being conducted by
member states is transiting to the alignment with these frameworks and how these frameworks can
help so that .an improved geospatial response to this emergency and others that may occur in the
future is sustainable.
The first one is the Integrated Geospatial Information Framework (IGIF [7]) that provides
a guide for developing, integrating, strengthening, and maximizing geospatial information
management and related resources in all countries [8]. The IGIF has been proven to be
integrative and of practical implementation. Any of the nine IGIF strategic pathways have been
implemented by member countries in the Americas, by establishing institutional arrangements
and governance agreements, referencing policies to protect privacy and confidentiality of data,
promoting partnerships between stakeholders from different sectors (public, private, and academy),
leveraging innovation to deliver better technological platforms, and creating communication tools
to reach the wide spectrum of users that need this geospatial resources for different purposes.
The second framework endorsed by UNGGIM and the Statistical commission of the United
Nations Statistics Division that has proven to be usefully implemented to monitor COVID-19
is the Global Statistical and Geospatial Framework (GSGF [9]) which enables a range of data
to be integrated from both statistical and geospatial communities and, through the application
of its five Principles and supporting key elements, permits the production of harmonized and
standardized geospatially enabled statistical data. The resulting data can then be integrated
with statistical, geospatial, and other information to inform and facilitate data-driven and
evidence-based decision making. The integration of statistics and geospatial has been vital in this
pandemic. Sociodemographic variables such as age, health status, have been analyzed even at block
level to detect vulnerable populations.
And the third one is the Strategic Framework on Geospatial Information and Services for
Disasters [10], elaborated by the UN-GGIM Working Group on this topic, which aims to bring
all stakeholders and partners involved in Disaster Risk Reduction and/or Emergency Management
together to ensure that quality geospatial information and services are available and accessible in
a timely and coordinated way to support decision-making and operations within and across all
sectors and phases of disaster risk management. The strategic framework draws from the principles
included in the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction [11]; the UN General Assembly
resolution on international cooperation on humanitarian assistance in the field of natural disasters,
from relief to development; the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development; and the UN-GGIM
Global Statistical Geospatial Framework [9].

Overview On the Regional Geospatial Response to COVID-19
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As reported in the abstract of this article in a joint effort between the United Nations Regional
Committee for Global Geospatial Information Management (UN-GGIM: Americas) and the
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC [12] with the support of
the Secretariat of UN-GGIM at a global level, two regional webinars and a regional consultation
on regarding geospatial response to COVID-19 were conducted, in order to collect information
and share experiences and knowledge from different approaches ranging from institutional to
technological.
In order for geospatial data users and providers across governments, the private sector,
academia, students and the general public could know and shared how the global community
of geospatial scientists have been leveraging geospatial, Earth Observation and statistical data,
creating innovative tools to support response measures and manage the containment of COVID-19,
was made the Virtual Geospatial Summit 2020 under the theme “GIS Response to COVID-19”,
in which they showed some of the geospatial tools that have been developed in different countries
including the Americas region, as well as the good practices that have been implemented, including
the challenges in collecting geospatial health data.
The seminar COVID-19: Strategies for a Geospatial Response in the Americas was held on May
15, 2020, facilitated by UN-ECLAC and UN-GGIM: Americas. Through this activity an enriched
exchange of experiences in Member States on how they have met the challenge of COVID-19 was
conducted, reviewing progresses, and identifying the challenges being faced. Demonstrations on
developing national dashboards and tools were also shared, highlighting data needs and available
resources. The seminar helped the discussion on how to optimize resources to respond in the short
and medium-term impact of COVID-19, while preparing for the long-term implications of public
health and safety crises or emergencies.
The regional consultation was carried out by UN-GGIM: Americas and ECLAC to promote
dissemination actions and exchange of practices and experiences around the use of geospatial
information, to support the management of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In this consultation, information was collected from national geospatial data infrastructures or
from national cartographic agencies in collaboration with other public bodies. Information regarding
data integration, development of indicators and implementation of platforms, among others was
reported. The identified use cases and good practices were disseminated on the UN-GGIM: Americas
website [13], and on the COVID-19 Observatory [14] in Latin America and the Caribbean.

Overview On the Regional Geospatial Support
The following section presents the response approach, from different countries in the region,
regarding institutional aspects and the use of geospatial data.

Governance and Institutions
A central component of geospatial support for disaster management is governance. This is
established by the UN-GGIM Strategic Framework on Geospatial Information and Services for
Disasters, assigning institutional agreements, collaboration, and coordination a fundamental role.
In this context, through this consultation it was possible to identify various forms of governance
and participation in the countries that responded to the regional consultation, basically through
the formation of multisectoral work teams to support decision-makers and the entities in charge of
disaster management.
In order to articulate national organizations and to make geospatial information available for
decision-making, several countries have activated protocols to support to the entities in charge of
disaster management, like the National Emergency Response System in Jamaica, the Emergency
Operations Center in Sint Maarten or the National Risk Management System in Honduras. These
protocols organize the collection of spatial information, the integration of statistical and geospatial
data and the way in which this information is processed to help the decision making.
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FIGURE 19.1
Map representing the geospatial response to COVID-19 of Americas countries. Source: Regional
consultation carried out by UN-GGIM: Americas-ECLAC Regional consultation, 2020.
Other frequent institutional arrangement observed in the region is the creation of special working
committees and/or groups to assist the national geospatial response to the pandemic. This allows to
collect information from various sources, keep the inter-institutional communication permanently
opened and generate added value products helping to implement logistical actions and carry out
territorial analysis regarding the advance of the pandemic. These working groups in some cases
also examine political issues affecting employee activities, travel, and public events, among others.
In this regional overview, the institutions that most frequently participate in geospatial support
are the ministries and institutes of statistics and geography of each country. An example of the above
is Mexico, where statistical data on COVID-19 is provided by the Ministry of Health, and then
these are processed by the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI), to be displayed
on platforms for presentation to the public; Chile follows a similar process, but in this case it is
through the country’s Spatial Data Infrastructure (IDE-Chile) that collects and disseminates the
information provided by the different associated Ministries or Institutions.
Following the foregoing, in many countries emergency systems or institutions are the first access
route in geospatial support, an example of this is Uruguay, where the National Emergency System
(SINAE) is the body in charge of being in contact with all institutions from which you can receive
information; In Antigua and Barbuda, the National Disaster Office (NODS) performs a similar
function, coordinating the collaboration of geospatial information from different Ministries or offices
such as the statistical office. Also, national / civil defense institutions are organizations that have
been mentioned as organizations that deliver information to the coordinating entity, as is the case
of Guyana, Barbados, the Dominican Republic and Jamaica. Finally, to a lesser extent, agencies,
private entities, or foundations are independent organizations that have valuable information useful
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for the country, for which they work collaboratively. This is the case of Brazil, where data provided
by the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation is disseminated; or in the Dominican Republic, where support is
obtained from private geomatic companies.
The integration of statistical and geospatial information has been made explicit through
the examples mentioned above, where countries are using geocoded health and population
data referenced to a specific location and the information is being displayed in geospatial
dashboards. This use of fundamental geospatial infrastructure and geocoding in a data management
environment, using common geographies for the dissemination of statistics in an accessible and
usable platform is the core of the five principals of the GSGF [15].

Data and Technology
From the collected information through the different activities and consultations carried out in the
region, it was possible to realize that the most frequent technological resources being utilized to
disseminate COVID-19 statistics, are geospatial dashboards. Secondly, interactive websites with
maps, charts and dynamic statistics. Most countries are using GIS to disseminate statistics related
to confirmed cases, active cases, recovered cases, and deaths, at different levels of disaggregation,
such as political-administrative divisions, gender, or age groups. A first group of countries report
that they are using GIS to prepare distribution maps, networks and flows of people to access health
services, or other services that offer basic goods. Others have informed to be carrying out spatial
analysis of vulnerable groups, such as the elderly, the chronically ill or areas of high population
density. There are also cases of mapping households with confirmed cases, quarantined areas and
isolation centers, as well as constant monitoring of confirmed and suspected cases.
In the case of the regional consultation, it was informed that, from a total of 20 countries that
answered the questionnaire, fifty percent declared that they had public access platforms for the
dissemination of data regarding COVID-19. In general terms, the information is disaggregated to the
second or third hierarchical level of the political-administrative division and the topics represented
are diverse: confirmed cases, examinations, intensive care patients and deceased patients, vulnerable
population disaggregated by age ranges, information on employability, poverty and population at
risk, tests carried out and results, among others.
Regarding some specific country examples in the use of national platforms and dashboards, the
National Institute of Statistics and Geography of Mexico developed a geoportal called “Analytical
Visualizer for COVID-19”, which allows information on COVID-19 how number of confirmed,
negative, suspected cases and deaths to be seen at the municipal and state levels. Information that
is aligned to the information issued by the Ministry of Health.
In addition to this information, the displayed integrates information of others 8 themes:
population, ethnicity educational characteristics, economic characteristics, health services,
households, hospital infrastructure and deaths due to various registered conditions 2018. Each
one of the topics has its corresponding indicators for a total of 28, some of the indicators that
can be viewed are density (inhabitants per square kilometer), total population, population over 60
years of age, population affiliated with health services, average number of occupants per dwelling,
dwellings that do not have piped water and risk diseases.
Other interesting experience is that conducted collaboratively between the National Planning
Department, the Institute of Technological Evaluation in Health and the National Administrative
Department of Statistics (DANE) of Colombia, which collaborated with the Ministry of Health and
Social Protection and the National Institute of Health to provide statistical information and build
tools1 that facilitate senior government to make decisions with greater certainty for emergency
response caused by COVID-19.
In this case, the demographic characteristics of the population and their conditions of health
helped to determine who may have more complications in case of getting COVID-19. This, by
taking into account, among others considerations, the identified epidemiological criteria, based on
information from the 2018 National Census of Population and Housing, administrative records of
the National Identification File, the Civil Birth Registry, the National Registry of Marital Status,
the Unique Database of Health Affiliation and the individual records of provision of Health services.
1

Reference: http://visor01.dane.gov.co/visor-vulnerabilidad/
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FIGURE 19.2
Viewer of vulnerability levels in Colombia Source: National Administrative Department of Statistics
of the Republic of Colombia, 2020.
In the Caribbean subregion, it can be mentioned the work carried out by the GIS unit of
the Survey and Mapping Division, which has been providing geospatial support to the National
Emergency Operation Center, mainly through the development of GIS solutions and data gathering.
This work has been conducted in coordination and collaboration with the National Office of Disaster
Services, the Ministry of Health, Wellness and the Environment, the Central Board of Health and
the Statistics Division. As a result, a geospatial hub is in the public domain to disseminate data
on the timeline of cases and basic associated information, primarily focused on the local level, but
complemented by a section regarding regional response efforts. Internally, a monitoring dashboard
is still being setup to effectively manage the operations and coordination between all stakeholders.
In Central America, the National Geographic Institute Tommy Guardia (IGNTG) of Panamá
formed a work team to support with cartographic information and mapping, two relevant
government initiatives to confront COVID-19. The first on is the plan “Protégete Panamá” led by
the Ministry of Health in collaboration with the Social Security Fund, WHO experts, and national
and international Health experts. The second one is the “Solidarity Plan”, in charge of the Economic
Advisory Council led by the Ministry of the Presidency and integrated by several institutions. Both
programs seek to mitigate the impact of the pandemic and guarantee that Panamanians affected
by the health crisis can obtain essential products.
The IGNTG, leading the Panamanian Spatial Data Infrastructure, has facilitated data
cooperation to integrate information from different sources, for example, on educational centers
location (provided by the Ministry of Education) and a wide range of statistical data made
available by the Institute of Statistics and Censuses, which has been combined with other geospatial
information.
The committee prepared a special map of the republic with presidential indications for the
Solidarity Plan for food delivery logistics and solidarity bonds to affected families: Route maps
for garbage collection; Maps to assist aid distribution and logistics for municipalities; Statistical
information to generate information layers of housing areas for people over 60 years, beds by
province, chronic diseases, location of health centers and hospitals; Maps for aircraft landing areas
and secondary collection centers.

Gaps and Challenges
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The outcomes from the regional consultation show that countries have been able to capitalize the
power of geospatial tool to respond to COVID-19. Nevertheless, challenges persist in the region
and further work needs to be done in order to have an integrated geospatial response and to be
prepared for future disasters.
• The most urgent gap detected by the regional encounters and consultations is related to
data accessibility. To respond geospatially to the pandemic countries have faced challenges
in: accessing updated real time data; lack of access to quality data and satellite images;
unavailability of disaggregated fundamental data at different levels (political-administrative
divisions, sex, age, etc.). Moreover the low interoperability between statistical and geospatial
data, the absence of regulation regarding the use of information, and the need to create a
national address systems are the most frequent challenges among the countries that responded
the questionnaire conducted by ECLAC/UN: GGIM-Americas.
• Farther, there is an urgent need to improve the GIS technical capacities of current personnel.
Some of the weaknesses, that have been exposed in this pandemic, refer to the lack of technical
and professional resources available to make appropriate use of geospatial data, as well as lack
of knowledge about the accessibility to free geographic data and applications.
• Raising awareness of authorities regarding the importance of GIS can promote its effectiveness
in capturing, analyzing and disseminating spatial information. Countries recognize the challenge
to support software financing and human resources. Finally, it is important to have an
appropriate Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) that allows them to collect data from the different
institutions, to have a cadaster and organize national information.
On the other hand, two major advancements identified in the regional consultation are related to
dissemination geospatial tools and partnerships.
• The urgent need to access high quality data has been enabled through geospatial dissemination
tools. The public visibility of geographic data, gained during this pandemic, has made
geographic information take on unexpected relevance. Fact that opens some opportunities and
challenges for the geomatic community. Moments in which the relevance of geographic data,
as a tool for processing and making analysis, is an unquestionable fact open opportunity to
promote and raise awareness of the importance of having upgraded and good data quality of the
information. Data that should be accessible at the national level and acquired with the specific
needs of each country. An aspect that should be included, in the current agenda, refers to the
use of geospatial information in support of the new ”normality”, in which sustained physical
distance is the only way to minimize the effects of the pandemic. Now it is time to move from
response to recovery and reopening. Once, commercial life, educational centers, recreational
spaces, etc. have been reestablished, the relative distance between the inhabitants begins to
take on a leading role in the new way of life. And it that place is where geomatic tools have a
lot to contribute.
• The wealth of professional exchanges carried out in these times has been one of the most
outstanding aspects of this pandemic. As stated in the ninth pathway of the IGIF, cross-sector
and interdisciplinary cooperation, coordination and collaboration with all levels of government,
the geospatial industry, private sector, academia, and the international community is a premise
to developing and sustaining an enduring response to disasters [8]. The collaboration and
partnership generated by various professionals, from different countries, has resulted in the use
of good practices that have no frontiers and are being applied in different parts of the continent.
As geospatial professionals, practitioners and stakeholders strategic actions reinforcing the
power of collaboration and true humanity.
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Conclusions

In the previous sections, valuable experiences in the use of geospatial information to support
the response to COVID-19 in countries of the region have been described,. Various institutional
arrangements to coordinate the actions of the different national actors, to establish the links between
geospatial agencies, ministries of health, and other relevant actors, with the offices in charge of
emergency management. We also provided an overview of methodologies for the integration and
analysis of geospatial data and its dissemination through accessible platforms for decision-makers
and citizens.
Through the regional meetings and consultations carried out in the context of the pandemic, we
have been able to verify that the countries, to a greater or lesser extent, have knowledge on methods
and geospatial tools to face critical situations such as the COVID-19 pandemic. However, some gaps
and challenges have also been identified that must be addressed, regarding to interoperability, data
access policies, higher levels of disaggregation, capacity building, increased awareness at the level
of authorities and availability of greater financing, among other.
Considering the above, in the region of the Americas there are strengths which support future
crises of this or another nature. We also have weaknesses and challenges that open the way to
strengthen our geospatial response. The crucial question then is, what should we do to capitalize
our strengths, address gaps and achieve a comprehensive and sustainable geospatial response over
time?
From UN-GGIM: Americas and ECLAC, we recognize a great opportunity in the new guidelines
delivered by the working agenda of the UN-GGIM Initiative, and the need to bring down global
frameworks in the countries of the region. These frameworks would make it possible to take
advantage of and strengthen the response that we have today, provide cross-cutting work elements
to the countries’ management in geospatial matters, and prepare roadmaps with concrete actions
to cover the existing gaps.
The Integrated Geospatial Information Framework (IGIF) and the Implementation Guide for its
nine strategic pathways -governance and institutions, legal and policy issues, financing, geospatial
data, innovation, standards, partnerships, education/capacity building, and communicationexhaustively and didactically provides a vision of what actions can be carried out to strengthen
geospatial information management.
In particular, the Implementation Guide provides valuable guidance to address the five priorities
of action of the Strategic Framework on Geospatial Information and Services for Disasters, which are
connected and aligned with the IGIF’s strategic pathways. For example, for the Disaster Framework
Governance action priority, the IGIF explains how to establish working groups, define strategies,
develop action plans, and monitor their progress, among other.
The same applies to other priorities of action such as data management, where the IGIF
implementation guide suggests on the application of inventories (in this case to support disasters
management), the development of geospatial data profiles, the analysis of gaps, the formulation of
roadmaps for thematic data, and the generation of guidelines for the maintenance and custody of
data, among others.
On the other hand, the Global Statistical Geospatial Framework (GSGF) provides tools for the
territorial disaggregation of data, a fundamental requirement to have accurate diagnoses and to
effectively guide the activation of alerts and decision-making for the management and recovery
of this health, social and economic crisis. The GSGF highlights the importance of geocoding
processes and the fundamental geospatial dataset that support it, for example, geo-referenced
postal addresses, buildings, cadastral parcels, and other highly granular data.
From the regional level, we encourage countries to take full advantage of these guiding
frameworks, through a collective and collaborative review among all public, private and academic
actors, and then put them into operation on the basis of institutional agreements, intersectoral
alliances, capacity building plans, and sustainable communication mechanisms over time.
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Spatio-Temporal Information Management to
Control the COVID-19 Epidemic: Country
Perspectives in Europe
Marije Louwsma and Hartmut Müller

The COVID-19 pandemic puts a heavy burden on populations, health care systems and
governments alike. Europe has been one of the first epicenters of the pandemic, with a huge
number of reported cases and fatalities. National governments in Europe applied a range
of measures to mitigate the impact of the outbreak. Infectious diseases such as COVID-19
spread from person to person and thus in space and time. Local outbreaks occur frequently
and different spatial distribution patterns can be observed. Therefore, policy makers and
health care services have to respond to regional dynamics of new infections on a local
basis. Theis chapter illustrates the state-of-the-art of providing COVID-19 information
using selected EU countries as examples. From a supranational perspective, it can be stated
that the most up-to-date data at national and sub-national level can be found in national
dashboards, at the most detailed NUTS 3 level or even more detailed. The integrated view
and analysis of COVID-19 data from different sources reveals a wide variety of difficulties,
such as timeliness of reporting, ambiguous definitions of cases and fatalities, to name a
few. In Europe, the potential of an integrated system is not yet fully exploited due to
the obstacles identified. It remains to be seen to what extent and when this situation will
improve in the future.

20.1

Introduction

After having recently published a Global Influenza Strategy 2019-2020 [1], on 11 March 2020, the
World Health Organization WHO ‘made the assessment that COVID-19 can be characterized as a
pandemic’ [2]. On 13 March 2020 WHO stated that ‘Europe has now become the epicenter of the
pandemic, with more reported cases and deaths than the rest of the world combined, apart from
China’. On 19 March 2020 UN Secretary-General stated that ‘the coronavirus pandemic is a crisis
unlike any in the UN’s 75-years history’. Apart from the people that contracted the disease, the
epidemic put a heavy burden on health care and governments the like. Early detection, laboratory
testing, isolation, contact tracing and referral of patients had to be managed. Furthermore, the
demands of responding directly to COVID-19 while maintaining essential health service delivery
had to be balanced.
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Spatiotemporal Spread of Infectious Diseases

Infectious diseases spread from person to person and thus by their very nature in space and
time. Depending on the characteristics of the disease, different spatial distribution patterns can
be observed [3]. Since COVID-19 was not known before the start of the outbreak, little information
was available about the circumstances that influence contamination and consequently the spatial
distribution by infected people. The limited amount of information available from the first epicentres
in China had to be used as the best assumption. From a global perspective, the influence of
long-range airline traffic which shapes the spatiotemporal pattern of a global epidemic by forcing
infections due to multiscale processes in the disease dynamics [4] is also of particular interest
[5]. Experience with COVID-19 in China [6] suggests that in many cases the disease spreads
under particular circumstances related to specific local environments. This results in spatially very
heterogeneous distribution patterns in larger geographical areas.
To assess the impact of COVID-19 the British Health Foundation has compared the nationwide
excess mortality rates in several European countries to the excess mortality rates in the COVID-19
hotspots of these countries [7, 8]. The parameter excess mortality was chosen because the number of
registered deaths in all countries can be considered as one of the most reliable statistics, which is for
various reasons regarded more reliable than the figures related to the dissemination of the disease
itself. Many countries do have a longstanding registration system for census data, contrary to the
registration of COVID-19 patients and related casualties. There is no risk of misrepresentation due
to different definitions used, as is the case with the number of deaths registered with COVID-19
as the cause of death (see discussion below).
Spatiotemporal heterogeneous distributions of disease cases demand for analyses with special
consideration of the spatiality of the underlying phenomena. The national figures might not be
representative for the local and regional situation, due to uneven spreading of the disease. A first
step to analyze the geographical distribution of the disease is to visualize diagnosed cases on maps.
Meanwhile, distribution maps as a medium of COVID-19 representation can be found all over the
world in a mass of official publications, newspapers, on social media platforms, in dashboards etc.
A list of resources can be found at the website of the Open Geospatial Consortium [9].
Data visualization of territories, mostly at country level, through mapping, dashboards and
other techniques, is a valuable tool to present the characteristics of spatiotemporal phenomena.
Geospatial analysis of the underlying geospatial data can do much more. Trends in outbreaks over
time and space, hotspots of infection, applicable rules and regulations, and available resources for
medical treatment can be identified and disseminated to a wider public. In times of a pandemic
such as COVID-19 a global view is needed to take appropriate action at all governance levels;
global, supranational, national, and local.
In health context, individual humans represent the basic unit of spatial analysis. However,
publicly available data are regularly being aggregated to a sufficient extent to adhere to privacy
standards and regulations to protect individuals in their right for privacy [10].
An integrated statistical and geospatial framework [11] can be used as an excellent basis for
managing such aggregated health data. Once a harmonized framework of spatially referenced
territorial units is given, health data can be aggregated to the predefined territorial units and be
used for presentation and further spatiotemporal analysis. In fact, many national health authorities
already take advantage from these possibilities by providing national COVID-19 data within their
national framework used for managing statistical national data. The following section will start by
describing the reference system NUTS (Nomenclature des Unités Territoriales Statistiques) used for
managing statistical information in Europe. After that, a number of use cases presenting COVID-19
related epidemic data by using the NUTS system will be briefly discussed.

NUTS The European Union’s Spatial Reference for Statistical Data
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NUTS (Nomenclature Des Unités Territoriales Statistiques), the European
Union’s Spatial Reference for Statistical Data

The Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) provides a breakdown of the economic
territory of the European Union into territorial units. It has been used in EU legislation since
1988, and it was converted to a formal Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council
in 2003 [12]. While the national level of Member States is above NUTS, the NUTS classification
consists of three hierarchical levels: each Member State is divided into NUTS 1 regions, then
divided further into NUTS 2 regions, which in turn are subdivided into NUTS 3 regions. The NUTS
regions regularly coincide with existing administrative units within the Member States, because
the statistical data of the Member States are available for these units. A legislative procedure is
in force to renew the classification, following changes in the Member States’ administrative units.
At EU level, the NUTS serves as a reference for the collection, development and harmonization of
the European Union’s regional statistics, for socio-economic analyses of the regions, and for the
framing of EU regional policies.
The current NUTS nomenclature subdivides the territory of the European Union into 104
regions at NUTS 1 level, 281 regions at NUTS 2 level and 1,348 regions at NUTS 3 level. The
NUTS Regulation defines the population size as a key indicator for comparability, laying down
minimum and maximum thresholds for the population (Table 20.1).

TABLE 20.1
Population Size of the European Union’s Administrative Units
(Source: [12])
Level
NUTS 1
NUTS 2
NUTS 3

Min. number of inhabitants
3 million
800.000
150.000

Max. number of inhabitants
7 million
3 million
800.000

Following the heterogeneous population density across the EU territory this definition results in
a wide span of both area size and population number: the largest NUTS 1 region is Manner-Suomi
(Finland), covering 336,859 km2 , the smallest region, Région de Bruxelles-Capitale (Belgium) covers
161 km2 . At NUTS 2 level, Pohjois-ja ltä-Suomi (Finland) covers 227,150 km2 , Ciudad Autónoma
de Melilla (Spain) 13 km2 , at NUTS 3 level the figures are Norrbottens län (Sweden), 105,205 km2
and again Ciudad Autónoma de Melilla (Spain), 13 km2 .

20.4
20.4.1

COVID-19 Pandemic Data Using the NUTS System
EU Level

Eurostat, the statistical office of the European Union situated in Luxembourg, concentrates on
providing relevant statistics to tackle the implications of the Covid-19 outbreak. Eurostat maintains
an interactive dashboard regarding Covid-19 developments within Europe, based on the data
provided by its member states (Figure 20.1).
Note: The map in Figure 20.1 is based on information provided to ECDC by the EU/EEA
Member States and UK on their subnational levels of COVID-19 transmission (NUTS 2 regions)
according to the categories defined by the World Health Organization. When no information has
been provided by the countries on the level of COVID-19 transmission, the region is marked as
‘not reported’.
The European Union is a union of sovereign states. The EU design gives the maximum respect
for the sovereignty of its member states. At the same time, it ensures that the system is operational
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FIGURE 20.1
Country Level Information on COVID-19 in Europe (Source: [13])
and decisions can be taken. The role of EU institutions has evolved over time, but national
institutions also continue to play key roles by performing their traditional functions at the national
level. This fact became very evident again in the initial phase of the COVID-19 outbreak, when
political decisions were predominantly taken by the national member governments. From a certain
level, this also applies to the provision of information, including geospatial health information. In
the following sections, this will be illustrated using selected EU countries as examples.

20.4.2

National and Sub-National Level

Providing up to date information about the distribution of the virus and prevailing measures is
key to make informed decisions on the one hand and on the other hand to inform citizens and
organisations to comply with the policy within a country (awareness raising or sensitization). Most
up-to-date data at sub-national level, either at NUTS 3 level or even more detailed, can be found
in national dashboards. Some use cases will be presented here.

20.4.2.1

France

The French government has published a dashboard on the internet that presents COVID-19 related
information geographically. It is possible to retrieve the information on a particular date. Hence
it is possible to consult the course of the disease geographically. Various information is included:
the current level of precautionary measures based on the number of detected cases (Figure 20.2),
the transfer of patients within France and Europe, test sampling locations and their status and the
test results per administrative unit.

COVID-19 Pandemic Data Using the NUTS System
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FIGURE 20.2
Vigilance Map for France on 9 June 2020 (Source: [14])

20.4.2.2

The Netherlands

After the crisis team became operable, the national insitute for public health and the environment
(RIVM), operating under the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport, became responsible for
dissemination of Covid-19 related data and figures. The government in the Netherlands chose
to publish most Covid-19 related information in traditional graphs instead of mapping it. Only
the relative number of Covid-19 cases and hospitalized people per 100,000 inhabitants per
municipality were visualized geographically. Compared to absolute numbers, this relative number
allows to compare between municipalities with varying population densities. The media mapped the
confirmed hospitalized patients over time at municipality level to show the spreading of the disease
of the country over time [15]. Here, one can see that the disease was spread across the country
from the south to the west and north due to various events, e.g. spring holiday and carnival, and
movements of people between the regions. The three most norther provinces were hardly affected,
most likely due to their remote character relative to the location of the big cities in the west and
south.

20.4.2.3

Germany

At March 2020, Germany had introduced consistent measures to combat COVID-19 that were
implemented nationwide. Over time, it became clear that the spread of infection is mainly
concentrated in local hotspots, without it being possible to predict such locations precisely.
Therefore, on 6 May 2020 policy makers agreed to respond to regional dynamics of new infections
on a local basis, using the NUTS 3 level administrative units as the spatial reference. It was decided
that in districts or urban municipalities, the German NUTS 3 level units, with a cumulative rate
of more than 50 new cases of infection per 100,000 inhabitants within the previous seven days,
restrictions adapted to the local situation will immediately be implemented. A cumulative rate of
more than 35 new cases of infection per 100,000 inhabitants within the previous seven days was
set as threshold for early warning [16].
Figure 20.3 shows the temporal dynamics of infections over time including the numbers as
of 12 June 2020, with one NUTS 3 unit surpassing the intervention threshold of 50 infections per
100,000 inhabitants within the previous seven days (LK Aichach-Friedberg, 59 cases), and five units
reaching the early warning limit of 35 infections per 100,000 inhabitants within the previous seven
days (LK Cuxhaven 44 cases, SK Bremerhaven 41 cases, LK Sonneburg 41 cases, LK Göttingen 37
cases, LK Coburg 35 cases).
The Robert-Koch-Institute, Germany’s public health institute, collects data on, among others,
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FIGURE 20.3
Dynamics of Infections per 100,000 Inhabitants in Germany at the Nuts 3 Level (Source: [17])
infectious diseases; it communicates information by a COVID-19 specific dashboard and offers the
underlying data to the general public on a daily updated basis. The data can be downloaded in
different formats. Retrieving the data via an ESRI ArcGIS Feature Service is a very versatile way
to get direct access to the attributes and geometries of the layers. Geospatial data retrieved via
a Web Feature Server make it possible to use the complete set of GIS tools for comprehensive
spatiotemporal analyses. For example, the period of time and further spread of local outbreaks can
be tracked. At the same time, using such spatially aggregated data preserves data protection and
data privacy.
A major event illustrating the benefits of locally adapted measures occurred in June 2020,
when a COVID-19 outbreak was detected at a German meat processing plant in the week ending
21 June 2020 [18]. The outbreak near Gütersloh (see Figure 20.4, prism in red) was first reported on
Wednesday 17 June, when 400 workers tested positive. By Friday 19 June, that number had doubled
to 803 and it climbed further to 1,331 by Sunday 21 June. The number of confirmed infections
for the corresponding NUTS 3 unit LK Gütersloh rose to 264 per 100,000 inhabitants within one
week, thus far exceeding the intervention threshold of 50 infections. Seven days high incidences in
neighbouring districts are linked to the outbreak in Gütersloh [19]. The now localised lockdown
strategy permitted the local authorities to limit the quarantine order to the 5,500 employees of the
plant and their families, rather than imposing a broad lockdown affecting the social and economic
lives of many millions of people in the whole country.

Shortcuts and Challenges of COVID-19 Data Provision
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FIGURE 20.4
Visualization at Nuts 3 Level of a Major Local COVID-19 Outbreak in Germany, June 2020.
Source: Own Representation, Data Based on Robert Koch-Institut (Rki), DL-de/by-2-0, Map Tiles
by Stamen Design, Under CC by 3.0. Data by Openstreetmap, Under CC by SA

20.5

Shortcuts and Challenges of COVID-19 Data Provision

Data problems in providing COVID-19 data are manifold. The Washington Post expresses the facts
in this perfect, concise statement: ‘Case counts are consistently inconsistent. Reporting practices
differ from country to country, state to state, even county to county’ [20].
The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, USA, maintains a coronavirus resource
center [21], a globally intensively used resource for better understanding of and information about
the virus. The researchers of Johns Hopkins University are doing very valuable work by collecting
data and, at the same time, by managing a list of open issues [22]. At the time of writing this article,
the list consists of 1,344 open issues, with 899 issues already closed. A comprehensive review of the
existing data problems is beyond the scope of this article. For illustration purposes, however, some
relevant exemplary problems shall be addressed briefly.
1. The Quest for Reliable Data
The number of confirmed cases depends largely on the number of conducted diagnostic tests:
the more laboratory tests are conducted, the more positive cases are discovered. A lack of
test material or testing capacity hampered some countries to produce reliable data regarding
the number of positive tested persons. As an alternative other data were used to monitor the
progress of the disease, such as the number of hospitalized people.
2. The Timeliness of Reporting
There is no obvious reason why both the number of confirmed cases of disease and the number
of disease-induced deaths should be lower on weekends than on working days. However, this is
exactly what most country statistics display. It seems to be much more likely that a smaller
number of cases are registered at weekends because fewer diagnostic tests are conducted at
weekends, or because there are delays in reporting due to staff at health offices not being on
the job, or for other reasons. The timeliness of the data therefore fluctuates without this being
precisely documented in many cases.
3. The Need for Unambiguous Definitions
Differences in the definition of diagnosed and reported cases, even changes in the definition
occur. For illustration purposes, some application cases shall be mentioned.
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China reported 15,132 new cases for a single day, February 12 2020. The reason for this spike
was a change in how cases are diagnosed and reported in Hubei province starting on the same day.
In the Hubei province only, medical professionals can classify a suspected case of COVID-19 as
a clinically confirmed case, without having to have a laboratory confirmation. Of the 15,132 new
cases reported, only 1,820 were new laboratory confirmed cases, all others were due to the changed
counting method of the cases [23].
In a similar way the U.S. moved from counting only laboratory confirmed cases to counting
‘confirmed and probable cases and deaths’ [24].
In early April, France reported 17,827 additional cases and 532 plus 884 additional deaths
from nursing homes, that had not previously been included in the official counts. Similarly, the
daily figures for COVID-19 deaths in one country might, for example, only include those dying in
hospitals, while other countries include deaths in nursing homes in their figures [23].

20.6

Discussion

Due to the epidemic character and unfamiliarity with the disease, no standardized methodology
to collect data was available. This makes it difficult to compare between countries and to provide
decision-makers and the public with reliable information. For logic reasons, each country drafted
their own procedures and policy regarding the testing strategy, and these might have been altered
over the course of the epidemic. Many variables influenced the strategy, for example the availability
of testing material, the capacity of health care to treat patients, and political viewpoints. Some
countries (initially) ignored or underestimated the impact of the infectious disease, which led to
a more severe outbreak. The country examples show nicely which data was collected and were
regarded ‘reliable’ enough to be published.
Apart from variations in the type of data collected, also the purpose of geospatial data – i.e.
the use case – differed. On the one hand, geospatial information played an important role to
inform the public about the severity of the outbreak, the spatial distribution and possible measures
that applied in particular local regions or municipalities. Graphics and maps in a complementary
dashboard are an important means for communication.
The other role of geospatial information relates to analytical purposes. Governments need
reliable information to decide how to respond to the crises. Of course, with a new disease, much
is unknown, and politicians have few resources to rely on, except for knowledge and expectations
from the experts. However, over the course of the epidemic, it is essential to collect data to monitor
progress and effectiveness of imposed measures, such as the closure of facilities and restrictions to
travel.
The purpose for which geospatial information is used, should relate to how the geospatial
information is presented and which means are used. Can it best be presented in a simple graph or
is a map better? And how to include specific spatial developments related to spread of the disease
across the country, or across the region? The level of detail provided should be considered and
related to the purpose as well. A comparison between countries or between continents requires a
different presentation of data, e.g. more accumulation is needed, then a detailed location-specific
analysis for decision-makers.

20.6.1

The Data Problem

Every presentation and analysis of geospatial information is a result of the underlying data.
Responding to a global epidemic requires coordinated action at all levels, both global and
supranational, as well as national and local. As discussed in section ‘Shortcuts and challenges
of COVID-19 data provision’, there is a lack of internationally harmonized standards for data
collection and data provision of COVID-19 data. This limitation makes it difficult, if not impossible,
to compare data collected in different countries and thus hinders information and possibly informed
joint political action at the international level.
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Other global issues, such as achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) 2030, face
similar data problems. In July 2017, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a Global
Indicator Framework consisting of 232 statistical indicators designed to measure the SDG goals and
targets [25]. Populating those indicators poses enormous challenges, which is even described as an
‘unprecedented statistical’ challenge [26]. MacFeely [27] distinguishes two different groups of SDG
indicators: Indicators that are conceptually clear, have an internationally established methodology,
and for which standards are available, and indicators, for which internationally established or
standards are not yet available, but are being (or will be) developed or tested.

20.6.2

Public Health Data and Statistical Information

As discussed above, health data are regularly provided by national health authorities in an
aggregated form within the same national framework that is used to manage statistical national
data. For this reason, a globally well-defined integrated statistical and geospatial framework could
serve as an excellent basis for managing not only relatively low-dynamic statistical data, but also
highly-dynamic health data, such as those generated in the event of a global epidemic. In this way
spatiality of statistical information [28] and dynamic health data could go hand in hand. INEGI, the
National Institute of Statistics, Geography and Informatics of Mexico [29] implemented one of the
first geostatistical dashboards presenting COVID-19 data and statistical indicators in an integrated
form [30]. The analysis of confirmed, suspected, negative COVID-19 cases and COVID-19 deaths
in the context of statistical indicators at both state and municipality level (population density,
population aged 60 and over, educational and economic characteristics, health services, hospital
infrastructure, etc.) makes it possible to assess the level of vulnerability of the population (see [31]).

20.6.3

Public Health Data and Spatial Data Infrastructures

By definition, a pandemic is ‘the worldwide spread of a new disease’ [2]. Consequently, a pandemic
requires a worldwide coordinated response. Due to global dependencies and exchange of goods and
people, there is a need to coordinate actions to limit further spreading of the disease. However,
each country has its own authority and powers to take decisions. In Europe, countries developed
their own strategy to counteract the disease despite a shared understanding of the potential impact
of the outbreak on society. A parallel can be drawn with the management of geospatial COVID-19
data. Each country made their own decisions regarding which data to collect, how to measure and
monitor progress of the outbreak, and how to display and disseminate the information to the public.
At the beginning of this century, a similar situation existed with regard to the Spatial
Data Infrastructures (SDI) of the EU Member States. To overcome the unsatisfactory situation
of lack of interoperability between the different National Data Infrastructures (NSDI), it was
decided to create a European Spatial Data Infrastructure to enable the sharing of environmental
geospatial information among public sector organisations, to facilitate public access to geospatial
information across Europe and to support policy-making across national borders. In 2007 the
INSPIRE (INfrastructure for SPatial InfoRmation in Europe) Directive came into force, with full
implementation required by 2021 [32]. INSPIRE is based on the National Data Infrastructures
established and operated by the Member States of the European Union.
Although long-established standards for a European Spatial Data Infrastructure are available,
it does not currently seem possible to provide a high-quality European dashboard capable of
disseminating COVID-19 data from individual Member States in a standardized form. Part of the
reason lies in the novice nature of the disease in combination with the diverse institutional settings
in each country. Most of these institutions are not oriented towards geospatial information, but
deal with healthcare, public health and public order and safety.
Murgante et al. [33] publish the results of a comprehensive research on the COVID-19 outbreak
in Italy, in which health, geographical and planning aspects were equally considered and integrated.
The aim of the study was to conduct a fine and disaggregate analysis at the local level. The
analysis demonstrated the spatial diffusion and the distribution of the COVID-19 outbreak in
Italy by referencing some major groups of variables: land use, air quality, climate and weather,
population, health and life expectancy. Many high-resolution data on land use, air quality, climate
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and weather, population, health and wellness were needed as input data for such detailed analyses.
The authors report that they had to collect data from many different sources, COVID-19 data
from the Italian Ministry of Health, from regional administrations, from local health agencies,
even from newspapers. Socio-economic and demographic data came from the Italian Statistical
Institute, environmental data and indicators had to be collected from different sources, such as the
Higher Institute for Environmental Protection and Research, the World Health Organization, the
European Environmental Agency, the Italian Automobile Club. Weather and wind data had to be
retrieved from other websites, data on air quality and weather conditions from special dashboards.
Considerable preparatory work was needed to integrate those data so that could be used as input
for analyses. Most of this data could be provided within a well-defined spatial data infrastructure,
directly and instantly accessible, clearly linked to georeferenced statistical, health and other relevant
information.

20.6.4

Integration of Public Health Data, Statistical Data and Basic
Geospatial Data

To take full advantage of the wealth of information available in the various institutions it is necessary
to develop and implement solutions for the integrated management of public health data, general
statistical data and basic geospatial data.
Since 2016, the global ‘integration of spatial, statistical and other related information’ has been
explicitly on the agenda of the UN Committee of Experts on Global Spatial Data Management
[34, 35]. The COVID-19 epidemic demonstrates in a perhaps unparalleled way the need to provide
globally integrated spatial, statistical and health-related information, adapted to the needs of very
diverse users.

20.7

Conclusions

A pandemic, a worldwide-spread of a new disease, requires a worldwide coordinated response. An
infectious disease spreads over space and time at different speeds and can cause local outbreaks.
A new disease calls for new insights, which must be gained through synoptic observations from
different perspectives, medical, social and economic. Spatio-temporal analysis can help to gain
such new insights by relating disease-related data, such as case numbers, hospital occupations,
fatality rates, etc. which evolve over time, to statistical indicators and to the locations to which
they refer.
In order for spatio-temporal information systems to develop their full potential, the
characteristics of the data they contain must be clearly defined and the underlying spatial
reference units must be consistently defined. Such high-quality and trusted information can help
decision-makers to intervene at the right time and at the right place, rather than relying on general
figures. More than that, a quality controlled spatiotemporal database can support post-pandemic
analysis in many different areas of interest.
Much groundwork has already been done in the domain of spatial data infrastructures, both at
national and supranational level. At this stage, committees and working groups are concentrating on
the development of solutions for the integration of statistical information into such infrastructures,
which will then be implemented by the individual countries.
The epidemic demonstrates the urgent need for an integrated spatial and statistical information
system at the global level, but also at the country level and beyond. This chapter showed how various
countries implemented a system at the national level, which led to a range of diverse solutions,
interfaces, and management information. This pluralism in national solutions was integrated at
the European level into a data platform based on the input from individual member states and
their systems. After some initial hick-ups, the information was used to discuss interventions at
the European level and feed these back into national actions, e.g. regarding cross-border travel
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regulations between countries. However, the potential of an integrated system at the country
level and the European level is not fully taken advantage of yet due to mentioned barriers. Once
the systems at the country level have matured and aligned, it will leverage the benefits for both
government and societal resilience at the country level and at European level.
An integrated system providing basic geospatial data, statistical data, and public health data in
one and the same framework would make it possible to retrieve georeferenced information in near
real time at all levels – global, supranational, national and local – in a timely and user-oriented
manner.
It remains to be investigated to what extent and how the organizational, technical, and legal
challenges of such an initiative can be mastered.
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Practicing Online Higher Education Facilitated by
ICT in China: In the Context of COVID-19
Pandemic
Zhixuan Yang

The impact of COVID-19 pandemic on higher education pushes forward the transformation
of traditional in-class education to fully online education. The chapter analyzes the
experience of online education firstly in literature, particularly, the external and internal
elements that influence learning outcomes in flipped classrooms and Massive Open Online
Courses (MOOC). Besides, the chapter also touches base on the learning behavior change
in online higher education to reveal the internal driving force of self-regulation in the
distancing learning environment. The results of a survey in the course of GIS for Real
Estate to analyze the importance of the crucial elements in the learning practice suggest
that COVID-19 pandemic has a crucial influence on the teaching-learning process. It has
been also noticed that the resilience of the community to the shock of health disaster and
the speed of reaction to the preparedness for the change in the broader sense is meaningful
to the success of the practice of higher online education.

21.1

Introduction

COVID-19 pandemic is a devastating global crisis which has caused millions of confirmed cases and
hundreds of thousands of death. It is the most serious global epidemic since the Spanish pandemic
100 years before. In China, the pandemic is a nationwide epidemic, reshaping social activities as well
as causing changes in higher education. The online higher education has become a teaching-learning
routine since the spring semester in 2020, influencing approximately 32 million students studying
in colleges and universities. The fully online higher education causes the transformation of such a
vast amount of students studying remotely from home.
There is limited information on online higher education in practice. Different from theoretical
research, practical research requires a solid investigation of operations in online education,
particularly, the ICT preparedness, the monitoring process, and the evaluation of performance. In
general, the prerequisites of the practice influence the most in terms of successful implementation.
That means the following three points are important. First, ICTs should be ready and accessible.
Teachers and students have access to the internet as well as mobile devices. Second, mobile devices
and online applications can be applied to the learning management system. Users’ devices can
access learning management systems and online applications. Third, sufficient and informative
online courses should be available. Teachers have recorded teaching videos and calibrate digital
materials for teaching purposes.
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The practice of online higher education officially started on 1st March 2020 when the spring
semester began. Up till the end of the semester in July, it has shown that the practice was generally
successful. It is necessary to introduce the experience in practice and analyze the pros and cons.
Therefore, the chapter focuses on the current practice of online higher education facilitated by ICT
to illustrate the crucial elements of maintaining the performance in the context of the COVID-19
pandemic in China.

21.2
21.2.1

Literature Review
ICTs and Online Accessibility

It has been a long history of discussion of online higher education in theory. By definition, online
education refers to educational activities in cyberspace which are facilitated by the internet,
information communication technology (ICT), and geospatial information system. Due to the
innovative way of remote teaching and distancing learning, online education creates the virtual
reality of study anytime, anyplace for anyone. To be exact, the virtual environment bases on the
internet and ICT, leveraging the advantages of flexibility, accessibility, content diversity, scalability,
and cost-effectiveness in modern education. In that sense, ICTs are the fundamental instruments
in the knowledge delivery, engaging teachers together with learners in problem-solving and critical
thinking [1].
As remote teaching and learning require the accessibility of online courses, the ICT facilitation
is critical regarding the successful performance of distancing education. It also matters the
engagement of students in the technology-enriched learning environment which is important to
identify and evaluate the students’ needs and help teachers to calibrate the teaching content to the
knowledge in their need.
Apart from the facilitation of ICT, online higher education also requires students to have
strong self-directed and self-regulated inner drives. In that sense, the design of an online learning
environment is crucial. The supportive online learning environment includes three layers, i.e.
participants, micro-level and macro-level environments [2]. The layers overlap and cooperate in
the creation of a satisfactory and accessible virtual learning environment. In the three layers, the
participants are the central roles as instructors, responders, and actors; the micro-level environment
refers to the learning management system (LMS) that forms the digital interactive platform; the
macro-level environment consists of the cyber and digital environment and ICTs’ facilitation.
As the online learning environment is important regarding course performance, the previous
researches reveal the elements that foster a good environment. For example, researchers find that
the appropriate instructional design of prediction, observation, explanation, and evaluation (POEE)
is necessary for the inquiry learning process. Besides, the course design in the scaffolding modular
structure is meaningful to a better understanding environment and it can also provide support
for self-learning [3, 4]. In addition, the online self-assessment toolbox in the learning management
systems (LMS) and the virtual learning environment (VLE) interface facilitates leaning performance
as well [5]. Furthermore, the design of sociable environments can enhance learners’ social presence
and interaction, which enables confidence in the learning process [6].

21.2.2

Experience Learned from Flipped Classroom and MOOC

As discussed, the readiness of digital infrastructure is crucial regarding the preparation of online
education. The ICT infrastructure requires high-speed digital signals, mobile smart devices as well
as environment friendly leaning management systems (LMS). Before the pandemic, the online
higher education facilitated by ICT has been prevalently used in blended learning (BL), such as
flipped classroom and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC), which is known as one of the major
trends in higher education [7]. In the face of the epidemic, the former experience of flipped classroom
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and MOOC is beneficial to teachers as it is helpful in terms of appropriate online resources and
adjustable video courses to different levels of learners.

21.2.2.1

Flipped Classroom

The flipped classroom is a model that the in-class teaching course is deliverable outside the
classroom via virtual online LMS, leaving the time in the classroom effective for questions and
discussions [8]. The flipped classroom is regarded as an advanced teaching method due to the power
of online teaching technology, driving the significant contribution to efficient learning outside the
classroom, and leaving the time in class open for the innovative collision of deep thoughts.
There are arguments about the pros and cons of flipped classroom and experiences can
be referential to online education. As the teaching content is taught in the video course,
the well-designed video course is crucial to efficient learning outside the classroom. Besides,
knowledge, skills, engagement with students’ satisfaction, and advanced organization via e-learning
management system (LMS) are the fundamental dimensions of the flipped classroom [9].
The flipped classroom emphasizes the teacher’s ability of course control regarding the course
design in terms of the percentage of the video course and in-class interaction, the skill of instilling
various knowledge in class monitoring, the organization’s ability as well as the engagement of
students in the teaching-learning process. However, the flipped classroom is not the fully-online
education as the part of education is still conducted in the classroom. The teachers and students
still have the chance of face-to-face interaction, so traditional ways of the class organization such as
group discussion can be fulfilled. The outside and inside classrooms are complementary to the goal
of good performance of the learning process. Even if the failure of teaching outside the classroom
fails, there are still chances of monitoring teaching outcomes. In contrast, MOOC has more common
features with fully-online higher education.

21.2.2.2

MOOC

The MOOC stands for Massive Open Online Course and represents an instructional approach that
provides students access to online courses from places anywhere around the world [10]. Alhazzani
[11] reveals that MOOCs have a significant direct impact on higher education as it improves
education outcomes [11]. Besides, studies of MOOC are contributable to online higher education as
the MOOC can be the fully-online and outside the classroom. Generally, the researches touch base
on the advantages of MOOC in practice regarding the sharing of high-quality education resources
as well as flexible self-study via portable ICTs. In a sense, MOOC has become global evaluation
criteria regarding the level of the university.
However, the difficulties of monitoring the performance of MOOC is also of great concern
as it requires high self-regulation and remains uncertain of students involvement via distancing
education. Researchers find that good performance of MOOC requires concerns on students’
engagement in the learning process as the vast majority of students may drop out before completing
courses when the loose engagement undermining learning performance [10].
Teachers’ facilitation can foster a positive environment by offering informative course materials,
which enables the students’ engagement. Besides, the teachers’ facilitation improves the efficiency
of knowledge transmission and quality of interaction, which enhances the engagement, motivation,
and satisfaction of students. But importantly, the students’ confirmation, satisfaction, and attitude
have directly or indirectly influenced the intention to continue using MOOCs [12].
It is suggested that the intention of use, interaction, engagement, motivation, and satisfaction,
are the five pillars of MOOC [13]. Among those, the quality of interaction is regarded as the
paramount element in solving the problem of learning retention. For example, Dai et al found that
there was no direct relation of interaction quality and satisfaction with the learning experience, but
the learning habit of MOOCs as a learning model could significantly increase continuance intention
[14]. In addition, the interaction can promote students’ attitudes and enhance their persistence.
Besides, the interaction enables motivation and self-regulation, which is a positive impact on the
MOOC performance as well [15].
In contrast to the flipped classroom, MOOC emphasizes the promotion of students’ inner drive
on learning performance through teachers’ facilitation as well as mediation. The practice of two
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innovative educations, reshaping students’ learning behavior, bring forward the valuable experience
of online higher education.

21.2.3

Learning Behavior Change

The learning behavior change is an unavoidable challenge of fully online higher education. The
open and distance online learning environment changes the traditional face-to-face mode. And the
most apparent change from the students’ side is the learning behavior change. Such change also
causes a change in teacher’s instruction and mediation in learning activities [16].
In the time when the teaching is in class, the students’ learning behavior is easy to predict,
observe, explain, and evaluate (POEE), while online education is on the contrary. Students’ learning
behavior relies on the instructions given by teachers through virtual interaction, but importantly,
the inner drive of self-learning behavior plays vital roles in the learning process, which directly
affects education outcomes.
Typically, the importance of learning behavior regarding the performance of online education
has been illustrated by the technology acceptance model (TAM). According to the original TAM
[17], the external variables function the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, which impact
on the attitude towards behavior, and influence the behavior intention to use, and lastly the actual
system use.

FIGURE 21.1
Modified TAM (Based on original TAM [17])
The external variables consist of ICT facilitation, course design, online formative assessment as
well as course monitoring. Taking the online course design affecting learning behavior, for example,
[18] finds that a course design enticing students’ behavior, emotional and cognitive engagements
can promote achievement [18]. Among the different types of engagements, behavior engagement is
relatively easier to measure and collect, especially with the help of learning management systems
(LMS). [3] highlights that the learner-centered course design helps the collaborative learning and
social inclusion, widening participation in education. It is also suggested that the scaffolding
modular structure of the learning environment is convenient for observation and evaluation [3, 19].
Also, as regards the performance of online higher education, the online formative assessment is
in need. As effective online formative assessment can foster a learner’s assessment centered focus
through “formative feedback and enhanced engagement with valuable learning experiences” [20].
The internal variables, such as personal characteristics, are also focused on relevant research.
For example, the learners’ characteristics have a strong influence on learning behavior, such as
note-taking behavior, and the impact on learning performance during a fully online course [16]. The
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strong self-determination and persistence in the learning process can assist the learning behavior
and so forth [21].

21.3
21.3.1

Practice of Online Higher Education in China
Background

China started early as a certified distancing higher education. Back in 1998, the Ministry
of Education officially approved Tsinghua University, Beijing University of Posts and
Telecommunications, Zhejiang University, and Hunan University as the first batch of National
Modern Distancing Education Pilot Universities (NMDEPU). And 68 universities have been
officially approved by the Ministry of Education regarding the certified online higher education
by 2019.
Meanwhile, China has a good foundation of cyber technology. The internet and mobile
technology are prevalently used by Chinese entities, universities as well as individuals. And the
level of digital infrastructure and the popularity of broadband has been continuously improved.
The users of bandwidth 100M have surpassed 60% in 2018. Also, the 4G network coverage is
remarkable. In 2019, the total number of 4G users reached 1.23 billion, covering nearly 98% of
users, ranking first in the world. At the same time, the construction of new infrastructure, 5G, and
gigabit optical fiber networks is in acceleration.
As the key support for the development of digital society, the leading role of broadband network
and 4G fiber network becomes increasingly prominent. It provides strong support for the smooth
development of online education.

21.3.2

Online Learning Environment in Practice

The learning management system (LMS) supports the online learning environment. There are
three modules in the system, they are, administration module, teaching module, and learning
module. And LMSs are embedded in the intranet of certain universities. The design of the learning
environment is versatile due to the verified needs of users. Recently, commercial online education
platforms are gradually established, which is encouraged by the Ministry of Education in the 13th
five-year plan. But the commercial platforms are open to the education market and independent
from universities’ LMSs. Those functions of modules are slightly different as the commercial
platforms emphasize more on technical services as well as flexible unified learning modules.
During the period of the pandemic, the commercial online educational platforms are in great
popularity as the learning materials and video courses are enriched and well-established before the
incident. Thus, the market shows a strong demand for merging the internal LMS in universities
with commercial online open courses. Therefore, that type of cooperative online higher education
is in rapid development.
Accordingly, the commercial platform adopts an updated marketing strategy during the
epidemic, including free use and open learning resources, which attracts massive users to register
in the open platforms, providing chances for the teachers to integrate video courses into their
curriculum construction.
The commercial platforms support either recorded course or live broadcasting course. Table
21.1 showed the features of popular platforms ICourse, Chaoxing, Yuketang, Zhihuishu, Wechat,
and Tencent Meeting. They have different publishers, but all have open access to end-users. Most of
them have enriched course resources, such as pre-recorded courses and sufficient learning materials.
Besides, they all support desk-top and cell phone apps. But the technical maturity is slightly
different. For example, not all of the platforms support live broadcasting.
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21.3.3

Case Study

For the analysis of users’ experience as well as the online education performance in the incorporated
LMS, the chapter elaborates on a survey in this section. The course GIS for Real Estate is the
investigated case.

TABLE 21.1
Commercial learning platform (Based on this research)
Mobile phone

☆☆☆☆☆

Yes

☆☆☆☆☆

Yes

Yes

☆☆☆☆

☆☆☆☆☆

Yes

☆☆☆☆☆

Yes

Yes

(limited time)

☆☆☆

☆☆☆☆☆

Yes

☆☆☆☆☆

Yes

Yes

Open access

☆

☆☆☆☆☆

Yes

☆☆☆

Yes

Yes

Open access

☆

☆☆☆☆☆

Yes

☆☆☆

Yes

Yes

app

Desktop app

☆☆☆☆

construction

Yes

Live

Curriculum

broadcasting

Convenience of

Yes

use

☆☆☆☆☆

Curriculum

Yes

resources

g/)

☆☆☆☆☆

User

rse163.or

access

www.icou

Publisher

Name
ICourse
(https://

Higher
Education

Open access

Society &

(limited time)

☆☆☆☆
☆

Netease

Chaoxing
(http://er

Beijing

ya.mooc.c

superstar

haoxing.c

company

Open access
(limited time)

om/)
Yuketang
(https://
www.yuk

Tsinghua Uni

etang.cn/

Open access
(limited time)

)
Zhihuishu

Shanghai

(https://

Zhuoyue

www.zhih

Ruixin Digital

uishu.com

Technology

/)

Co., Ltd

Open access

Wechat
(https://

Tencent

weixin.qq

group

.com/)
Tencent
Meeting
(https://

Tencent

meeting.t

group

encent.co
m/)
Notes: ☆ represents for the level of readiness of the curriculum on different online platforms, The marks base on
the observation of users in general in this research.
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The course was a selective course open to the sophomore in the major of Real Estate
Development and Management. The teaching weeks were 18 weeks for 2 credits. Students needed
to finish the entire online course, weekly assignment, and participate in the final exam to get the
full credit. Due to the situation of the pandemic, the course had been pre-recorded in videos and
uploaded to the Chaoxing Platform according to the weekly teaching schedule. The learning system
recorded students’ learning behavior and marked individual scores accordingly. The weekly course
opened from Monday to Friday to students. The flexible learning arrangement was encouraged as
a test of self-management. The teacher used an online discussion whiteboard for questions and
answers of weekly learning content. Besides, the teacher also interacted face-to-face with students
in the Tencent Meeting and Wechat. The final exam was conducted in the universites’ LMS.
The course focused on the application of GIS analysis in real estate industry in terms of market
analysis, real estate development, and property analysis. The pre-recorded videos were the main
learning resources for students, which was convenient to use as a digital interpretation of the
textbook. But it was not easy to trace the GIS operation online. In that case, the course gave
weekly instructions in the text before the assignment, so the students could follow the instructions
step by step in the GIS tool operation. The evaluation of the assignment based on the analysis
outcome of the work. Also, the course used ad-hoc online meetings and group chat devices to solve
students’ problems.
For evaluating the performance of students, the chapter delivered a survey at the end of the
semester. The class was divided into two groups. Each of them consisted of 29 students, with 58
students in total. A survey was delivered to students online at the end of the semester. The purpose
of the survey was to test significant elements that influence students’ performance in their learning
experience.
The survey included 13 question items, those were, Satisfaction of online learning platform,
Satisfaction of fully online course, Habit’s influence, ICT facilitation, Personality influence, Attitude
and persistence influence, Behavior influence (taking notes), Modular design, Course management,
Weekly assignment, Time flexibility, Final exam, and Barriers of the online course. Among those,
the first twelve questions were in a Likert 5 scale (full score 100) for the evaluation, and the last
question was a structural deigned semi-open question. The survey was distributed to students via
the back-to-back method to ensure respondents to have no communication. The valid responses
were 58. The survey result is shown as follows (Table 21.2).

TABLE 21.2
Factor loading matrix for self-evaluated online education performance (Based on the
survey in this research)
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The mean score in both groups was homogenous, without apparent variance. The top five
question items (basing on the mean score) were No. 8, 10, 4, 9, and 1. The observation showed
that the top items were external variables that influenced students’ learning performance. In
contrast, the lowest two items were No. 5 and 3, which were internal variables influencing students’
performance.
Besides, the students highlighed barriers of the online course in the regard of self-regulation,
eye-contact and interaction, focus and concentration of video course, in-class monitoring,
learning atmosphere and efficiency, internet congestion, time management, pop-up advertisement
disturbance, and reading inconvenience of the digital document.

21.4

Conclusion

COVID-19 pandemic is an overwhelming health disaster. The shock of the epidemic causes the
reconsideration of building community resilience in the field of online higher education. Due to
the closure of the campus, millions of university students receive online courses remotely. The fully
online transformation changes the face-to-face learning process to distancing online self-study mode.
The transformation is not merely a temporary change in educational evolution. It is influencing
the revolution of higher education deeply.
Practicing online higher education is a predominant issue facing the epidemic. The experience
shows the readiness of online education, such as ICT facilitation, video courses, online learning
materials, LMS and commercial platforms, etc, is the prerequisite. Meanwhile, the external drives
for interaction and engagement of students in the teaching-learning process are vital.
The lessons learned from flipped classrooms and MOOCs are that crucial elements for the
improvement of learning performance are both external and internal. A good combination of
external and internal drives can enhance students’ learning behavior.
The case study in the chapter shows that external elements, such as modular design, weekly
assignment, ICT facilitation, course management, and convenient online LMS, are the most
significant elements influencing respondents’ performance. Whereas, the internal drives, such as
personality and learning habits, have insignificant influence. Besides, the step-by-step technical
instructions to GIS operation and sufficient online interaction are crucial in the online learning
environment.
The continuation of on-going research of online higher education in the reaction of health
disaster will be in need, particularly, regarding building community resilience. The experience that
the research learned from the practice in China shows the preparedness of ICT facilitation, flexible
structure of the organization, the readiness of online course resources, effective communication of
participants as well as the clear instructions to students in the GIS-related course are crucial to
the successful implementation of the online higher education.
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Time-Series Analysis of COVID-19 in Iran:
A Remote Sensing Perspective
Nadia Abbaszadeh Tehrani, Abolfazl Mollalo, Farinaz Farhanj, Nooshin
Pahlevanzadeh and Milad Janalipour

This chapter reports on a national study of COVID-19 using remote sensing (RS)
indicators in Iran. Time-series analysis is performed on RS indicators (n=12) including
wind speed, temperature, evaporation, carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ),
Sulphur dioxide (SO2 ), ozone (O3 ), formaldehyde (HCHO), cloud cover, precipitation, air
pressure and soil moisture (SM) to identify remotely sensed products that may contribute
to COVID-19 transmission. Mann-Kendall test is employed to summarize time-series
observations. Further, a correlation analysis is performed between Z-scores obtained from
the Mann-Kendall test and the number of COVID-19 cases. Findings indicated that the
precipitation, NO2 , and SO2 have high correlations with number of COVID-19 cases with
Spearman correlation coefficient of -0.39, -0.33, and -0.31, respectively. Findings may
provide useful insights for public health decision makers by improving the accuracy of
predicative models.

22.1

Introduction

As of 1 July 2020, Iran has been identified as one of the top ten countries with the highest number
of reported COVID-19 cases. Several neighboring countries such as Bahrain, Iraq, Georgia, Kuwait,
Oman, Afghanistan, Lebanon, and Pakistan reported that their first cases of COVID-19 was
imported from passengers traveling from Iran [1]. As of 3 September 2020, over 381,000 confirmed
cases and almost 22,000 deaths had been reported from Iran. However, the real figure is largely
underestimated [2]. It is predicted that the country will face several waves of the pandemic due to
ineffective controlling strategies such as early reopening and ease of restrictions.
Several studies have identified associations between environmental indicators and COVID-19
transmission. For instance, in China, Yongji et al. (2020) examined the relationship between
ambient air pollution and daily (confirmed) COVID-19 cases using generalized additive models.
They found a positive association between COVID-19 and particulate matter 2.5, carbon monoxide,
nitrogen dioxide, and ozone, while Sulphur dioxide was negatively associated with the disease [3].
Ma et al. (2020) modeled the relationship between daily COVID-19 mortalities and temperature
and relative humidity variations using time-series analysis. They found a positive association with
temperature and negative association with relative humidity [4].
Epidemiological investigations of infectious diseases mostly concentrate on medical aspects
and infection control and disregard the geographic components of the diseases [5–7]. Geospatial
technologies such as Remote Sensing (RS) and geographic information system (GIS) have been
identified useful in monitoring a variety of infectious diseases when they are coupled with
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data-driven techniques [8, 9]. GIS and RS have been utilized in the study of COVID-19 across
the world. For instance, Liu et al. (2020) used RS data such as nighttime light and air quality
index to assess the impact of COVID-19 lockdown on human lives in Mainland, China. Their
results suggested that with the implementation of lockdown policies, the nighttime light radiances
generally decreased in the entire Mainland, and a significant decline was observed in commercial
center regions. Meanwhile, air quality significantly improved [10]. In a GIS-based study in the
United States, Mollalo et al., (2020) utilized multi-scale geographically weighted regression to
explain the variations of COVID-19 incidence at the county level across the country. They compiled
a geodatabase of 35 explanatory variables, including environmental, behavioral, and socio-economic
factors. Their results indicated that socio-economic variables, particularly income inequality, could
explain more than 68% of variations of disease incidence compared to environmental factors [11, 12].
To our knowledge, there are limited studies that have utilized remotely sensed data to monitor
COVID-19 in any region of Iran, especially at the national level. To bridge the gap, we examined
the applicability of RS coupled with time-series analysis in Iran as our study area.

22.2

Materials and Methods

In this section, we describe the study area, data used and methodology for identifying time-series
relation among COVID-19 and environmental indicators obtained from satellite observations.

22.2.1

Study Area

The study area covers Iran. This country with the area of 648,195 km2 is considered as the 17th
largest country in the world. Iran is divided into 31 provinces (Figure 22.1). Two types of datasets
including the number of COVID-19 cases and remotely sensed data were compiled. Figure 22.1
shows the geographic location of study area together with the normalized number of COVID-19
cases by the population.

22.2.2

Disease Dataset

The number of COVID-19 cases in each province was obtained from the Ministry of Health and
Medical Education. The data were only available for 22 provinces, excluding Alborz, Isfahan, Qom,
Razavi Khorasan, Semnan, and Tehran provinces, which are shown in Figure 22.1. The actual
number of cases is presented in NCD column of Table 22.2. The number of COVID-19 cases is
registered from 20 February 2020 to 19 April 2020, which is about 53000 cases.

22.2.3

Remotely Sensed Data

In this study, various satellite data sources and products were obtained from Google Earth Engine
(GEE) platform (https://earthengine.google.com/). GEE is an efficient cloud computing tool that
provides georeferenced and calibrated RS data of a variety of satellite imagery [13]. It allows
researchers and users to simultaneously process, visualize, and analyze time-series geospatial data
in a simple and quick way [14]. GEE was utilized to provide 12 spatial indicators including wind
speed, temperature, evaporation, carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ), Sulphur dioxide
(SO2 ), ozone (O3 ), formaldehyde (HCHO), cloud cover, precipitation, surface pressure, and soil
moisture (SM) (Table 22.1). The selection of parameters is based on literature review and available
RS indicators [3, 4, 10–12].
In order to extract time-series RS indicators (n=12) from GEE, Terra Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), Sentinel-5 Precursor (Sentinel-5P), Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM), Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP), National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR), and Global Land Data
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FIGURE 22.1
The geographic location of Iran in world map, and the normalized number of COVID-19 cases
obtained until 19 April 2020 for each province
Assimilation System (GLDAS) were used. These data were acquired from February 20, 2020
(starting date of COVID-19 outbreak in Iran) to 19 April 2020.

22.2.3.1

MODIS Data

According to previous studies, the number of COVID-19 cases may be influenced by the changes of
temperature and evaporation [15, 16]. Terra MODIS MOD11A1 Collection 6 (C6) product provides
daily daytime, and nighttime land surface temperature (LST) at a spatial resolution of 1 km [17].
We selected Terra MODIS data, because the atmosphere is more stable at the early hours of the
day. Atmospheric instability can influence dispersion of aerosols, pollutants, and smoke plumes in
some areas [18, 19]. This product is vastly used and evaluated by many researchers across the world
[20, 21]. The MOD11A1 with scientific datasets (SDS) name of “LST-Day-1km” (o K) was obtained
from GEE data catalog during the study period.
Terra MODIS level 4 MOD16A2 C6 product, which provides land surface total
evapotranspiration (ET) (kg/m2 ) datasets in 8-day at 500 m resolution, have also been used [22].
ET product can be used to calculate regional water and energy balance. Provinces with high ET
values may have high COVID-19 cases, therefore researchers believe that ET may be an effective
indicator. Hence, change of ET and its effect on COVID-19 are investigated. The MOD16A2 product
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with SDS name of “ET-500m” was also downloaded from GEE data catalog. This product has been
applied, evaluated, and validated by many researchers [23, 24].

22.2.3.2

GPM Data

Previous studies indicate that precipitation is an important indicator that may lead to an influence
on microbial pollution which may effect on the number of COVID-19 cases [25]. For this reason, this
indicator is incorporated in the dataset. GPM is an international earth’s precipitation observation
science mission that measures amounts of rainfall and snowfall (mm/hr) for every three hours at
a spatial resolution of 0.1 arc degrees (≈ 11.1 km). GPM data products can improve analyzing
climate data all over the world [26, 27]. The data were previously validated by some researchers
[28–31]. GPM version 6 with SDS name of IR (Infrared) precipitation was utilized.

22.2.3.3

NCEP CFSR Data

Surface pressure (SP) is an indicator that effects some respiratory diseases such as chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, therefore it is employed in this study [32]. NCEP CFSR, one of
the global reanalysis datasets, designed to compute an estimation of the global interaction between
atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, and land surface [33]. Surface pressure (Pa), albedo (%), sea surface
temperature (o K), soil temperature (o K), snow depth (m), vegetation cover (%), relative humidity
(%), planetary boundary layer height (m), and surface roughness (m) were available variables in
the datasets at 0.2 arc degrees (≈ 22.2 km) resolution. These reanalysis datasets were widely
used and evaluated in many studies [34, 35]. Among these, surface pressure with SDS name of
“Pressure-surface” was the only variable used in this study.

22.2.3.4

SMAP Data

Soil Moisture (SM) is an environmental indicator that can be provided by RS data. Change of SM
may influence COVID-19 cases. Hence, this indicator is included in this study. SMAP measures
surface values and subsurface SM (mm) every 3 days at 0.25 arc degrees (≈ 27.75 km) resolution
with the combination of passive (radiometer) and active (radar) instruments [36]. Scientists can use
SMAP data products to better investigate different environmental applications, such as drought
monitoring, climate change analyzing, flood prediction, and monitoring of agricultural crop growth
[37–39]. These data were evaluated and validated in some research projects [40, 41]. In this study,
level 3 surface soil moisture (SSM) with SDS name of SSM was acquired.

22.2.3.5

GLDAS Data

Similar to surface pressure, wind speed can be an influential factor that may be associated with
the transmission of respiratory diseases [42]. GLDAS utilizes different earth observation satellites
and ground-based data. It is mainly used to generate wind speed (m/s), albedo (%), and soil
temperature (o K). These data are provided at 0.25 arc degrees (≈ 27.75 km) resolution every 3
hours, which are used and evaluated in many research projects, such as water resource management,
drought monitoring, weather forecasting, and flux cycle studies [42, 43]. In this study, wind speed
(WS) was extracted from GLDAS data products using GEE platform.

22.2.3.6

Sentinel-5P Data

Copernicus program provides some environmental parameters that can present appropriate
information about diseases [44]. They can show crowded and industrial areas that people have
a high interaction. Hence, it is employed to extract some environmental indicators and the their
effects on COVID-19. Sentinel-5P sensor called TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (Tropomi) is
designed to monitor the atmosphere, climate, air quality, and solar radiation, at a spatial resolution
of 0.01 arc degrees (≈ 1.11 km), and a spectral range of (270-495), (675-775), and (2305-2385) nm
[45]. In this study, Near Real-Time (NRTI) air pollutant concentrations, including CO, NO2, SO2,
O3, and HCHO were obtained. Also, cloud cover fraction data among NRTI level 3 cloud products
of Sentinel-5P was extracted from GEE data catalog and utilized as explanatory variable.
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TABLE 22.1
Remotely sensed data used in this study together with spatial
resolution and sources.
Source
Indicator
Spatial resolution Citation
MODIS
GPM
NCEP CFSR
SMAP
GLDAS
Sentinel-5P

22.2.4

LST
Evaporation
Precipitation
Surface Pressure
Soil Moisture
Wind Speed
CO, NO2 , SO2 , O3 ,
HCHO, Cloud Cover

1 km
500 m
11 km
22 km
27 km
27 km
1 km

[15–17, 46]
[47]
[32]
[40, 41, 48]
[32, 49]
[44]

Methodology

In the proposed method, time-series analysis of 12 spatial indicators including wind speed,
temperature, evaporation, NO2 , SO2 , CO, O3 , cloud cover, HCHO, precipitation, surface
pressure and SM obtained from GLDAS, MODIS, Sentinel-5P, GPM, NCEP CFSR, and SMAP
satellites/datasets. Pre-processing tasks including some scale factors were performed. Further, the
average of each indicator was estimated. Mann-Kendall test was employed to produce Z score maps
of time-series observations for each indicator. Mann-Kendall test was used to indicate the general
trend of a variable resulted from the processing of time series data. Finally, correlation between Z
values and the number of COVID-19 cases was calculated to identify the most effective indicators.
Figure 22.2 depicts the workflow of the research.

22.2.4.1

Mann-Kendall Test for time-series Analysis

Mann-Kendall test was utilized to study time-series changes of the selected environmental RS
indicators. The main advantage of this test is that it is not influenced by observations with the
drastic changes [50, 51]. Mann-Kendall test was also employed for two main reasons: 1- To study
severe time-series and changes of spatial indicators in the study area, 2- since the number of
registered COVID-19 cases have been registered in period of two months, we need to make a
parameter from daily and weekly satellite observations to compare it with the number of COVID-19
cases. Z score of Mann-Kendall test provides a change of an indicator in period of two months,
therefore it is possible to perform a correlation analysis among them.
Suppose n observations in accordance with x1 ,x2 ,. . . ,xn in the Mann-Kendall test, S variable
is calculated based on Equation (22.1):
S=

n−1
X

n
X

sgn (xj − xk )

(22.1)

k=1 j=k+1

where, sgn (x) is calculated as:

 1
0
sgn(x) =

−1

if x > 0
if x = 0
if x < 0

(22.2)

The variance of S is calculated as:
var(S) =

[n(n − 1)(2n + 5) −

Pm

i=0 (ti (ti

18

− 1)(2ti + 5)))]

(22.3)

where m is the number of groups with similar values and ti is the number of points in group i.
After calculating the variance, the Z score is calculated using the Equation (22.4). Positive Z scores
indicate positive changes in the variable trend, while negative Z scores indicate decreasing trend of
the studied variable. Values greater than 1.96 and smaller than -1.96 indicate significant changes
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FIGURE 22.2
Workflow of the proposed method to identify effective time-series RS indicators on COVID-19
at 95% confidence level.

 (S−1)
√


V ar(S)

0
ZScore =


 √(S+1)
V ar(S)

22.2.4.2

if S > 0
if S = 0
if S < 0

(22.4)

Correlation Analysis for Validation

The relation between COVID-19 and spatial indicators was investigated using correlation analysis.
Correlation analysis was examined between Z score of each indicator and the number of COVID-19
cases. Three correlation coefficients including Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall were utilized, which
were frequently used in previous studies [52]. If at least two correlation methods confirm high
correlation values, it can be concluded the spatial indicator may be related to the COVID-19.
Pearson is a linear approach to measure correlation among two variables, which was frequently
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used in previous researches. The range of values in Pearson is changing between -1 and 1. Values
approaching -1 and 1 show high correlation between variables [53]. Spearman is another correlation
estimation method which assesses monotonic relationships between variables [54]. The Kendall
rank correlation coefficient is another way to measure correlation of two variables [55]. To assess
the significance level of the three correlation approaches, P-values were also computed.

22.3

Results and Discussion

Figure 22.3 shows the map of average time-series of each indicator across Iran. According to cloud
cover map, maximum cloud was observed in North and West regions of Iran. Maximum values of
CO were seen in regions near Caspian Sea, Persian Gulf and Oman Sea. While, minimum values
were observed in central areas. Precipitation of the wettest regions in Iran was higher than other
regions. While, precipitation of central and east regions were lower than other regions. Maximum
precipitation was occurred in south regions of Iran, where some flood events were also reported
during 2020. HCHO over Tehran, Gilan, Mazandaran, Khuzestan, and Bushehr provinces was more
than others during the study period. Temperature of north and west regions of Iran was lower than
south and east, which is true based on climate of those areas. Wind speed of east regions was more
than north and west ones during the study period.
Maximum value of NO2 was observed in Gilan, Mazandaran, Albourz, Tehran, Qom, Markazi,
Isfahan, and Khuzestan. High density population in the mentioned areas may be a possible
explanation for this finding. Moreover, a high number of COVID-19 cases were registered in
the mentioned provinces. Time-series analysis of O3 showed a higher density in higher longitude
compared to lower altitudes.
According to time-series analysis, the larger amount of SO2 values were observed in Gilan,
Mazandaran, Tehran, Khuzestan, Bushehr, East Azarbaijan, and Kerman provinces. Surface
pressure of south, west and central regions of Iran was more than other areas. In addition, SM
of north and west regions of Iran was more than other areas, while central regions had the lowest
values compare with the other regions.
The Z scores of each indicator obtained from Mann-Kendall test were presented in Table 22.3.
Cloud cover time-series analysis shows that the percentage of cloud cover in south and north
regions including Alborz, Isfahan, Fars, Hormozgan, Semnan, Sistan and Baluchestan, and Yazd
have been significantly increased during study period (Z score < 1.96). While, a significant decrease
with Z Score lower than -1.96 in cloud cover was observed over Kordestan and West Azarbaijan
(Wazar). Among the mentioned provinces, Alborz, Isfahan, Semnan and Yazd have a high number
of COVID-19 cases. In general, according to Z score results, it seems that the cloud cover is not
an effective indicator to find provinces with low and high numbers of COVID-19 cases were not
detected.
Although the amount of evaporations over all provinces has been increased during the study
period, it is not significant (0 < Z score < 1.96). Therefore, it seems that ET is not a related
indicator to COVID-19.
According to satellite observations and Mann-Kendall test, precipitation was significantly
increased over Bushehr, Isfahan, Fars, Hormozgan, Kerman, Kohgiluyeh and Buyer Ahmad,
North Khorasan (Nkhorsan), Razavi Khorasan (Rkhorasan), Semnan, Sistan and Bluchestan, and
South Khorasan (Skhorasan). During the study period, the number of COVID-19 diseases in the
mentioned provinces was lower than others. It seems that Z score of precipitation is negatively
correlated with the number of COVID-19 cases.
Z score of temperature over all provinces was positive and greater than 1.96, which shows
an increase in temperature in all provinces. Since the research period was between winter and
spring, the results seem to be correct. There was no significant association between the number
of COVID-19 cases and surface pressure and the association has not changed over majority of
provinces. Based on SMAP observations, SM of central and east regions of Iran i.e., Fras, Kerman,
Razavi Khorasan, South Khorasan, and Yazd were increased. Moreover, the Z scores of west regions
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FIGURE 22.3
Average maps of indicators obtained from Iran in time of study(a) Cloud cover (b) CO (c) ET (d)
HCHO (e) LST (f) NO2 (g) O3 (h) Precipitation (i) SO2 (j) Surface pressure (k) SM (l) Wind
speed
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of Iran i.e., Ilam, Kermanshah, Khuzestan, Kordestan, Lorestan, Mazandaran, and Zanjan were
decreased. According to the results, a strong relation among SM and the number of COVID-19
cases is not observed.
The values of CO, O3 and HCHO indicators in all provinces were increasing, decreasing and
increasing, respectively. NO2 was decreased in some provinces, especially in regions that the number
of patients was higher than others. Moreover, based on the Z score, SO2 was decreased over
all provinces. Due to several limitations of government on industries, universities, schools, and
transportation, it appears that the results of NO2 and SO2 were reasonable. Since results of these
indicators are complex, we use correlation analysis to find relation among these two indicators and
COVID-19.
All the correlation coefficients (i.e., Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman) between spatial
parameters and the number of COVID-19 cases, were calculated and presented in Table 22.3. A
significant correlation is not observed between number of COVID-19 diseases and spatial indicators
including evaporation, cloud cover, SP, SM, temperature, wind, CO, formaldehyde, and O3 (P value
> 0.05). Their correlation values were closer to zero with large P values.
Unlike the study of Yongjian [3] that showed a positive correlation among CO, O3, and the
number of COVID-19 cases, the correlation values of Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman for CO
and O3 were (0.04, 0.06, 0.09) and (0.24, 0.02, 0.04), respectively. This suggests that there is no
correlation among the mentioned indicators and the number of COVID-19 cases in Iran.
Based on outcomes of [4], a high correlation among humidity, temperature, and number of death
due to COVID-19 is observed. In this study, Kendall and Spearman correlation values for ET are
0.19 and 0.24, respectively, which shows a correlation among them, but it is not significant enough.
Also, a low correlation value (<0.1) is obtained between temperature and number of COVID-19
cases in this study.
According to our findings, precipitation, NO2, and SO2 are the most effective indicators that
were highly correlated with the number of COVID-19 cases. Correlation values of Pearson, Kendall,
and Spearman for precipitation were -0.35, -0.28, -0.39, respectively. Based on low P-values of
each correlation value (P-P value=0.08, K-P value=0.05, S-P value=0.05), it can be deduced that
these associations are not due to the chance alone. Moreover, the P values of two correlation
analysis methods confirmed that the correlation between precipitation and COVID-19 cases with
confidence level of 95% is meaningful. Moreover, NO2 with the correlation values of -0.25, -0.24,
-0.33 for Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman is another important indicator. Likewise, SO2 seems
to be associated with the number of COVID-19 cases. P-values of NO2 and SO2 are higher than
precipitation. Based on P-values of Kendall and Spearman, results with a confidence level of 85%
are acceptable. This suggests that Kendall and Spearman correlation analysis methods confirm
a significant correlation among NO2, SO2, and number of COVID-19 cases. Results of [3] are in
agreement with our findings about NO2 and SO2.
Although this is a new study about the effect of RS indicators on COVID-19 in Iran, there
are some limitations that should be considered. As the spatial and temporal resolutions of the
used indicators are inconsistent, the integration of those indicators in data level would be a great
limitation. Moreover, there are some no-data pixels in products of some days that should be
corrected by interpolation methods. Another limitation is that the used products such as SO2 and
NO2 should be calibrated based on ground observations for Iran to achieve more reliable outcomes.
Finally, we employed the number of registered COVID-19 cases for two months. Since satellite
observations can be provided on a daily basis, the use of daily statistics regarding COVID-19 cases
can help us to perform a more robust validation on environmental indicators. The most important
limitation is related to lack of detailed understanding of the nature of COVID individual cases &
deaths, or correcting for epidemiological & personal health issues.
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TABLE 22.2
The Z scores of spatial indicators over all provinces
Temperature

Soil moisture

Surface pressure

1.82 1.08 2.60 -1.67 2.48

NCD

0

SO2

-0.24 3.01 -4.42 0.07 4.24 0.37 0.92 0.01 -2.25 4.60 -1.31 0.006

O3

0.97

NO2

0.73 0.19 0.09

Bushehr

HCHO

1.22 0.36 -0.37 0.53 4.53 -1.22 0.01 -2.35 -4.37 4.37 -1.83 N/A

0.84

CO

2.00

Wind speed

Evaporation

Precipitation

Cloud cover

Alborz
Ardebil

Province /
Indicators

5.31 -3.61 0.018

Ch-Mahal & Bakh*

1.48

1.22 0.76 -0.25 -1.28 2.81 0.47 4.30 -1.88 1.95

5.12 -0.31 0.008

East Azarbaijan

-0.53

1.22 -0.38 -0.79 1.51 5.16 2.07 3.52 -2.21 0.01

4.53 -3.56 0.111

Fars

3.61

1.22 2.74 -0.96 2.34 2.16 0.27 2.22 -1.78 -1.36 4.52 -1.56 0.077

Gilan

-0.11

1.22 -0.56 0.12 -0.30 2.18 1.35 2.88 -0.56 -1.24 5.42 -0.95 0.134

Golsetan

1.71

1.71 0.22 0.08 -1.11 1.62 0.03 2.31 -1.16 -0.20 4.40 -2.80 N/A

Hamedan

-1.17

1.22 -0.14 -0.83 -0.68 3.79 1.05 4.85 -1.19 -0.95 4.70 -2.10 0.023

Hormozgan

2.06

0.73 4.12 -3.03 0.75 2.87 0.67 0.77 -0.67 -1.20 2.44 -1.25 0.024

Ilam

0.24

1.22 0.02 -1.99 -3.78 5.71 -0.17 3.38 -0.38 0.56

Isfahan

2.60

1.22 2.21 -0.77 0.62 2.72 0.06 3.71 -2.86 -2.81 5.232 -2.55 N/A

4.68 -0.60 0.011

Kerman

3.97

1.22 5.39 -1.35 2.27 2.30

Kermanshah

-0.55

1.22 0.33 -1.04 -2.12 3.61 0.04 3.92 -0.62 -0.81 4.99 -1.37 0.035
0.24 0.95 -4.09 -2.49 4.32 0.61 3.24 0.51 -0.88 4.91 -0.81 0.086

0

2.78 -1.23 0.50

3.12 -0.80 0.017

Khuzestan

-0.44

Kohg & B-Ahmad**

0.80

0.73 1.99 -1.47 0.90 3.94 0.54 2.01 -1.26 0.10

Kordestan

-1.93

1.71 -0.68 -0.85 -2.58 4.49 2.78 4.88 -3.0

0.22

4.60 -1.81 0.034

Lorestan

0.01

1.71 0.12 -0.75 -2.27 3.58 0.24 5.04 -1.35 0.40

4.62 -0.51 0.044

Markazi

0.72

0.73 1.11 -0.68 -0.07 2.95 0.44 4.37 -1.71 -1.28 4.74 -1.21 0.033

4.96 -1.02 0.010

Mazandaran

0.91

1.71 -0.68 0.17 -2.04 3.27 -1.80 2.63 -0.46 -1.55 4.34 -3.75 0.072

North Khorasan

1.46

1.71 2.54

Qazvin

0.28

0.73 0.29 -0.25 -0.30 2.12 1.01 2.11 -1.59 -2.74 4.97 -2.91 0.038

0

1.25 2.87 0.01 3.28 -0.93 0.57

4.27 -3.56 0.023

Qom

0.58

0.73 1.64 -0.75 0.15 3.05 -0.03 4.45 -3.10 -3.09 4.82 -3.07 N/A

Razavi Khorasan

1.70

1.22 3.86 0.02 2.80 1.76 -0.03 3.44 -1.81 1.17

Semnan

2.07

0.73 2.77 -0.28 1.21 3.70 -0.40 3.62 -3.45 -3.15 4.64 -2.89 N/A

Sistan & Baluch***

2.27

0.73 4.07 -2.02 1.13 3.94 0.84 1.87 -0.68 1.89

2.05

0.94 0.015

South Khorasan

2.30

0.73 4.85 -0.25 2.87 0.98 0.03 4.05 -0.61 5.39

2.79

0.50 0.011

Tehran

1.49

0.73 0.85 -0.16 -0.22 4.85 -1.29 0.08 -3.22 -3.82 4.36 -2.94 N/A

West Khorasan

-1.81

1.71 0.16 -1.04 0.07 6.27 2.41 3.68 -0.99 1.26

3.98 -2.47 0.061

Yazd

2.59

0.24 3.16 -1.08 3.21 3.83 -0.23 3.24 -1.86 2.58

3.87 -0.92 0.077

Zanjan

-1.43

1.22 -0.23 -0.69 -2.04 3.79 1.39 3.67 -0.89 0.089 4.86 -2.71 0.020

Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari
Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad
***
Sistan and Baluchestan
*

**

3.81 -2.18 N/A
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TABLE 22.3
Correlation and P value obtained from Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman, Pearson
P-Value: P-P value; Kendall P-value: K-P value; Spearman P-value: S-P value.
Indicators Pearson P-P value Kendall K-P value Spearman S-P value
Cloud Cover
-0.16
0.43
-0.18
0.20
-0.29
0.15
ET
0.13
0.53
0.19
0.24
0.24
0.25
P
-0.35
0.08
-0.28
0.05
-0.39
0.05
SP
0.14
0.49
0.11
0.44
0.19
0.36
SM
0.06
0.74
-0.05
0.70
-0.06
0.77
T
0.10
0.62
0.03
0.80
0.06
0.77
Wind
0.15
0.47
0.12
0.41
0.16
0.43
CO
0.04
0.82
0.06
0.69
0.09
0.65
HCHO
-0.03
0.88
-0.10
0.50
-0.12
0.54
NO2
-0.25
0.22
-0.24
0.09
-0.33
0.10
O3
0.24
0.24
0.02
0.86
0.04
0.84
SO2
-0.22
0.27
-0.19
0.19
-0.31
0.13

22.4

Conclusion

In this study, we examined the association between 12 spatial indicators obtained from satellite
observations and COVID-19 cases in Iran using time-series analysis. Our findings indicated that
changes of SO2, NO2, and precipitation were highly correlated with the number of COVID-19
cases. At least two correlation analysis methods including Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman and
their P-values confirm that there was a relation between the three mentioned indicators and the
number of COVID-19 cases. Changes of the effective indicators can be measured in other periods,
so results may be useful for public health decision makers to mitigate the disease effects. As a
future work, it is recommended to apply the methodology based on the number of COVID-19
deaths. Moreover, spatial modeling disease using these indicators is recommended as another topic
for future studies.
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23
Creating a Set of High-Resolution Vulnerability
Indicators to Support the Disaster Management
Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic in South Africa
Alize Le Roux, Antony K. Cooper, Chantel Ludick, Kathryn A. Arnold and
Gerbrand Mans

This chapter presents the “COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard” for South Africa,
developed by the CSIR for the National Disaster Management Centre (NDMC). It
maps vulnerability to COVID-19 for the whole of South Africa, down to the level of
the 103 576 enumerator areas (EAs). The COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard aims at
helping the NDMC, local authorities and other stakeholders with disaster risk reduction
(DRR) and evidence based decision making. Several national government departments
have used the Dashboard for planning support. South Africa has large populations around
the country vulnerable to COVID-19 because of the triple challenges of poverty, inequality
and employment, and the high levels of HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis; high potential for
rapid spread because of many dense informal settlements; and limited health resources.
The COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard draws on our expertise in spatial analysis and
disaster risk reduction of human settlements, and our tools, data and expertise — including
the Green Book, also developed in partnership with the NDMC, to deal with the likely
impacts of climate change. Using a multi-criteria analysis approach, we created a set of
vulnerability indicators based on domain knowledge, which was peer-reviewed by expert
groups. These are disseminated by dynamic spatial mapping through an interactive, online
dashboard.

23.1

Background

Released in 2019, the Green Book is an online planning support tool providing quantitative scientific
evidence on the likely impacts climate change will have on South Africa at the local authority
level. It was co-funded by the CSIR and the Canadian International Development Research Centre
(IDRC), and developed by the CSIR in partnership with the National Disaster Management Centre
(NDMC) and others [1, 2]. For more, see Section 23.3.
The CSIR has been helping the NDMC deal with the COVID-19 pandemic in several ways,
including disseminating the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard, built rapidly using the technologies
and expertise (strong spatial analysis and deep understanding of risk and vulnerability analysis
of human settlements) used for the Green Book. This dashboard provides indicators at a high
resolution for all of South Africa, to help role players understand better the risks COVID-19 poses to
communities and the health system, and the associated vulnerabilities. The focus is on the location
and vulnerabilities of communities, and the required response mechanisms (coping capacities) [3].
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Note that these COVID-19 vulnerability indicators are not based on epidemiological modelling, but
were intended to support the early prevention, mitigation and preparedness phase of the disaster
management cycle. As more data become available, updated versions of the COVID-19 vulnerability
indicators will be released and shared to improve their usability and accuracy. Unsurprisingly,
several organisations have been conducting research on SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 in South
Africa and these initiatives collaborate with one another, such as through the COVID-19 Modelling
Webinar Series [4].
This chapter then reports on this COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard developed following
disaster management principals for the NDMC and used by several national government
departments (particularly the Department of Health) for planning support. It has three main
components: the COVID-19 Vulnerability Index, the COVID-19 Transmission Potential Indicator
and the COVID-19 Health Susceptibility Indicator. See Section 23.5 for details.
Significantly, this link between the Green Book and addressing the COVID-19 pandemic
demonstrates that modelling climate change risk (a potential disaster) and pandemics (as a disaster
emanating from a biological hazard), and their impacts, are closely related. Hence, adaption and
mitigation for both could be intertwined [5, 6].
This section has provided the background to the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard. The next
section provides some background on South Africa and the context for developing the COVID-19
Vulnerability Dashboard. This is followed by sections on the situation regarding SARS-CoV-2 and
COVID-19 in South Africa, the Dashboard itself and the challenges encountered. This chapter ends
with some conclusions and a look at the way forward.

23.2

Government Structures in South Africa

Since 1994, South Africa has had a constitutional, multiparty democracy with three spheres of
government: national, provincial and local. South Africa has nine provinces and 8 metropolitan
(metro), 44 district and 205 local municipalities. Within these, there are 4392 wards and 103 576
census enumerator areas (EAs) [7, 8]. The metros and districts are contiguous, each consisting of a
mix of urban, peri-urban and hinterland or rural areas (even in the metros). Within each district,
the local municipalities are contiguous. Unfortunately, too many municipalities are dysfunctional,
due to corruption, incompetence, limited resources and limited capacity [9].
This obviously complicates dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic effectively, efficiently and
fairly, such as accessing data and resources. Our COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard helps
by providing a mechanism to obtain data and map the very vulnerable spaces, etc. The
Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA) has found “clear signs of overpricing, unfair processes,
potential fraud . . . delays in the delivery of personal protective equipment and quality concerns” and
many problems with relief payments [9]. Subsequently, the AGSA has been conducting real-time
auditing1 of the key COVID-19 [10].
To deal with the pervasive poor municipal management, the South African Government initiated
the Khawuleza2 District Coordination Service Delivery Model on 18 October 2019. It aims to
break the pattern of municipalities operating in silos and the “lack of coherence in planning and
implementation [that] has made monitoring and oversight of government’s programme difficult”, to
improve service delivery and beat the triple challenges of poverty, inequality and employment [11].
There will then be a single, integrated plan for each district and the national and provincial budgets
and programmes will be referenced spatially to districts. Implementation began with the 2020/21
Budget cycle (from 1 April 2020), though this has probably been disrupted by the COVID-19
pandemic.
The mid-year estimate for 2020 for the population of was 59.62 million, with about 51,1% being
female, about 28,6% being aged younger than 15 years and about 9,1% being 60 years or older. Life
1
2

As opposed to conventional annual audits in the months after a financial year-end.
Khawuleza means “hurry up” in Zulu.
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expectancy at birth was estimated at 62,5 years for males and 68,5 years for females, with infant
mortality at about 23,6 per 1000 live births. Internal migration is high, estimated to average over
550 000 per year between provinces during 2016-2021 [7, 12]. Many South Africans, even amongst
the poorest, have two family homes, one in a traditional rural area and one close to the job market,
so there is also much travel between the provinces — adding to the COVID-19 risks.

23.3

The Green Book

In 2008, the South African Department of Science and Technology (DST)3 published a ten-year
Innovation Plan to meet five grand challenges, including “global-change science with a focus on
climate change” [13]. DST then published its draft Global Change Grand Challenge National
Research Plan, South Africa [14] and its ten-year Global Change Research Plan [15].
A flagship science-into-policy initiative of this Challenge is the South African Risk and
Vulnerability Atlas (SARVA). The first edition of SARVA was published in 2010 [16]. SARVA
targets local government specifically, but is also aimed at academia and was in South Africa’s
submissions to the COP17 meetings on climate change [17]. The second edition of SARVA was
peer-reviewed and published in 2017 [18].
Building on our experience with SARVA, the concept of the Green Book was initiated by the
CSIR and released in 2019. It is an online planning support tool providing quantitative scientific
evidence on the likely impacts climate change will have on South Africa at the local authority
level. The Green Book also presents various adaptation actions that can be implemented by local
government to support climate resilient development. The Green Book was co-funded by the CSIR
and the IDRC and developed by the CSIR in partnership with the NDMC and others [1, 2].
The key problem is the rapid urbanisation in South Africa (largely into informal settlements),
but with poor economic performance and growth (now exacerbated by the COVID-19 lockdown)
and the constrained capacity of many municipalities to cope. Further, many people are very
vulnerable to any shocks, be they social, economic or environmental — or a pandemic. The Green
Book has been developed to help municipalities across the country understand their threats and
plan suitable adaptation and mitigation [2].
The Green Book integrates the grounding in science of climate change adaption (CCA)
with the practical planning and operations of disaster risk reduction (DRR). This interplay
or overlapping-world for understanding risk better, particularly disaster risk, makes the work
multidimensional and opens-up future possibilities — as has now happened with dealing with
the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Green Book has been flexible enough to be adapted for other types of disasters, such as
the COVID-19 pandemic.

23.4

SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 in South Africa

On 15 March 2020, a national state of disaster was declared [19]. A severe lockdown for 21 days was
then declared and subsequently extended [20]. The lockdown caused a short-term decline in the rate
of new COVID-19 cases [21] (“flattening the curve”) and initially, the South African Government
received praise for the rapid and drastic response, still before the first death from COVID-19.
However, by 22 May 2020, arrests for allegedly contravening the lockdown regulations were made
in almost 230 000 cases [22] and as at 29 June 2020, the Independent Police Investigative Directorate
(IPID) was examining 588 complaints, including 11 deaths allegedly due to police action [23].
A risk-adjusted strategy of five Alert Levels was created on 23 April 2020 [24], ranging from
3

Now the Department of Science and Innovation (DSI).
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level 1, being almost normal (but with a curfew), to level 5, with drastic measures such as confining
everyone to their home (except for essential services and goods), closing most businesses and
complete bans on the sales of alcohol and tobacco products [25–27]. The then existing hard lockdown
effectively morphed immediately into Alert Level 5 on 23 April 2020. Some of the Regulations were
found to be distressing, arbitrary and irrational [28]. South Africa moved to Alert Level 1 on 21
September 2020 [29].
Unfortunately, COVID-19 cases increased rapidly in South Africa with 364 328 confirmed cases
by 19 July 2020, behind only the USA, Brazil, India and Russia in total cases. From 28 August 2020,
the rate of new infections in South Africa slowed to the extent that Peru (621 997 cases) overtook
South Africa (620 132 cases), followed by other countries. However, the death rate in South Africa
has been relatively lower. As at 30 September 2020, South Africa had the tenth highest number
of cases, at 674 339, but the thirteenth highest number of deaths, at 16 734 [30–33]. A sentinel
surveillance study in July/August 2020 in Cape Town of women attending public-sector antenatal
clinics and public-sector patients living with HIV, found that 40% had SARS-CoV-2 antibodies,
but only 4% of those with the antibodies had COVID-19. Such herd immunity “is likely the main
contributor to the observed decline in the epidemic curve in the Cape Town Metro” [34].
There has been some contention over the modelling of infections and their consequences, with
forecasts of deaths from COVID-19 in South Africa ranging from as high as 351 000 (made in March
2020) [35] to as low as less than 10 000 [36]. Excessively high forecasts of deaths have been made
in other countries, as well [37] and there are several reasons for why such forecasting has failed
[38]. On the other hand, some consider the actual deaths from COVID-19 to be much higher. The
South African Medical Research Council (SAMRC), for example, estimate that the excess deaths
(including from COVID-19) between 6 May 2020 and 15 September 2020 were 44 481 [39].

23.5
23.5.1

The COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard
Background

With the looming threat of the SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 pandemic, the NDMC approached
the CSIR in March 2020 to assist with supporting under-capacitated municipalities in responding
to the COVID-19 disaster and mitigating all possible risks. The focus was to provide conceptual
and guiding input to the NDMC’s approach to the national crisis. A key part of this response
is the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard, developed using the CSIR’s tools, data and expertise,
including the Green Book [3].
For modelling the COVID-19 risks, we provided conceptual input and supported the NMDC’s
spatial mapping of the vulnerabilities of communities to COVID-19, packaged into a spatial
dashboard with vulnerability indices (using a web-based geographical information system(GIS))
to show how and where the NDMC should focus its efforts. We report here only on this COVID-19
Vulnerability Dashboard, which is underpinned by strong spatial analysis and deep understanding
of risk vulnerability analysis of human settlements,as gained through the Green Book project [40].
The COVID-19 vulnerability indicators for all of South Africa are calculated at the level of the
103 576 EAs, but are displayed and reported in the Dashboard at the level of the 4 392 wards, as
that is the relevant granularity for making interventions (each ward is represented by a municipal
councillor). These indicators were developed with conceptual input from the Albert Luthuli Centre
for Responsible Leadership (University of Pretoria), and help role players understand better the
risks COVID-19 poses to communities and the health system, and the associated vulnerabilities.
The questions most often asked by these role players are:
• Where are the communities that will struggle to apply the principles of social distancing?
• Are there areas that will struggle to maintain the principles of good basic hygiene due to a lack
of basic water and sanitation services?
• Where are the elderly and other vulnerable communities located?
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• Can the potential hospitalization demand be met with an adequate supply of beds, equipment,
health workers and emergency personnel [3]?
These questions fall into two groups: the location and vulnerabilities of communities, and the
required response mechanisms (coping capacities). One needs to understand these vulnerabilities
to anticipate the risks and identify the high-risk intervention areas. The following are the main
indicators that have been developed:
• Risk = Exposure to hazard × (Vulnerability / Coping capacity)
• COVID-19 vulnerability index = Transmission potential + Health susceptibility
• Transmission potential = Informality + Lack of access to basic services + High population
density
• Health susceptibility = Weighted age factor + (Amplification correction factor × Weighted age
factor)
• Amplification correction factor = Disease burden + Poverty rate
The COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard was created on 3 April 2020, made fully public on 6
May 2020 and as of 22 July 2020 had received 2601 views. It has been used by the NDMC, the
National Department of Health, other departments, municipalities and others for planning support.

23.5.2

The Dashboard Platform

Esri’s ArcGIS Dashboard [41] was used as the technology platform for rapidly disseminating the
analytical results and for them to be openly accessible by national, provincial and local government
officials and decision-makers in South Africa. The ArcGIS Dashboarding environment was chosen
because of the wide user reach, reliability and immediate availability of the data assured by an
openly accessible web-based platform. The use of dashboarding technology also allowed users of the
COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard to explore interactively the COVID-19 vulnerability analysis
data by dynamically filtering data for the spatial extent of their choice (national, provincial, district
municipal level, local municipality or ward level), making the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard
an invaluable decision support tool at all levels of South African government. Lastly, the COVID-19
Vulnerability Dashboard, as the single source for accessing the COVID-19 Vulnerability Index data,
ensured decision makers the trusted reliability of accessing the data and metadata for decision
making directly from the CSIR as the COVID-19 Vulnerability Index data custodian.
A valuable outcome has been the development and provision of data-sharing facilities, such as
the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard, to help with the effective planning and management of the
response to the pandemic. Using dashboards for health evolved as web-based GIS platforms became
more capable at providing ready access and real-time sharing of spatially-referenced operational
data, a vital component for evidence-based decision-making in disaster situations. Dashboarding
technology has played an important role in the spatial analysis and rapid data-sharing related
to the COVID-19 pandemic around the world (such as [31, 32, 42, 43]), where accurate and
timely information is required to support decision-makers so that epidemic prevention, control
and management can be efficiently carried out.

23.5.3

Overview of the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard

The following are some details of how the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard has been assembled
and how it functions.
• Version control and updates: The COVID-19 vulnerability indicators were designed and
developed based on currently available data and knowledge. Given the unfolding and evolving
nature of the COVID-19 pandemic, both locally and internationally, the assumptions that
informed the creation of these indicators, the input data and critical weights used in calculating
the indicators should be updated, corrected and refined as new information and understandings
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emerge. As more data becomes available, the aim is to release updated versions of the COVID-19
vulnerability indicators and to share these to improve their usability and accuracy.

• Limitations and considerations in use: The COVID-19 vulnerability indicators are not
based on epidemiological modelling. The development of the indicators was intended to support
the early prevention, mitigation and preparedness phase of the disaster management cycle, and
their use should, therefore, be restricted to supporting and informing disaster management
decision making. Care has been applied in testing the assumptions on which the indicators are
based with a small expert user group, but we recommend that those who use these indicators
should familiarise themselves with the input data and assumptions made, acknowledging that
the resultant indicators might not reflect the reality on the ground.
• Background of the disaster management cycle: Four important phases (mitigation/
prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery) are applicable in any disaster management
cycle. Disaster management is the process of focusing on reducing and/or avoiding the potential
or expected losses from any hazard (e.g. loss of life or livelihoods, economic loss); ensuring that
timely assistance is provided to affected, or potentially affected, communities; and facilitating
the rapid and effective recovery from a disaster event through “building-back” better. When
a disaster strikes (e.g. the spread of an infectious disease such as COVID-19), government
departments and sectors, businesses, NGOs, industries and civil society will engage and respond
differently with the disaster management cycle according to their mandates, responsibilities
and contingency plans. Although the phases can overlap, differ concerning their purpose and
objective and last varying lengths of time it is assumed that the phases would strive to:
1. Mitigation/prevention phase: Minimising the devastating impacts of the disaster.
The focus here is on preventing or reducing the exposure to the disaster and mitigating
vulnerability;
2. Preparedness phase: Planning the response strategy and capacitating emergency
managers to provide the best response possible. The focus here is on strengthening various
coping capacities;
3. Response phase: Implementing efforts to minimise the consequences of the disaster and
reduce associated mortality and morbidity. In this phase, humanitarian action and aid are
often applicable. The focus here is on coordinating of various efforts to preserve life and
livelihoods, and to provide essential services and/or subsistence to those affected by the
disaster; and
4. Recovery phase: Returning the community and affected groups to a new state of normal.
The focus here is on striving to “building-back” better.
• Purpose of the indicators: In the early phase of the disaster management cycle
(mitigation/prevention and preparedness), data and information are vital to the success of the
subsequent phases (response and recovery). With the COVID-19 pandemic in South Africa,
many sector departments faced similar questions at the start of the outbreak. Departments
were concerned with understanding better the risks posed by COVID-19 to communities and
the health system, and the associated vulnerabilities.
• Role of the indicators: The questions outlined above can be divided into two groups, those
relating to the vulnerabilities of communities and their location, and those relating to the
response mechanisms (coping capacities) to be put in place to offset these vulnerabilities. To
anticipate the risks and identify high-risk intervention areas, it is vital to understand the
vulnerabilities of communities. The subset of indicators presented in the following sections is
thus concerned with looking at the vulnerabilities present in communities and identifying areas
in need of targeted coordinated interventions and early response.
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COVID-19 Vulnerability Index

The COVID-19 Vulnerability Index attempts to indicate the vulnerability of communities to the
potential impact of COVID-19, based firstly on how effectively the spread of COVID-19 can be
contained (the transmission potential), and secondly on the population’s susceptibility to severe
disease associated with contracting COVID-19 (the health susceptibility). For this, the following
formula is used:
V ulnerability index = T ransmission potential + Health susceptibility

(23.1)

We used an indicator-based assessment method to construct the composite COVID-19
vulnerability indicator. This indicator was computed using multi-criteria analysis (MCA), a spatial
analysis technique that combines similar descriptive variables into indicators, and indicators into
a final descriptive composite index. The different variables contributing to the indicators were
standardized using the min-max normalisation process, which allowed the different variables to
be added together to form the indicators. Min-max normalisation linearly scales data to fall
within a specified range and we used 1–100 for this standardization process. In this method, each
Enumeration Area (EA) in South Africa was compared and related to all the other EAs in the
country, thus ensuring the COVID-19 Vulnerability Index could facilitate a coordinated national
response. The following formula is used to normalise the data:

M inM ax =

Xi − Xmin
× (End of range − Start of range) + Start of range
Xmax − Xmin

(23.2)

After the standardization process, an equal-weighted multi-criteria analysis was performed in
order to add the different indicators (transmission potential and health susceptibility) together to
form the vulnerability indicator. A weighted average was calculated to provide the final score for
each feature (variable/indicator), thus producing a score between 1 and 100 for each EA, where 1
is least vulnerable and 100 is most vulnerable.
Figure 23.1 is a screen shot of the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard, showing high
vulnerabilities in the rural areas in the eastern areas. However, the extremely vulnerable areas
(red dots) are actually scattered across the country, particularly in high density but small EAs in
urban areas, though they are unsurprisingly not so obvious in such a small-scale map.

FIGURE 23.1
COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard, showing vulnerability [44].
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23.5.5

COVID-19 Transmission Potential Indicator

The COVID-19 Transmission Potential Indicator identifies areas where existing living conditions
could make it difficult to maintain social distancing and practice good basic hygiene in order to
contain the spread of COVID-19. The following formula is used:
T ransmission potential = Inf ormality + Basic services + P opulation density

(23.3)

This indicator classifies EAs throughout South Africa according to transmission risk, producing
a score between 1 and 100 (where 1 refers to least risk and 100 to extreme risk), indicating areas
where the virus might spread more rapidly than other areas in the country. Three main variables
were used as inputs into this indicator (the higher the value for each, the worse the risk):
• Informality: Number of informal dwellings per EA (informal dwellings and informal backyard
structures).
• Basic services: The lack of access to basic services, being the number of households without
basic access to running water and sanitation.
• Population density: Number of people per hectare.
Transmission potential has a similar pattern to that of vulnerability, see Figure 23.1.

23.5.6

COVID-19 Health Susceptibility Indicator

The COVID-19 Health Susceptibility Indicator provides an indication of areas where larger numbers
of people are potentially more susceptible to being adversely affected by COVID-19 (suffering
more severe disease). Given that current observations indicate that mortality rates associated
with COVID-19 tend to be higher in elderly populations and those individuals with underlying
health conditions (one or more co-morbidities), these two factors were included in the health
susceptibility (sometimes referred to as epidemiological vulnerability) indicator. Since information
on the epidemiological vulnerability of population groups is limited, it is suggested that this
indicator be complemented and refined based on local assessments and observations. The health
susceptibility indicator was derived by assigning specific weights to various age categories and
assigning a higher susceptibility to groups of people with known co-morbidities. The following
formula is used:
Health susceptibility = W eighted age f actor+
(Amplif ication correction f actor × W eighted age f actor)

(23.4)

Weighted age factor: Weights were assigned according to observed death rates. The known
death rates reported for Asian and European countries were used to weight the various age groups
in each EA to estimate how many people might be more susceptible to severe disease (the 0–4 age
category was elevated in certain provinces/local municipalities based on high infant/child mortality
rates in South Africa). The following formula is used:
W eighted age f actor = T otal[total0 4(age0 4 × CM RF )
+ total5 39(age5 9 + · · · + age35 39) × 0.002)
+ (total40 49(age40 44 + age45 49) × 0.004)
+ (total50 59(total50 54 + total55 59) × 0.013)
+ (total60 69(total60 64 + total65 69) × 0.036)
+ total70 79(total70 74 + total75 79) × 0.008)
+ total80over(age80over × 0.21)]
Where,

(23.5)
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• Child mortality rate factor (CMRF) = Value between 0.002 (low infant/child mortality
rates) to 0.004 (high infant/child mortality rates), based on observed child mortality rates in
local municipalities.
• Amplification correction factor: This factor was derived from taking both disease burden
and known poverty rate into account. Current observations show that people with a history
of one or more co-morbidities (disease burden) are at higher risk of more severe disease from
COVID-19. There has been much speculation as to the severity of the impact of the COVID-19
virus and whether it will affect low and middle-to-low income countries more severely due to
factors such as access to medical facilities, malnutrition, poverty and/or lifestyle. The following
formula is used:
Amplif ication correction f actor = Disease burden + P overty rate

(23.6)

• Disease burden: Prevalence of HIV infections as well as life expectancy (as a proxy for
underlying health conditions).
• Poverty rate: Household income below R76 400 per annum (as a proxy for malnutrition,
healthy food choices, lifestyle choices and access to medicine and health support).
Figure 23.2 is a screen shot of the COVID-19 Health Susceptibility Dashboard. This shows a
different pattern from those for vulnerability (Figure 23.1) and transmission potential, with lower
risks in the Transkei (eastern part of the Eastern Cape) but higher risks in KwaZulu Natal and
the south-western parts of the Western Cape, for example.

FIGURE 23.2
COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard, showing health susceptibility [44].
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Challenges
Data Sources

Concerns have been raised at the general lack of access to data about SARS-CoV2 and COVID-19,
which could be constraining unified action against the pandemic [45]. In particular, case data at
a high (fine) spatial resolution are critical for complete and full risk assessments for successful
disaster response and planning. Many feel that open data should be the default [46], with even the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) declaring that open science is
critical to combatting COVID-19 [47].
Fortunately, we were able to draw on our extensive data holdings, for which we have done
quality assurance, cleaning and integration over the years for various products and services. For
the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard, the key data sources used to compile the indicators at the
EA level are:
• Population demographics 2018, from GeoTerra Image.
• Building Based Land Use 2018, from GeoTerra Image.
• Mid-year population estimates at the district council level for 2002-2018, from Statistics South
Africa (StatsSA).
• 2011 Population census and its EA demarcation, from StatsSA.
• Health Data for 2016, from Quantec.

23.6.2

Quality

There are several problems with the quality of the data on COVID-19 cases, recoveries and deaths.
The first is identifying the relevant cases and documenting and reporting them correctly. This has
been an issue in South Africa, as some clinicians and pathology laboratories did not complete the
documentation properly for all the patients who presented for tests, even though it is a notifiable
disease. This increased the administrative burden on the NICD, as its staff had to search for the
missing patient information of the confirmed cases, so that the patients could be contacted to see if
they actually needed treatment and to trace everyone with whom they had been in direct contact,
so that they could be warned, etc [48].
This obstacle is systematic, unfortunately: Table 23.1 shows Number and percentage distribution
of deaths by method used to ascertain the cause of death, 2017, from the report, Mortality and causes
of death in South Africa: Findings from death notification, 2017 [49]. The data for this report are
“completed by medical practitioners and other certifying officials”, yet in one third of the cases
(33.3%), these professionals did not know how they ascertained the cause of death!

TABLE 23.1
Method of ascertaining the cause of death [49]
Method of ascertaining the cause of death
Autopsy
Post mortem examination
Opinion of attending medical practitioner
Opinion of attending medical practitioner on duty
Opinion of registered professional nurse
Interview of family member
Other
Unknown
Unspecified
Total

Number
44 848
116 246
64 663
7 777
52 810
5 238
6 033
344
148 585
446 544

Percent
10,0
26,0
14,5
1,7
11,8
1,2
1,4
0,1
33,3
100,00
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Then comes tracking each case to its conclusion: recovery (which requires the case file to be
closed and reported properly) or death. A key issue with the latter is the structuring of the death
certificate and whether COVID-19 gets recorded as the immediate cause, an underlying cause, a
significant condition contributing to death, or not at all [50].
It is also necessary to get accurate data on the locations of cases, for tracing potential contacts
and other interventions. While South Africa has a suite of standards for addresses [51], it is not
yet widely used and the forms for COVID-19 do not cater for it. The result is that municipalities,
provinces and national departments are having to manually and laboriously geocode the addresses
[52]. A consequence is over-counting, such as when an infected person is tested several times but
each test gets recorded as a separate case of COVID-19: this could result in the total number of
cases fluctuating as the duplicates get identified and removed later.
Finally, of course, there needs to be metadata, that is, documentation of the data.

23.7

Conclusions and the Way Forward

This chapter has presented the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard for South Africa, developed by
the CSIR originally for the NDMC. The Dashboard provides the COVID-19 Vulnerability Index,
COVID-19 Transmission Potential Indicator and COVID-19 Health Susceptibility Indicator at ward
level. It provided critical information for sector departments and under-capacitated municipalities
early in the disaster management cycle. The purpose was to highlight the high-risk intervention
areas so that decision makers could intervene with the appropriate adaptation measures where
needed. The COVID-19 Vulnerability Index, COVID-19 Transmission Potential Indicator and
COVID-19 Health Susceptibility Indicator were made available for free and were peer-reviewed
by various stakeholders.
The ESRI dashboard environment was used as this supported an interactive, dynamic and
accessible approach in which to convey these critical datasets in an open-access manner. Open
access to data is critical in the disaster management cycle if anyone is to respond effectively and
timeously. The open access nature of the dashboard proved highly affective as more than 2600
entries to the dashboard where recorded between May 2020 and July 2020. Since the dashboard
was created, published and hosted by the CSIR infrastructure, it provided the opportunity to
correct, alter or add any information deemed necessary with little additional effort.
When the open dashboard was released, many of the users of the dashboard requested additional
supportive information to be added and loaded. The most requested included the location and
capacity of hospitals, hospital admission rates and the location of quarantine facilities. Including
these datasets into the COVID-19 Vulnerability Dashboard proved a much harder task as the team
ran into data custodian restrictions, data censorship, fragmented data capturing techniques and a
general lack of critical information being made open and accessible to decision makers. The lack
of cooperation and sharing of critical datasets resulted in these datasets being excluded in the
dashboard.
An additional request made by users was to gain access to the spatial information in the
back-end. Many of the decision makers and researchers with in-house GIS and analytical capability
requested copies of the information for their own decision-making purposes. Since the dashboard did
not support the functionality to download the spatial information, a file hosting service was set-up
in the cloud to share the information with these decision makers. This resulted in many copies of the
various vulnerability indicators being used even more effectively and widely for various processes.
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Rapid Development of Location-based Apps: Saving
Lives during a Pandemic – the South Korean
Experience
Bola Michelle Ju, Lesley Arnold and Kathrine Kelm

The first confirmed case of COVID-19 in South Korea was recorded in January 2020.
The government took swift wide-ranging measures to protect the health and wellbeing
of citizens using geospatial data and information communications technology, which
included immediate upgrades to the Emergency Broadcast System. Several location-based
applications were developed during the height of the evolving pandemic. The speed with
which these applications were developed and subsequently used by the community was a
remarkable feat, and one that has set a benchmark for other countries aiming to flatten
the curve of infections. These Apps have delivered benefits contributing to the prevention
of community transmissions, particularly from the influx of overseas travellers. The Smart
City Data Hub system enhanced resiliency during the second wave in Daegu where mass
infections eventuated at a large religious gathering. The system enabled the analysis of
pathway tracings of people who attended the event using big data analytics and data
provided by credit card, transport and mobile companies. This chapter describes seven
major location-based applications. It discusses the mechanisms behind each system, the
technological and data foundations that enabled their development and operation, and
how they are contributing to strengthening resiliency efforts during the COVID-19 crisis.
The chapter also describes how the South Korea Government has previously made use
of geospatial information and data processing systems to respond to past pandemics, and
how the lessons learned from these earlier developments has contributed to the success of
COVID-19 response efforts today. The major technology, data, policy and institutional
arrangements that enabled the COVID-19 applications to be developed in such a short
space of time are discussed, including broad direction for future research and development
opportunities to manage future pandemics.

24.1

Introduction

Global pandemics have occurred with devastating impact over the past centuries. The well-known
Black Death outbreak in the 14th century killed around 50 million lives [1], and the Spanish flu is
typically estimated to have caused between 17 and 50 million deaths worldwide from 1918 to 1920
[2] [3]. In the 21st century, major pandemics include SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome)
in 2002, Swine flu in 2009, MERS (Middle East Respiratory Syndrome) in 2015, and the most
recent COVID-19 from late 2019.
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The first confirmed COVID-19 case in South Korea was recorded on 19 January 2020 – a Wuhan
resident visiting South Korea [4]. The number of cases increased rapidly over the following months
with over 13,550 confirmed cases, recorded as of 15 July 2020 [5]. The spread of the disease was
exponential. In January, there were only 11 confirmed cases. By February, the number grew to
3150 and in March 9786. With government interventions and the deployment of location-based
applications to enable social distancing, the curve began to flatten, with the number of cases
increasing to 10,765 in April and then 11,468 in May1 [6].
The COVID-19 outbreak globally, is proving inherently difficult to manage because transmission
can occur when people are pre-symptomatic or asymptomatic and not just when they have
symptoms. This has meant that people may be unaware that they have the virus and are
inadvertently spreading the disease [7]. The range of channels through which people can become
infected has also made the spread of COVID-19 difficult to manage, with ‘contact-based’
transmissions caused by respiratory droplets, direct contact with contaminated objects and surfaces,
and so forth [7].
To limit the spread of the disease and prevent community infections, the South Korean
government launched a location-based service that uses mobile phone GPS technology to send
notifications, via the Emergency Broadcasting Service, to people living in the vicinity of reported
COVID-19 case/s. This service communicates the routes taken by COVID-19 patients and the
places they visited. This official information is being released so that people will be able to go for
COVID-19 screening in case they find overlapping pathways [8], and to permit people to avoid
visiting affected areas if they are still being disinfected [6].
Private companies have also leveraged location-based health-related data to create more
sophisticated visualisation applications using geospatial data so that people can see the
contaminated areas and pathways of confirmed cases throughout the country. By taking prompt
action with location-based applications and services, the government and private sector have jointly
enabled South Korea to successfully flatten the curve - saving many lives and increasing community
resiliency against COVID-19 in the longer term.
Between 30 January to 18 March 2020, several location-based applications were developed;
each application playing a vital (but different) role in managing COVID-19 transmissions and
needs – from tracking and tracing COVID-19 cases to locating pharmacies with available mask
stocks, and so on. This chapter describes seven applications that have played a substantial role in
communicating essential services to citizens during the pandemic, and controlling and preventing
community-spread infections. The applications are:
• Emergency Broadcasting Service (CBS, cellular broadcasting service): Emergency text
messaging transmission service that alerts people in the near vicinity of pathways taken by the
COVID-19 infected people.
• Coronavirus Map: A website showing the location of all confirmed cases.
• Corona Now: A map-based information service providing information on national and
international confirmed cases and mortalities, as well as real-time news broadcasts and the
location of nearby COVID-19 screening centres, quarantined areas, and testing locations.
• Now and Here: Developed by ITL (Innovative Technology Lab), the ‘Here and Now’ App
calculates a mix of risk factors and the percentage of risk associated with commuting routes
based on identified COVID-19 cases.
• CoBaek Plus: Launched by a private developer Tina3D, CoBaek Plus App sends an alarm
to a user when they are within 100 meters of a place that has had a confirmed case.
• Masks Stock App: An information system developed to resolve ‘mask stock’ shortages by
showing the availability of face masks at various locations and recording purchases - where,
when and by whom - to manage supply equitably.
1

KCDC Statistics are accessible at https://github.com/jooeungen/coronaboard kr/blob/master/kr daily.csv
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• Self-Quarantine App: A self-monitoring and self-diagnosis service for citizens that is also
used by government to monitor self-quarantined individuals when they are outside of designated
quarantine areas.
There are numerous factors that contributed to the rapid development of COVID-19-related
Apps, but the overreaching factors can be categorized into two major components:
1. Systems
2. Policy/legal and institutional arrangements
In terms of systems, the South Korean Government has a robust National Spatial Data
Infrastructure (NSDI) in place. The NSDI provided the underpinning development environment
for COVID-19 location-based applications. The NSDI consists of modern technologies, governance
and policy frameworks, and wide-ranging fundamental and specialist data themes. The success of
the NSDI is a result of a comprehensive and continuously updated NSDI Development Strategy that
had guided enhancements to the NSDI over the past 20 years. The NSDI elements and policy/legal
and institutional factors that have contributed to the success of the COVID-19-related applications
and systems are described further in Section 24.4.

24.2

Location-based Apps

Location-based services are defined as ‘services that integrate a mobile device’s location (or
position) with other information to provide added value to a user’ [9]. Location-based applications
(Apps) or websites, such as the Self-quarantine App, are created using these location-based services
(Figure 24.1). Location data is used to pinpoint, visualise and integrate data, making it easier for
people to understand the complex relationships between people, the economy and the environment.

FIGURE 24.1
Location-based services (LBS) and example of LBS App: Self-quarantine App
According to Seoul economy statistics, between February and April 2020, South Korea was
ranked as having the highest growth rate (135%) in monthly downloads of medical Apps during
the COVID-19 pandemic. This contrasts with 65% growth rates, globally [10].
As COVID-19 spreads by personal contact, private companies and individuals quickly faced the
challenge of developing location-based applications to show the locations of people with infections,
enable social distancing, self-monitoring and self-diagnosis, and provide updates about new local
cases, and the mitigation of face mask stockpiling. These applications, developed between January
and March 2020, have played a significant role in saving lives and flattening the rate of infections.
The rapid development of COVID-19 applications was facilitated by several overarching
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factors including a high-level of science and technology education in both the developer- and
user-community; a robust NSDI built on modern technologies, a solid data foundation and an
open data policy; ubiquitous internet access and a high-number of mobile users able to access free
smartphone Apps; and public trust in authorities and a ‘collective’ community culture.
The seven major Apps and websites’ services, represented in Figure 24.2, are described below
including their features, data sources and the location-based services used to control and prevent
the spread of COVID-19 during the height of the pandemic.

FIGURE 24.2
COVID-19-related location-based Apps in different timelines, and number of COVID-19 cases in
South Korea; Statistics source: [5]

24.2.1

Emergency Broadcasting Service

The Emergency Broadcasting Service or CBS (Cellular Broadcasting Service) was first implemented
for 2G cellular phones in 2005 by the Ministry of Interior & Safety (MOIS). The service was
developed to alert citizens to impending natural and manmade disasters in their local area so they
could prepare early for potential eventualities [11], and to enable authorities to quickly respond to
those natural disasters and avoid missing the ‘golden time’ [12], which occurs within the first hour
following the onset of an emergency or disaster.
While the Ministry of Interior and Safety (MOIS) oversees the central CBS system and its
operation, metropolitan and local governments can also send CBS messages to local residents and
visitors in the vicinity of an emergency. The CBS service is an ‘opt-in’ subscriber service. Subscribers
consent to having their mobile phone GPS location identified so that they can receive alerts. There
is also an option to receive translated messages in English and Chinese.
In an endeavour to curb the contagion, municipalities throughout South Korea have been using
Code 3 alerts to notify subscribers in the vicinity of COVID-19 infectious people.
The CBS uses COVID-19 confirmed patient ‘pathway’ data made available by the Korea Centers
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for Disease Control & Prevention (KCDC). More specific information on COVID-19 patients’
pathways is provided by local government. In South Korea, the data about COVID-19 patients
is considered public data (i.e. the data collected from confirmed patients).
In addition to sending CBS alert messages to people living in the nearby vicinity of a patient,
pathway tracing data is also uploaded to the MOIS CBS official website. In this way, all citizens
can access the pathway data and, in turn, make informed decisions about social distancing and
personal safety while commuting.
South Korean Laws on managing and openly sharing information on patients with infectious
disease were enforced after the MERS outbreak in 2015 [8]. At the time of the MERS outbreak,
South Korea ranked second for MERS confirmed cases, and the country was criticized for not
having released patient location data publicly. This led the government to bring in new laws to
enforce the sharing of information on the location of patients with infectious diseases.
However, while CBS has brought about far-reaching beneficial outcomes in the prevention of
secondary infections, there have been criticism over privacy issues. Even though patients are not
identified outright (i.e. by their name and address, which is protected data), citizens still dread
stigma, fear losing their jobs or experiencing other potential hardship [13].

24.2.2

CoronaMap

The CoronaMap website enables people to make a visual inspection of where confirmed COVID-19
cases are using a map interface. This was an important design feature; while health officials release
locations of COVID-19 patients, the official information is not very visual. CoronaMap not only
pinpoints patient locations, it also connects the places they have visited with lines to show their
pathways.
The data for CoronaMap is derived from the KCDC official website and managed by the
CoronaMap database management team. An open API map from the Naver2 cloud platform
provides the base map detail. CoronaMap includes a function that can determine a user’s location
using their mobile phone GPS. This enables them to compare their location with COVID-19 cases
on the map and make an informed decision to go for COVID-19 screening because they have
overlapping pathways (Figure 24.3).

FIGURE 24.3
CoronaMap data components and service provided to end users
A link to CoronaMap was communicated through social media channels, such as Kakaotalk (a
free mobile instant messaging application for smartphones) and Facebook. News of the application
spread quickly, and the website had over 2.4 million viewers on the day it was launched [14].
According to in an article published by Hankyoreh Press,3 Dong-Hoon Lee expressed on his
Facebook page ‘The coding and the UI (User Interface) is still messed up. But I hope the website
provides a useful service to the local community’. The public responded with messages of thanks
and comments of gratitude for freely providing the CoronaMap website.
2
NAVER Co., Ltd. is South Korea’s largest web search engine, as well as a global ICT brand that provides
services including LINE messenger, currently with over 200 million users from around the world, the SNOW video
app, and the digital comics platform NAVER WEBTOON. Retrieved from: https://www.navercorp.com/en/naver/
company
3
Hankyoreh Press is accessible at https://www.w3newspapers.com/south-korea/
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Corona Now

Corona Now was initially developed to provide COVID-19 national and international statistics
dashboard and to fill an information delivery gap [15]. At the time, KCDC statistics on confirmed
patients’ pathways were only available via CBS messaging and there was a lack of information
delivery on national and international dashboard in which people could see confirmed cases, number
of discharged patients, or number of deaths at a glance. National statistics were only available
at the country-level, and people wanted to have more accurate data at the district, province and
neighbourhood levels, and be able to compare statistics at a global level. In addition to the statistics
dashboard, Corona Now has added a location-based information service including the ‘find the
closest screening centre’ feature.
Since its development, the community have used Corona Now extensively. Like CoronaMap,
the Corona Now website link was communicated via social media. The Website was visited over
30,000 times in the first few days it was released. By 25 February, the total number of web visitors
reached 2 million and was ranked first in the ‘Naver Search’ [16].
A key success of Corona Now stems from the fact that it draws information from reliable sources.
Having access to authoritative data from the Korea Centres for Disease Control & Prevention
(KCDC), Johns Hopkins University Centre for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE), and the
China Medical information website4 [17] has meant that developers could analyse and process the
data with confidence (Figure 24.4). This, in turn, has led to a high-level of community trust in
location-based services.

FIGURE 24.4
Corona Now data source, features and location-based service

24.2.4

Now and Here

The ‘Now and Here’ App is a community-based information sharing platform developed by private
company Innovative Technology Lab (ITL). On 3 March 2020, ITL launched a new COVID-19
preventive service on the ‘Here and Now’ platform. The new feature calculates a mix of risk
factors by detecting users’ location and nearby infected areas. It also shows the percentage of
‘risk’ associated with commuting routes based on identified COVID-19 cases [18].
The Now and Here App not only shows the relative locations of the users to recent patient
pathways in the vicinity, but also shows the closet COVID-19 screening centres, nearby ShinCheonJi
churches, and recent news posts on COVID-19 (Figure 24.5). In March 2020, the mass outbreak of
COVID-19 confirmed cases surged from a large gathering at the ShinCheonJi church in Daegu and
spread the virus throughout the country. ShinCheonJi believers returned to their local ShinCheonJi
churches and continued to spread the virus to the local community. Each local government hence
decided to collect all ShinCheonJi Church locations, which were officially disclosed via the local
government’s official website (i.e. Seoul Metropolitan website, or Incheon city website), from which
people could locate the church locations in their vicinity and avoid those areas [19]. The confirmed
patients’ data is sourced from KCDC, while news information is collected from reliable websites.
4

China Medical information website is accessible at www.dxy.cn
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FIGURE 24.5
Here and Now data source and website services
The value of the new feature in the Now and Here App is that information is updated and
refined as more information becomes available. For example, if a user posts a question in the App
(e.g. where can I purchase face masks?); other users respond by uploading answers, relating to the
user’s region of interest within a radius of 0.5 km, 1 km, 2 km, 5 km, 10 km from the user’s current
location [20].
The Now and Here App has become one of the most essential Apps to have during the COVID-19
pandemic, particularly for commuters. In March 2020, the Now and Here App was ranked as
one of the most downloaded Apps in Korea [21], because it provides diverse ‘community-driven’
location-based services that support both social-distancing measures and community well-being
though knowing where essential services can be located [18].

24.2.5

CoBaek Plus

The ‘Corona 100m’ App was launched February 2020 and rereleased as ‘CoBaek Plus’ App on 18
March 2020 by private company Tina3D.5 Corona 100m was first created to provide a visualisation
of COVID-19 patient pathways, including the ability to send alarm messages to users, when they
approach within a 100m radius of a confirmed patients’ recent pathways. In March 2020, the
company updated ‘Corona 100m’ as ‘CoBaek Plus’ by adding new features such as Mask stock
availability, and COVID-19 pathway tracing and withdrew the Corona 100m App.
‘CoBaek Plus’ has proven to be an ideal App for commuters and travellers who do not receive
CBS messages nor regularly check COVID-19 pathway information. It is one of the most downloaded
Apps in Korea. CoBaek Plus has achieved over 112,515 downloads and the earlier version Corona
100m over 3,400,000 downloads as of February 26 [22]. One of the key success factors, is that the App
is intuitive and easily downloaded by users. The developer, Tina3D, has not only received attention
from the South Korean community but also from international communities and organizations. Mr.
Bae, a board member of the company, said in an interview: ‘We are currently in discussions with
the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) and the World Bank, Mexico and Spain’ [22].
CoBaek Plus uses COVID-19 Pathway data released publicly by KCDC, and Mask Stock data
is sourced from the government’s open data platform.6 A map API (Naver) is used as the base
map for the App and other location-based data, such as mask stock and pathway tracing data,
are sourced from the Mask API (Figure 24.6) and pathway tracing API (from reliable sources such
as Kaggle), respectively. National and International COVID-19 statistics data are sourced from
KCDC for the national data, from WHO for international statistics and from BIDU for COVID-19
Statistics in China [22].
5
6

TINA3D is accessible at http://www.tina3d.com/
South Korea Open Data Platform is accessible at www.data.go.kr
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FIGURE 24.6
CoBaek Plus App data source and location-based services

24.2.6

Masks Stock App

Due to the scarcity of masks, the government launched the ‘Five-day Rotation Face Masks’ policy
and distribution system on 9 March 2020. Under this policy, the general public can only purchase
2-3 face masks per week, and only on designated days. For instance, people with an ID number
ending with 1 or 6 can only buy public masks on Monday, ID number ending with 2 or 7 on Tuesday,
ID numbers ending with 3 or 8 on Thursday, and so on. Since people have only one day to buy
public masks, checking on the mask stocks before heading to the nearby pharmacy was essential.
Masks are distributed to government-designated pharmacies, post offices and Nonghyup Hanaro
Mart7 stores. The sales of face masks are recorded by the government designated retailers, and then
uploaded to the Health Insurance Review and Assessment Service (HIRA).

FIGURE 24.7
Publicly Distributed Face Mask Information Service
However, in order to manage the ‘mask stock’ shortage and direct the public to available stock,
the government had to rapidly develop an information system showing the status of face mask stocks
across the nation. To achieve this objective, the government took a Public-Private Partnership
approach to development. In this partnership, the government released the data on face masks sold
7

Name of a supermarket.
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at public designated-retailers through the public data centre of the National Information Society
Agency (NIA). The NIA processed and published the HIRA data so it was accessible to the general
public (as Open Data). Private companies could then develop cloud and other mapping services
and Apps, through an Open API cloud service, provided free by the private sector (Figure 24.7).
The Public-Private Partnership approach was hugely successful. The face mask data was
released by the government on 10 March 2020, and an App service was launched the very next day.
The availability of Open Data through a sophisticated data infrastructure meant that it only took
13 hours to develop and deploy the first App service. Since then, more than 150 Apps have been
developed to assist the public to purchase face masks.8 The number of data calls, related to mask
distribution, through the API cloud reached 570 million (around 9.64 million per hour) from 11-31
March 2020 [12].

24.2.7

Self-Quarantine

The South Korean government developed the ‘Self-quarantine Safety Application’ to effectively
support the monitoring of those under self-quarantine. The Android version was launched on 7
March and the iOS version on 14 March 2020. The Self-quarantine Safety Application supports
three languages Korean, English and Chinese [12]. It comprises 3 main functions:
1. Self-diagnosis instructions for the users to conduct and submit results to an assigned government
officer;
2. GPS-based location tracking to identify those outside their designated area; and
3. the provision of necessary health information including self-quarantine guidelines.
The App allows users to self-monitor their condition by uploading body temperature and answer
survey questions relating to four symptoms: fever, cough, sore throat and respiratory difficulties
(Figure 24.8). These survey results are automatically shared with their assigned officer. An alarm
is triggered when a self-quarantine user does not submit their result. In addition, a monitoring
officer gets an alarm when a person under self-quarantine violates self-quarantine restrictions (e.g.
moving outside of the quarantine area). This information is retrieved from a person’s mobile phone
and submitted to designated officials.

FIGURE 24.8
Process of Self-quarantine App use, and data generated

24.3

Real-time Data Processing Systems

Since 1954, the South Korean Government has been obligated to report all kinds of diseases,
but omissions and delays were still apt to occur. As a consequence, the government decided to
8

Apps for mark stock locations are accessible at http://mask.paas-ta.org
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take measures by introducing the ‘Integrated Information Support System for Infectious Disease
Control’ in 2013 [23] to aggregate different disease-related reporting and management systems [24].
In 2015, the system was integrated with the ‘Automatic Infectious Disease Report Support System’,
in which diagnosis results could be directly reported in real-time [24]. The integrated system has
played a substantial role in controlling previous pandemics, MERS and SARS.
In 2015, the Infectious Disease Prevention and Control Act, originally enacted in 2009, was
revised to enforce the disclosure of infectious disease patients and the collection and use of the
data. This Act established a legal basis for the reporting, handling, securement, and disclosure
of information required for epidemic investigations. Based on the Act, the Epidemic Investigation
Support System (EISS) was developed as an application platform on the Smart City data platform
[22].

24.3.1

Integrated Information Support System for Infectious Disease
Control

The project to develop the ‘Integrated Information Support System for Infectious Disease Control’
was developed over a number of years and consisted of several development phases:
The Government was able to control the growth of infections for previous pandemics, MERS
and SARS, solely by making use of these systems, mainly because the total confirmed cases and
the rate of infections were fewer and with slower transmission rates than the recent COVID-19
pandemic. However, the Integrated Information Support System for Infectious Disease Control
alone was not enough to manage and contain the spread of the virus, as COVID-19 is infected by
contact, requiring more accurate location data.

24.3.2

Smart City Data Hub

The ‘Smart City Data Hub’ is a real-time platform that automatically collects city data using IoT
devices (sensors and automatic reporting systems), which permit the analysis and visualisation
of Big data without manual input, using technologies such as AI and machine learning. Data is
collected across a wide range of sectors such as energy, transportation and city administration.
The South Korean government launched the ‘Smart City Innovation and Growth Project’ at the
national level in 2018. The project consists of three different focus areas:
1. Smart City Modelling;
2. Daegu Smart City Development Project; and
3. Si-Heung Smart City Development Project [25].
When the ShinCheonJi church-related COVID-19 outbreak occurred in March with hundreds of
confirmed cases per day, the Ministry of Science and ICT, the Ministry of Land Infrastructure and
Transport (MOLIT), KCDC, Police Department, Financial Service Committee, the Board of Audit
and Inspection decided to launch the Epidemic Investigation Support System (EISS) into the ‘City
Data Hub’ [26]. The EISS was therefore developed as an application built on the Smart City Data
Hub [27] (Figure 24.9), that has been legally supported by the ‘Infectious Disease Prevention and
Control Act’. EISS contributed greatly to reducing time spent on analysing real-time analysis of
large scale outbreak areas, including the visualisation of patients’ pathways and hot spot locations.
EISS also enabled App developers to use real-time data for other services.
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FIGURE 24.9
Structure of City Data Hub [27]

24.3.3

Epidemiological Investigation Support System (EISS)

According to the Infectious Disease Prevention and Control Act 9 and its enforcement Decree,10
COVID-19-patient data are collected by the KCDC, under the Ministry of Health and Welfare
(MOHW). The Act grants authority to the Police Department to ask for location information on
infectious disease patient data that are normally retained by private mobile network companies.
The Act also allows other responsible (designated) departments to collect additional data such
as details of credit card usage (that has to be approved by the credit card association), visits to
medical institutions, transport card use, entry and departure from the country, and closed-circuit
television video footage.
In addition, the Infectious Disease Prevention Act has a provision to rapidly disclose the tracking
information of infectious disease patients, depending on the outbreak situation [27]. The provision
for the use of personal information amended in the Infectious Disease Prevention Act, including
the disclosure of information for tracking purposes, was enforced during the MERS outbreak on 8
July 2015. To prevent the introduction and spread of dangerous infectious diseases, the Act was
amended to enable the use of specific measures to rapidly control infectious diseases in the early
stage of inflow [27].
According to the Infectious Disease Prevention Act, EISS has two different approval processes:
1. Location data: the Police Department has the authority to directly ask telecommunication
companies (3 main national telecoms companies) to provide the requested data; and
2. Credit card-related data: the approval must be granted by the credit card association (22 credit
card companies).
Following the EISS pilot operations conducted 16 March 2020, the system was officially launched
on 26 March 2020 by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport (MOLIT), together with
9
Infectious Disease Prevention and Control Act is accessible at http://elaw.klri.re.kr/eng_mobile/viewer.do?
hseq=53530&type=part&key=36
10
The Decree is accessible at http://elaw.klri.re.kr/eng_mobile/viewer.do?hseq=43547&type=part&key=36
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the Ministry of ICT and Korea Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC) [26]. The EISS
is operated in collaboration with private companies that provide location and card use data.

24.4

COVID-19 Response Success Factors

There are a number of factors that have contributed to South Korea’s success in managing the
COVID-19 pandemic. These factors include having a robust National Spatial Data Infrastructure
(NSDI) that has provided the foundation for:
1. integrated geospatial data management and technological innovation;
2. an Open Data Policy that has stimulated the development of COVID-19-related systems and
applications by government, private sector and individuals in the community;
3. institutional arrangements that have fostered a strong culture of data sharing;
4. high-quality fundamental and specific datasets; and
5. application development.

24.4.1

National Spatial Data Infrastructure

South Korea is recognized as one of the most influential digital economies powered by a
well-coordinated NSDI [28], supportive policies and leadership. The NSDI success is founded on
well-established and integrated geospatial datasets, interlinked Ministry and regional systems, a
central database system, accessible information portals and cloud-based services that support
application development.
It is the development of geospatial information-related technologies that has played a key role
in enabling COVID-19 location-based products and services to be developed rapidly. In line with
Industry 4.0, the geospatial information sector has experienced rapid innovation in parallel with
major national agendas, such as Smart Cities and Ubiquitous Cities [29].
South Korea has continually developed and revised its overarching NSDI Basic Plan since
1995, and several major NSDI projects have been completed. The current 6th NSDI Basic Plan
(2018-2022) aims to:
1. encourage the use of geospatial information in a way that creates social and economic value;
2. implement geospatial platforms to share information innovatively;
3. advance the geospatial information industry to stimulate job creation, and
4. augment geospatial information management through a public-participatory environment to
enhance data quality and usability.
The presence of a well-established NSDI framework, including the legal system, and standards
has provided the groundwork for base maps as an Open API format, which is essential for the
development of COVID-19 location-based applications.

24.4.2

Open Data Policy

The rapid development of fit-for-purpose COVID-19 location-based Apps has provided far-reaching
benefits for local communities faced with social distancing and precautionary travel. However,
debate has sparked on the disclosure of private data: The Open Data Policy and other Acts,
such as the Infectious Disease Prevention Act, have made it possible to legally disclose COVID-19
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confirmed patient data. While the Government took precautionary measures when sending CBS
messages during the onset of the pandemic, the number of confirmed cases was so low to start with,
that people could identify patients from news and media reporting.
As a consequence, people were more concerned about being stigmatized through news reports
than benefitting from the released data [13]. As the severity of COVID-19 grew and there was
increased fear in the virus, people came to trust the government in the management of their
personal data.

24.4.3

Institutional Arrangements

A robust NSDI governance model, underpinned by a central coordinating body (NSDI Committee)
and supportive institutional networks, has been an influencing factor in the development of
COVID-19 applications and services, which rely on effective collaboration and data sharing. In
addition, South Korea has embraced public-private partnerships (PPP). In 2011-12, an NSDI
project introduced a new collaboration and data sharing model between local governments, central
government and the private sector. This collaboration has since become entrenched in the fabric of
government.
In order to better promote geospatial information-related industries, the government established
the Spatial Information Industry Promotion Institute (SPACE N), to support geospatial
information-related industries, support the operation of 3D geospatial maps (vWorld), promote
research and development, and provide consultation for start-ups and other private sector businesses
[30]. SPACE N has encouraged the development of new and innovative technologies, datasets and
platforms, which have since become vitalizing components of the geospatial data market in South
Korea and enablers for COVID-19 applications.

24.4.4

Fundamental and Specific Dataset

Fundamental datasets are provided through the ‘NSDI Portal’ and ‘V-World Portal’11 (comprising
3D geospatial data), launched and operated by MOLIT. The list of fundamental datasets is based
on the South Korean ‘National Framework Data’, which is progressively being translated to the
set of Fundamental Data Themes endorsed by Member States at the Seventh Session of United
Nations Committee of Experts on Global Geospatial Information Management (UN-GGIM).
Fundamental datasets are distributed via data portals and made available in various formats so
that companies and individuals have greater options when developing new application and services.
Formats include shapefiles, GPS (Global Positioning Systems) data and LBS (Location Based
Services), Real-time data and open APIs. It is this breadth and variety of available high-quality
integrated data that has made it possible to develop COVID-19 applications and services so quickly.

24.5

Conclusion

Several factors have contributed to the rapid development of these COVID-19 applications and
services. The Spatial Information Industry Promotion Institute (SPACE N), established under
MOLIT in 2012, has been promoting business start-ups and capacity building through education
programs since 2012. The Open data policy adopted in 2013 played a substantial role in releasing
base map data needed for the development of location-based Apps, supported by the robust NSDI
that contributed in integrating geospatial data into one coordinate system (including for Smart
City Data Hub) and aggregate the data into real-time geospatial platform.
These factors are categorized as:
1. Factor 1: Systems, which consist of technical components such as automation supported
11

http://map.vworld.kr/map/maps.do
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by real-time systems that have contributed to processing COVID-19 mass data efficiently
(discussed in Section 24.3); while

2. Factor 2: Policy/legal and institutional arrangements, including capacity development
from national institutions such as SPACE N, which contributed to building highly skilled
professionals in geospatial information and supported businesses and start-ups with enabling
technologies and policy, which in turn had far- reaching impacts in procuring, releasing and
sharing the base maps, which were essential to creating the location-based applications.
South Korea has been lauded for rapidly controlling and flattening the COVID-19 curve, but
the location-based services and release of personal data has raised concerns with the public as they
are used to trace and track people’s movements, and are thus an invasion of privacy. These concerns
remain unanswered, and the balance between public good and privacy is still debated.
In summary, hundreds of COVID-19 Apps were developed between the first outbreak up until to
today (September 2020). However, privacy issues remain a key concern. Some Apps demand access
to users’ location and to other mobile device features, such as camera, to enable the collection of
individuals private data. Legal enforcement, bridging the gap between public good and privacy,
needs to be thoroughly addressed. In addition, with so many Apps available, there is need for
a platform with a regularly updated list of COVID-19 Apps to enable the avoidance of similar
services. This platform is expected to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of App development,
enabling private developers to rapidly bridge communities’ need in times of a pandemic.
What is clear from the Korean experience is that location-based Apps, in the hand of citizens,
have delivered huge benefits in reducing the spread of COVID-19 because people have been able
to make informed decisions about social distancing, their welfare and the welfare of others.
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Parks are an important part of the urban fabric of cities. The Victorian Government has
made it clear that everyone with a pre-existing medical condition, needs to play a part in
controlling the spread of the novel COVID-19 virus. Self-isolation and social distancing
from other people will reduce the spread of the virus but may also be impacting negatively on
people’s physical and mental health. The Government allows people to leave their homes to
exercise. For this reason, parks remain open, providing that visitors observe the protocols
of not being in groups larger than two (apart from households) and keeping a safe distance
of two metres between each other. The purpose of this paper is to explore the mental health
conditions across age groups within spatial relationships between park availability and age
care facilities in the City of Whittlesea. The association between having a park within 800
m from an aged care facility and the likelihood of having zero, one, two or more aged care
facilities nearby was examined.

25.1

Introduction

Urban parks have received attention in recent years as a possible natural factor that could encourage
physical activity, prevent obesity, and reduce the incidence of chronic conditions [12]. Despite
long hypothesized benefits of parks for mental health, few park studies incorporate mental health
measures. COVID-19 related restrictions have accentuated the community’s reliance on open space
to maintain its physical fitness and stabilise its mental health. It has also been demonstrated that
older people are among the most vulnerable to both the effects of policy-induced isolation and
disease itself. The benefits gleaned from being able to access open spaces and associated walking
trails were demonstrated in Australia [29] and proximity to a park was inextricably linked to
an increased frequency of park use, regular exercise and improved mental health [28]. However,
the government has encouraged older people to stay at home for their own protection during
the pandemic and implemented physical distancing measures to slow the spread of the disease.
Unfortunately, older people, especially those in aged care facilities, may not have access to open
spaces large enough to enable them to adhere to physical distancing measures within their facilities
whilst spending time outdoors. This results in a reduction in social interaction even with the
people that they live with and effects their mental health. Those living in aged care homes face
additional mobility and psychological challenges that they (and their carers) must overcome before
they are able to obtain the benefits associated with spending time in nature. One barrier faced
by people in aged care facilities is access to public open space. Population forecasting indicates
that, by 2036, there will be an 87% increase in people aged 50+ years in the City of Whittlesea
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[17]. The city has committed to investing in, maximising and delivering recreation infrastructure
that improves connectivity between places and removes the barriers experienced by older people
to promote physical activity, active travel and incidental exercise (profile.id, 2019). To future-proof
its investments and deliver equitable wellbeing outcomes there is a need to identify where existing
and potential open spaces are situated, and their proximity to aged care facilities.
Aims of the Study
To identify the proximity between urban parks and aged care facilities and whether there is a
link between proximity and clusters of older adults (60 years and over) who consider themselves
impacted by mobility, or from mental health or physical health issues. The suburbs and towers
associated with the inception of a second wave of COVID-19 in Melbourne have demonstrated that
the most vulnerable members of our communities are those living close to limited open space.
This paper aims to contribute to two different strands of relevant literature. The first relates to
the effect of park and open space proximity to aged care facilities on health. A relatively common
finding in this literature is that people living near park areas report being in better physical and
mental health and experience lower levels of stress, this is largely attributed to the size of the open
space available, cleaner natural environments and better-quality air found in parks [2]. Through
facilities, outdoor settings, and services provided, smaller public parks enable people of all ages,
socio-economic backgrounds, and ethnicities to obtain these same benefits. Several studies show
that that council parks provide opportunities for people to increase their rigorous physical activity,
thereby reducing obesity. The literature consistently reveals that those living in close proximity
to parks and other recreation facilities have superior physical activity levels, physical and mental
health [7, 10, 11, 13, 15, 21, 27].
A second strand of the literature to which the paper contributes investigates the drivers of the
COVID-19 pandemic, including the role of crucial factors such as lockdowns, human and economic
activity, climate and pollution. On the role of social distance, Greenstone and Nigam [8] find
that the mortality benefits of social distancing are about $8 trillion for the US $60,000 per US
household. Fang et al. [6] analysed the impact of restrictions on human mobility and calculated
that without the Wuhan lockdown, contagion cases would have been 64.81% greater in the 347
Chinese cities outside Hubei province, and 52.64% higher in the 16 non- Wuhan cities inside Hubei.
Several authors have examined the drivers of Italy’s severe COVID-19 outbreak [9, 20, 22, 24] with
Ciminelli and Garcia-Mandicó [4] demonstrating that the congestion of the health care system
exacerbated the number of deaths in Italy.
These research findings contribute to both research strands by showing that park areas play an
important positive role in health outcomes specifically under the context of a pandemic, and that
environmental factors impact geographical spread of the disease. In the final part of the paper, we
discuss methodological issues, directions for future research and policy implications of our results.

25.2

Urban Parks

Public and private urban parks are critical to the long-term health, liveability and resilience of
communities. Access to nature helps individuals to stay physically healthy [16]. Physical activity
in nature (e.g. walking, cycling, gardening and other outdoor activities) can lower anxiety [14] and
reduce post-traumatic symptoms [19], which might prove to be important after the COVID-19
world-wide social distancing orders are liberalized [1]. Using data from Kansas City, Kaczynski
et al. [12] documents having a park within 800 metres from home and the likelihood of having
0, 1, or 2 or more chronic health conditions (CHCs). Rosenfeld et al. [25] reveal that urban
parks induce increased physical activities of nearby communities in Dublin, Ireland. Dharmarajan
et al. [5] provides evidence of positive mental health outcome due to residing close to parks in Los
Angeles. In a recent study, Rice and Pan [23] argue that during these extraordinary circumstances,
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urban nature offers resilience for maintaining well-being in urban populations, while enabling social
distancing.
In the Australian context, the benefits gleaned from being able to access open spaces and
associated walking trails have been demonstrated in Temple Lang [29]. The results of this study
strengthen the growing body of evidence that mental health is significantly related to residential
distance from parks, with the aged care facility, residents within short walking distance from the
park (400 m) and decreasing significantly as the distance increases. The number of visits and
physical activity minutes are significantly and independently related to distance.

25.3

Study Area

The study area was the entire CoW municipality, which is one of Melbourne’s largest urban
municipalities, located about 20 kilometres north of the city and the fastest growing area in the
north of Melbourne. The CoW has established urban areas in the south and urban growth areas
(new communities) and rural areas in the north. It has been designated as one of six ‘growth areas’
along the fringes of Melbourne. Between 2016 and 2041, it is projected to grow by 175,000 people
in 62,400 additional households. While the population is ageing, it will continue to mainly attract
a diverse group of younger families moving to outer areas to establish a home. Some residents are
less advantaged than those in other parts of Melbourne and the new suburbs, migration from a
wide range of areas across Melbourne means some residents will have fewer community connections.
This growth is said to provide significant benefits derived from the critical mass required to make
businesses, services, clubs and infrastructure viable. Diversity may provide an interesting culture
and the type of vibrancy in which tourism, education, and other activities thrive. However, growth
and diversity also make Whittlesea vulnerable to some of the negative effects of emerging challenges
such as:
• Increasing demand for infrastructure.
• Changing work patterns.
• Increasing transport issues.
• Climate change.
• Social disconnection.
Suburban development in Whittlesea began after World War 2 and has progressed north since
(Figure 25.3). In 2002, an Urban Growth Boundary for Melbourne was put in place that divides
Whittlesea’s urban and rural areas. There was a lull in new housing development in the late 2000s,
but in the last few years, several large subdivisions in previously rural areas, and infill development
in the established suburbs, have rapidly increased the number of households.
Despite ageing, the population will continue to be dominated by family households. Whittlesea
currently has a markedly younger population than the rest of Melbourne. By 2041, all population
groups will grow, but the population will age, with an increased proportion of older people (aged
over 55). There will also be an increase in the proportion of the population aged 5 to 19, while
those aged 20-54 will decrease. The median age is projected to increase only slightly, from 34 in
2016 to 35 in 2041 (Figure 25.4).

25.4

Methodology

To identify the proximity between urban parks and aged care facilities in CoW and its impact on
older adults (60 years and over) who consider themselves impacted by mobility, or from mental
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FIGURE 25.1
CoW and Surrounding Area (Northern Melbourne comprises LGAs of Banyule, Darebin, Hume,
Moreland, Nillumbik and Whittlesea). Source: SGS Economics and Planning 2018 Data: Victoria
State Government 2017, Plan Melbourne

FIGURE 25.2
Figure 2. Extent of Urban Development 1954–2015. Source: SGS Economics and Planning 2018
Data: Victoria State Government 2017, Plan Melbourne
health or physical health issues in this study we conduct an individual survey and a GIS based
proximity analysis. The results from both methods are presented in order.

25.4.1

Survey

Analyses of the City of Whittlesea 2019 Household Survey (1,083 respondent households and 3,083
individual respondents) were conducted looking specifically at the results for people who reported
being 60 years of age or older [18]. 676 (62%) respondents identified as being over the age of 60
years, 674 respondents indicated their residential location, 2 did not. The distribution of these
respondents is presented in Figure 25.4.
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FIGURE 25.3
Whittlesea Population Change by Age Group. Source: SGS Economics and Planning 2018 Data:
Victoria State Government 2017, Plan Melbourne

FIGURE 25.4
The top five concentrations of respondents aged older than 60 by precinct (in order of highest to
lowest) were in the Whittlesea Township (47%), Rural North (37.3), Bundoora (29%), Thomastown
(26.9) and Mill Park (22.6)
According to the survey undertaken in CoW, older adults and senior citizens (aged 60 years and
over) – respondents were measurably more likely than average to have done less than five hours
moderate to vigorous physical activity.
There was measurable and significant variation in the amount of moderate to vigorous physical
activity undertaken ‘in the last week’ observed by respondent profile (age structure, gender, and
language spoken at home). The following graph provides a summary of the results for respondents
doing less than 5 hours last week and those doing five hours or more, as follows:
Of all respondents, 62% answered the questions pertaining to disabilities, within the 60 plus age
group, 33.4% of respondents indicated that they had permanent or long-term disability. Ranked in
order of highest to lowest, the top three precincts with the highest percentage of people reporting
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a disability linked with mobility and/or mental health and/or a medical condition were Epping
North, Bundoora and Lalor. On average, in this demographic;
• 2% of total respondents identified mobility as their disability.
• 1% identified mental health as their disability.
• 5% of respondents identified as having a permanent or long-term medical condition.
By precinct, the top three precincts where respondents identified ‘Mobility’ as their disability
resided in Lalor (30%), Epping (24%), Mill Park (22%). The top three precincts where respondents
identified ‘Mental Health’ as their disability were Mernda (31%), Thomastown (26%), South
Morang (21%), followed by Bundoora and Lalor (both 19%). The top three precincts where
respondents identified as having a ‘Permanent or long-term medical condition’ were Epping North
(86%), Bundoora (69%) and Mill Park (65%).

FIGURE 25.5
Percentage of Self-Reported Disabilities (residents 60+) by Prescient
Figure 25.5 offers distribution of residents self-reporting disabilities and the types of disabilities
reported among precincts. For each disability reported, the following rates were the highest among
respondents. Four percent (4%) of residents aged over 60 residing in Lalor reported being disabled
by ‘Mobility’ issues, 3% of residents aged over 60 residing in Thomastown reported being disabled
by ‘Mental Health’ issues and 8% of residents aged over 60 residing in Bundoora reported being
disabled by a permanent or long-term medical condition.
Respondents aged over 60 were also asked to self-report whether they undertook vigorous
physical activity in the week prior to the survey. The results indicated that those who resided
in Mernda and Doreen performed vigorous activity for longer periods than respondents in any
other precinct. Interestingly, most residents in Bundoora, Lalor, Thomastown, Epping, Epping
North and Mill Park who performed vigorous activity, only did so for less than 2.5hrs over the
week.
Figure 25.6 indicates that a high percentage (29%) of residents aged over 60 years reported a
need for support (data not shown), and that those in Lalor were in highest need of support for
daily tasks, to overcome the limitations of their mobility and to be able to participate in social
events.
By precinct, in order of highest to lowest, the top 3 precincts with the highest levels of access
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FIGURE 25.6
Type and Percentage of Self-Reported Need for Supports
to or used Aged care services were Lalor (12.6%), Doreen (6.7%) and Bundoora (5.7%). The top
3 precincts with the highest levels of access to or used Mental health services were Epping (9%),
and Lalor (8.8%) and Doreen (8.6%). The top 3 precincts with the highest levels of access to,
or used Other social services were Bundoora (4.6%), Thomastown (3.9%), and Lalor (3.0%). The
data also indicates that between 87.4 and 99 percent of respondents indicated they did not have
access to aged care, mental health or other social services, though only two individual respondents
specifically identified that distance was a barrier to access.

25.4.2

GIS Based Proximity Analyses

GIS users bring a wealth of knowledge about physical space, particularly geographic space, into
the process of interpreting GIS data. The proximity toolset in the analysis ESRI ARCGIS software
toolbox can be used to discover proximity relationships. These tools output information with buffer
features or tables. Buffers are usually used to delineate protected zones around features or to show
areas of influence. For example, one can buffer an aged care facility by one mile and use the buffer to
select all the parks that are more than one mile from the park in order to plan for the transportation
of aged-care residents to and from their facility to that park. One could also use the multi-ring
buffer tool to classify the areas around a feature into near, moderate distance, and long-distance
classes for analysis. Buffers are sometimes used to clip data to a given study area, or to exclude
features within a critical distance of something from further consideration in an analysis. Buffer
and Multiple Ring Buffer create area features at a specified distance (or several specified distances)
around the input features. In this research we conducted proximity analysis on multiple ring buffers
to identify suitable parks for aged-care residents to visit and completed a gap analysis of aged care
facilities and reserves, local parks and smaller urban spaces for the CoW.
Data were collected for parks and Aged care facilities and the distance from each point was
calculated. This table can be used for statistical analyses, or it can be joined to one of the feature
classes to show the distance to points in the other feature class. Use the Point Distance tool to
look at proximity relationships between two sets of things. For example, you might compare the
distances between one set of points representing several types of businesses (such as theatres, fast
food restaurants, engineering firms, and hardware stores) and another set of points representing
the locations of community problems (litter, broken windows, spray-paint graffiti), limiting the
search to one mile to look for local relationships. You could join the resulting table to the business
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and problem attribute tables and calculate summary statistics for the distances between types of
business and problems. You might find a stronger correlation for some pairs than for others and
use your results to target the placement of public trash cans, or police patrols [26]. Use Point
Distance to find the distance and direction to all the water wells within a given distance of a test
well where you identified a contaminant. Below is an example of point distance analysis. Each point
in one feature class is given the ID, distance, and direction to the nearest point in another feature
class. proximity findings are incorporated to make the framework more relevant to the users of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) concerning their spatial circumstances.
Urban parks, along with other natural elements like conservation reserves and waterways
are a key mechanism that will enable the CoW to cope with future urban challenges linked to
densification. They will also make the community more resilient to human health, wellbeing and
environmental challenges such as heatwaves, flooding and soil contamination. A park hierarchy
groups parks into distinct types and defines how each type of park is used, what it contains, and
what service levels are associated with them. The hierarchy and naming conventions adopted by
CoW, park types include:
Figure 25.7 present number of parks near aged care facilities identified at 100 metres apart.
While only nine (9) aged care facilities were located within 100 metres of a nearby park, 125 aged
care facilities were within 800 metres. For a person living in an aged-care facility, walking a distance
of 800 meters could prove to be a demotivating factor; whether many of them would have enough
energy to cover those distances unsupported is also unknown.

TABLE 25.1

Table 4: Distance
Parks Care
and Aged
Care Facilities
in CoW
Distance between
Parks between
and Aged
Facilities
in CoW

32

Grand Total

9

800 metres

5
18

600 metres

6

500 metres

1
8

400 metres

1
2

300 metres

200 metres

Civic & Commercial Facilities
Conservation Area
Landscape Site
Major Community Parks
Municipal Open Space
Neighbourhood & Local
Open Space
Special Purpose Site
Grand Total

100 metres

Distance from aged
care 100 m interval

5

7

4
2
17
1
9

3
4
19
1
8

3
3
33
1
11

4
10
43
1
12

19
21
136
4
52

29

30

40

40

55

218

55

63

1
76

91

125

1
451
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FIGURE 25.7
Proximity of Parks to Aged Care Facilities

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 25.8
(a) Proximity of Parks to Aged Care Facilities (b) Proximity analysis parks in close to aged care
facilities
• In Australia: 9797 cases – 7728 recovered (108 deaths)
• In Victoria: 3967 cases – 2329 recovered (24 death)
• In Whittlesea: 33 cases (including 2 active cases)
Community transmissions of second wave started to spread across Victorian aged care families.
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FIGURE 25.9
Daily change coronavirus cases from April to July
As of July 14, 2020, a total of 14 residents and 17 staff at the Menarock Life Essendon aged care
facility in Essendon have tested positive to coronavirus, the largest cluster in the state. In this
backdrop while planning for location choice for aged care facilities or parks two major criteria
should be proximity of recreational facilities to aged care facilities as well as the design of these
facilities to ensure social distancing while people are using these facilities.

FIGURE 25.10
Age care distance from 1 km to 10 km
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The proximity analysis indicates that aged care facilities are clustered in the south west and west
of the municipality and that these centres are in closer proximity to parks. It also reveals that in
the northeast (newly developed areas) aged care facilities have not been collocated with parks. The
model also reveals that the distribution of Aged care facilities is less dense in the newly developed
areas in comparison to older suburbs like Epping, South Morang. Whittlesea, and Lalor. The
demographic analysis shows that in order of highest to lowest, the top three precincts consisting of
residents who reported they were living with a disability were Epping North, Bundoora and Lalor.
By analysing the impact of multiple demographic factors such as the methodology used herein,
information can be gleaned to determine the spatial location of those in most need. Our data
analysis shows that residents over the age of 60 who resided in Lalor needed the most support.
Lalor had the highest number of people reporting they experienced limitations due to mobility and
needed the most support with daily tasks and to overcome limitations they faced when trying to
socially participate. Interestingly, the precinct of Lalor also recorded the most respondents to use
and have access to aged care facilities and the lowest rate (87.4%) of respondents who indicated
they needed the services but could not access them. These results do not directly correlate with
the proximity analysis because there were no aged care facilities located in Lalor.
A nearby urban park has been associated with the same mental health benefits as decreasing
local unemployment rates by 2 percentage points, suggesting at least the potential for environmental
interventions to improve mental health [28]. There are limitations to the application of the proximity
analysis we have conducted. It is cross-sectional, making it impossible to control for important
confounders, including residential selection, and assumes that the park needs to be in proximity of
an Aged-care facility to be utilised by its occupants. The analysis does not provide an evaluation
of the impact of the quality, location or suitability of park infrastructure such as seats, barbeques,
walking or cycling paths for older people. Another limitation of the study is that it has not evaluated
the impact of the modes of transport that would be utilised by residents of Aged-care centres or their
carers to facilitate park visitation. Similarly, other than to locate them within a spatial precinct,
the survey data does not identify the spatial location of the resident who filled in the survey. This is
critical because the likelihood of a person in an aged care facility completing the household survey
would be very low; it is complex and requires a certain level of cognitive ability to complete. It
could be argued that the survey results reflect more about the composition of households and that
specific surveys of residents living in aged care facilities focusing on their interaction with nearby
open space within these precincts is required to understand the effect of the proximity to open
space on the mental health of residents therein.
Implications for planning and open space policy makers
Mental health policy has traditionally focused on interventions required to cure an illness at an
individual scale, such as providing clinical support or improving access to services for sufferers in
need of support. It is our contention that mental health policy should shift its focus from curing the
individual to prevention by maximising the benefits of environmental determinants such that both
the most vulnerable and the broader population may benefit substantially from such measures.

25.6

Conclusions

The paper set out to explore the importance of several parks and the spatial relationship between
park availability and COVID-19 across age groups in the CoW. Park-based physical activity is a
promising means to satisfy current physical activity requirements for COVID-19 time. However,
there is little research concerning what park environmental and policy characteristics might enhance
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physical activity levels. This paper analysis and proposes a spatial model to guide thinking and
suggest hypotheses. This paper also describes the relationships between park benefits, park use,
and physical activity, and the antecedents/correlates of park use.
This paper suggests that in councils policies regarding spatial design, the provision of park
space close to residential areas aged care facility and should be considered so that individuals can
engage in activities such as walking and exercise [3]. As indicated through our analyses as well
as some earlier studies, having a well-designed landscape planning with proximity between aged
care and recreational facilities help develop an agile and resilient community ready to physically
and mentally cope up with unprecedented events like COVID-19 pandemic. In future research will
discuss classification scheme, the discussion focuses on park environmental characteristics that could
be related to physical activity, including park features, condition, access, aesthetics, safety, and
least cost path analysis and policies. Data for these categories should be collected within specific
geographic areas in or around the park, including activity areas, supporting areas, the overall
park, and the surrounding neighbourhood. Future research also focuses on how to operationalize
specific measures and methodologies for collecting data, as well as measuring associations between
individual physical activity levels and specific park characteristics. Collaboration among many
disciplines is needed.
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26
The Economic Impact of COVID-19 in Pacific Island
Countries and Territories
Phil Bright and David Abbott

This chapter describes the impact of COVID-19 on the socio-economic situation of
the Pacific Island Countries and Territories (PICTs) during the first nine-months of
2020. Fortunately, only six of the PICTs have had cases of COVID-19 to date, but the
far-reaching social and economic effects on such a vulnerable region are significant. This
chapter highlights the economic impacts currently being felt, and those which are being
forecast for the near future. The chapter is primarily focused on the tourism sector, which
is one of the principal industries for the region providing livelihoods for people in both the
formal and informal sectors. Spatial analysis of the Pacific situation is limited, but a few
examples are presented.

26.1

Introduction

When people think of the Pacific Islands, they often imagine the postcard photo of coconut trees,
white sand and turquoise water. This is certainly the case for parts of the Pacific, but in reality
the region is very varied with low-lying atoll countries interspersed with high, mountainous and
sometimes volcanic islands. The region is made up of thousands of islands spread out across a vast
ocean ranging in size from the atoll country of Tokelau with a population of a little over 1,500, to
the rugged, and mountainous country of Papua New Guinea with a population of almost 9 million.
The region is also very cultural and ethnically diverse. This is manifest in the more than
800 individual languages in Papua New Guinea (PNG) and the regionally recognised Melanesian,
Micronesian and Polynesian sub-regions. Each with its own distinct, yet varied cultures and
customs.
In total the Pacific region currently comprises a little over 12.3 million inhabitants and is
characterized by relative fast population growth in many countries, notably in Melanesia, and rapid
urbanisation (as nationally defined) in countries across the region. The population is expected to
increase by more than fifty percent and to pass 20 million in the next 30 years1 .
The region is also among the most vulnerable to natural disasters and climate change. Excluding
PNG, 90% of Pacific Islanders live within 5km of the coast [1] making them highly susceptible to
sea level rise and extreme weather events, including storm surges, cyclonic damage and coastal
flooding. There have also been incidents of earthquake-related tsunamis causing serious loss of life
and infrastructure damage in Samoa, Solomon Islands and PNG; and volcanoes have caused similar
damage in Vanuatu. Having geospatial data that accurately maps these areas of vulnerability will
be essential as the consequences of climate change affect the fragile island environments.
1

Pacific Data Hub.stat. Population Projections. https://stats.pacificdata.org/
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Socio-economic Context

Although PICTs being small islands in a vast ocean, are often regarded as isolated from the rest of
the world and the vagaries of the global economy, in reality they are as fully integrated as any other
nation. The economies of the Pacific are very open with merchandise trade, the aggregate value
of both imports and exports often exceeding the value of their national Gross Domestic Product
(GDP). And most of the smaller, resource-poor, small island states experience persistent balance
of trade deficits that amount in some cases to over 70 percent of GDP. In recent years increases
in fishing licence fees, revenues from sovereign wealth and trust funds have helped to cover these
deficits.
PICTs are also highly dependent on foreign development assistance (increasingly so in the
current pandemic environment), worker and family remittances, and receipts from tourism, all of
which are directly and closely linked to the state of the global economy. This means they are highly
susceptible to the impact of external events or shocks, including the consequential effects of the
pandemic even when the health aspects have been largely avoided.
The region is therefore very dependent on the “outside” with remittances being equivalent to
around 40% of Tonga’s GDP2 , and tourism is estimated to account for between 20-30% of economic
activity in many countries including Samoa, Tonga and Vanuatu [2]. There is also a significant
dependency on Overseas Development Assistance (ODA) with half of the PICTs falling in the top
15 countries in the world in terms of net ODA received per capita (US$)3 .
Lack of economic opportunities in the small island economies of the Pacific have led to high rates
of youth unemployment and significant rural-to-urban-to-overseas migration. This has led to rural
depopulation in a number of countries, increasing rural dependency ratios and a reduction in the
contribution of rural agriculture to national GDPs. Gender inequality, increasing levels of hardship
and basic-needs poverty and the incidence of domestic violence also present significant challenges in
the region. Poor health outcomes, largely the result of the prevalence of non-communicable diseases
(NCDs) which represent a very high, 75%, of mortality, putting the region above the global average,
are also a major challenge [3]. The high prevalence of NCDs also makes Pacific people potentially
highly susceptible to the COVID-19 virus and its complications; a major reason for the strict border
controls and international movement instituted by most of the island governments.

26.3
26.3.1

Coming of COVID-19 and How It Is Reported in the Pacific
Region
The Spread of Covid-19 in the Region

The first case of COVID-19 appeared in French Polynesia on 10 March 2020. Over the next 3 weeks,
Guam, New Caledonia, Fiji, PNG and the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas detected their
first cases.
As has been the case globally, PICTs adopted strict measures to close their borders and restrict
domestic movement. The timeliness of these measures have resulted in many PICTs recording no
cases of COVID-19, and others being able to effectively limit, at least initially, the numbers of cases
entering the country. New Caledonia for example, significantly reduced international travel starting
on the 18th of March when the first case of COVID was diagnosed. The authorities then enforced
a nation-wide four weeks of confinement from the 24th of March, closing schools and non-essential
services, and prohibiting leisure activities apart from limited exercise within 1 km of place of
2
World Bank Data. Personal Remittances, received (% of GDP) https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/BX.TRF.
PWKR.DT.GD.ZS?most_recent_value_desc=true
3
World Bank Data. Net ODA received per capita (current US$) https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/DT.ODA.
ODAT.PC.ZS?most_recent_value_desc=true
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residence. Shopping was allowed, though any movement outside the place of residence required an
“attestation de déplacement dérogatoire” which meant everyone moving outside of their immediate
residential area needed to carry a statement indicating why the person had left the house. Such an
attestation needed to be carried by every household member4 .
As of 15 September there were 3,656 COVID-19 cases (Figure 26.1) and 38 reported deaths
in the Pacific, with significant increases reported in the previous four weeks, notably in Guam,
French Polynesia and PNG (Figure 26.2)5 . In New Caledonia where border restrictions were still
some of the tightest globally, there were only 26 cases, with none of them being from community
transmission.

FIGURE 26.1
COVID-19 Cases in the Pacific as of 15 September 2020 (Source: See footnote 5)

26.4

Mapping COVID-19 in the Pacific

Robust spatial data infrastructures in the Pacific’s twenty-two countries and territories would be
ideal to prepare for and manage a pandemic like COVID-19; “A virus-resilient economy requires
knowing exactly where infected people are, living conditions, and access to medical services – all
of which hinges on geospatial information” [4].
Although there has been increased adoption of GPS-locational data, satellite and drone imagery,
and improvements in the mapping of services and infrastructure, what is generally lacking across
4

Gouvernement de la Nouvelle Calédonie. Info coronavirus Covid-19. https://gouv.nc/coronavirus
Pacific Community. COVID-19: Pacific Community Updates. https://www.spc.int/updates/blog/2020/09/
covid-19-pacific-community-updates
5
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FIGURE 26.2
Cumulative COVID-19 Cases in the Pacific as of 15 September 2020 (Source: See footnote 5)
the region is a way to easily access, utilise and link these disparate data sources. Mobile phone
data is also being more frequently utilised and some crowdsourcing of data in disaster situations.
Population grids such as the one shown in Figure 26.3, developed by the Statistics for
Development Division (SDD) at the Pacific Community (SPC)6 , are an example of where
value-added spatial analysis has been undertaken and can be used in applications such as disaster
preparedness and also disaster relief.
To date the use of geospatial tools to analyse the COVID-19 situation at a sub-national level in
the region has not been widespread. This is to a large degree because of the limited availability of
detailed COVID incidence data, the required local-level socio-economic data, and the resources to
perform the analysis. The most detailed mapping the authors are aware of, is that which has been
done by the World Health Organisation (WHO) which shows data at a provincial level for most of
the PICTs affected by COVID-19.
There is also the Pacific COVID-19 Response Map created by the Australian National University
(ANU) CartoGIS, the Australia Pacific Security College (PSC), and the ANU Department of Pacific
Affairs to monitor the ongoing responses of Pacific Island Countries and Territories7 . The map is
updated weekly.

26.4.1

Communicating the Pandemic

Communicating nationally important health messages across the countries of the region is
frequently very difficult. Internet, TV and mobile phone penetration is very low in many of
the poorer and widely dispersed mountainous countries of Melanesia, and amongst the small
atoll and island states with widely scattered, small and often isolated communities. Not only is
communication difficult but also the collection of the “real-time” data required to monitor and
6
Pacific Community, Statistics for Development Division. Covid-19. https://sdd.spc.int/disasters-data/
covid-19
7
Policy Forum. Pacific COVID-19 Map. https://www.policyforum.net/pacific-covid-19-map/
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FIGURE 26.3

Population Grid of Port Vila, Efate, Vanuatu with each cell representing 100m2 (Source: See footnote
6)

address disaster-related events, such as the COVID-19 pandemic and the tropical cyclones that are
a regular occurrence for many.

26.4.2

Awareness and Coping Strategies

In an attempt to overcome this information and communication constraint, the World Bank
conducted the first round of High Frequency Phone Monitoring (HFPM) Surveys at the end of
June 2020, interviewing more than 3,000 respondents in PNG [5] and over 2,600 in Solomon Islands
[6]. The surveys showed that fortunately there was a high degree of COVID awareness, with over
95% of PNG respondents and 91.8% of respondents in Solomon Islands reporting that they were
aware of the pandemic; awareness in the Solomon Islands urban centres at 97.4% was however a
little higher than in the rural areas (90.9%).
The most important sources of information were reported as the radio 53.2% and 28.4% in
Solomon Islands and PNG respectively, followed by family & friends (7.1% & 14.7%), community
leaders (9.0% & 13.0%) and newspapers (2.1% & 15.2%). In Solomon Islands the internet and social
media (7.4%) and health clinics (6.2%) were also important. These results were reflected across all
levels of respondent suggesting that radio is a cost effective and equitable means of providing
information to the public at large [6]. See Figures 26.4 and 26.5 below for the PNG results.
The PNG HFPM survey also looked at the coping strategies of those who had lost their jobs or
seen their income reduced as a result of the pandemic. Coping strategies for these families included
both selling some of their own local produce or livestock to raise needed cash (over one-third of
respondents in PNG and just over seventeen percent in Solomon Islands), and/or reducing food
or non-food consumption expenditure, an average of 28% in PNG and just over 52% in Solomon
Islands. Around one quarter of households in PNG and almost half of households in Solomon Islands
reported receiving cash or borrowing from family or friends and in PNG a quarter also reported
receiving other forms of assistance from this source. In Solomon Islands almost 45% found ways to
earn extra money, 27% used credit or delayed payments and 18.8% received assistance from their
church, in PNG only 10.9% reported receiving assistance from this last source.
Of particular concern however was the report from PNG that just over 50% of households had
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FIGURE 26.4
Sources of Information on COVID-19. World Bank High Frequency Phone Survey, PNG Round 1
June 2020 [6]

FIGURE 26.5
Main Source of Information on COVID-19. World Bank High Frequency Phone Survey, PNG Round
1 June 2020 [6]
removed children from school. The HFPM did not provide sufficient information to definitively
identify the underlying reason for this and it could have been a combination of many factors
including financial cost, concern at school-level COVID-19 transmission and the need for additional
help in domestic food cultivation. Subsequent rounds of the surveys are expected to delve more
deeply into the effects on inequality, gender and children.

26.5

What Is Being done to Monitor the Impact of COVID-19 via
Economic Statistics?

The pandemic is adversely affecting almost all activities in the economic and social spheres of the
Pacific region. Economic activity in the Pacific Islands has slowed at an unprecedented rate and
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scale, triggering major crises in the tourism, trade, financial, construction, personal services and
government sectors.
It is also having a serious impact on the informal parts of Pacific economies. For example, many
women are involved in selling food and other items in local markets or handicrafts in hotels and
tourism sites. With many of these now closed or devoid of tourists the livelihoods of a large number
of these informal vendors will have been destroyed. Job losses, restrictions on small businesses and
declining remittance flows are therefore likely to be having a major impact on the levels of hardship
and poverty being experienced by households and families across the region.
More than three-quarters of the respondents in both HFPM Surveys said they were worried
about their household finances in the next month. In PNG there was a bias towards those in the
bottom 40% (poorer population) where more than 85% of households were worried (Figure 26.6).

FIGURE 26.6
Financial Anxiety (by sex, location, and well-being status). World Bank High Frequency Phone
Survey, PNG Round 1 June 2020 [6]

26.5.1

Economic Impacts and Fiscal Responses

All Pacific countries announced immediate fiscal responses to COVID in March or April [7]. Many
have expanded on these as the pandemic has continued to disrupt economic activity, for example
the US$37.5 million the Solomon Islands Government is injecting into key sectors. These measures
include tax breaks for tourism operators; subsidies for copra and cocoa exporters; concessional
loans for large private companies and equity injections for public/private companies. There is also
a ramping up of donor-funded infrastructure projects with a focus on local employment [8].
Notwithstanding these early fiscal responses, the extent of the initial and underlying economic
impacts are now being seen in available quarterly GDP data and budget forecasts from countries
across the region. For example, in the first half of 2020 GDP in Samoa was an estimated 7.7%
(in constant 2013 prices) below the level of the first half of 2019. The tourism-related sectors in
the Samoa economy were the worst affected with the value-added contribution to GDP of the
accommodation and restaurant industries falling by 53.3% and manufacturing, including of food
and beverages, falling by a quarter over the same period8 .
The state of the tourism sector in Fiji and elsewhere tells a similar story. In the second quarter of
2020 there were effectively zero tourist arrivals to Fiji, Samoa and Solomon Islands. Employment in
the accommodation industry in Samoa was down by 26.6% in the second quarter of 2020 compared
to the same period of 2019; decreases in employment in construction (-6.0%), restaurants (-3.0%)
and personal services (-4.3%) were also recorded.
8

Samoa Bureau of Statistics; Gross Domestic product June 2020, September 2020
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With tourism being so important to the Pacific, the impact will be felt in areas including
government finances, supply chains and transport. The tourism industry in Fiji accounts for roughly
35% of GDP which is why the impact of COVID-19 is estimated to be creating such a large
contraction in the Fijian economy.
The impact on the Fiji economy was clearly outlined by the Fiji Finance Minister in his 2020-21
budget address. The Minister reported that by July 115,000 workers, approximately one-third of
Fiji’s total workforce, had either had their hours reduced or had lost their jobs entirely as a result
of the collapse in tourism [9]. As a consequence, the 2020-21 budget projected a 21.7% contraction
in GDP in 2020 leading to a forecast budget deficit of 20.2% of GDP in the 2020-21 fiscal year9 .
Somewhat unusually it is those in formal employment that are experiencing the worst of the
economic impacts. Most natural disasters deprive rural populations of their livelihoods through
destroyed crops and damaged rural infrastructure. This time the pandemic is causing job and income
losses principally amongst those previously in formal employment, especially in the tourism and
services sector. The border closures and lockdowns have left rural populations relatively unscathed
and with continued access to their crops, livestock and fishing grounds. There is, however, anecdotal
evidence to suggest that many urban families are returning to their traditional villages and that
such return migration, is having adverse impacts through the over-exploitation of coastal fisheries
and traditional plantations.
A reduction in sources of income and disturbed supply chains are also impacting Pacific
food systems. Governments across the region are implementing various initiatives to enhance the
production of healthy local produce. These include distribution of fruit and vegetable seedlings to
farmers and families; fast-tracking of existing agriculture initiatives; and distribution of Tilapia
fingerlings and feed to stock backyard ponds. Government authorities in some countries have also
been buying produce from farmers and delivering to vendors during lockdown periods, where trade
in local produce declined due to domestic travel restrictions [10].
The coming fiscal year is likely to be very tough for all Pacific countries. Reduced public revenues
coupled with increasing demands for higher public expenditure to support struggling businesses, to
provide social protection for the most vulnerable and those being made unemployed by the closed
borders, are undermining fiscal stability for many Pacific countries. Demands for external budget
support from bilateral donors, international finance institutions and borrowing are increasing [11].

26.5.2

Social Protection

Prior to the arrival of the pandemic and its serious consequences for employment and incomes, it
was estimated that across the region as a whole, around one-in-four families were living at or below
their respective national basic-needs poverty lines [12]. This suggests that over 3 million Pacific
Islanders were struggling to meet a minimum standard of living in their own countries. Estimates
by the Australian National University (ANU) Development Policy Centre [13] and the Statistics
for Development Division of the Pacific Community (SPC). indicate that if household consumption
expenditure declines by an average of between 30%-50% an additional one million people will likely
fall below the basic-needs poverty lines during the pandemic10 .
Throughout the Pacific region national governments play a significant role in almost all Pacific
economies. However social protection has not generally been a high priority in public expenditure.
Traditional Pacific systems of caring and sharing amongst families, kinship groups, communities
and church congregations have been left to carry much of the burden. However, these traditional
systems have come under pressure as Pacific economies have monetized, migration has increased
and the structural nature of societies has changed. Only in a few Pacific countries have social
protection systems kept pace with the changing social environment.
Although spending on social protection has increased in recent years (from the equivalent of
4.1% of GDP in 2009 to 6.0% in 2015) [14, p 74] the distribution of benefits tends to favour those
in the formal sectors of the economy, primarily through the social insurance provided by national
9
Pacific Community, Statistics for Development Division. Covid-19. https://sdd.spc.int/disasters-data/
covid-19
10
Pacific Community, Statistics for Development Division. Covid-19. https://sdd.spc.int/disasters-data/
covid-19
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provident funds and social security administrations. Frequently those engaged in the informal or
semi-subsistence sectors have been excluded.
Social assistance is usually universally available to those who meet the criteria for each particular
benefit but is nevertheless estimated to only reach around 20% of intended beneficiaries across the
region. Social assistance benefits generally provide limited payments for vulnerable people, including
the elderly, people living with a disability and for child welfare. Although benefits are comparable,
on average, to those seen in Asia, social protection spending in the Pacific reportedly favours the
nonpoor over the poor, and men over women [14, p 63]. In 2015 the ADB estimated that, in total,
social protection covered only 31.2% of intended beneficiaries in the region [14, p 21]. The extent
of the social and economic damage caused by the pandemic has caught most countries off-guard,
and social protection responses to COVID are therefore building on a limited base.
With fiscal constraints and limited institutional structures to establish and manage large scale
social protection schemes, to date only a few countries have introduced new or increased levels
of social protection benefits; these include Cook Islands, Fiji, Samoa and Tuvalu. Only Fiji has a
broad poverty-targeted social welfare programme, and thus has institutional arrangements in place
to introduce new social protection measures.
But like most other Pacific countries the social protection system in Fiji does not provide
comprehensive support for those experiencing such sudden and widespread loss of employment and
income. In its 2020-21 budget Fiji allocated around US$50 million (approximately 1% of GDP)
in funding for unemployment assistance in 2020-21. If the pandemic-induced economic recession
lasts well into 2021 that allocation will not go very far to alleviate the increasing hardship being
experienced. The newly unemployed in Fiji and elsewhere across the region will need to find coping
strategies to meet their final commitments and basic needs. The newly unemployed in Fiji and
elsewhere are largely on their own.
Many governments including Fiji, have allowed those being made unemployed to access a
proportion of their own savings in national provident funds. This is generally a nil-cost measure for
governments, and one that favours the minority who have provident fund savings. It certainly assists
in alleviating the most urgent needs but comes at the expense of depleting savings for retirement.
Moreover, it does little for those in the informal sectors. Indeed, some countries, including Fiji,
have a condition that access to central government assistance is only available to those who have
completely exhausted their own provident fund and other savings, and even then, will receive only
FJD220 per fortnight.

26.6

What We Can Learn from COVID-19 for Future Pandemics
or Other Disasters?

The social and economic impact of COVID-19 in the Pacific, as with the rest of the world, will
likely long outlast the discovery and application of the first vaccines and the reopening of economies.
Many small businesses have already closed with their cash flows having already dried up and with
no access to additional capital or lines of credit. The confidence of these small entrepreneurs and
family businesses, and that of other investors will likely take years to fully recover, indeed if ever
[15].
The Pacific is a vulnerable region, whether it be from impacts related to cyclones, earthquakes or
other natural disasters, or from pandemics such as COVID-19. Indeed, it might be argued by many
in the health sectors of the PICTs that there is an ever-present epidemic situation involving NCDs.
These might not have the same macroeconomic consequences as the current COVID pandemic,
but at the household and family levels the impact can be just as devastating as the complications
often associated with NCDs that remove individuals from the labour force, either as sufferers or as
carers.
Travel restrictions and lockdowns have created a perfect storm of social and economic disruption
to the small, fragile economies which are highly dependent on external drivers and resources. With
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small domestic economies and few economies of scale it is hard to offset the magnitude of the
economic losses caused by the closing of borders and disruptions to trade.
“Fiscal space” to enable more resources to be channelled towards public health, providing
economic stimulus and improving social “safety nets” [16] can be created through avoiding wasteful
spending and improving cost-effectiveness in situations where raising additional revenues might be
difficult. Likewise, encouraging household production of fresh produce for home consumption or
sale in local markets can reduce dependency on purchased goods, particularly imports of food.
Although the pandemic has raised the profile of social protection as a major policy concern,
much remains to be done. For example, would it be desirable or affordable to introduce a national
minimum income or social protection floor and better targeting of those in need, especially people
with disabilities, the poorest and most vulnerable. The social impact of COVID-19 further highlights
the need for improved public sector performance in the delivery of essential public sector service
provision including health, education and welfare. The inter-related issues of affordability, social
preferences and performance might be better served by engaging more cooperatively and effectively
with civil society and the private sector.

26.7

Building Preparedness Through Better Data

Administrative systems and data collection processes lack the efficiencies which generally exist in
more developed countries. This can result in data being hard to access and collate, and in some
countries with limited statistical capacity the data might not be collected at all. This makes it
difficult to effectively prepare for a pandemic or such a similar event, or to monitor the impacts
should such an event occur. In addition, sub-national disaggregation is either non-existent or data
is only disseminated in a highly aggregated form, making detailed spatial analysis difficult. This is
an area which needs to be improved, not only to assist with the management of pandemics, but to
assist in infrastructure planning and building climate change resilience.
The collection of locational data has improved with the utilisation of Global Positioning Systems
(GPS) and Computer Aided Personal Interviews (CAPI) during census and survey fieldwork which
has facilitated the development of population grids for many PICTs. If pandemic case data were
also recorded and disseminated at a highly disaggregated level then more complex analysis would
be possible.
More could be done to prepare for future events including natural disasters and pandemics
through better data compilation and monitoring of emerging trends and issues. In particular,
sharing of administrative data between government ministries, agencies and state-owned enterprises
and the national statistics offices could enable data to become available more quickly and more
comprehensively.
As connectivity across the Pacific region also improves, the use of “big data” and the wider
use of geo-spatial and satellite data from global platforms will allow much greater understanding
of how and where Pacific people are living, and how their local environments and livelihoods are
being affected by climate change, migration and other shocks and disasters.
The long-term sustainability of the Pacific islands, especially the low-lying atolls and islands
depends on the regular monitoring and assessment of these factors and events on the people and
their social-economic environments.
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In this Chapter, we present evidence to inform evolving COVID-19 response planning by
analysing how Australians were thinking, feeling and behaving in response to the so-called
“first wave” of the COVID-19 epidemic and the associated public health measures. These
topics were explored through an online survey of Australian adults (n=999) between 3–6
April 2020, less than one week after “stay-at-home” restrictions were enacted nationally
to mitigate the spread of COVID-19. To explore if and how people’s thoughts, feelings,
and behaviours may have changed over time, we fielded the same survey between 28 April
and 6 May 2020 (n=1020), with 732 respondents completing both surveys. Overall, our
study found high levels of community acceptance and adherence to physical distancing
measures. While physical distancing measures have proven highly effective at mitigating
disease transmission worldwide, they have substantial social and economic costs. Our
results highlight the negative social and emotional impacts of physical distancing and the
importance of complementary policies that enable social connection and self- and collective
efficacy to minimise these impacts and promote community resilience.

27.1

Introduction

Australians watched with concern when the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 was first reported in
Wuhan, China in December 2019 [1]. Concern turned to alarm as, by March 2020, the virus had
spread to all global regions, and COVID-19 (the disease caused by SARS-CoV-2) was threatening
to overwhelm some of the world’s economies and strongest health systems [2, 3]. In the absence
of an effective treatment or vaccine for COVID-19, physical distancing measures soon formed the
cornerstone of the global response — at a scale that was not typically contemplated by existing
pandemic plans [4–8].
There is so much that is new about this pandemic that “unprecedented” soon became the most
used word in formal and informal discussions about how to deliver a proportionate public health
response. Indeed, in free text responses to our first survey (described later), respondents referred to
it by emotive names such as “rotten”, “disgusting”, and “invisible”. Some worried that scientists
did not understand its basic biological processes.
This chapter presents evidence to inform continued, evolving response planning in Australia,
and where relevant, in other countries around the world. It includes findings from two nationwide
surveys [9, 10] asking the overall question: How were Australians thinking, feeling and behaving in
response to the “first wave” of the COVID-19 epidemic and the associated public health measures?
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By doing so, we aim to guide decision-making on how best to manage disease transmission and
promote community resilience.
Specifically, we provide insight into levels of transmission-reducing behaviours, how these
changed over time, and how these behaviours related to people’s concerns and perceptions. We
explore how these trends differed between lower- and higher-impacted Australian states and
territories.
Next, the chapter reports on the social and emotional impact of COVID-19 on Australians.
Internationally, it is agreed that five elements are essential to support people and communities
confronted with large scale-disaster and loss in the immediate and mid-term [11]. These elements,
which also underpin Psychological First Aid [12, 13], are the promotion of: a sense of safety; calm; a
sense of self- and community efficacy; connectedness; and hope. We conclude with insights into how
these elements interacted with people’s mental health and wellbeing during pandemic restrictions.

27.2

Early Phase of the Australian Epidemic and the Public Health
Response

Australia has a federated political system featuring overlapping responsibilities between a federal
government, eight state and territory governments and local governments. The political geography
of Australia, as an island continent, has informed the shape of the responses. Over two decades,
one of the most strident political positions for successive federal governments has been to use its
authority to control the national borders to reduce the number of refugees arriving by boat to seek
asylum in Australia. By contrast, the eight states and territories, with different climates, industry,
population structures and geography, have their own powers to close borders to other jurisdictions.
In response to COVID-19, a National Cabinet was quickly formed to improve communication,
co-ordination across states and territories, and joint decision making.
The first case of COVID-19 was detected in Australia on 22 January 2020 [14]. On 1 February,
when China was the only country reporting uncontained transmission, Australia closed its borders
to mainland China [15]. Australia only reported 12 cases of COVID-19 through February. By
contrast, globally the number of confirmed cases and geographic extent of transmission continued
to increase drastically [16]. By early March, Australia faced the threat of importation from all
global regions, and governments and health authorities were concerned when daily case counts rose
sharply through the first half of March. Although more than two thirds of cases were connected
to returned travellers who acquired their infections overseas, pockets of local transmission were
reported in the cities of Sydney and Melbourne [17].
As a result, from 16 March 2020 the eight state and territory governments of Australia used
their own authority to progressively implement physical distancing measures to prevent and reduce
community transmission of SARS-CoV-2 [18]. By 29 March 2020, all Australians were strongly
advised to leave their homes only for limited essential activities and public gatherings were limited to
two people (known as “stay-at-home” restrictions). These measures were in addition to self-isolation
advice for (mild) confirmed cases and their contacts, as well as for returned overseas travellers.
By late March, daily counts of new cases were declining, and the effective reproduction number
was estimated to be below 1 [19], indicating that the collective actions of the Australian public and
government authorities had successfully mitigated a first epidemic wave. Of the 7,075 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 in Australia up to 17 May 2020, 70% were acquired overseas [20].

Understanding the Response of Australians to COVID-19
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To develop a timely understanding of how people in Australia were thinking, feeling, and behaving
in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic and the associated response measures, we conducted two
nationwide surveys.
The first survey was conducted online from 3 to 6 April, shortly after the activation of
“stay-at-home” restrictions in response to the initial wave of imported infections, and the other
three weeks later (29 April to 6 May) when restrictions remained in most state and territories
(Figure 27.1). Western Australia commenced easing of restrictions on 27 April [21], followed by
the Northern Territory and New South Wales on 1 May [22, 23]. Note that all data were collected
during the first epidemic wave, prior to the establishment of a second wave in the state of Victoria
in late June 2020 [24].

FIGURE 27.1
Plot of national daily new case notifications in Australia [25], timings of key national response
policies and Surveys 1 (teal) and 2 (blue). Note: we include both overseas and locally acquired
cases in the daily case counts. Of all cases in Australia notified up to 17 May 2020 with a known
place of acquisition (95%), 70% were acquired overseas [20]

27.4

Overview of Data Collection and Analysis

The sample size of Survey 1 was 999 Australian residents aged 18 years and over. The sample size
of Survey 2 was 1020 individuals, of which 732 (71.8%) had previously completed Survey 1. Results
were weighted and are representative of the adult population in Australia (as described below).
The two surveys were based on research developed and conducted by Imperial College in the
UK in mid-March 2020 [26]. Some questions in the Australian survey were modified slightly to
reflect local response measures and terminology. Additional questions were added to the Australian
survey to measure social and emotional impacts. Data collection in both the UK and Australia was
conducted by the online market research agency YouGov.
We used a structured questionnaire addressing the following three domains:
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• perceptions of risk and consequences of COVID-19 infection;
• measures taken by individuals to protect themselves and others from COVID-19 infection; and
• social and emotional impact.
Finally, we included an open-ended question to allow people to express their main concern
regarding the COVID-19 pandemic. The question requiring a free text response was: “What is
your biggest concern at the moment?” All respondents answered the question as it was mandatory.
We conducted thematic coding, informed by Framework analysis [27] which was designed to code
qualitative data in order to inform policy and practice. The data reported here are primarily a
sub-section of the total coding frame, designed to illustrate key points in the quantitative analysis.
The questionnaire was administered online to members of the YouGov Australia panel of
individuals who have agreed to take part in surveys of public opinion (over 120,000 Australian
adults). Panellists, selected at random from the base sample, received an email inviting them to
take part in a survey, which included a survey link. Once a panel member clicked on the link and
logged in, they were directed to the survey most relevant to them available on the platform at
the time, according to the sample definition and quotas based on census data. A plain language
statement appeared on screen and respondents were required to electronically consent prior to
the survey questions appearing. Proportional quota sampling was used to ensure that respondents
were demographically representative of the Australian adult population, with quotas based on age,
gender, income and location (state and metropolitan or regional).
The study was by approved by the University of Melbourne Human Research Ethics Committee
(2056694).

27.5

Geographic Variation in COVID-19 Epidemiology and Public
Health Response in Australia

Our analyses differentiated between lower-impacted and higher-impacted jurisdictions because
of the geographical variation in COVID-19 epidemiology and the associated physical distancing
policies. Australia’s two most populous states, New South Wales (more than 8.1 million people)
and Victoria (more than 6.1 million people), also the most exposed to international travellers,
experienced considerably higher total numbers of confirmed cases and peak daily incidence
than other jurisdictions [14]. Consequently, people living in New South Wales and Victoria also
experienced longer periods of restriction on their movement and social gatherings. New South Wales
and Victoria are therefore defined as higher-impacted jurisdictions and all other jurisdictions as
lower-impacted jurisdictions (Figure 27.2).

FIGURE 27.2
Map of the higher and lower impacted jurisdictions in Australia.
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27.6
27.6.1

Findings
How did people perceive the risk and consequences of
SARS-CoV-2 infection?

Respondents perceived that their risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection decreased between the two survey
periods, which coincided with a reduction in disease prevalence across Australia. Fewer respondents
believed that it was likely they would be infected with SARS-CoV-2 at some point in the future
at Survey 2 (29.6%) compared to Survey 1 (38.2%). This change was similar across lower- and
higher-impacted jurisdictions.
There was little difference in perceived severity of SARS-CoV-2 infection between surveys.
In both surveys, older adults were more likely than younger adults to believe that, if infected
themselves, SARS-CoV-2 would be life-threatening or very severe (requiring hospitalisation).
Respondents with a self-reported health status of “poor” or “fair” were also more likely to believe
that, if infected, their infection would be very severe or life-threatening compared to those who
reported being in “good”, “very good”, or “excellent” health. These self-assessments are consistent
with risk profiles for COVID-19 where increasing age and comorbidities are associated with more
severe outcomes [28]. Despite having different risk profiles, responses between males and females
were very similar.

27.6.2

How did people change their behaviours to prevent the spread
of COVID-19?

Overall, very high levels of physical distancing behaviour were reported at both Surveys 1 and 2
(Figure 27.3).

FIGURE 27.3
Percentage of respondents taking measures to protect themselves and others from SARS-CoV-2
infection at Surveys 1 (left) and 2 (right). Applying social distancing rules = “staying 1.5m apart,
not shaking hands etc”. Keeping children home from school = “keeping children home from school
when schools are open”. N/A = not applicable to me.
SARS-CoV-2 spreads via close contact between infectious and susceptible individuals. The
rate of spread depends on a number of factors, including 1) the number of social contacts made
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by an infectious individual and 2) the nature of those encounters (how long they were, whether
there was physical contact, whether they occurred indoors/outdoors). Both of these factors are
impacted by changes in physical distancing behaviour. Accordingly, we used two types of physical
distancing behaviour in our analyses. Firstly, behaviour that reduces the number of daily contacts
made by an individual (excluding members of their household), such as working from home or
avoiding social gatherings (“macro-distancing” behaviour). Secondly, behaviour that reduces the
per contact probability of transmission such as handwashing, avoiding physical contact, and staying
1.5m apart from others (“micro-distancing” behaviour). Distinguishing between these two types of
behaviour and directly measuring them through population surveys has been critical to monitoring
the transmission potential of SARS-CoV-2 [29].
In the longitudinal subsample, there was no meaningful difference in the percentage of
respondents applying micro-distancing measures (keeping 1.5 metres away from others, not shaking
hands, etc.) between Survey 1 (97.0% [96% CI: 95.9, 98.2]) and Survey 2 (96.5% [95% CI: 95.4,
97.9]). There was no meaningful change in the overall percentage of respondents washing their
hands more frequently at Survey 2 (92.1% [95% CI: 90.3, 94.0]) compared to Survey 1 (94.6% [95%
CI: 93.1, 96.2]).
Our results indicate that Australians reached high levels of self-reported adherence to
micro-distancing measures recommended in March 2020 and maintained these behaviours into
early May.
On the other hand, our results provide evidence of a reduction in macro-distancing behaviour
between early April and May. In the longitudinal subsample, there was an increase in the number
of people reporting 2–3 non-household contacts and a decrease in the number of people reporting
0 daily non-household contacts between Survey 1 and 2 (Figure 27.4). The easing of restrictions in
both lower- and higher-impacted jurisdictions overlapped with the timing of Survey 2.

FIGURE 27.4
Reported number of non-household contacts at each Survey. A contact was “considered either a face
to face conversation of a least three words or any form of physical contact, such as a handshake”.
Note that the bar charts are truncated at a maximum of 20 contacts, to better visualise spread
values > 20, which comprised only 3% of respondents.
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In both surveys, younger adults were more likely than older adults to report having a high
number of contacts. However, the number of contacts was also linked to profession, with respondents
working in health and medical services, air travel, restaurant services and retail more likely to report
a high number of contacts outside of their household unit.

27.6.3

How were people’s concerns and perceptions related to their
adherence to prevention measures?

We examined how the change in reported perception of infection risk was associated with changes in
the number of daily non-household contacts made and adherence to certain preventative measures.
We report only associations between variables and make no attempt to infer causative relationships.
For repeat respondents, the mean change in reported non-household contacts in the previous 24
hours showed an increase of 0.7 (95% CI: -1.6, 3.0) additional contacts at Survey 2 compared to
Survey 1. This varied by change in perceived risk of infection. At Survey 2, those who believed
they were less likely to be infected had a mean reduction in non-household contacts (1.83 fewer
contacts on average than Survey 1). This varied between lower-impacted (0.75 fewer contacts) and
higher-impacted (2.54 fewer contacts) jurisdictions. Those who showed no change or an increase
in perceived risk of infection at Survey 2, showed a slight increase in non-household contacts (0.15
additional contacts on average).
A univariate multinomial regression showed that those who said they were at lower risk of
SARS-CoV-2 infection at Survey 2 had a 1.1-fold [95% CI: 0.65, 1.86] increase in odds of reporting
fewer non-household contacts at Survey 2 than those who reported no change in perceived risk of
infection. Note that the wide confidence interval spanning 1 does not preclude the possibility of no
effect or an effect in the opposite direction.
Analysis of the free text responses from Survey 2 showed a new (relative to Survey 1) and
dominant theme linking community complacency, distancing, and a second wave of infections.
Respondents were not so much blaming people, but suggesting that as time goes by there is a
natural tendency to become complacent, contributing to a second wave, for example:
“Australians will become complacent, and the second wave of outbreaks will not be able to
be controlled effectively.”
Together with the quantitative findings of high levels of physical distancing behaviour, this
suggests that some respondents were indeed maintaining distancing measures irrespective of the
risk of personal infection: perhaps explained by their concern about the population (rather than
personal) level implications of a second wave.

27.6.4

What was the social and emotional impact of COVID-19?

At both Surveys 1 and 2, a significant minority of respondents reported symptoms indicating high
levels of anxiety (24.2% and 19.9%, respectively) and high levels of depressive symptoms (17.5%,
and 17%, respectively).
Conversely, 60.8% (Survey 1) and 65.1% (Survey 2) of respondents were either somewhat or
very optimistic about their future. People experiencing higher feelings of hope for their future were
more likely to report lower levels of depression and anxiety.
In our longitudinal subsample, there was a statistically significant decrease in mean anxiety
scores 1 between Survey 1 (6.9) and Survey 2 (6.4). This result suggested that most survey
respondents experienced a slight decrease in anxiety symptoms but remained in the normal range.
However, the percentage of respondents who reported high levels of anxiety and may require
professional mental health support increased between Survey 1 (15.4%) and Survey 2 (19.4%).
Free text responses revealed fewer expressions of worry about the pandemic between Surveys 1
and 2. At Survey 1, the dominant themes in concerns named by respondents were people, virus and
1
As measured with the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, out of a maximum of 21 points, scores between
0 and 7 are considered in the normal range, while cases with scores of 11 or above may require professional mental
health support.
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health. “People” referred both to fears for the health of family and close friends, and concerns
that not everyone was adopting distancing measures. Respondents used many different words
expressing concern about economy, income and family and social factors. At Survey 2, people
remained the dominant concern while the statements raising concerns about virus and health
decreased in number. There was a large increase in the word “restriction”, and more mentions of
economy. At Survey 2, the words used to describe the virus were very different. There were fewer
emotive statements about the scary or unknown characteristics of the virus. Although there were
similar comments about spread in the virus compared with Survey 1, new concerns emerged about
lack of herd immunity, winter coming in Australia, and a fear of a new spike or second wave. Some
thought the health system would not be able to cope. Others had very serious personal concerns
such as being about to give birth to their first child or the health of vulnerable family members.

27.6.5

How did COVID-19 affect people’s connection to others and
people’s connection to others influence their experience of
COVID-19?

At both surveys, higher levels of community connectedness were significantly associated with lower
levels of depression and anxiety (see Table 27.3). Regarding social support, 68.7% (Survey 1) and
67.2% (Survey 2) of respondents said that they could rely on two people or more for assistance or
support during the pandemic if they needed it. Meanwhile, 9.9% (Survey 1) and 10.0% (Survey 2)
reported that they had no one to rely on. These individuals may be at increased risk of negative
mental health effects as higher levels of anxiety and depression were significantly associated with
having fewer people to rely upon for assistance or support during the pandemic.
Additionally, 68.4% (Survey 1) and 68.0% (Survey 2) of respondents said that two or more
people relied on them for assistance or support during they pandemic. Those with more people
who relied on them for assistance or support showed lower levels of anxiety and depression.
Free text responses in both surveys revealed evidence of altruism expressed in concerns for other
groups of people, society in general and social justice. Respondents were concerned about “the loss
of jobs of many vulnerable groups in the society, leading to unemployment and homelessness:”
“temporary residents” and “survival of the less privileged in the society.” Some said that while
they were “financially OK,” they were “concerned for the world in general and the impact on those
who have lost more” leading to “an even larger gap between the rich and the poor.” A small number
of respondents were concerned for their employers:
“If I had to self-isolate, would have a dramatic impact on my employer; I would find that
hard to deal with.”
There were more responses about altruism and social justice in Survey 2 than in Survey 1, for
example:
“I am fine. My biggest concern is for those who are not or will not be. That I will catch it
without knowing and pass it on to the more vulnerable.”
Some also spoke of concerns about domestic violence, aggressive behaviour and crime.

27.6.6

Level of worry about the COVID-19 outbreak in Australia

Respondents were asked to report their level of worry about the COVID-19 situation in Australia.
Considering only those who responded to both surveys, the percentage of respondents who reported
being worried about the COVID-19 outbreak in Australia decreased from 84.0% at Survey 1 to
69.2% at Survey 2. This trend was consistent across lower- and higher-impacted jurisdictions.
Respondents who were less worried about the COVID-19 outbreak in Australia at Survey 2
(compared to Survey 1) had a mean increase in non-household contacts (1.37 more contacts),
however respondents residing in higher-impacted jurisdictions had a smaller mean increase (0.56)
compared to lower-impacted jurisdictions (2.35).
Respondents who were more worried about the COVID-19 outbreak in Australia had an
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overall mean decrease in contacts at Survey 2 (1.11 fewer contacts), however respondents residing
in higher-impacted jurisdictions had a mean 2.44 fewer contacts and those in lower-impacted
jurisdictions had a mean 1.75 more contacts.
We propose that individuals who were less worried once relative control of the epidemic was
achieved (by the time of Survey 2), may have had lower levels of adherence to macro-distancing
measures. Individuals who were more worried at Survey 2, appeared to be more cautious about
making contacts. In both groups, individuals residing in higher-impacted jurisdictions made
less contacts than those in lower-impacted jurisdictions, potentially reflecting different levels of
restrictions. However, the easing of restrictions in both lower- and higher-impacted jurisdictions
overlapped with the timing of Survey 2. It should be noted that our study does not distinguish
between types of contacts (e.g., social versus workplace) and how “essential” these contacts might
be deemed under different levels of restrictions: for example, the limited choices available to front
line workers to reduce their contacts.

TABLE 27.1

Daily number of non-household contacts.
Higher-impacted jurisdictions
Lower-impacted jurisdictions
Overall

27.6.7

More worried
at Survey 2
2.44 fewer
1.75 more
1.11 fewer

Less worried
at Survey 2
0.35 more
2.35 more
1.37 more

Perceptions of the future for Australia and the world

At the time of data collection for Survey 2, the majority (95.4%) of respondents were confident
they could manage until the restrictions due to COVID-19 were over, however only 52.8% were
confident that Australia could manage until the restrictions were over.
Feelings of confidence were also reflected in some of the answers to the survey’s open question,
for example: “I am feeling very confident that Australia has beaten this virus so am just looking
forward to going out again.”
High numbers of respondents in both Surveys provided free text responses criticising the
behaviour of other people, suggesting some sort of moral, character or behavioural flaw. In Survey
1 there were more concerns about such behaviour: very many spoke of “Not adhering to rules”
and a number about “Hoarding and panic buying”. Concerns about behaviour were linked to the
invisibility of the virus and young people’s actions.
At Survey 2, 60.4% of respondents were either somewhat or very optimistic about the future of
Australia, and 47% felt the same way about the future of the world.
The answers to the survey’s open question on people’s biggest concern were not, however, all
bleak. Some spoke of qualified hope or optimism, for example:
“I don’t want to imagine anything negative right now, hope for the best.”
“That we all stay positive”
Higher feelings of hope for the future of Australia and the world were significantly associated
with lower levels of depression and anxiety. These results were consistent with Survey 1.

27.6.8

Five elements to support people and communities confronted
with disaster

In this section, we summarise patterns of responses to the five elements to support people and
communities confronted with large scale-disaster and loss in the immediate and mid-term [6]. We
also explored how these five elements interact with people’s mental health and wellbeing during
pandemic restrictions.
Overall, we found that higher feelings of hope, connectedness, self and community efficacy, calm
and safety were significantly associated with lower levels of anxiety and depression (Table 27.3).
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TABLE 27.2

Summarises patterns of responses to the five elements to support people and communities
confronted with large scale-disaster and loss in the immediate and mid-term.
Element
Calm
Sense of safety

Efficacy

Hope

Community
connectedness
Hope

*

Findings
During both surveys, most poll respondents said that they could sit at ease and
feel relaxed (66.1% at Survey 1 and 70.6% at Survey 2).
The proportion of respondents who believed it was very likely or somewhat likely
that they would become infected with COVID-19 was 38.2% at Survey 1 and 29.7%
at Survey 2.
In our longitudinal subsample, respondents’ perceived likelihood of becoming
infected decreased between Surveys 1 and 2.
Self-efficacy: during both surveys, most respondents felt they could manage until
restrictions due to COVID-19 were over (89.9% at Survey 1 and 68.1% at Survey
2). Although the percentage of people who felt confident decreased between Survey
1 and 2, respondents’
meanfuture:
scoresininSurvey
self-efficacy
tended
to increase.
About one’s
1, 60.8%
of respondents
were either
Collective efficacy: the percentage of respondents who felt Australia could
somewhat or very optimistic about their future, and 65.1% felt this
manage until restrictions due to COVID-19 were over was lower at Survey 2 (77.4%
way
at Survey
2.
at Survey 1 and
52.8%
at Survey
2).
In Survey 1, out of a total score of 30 points, the mean score for community
*
future
of Australia:
in Survey
1, 56.5%
of respondents
connectedness About
was the
22.36
(standard
deviation
= 4.59).
Meanwhile,
in Survey 2,
the mean scorewere
was 22.68
4.54). about the future of
either (standard
somewhatdeviation
or very =
optimistic
About one’s future: in Survey 1, 60.8% of respondents were either somewhat or
Australia, and 60.4% felt this way at Survey 2.
very optimistic about their future, and 65.1% felt this way at Survey 2.
About the future
in Survey
were either
About of
theAustralia:
future of the
world: 1,
in 56.5%
Survey of
1, respondents
46% of respondents
somewhat or very optimistic about the future of Australia, and 60.4% felt this way
at Survey 2. were either somewhat or very optimistic about the future of the
About the future
of the
Survey
1, 46%
world, and
47%world:
felt thisin
way
at Survey
2. of respondents were either
somewhat or very optimistic about the future of the world, and 47% felt this way
at Survey 2.

Measured
the Social
Solidarity
Index
[30] connectedness, self and community efficacy, calm and
Overall,with
we found
that higher
feelings
of hope,

safety were significantly associated with lower levels of anxiety and depression (Table 3).

TABLE
27.3 correlations (2-tailed) between the five elements of mid to long-term recovery11 and
Table 3: Bivariate
Bivariate correlations (2-tailed) between the five elements of mid to long-term
levels of depression and anxiety measured with the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)
recovery[11] and levels of depression and anxiety measured with the Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)
Correlation [95% CI]
Anxiety
Calm
Sense of safety
Self-efficacy
Collective efficacy
Community
connectedness
Hope for one’s
future
Hope for the future
of Australia
Hope for the future
of the world

Depression

Survey 1

Survey 2

Survey 1

-0.208

-0.202

-0.099

Survey 2
-0.126

[-0.269, -0.147]

[-0.264, -0.140]

[-0.162, -0.037]

[-0.189, -0.063]

-0.248

-0.225

-0.041

-0.132

[-0.318, -0.179]

[-0.292, -0.158]

[-0.114, -0.032]

[-0.201, -0.063]

-0.204

0.046

-0.261

0.060

[-0.265, -0.143]

[-0.015, 0.108]

[-0.321, -0.201]

[-0.002, 0.121]

-0.032

-0.039

-0.099

-0.002

[-0.094, -0.030]

[-0.101, 0.022]

[-0.161, -0.037]

[-0.064, 0.059]

-0.163

-0.168

-0.196

-0.254

[-0.232, -0.095]

[-0.239, -0.098]

[-0.264, -0.129]

[-0.322, -0.187]

-0.251

-0.292

-0.348

-0.381

[-0.313, -0.190]

[-0.352, 0.232]

[-0.407, -0.288]

[-0.439, -0.323]

-0.123

-0.170

-0.224

-0.249

[-0.186, -0.060]

[-0.232, -0.108]

[-0.286, -0.162]

[-0.310, -0.189]

-0.059

-0.127

-0.158

-0.183

[-0.123, 0.005]

[-0.189, -0.064]

[-0.221, -0.095]

[-0.244, -0.121]

Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented evidence to inform evolving COVID-19 response planning by
analysing how Australians were thinking, feeling and behaving in response to the first wave of the
COVID-19 epidemic and the associated public health measures. We explored these topics through an
online survey of Australian adults (N=999) between 3–6 April, less than one week after “stay-at-home”
restrictions were enacted nationally. To explore if and how people’s thoughts, feelings, and
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In this chapter we have presented evidence to inform evolving COVID-19 response planning by
analysing how Australians were thinking, feeling and behaving in response to the first wave of
the COVID-19 epidemic and the associated public health measures. We explored these topics
through an online survey of Australian adults (N=999) between 3–6 April, less than one week
after “stay-at-home” restrictions were enacted nationally. To explore if and how people’s thoughts,
feelings, and behaviours may have changed over time, we fielded the same survey between 28 April
and 6 May (N=1020), with 732 respondents completing both surveys.
High levels of adherence to physical distancing measures were reported in early April and
high levels of micro-distancing behaviour (e.g., hand washing, staying 1.5m from others) were
maintained into May. There was some evidence of a decrease in macro-distancing behaviour (i.e.,
number of non-household contacts), which differed by jurisdiction and level of worry (see Table
27.1 for detail). Free text responses revealed fears that lockdown would be eased too early leading
to a second wave. Added to concerns that people would become complacent, this suggests strong
support for distancing measures.
While the level of worry about the pandemic in Australia decreased between early April and May
2020 overall, the group of individuals who reported increased levels of worry, reported lower rates
of non-household contacts. This suggests that people’s level of concern about the outbreak may
impact their adoption of physical distancing behaviours. The trend was most marked for individuals
residing in higher-impacted jurisdictions (New South Wales and Victoria). It should be noted that
our study does not distinguish between types of contacts (e.g., social versus workplace) and how
“essential” these contacts might be deemed under different levels of restrictions: for example, the
limited choices available to front line workers.
Our findings are consistent with a number of other studies assessing people’s response to
COVID-19 public health measures. Recent studies conducted in China [31], Hong Kong [32], Japan
[33], Korea [34], the Philippines [35], the United Kingdom [26], the United States [36], Germany,
Italy and the Netherlands [37] report high levels of adoption of and broad support for physical
distancing measures, during the period under study. Other studies conducted during/after the
epidemics of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003 [38], influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 in
2009 [39], and more recently, during the COVID-19 pandemic [40], have reported that higher levels
of worry and/or perceived risk of infection were associated with the adoption of infection-prevention
behaviours. However, it is important to also consider the influence of sense of self-efficacy on
behaviours because previous evidence [41] shows that “when the threat was high as compared to
low, people changed their behaviour in the advised direction only when efficacy was high, and not
when efficacy was low”. In fact, when efficacy was low, the behaviour change showed, if anything,
an effect in the unhealthy direction” [42]. Further analyses are required to examine the relationship
between the perception of risk, self- and community efficacy, and behaviour change [43]. At the
time of writing, we did not identify any published longitudinal studies assessing how perceptions
and behaviours may have changed during the course of the COVID-19 pandemic and response.
Since the success of physical distancing measures relies on people changing their behaviour,
a challenge that lies ahead for policymakers is the potential for community fatigue. Individuals
may not respond as quickly or assiduously if/when physical distancing measures are re-established
in response to future outbreaks. Overall, our study found high levels of community acceptance
of physical distancing measures. There was also evidence that distancing behaviours decreased
between April and May; however, it is unclear whether this was due to reduced compliance or the
easing of restrictions.
While physical distancing measures have proven highly effective at suppressing transmission
of COVID-19 [44], they place a significant emotional and psychological burden on individuals, as
highlighted by our study and others [45–47] — not to mention the economic consequences and
potential longer-term health impacts. Governments around the world are currently grappling to
balance the risks associated with an uncontrolled outbreak of COVID-19 against those associated
with intensive and/or prolonged physical distancing measures. Studies such as ours can help to
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understand and guide the management of mental health risks associated with physical distancing
measures.
Our findings about the association between mental health and sense of safety, calm, self and
community efficacy, social connectedness and hope suggest ways forward in informing the public
about support as communities emerge from pandemic restrictions. Previous evidence about use
of fear to promote health behaviours [42] shows there is a risk in conveying the seriousness of the
health risk unless it is accompanied by messages that promote sense of self- and community efficacy.
Our qualitative data also suggested levels of hope, altruism, and trust in science counterbalance
difficult decisions and bad news. At the same time, previous studies have shown that individual and
community empowerment must go beyond promoting feelings of competence — they require having
access to and control over the resources in one’s environment [48, 49]. In line with this, we argue
that policies and services that support people experiencing economic adversity (such as Australia’s
income support payments “JobSeeker” and “JobKeeper” [50]), and those associated with childcare,
mental health and family violence can be a crucial source of individual and community resilience
during the response and recovery phases of the pandemic.
Other studies conducted during COVID-19 have found that access to reliable health information
and precautionary measures like hand hygiene and wearing a mask was associated with lower levels
of emotional distress [45, 51]. In our study, having a larger number of people to rely on for assistance
or support or being the source of assistance or support for other people was associated with lower
levels of anxiety and depression, highlighting the importance of social connections for supporting
mental health and wellbeing. Our findings are consistent with previous evidence about the human
impacts of disasters, including the COVID-19 pandemic, and show how important it is to find ways
to maintain social connections while following the physical distancing guidelines. Since pandemics
have the potential to perpetuate and exacerbate existing social disparities [52], the social structures
of populations most at risk of negative outcomes from the disease and/or transmission-mitigating
policies, should be closely considered if the goal is an equitable response strategy.
Our study was necessarily rapidly conceived and implemented in response to the evolving
epidemiological and policy situation in Australia. While useful for gaining rapid insights into
people’s feelings and behaviours, our results need to be interpreted in the context of the limitations
of the research design. The sampling strategy did not allow for surveying individuals without
internet access, low literacy or limited English language skills, or communication or cognitive
difficulties. Additionally, people who register to complete YouGov surveys may also be different
from the general population in ways that we cannot identify. Subgroup analyses may be limited
by smaller participant numbers; and qualitative data was from one free text response, limiting
potential analyses.
In conclusion, studies such as this are necessarily conducted with short lead times and rely on
the skills and capacity of public health researchers to work quickly within resource constraints. We
therefore offer reflections and recommendations for research design in this and other pandemics.
A formal and collegial review of studies to date would also be prudent, so we can learn and make
methodological suggestions for future rapid onset research.
Studies such as ours provide broad, population-level insights, and near-real-time data for
estimating transmission potential and forecasting epidemic activity [29]. COVID-19 epidemiology
and response policy will continue to change rapidly over the coming months and years. In order
to capture/monitor associated shifts in people’s feelings and behaviours, public health researchers
should plan flexible studies where data collection (repeated cross-sectional or longitudinal) is timed
to occur in response to key changes in epidemiology and public health policy. Data collection and
participant recruitment methods should ensure the representation of higher-transmission groups,
in terms of their demography and geography.
Ultimately, more in-depth studies of the social, emotional and behavioural dimensions of
physical distancing should be conducted to supplement findings from structured online surveys.
These studies may include less structured interviews and/or surveys with more opportunities
for individuals to respond in their own words. Follow-up studies should also target population
groups most impacted by COVID-19 — in terms of disease outcomes and restrictions — in order
to understand what different groups may need to help them to follow public health guidelines
and to support the development of tailored and targeted public health policy. For example, this
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may include exploring the potential barriers to cooperating with physical distancing, isolation,
and quarantine regulations experienced by individuals with insecure employment or higher-density
housing conditions.
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In late June 2020, the state of Victoria experienced a significant resurgence of COVID-19 epidemic
activity. By late July, daily case counts reached nearly 20 times those seen in March and
stay-at-home restrictions had been reinstated across Victoria [53].
The epidemiology of Victoria’s second COVID-19 incursion has been distinct from the first.
While caseloads in March and April were dominated by overseas acquired infections, the June
outbreak has seen the establishment of community transmission, and heightened transmission
within groups that are less able to practice physical distancing (e.g., healthcare workers, public
housing residents including communities from migrant and refugee backgrounds and residents
of aged care facilities). At the time of writing, a third survey of Victorian residents, including
interviewer-assisted surveys of individuals from migrant and refugee backgrounds, was in progress
to help inform the State’s response.
Insights from this study have been considered by various policy and strategy structures and this
chapter, along with further analyses, can help to inform public health planning for the management
of COVID-19 and other diseases of epidemic potential.
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Impacts of COVID-19 Lockdown Restrictions on
Housing and Public Space Use and Adaptation:
Urban Proximity, Public Health, and Vulnerability in
Three Latin American Cities
Raul Marino, Elkin Vargas and Mariana Flores

This chapter presents the results of an investigation about the lack of access to public space
and social interactions in three Latin-American cities by using literature review, location
data and online survey (quantitative and qualitative information) from household members
on how these restrictions affected their daily life and their relationship with community and
public space use. Focused on Bogota, Quito, and Mexico DF (n = 650), geospatial tools are
used to correlate the survey’s respondents’ answers with official COVID-19 reports from
government. The results show the correlation between the number of contagions by zones
and users’ behavioral shifts in terms of housing and public space use and adaptation. This
could support the efforts of communities and decision makers to improve public health
standards, reduce vulnerability to COVID-19, improve their resilience and enhance urban
proximity to essential services and public spaces.

28.1

Introduction

In order to mitigate and manage the incidences of the pandemic, the World Health Organization
[1] suggests the management of reliable information, as well as the isolation associated with social
distancing, hand washing and treatment in case of contagion. The risks of a pandemic increase
when community health and wellbeing weakens, however, there is a high incidence of contagions in
land use, life expectancy, displacement, climatic disability and poor air quality. Confinement has
undoubtedly transformed everyday life [2].
For the present study, a descriptive and causality analysis was carried out to explore the impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic on housing and public space use and adaptation, based on a survey that
was applied online in different countries, but focusing in three cities of interest: Bogota (Colombia),
Quito (Ecuador) and Mexico City (Mexico). An innovative methodology was proposed using official
data, our survey results and geospatial analysis. Geospatial analysis allows integrating themes in
disease mapping such as spatio-temporal analysis, health and geography, environmental variables,
data mining and web mapping, and understanding the spatial conditions of propagation for the
design of mitigation strategies, in decision-making, planning and community action. The importance
of geospatial analysis methodologies lies in the possibility of strategically identifying vulnerable
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sectors, either due to their location, services or nearby infrastructure, geographical conditions, or
particularities in the case of informal settlements [3].

28.1.1

Proximity and density

The urban factors identified in the spread of the pandemic in Wuhan were the intensive urban
growth, hospitals, shopping centres, mixed uses, the population ageing index and roads, among
others, which evidenced the need for planning strategies focused on understanding the transmission
of infectious diseases in urban settings [4, 5]. Physical distancing as a health measure does not imply
social distancing, which is why it suggests the proximity argument based on the dichotomy of
“being in the place” and “being connected” [6]. The urban density allows numerous complex social
and economic interactions, which are associated with prosperity by being close to work centres
and services. Communities exhibit demographic and socioeconomic differences associated with
vulnerability [7]. Urban density as a key metric of sustainability, can be defined as the proportion
of the total number of inhabitants living within a delimited urban footprint of a city. Research
indicates that inhabitants of a compact city with a higher urban density will be closer to others,
which will make moving from one place to another more efficient and sustainable. Some indicators to
measure urban density are the urban footprint, the total population, residential occupancy, parcel
coverage, the height of the buildings, the efficiency of the plants, the occupancy level, and people
per dwelling unit. Studies have revealed a number of benefits of compactness: more productivity;
lower cost public services; greater social and economic mobility, as well as diversity; increased use
of public transport; lower energy use and emissions; and improved health and wellbeing [8, 9].
The current pandemic suggests investigating how connectivity influences spread more than
density, since large metropolitan areas are closely linked through economic, social and transport
relationships, so dense areas may have better access to care facilities and further implementation
of distancing policies and practices [10]. The most marginalized populations are seen to be more
likely to get sick and die from being exposed to unequal conditions [11]. In terms of community,
density is not related to infection rates and is inversely related to mortality rates [12].

28.1.2

Vulnerability and public health

COVID-19 has exposed urban structural weaknesses and inequalities, where health is the best
element of cohesion to insert proposals for development and progress in contaminated communities.
Due to their inability to access adequate medical care, transportation, and nutrition, socially
vulnerable populations are at increased risk of health problems during disasters [13]. The greater
degree of vulnerability is accompanied by demographic change, infrastructure, and governance,
which is why the virus occurs mostly in more developed areas. In this case, migration, urban
population growth, and high population density are important factors influencing the spread
of disease. Associated with science and technological responses to COVID-19, it is necessary to
integrate more critical and reflective analysis in addition to theoretical knowledge. According to
Polko et al. [14], public space is an open and impartially accessible geographic dimension for all,
which includes social interactions, subject to restrictions such as physical distancing, and is a key
characteristic of a resilient city due to its ability to transform itself for health purposes of emergency,
and the flexibility to adapt to new needs [14]. Urban designers seek to create places where people
feel welcome, comfortable, and safe. In this way, urban residents experience nature most of the
time at “the cognitive level of urban space”, that is, at the level where “the people on the street”
live in the city. The questions from architecture and urban planning in the face of the crisis are
focused on how it will affect our relationship with public space [15–19].

28.1.3

Accessibility, adaptation and resilience

The adaptation processes include aspects of housing and the city such as morphology, spatial
distribution, connectivity and resilience, where green areas represent important cores that are
added to concepts such as proximity, access and quality [20]. Resilience provides an adaptive
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approach to environmental problems, natural hazards, and public health emergencies. At the
urban context, resilience is understood as the ability of cities to absorb and respond to disasters
through five dimensions: scale, structure, form, function and urban spatial network [21]. According
to Urban Resilience Hub of United Nations, it is the “measurable ability of any urban system,
with its inhabitants, to maintain continuity through all shocks and stresses, while positively
adapting and transforming towards sustainability” [22]. Resilience allows a system to adapt to
changes, regarding environment/ecology, infrastructure and governance/institutions. Meanwhile,
accessibility considers access to urban and public services, health, food, financial resources, places,
etc., for the entire population and vulnerable sectors [23].

28.2
28.2.1

Case Studies Context Summary
México city, Bogota, and Quito: common urban realities

For our study, we focused on three of the main Latin American capitals that have special
conditions of interest for our research: Mexico City in Mexico, Bogotá in Colombia, Quito in
Ecuador (see Figure 28.1). These cities share among each other similar economic, social, and
cultural characteristics; moreover, some other particularities in common such as geographical and
climatic condition as well as similar environmental challenges. We consider that a comparative
approach between these cities would allow us to evaluate more in detail certain hypotheses related
to relationship between the spreading and impact of the COVID-19 pandemic with geographic,
environmental, social, and climatic variables. The data collected, apart from those by official
sources, were obtained through an online global survey with emphasis on Latin American region,
where the three study cities represent almost the 50% of the total surveys gathered (n = 1538).
Another reason for doing a comparative analysis is the possibility to identify the successes or
failures of policies and regulations implemented by local governments in relation to pandemic and
its behaviour, by setting up possible linkages between these data and the results with variables
such as urban density, centrality and proximity.

FIGURE 28.1
Case study cities: Quito, Mexico DF (left), and Bogota (right) – COVID-19 cases, survey
participants and study area locations
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Other common characteristics among the three study cases are related to high altitude (Mexico
City: 2200 mamsl while Bogotá and Quito are located at 2800 mamsl) and geographical and climatic
conditions. These cities have been built up on wetlands surrounded by mountains, and in the case
of Mexico City and Quito nearby to volcanos. Their urban humidity levels are quite similar as well
as the climate, especially in Quito and Bogotá along the year because there are no seasons as in
Mexico City. In terms of population and density (as indicated in Table 28.1), Mexico City is the
largest with 8,928,653 inhabitants and a density indicator of 5,966 p / km2 ; Bogotá is the second
in population with 7,181,469 inhabitants and the third in density with 4,907.45 p / km2 ; Quito has
2,011,678 inhabitants and the second highest density rate among the three cities with 5,401.29 p /
km2 after Mexico City (see Table 28.1).

TABLE 28.1
Comparative city data [24–26]

For the spatial analysis, two scales of analysis were selected: a Metropolitan scale and a
municipality scale as it allows us to have a similar observation patterns in each of the three cities
(see Figure 28.1). In this sense, Mexico City is divided into 17 sectors or “Delegaciones”. In the case
of Quito, the homologous territorial administrative division is called “Administración Zonal” with
eight such subdivisions. Finally, in the case of Bogotá, the political-administrative unit is called
“Localidad”, with a total of 19 localities.

28.2.2

Informality and public health

One of the main common patterns in our three case study cities is urban informality. This concept
is understood not exclusively from the economic perspective; informality is also related to spatial
features. It is considered as a pattern of land occupancy that characterizes the Latin American
city and the global south in general and shapes most of the marginal peripheries where a large
percentage of low-income population lives [27]. From public space view, the street vendors add an
activity buzz become a vital part of the urban, cultural and social landscape of many cities and
towns in the Global South [28, 29]. Millions of households depend on informal economy, which
mostly take place on public space [30]. Only in Mexico City, the informality rate is 49.7%, that
is, almost 5 out of 10 workers in the capital have an informal job [31]; a very similar indicator is
shared by Bogotá [32] and Quito [26].
The impact of informality in public space becomes more complex during the current quarantine
restrictions, as many street vendors are forced to keep crowding the streets as these are their only
source of income. This risk increases in the case of Bogotá and Quito where large numbers (450,000
in Bogota alone) of migrant refugee population from Venezuela, is engaged in informal economic
activities, as public vendors, increasing their vulnerability and contagions rates [33]. The policies
of physical distancing and staying at home are not only difficult, they are often impossible to meet
for large percentage of the population in developing countries [34].
Related to the current public health crisis, according to information available by 31 July 2020
(our baseline date), the impact of COVID-19 in terms of number of infections responds as follows:
in Mexico City1 , 76,169 cases and 8,731 deaths (mortality rate: 11.5%); in Quito2 , 13,438 cases and
1
2

pdf

https://datos.cdmx.gob.mx/pages/covid19/
https://coe-pichincha.senescyt.gob.ec/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Infografi%CC%81a-Cantonal-01_08_2020.
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640 deaths (mortality rate = 4.8% ); in Bogotá3 , 101,955 cases and 4,900 deaths (mortality rate
= 4.8%). Additionally, on the basis of COVID-19 test taken per 100,000 inhabitants in each city,
the city with the highest impact of virus spreading is Bogotá with 14,196 infections per million
inhabitants, as indicated in Table 28.1.
In this sense, it is likely that the pandemic will push street vendors and other informal workers
to a long-term economic recession without precedent in modern times. In fact, the recession will
not be exclusively in terms of informal activities, the most of formal economic sectors are currently
affected. However, informality, increases the state of emergency in Latin American countries where
this sector represents around 40% of the labour force [35]. This condition in the global south and
our case study cities makes even more important the capacity of reorganization and resilience of
governments and communities in the face of current regulatory absence and political legitimacy
crisis of governments, especially in Latin America.

28.3

Research Methodology

The analysis of the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic were undertaken using a mixed methods
approach, based on firsthand data collected by the authors through an online survey covering the
three selected case study cities: Bogota, Quito and Mexico, and the results of a proximity analysis
on Points of Interest (POI): public space, health facilities and public transport access (see Figure
28.2). So far, the analysis of the discussion of the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic has been
mostly focussed on secondary data or observations of public space use by researchers [36], with
few published papers showing firsthand results. Also, most research on COVID-19 and the built
environment has focused on either housing [10] or public space [37]. Only a small percentage of
previous research addressed the integrated study of housing and public space.

FIGURE 28.2
Research Methodology Scheme 1
3

http://saludata.saludcapital.gov.co/osb/index.php/datos-de-salud/enfermedades-trasmisibles/covid19/
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Geospatial analysis has been used widely to understand the factors driving the contagion of
cases in urban areas, from the first cholera cluster maps in the London Epidemic in 1854 done by
Snow, to the use of advanced tools using artificial intelligence and advance algorithms calculations
[38]. The challenges of public health management in the last decades had led medicine research to
support itself with geographical analysis, especially GIS systems, to understand the development
and trends of infectious diseases in urban and rural contexts [39]. Important discoveries related to
patterns of incidence and spread of the some of the main diseases affecting human population such
as cancer, diabetes and lung and heart problems, and their correlation with the urban form and
structures of cities, their density and their access to public transport [40, 41].
Surveys have been used as a method to collect information on sociodemographic characteristics
of urban population and their housing and mobility behaviour [42, 43]. Its focus change according
to the information needs, from surveys covering all the population in a given city or urban area
(census), to surveys focused on specific segments of the population (by age, income, housing type,
etc) and also focused on specific areas of the city where a certain phenomenon or trends needs to
be investigated [44]. Based on these experiences, this paper follows a mixed method of collection
of the required data for our analysis (see Figure 28.2), integrating two analytic tools: the analysis
of the results of the survey conducted by our team on impacts of quarantine in housing and public
space use; and the geospatial analysis of the case study cities selected in this paper: Bogota, Quito
and Mexico DF.

28.3.1

Data collection

The collection of data was performed using two approaches, an Online Survey and collection of
COVID-19 contagions reports from our case study cities.
• Online survey: The online survey collected information about the impact of quarantine’s
restrictions on housing and public space and adaptation. The survey was open for any person
or household currently (from 25 April to 31 July 2020) experiencing restrictions on their daily
activities due to governments emergency regulations to COVID-19, such as curfews, lockdowns,
mobility restrictions, and other. The survey was divided into 7 categories (socioeconomic profile,
housing, community, public space, mobility, working/education, and public health), with a total
of 42 questions and a running time of 14 mins. The questions were divided into multiple selection
and questions with open-ended responses, to collect a wider variety of observations from the
participants. The delivery system used was through academic and professional online networks
from the main authors in several countries in Latin America, Europe, and Oceania, focusing on
Colombia, Ecuador, and Mexico as main case study areas for this research. To access the online
survey site please see: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/urbanmappingagency-English
• Collection of COVID-19 data and geospatial data from the case study countries:
The data and figures related to the number of COVID-19 cases per city and analysis zones were
collected from the government’s official portals (see Bibliography for references on COVID-19
Portals) and reports to the closing date of the study: 31 July 2020. It is important to mention
that being this pandemic such a dynamic and changing phenomenon, from which we are still
trying to learn its nature and behaviour, the reported COVID-19 cases reports from each
country and city can differ from the real number on COVID-19 contagions [1].

28.3.2

Data analysis

The collected data was analysed following a mixed methods approach:
• Online survey: (a) Qualitative information: The collected answers were analysed using content
analysis and sentiment analysis tools [45], looking to understand the opinions and experiences
of the participants in front of the quarantine’s restrictions. (b) Quantitative information:
The quantitative data were tabulated and analysed using statistical analysis tools (SPSS and
Minitab), however the results of this analysis will be presented in a separate follow-up report.
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• Geospatial analysis: This paper focused on the relationship of spatial variables such as
density, accessibility and proximity to the points of interest: public space, health facilities and
public transport hubs, and their relationship with the location of COVID-19 contagions clusters
in our case study cities. The geospatial analysis tools used were selected to map and measure
accessibility and proximity levels in a combined mapping of the local zones selected in each
city. To achieve this, the Cost Distance tool [46] was selected to evaluate the accessibility and
proximity to parks, health facilities and public transport hubs. To create the Cost Distance
Maps, we converted the street network to raster format used Euclidean Distance tools to get
the cost raster as an input parameter in cost distance tools.
• Limitations and assumptions: The study’s limitations relate to availability of data for the
case study cities, and possible small errors in the spatial files used to run the geospatial analysis.
Also, the reports of the COVID-19 might have also misreporting information on the number
and location of cases. The authors gave their best effort to minimize these errors.

28.4
28.4.1

Results
Survey results (housing, public space, mobility, community)

This section presents the results of the online survey and geospatial analyses described in Section
28.3, Methodology. The information is presented in the form of comparative figures, matrix of
proximity mappings per case study city (see Figures 28.4, 28.5 and 28.6) and comparative table
integrating all results (Table 28.2).
The online survey had a final number of 1,568 of complete answers by the cut-off date of 31
July 2020. The survey was opened to all persons or households experiencing quarantine restrictions
in any city in the world, and the survey collected information from 38 countries and 121 cities
(see COVID-19 preliminary Survey Report, 2020). From this complete sample (n=1,568), the
45.6% corresponded to our three case study cities, with a sample of 189 complete answers in
Bogota, 320 in Quito and 155 in Mexico DF. The survey collected information on the impact of the
restrictions of the COVID-19 pandemic in housing and public space use and adaptation, including
information about impacts on mobility, community, working and education. In this chapter, we
focus on the results related to public space use, mobility, and community responses to the crisis.
More information about the survey’s results on housing use and adaptation can be found in the
preliminary report cited above.
Changes in house use and restrictions to access public space have an impact as well in the change
of use of public space, driving shifts in behaviour and mobility [47]. Most of the participants in the
three case study cities (65.18%) expressed that they make some changes in the use of the houses, in
response to the restrictions imposed by the quarantine. Studies in Mexico and Bogota also arrived
at similar conclusions [48, 49]. This number indicates that the restrictions are having a profound
impact on the life of people and families, which should be further investigated to provide a better
quality of life in the face of new conditions arising from COVID-19 pandemic.
Housing flexibility is one of the main factors that enable rapid adaptation to new living and
working conditions. When asked about their houses’ flexibility to adapt to new uses such as working
and education, 46.3% of the participants indicated that their houses did not have flexibility to cope
with the change of lifestyles and permanent cohabitation with the other members of their family
groups or households. Therefore, it is essential that governments and institutions provide guidelines
for housing adaptation to new uses such as working, education, gym and others, and also promote
the development of new housing typologies that could adapt faster to the needs of their inhabitants
and be more resilient to the impacts of the pandemic.
One of the main impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic has been the lack of face-to-face interaction
with other community members. This increased the cases of psychological stress and depression
on populations under severe quarantine restrictions. Question 32 of the survey asked participants
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which activity in public space they missed the most, and 35.7% of the participants expressed that
it was the lack of social interaction with other people in public space, followed by walking (19.9%)
and working out in public space/parks (14.3%). The survey also asked about the impact of the lack
of social interaction on the participants’ mental health and 81% indicated have some alteration to
their mental health, mainly anxiety, irritability, and depression. These findings are similar to the
ones presented by some surveys and studies on the same topic, which described the lack of social
interaction as one of the main impacts on people’s health during the COVID-19 pandemic [37, 50].

FIGURE 28.3
Online survey results comparison – Case Study cities analysis areas average (left) and results for
Mexico City (right)
Access to public space and green areas is vital for the social and community life of cities [51].
According to survey results, 74.5% of the participants have a park or green area close to their
homes (500 m), and the 52.4% expressed being affected by the restrictions in access and use of
public spaces such as parks, recreation areas, public gyms and playgrounds (see Figure 28.3). This
indicates that the strategies to manage the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic in cities should
consider more actively how to keep open these vital infrastructure, instead of just closing all parks
and green areas as many cities in the world did (including our case study cities). The lack of access
to public sport facilities and gyms had also created rising problems in public health, accelerated
by the sedentarism of homeworking and home-schooling [36].

28.4.2

Geospatial analysis results (proximity, accessibility, density, etc.)

This section presents the results of the geospatial analysis of the selected variables (proximity,
accessibility, density) in our three case study areas. The results are presented in a matrix of
maps per case study to facilitate the comparison amongst the three selected local areas. As
described above, our three-case study Metropolitan Areas (Bogota, Quito, Mexico), were analysed
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Geospatial analysis results (proximity, accessibility, density, etc)

This section presents the results of the geospatial analysis of the selected variables (proximity,
accessibility, density) in our three case study areas. The results are presented in a matrix of maps per
case study to facilitate the comparison amongst the three selected local areas. As described above,
10
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FIGURE 28.4
Geospatial proximity analysis Bogota (Kennedy, Suba, Teusaquillo)
results can be that a large part of the north part of Suba locality is a protected reservation zone
which contains some small industries, and very low population density.
The selected zones In Quito also showed differences in proximity to parks, health facilities
and public transport (see Figure 28.5). However, these differences were smaller than our other
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FIGURE 28.5
Geospatial proximity analysis Quito (Eloy Alfaro, Eugenio Espejo, Quitumbe)
case study cities, which can be related to the smaller population size in Quito, together with a
denser distribution of population driven by the geographical features of the mountains conforming
the metropolitan area of Quito. In some of the selected administrative zones, the analysis show
a higher lack of accessibility to these infrastructure, which can also be related to the land use
classification in these areas, which are more of an urban-rural character located at the periphery
of the city.
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FIGURE 28.6
Geospatial proximity analysis Mexico City (Benito Juarez, Cuauhtemoc, Gustavo Madero)
For Mexico, the three municipalities selected showed a larger lack of accessibility to health
facilities, but also have a better distribution of green areas and parks than our other case study
cities (see Figure 28.6). One of the municipalities analysed, Gustavo Madero, displayed a lower
coverage of public transport network, especially in the north part, which is located at a peripheral
area of the city and mostly consisting of low-income households.

For Mexico, the three municipalities selected showed a larger lack of accessibility to health facilities,
but also have a better distribution of green areas and parks than our other case study cities (see Figure
6). One of the municipalities analysed, Gustavo Madero, displayed a lower coverage of public
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28.4.3 Integration of survey and geospatial results
Integration of survey and geospatial results
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Integration of Survey and proximity analysis results per case study cities and localities
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Statistical analysis: Multiple Linear Regression analysis results

The results of the proximity analysis were analysed using multiple linear regression analysis
approach, with a backward stepwise tool to run several iterations of the data to find the best
fit. The regression had our variables of interest (proximity, density, accessibility) as predictors
(expressed as Proximity to Parks, Proximity to Health Facilities, Proximity to Public Transport
and population density), and the amount of COVID-19 cases reported in our baseline data (31 July
2020), as dependent variable. The first round of the stepwise analysis showed that the variables
Proximity to Health Facilities and population density did not have a significant impact on the
dependent variable, so they were removed from the regression. The results of the final regression
are shown in Table 28.3:

TABLE 28.3
Multiple Linear Regression analysis results

As the results in Table 28.3 show, the selected research variables have a reasonably good fit for
the model with an adjusted R2 of 0.737. Public space per person (p=0.006), Proximity to Public
Transport (p=0.058) and Proximity to Parks (p=0.0062) are significant predictor variables.

28.5
28.5.1

Discussion
Main findings of analysis

The three case study cities showed some similarities related to the patterns of contagions
concentration, with peripheral areas of Bogota, Quito and Mexico DF registering the largest
number of COVID-19 contagions. Also, when viewed separately, the patterns of proximity to the
POIs (parks, health facilities and public transport) showed that these peripheral areas also have
the lowest levels of proximity to the POI, especially in public transport accessibility and health
facilities, indicating that there is a correlation between the access to these POI and the clustering
of contagions in the local level areas analysed in each city.
Working and study activities have been also affected by the restrictions of the quarantine,
shifting towards an online working, and learning model. 78% of the surveyed households have one
member working remotely, 38% two members and 11.97% three members. This indicates the large
amount of people that needed to adapt their houses to be able to work from home, with households
having more than one member working at the same space, which creates problems related to
privacy, concentration, noise and others. Regarding online education, the 63% of participants have
one or more people learning online, and the 38.7% expressed having similar problems to be able to
perform these activities in their homes.
The unit of spatial analysis in the three case study cities was based on certain criteria such as
socio-economic and infrastructure characteristics of neighbourhoods and its densities. In this way,
we classified the study sectors according to their urban proximity to our POI in low, medium, or
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high level. In the case of Bogotá, the sector or locality with the best indicators of proximity is
Teusaquillo, based on proximity to health service infrastructure, public spaces, and connectivity
with the rest of the city (see Table 28.2). It is followed by the Suba sector and in third place we
see the Kennedy sector, which coincides with the highest contagion rate and population density
despite of having a good proximity average to public spaces, health facilities and transport services.
In this regard, it seems that high population density plus a weak socioeconomic condition are the
aspects that might be more directly correlated with the high number of infections in these sectors.
It is worth noting that when comparing the three areas across the case study cities, with the
highest urban deficits in the three cities, we find out that it coincides with the highest COVID-19
contagion rates, but also in terms of proximity as they are the most disconnected and distant from
the public transportation system; especially in Quitumbe (Quito) and Gustavo Madero (Mexico).
Although this last sector is not the most public transport deficient in Mexico City, it matches
with Quitumbe in Quito regarding the impact of mobility and proximity to health infrastructures.
On the other hand, the sectors of Teusaquillo (Bogotá), Eugenio Espejo (Quito) and Benito
Juarez (CDMX), register the least contagion rate and the best indicators of proximity to POI
and socioeconomic conditions. They are also the ones with the lowest population density. However,
when comparing these proximity results with the results of the survey, these same three sectors,
being the most favoured in this research, reflect the greatest impacts and limitations on access to
public space and mobility. Several reasons could be offered for this contrast, mainly related to the
strict quarantine restrictions enforced in the case study cities which restricted access to most public
parks, playgrounds, and other communal facilities.
In the case of middle-income sectors, such as Suba (Bogotá), Eloy Alfaro (Quito) and
Cuauhtemoc (Mexico), the greatest impact due to restrictions is connected with the lack of access
to public space, according to qualitative data from online survey, despite the fact that the indicator
of proximity to parks remains high in the study sectors of Quito and Mexico. On the other hand,
one of the most revealing indicators among these sectors is observed in the percentage of people
who answered affirmatively to the question about the impact of quarantine on their mental health.
In this field, it is evident that the most affected population corresponds to residents of the sectors
with higher population densities and those who have less access to parks or green infrastructure.
Taking this into consideration, the sectors with closer proximity relationships to public space,
transportation and health facilities show a lower impact on the mental health of their residents.
Density of population is another factor that has been investigated in relation with COVID-19
contagions rates [10]. Some research show that there is no or little correlation between density and
the number of cases [55]. However, some factors associated to urban density, such as pedestrian
congestion and crowding in public space and public transport could increase the contagion cases.
In our survey, 52.35% of participants think that density is an important risk factor, while 32.34%
expressed that density was an important factor, but there were other more important such as urban
hygiene, crowding avoidance, access to health facilities and social behaviour to follow the norms
stablished in each city to manage the pandemic. In comparison Table 28.2, the municipalities with
largest density had higher register of COVID-19 cases in each city. Also, when comparing the results
of the proximity to parks and public transport we noticed that with less proximity to these areas,
the rate of COVID-19 contagions tends to increase. However, this was not true for all cases in
our case study cities, as some municipalities such as Gustavo Madero in Mexico City had a high
proximity value but also higher COVID-19 cases in the city.
Regarding the concept of urban proximity investigated in this research, one of the important
findings has to do with the relationship among community, neighbourhood or districts with public
space access, and the amount of public space area per person (parks and squares). These kinds of
urban infrastructures have an influence in quality of life and public health when there is a close
proximity relation between them and residential areas in the case study cities. In this sense, we
notice a close correlation of a high contagious rate with the lack of proximity between urban health
facilities to housing or residential zones. Additionally, there is also a difference between the case
study cities of this type of health infrastructure in terms of service coverage and concentration
with the health system in each of the three countries. For instance, the health system in Colombian
cities is financed by public resources but outsourced by private operators. On the other side, in
Mexico and Ecuador the public sector is still the main operator of health services, therefore most
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of the health facilities are centralized and managed by the public sector, consequently the coverage
of health infrastructure is less dispersed along the city and more concentrated in large hospital
complexes and multipurpose medical buildings.
Urban mobility has been also greatly disturbed by the restrictions of quarantine. 36% of the
survey’s participants in the case study cities expressed being affected in their mobility, and 74%
report changing their transport modes towards more active transport such as walking and bicycling.
On the other hand, 23% of the participants said that they would prefer to use private car to avoid
any risk of contagion in public space. This shift towards active transport is an important trend
that could support a change in urban transport planning, favouring bicycle networks and walkable
pathways into the city’s mobility infrastructure. Regarding these networks, 54% of the participants
said that their cities did not have a bicycle network system, and 11% reported that such systems
were currently under constructions in their cities.
Cities have adopted different strategies to manage the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic,
mainly based on restrictions of mobility and agglomerations in public transport and public space. In
this sense, our survey asked the participants about what strategy could be more effective to manage
the reduction of contagions, and 25% expressed that the option: “Establish body temperature check
point, hand washing stations and disinfectant gel in public space” was the best option, followed
by the option: “Promote active transport and the expansion of bicycle networks and walkable
paths”, with 19%, and finally the option: “Redesign public space, urban furniture and green areas
to reduce human contact” (16%). These results indicate that most in the urban communities wish
to participate in the decision making process regarding the management of this pandemic, and
is keen to support the development of active transport options and the redesign of public spaces
to offer a safer environment for themselves, their families and the community. Participatory GIS
options to collect community feedback on public space use and behaviour could be a valuable tool
to support achieving this goal and offer better guidance to city planners in their quest to reduce
the spread of the COVID-19 virus while reducing vulnerability in urban communities [56].

28.5.2

Main findings and links to similar COVID-19 studies or reports

Similar studies using online surveys to collect information about the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic restrictions on the life and behaviour of people and household have been published
recently [37, 49]. The report presented by Gehl et al analysed the changes in the patterns of
use and behaviour in public spaces in four Danish cities (Copenhagen, Helsingør, Horsends and
Svenborg) and found that these cities are being used more for recreation, play and exercise, and the
use of public space has remained constant, while A to B movements have decreased significantly.
Similar results were found in our study regarding reduction of daily travels, however, the use
of public space diminished during the pandemic in our case study cities, especially in Bogota.
Another interesting observation of this study is that more children and older people are using
the city’s space than before. However, it is important to point out that the patterns of use and
restrictions on the access and use of public space between Europe and Latin America are different,
as most Latin-American cities have enforced strict restrictions to access parks, playgrounds, public
gyms and other community areas. This is also supported by the results of the Google Community
Reports on public space use [57] where it shows an increase of use in European cities (+85%) and
a large decrease of public space use in our case study countries (-45%). This change can be driven
by different factors, from the restrictions itself to access these spaces, to the change of attitude of
people and community towards public space, considering it is now a risk area where there may be
a higher probability of COVID-19 contagion [36].

28.5.3

Impact of findings on COVID-19 strategies and planning

As the results of the survey showed, and supported by similar reports [37, 58] in other cities,
there is a significant shift towards active mobility (walking, bicycle) in cities in many countries,
which could in turn increase the need for new strategies directed to increase and/or extend existing
infrastructure to support this change of mobility patterns. On the other hand, there is also the risk
that the low demand for public transport (already reported by several cities such as NY, Bogota
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and Quito), could create economic challenges in the provision and operation of public transport
networks, increasing as well the use of private cars as main transportation mode in cities [47].
Urban pollution had decreased as well as collateral effect of the restrictions in mobility, and large
percentage of the population currently working and learning from home in the case study areas
(65%), according to the data collected in our survey. The tendency towards these kinds of remote
working and education has already being growing before the COVID-19 pandemic, and now has
accelerated. This trend will likely continue, changing the way our cities and houses function.
Another possible scenario on the future growth of cities could be the increase of urban sprawl
driven by the desire of larger housing spaces in low density neighbourhoods. In our survey, 24%
of the participants expressed their preference for larger houses located far from the city centre. It
is important that this tendency does not become a new wave of unsustainable expansion of cities
towards their fringe areas, reversing the efforts of many cities towards better land use, with medium
density mix-use areas located in strategic areas or activity clusters in cities, which had proven to
be beneficial to reduce impacts of sprawl, pollution, energy use and promote an active community
life [59, 60].
Communities have shown a great capacity to support groups vulnerable to the pandemic
(migrants, street dwellers, the elderly, children), and a variety of responses have been received that
show the potential that communities have to be an important part of management of the pandemic.
However, citizen participation in decision-making about the management of this pandemic has been
very low or non-existent in the study cities, as well as in many cities in the world.

28.5.4

Recommendations for decision-makers and community-based
initiatives

Community participation in the decision making process about strategies to manage COVID-19 and
other pandemics could be a vital factor to enhance urban resilience [61]. Most cities, including our
case study cities, have not fully included communities in the decision making process in the current
crisis. Communities and the civil sector felt ignored and forced to surrender temporarily their
liberty to move-around and access public spaces in cities [62]. The social capital and community
wisdom how their local neighbourhoods function and adapt are an important source of information
that could enrich the decision making process together with local government authorities to better
cope with the quarantine restrictions and reduce the adverse effects of forced lockdown measures
during COVID-19.
In the proximity analysis, there are large areas in the case study cities with very low proximity
and accessibility to green areas and public spaces. The analysis also shows that in the densest areas
and with fewer area of public space per inhabitant, the level of contagion to COVID-19 is higher.
Therefore, public policies oriented towards the provision of more and better public space should be
on the agenda for cities in developing countries, with special emphasis on the informal areas most
vulnerable to COVID-19.
The vulnerability to develop serious heath complications from COVID-19 is correlated with
diseases such as diabetes, heart problems and high blood pressure and lung problems [1]. The
rate of occurrence of these diseases is related to urban areas with low accessibility to green areas
and active transport (walking, cycling), which promotes car dependency and sedentary lifestyle.
Our research showed that large areas of the case study cities, affected by the highest levels of
contagions, have public transport disadvantage and low proximity to parks. It is important to
understand this relationship between the characteristics of the virus and urban planning, which
should more efficiently promote active transportation and exercise in parks and recreational public
spaces.
Another important recommendation to local administrations is to collect higher resolution data
and made publicly available, to facilitate the efforts of academy and other institutions to provide
better insights on the dynamics of pandemic spread or control. Finally, it is also important for
cities to provide small scale disaggregated data on COVID-19, in order to understand the possible
impacts of urban form and urban features such as the ones explored in this chapter (public space,
mobility, density) on the spread and behaviour of the COVID-19 pandemic at neighbourhood or
precinct levels.
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Conclusions and Future Work
Summary of main findings

The impact of quarantine on the use of homes has been high, although its adaptation has been
restricted due to lack of flexibility of housing. The development of new housing that can more
easily adapt to new conditions and mix or types of uses to respond to the needs of its inhabitants
is needed.
The use of public space has decreased considerably in the three study cities, mostly motivated
by access restrictions and lack of confidence in the hygienic safety of public space and facilities. This
could have a significant impact on public health, and potentially lead to an increase in the rate of
diseases related to sedentary lifestyle and social isolation is expected [1]. Therefore, it is essential to
avoid total restrictions (all or nothing approaches) in accessing public space and green areas, and
instead promote strategies of capacity control, use of real-time data of public space agglomerations,
continuous disinfection of urban and sports furniture and signage for social distancing.
The change of paradigm from face-to-face work and education to virtual work/education will
be one of the main factors that will guide urban development in the coming years. This trend was
already starting to occur in some cities that have decentralized their areas of employment from the
city centre to nodes and secondary activity centres in the city. Steps in this direction have been
already taken by some cities such as Melbourne and Paris, aiming to apply the 20-minutes city
concept to their current and future urban development plans. But this trend has accelerated during
COVID-19.
Proximity to public spaces and green areas has a correlation with the level of contagion in the
case study cities, however it is important to take into account the impact of the socioeconomic
profile and population density, since these could have more influence on the level of contagions by
location according to the results of this research. There are several trade-offs between the advantages
of density and the risk of contagion in areas with high traffic and urban density, which should be
explored in more detail in order to improve resilience to COVID-19 and future pandemics.
Access to green areas and public recreational spaces is vital to better cope with the restrictions
and lifestyle changes caused by the pandemic. The shift towards teleworking and online education
has led to an increase in lack of physical activity and face-to-face interaction. Therefore, it does
not make sense that in times of pandemic, decisions are made to close urban parks, playgrounds
and public spaces, which further confines the population and leaves them without options for
socialization, exercising and enjoyment of nature. These are considered essential for good mental
and community health. Access to parks and public recreational space must be merely regulated, not
prohibited. Authorities need to take advantage of the potential of new technology (such as crowd
monitoring and public transport real-time data on commuters) to prevent crowding and increase
the continuous disinfection of urban/public spaces and furniture.

28.6.2

Contributions to research and practice

Geospatial analysis can contribute to a better management of the COVID-19 pandemic by
identifying the most important urban spaces for the community and understanding how the
characteristics of each context influence public health and quality of life. After the first wave
of the pandemic, COVID-19 control strategies in many cities have been aimed at identifying
contagion clusters and selective quarantine of specific areas of the city, which is why it is essential
to understand the relationships between the prevalence of contagion of COVID-19 and the urban
characteristics at multiple scales of analysis (i.e., zonal, neighbourhood, municipality).
The development of urban centralities or activity hubs that reduce the need for the population
for long commute to their jobs, studies, health and recreation areas is one of the strategies
that can help reduce the spread of COVID-19, especially in cities with high urban density. The
urban sub-centres (centralities) where there is a combination of activities (housing, employment,
recreation, health), have the possibility of being more resilient to the impacts of strict quarantine,
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by being able to organize the development of these activities more efficiently and adapted to their
special needs. Generic quarantine and general curfew measures applied to cities may result in a
worsening of the population’s quality of life and economy, while more targeted and customized
solutions and measures for neighbourhoods and communities may have a better chance of success.

28.6.3

Future steps

The relationship between density and COVID-19 involve several variables that should be further
investigated to understand the possible trade-offs between the advantages of density and the
management of public transport systems and crowded public spaces, especially in cities with a
large percent of its population depending on informal trading in public spaces to secure a living,
such as the three cities in our case studies. Also, with better data, we can undertake finer grain
analysis and explore urban form variables at block or neighbourhood level. Many cities have been
publishing their COVID-19 pandemic data through several portals and dashboards, which help to
track the spread of the virus and prepare for second wave and other future pandemics.
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the high vulnerability of cities and communities
to manage new forms of risks to public health. Therefore, it is vital to learn from the lessons
from the best (and also worst) management strategies that different countries and cities have
applied to cope with the pandemic, and be able to adapt quickly to new conditions and be more
resilient to future pandemic and other threats. The development of healthier cities, with more
robust health infrastructure and multi-mode active transport networks and generous green zones
should be included in the planning agenda of cities to reduce the social and economic impacts of
current and future quarantine restrictions in cities.
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29
Use of Geospatial Information and Technologies in
Understanding the COVID-19 Pandemic in Canada:
Examples and Critical Discussion
David J. Coleman and Prashant Shukle

Despite the very uneven distribution and intensity of the spread of COVID-19 in
different regions – and considering highly decentralised responsibilities for health care,
and shared federal and provincial leadership for national emergency response coordination
– Canada has been able to ensure a reasonably effective and well-coordinated response.
All Canadian provinces and territories now have data driven dashboards or geospatial
tools that highlight the incidence of COVID-19 in their respective jurisdictions. After
a number of early independent development initiatives sponsored by different provinces,
a nationally-endorsed, geospatially-enabled exposure notification app for cellphones was
publicly released at the end of July. While supportive of the overall efforts under difficult
circumstances, the authors suggest that specific responses could be improved if proactive
work is done to share technology and data within the framework of national pandemic or
disaster plans. As well, it would be valuable to ensure that the geospatial tools employed and
data collected continue to be used as the public-sector focus shifts from pandemic response
to economic recovery. Strong leadership and high levels of both national and international
cooperation will be required to address these improvements.

29.1

Introduction

As of early September 2020, the spread of COVID-19 still varies significantly across Canada.
Some provinces such as British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario and especially Quebec experienced
significantly higher impacts whereas other provinces and territories such as Manitoba, New
Brunswick and Newfoundland & Labrador experienced much lower levels of social and economic
disruption. Despite this highly asymmetrical national spread of a global pandemic, highly
decentralised responsibilities for health care, and shared federal and provincial leadership for
national emergency response coordination – Canada has been able to ensure a reasonably effective
and well-coordinated response. Governance and a long history of cross-jurisdictional collaboration
have been critical success factors for Canada and reliance on data and technology were key enablers.
This chapter provides a very brief introduction to how they were deployed in Canada’s
COVID-19 pandemic. After providing selected examples of technology-level responses that were
employed, the authors highlight early “hits and misses” which can be observed at this stage of the
pandemic in Canada. The authors conclude with a look to the future in terms of opportunities for
further development and cooperation.
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29.2
29.2.1

Understanding the COVID-19 Pandemic in Canada

Context
History and extent of the COVID-19 Outbreak in Canada

Figure 29.1 is a political map showing Canada’s provinces and territories. Detailed timelines of
events surrounding the COVID-19 outbreak in Canada may be found at Public Health Canada [1]
and the Canadian Press [2]. Very early in 2020, as information became available, Canadian efforts
moved from a pragmatic “wait and see” approach to one of increased proactivity. By January
25, Canada’s first case of COVID-19 was declared. Canada’s Public Health Agency activated its
Health Operations Centre and triggered Canada’s Federal/ Provincial/ Territorial Public Health
Response Plan for Biological Events [3]. Thousands of families were affected in the months to come:
Prime Minister Trudeau announced on March 12 that he himself was self-isolating as his wife had
tested positive for COVID 19. By September 6, 2020, almost 133,000 cases of the virus and 9145
deaths had been confirmed nationally (Public Health Canada, 2020b). Relative numbers of cases
varied widely across the country, with three provinces in particular (Québec, Alberta and Ontario)
accounting for a disproportionately high rate of those cases (Figure 29.2).

FIGURE 29.1
Map of Canada’s Provinces and Territories [4]
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Context

FIGURE 29.2
Rate of Confirmed Cases of COVID-19 per 100,000 population by Province as of September 6, 2020
[5]
No single factor accounts for the differences in the relative rate of cases in different provinces.
Clearly the effects were greatest in large metropolitan centres, but that is only part of the picture.
The high number of outbreaks in (especially) Nursing Homes and Seniors Care residences accounted
for many of the cases found even in more sparsely populated provinces like Nova Scotia. Similarly,
cities with busy international airports typically had higher incidence rates than those found
elsewhere.

29.2.2

Federal/Provincial Issues and Reactions

Constitutionally, while Canada’s federal government provides nation-wide leadership and
coordination across all 14 jurisdictions in a national emergency (such as a global pandemic), each
provincial government is responsible for adapting and implementing its own regional or local specific
emergency management plan. Federal authorities are also required to provide 2-way communication
with all provinces and territories when coordinating the influx of returning citizens and international
travellers who are exiting or entering the country at the more than 140 land border crossings, 14
international airports, and over 550 port facilities that play a strategic role in Canada’s goods and
services supply chain.
Approximately 80% of Canadians live within 160 kilometres miles of the Canada – United
States border. The other 20% of the population resides in the remaining land mass that stretches
a further 5300 kilometres north. If there was ever a crisis requiring an understanding of location
and its relation to human health – this was it.
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Understanding the COVID-19 Pandemic in Canada

Institutional and Technical Responses

Interestingly, the first capabilities to which Canadians turned were not geospatial in nature. Rather,
governments at all levels relied upon institutional responsiveness and the reach of television, radio,
social media, and newspapers. Depending on real-time events coupled with legacy economic and
social influences in each province, each provincial government responded to their specific regional
and local realities.
Communication strategies leveraged the power of a captive audience and the fact that 93% of
Canadian adults are reached by television each week. To an impressive and unusual extent, federal,
provincial and even (in major cities) municipal governments aligned to provide messaging that was
overwhelmingly consistent, uniform, and readily available. Data initially focussed on the numbers of
cases, the spread of the disease and the ongoing provision of expert advice and opinion. From March
through May 2020, each provincial premier hosted daily news conferences that were televised on
national and local media, usually following the Prime Minister of Canada who conducted his daily
briefing for all Canadians. In the same sessions, expert senior public health authorities provided
extensive information concerning the impacts, spread, and efforts at addressing COVID-19 in every
federal, provincial and territorial jurisdiction.
Through different media channels, Canadians were urged strongly and consistently to: follow
specific distancing and masking protocols, adopt telework arrangements, stay quarantined, and
minimise exposure to each other by staying at home unless required. Given a tendency towards
deference to authority and trust in governments, Canadians overwhelmingly adopted stringent
health protocols.

29.3.1

“Dashboard” Services

To minimise speculation and conspiracy theorizing, all major political leaders in Canada threw their
support behind expert management of the crisis. All governments established COVID-19 specific
websites with extensive information and data about the impacts and preventative measures. For
example, the Government of Canada released “Get Updates on COVID-19” a web-based email
service that provides subscribers with critical information related to the pandemic. Developed by
Health Canada, the Canadian Digital Service and Service Canada, the service ensured that those
Canadians who subscribed would get authoritative and institutionally valid content through the
Government of Canada website. Another application “ArriveCan”, developed by the Canadian
Border Services Agency and the Public Health Agency of Canada, allowed digitization of returning
traveller information to help manage 14-day isolation information periods, including identification
of whether the travellers have quarantine accommodations.
Baranovskiy et al. [6] offer an excellent early discussion of the difficulties in accessing, and
organizing Canadian public datasets in order to create easy to understand thematic maps and
charts that track the spread of COVID across the country. With “Made-in-Canada” geospatial
solutions being initially slow off the mark, global substitutes were employed by national and local
media outlets. For example, the John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center1 provided a very
effective dashboard highlighting global cases, detailed U.S. caseloads, and other visualisations such
as timelines and critical trends such as mortality rates. Another exceptional visualisation tool
used by Canadian sources came from the Financial Times2 , whose coronavirus data was used to
illustrate not just the vectors and incidence of COVID-19 but also the economic impacts and shocks
of the pandemic on global and national economies. Finally, the “COVID-19 Case Data Explorer”
developed and maintained by Esri Canada [7] offers a very detailed up-to-date statistics at national,
provincial and, in some cases, local health district levels.
It was not until May 2020 when the Government of Canada unveiled its first geospatially enabled
dashboard which resulted from a shared collaboration between the Public Health Agency of Canada,
1
2

See https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
See https://on.ft.com/3d32Y1Z
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Statistics Canada, and Natural Resources Canada3 . The dashboard, like that provided by Johns
Hopkins, was powered by ESRI GIS capabilities and drew upon Government of Canada data and
technology. Added visualisations included COVID in the world, a situational awareness dashboard
visualising provincial and territorial data and other economic and demographic indicators4 . All
Canadian provinces and territories now have data driven dashboards or geospatial tools that
highlight the incidence of COVID-19 in their respective jurisdictions.

29.3.2

Geospatial Monitoring and Analysis – Contact Tracing

Contact tracing is “. . . the process of identifying, assessing, and managing people who have been
exposed to a disease to prevent onward transmission” [8]. Public health agencies have long employed
the tracing the contacts of infected individuals (and then their contacts in turn) in order to inform
policies and practices which reduce infections in the population. Digital contact tracing today relies
on positioning and tracking capabilities of (primarily) mobile personal devices in order to determine
contact between a given infected patient and the device user.
Different countries have adopted different technical approaches and sometimes conflicting
guiding philosophies to digital contact tracing. There is considerable debate on the user
population-base requirements necessary to ensure effective contact tracing as well as the attendant
privacy and security implications to individual citizens using contact tracing apps [9, 10].
Exposure notification applications rely on the same basic technology but purports to offer
greater privacy protection to individual users [11]. Exposure notification apps notify you if you
have been near someone who later tested positive for COVID-19. By comparison, contact tracing
apps let people log their location and then share it (voluntarily or involuntarily) with public health
authorities.
Through April-May 2020, Canada saw multiple efforts carried out by independent provincial
governments in Alberta, Newfoundland & Labrador, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and New
Brunswick to either procure or develop in-house their own apps to support “exposure notification”
[12].
Most of these initiatives intended to incorporate Bluetooth technology provided by Apple
and Google. However, to avoid duplication and confusion, those companies made it clear they
preferred supporting one nationally-endorsed app rather than many different regional ones [13].
The federally-funded COVID Alert app development project was led by the Canadian Digital
Service and being undertaken in cooperation with partners from the Ontario Provincial Government
and with help from volunteers from the commercial technology firm Shopify [14]. While originally
expected to be rolled out by July 1, 2020, unexpected issues in refinement and testing delayed the
national app’s introduction until July 31, 2020 – and even then its reception was mixed [15].
From an institutional perspective, widespread public and commercial interest in COVID-19
related contact tracing apps quickly sparked concerns from government Privacy Commissioners
and citizen interest groups alike across Canada. Two institutional responses provided early and
very useful contributions to this debate. In April 2020, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of
Canada issued an assessment framework [16] intended to “. . . assist government institutions faced
with responding to the COVID-19 crisis, and help organizations subject to federal privacy laws
understand their privacy-related obligations during the pandemic”. This framework was followed
the next month with a more extensive Joint Statement by Federal, Provincial and Territorial
Privacy Commissioners articulating their shared position on privacy principles for contact tracing
and exposure notification [17].
Given the engagement of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada and other key geospatial
departments such as Natural Resources Canada – concerns for individual privacy and protection
directed the final application design to utilise Bluetooth to exchange random codes with nearby
phones that also have the app involved. If someone within the proximate areas scanned by the
phones later tests positive for COVID-19 they are to entire a key or code into the app. If any
individual has spent more than 15 minutes and less than the mandated 2 metres apart from the
3
4

See https://health-infobase.canada.ca/covid-19/
https://health-infobase.canada.ca/covid-19/visual-data-gallery/
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infected individual they will be notified. It should be noted that this app will not provide location,
names, addresses, places, the time of contact or any health information to anonymise and protect
the health information of Canadians.

29.4

Discussion

The “purpose-built” development of the new Canadian Government geospatial dashboard devoted
specifically to COVID-19 tracking is notable for two reasons. First, it took well over 3 months for
the relevant data and tools on the new dashboard to be configured and launched publicly. At the
same time, the Government of Canada already had its own Federal Geospatial Platform [18] as an
enterprise wide geospatial capability – one that had been highly touted as one of the Government
of Canada’s most successful data and technology initiatives. In the authors’ opinion, this lack of
responsiveness and subsequent duplication requires further study. Second, the time lag in preparing
Canadian data dashboards suggests a gap in the institutionally driven pandemic Response Plan.
Although this Plan had clearly undergone significant consultations and trial runs beforehand, it
suggests the need for greater advance planning to reduce this time lag for data loading in the future.
As well, the authors look forward to seeing reports on the use of geospatially-enabled dashboards
and exposure notification for operational modelling purposes in Canada through different stages
of the pandemic. A significant amount of relevant health data on the spread and incidence of the
disease may already be available to public authorities in geospatial and analysis-ready formats,
but its veracity is still unclear. While we appreciate there are real and significant difficulties in
planning and conducting such analyses effectively [19, 20], critical assessments of examples and
lessons learned in this regard will be extremely valuable to the international community. Similarly,
there has been no documentation yet on the impact and use of that geospatial data for economic
and health recovery in Canada. Geospatially-enabled analysis of supply chains, detailed economic
analyses at local levels, and sentiment analyses of citizens in hardest hit areas are all within the
grasp of the technology of today. The authors look forward to seeing – hopefully soon – work
undertaken in this regard as well.

29.5

Towards the Future

Geography – in particular, the very small number of densely-populated large metropolitan areas
in relation to its vast area – has played a key role in Canada’s relative success in containing
the COVD-19 pandemic. Still, if the number of confirmed cases and mortality statistics are any
indication, Canadian responses to the COVID-19 pandemic have been relatively well managed
and of the “middle of the pack” variety. While new apps have been developed, websites built,
and a variety of data disseminated to citizens, the first priority was clearly to use mass media to
communicate information and expert advice in order to ensure that citizens were protected from
the effects of COVID-19 and that the general population benefitted from the mitigation of any
spread.
That said, the issues highlighted earlier do present significant institutional and technologydevelopment opportunities in Canada.
First, most jurisdictions could respond more quickly if proactive work is done to share
technology and data within the framework of national pandemic or disaster plans. Critical questions
highlighting which data are essential to report and how should form a critical element of a clear
data strategy in each plan.
Second, these pandemic plans should also focus on the recovery – it will be essential to
understand how the health recovery is progressing alongside an economic recovery, and key social,
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environmental and health indicators from national to local perspective would be critical to a well
managed and staged set of economic and social policy interventions.
Finally, as we move further away from any pandemic or crisis, there is a clear need to ensure
that tools and data enabling pandemic response are transformed and sustainably utilised for the
next set of crises that depend on geospatial data.
Global readiness depends on long term vigilance. Leadership and international cooperation will
be required in the GGIM academic community and well beyond in order to ensure all nations are
able to attain the necessary levels of technical and data readiness.
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Geospatial Intelligence in Dealing with COVID-19
Challenges in Czechia
Milan Konecny, Jiri Hladik, Jiri Bouchal, Lukas Herman and Tomas Reznik

This chapter deals with aspects of geospatial support to manage COVID-19 in Czechia. The
first three cases of the disease were confirmed on March 1, 2020. Geospatial intelligence
has played an important role in analysing and predicting the spread of the disease, in
designing and optimizing measures against it, and in reducing harm. Three categories of
applications were identified and described when following the conducted analysis of the
content and purpose of COVID-19-related geospatial applications and solutions. The first,
the visual analytics of COVID-19-related health statistics follows the concept of multiple
coordinated views and dynamic queries. This category of applications uses various official
or semi-official sources of geospatial data and their presentation in interactive web maps.
The second, different tracking applications or tools for analysis of people’s movement and
identification of risky contacts was implemented. In the Czechia, these are for example
eRouska mobile application and movement tracking in the Mapy.cz application. The third
category represents decision support systems for public administration, emergency services
and volunteers. Example of this category is the interactive map of registered volunteers used
by coordination centre established by Masaryk University (MUNI) in Brno, Czechia. The
advantages, limitations, and possible future directions of the mentioned applications of
geospatial intelligence are discussed in the conclusions.

30.1

Introduction

The United Nations Global Geospatial Information Management (U.N. GGIM), which includes
the core idea of creating a global geospatial integrative data ecosystem with potential applications
in various situations (incl. pandemic) and on all geographical levels (incl. local and regional), is
fundamentally based on the Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) concept. The COVID-19 pandemic
has again highlighted the need of societies to deal with various kinds of data and to enrich and
integrate them “on-line” or “near-online”. One of the necessary preconditions is to analyse data
fast and provide visual representations such as digital maps and other types of models. Geospatial
intelligence proved itself to be an useful bridge combining the already existing authoritative spatial
data (as in the Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community - INSPIRE
and national SDIs) with referenced health information regularly collected by special governmental
institutions (in Czechia, this is e.g. the Institute for Health Information and Statistics - IHIS)
or obtained by everyday measurements based on COVID-19 testing among various population
groups and regions of Czechia. This paper describes theoretical and practical approaches based on
state-of-the-art geospatial intelligence.
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Based on the analysis of the content and purpose of existing and newly emerging geospatial
applications and solutions [1–3], the authors of this paper have integrated three approaches to
improve dealing with COVID-19-related problems:
• Visual analytics of COVID-19-related health statistics,
• Tracking and analysis of people’s movement and identification of risky contacts, and
• Decision support systems for public administration, emergency services and volunteers.

30.2

Visual Analytics of COVID-19-related Health Statistics in
Czechia

The main goal of visual analytics is to provide interactivity through utilizing the concept of multiple
coordinated views and dynamic queries to emphasize the impact of changes in analysed phenomena.
A number of applications have been developed around the world for the visual analysis of geospatial
data on the spread of COVID-19 [1–3]. Many of these applications are global and use data from the
World Health Organization (WHO). Several applications use data from Johns Hopkins University
in Maryland; this data source is created by combining several primary data sets (such as WHO) by
supplementing them with additional information. In Czechia, applications that visualise global data
have also been developed alongside visualisations built to analyse domestic data. Those focused on
Czechia primarily use the data provided by the Ministry of Health of the Czech Republic, as well
as the IHIS data, which are included. Data collection process includes an aggregation of data from
individual Regional Public Health Stations. These data are freely available [3].

FIGURE 30.1
An interactive map of COVID-19 in Czechia* . Note: choropleth maps show the number of infected
per 100 thousand inhabitants. Graphs in columns are used to select according to the infected
persons’ age, region and gender, or according to the date and source country (if infected abroad)
of the infection. The map on the left shows the overall situation in Czechia; the situation in the
Pilsen Region is displayed on the right.
*

http: // mapa-koronavirus. innoconnect. net

A map of COVID-19 spread in Czechia1 is an example of this kind of visual analytics application.
1

https://mapa-koronavirus.innoconnect.net/
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The map allows to analyse the number of people infected by COVID-19 through implementing
multiple linked views to present the data. Each of the views (map and charts) enables different
interactions, such as brushing, relationship analysis, and filtering that trigger an instant update of
the other views. Different combinations of filters can be applied for deeper insights, for instance by
selecting a single source country of infection: the distribution of cases originating in that country
is then visualised according to time, region, gender and age (Figure 30.1). It is also possible to
select people over 70 years of age as a group and highlight the regions with the highest number
of infected senior citizens. These functionalities are implemented on top of the WebGLayer open
source library2 .

30.3

Tracking and Analysis of People’s Movement and Determination
of Risky Contacts

The application and procedures described in this section form the technological basis for the
deployment of the “smart quarantine system”. The main part of this system in Czechia consists
in creating “memory maps” based on processing of an individual’s movement data obtained from
the relevant mobile operator. There are two facts that need to be emphasized. The individual must
agree to data processing and no data belonging to any other persons are used in the process. The
aim is, therefore, to help the person remember all the places he or she visited and then identify all
people (s)he came into contact with. The use of memory maps is supplemented by other voluntary
technologies such as the eRouska (eMask in English) mobile application3 and movement tracking
in the Mapy.cz application4 .
eRouska is a mobile application for smartphones that helps authorized officers from Regional
Public Health Stations to easily and quickly identify people with whom an infected person came
into contact with and who are therefore also potentially at risk of infection. The application uses
Bluetooth and records close contact with other users of the application. Tracking within Mapy.cz
uses location history data collected by mobile devices. Thanks to location sharing, an increased
probability of infection can be calculated; this probability is determined on the basis of whether the
observed person stayed in the same place for a significant period of time as a person who has tested
positive for COVID-19. By July 2020, 1.4 million users have volunteered to share their location
data using the Mapy.cz application (out of the total of 10.7 million inhabitants of Czechia).
The aforementioned tracking data from mobile phones can also be used to improve the
population estimates in certain areas, e.g. due to the increased incidence of COVID-19 in these
areas. Kubicek et al. [4] describe a proof-of-concept application of tracking data from mobile phones
in a crisis management context. A similar approach can also be used in the future to improve the
estimates of current population in smaller areas affected by COVID-19 in order to facilitate closure
planning or to plan services.

30.4

Decision Support Systems for Public Administration, Emergency
Services and Volunteers

Geospatial applications can also serve as a platform for volunteers, community groups and those who
need help in connecting with each other, as well as for local authorities and individuals or groups
of volunteers matching specific locations and other criteria. Maps can display information and help
in navigation to hospitals, clinics, grocery stores or pharmacies, places where personal protective
2
3
4

http://webglayer.org/
https://erouska.cz/en
https://napoveda.seznam.cz/en/mapy/covid-19/
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equipment can be purchased and similar. In affected areas, this information and connections could
improve the organization of assistive services and thus potentially save lives.
Masaryk University (MUNI) in Brno, Czechia, has established a coordination center for
volunteers right at the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis5 . The help offered consisted mostly in the
manufacture of face masks, food or medicine delivery to vulnerable people, babysitting, teaching
assistance and similar. Both volunteers and requests for help and assistance were collected through
online forms, e-mails and phone calls. All data thus obtained included geospatial information;
Geographic Information System (GIS) support has been introduced across all these activities to
increase the coordination center’s efficiency.
An interactive web map based on the Leaflet library6 has been established to display the
location of all registered volunteers. The map also features browsing by attributes and filtering and
address search to help operators locate people who are asking for help and to assign a suitable
volunteer nearby (Figure 30.2). Input data from Excel sheets were processed using a Python script.
To obtain geographic information from the addresses provided, two geocoding services are used:
the national Registry of Territorial Identification, Addresses and Real Estate – RUIAN geocoding
service7 operated by the Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre on the one hand, and
the geocoding service provided by the Czech online and mobile map application Mapy.cz8 developed
by the private company Seznam.cz on the other hand. The output point dataset was visualized
using Leaflet.markercluster plugin9 . The data processing script was executed automatically every
10 minutes to keep the data in the application up-to-date.

FIGURE 30.2
An interactive map of registered volunteers. Note: elements on the left contain a search bar and
data filtering; the right panel contains information on the selected volunteer.
A similar application was established for public use in order to promote the activities of the
coordination center and, simultaneously, to invite more help-seekers by providing information on
available volunteers nearby. To ensure protection of the volunteers’ privacy, the amount of sensitive
information was reduced, location data were anonymized and aggregated. The internal version of
the map of volunteers was used by 30 people, usually 7 workers per day. Overall, more than 4,000
volunteers have registered, and the center has successfully resolved 2,405 requests for help. The
5

https://munipomaha.cz/en/i-need-help
https://leafletjs.com/
7
http://ags.cuzk.cz/arcgis/rest/services/RUIAN/Vyhledavaci_sluzba_nad_daty_RUIAN/MapServer
8
https://api.mapy.cz/geocode
9
https://github.com/Leaflet/Leaflet.markercluster
6
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map has also helped coordinate efforts with other volunteer groups where they had a shortage of
people.

30.5

Conclusions and Discussion

Geospatial information has been an irreplaceable tool across the activities to combat the COVID-19
pandemic in Czechia, regardless of whether the particular application has been provided centrally
by the government/public administration, the private sector and/or volunteer activities. Location
information, mapping and GIS tools have been used at all stages, from preparedness in areas without
infected persons, through response at hotspot areas, to mitigation across the whole country. Open
source as well as customized national commercial products have been used with similar frequency.
For such purposes, both, national map data sources/registries and open data like OpenStreetMap
are combined.
Several applications have been created quickly and spontaneously, many of them initially
containing several cartographic mistakes or shortcomings that were later gradually corrected. A
typical shortcoming was, for example, the use of a choropleth map to display the absolute number
of infected people instead of showing a share of the infected in the population, or using proportional
map symbols. Geospatial applications visualizing COVID-19-related health statistics have also
suffered from data quality issues such as different data reporting practices in different regions.
Potentially, data errors can also occur in processing or in combining input data from different
sources.
This use of Geospatial Intelligence based on a combination of the three approaches in dealing
with the COVID-19 pandemic represents one of many possibilities. It can also be applied in other
crisis situations, other cities, countries and continents if high-quality geospatial data are available.
The tasks related to the COVID-19 pandemic were in public administration and public health
bodies firstly addressed via spreadsheets, notes etc. Geospatial intelligence was employed in early
stages of the pandemic as it resulted in such bodies in (1) significantly faster processing, (2) more
complex tasks, (3) sophisticated predictions and (4) shortening the supply chain. All these benefits
are demonstrated during the second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic10 that is even stronger than
the first wave in spring 2020.
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31
COVID-19 in France: A Multiphase and
Multidimensional Approach to a Complex Societal
Imbalance
Carmen Martin and François Pérès

This chapter focuses on the effects of the pandemic in France. The first part describes the
phased evolution of the perception and treatment of the virus in the first half of 2020. In the
second part, a multidimensional analysis describes the societal impact of the health crisis
and its negative and positive effects on France in general and, by analogy, in Europe and the
world. The study first presents the temporal characteristics of the pandemic associated with
the mix of scales, phase shifts, delays, inertia and the random and unpredictable dynamic
nature of the crisis evolution. Secondly, a view qualified as functional, depicts the virus
in relation to the different roles it played in terms of its capacity to reveal phenomena,
accelerate dynamics, divide or reconcile communities together, bring about new behaviours,
eliminate or restore weakened entities and generate a questioning of the very meaning of
the existence of our societies’ lifestyles.

31.1

Introduction

This chapter looks back on four months of exploration of this new world and the experimentation of
life in the presence of a deadly virus. A first part deals with the factual nature of the events observed
during the first six months of the crisis. An analytical and instantaneous vision of the situation
in France is proposed in a second part. Two angles are considered, respectively approaching the
temporal and functional views to describe the dynamic parameters characterising the evolution of
the crisis and the role played by the virus in the envisaged societal upheavals1 .

31.2
31.2.1

Observation
Evolution of the Crisis, Health Measures, and Risk Perception

The Covid19 pandemic in France followed a phased process. Each of the process stages is to be
brought closer to the level of risk perceived or proven by the population and its governing bodies
(Figure 31.1)2 .
1
Due to the uncertainties about the evolution of the crisis and the countermeasures imagined to contain its
consequences, the sustainability of the ideas developed and the forecast data is not consolidated. Perhaps the
future will deny or correct some of the forward-looking ideas or solutions reported here.
2
This graph is only a snapshot of the evolution recorded during the first half of the crisis. At the time this
chapter was written, the evolution of the pandemic was on a downward slope. However, many experts believe that
a second wave should hit France at the end of the summer.
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FIGURE 31.1
Graph of the Evolution of the Number of Cases and Deaths in France in the First Half of 2020

31.2.1.1

Phase 1: Observation and Denial - November 2019-February 2020

Even with the announcement by China of the discovery of a new Coronavirus by the Chinese
authorities on January 1, 2020, France observes but is not worried [1]. Reinforced by the finally
not very alarmist announcements of the World Health Organization, a feeling of indifference
reigns, associated with a (false obviously) perception of invulnerability and a denial of the risks of
contamination.

31.2.1.2

Phase 2: Awareness and Projection - Early March 2020

Even though the French generally trust their local health services, there is growing concern among
the population. Debates are flourishing at all levels of decision-making, on masks usefulness as
a protective barrier, on hydroxy-chloroquine effectiveness as a curative treatment, on the choice
between distancing strategy and herd immunity [2]. On March 16 2020, the President announces
“France is at war”. The general confinement of the population is introduced.

31.2.1.3

Phase 3: Adaptation and Resignation. Mid-March to Mid-April

Except for a few derogatory measures, 67 million French people have to limit their movements
to what is strictly necessary. The French are taking the full measure of the seriousness of the
epidemic situation: 70% of those questioned consider that COVID-19 is particularly contagious [3].
In a volatile public opinion, the Covid-19 epidemic sharpens fear, rehabilitates the performative
function of the presidential speech and unites the French around the measures taken by the executive
branch.

31.2.1.4

Phase 4: Fatigue and Hope. Mid-April to Mid-May

The first month of confinement is well accepted, and the French (no doubt for fear of sanctions)
adhere to the measures taken by the government. But, in France more than elsewhere, the credit
given to leaders never lasts very long and, one month later, mistrust takes over with a 58% rate
of dissatisfaction. Faced with this prolonged crisis and the executive’s procrastination on several
subjects (tests, masks, etc.), the confidence of the French people has not collapsed, but it has
significantly eroded. Besides, in one month, the number of deaths rose from 150 to nearly 18,000
(Figure 31.2), which understandably cannot drive euphoria. The peak of contamination is reached
between 6 and 10 April, and the epidemic begins to recede. The anticipated announcements of
deconfinement and a date for its entry into force give new hope. The measures taken by the
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FIGURE 31.2
Spatial and Temporal Evolution of Mortality Linked to COVID 19 in France
executive to support short-time working and the social protection nets set up to help individuals
and legal entities cushion (temporarily?) the effects of the health crisis, doubled in an economic
depression.

31.2.1.5

Phase 5: Liberation and Concern Mid-May End June 2020

On May 7 2020, the end containment measures are officially announced for gradual implementation
from May 11. The government policy is based on a three-pronged strategy: (i) living with the virus,
(ii) acting progressively, (iii) adjusting locally. Indicators are established for the implementation
of the various measures (reopening of schools, shops, public transport, residences for the elderly,
places of worship, parks and gardens, beaches, cultural sites, etc.).

FIGURE 31.3
Spatial visualisation of the virus incidence rate indicator on May 7, 2020
These indicators indicate whether a department is classified as green, orange or red zone (Figure
31.3). They are based on the incidence rate of new cases accumulated daily over seven days, the
virus reproduction factor, the occupancy rate of resuscitation beds by patients with COVID-19,
the positivity rate of tests collected three days previously, and the number of tests performed. The
deconfinement phase is a relief for a majority of French people. It is also a source of concern. Health
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authorities are worried, however, about the slackening observed at the end of the containment period
and the feeling of a few that the war is won. Warnings are constantly being repeated to remind
people that the virus is still circulating and that barrier gestures remain essential.

31.2.1.6

Phase 6: Learning and Release July 2020

Even if this number remains relatively constant, one still observes, in a somewhat irrational way,
a downward trend in the systematic adoption of preventive measures. This decline in vigilance
is undoubtedly linked to deconfinement which favours social interactions and makes it more
challenging to adopt physical distancing measures. It is also related to the decrease in the number
of hospitalisations and deaths, which may question the usefulness or relevance of maintaining
the systematic adoption of these behaviours. (Figure 31.4). It should also be noted that among
preventive measures, the wearing of masks is gradually becoming part of everyday life.

FIGURE 31.4
(a) Social Distancing and Barrier Gestures Application (b) Perception of Risk and Preventive
Measures

31.2.2

Synthesis

The study of this phased process and the observed behaviour of the French population highlights the
definition of risk, based on the exposure between a potentially vulnerable entity and a potentially
dangerous event. The perception of risk requires being able to evaluate these different components
(levels of vulnerability, danger and exposure), to aggregate them into a single measure and
then to compare its value to a reference system capable of providing information on its level
of criticality. The exercise is not simple, and very often, the perceived risk is not related to the real
threat [4, 5].
Unable to refer to scientifically validated figures or statistics representative of their specific
environment or lifestyle, the French have constructed their own indicators based on their
interpretation of the signals received, mainly relayed by the media. Still, the distinction in risk
assessment according to age groups combined with morbidity factors shows that the severity index
is really taken into account in the perception of danger. On another level, the possible distortion
between perceived risk and real threat can also be induced by a multiple relaxation risk. The
probability of catching the virus is not equal to the likelihood of dying from it. Many people are
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asymptomatic and do not suffer the pangs of the disease they carry within them. If it does occur,
it is usually mild and flu-like. If, however, a worsening is observed and hospitalisation is necessary,
only a small proportion of patients will be transferred to intensive care. Here again, the chance
of survival is high. In the end, the risk of death can be minimised by the various emergency exits
along the path of the infected person.

31.3

Multidimensional Analysis

The analysis proposed in this paragraph, which is inevitably incomplete, focuses on a few
particularities related to different dimensions, in particular those connected with the temporal,
functional and sectoral views of the health crisis induced by the appearance of the virus.

31.3.1

Temporal View

Beyond the different chronological phases discussed in the observation paragraph, one of the major
difficulties in the management of this health crisis can be explained by temporal factors [6]. Several
phenomena appear to coexist in this respect. We detail them below.

31.3.1.1

Time Scale Mixtures

Two crises overlap: a health crisis with immediate effects and lethal consequences and an economic
crisis with delayed impact and societal repercussions. The short-term solution aimed at annihilating
the virus by confining the people, vectors of its spread, has proved its effectiveness in health terms
but leads to economic and social disaster on a more distant horizon. Conversely, refusing to give in
to the pandemic comes down to sacrificing thousands of people on the altar of growth and prosperity
without any real control of the human cost generated. Both paths seem to be dead ends, and only a
subtle compromise should make it possible to limit the damage. At the political level, there is also
confusion. The short-term view aimed at keeping endangered businesses alive by rapidly releasing
financial aid leads to indebtedness with perhaps postponed devastating consequences in economic
terms. The political and the economic horizons differ, as do the time frames at the individual or
collective scales.

31.3.1.2

Dephasing

Delayed effects are also very significant in the Coronavirus crisis. First of all, there is a natural
delay between infection and symptom appearance or between the different stages of the pathology’s
evolution. Acting on this dephasing seems to be futile. However, some delays can be reduced due
to the slow or delayed effects of political or medical strategies. These delays are due to a lack of
knowledge of the pathogenic agents or the evolution of the disease. This is the case, for example, in
the search for curative treatments (anti-viral drugs, steroid anti-inflammatory medications, triple
therapy, etc.), the results of which are still pending because of incompressible development times
but also because of regulatory complications associated with normative issues. Sources of delay
may also be linked to a lack of logistical support.
In France, several controversies emerged concerning this issue. First of all, the obligation to wear
a mask was declared ineffective by hazardous state communication. The delay in the application
of this barrier gesture was, in fact, linked to a lack of masks and an inability to produce them on
French soil at the required rate. The same observation could be made about the diagnosis procedure.
Implementing virological or serological tests was delayed by the lack of available structures and
material shortages. Another controversy was widely talked about, related to the delay (or even
absence) of attention by care structures for older adults affected by the coronavirus in retirement
homes due to a lack of hospital beds.
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Space-Time Shift

The erratic spread of the virus highlights a two-speed process.
The circulation of the virus between continents or between countries was not immediate; at the
level of the large blocks of contamination, South East Asia was first impacted. Europe was then
affected with a delay of about two months. One month later, the United States was hit hard. A
few weeks after, South America, Russia and India were in turn, overwhelmed.
When a region is affected, however, the spread can be very rapid, with cases of contamination
that can increase at a rate corresponding to an R0 =4 (one person contaminates four others on
average) and a number of daily cases increasing exponentially. In France, this discrepancy has been
observed between regions. The Great East was first affected, then the Ile de France, the Hauts de
France and Burgundy. The rest of the regions were spared overall. However, the paralysing effects
of the pandemic affected all of France. The same measures were applied throughout the country.
This spatial and temporal gap amplified the immediate effects of the crisis and contributed to the
blocking of economies by desynchronisation of supply and demand in the framework of interregional
or international industrial relations.

31.3.1.4

Inertia

The temporal view also concerns the economy [7]. While the cessation of a commercial or industrial
activity may be rapid, recovery can sometimes be more complicated as it cannot be achieved alone
and relies on the one hand on synchronisation with the upstream and downstream logistics chain
and, of course, on the return of consumption and customers. The recovery, just like the start-up of
a business, is likely to come up against the so-called “Bullwhip” phenomenon. This phenomenon,
which is well known in production management, is generally initiated by the uncertainties inherent
in the demand of each stakeholder in an unstable market. It leads to distortions between current
needs and effectively committed production. In addition to the unnecessary increase (or reduction)
in production and the associated additional logistics costs, it results in undesirable inertia related
to the number of links in the supply chain and their reactivity in processing information (order
taking) and in the production (delivery of goods or provision of services).
This inertia is all the more critical in a health crisis that the state of the partners involved in
a supply chain is subject to a high uncertainty level (on the partner responsiveness but also the
expected product quantity, itself depending on the pandemic evolution).
The launch in France of the manufacture of respirators is the most typical example of this.
Companies that were not in the business (notably industrial groups in the automotive sector:
PSA, Valeo and Schneider Electrique), commissioned to speed up the marketing of this medical
equipment have been confronted with this phenomenon. The inertia induced by the start-up of this
new activity combined with a lack of awareness of the need for respiratory assistance devices led,
on the one hand, to significant delays in delivery and, on the other hand, to overproduction. The
newly manufactured respirators were not needed anymore. The essential nature of the demand and
the emergency logistics put in place to meet it eventually led to costly and prohibitive expenses
without any return on investment or profitability.

31.3.1.5

Chaotic Dynamics

Even if day by day research is making progress and the state of knowledge is improving, the
transmission factors and conditions necessary for the transmission of the virus remain poorly
understood. Some variables seem to be preponderant (age, morbidity factors, etc.). Others require
confirmation (gender, antibody generation, pollution, climate, etc.). It is difficult to explain, for the
time being, the low level of contamination in Africa compared to South America, for example. The
seasonality of the virus is not certain either. Has a periodic phenomenon been initiated requiring,
like the flu, an annual vaccine? Is it, on the contrary, a “one-shot” cellular disorder caused by a
natural or human-made accident? Virus mutation, improved detection techniques or advances in
treatment are also likely to change the curves. The uncertain nature of all these factors makes it
impossible to rationalise the dynamics of evolution and renders challenging to forecast the number
of people infected and the projection in terms of expected mortality [8].
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In France, the dynamics observed showed a radical effect of containment and barrier gestures
in the spread reduction of the virus. Knowledge of the time constants: incubation (1 to 14 days),
contagiousness (8 to 37 days) turned out to be accurate and in line with prognosis. What will
happen when life returns to normal? What trajectory will the pandemic follow? At the time of
writing, all is conjecture.

31.3.2

Functional View

This paragraph discusses the contributory role attributed to the coronavirus. For the most part,
the effects of the pandemic are obviously deleterious and have resulted or will result in human
and social (excess mortality, depression, domestic violence, school dropout), economic (corporate
bankruptcies, debt) tragedies. Nevertheless, as a famous French expression says, “à quelque chose,
malheur est bon” which means that however unpleasant an experience can be, you will probably
learn from it. The appearance of the coronavirus does not deny the precept. Faced issues, new
situations, lived experiences can be sources of inspiration and renewal. In this sense, and without
erasing or compensating for the harmful effects of the pandemic, the health crisis can have a role to
play and a beneficial character. These aspects are briefly described below. A synthesis in the form
of a table is available (https://tinyurl.com/covidappendix); this presents a more comprehensive
view of the contributory character of COVID 19 on nine major themes: Health Medicine / Economy
Business Work / Ecology Sustainable development / Tourism Leisure Sports Culture / Education
- Schools - Universities / Society - Lifestyles / Politics State / Justice / Science Technologies.

31.3.2.1

Detector, Scanner and Demonstrator Function

The appearance of the virus has had a significant role in confirming or highlighting the qualities and
defects that were until then inconspicuous, or even invisible, of all our systems (immune protection,
health management, etc.), organisations (political, industrial, etc.) or strategies (economic,
environmental, social) [9]. In France, like a scanner, it has revealed unsuspected weaknesses or,
on the contrary, hitherto unknown forms of resilience. It should be noted that the revelation of
negative aspects is in itself something positive in that it allows us to ask ourselves questions in
order to remedy them and thus offers indirect benefits.
We list below some of the main lessons revealed by the crisis in France:
• Vital Importance of Public Service and Role of the State. The vital and unconditional
support of the state has marked a disassociation from purely liberal doctrines. Based on
market self-regulation and individual self-management, these policies are proving unsuitable
for identifying and implementing solutions based on collective and social utilities.
• Highlighting a Need for National or, at the Very Least, European Sovereignty. The
lack of medicines, health equipment or the shutdown in logistics chains due to the outsourcing
of markets has revealed in a patent manner the need to sustain on its soil the means and
knowledge necessary to maintain industrial autonomy.
• Central State Limitations and Administrative Burdens. The uniformity of containment
policies, the slowness observed in the implementation of directives descending from Paris to
the regions have shown a need for decentralisation of decision-making, a policy more based on
territorialisation and administrative simplification.
• Impact of Pollution on Health and the Need for a More Environment-Oriented
Policy. While coronavirus has already claimed more than 30,000 victims, fine particles and
nitrogen oxides are responsible for approximately 67,000 deaths (lung cancer, stroke, heart
attack, ...) every year. The recovery plans devised for a new future must integrate this ecological
dimension.
• Preponderant Role of Feminised Professions in Crisis Management. Carers, nurses,
cashiers,... these often feminised and poorly paid jobs, found themselves in the front line and
of vital importance. A pay rise for these professions and a rebalancing of skills within social
categories are necessary.
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Enabler, Trigger, Facilitator, Catalyst, Promoter, Accelerator
Function

The pandemic facilitated the outbreak of many phenomena that could not have been observed or
would not have developed so rapidly without the presence of the virus, its consequences and the
solutions put in place to counter it [10–13]. This role as a catalyst has had consequences, often
positive and sometimes negative, by creating the conditions necessary to promote new practices,
encouraging the development of new activities and stimulating novel ideas or theories.
A non-exhaustive list of this almost chemical function assigned to the virus in France is provided
below.
• Accelerating the Development of Alternative Energy Vehicles. The crisis seems to
have precipitated environmental awareness and encouraged energy transition. In the automotive
sector, manufacturers are favouring the hypothesis that the crisis could accelerate the spread
of electric or hybrid models.
• Enhancement of Scientific Output. Coronavirus-related research has been boosted:
publications, clinical trials, and modelling have increased to unprecedented proportions.
However, biases have appeared in the development and results validation, as well as in the
monitoring capacity required for the professional to process this surplus of knowledge.
• Increase in Governance Mistrust and Crisis Communication. The discredit of the
institutional voice (politicians, scientists, media) accelerated during the crisis. Polemics about
the effectiveness of treatments and barrier gestures fuelled suspicions of manipulation and lies.
• Simplification of Labour Law. MPs adopted the bill on various legislative measures
related to the health crisis, which relaxes the rules governing relations between employers and
employees. These changes, justified by the need to allow companies to adapt to the consequences
of the recession, have however been criticised by the opposition.
• Amplification of Conspiracy Theories. “Citizen-investigators”, extremist militants or
populist leaders refer to scientific studies, often contradictory, in support of their sometimes
collusion suspicions. These plot ideologues aim to criticise authority figures and use them to
discredit theories hostile to their models which often remain unclear.

31.3.2.3

Unifier or Divider Function

COVID 19 has also contributed to bringing together or federating, previously distinct domains,
based on the observation of common interests, behavioural similarities or structural affinities [14].
It has also favoured the reconciliation, sincere or opportunistic, of historically divided entities
but reunited again around shared problems. Conversely, the pandemic has led to separations or
divisions by highlighting imbalances in treatment, differences of opinion and distinct perceptions
of the situations to be managed [15].
This role of matchmaker or splitter is illustrated in the following examples.
• Convergence Between Pandemic and Climate Change. The decline in activity induced
by the crisis led a Stanford researcher to state that “reducing pollution in China probably
saved twenty times more lives than those lost to the virus”. Perhaps the demonstration that
economic deceleration or decline would be strategies for the future.
• Divergence Between Health Protection and Individual Freedom. French experts have
diverged on the technical solutions proposed to facilitate the identification of “contact cases”
of the virus. The reliability of the technologies and their health effectiveness, but above all, the
risk of state surveillance or ethical questions have deeply divided the scientific community.
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• Coordination Between Science and Society. The crisis showed that involving in the
decision-making, those who will experience its application leads to more appropriate and
better-lived choices. Crossing social and scientific issues requires a body to coordinate public
debate, decompartmentalise disciplines and bring together experts and politicians to guide the
governmental action.
• Ecological and Social Opposition. COVID 19 has shown the impossibility of achieving
carbon neutrality without creating mass unemployment. In order not to dissociate the pillars
of sustainable development, the ecological transition must, therefore, reconcile environmental
constraints, strategic independence, localism and decarbonised and rural reindustrialisation.
• Reconciliation of Retired Population and Working People. The lack of resources
dedicated to the elderly must lead to a redefinition of the policy on old age. This sector
appears as a source of employment and an opportunity for researchers and companies to create
innovative solutions. Retired and working people come together in a win-win logic.

31.3.2.4

Singular Point or Emergence Function

The Coronavirus crisis has imposed or will impose a brutal change on our (old?) world and the
observed pandemic will undoubtedly be considered in history as a singular point at which lifestyles,
behaviours and political strategies will be at odds with past attitudes. Nevertheless, the “France
of the future” will not be achieved in a snap of the fingers. Consciences have evolved, which no
doubt was the sine qua non condition for the revolution to get underway. Many obstacles to change
remain, mostly related to the financial capacity to make the necessary structural changes but also
to the possible release of emotional factors once the crisis is over. The health and economic damage
caused by the virus seems to have triggered the emergence of irreversible trends [16].
Some illustrations proposed below come to illustrate this singular character.
• Digital Revolution. Digitalisation has shown the extent of its capabilities in the treatment
of the coronavirus crisis. E-work, e-education, e-commerce, e-services are all areas of activity
whose usefulness has been revealed by confinement. A digital upheaval has begun in France. It
goes beyond the framework of the State and will be amplified in the future.
• Break in Hospital Policy. The neo-liberal trend observed recently in the hospital has
undoubtedly had its days. The ethical rule of appropriate care for the patient at the least
cost to the community must prevail over the commercial rule of seeking profitability based on
the optimisation of its value chains and billing maximisation.
• Urban Exodus. The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the fragilities of contemporary urban
globalisation. By paralysing global operations and freezing metropolises under confinement,
the present epidemic has triggered a movement of depopulation of large cities (Paris, Toulouse
Bordeaux, Lille, . . . ), to the benefit of medium-sized towns and rural areas.
• Changing Traditions. Sanitary crisis obliges, the kiss disappeared. This affectionate greeting,
very French, had nevertheless crossed the centuries and civilisations until it became a tradition.
New signs have begun to replace the kiss: the “elbow to elbow”, the hello with the feet, the
inclination of the bust, the hand on the heart... Definitive rupture?
• European Debt. The virus has enabled a decisive political breakthrough for the affirmation
of Europe’s sovereignty. On a Franco-German proposal, the historic resolution to issue a
mutualised European debt on the financial markets triggered a new political era enabling
Europe to catch up with the major economic blocs.
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Purifier or Sanitiser Function

If preserving the planet means accepting the rules of nature, perhaps human mortality should be
considered as an adjustment variable. This hypothesis is obviously not audible to society, but nature,
through this health crisis, should perhaps ask us about the intrusive behaviour of our lifestyles and
their deleterious role in environmental imbalance. Like cyclones leading to the renewal of wooded
areas and the elimination of debilitated species, nature seems to be setting up natural purification
processes eliminating the weakest elements to encourage the growth of the strongest. The pandemic
engendered by the coronavirus and its induced or forced consequences seem to be part of this logic.
It thus takes on, in turn, the function of a cleaner, leading to the elimination of the most feeble
entities, or a sanitiser by natural consequences or via the implementation of anthropic actions to
restore systems or situations affected by the crisis [17].
Examples of this function are given here below.
• Deaths of Vulnerable Individuals. People with physiological co-morbidities or heavy
therapeutic treatments (chemotherapy, dialysis, organ transplantation, . . . ) are more likely to
suffer from and succumb to a severe form of COVID 19. Independently, social precariousness,
another form of vulnerability is also a risk factor for death.
• Cessation of Payment or Bankruptcies. Business insolvencies in France could increase by
80% in 2020 as a result of the crisis. Businesses already weakened before the pandemic (airlines,
car manufacturers, restaurants, leisure activities, . . . ) are the first to be affected. Some emerging
countries that have defaulted on payments are also close to bankruptcy (Angola, Zambia, etc.).
• Reduced Noise Pollution and Improved Air Quality. While containment has significantly
reduced pollutant emissions, another more insidious pollution has decreased: noise. Marked by
the decline in industrial activities, car or air traffic, a reduction in the average noise level of
between 4 and 6 dB has been observed. Unfortunately, the truce is only provisional.
• Smoking and Drug Use Cessation. Even though 25% of French smokers have temporarily
increased their consumption, the increased risk of infection by the coronavirus and the severe
forms of the disease it might cause has prompted many of them to stop smoking. Moreover,
difficulties in the supply of drugs have led to a decrease in drug trafficking.
• Retreat of Extremist Ideas. In France, extreme parties have not taken advantage of the
effects of the crisis to increase their hold. Worse, they have regressed. By deciding to close
the borders, the leaders have deprived the extreme right of their flagship argument. The
sterile polemics launched by the extreme left on the government’s negligence have not received
favourable echoes.

31.3.2.6

Questioner and Validator Function

Beyond the simple questioning of the biological and medical aspects related to the appearance of
the virus and its curative or preventive treatment, the global and multisectoral crisis engendered
by the pandemic has questioned all social and professional categories in every field of activity. The
exceptional nature of the scenarios provoked by this type of cataclysm, never experienced or even
imagined in the contemporary era, has provided a breeding ground for scientific questions [18]. It
also offers a real test basis for the experimentation and validation of the answers that could be
given to this type of event or to others with similar consequences.
Without attempting to answer them, we list below a few high-level questions among all the
scientific questions raised by the health crisis and its management.
• Democracy or Totalitarianism. Which regime is best suited to deal with this type of crisis?
How far can freedom go if individual behaviour harms the majority? Is free will compatible with
collective security? Are totalitarian regimes better suited to ensure security through coercive
or even repressive measures?
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• Globalisation of Health. Do the economic interests of pharmaceutical companies in the
development of a vaccine and the confidentiality that it requires match the need for its rapid
availability calling upon nations for transparency of data, sharing of ideas, and results? Is
non-profit health globalisation conceivable?
• Moving From Protectionism to the Precautionary Principle. Should quality standards
and norms replace customs tariffs? Should people first be protected from the risks they face or
should companies (and their employees) be protected from competitive threats? Is the resilience
of a state a higher value than the efficiency of its economy?
• Emergency and Caution. Should administrative or scientific protocols, which are sources
of rigour but also of slowness, be relaxed in times of crisis? Therapeutic trials are subject to
a methodology and legislation guaranteeing respect for the individual, non-maleficence and
justice. What level of urgency can legitimise the lifting of these procedures?
• Dynamics Between Science and Politics. The health crisis has raised the question of
the contribution of research to government action. Is academic expertise sufficient to legitimise
decision-making in times of pandemic? How to reconcile scientific advice and political measures?
Are the time horizons of science and politics aligned?

31.4

Conclusion

This chapter aimed to give a panoramic view of the impact of the coronavirus crisis in France.
After an observation round describing the phased evolution of the course of events, an analysis was
proposed. Considered from a multidimensional angle, dissociating temporal and functional views,
the study highlighted the notions linked to the dynamics of the evolution of the phenomena induced
by the crisis and the contribution of the virus to proven or potential societal modifications. The
analysis shows that all facets of our lifestyles are affected, in one way or another, by this crisis
of such an exceptional nature. The impact is, of course, negative in the short term, but looking
at the longer term, the fallout from the crisis may have paved the way for beneficial changes in
our society. All major social issues are concerned: health, freedom, solidarity, justice, globalisation,
sustainable development, national sovereignty, ... The academic world must now take up these
subjects. Physical sciences, life sciences, social sciences, applied sciences, engineering sciences, the
entire research community must now act in a coordinated manner to find solutions to the harmful
effects of this virus but also take advantage of this crisis to build the foundations of a safer, fairer
and more respectful world.
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Digital Earth: A World Infrastructure for Sustaining
Resilience in Complex Pandemic Scenarios
Richard Simpson

This perspective makes the case for an improved multidisciplinary global collaboration
that more effectively leverages our technological prowess to improve how we share and
communicate the best science-based information. The concept of Digital Earth - the
aspirational digital representation of our physical, social, and natural world - is introduced
to serve as a critical digital infrastructure for proactively informing policy, investment,
planning, design, and our behavioural responses to managing crisis situations, including
pandemics.

32.1

Spatial Information During a Pandemic

We live in an intricately interconnected and increasingly globalised world. Within hours a viral
infection can rapidly spread throughout a community. Despite the advances in sciences and
technologies, a pandemic such as COVID-19 can cost the global economy many trillions of dollars
and have far reaching global social, economic, and political consequences.
Spatial information has long been recognised as a critical enabler in the forensic management of
infectious diseases ever since 1854 when Dr. John Snow, one of the founders of modern epidemiology,
applied maps to trace the source of cholera outbreaks to a single contaminated pump in Broad St.
Soho, London [1].
During the COVID-19 pandemic there has been a plethora of innovative applications using
spatial information to resolve issues at specific points in the response, and also recovery phases.
These location-enabled apps have in many instances been helpful to specific tasks such as contract
tracing, drug delivery and presenting signage via drones and robots, finding ventilators, dashboards,
spatial enablement of e-learning and e-health systems, finding availability and location of public
services, and informing us on lock-down policies.
However, despite the benefits of impressive technological and scientific advances, we are still
effectively applying maps as Snow did over one and half centuries ago, except now the maps
are digital. With uncoordinated international cohesion; siloing of information across disciplines,
organisations and jurisdictions; and a lack of trusted integrated information resources, we have
seen a cargo cult emerge with Government organisations practicing rituals to win public and
political favour as hero warriors in this ‘war’ on the virus. We are not facing up to these
challenges and their multi-dimensional dynamics as emergent complex adaptive systems, instead
we are too often simplifying problems down into the arbitrary domains convenient to focus
mono-disciplinary application of commercial-off-the-shelf point ‘solution’ technologies. We also lack
adequate regulations, policies and data mandates to support the governance and sustained use,
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provisioning and sharing of spatial information. The accumulative crisis now facing humanity and
our inabilities to address it objectively is the result of failing to account for the aggregate impact
of decisions initially made for short-term comforts and political gain.
New thinking is sought to revitalize these cultural and societal approaches towards spatial
information and its metaphorical expression of objective science and our own identity and
associations with places. This renaissance culminating in the realisations of a Digital Earth will
expand our horizons for the interpretation of events, and create new ways for expressing our
situational awareness through the arts, philosophy and scientific inquiry.

32.2

A New Paradigm of Thinking

To advance beyond this stalemate we need to shift the paradigm and adopt a more holistic and
deterministic perspective on the challenge. We need to consider spatial information as an integrating
enabler for a common open and innovative digital infrastructure, not just as a location enabler for
point applications.
The rapid urbanisation, easy mobility and dense interconnectivity of cities is creating
environments where pandemics will thrive. There is irony in the fact that the built and social
environments of our city centric civilisation has made us more vulnerable to severe impact from
disasters. Unbridled complexity of our built environment exposes our cities to risks of catastrophic
failure. We have seen this demonstrated repeatedly in recent history with floods, earthquakes,
bushfires, wars, tsunamis, landslides, and cyclones. The intensity of these disasters is increasing in
the wake of our changing climate, and accelerating competition for essential resources.
Disasters can happen concurrently, as demonstrated by the spread of cholera following the Haiti
Earthquake in 2010 [2]. The Spanish flu of 1918 brought acute illness to over a quarter of the world’s
population and death to an estimated 40 million people in the aftermath of 10 million killed in
World War One.
The likelihood for disasters to happen concurrently is now more probable with the changing
climate and city-driven global economy in the wake of rapid urbanisation. The significant human
impact on the Earth’s ecosystems and climate change increases the risk as this is creating situations
more conducive to breeding pandemics [2].
Snow’s identification of a contaminated water pump illustrates how even the infrastructure we
depend upon and trust or fresh water and sanitation in a city can fail with disastrous consequence.
Despite so many advances in asset information management, for the greater part maintenance
practices still remain reactive – just as they would have been in Snow’s time. There is a pressing
need for our cities’ utilities to transform their business processes, policies and mandates to shift their
traditional practices to a paradigm where there is massive integration of trusted evidence-based
spatial data with real-time cyber-physical systems. Through this more dynamic ability to digitally
mirror the objects and processes of the physical world such organisations and their supply chains can
improve resilience with the applications of AI and machine learning with more proactive predictive
and prescriptive asset management [3].
Similarly, decision making must also be driven by scientific evidence and effective use of spatial
information to more effectively meet the challenges of pandemics such as COVID-19. Government
and business institutions have traditionally been enabled by technical data and information but
the power structures from twentieth century mean decisions are often made for short term vested
interests rather than public good. Recent wide access to emerging communication technologies and
social media platforms have revealed an emerging public capability for use and sharing of expert
data in more productive ways to inform human behaviour for survival.
This pandemic has demonstrated that effective responses demands transparent governance and
collaboration between all tiers of Government, related agencies and civilians. Snow’s achievement
not only illustrates the power of maps in the visualisation of correlated data, but also how
spatial indexing helps build evidence with veracity and provides a referencing system for the
aggregation of the collated information. Any disaster, especially a pandemic demands a coordinated
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real-time response from diverse interdisciplinary teams that may include scientists, politicians,
health workers, supply chain operators, data scientists, foreign diplomats, and technologists.
It therefore helps if all these stakeholders have access to the same trusted spatially referenced
data. For population wide implementation of an emergency response, such data needs to be
communicated clearly and accurately to the civilian population in ways that engage their
cooperation and inform their personal choices to change habitual behaviours.

32.3

Digital Earth

Digital Earth is a multidisciplinary collaboration to build a comprehensive digital twin of
our planet’s built, natural and social environments [4]. It is envisioned as a massively
integrated multi-disciplined digital representation of our knowledge expressed through spatial
metaphor of a globe. For example, a Digital Earth could spatially integrate our planet’s
thermodynamic performances with associated environmental, epidemiological, economic, and other
social phenomena so we can more effectively monitor situations and inform better decisions during
all phases of a disaster. Digital Twins are the building blocks of a Digital Earth. They integrate
multi-dimensional geometric, topological, behavioural and semantic representations with Internet
of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI) and analytics. Graph based digital threads trace all
lifecycle transactions and associations to ensure the integrity of this cyber-physical coupling [3].
Through metaphors such as virtual globes [5] we can apply this digital framework to build a deeper
and more collaborative understanding of the complex dynamic interactions in our physical world
and what bearing these may have on our individual and collective wellbeing.
As a global scientific project, Digital Earth sits on a seamless multi-scaled continuum with
other big-science initiatives including the Physiome project [6] to model our physiology for drug
discovery and testing, and its predecessor the Human Genome project to functional and physically
map our genes. These mathematical models provide insight into the dynamic complex adaptive
systems that we have evolved into and become part of.

FIGURE 32.1
Big Science continuum - Adapted from Hunter, PJ and Borg, TK. Integration from proteins to
organs: The Physiome Project. Nature Reviews Molec & Cell Biol. 4:237-243, 2003
For example, the models could reveal the interaction between COVID-19 the environment
and physiological functions at different scales from genes to the whole living organism to the
environmental factors. At the scale of the Physiome, genome and other initiatives in this continuum
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such as the metabolome and transcriptome [6] valuable insights are being sought to accelerate the
quest for a vaccine and improve patient treatment. Similarly, at the next magnitude in scale there
is exciting potential for Digital Earth to provide predictive early warnings and deliver trusted
evidence-based prescriptive course of action in real-time at every phase and inter-phase transition
of a multi-hazard crisis situation.
A Digital Earth could also serve as an integrating foundation for a next generation of digital
passports to enable us to safely travel and serve as an augmented super-sense to protect us from
harm. This will only be possible if the Scientific and technical developments underpinning this
project are effectively shared with, questioned, and trusted by civilian populations so they become
a part of the civil and political process of learning and reconceptualising our impact on our shared
global habitat and the laws for our engagement with each other.

32.4

Conclusion

There are remedial lessons to learn from this pandemic about appreciating how we are all connected,
and how technologies can shape our daily existences and our survival outcomes. In the past we
have embraced a vision of a world of machines for living in and enabling our mobility on demand.
Until now we have only superficially applied technologies to conveniently interpret the realities of
the world as a simple metaphor. Even with the benefit of computer technologies we model this
world rather simplistically with a domain-based point ‘solution’ approach, avoiding complexity of
the multi-disciplinary and massive data integration. This has so often given us a mistaken mental
picture of possibilities and led us astray. There is now some urgency to rethink the design of our
habitats, make scientifically informed decisions, transparently communicate trusted information
and to consider how we can cyber-physically engage in the flux of the emergent complex adaptive
systems of the world we live in rather than the one we picture.
A Digital Earth is a critical digital infrastructure to ensure our future survival as it consolidates
our collective knowledge and liberates new wisdom. Realising a Digital Earth will demand
prioritisation, fresh new ‘moon-shot’ thinking and international collaboration and determination.
There are many intellectual, ethical and philosophical challenges, but a Digital Earth may become
the most significant scientific and technological achievement in our civilised history and the
definitive achievement of the 21st Century.
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33
COVID-19: The Open Data Pandemic
Jamie Leach

The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the need for trustworthy data and science to guide
the response of authorities, institutions and the public. Open data, open and collaborative
science are needed to hasten the development of solutions to bring this pandemic and any
future crisis to an end.

33.1

Unlocking the Value of Data

I wouldn’t be the first to compare data to raw material. Data in isolation and without context is
as useful as a piece of rock ripped from the Earth. But what if that rock was polished, washed,
cleaned, smelted and extruded? Suddenly that piece of innocuous rock may resemble the makings
of steel created from Iron Ore.
Data in isolation lacks purpose or value and may pose little danger to its custodian from privacy
or from the ability to manipulate it. Before COVID-19, data was coveted by its creators. The owners
or custodians of data either protected it for fear of breach or recognizing the economic value in the
data locked it up for future benefit and gain.

33.2

From Data Sharing to Open Science

The advent of COVID-19 has shaken the world with anxiety levels of the public and governments
rising to a fever pitch. Suddenly, the potential for greater good through collaboration to overcome
a united enemy has prompted the barriers to data sharing to be rapidly lowered, and in some cases,
removed altogether [1–3].
Through a shared desire to find treatments and cures for the pandemic, and through a need to
fact check directives issued by governments and world leaders, data is being shared at unprecedented
levels. Frustrated by swathes of policies and political advice, more people are turning to science.
Examples of COVID-19 data sharing is occurring around the globe. In Europe, the launch of
several COVID-19 data portals is enabling collaboration between Bioinformatics Institutes and
their partners [4]. By creating a shared space, the portals address a need to share data, create an
accessible and safe storage facility and analysis tools for future data development and manipulation.
Another partnership between NASA, the European Space Agency and the Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency strives [5] to find a cure to COVID-19 and to utilize the learnings to further
progress sustainability. No stranger to the concept of citizen science and crowdsourcing of ideas, the
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partnership participants have long been affiliated with innovation and mountains of data. Wanting
to lend a hand to fight the Global pandemic, scientists and engineers’ thought the best way to find
solutions, would be to work as collaboratively as possible, and nothing screams collaboration as
loudly as the Hackathon they held in May 2020 [6].
Not all governments have been slow to react, however. Renowned for its tech-enabled civic
culture with Taiwan’s revered Digital Minister Audrey Tang at the helm, a bottom-up information
sharing approach, coupled with the public-private partnership model, has resulted in a participatory
collective action; central to the country’s success in handling pandemics and regional crises [7].
Based on hard-learned lessons from the 2003 SARS epidemic, Taiwan has experienced significantly
lower COVID-19 cases than other nations. Minister Tang stated that no one decision alone had
yielded their low rate of infection, but rather a unified approach to data and technology has
contributed significantly [8].

33.3

The Future

Despite the groundbreaking results of data sharing between the scientific and research communities,
factions of the government are resisting the adoption of open and transparent data processes. The
urgent and pressing need for a cure is forcing researchers and scientists to put the benefit in front
of the legalities: sharing models, research and analytics accelerating science ahead of regulation.
I hope that this surge in open data, open research and overall sharing for the greater good will
not only aid the quest for a solution for COVID-19, but will forever change large-scale attitudes
towards data sharing and open science.
In the number of months since the pandemic recorded its first case, open science has led to the
isolation of the virus, a standardized list of symptoms, COVID-19’s genome has been sequenced
and shared, multiple formats of testing have evolved and the potential of global vaccines have been
developed across multiple jurisdictions. Prior to the pandemic, science was largely publicly funded,
but not publicly accessible. To progress the current breakthroughs of the scientific and medical
fraternities post pandemic, a standardization of data practices, maintaining open access and a
willingness to continue mass collaboration is essential. To create and promote resilience across the
community will come from their faith in a united scientific community, achieving a solution to
bring this pandemic and any future crisis to an end. If open access, open science and open data are
maintained, this becomes the new normal. Anything less will be regression without justification.
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34
The Challenge of Mapping COVID-19 Data
Menno-Jan Kraak

This perspective discusses the design choices to make while dealing with multivariate
COVID-19 data; the most common errors made in this process; and how to avoid them
and present data in meaningful and effective ways.

34.1

The Mapping Challenge

In reporting about the COVID-19 pandemic, many plots, maps and other diagrams showing the
current situation at local and global levels and comparing regional developments have appeared in
the media.
The complexity of these graphics varies both in design and technology. You can find ingenious
online story maps and simple single variable maps in the print media. The data behind the graphics
is most often related to three different variables: the infected, the hospitalized and the dead. It is
quite a cartographic challenge to visualize all these numbers properly, especially together. This
because there is a wide variety over space and time, and a large range between the lowest and
highest values, as well as between and within these variables.
The numbers available can be very revealing but also should be interpreted with caution. It is
revealing because when plotted over time they show where the pandemic started and how it spread
over the world. Caution is needed because countries do not necessarily have the same definition
for each variable nor follow the same data collection approach. Some publish everything while
others virtually nothing. Some numbers only include those tested while other also those suspected.
Numbers after a weekend tend to be higher because most weekend cases are reported only after
the weekend. Reading this you might wonder how do we then create trustworthy maps? My advise
is that we look at maps critically and realize that there might be a data problem.

34.2

How-to

Here I would like to address two issues:
1. professional cartographic design challenges and choices; and
2. the mapmakers problem (or the most common cartographic mistakes in the media).
Let us discuss the challenges based on variations of three familiar questions: where? what?
and when? At what spatial scale do we map? Like nearly all phenomena, a pandemic is not
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homogeneously distributed over space. In some places one would prefer a larger scale than in
other locations. In addition, the collecting of the numbers does not necessarily happen at the same
level of geographical units, and even if so, these might vary in size quite a lot. Inset maps for the
more crowded areas could be useful.
How do we symbolize the numbers? The large range between the lowest and highest values is
often a delicate design problem. How to select symbol sizes that avoid the big symbols covering
the whole map, but still allow us to see the smallest values? This problem gets amplified when all
high values are in the same region. One solution is to classify the data, and group individual values
together according to a formula. The choice of a classification method is critical because you want
to avoid hiding existing patterns or reveal non-existing patterns. It would also be possible to apply
logarithmic scales, but one can wonder if users (esp. the public) can easily understand and interpret
this. Yet another commonly applied alternative is to normalize the data, for instance display the
number of infected per hundred thousand inhabitants.
How do we visualize the trends over time? Similar to the non-homogeneous distribution over
space the course of the pandemic over time is also erratic. The depiction of time can be done in a
single map, but more often is done in a set of maps or even by animation. Often dashboard like
views are used, allowing the display of multiple perspectives with maps and additional time-line
diagrams.

34.3

Case in Point

A final design will be based on a combination of the above considerations with the overall purpose
of the map in mind. In Figure 34.1, we see a detail of a COVID-19 related map of Europe providing
data on country level. The map background supports the theme, and shows roads, airports and
harbors, the human infrastructure potentially used by the virus to enter a country. The red half
circles represent the number of deaths, and the blue halve circles the number of infected. Both
half circles have a different scale because the number of infected is a magnitude bigger than the
number of deaths. This stresses the importance of a clear map legend. To avoid that the large
circles covers too much map, they have been made transparent above a certain size, as for instance
can be seen for France and Germany. More information on this map’s design choices, can be found
in [1]. Following this lead, you can also download this and other maps.
From a cartographic domain perspective, it is great to see so many maps on COVID-19 in the
news media. However, despite the creativity of the mapmakers, bad design choices have been made.
The most common error is the choice of the wrong map type, especially when the mapmakers try
to visualize absolute numbers. Some just plot the number as text in the geographic unit, but such
maps have to be literally read unit by unit and will not provide an overview. The ‘worst’ mistake is
when, instead of a map with proportional point symbols like in the map in Figure 1, a choropleth
map is used. This map type is only suitable for relative data. The problem is that two geographical
units in the same class could differ substantially in size and this results in an over attention for
the large unit. Also, the overall pattern might be misleading. Often these choices are due to the
default options in the software used.
When choropleths are correctly used, for instance, to display normalized data, such as the
number of infected per hundred thousand inhabitants the choice of a map projections is also
critical. Since people use these maps to discover patterns and compare regions, only so-called equal
area projections should be used. A common error is the use of the Mercator projection which
disproportionally exaggerates the size of land masses towards the north and south pole. Its use is
- again - often driven by the default options in the software used.
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FIGURE 34.1
Detail of a map about the COVID-19 pandemic in Europe

34.4

From Data to Insights. . . to Actions

The dynamics and variability of the data related to pandemics such as COVID-19 is a real
challenge for cartographers and requires creative but critical thinking about solutions which are also
influenced by the final environment where the maps are published. Well-designed maps will attract
attention and enlighten, providing insights that tell the story at hand and lead to appropriate
decisions and actions.
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35
Better Engagement to Build Smarter, Resilient
Communities
Alice Kesminas

Community resilience can be better achieved with geospatial information and technology,
but only if we can determine what needs to be done for them to be accepted by communities.
The challenge of trust, and concern about what else might be done with personal data
beyond its initial purpose, need to be addressed to enable geospatial information to be
used effectively to plan and manage resilient communities. We need to extend data
anonymisation techniques to big data and understand what their limitations are when
multiple data sources are linked.

35.1

Introduction

Geospatial information can improve our insights, understanding and management of events such
as the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as the ongoing administration and planning of resilient
communities and cities. Emerging technologies offer the opportunity to monitor our cities in
real-time and gain an unprecedented level of location intelligence from a range of inputs – including
mobile and wearable devices and other sensors that can identify an individual or household.
Community reactions to tracing apps during the current COVID-19 pandemic have demonstrated
that the public’s concerns and expectations about technology and the privacy and security of
their personal location data will determine how information can be used by decision makers. In
this instance, technological capabilities have come second to the expectations of our communities.
Community resilience can be better achieved with the help of geospatial information and technology,
but only if we can determine what needs to be done for them to be accepted by communities.
Even with the potential for life-saving benefits, only around 7 million of Australia’s 17 million
adult population have downloaded the Australian Government’s COVIDSafe app to date. “Like
any health-care intervention, coronavirus apps need to conform to the highest standards of safety
and efficacy. And yet, and there are no global standards” [1]. Lack of standards coupled with
concerns about government use of data are possibly factors behind the current resistance to tracing
apps. More than 60% of the population are “very concerned or concerned about their data being
used by the Australian Government to make unfair decisions” [2]. Nonetheless there is support for
data being made available to researchers (especially those in universities) and being used within
government but there is much less support for multiple sources of data to be linked. The challenge
of trust, and concern about what else might be done with personal data beyond its initial purpose,
need to be addressed to enable geospatial information to be used effectively to plan and manage
resilient communities.
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Better Engagement to Build Smarter, Resilient Communities

Learning from Experience

Open data is critical to smart growth and urbanisation. Sharing of sensor data, such as traffic
flow, can allow multiple parties to develop insights that can improve day-to-day liveability and,
via planning, the sustainability of our cites. While the benefits of sensors may be clear to councils,
the installation of sensors to capture data has been known to cause issues. The City of Darwin
found their “smart city” installation of sensors and cameras created issues within the community.
In response to community expectations and privacy concerns, The City of Darwin committed
to establishing a Privacy Framework to set the expectations and decision-making criteria for
deployment of technology and data collection and management. They found it necessary to go
beyond current privacy laws and help the community understand when their personal information
is being collected and limit its use [3].
In retrospect, better community consultation could have reduced risks to the Victorian Smart
Meter rollout. The technology was backed by a strong business case for better customer service,
networks and safety but there was a need to clearly communicate benefits to individuals and address
their concerns and lack of understanding about the new technology [4]. The sale of smart meter data
to third parties to market alternative electricity plans and products to reduce energy consumption
was pitched as a benefit by champions of the technology but is seen as a risk by some consumers.
This mandated rollout was met with strong opposition and demonstrated that individual choice
needs to be considered.
Engaging with the community from the outset was the key to success in the implementation of
the Yackandandah mini grid [5]. By talking about the proposed new technology and listening to
communities’ concerns and vision, it was possible to co-develop a solution that would provide the
network operator valuable insight into how to adapt to accommodate distributed energy resources
and help the community to achieve their renewable energy vision. This is an example of what can
be achieved when community, industry and government work together. We can learn from projects
such as this by laying the foundation of trust and transparency for emerging geospatial technologies.
Community engagement can be costly, but there is also a cost when technology is not widely
accepted in the community. The COVIDSafe app offered the promise of benefits to the community
via reduced transmission, fewer lockdowns and less economic impact but still the download
numbers were relatively small. The Australian Government’s COVIDSafe app also suffered from
public confusion about whether it even worked on some operating systems. If there was clearer
communication, improved implementation and higher downloads, would we have captured critical
transmissions earlier and avoided further costly lockdowns? What is the price we are paying, for
not knowing where COVID-19 cases are sooner and having more robust contact tracing? What is
the cost of not having community trust and acceptance of this technology?

35.3

Extending Anonymisation to “Big” Geospatial Data

With the increase in data being generated by the individual and analysed, maintaining privacy levels
will be an increasingly complex issue. Data privacy has been identified as one of the biggest issues
of the next decade [6]. There are several existing approaches to providing privacy for location data
that includes sensitive or personal information such as address. These methods have been developed
so that researchers and decision-makers can perform valuable spatial analysis, without the loss of
personal privacy. Methods of anonymisation include, but are not limited to, aggregation and a range
of masking, such as isomasks, where spatial analysis is performed in an offset location. As data and
systems evolve, there is a need for new ways of ensuring privacy in increasingly complex systems.
To achieve this, we need to extend data anonymisation techniques to big data and understand
what their limitations are when multiple data sources are linked to support artificial intelligence.
Once we understand privacy expectations, we can build the required solutions and legislation
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to support them. This means undertaking research now to ensure privacy can be guaranteed in
increasingly complex systems, understanding de-anonymisation risks and determining who has the
responsibility for protecting against them. It also means understanding the limitations of current
acts as we transition to big data.

35.4

Building Trust for Future Resilience

Government, industry and communities can work together to: build trust and a mutual
understanding of benefits technology offers to building resilient communities; provide expected
levels of geospatial data security and privacy and; develop the standards and legislation that
underpin these factors. Then we will be able to use smart technologies and geospatial data effectively
build resilient communities.
The COVID-19 pandemic has provided valuable insight into the gap between technological
possibilities and community acceptance of technology. As we ramp-up development digital twins
as virtual replicas of our physical world and roll-out technology for smart cities technology, the
reaction to tracing apps provides a timely reminder. Community engagement needs to underpin
the process, not come as an afterthought. A range of issues have contributed to people’s decision
not to download tracing apps including bad press, rushed roll-out, platform incompatibilities and
concerns about on selling of data. Similar issues in the future could be addressed with better
community engagement as well as better design and implementation. If the community understands
and accepts new geospatial technology, we can better use these technologies to build community
resilience. We have an opportunity to learn from the reaction to tracing apps and achieve better
outcomes in our future cities.
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36
How the Coronavirus Could Change Urban Planning
Frank Friesecke

Does urban planning determine humanity’s chances of survival in our cities during
periods of pandemics? The great importance of sustainable and health-promoting urban
development is already evident from history. This chapter clarifies the connection and
offers initial considerations as to whether and how the distance between humans, cars
and buildings should be reappraised. The city of the future will be more digital, it will
have to become more resilient to future pandemics, all of which will lead to a different
planning culture. The basic functions of existence for urban society, namely living, working,
basic essentials and mobility, are used to examine how the current corona crisis affects
architecture and urban planning. The explanations in this chapter show that integrated
urban development solutions are possible, without fundamentally calling into question the
compact and dense city built on the principle of mixed use.

36.1

Introduction

Closed schools and shops, cordoned off children’s playgrounds, deserted squares, buses and trains,
orphaned pedestrian zones and virtually car-free streets: The effects of the corona crisis on urban
areas are immense and can be observed worldwide. Whether it be Wuhan, New York or in the cities
of Europe - the images are similar despite the great differences in architecture and urban planning.
Although the topics of hygiene and health promotion have played a role in the urban
development debate since the second half of the 19th century at the latest, due to the current
pandemic it can be assumed that the planning culture will once again change fundamentally as a
result of the coronavirus.
Currently more than half of humanity lives in cities or urban conurbations. This trend will
continue. By 2050, it is estimated that three quarters of the world’s population, i.e. around 7
billion people, will live in cities [1]. Does the Smart City, however, including tracking the movement
profiles of infected city dwellers, provide the ideal image for the city of the future? Or, as a corollary
of pandemics, can we anticipate a return to cities of shorter distances, in which the jobs in the
“home office” or in co-working spaces are located, and where online retail has largely replaced
brick-and-mortar retail premises?
The chapter deals with these and other questions. After a brief review of the urban development
governing principles and concepts of the past, the intention is to present a first vision of the direction
in which the city of the future could develop towards in the light of corona and other potential
pandemics of the future.
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36.2

How the Coronavirus Could Change Urban Planning

Present: Urban Development in Corona Times

With the spread of the coronavirus, urban planning and urban development are once again obliged
to address hygiene in cities. While until recently the lack of affordable housing and, above all in
Europe, the climate debate were the determining factors, the urban development policy debate is
now expanding to include epidemiological issues.
Of course, the subject is not completely unknown even today. The current debate on clean air
and noise reduction planning in smog-contaminated cities, as well as health promotion measures
in socially disadvantaged urban districts, testify to the importance of eliminating social and health
inequalities. What is new, however, is the imperative of “social distancing”, i.e. measures to control
infection with the aim of spatial distancing. Since it is not a matter of social isolation of individuals,
the terms “spatial distancing” or “physical distancing” would be more appropriate but have not
become established in the English language. In everyday life, spatial distancing means in particular
keeping physical distance and avoiding physical contact (1.5 to 2 m distance, no hand shaking, no
group formation, mask protection etc.), in the most extreme case up to restrictions on outdoor
activities and contact bans.
Not only for the individual, but also from the point of view of urban planners, these restrictions
are enormous, for after all the main aim in designing squares and other public and semi-public spaces
is to create opportunities for social interaction. The importance of one’s own living environment,
local amenities, as well as parks and urban squares, is one of the key findings of recent months.
Public spaces have made the pandemic more bearable. While jogging, walking or sitting on a bench,
city dwellers rediscovered their surroundings, so to speak. It is likely that green spaces have never
been appreciated as much as in spring 2020, when people moved outside to escape isolation at
home.
In addition, the inner cities and district centres are determined by trade and consumption, by
festivals, art and culture - in corona times the urban infrastructure seems strangely skeletal and
meaningless. While shopping in stores poses a risk of infection, shopping at home on a smartphone
or PC is completely risk-free. It is feared that numerous owner-operated shops, but also theatres,
clubs, cinemas and pubs, will have disappeared after the crisis.
The current impact of the corona crisis on mobility structure has been profound, and indeed
initially significantly positive. Social distancing and in particular working from home ensure less
traffic, less traffic jams and fewer accidents. The proportion of people traveling to work or training
places every working day has decreased significantly as a result of mobility restrictions that have
been in effect almost worldwide since mid-spring 2020. In many cities, empty lanes are released for
healthier forms of mobility, in particular the bicycle or e-bike, preserving individual freedom and
thus becoming a solution to the many hindrances produced by the crisis.
However, there is also a major loser in the transport sector: the declining number of passengers
in public transport is posing serious concerns for the future of municipal transport companies.
How can the risk of infection be reduced in buses, underground and suburban trains, but also in
long-distance transport? Will the car become the winner arising from the crisis after all?

36.3

Future: The Smart, Participatory and Resilient City

Cities are social organisms that are constantly changing. It is therefore not surprising that urban
planners and architects, but also philosophers and scientists, are constantly thinking about the
future of our cities. The desired spatial (and usually also social) future state is usually quickly
formulated. However, a look into the past also shows how quickly a designed vision of the future
can prove to be a mistake or has already been replaced by the next vision of the future.
Current developments, which in many ways represent an unprecedented watershed, require us
to be cautious about coming to premature conclusions about future urban development. To call
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fundamentally into question the viability of the densely populated city in the wake of corona ignores
the fact that at least Asian cities such as Hong Kong, Singapore and Tokyo have so far successfully
dealt with the crisis. So density in itself is not the problem. It is about being well organized and
well designed.
It cannot be denied that certain developments will accelerate significantly in the course of crisis
management. The top priority is the digitalization of administrations and public institutions digital offerings and work from home have so far not yet been standard in many countries. The
digital transformation enables more transparent, more efficient processes; actually having to visit
authorities can be circumvented thanks to new online procedures. In the medium term, there is no
way around e-Government. It should also be noted that the digital city needs an administrative
apparatus that can keep up with the rapid pace of technological progress.

36.3.1

The smart city

Smart City solutions can improve the quality of life in existing and new urban structures, which
ultimately also serve to enhance public space. A city is considered “smart” if intelligent solutions
for very different areas of urban development such as infrastructure, buildings, mobility, services
or security are achieved in it through the use of innovative information and communication
technologies [2]. The challenges in setting up these solutions currently lie less in data collection,
storage and processing than in the development of inter-faces between the individual “sub-markets”
of the smart city (Smart Mobility, Smart People, Smart Economy, Smart Environment, Smart
Government and Smart Living). In many European countries, corona warning apps have been
developed on behalf of governments, which turn the smartphone into a warning system. Not
only in China, the colour of the personalised QR Health Code scanner on the smartphone now
determines whether the person should go into quarantine or is allowed to visit a reopened restaurant
(red/green).
Beyond the undisputed advantages of digital solutions, the Smart City is also about personal
rights issues in the area of conflict between informational self-determination and digital monitoring
and control. Which personal data may be used in the event of a pandemic? A “real” Smart City
would use digital technologies not only for hazard prevention or public safety, but also for less
relevant public issues with urban spatial relevance.
The Smart City has not yet established itself as a model for urban development, at least not in
Europe. However, the current crisis shows us more than clearly how important digital technologies
are in periods of social distancing.

36.3.2

The participatory city

While the Smart City describes an overarching, strategically designed solution approach, the
issue of citizen participation in urban development requires short-term municipal action. Ongoing
planning and dialogue processes, which up to now have mainly taken place “offline” in the form of
information events, future and idea workshops, but also outreach activities such as site inspections
and activating surveys, must be adapted, and in many cases completely rethought.
The “digitalization of participation” [3] through websites, apps, social networks and web-based
communication platforms has long been used, but habitually only in addition to analogue formats.
In these times of the corona crisis new ways of participation will have to be followed. These
include online dialogues in large groups, online surveys and virtual residents’ meetings. With the
digital participation system DIPAS, citizens in Germany will in future be able to call up digital
maps, aerial photographs, plans, 3D models and geodata and provide precisely localised feedback
on planning projects. DIPAS is currently being developed by the Hamburg Ministry of Urban
Development and Housing together with the State Office for Geographic Information and Surveying
and the City Science Lab of the HafenCity University Hamburg (HCU). The software is open source
and is to be made available as “Public Code” to other institutions for subsequent use and further
development from the end of 2020.
Some European cities have already opened online participation portals, and the number of
users is likely to increase significantly during corona times (see www.stuttgart-meine-stadt.de).
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In order to prevent a Hamburg resident from voting on planning processes in Stuttgart, registration
is required that is tied to his or her place of residence. Inappropriate comments will be deleted
immediately by an online editorial team.

FIGURE 36.1
Participation and social distancing during Corona times, Stuttgart, Germany, Source: die STEG
Stadtentwicklung GmbH
In addition to the Internet, video conferences in the exchanges between administrations and
planning offices have become an everyday medium within a very short time - inevitably the question
arises whether some travel routes could not have been avoided even before the crisis. It is also
conceivable that consultations with owners in urban renewal areas via telephone or video could be
used, but the physical surveying of the building condition of the property on-site still seems to be
a continuing necessity in the future.
Despite the proven advantages of web-based interaction, it is to be hoped that the tried and
tested communication channels can be used again as soon as possible after the pandemic has been
overcome. Civic participation is more than just a website; good communication still always requires
meeting in person.

36.3.3

The resilient city

From the point of view of urban decision-makers, it will be essential to review the resilience of a
city or infrastructure in the future with regard to pandemic events. Adaptation concepts have so
far mainly referred to natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods and heat waves [4, 5], but not
to epidemics and, in the worst case, pandemics.
As many people live together in a relatively small area in cities, many people are affected all
at once when a disaster occurs. At the same time, however, spatial concentration also creates
opportunities for dealing with risks and giving better control options. The decisive factor in
determining whether these advantages can be effectively utilized or whether an event turns into
a disaster for many people is how these risks are handled. New York serves as an example of a
metropolis that was severely affected by the coronavirus in March 2020, but was also able to contain
its spread quickly through a large number of coordinated measures [6].
A good plan for urban resilience is based on a multi-dimensional approach. Holistic strategies for
resilience in the event of the current corona crisis lead to a change in the planning culture, which
primarily extends to the areas of living, working, shopping and moving around. The following
section deals with the initial approaches that will have an impact on future urban planning and
architecture.

Rethinking urban planning

36.4
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What can we learn from the corona crisis for the future? On the one hand, the current pandemic is
challenging the resilience of our society and especially our cities. On the other hand, coping with
it will trigger processes of change that offer a wide range of opportunities for sustainable urban
development.
Unintentionally, the corona crisis is becoming a kind of real-life laboratory for the city of the
future. So what can cities learn from the lockdown? What structures for the resilient city after
corona are already emerging?
Based on the essential functions of existence for urban society, namely living, working, basic
essentials and mobility, the following outlines the changes resulting from the current crisis and
which solutions urban planning and architecture can respond with.

36.4.1

Housing

As an elementary basic need, housing is one of the central urban functions. However, the demands on
housing are very heterogeneous and vary greatly according to region, social affiliation and individual
preferences. Housing needs depend on demographic, technical, social and economic parameters that
are volatile over time and can only be controlled to a limited extent.
Despite these differences, it has become clear, especially in the current crisis, that the
single-family home in the suburbs or in the countryside, which has been critically judged for
decades, was a relatively pleasant place to spend lockdown: stable neighbourhoods, long-standing
and personal shopping relationships, private garden areas and generous floor plans for one’s own
family and home office are extremely helpful to this end. Owners were also often at an advantage
over tenants because they were able to generate added value through repairs and improvements
during the period of short-time work.
However, this is not the only reason why the demand for housing will increase even more than
expected in the future: thanks to digital technologies, many companies have made it possible to
work from home, and many working people may not even return to their open-plan offices. Yet,
there is still a lack of flexible floor plans at home that allow living and working in a home office
and that provide sufficient privacy and retreat.
For architects, this means building apartments in such a way that different forms of living coexist
in one house. So small apartments, large apartments, and that there is perhaps one dedicated
apartment for guests set in every apartment building. That there are work or common rooms in
the house, which can be shared not only in times of crisis. It is about establishing forms of living
that bring living and working closer together again.
For urban planners, this means making public spaces that were often neglected in the past
more attractive when planning new quarters, but also in existing areas. If the expensive city
apartment is small, the living environment becomes even more important - public green spaces
and places within walking distance, short distances to shopping and to medical practices. More
open spaces on which urban agriculture is practiced can also be a solution along the lines of the
urban gardening movement. The demand for allotment gardens, at least in Germany, has more
than doubled compared to the previous year. The waiting time for one of the almost 1 million
allotments in certain regions has been several years [7].
In principle, the city has everything to survive quarantine periods - if it is planned consistently.
What is new is that there should be an overview of the necessary separation distance areas,
especially in public facilities, shops and restaurants.

36.4.2

Work

As can be seen from the previous section, the urban functions of living and working are mutually
dependent and cannot be substituted for a functioning city. A return to the functionally segregated
city is no longer appropriate in times of climate change anyway.
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Overall, it can be assumed that corona will have the most lasting impact on the world of work.
Working from home will become a permanent and steadily growing part of the working world.
As a result, oversized office buildings and even more space will become available in the city. The
role of the central office could be taken over by the study in the (larger) apartment, but also
by decentralised offices close to the apartment. In their own neighbourhood or district, between
grocery stores, hairdressers, snack bars and cafe’s, people could work in co-working spaces and thus
avoid commuting to work.
Structural changes will not be avoided for the hitherto open plan office space. An obvious
concept is the return to the so-called Cubicles. This technique of dividing an open-plan office into
smaller personal areas, which had been in use since the 1970s, had actually seemed to have run its
course, but is now experiencing something of a renaissance.
On the other hand, in the medium term it is necessary to convert offices in the city centres
that are no longer needed. Demand has been great for centrally located apartments not only since
corona, yet in many places the (still) very high prices for condominiums and the high rent level
prevent affordable living in the city. This could change in the future, since in addition to office
properties, retail properties are even more threatened by non-occupancy. Living and possibly also
working in a previous office premises converted into an apartment - or a former ground floor shop
- this too could represent a future for the city centre.

36.4.3

Retail business

One of the greatest threats to the inner cities has already been identified. The gradual creeping
disappearance of the classic activity of going shopping, at least in the city, has been now greatly
accelerated by the pandemic.
The competition against brick-and-mortar retail is already clear: Online business is the great
beneficiary of the crisis. When non-food stores in the inner cities had to close, many consumers
switched to existing online offerings. Although not all industries benefited equally from the boom
in online retailing, online giant Amazon alone was able to increase its sales by 26 percent in the
first quarter of 2020 compared to the previous year [8].
In order to prevent city and town centres from becoming deserted, one of the aims will be to
designate smaller core zones in which trade has priority over other uses. Outside these areas, vacant
buildings will be given a new use, either by conversion or by demolition and new construction. In
growing cities, it will be primarily residential use that will replace the previous retail use.
In many cases, however, quick, creative solutions are also needed to mitigate the crisis: In Berlin,
Boston, Paris and elsewhere, “pop-up street restaurants” have been approved relatively easily –
restaurateurs are allowed to use adjacent parking spaces as extended outdoor terraces.
In order to prevent a final decline of the inner city as a location for basic essentials, it will be
important to actively shape the structural change. The affected owners must act jointly in the same
direction, and this requires above all new forms of cooperation. Municipal authorities will have to
play a leading role in the renewal process, but private initiatives can also make their contribution
to strengthening the inner cities (e.g. business improvement districts). Much of this will only work
in small-scale – property by property, street by street.
For urban planners, the change in consumer behaviour also impacts the outskirts of cities: If the
currently forced change in shopping behaviour continues to move in the direction of online trading,
this will be accompanied by an increase in logistics centres, warehouses and other large-scale
infrastructures. For a long-term and resilient urban development, the high-quality design of these
new commercial megastructures is absolutely essential.
In order to avoid these area-intensive developments, considerations regarding more compact
spatial production structures should also be realized in urban areas. One approach could be the
“urban factory” concept, which integrates industrial production into the urban context by means
of a city-factory interface [9].
In the light of current events, the overall question is whether certain services should be
decentralised, not only in the health sector but also in the provision of care in general. This in
turn has implications for urban planning and architecture.

Conclusion

36.4.4
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Transport and mobility

Does the pandemic also serve as an accelerator for new urban transport concepts? The spread of
the coronavirus and the resulting initial restrictions led to a forced, unprecedented, breathing space
for traffic. People have reduced their everyday mobility to a minimum and shifted it significantly:
The proportion of walking and cycling has increased, while that of local public transport has fallen
dramatically [10].
During the crisis it has become clear that urban transport areas are not divided up according
to demand. In the current situation, at least 1.5 meters distance from other people in public spaces
should be kept to minimize the risk of infection. Narrow or non-existent bicycle lanes and sidewalk
parking make it difficult to comply with the prescribed distance rules.
Many cities have reacted to the changed mobility behaviour with appropriate measures in
the short term. In Brussels, the city centre (Pentagon Zone) is being converted to an extensive
pedestrian and cycling zone, Paris is investing 300 million euros in new (pop-up) cycling
infrastructure to connect the entire city and prepare it for increased cycling after the lockdown.
Oakland in California has developed the concept of slow streets, where 10 percent of all roads are
closed to through traffic. Already today, one in two households in the inner city of Berlin no longer
owns a car, simply because they no longer need one [11].
Is the car-friendly city a thing of the past? Against this background, the size of a city makes a
significant difference. The smaller the city, the higher the proportion of car journeys, the longer the
distances travelled and the lower the proportion of public transport. Even if mobility after corona
will not be different everywhere, the same is true for small towns: Urbanity is created primarily
where people get around on foot or by bicycle, and not by a solid line of cars meandering through
the city centres, district centres or town centres.
In addition to the newly forming traffic flows, it is digitalization and smart technologies that are
leading to more efficient traffic control. This applies in particular to motorised private transport,
which is one of the great benefiters of the crisis. An infrastructure that thinks ahead helps to steer
traffic flows in such a way that traffic jams do not occur in the first place. Finding a parking space
can soon be a thing of the past if networked vehicles know where the next gap in the parked cars
will be.
A great many people are already traveling intermodally, so they use several means of transport
on their journeys. IT applications and apps on smartphones can link data on the location of
vehicles and people, tariffs and route information and both create new, networked transport offers
and facilitate access to them.
Is the corona crisis a catalyst for changing transport behaviour? Will the old mobility patterns
return afterwards? The everyday behaviour of each individual will depend on whether transport and
urban planners succeed in making public space attractive for health-promoting forms of mobility.

36.5

Conclusion

How pandemic based must future urban planning be? In his major work “The Man Without
Qualities”, first published in 1930, Robert Musil came to the following observation: “Modern man
is born in the clinic and dies in the clinic: therefore he should also be living like he is in a clinic”
[12].
Even if the requirements of leading architects at the time of the Neues Bauen are judged
differently nowadays, the question of integrating hygiene regulations, larger spacing and changed
floor plans for apartments, retail, offices and public facilities into urban development is still being
raised. The illustrations in this chapter show that (urban) construction and architectural solutions
are possible in this respect, without fundamentally calling into question the compact and dense
city built on the principle of mixed use.
With regard to the changed trading and transport behaviour in corona times, only the future
will show whether there will be a reversion to old consumption and mobility patterns, or whether
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there will be a sustainable and lasting change. Conversion strategies for empty properties require
ideas to make commercial and district centres more attractive again, but also eco-nomic stimulus
programmes are needed in order to be able to finance the necessary measures in the foreseeable
slump in municipal finances.
One conclusion is thus obvious: The far-reaching changes in all essential functions of existence
for the urban society, i.e. living, working, basic essentials and mobility, do not only mean loss
or deprivation, but above all an opportunity for future urban and transport planning. Urban
development and spatial planning do not have to be reinvented, but what is required is an urban
experimentalism in the cities, combined with municipal decision-making power and civil society
commitment [13].
For a successful integration of adaptation measures in urban planning and development, a
societal process is required that can only succeed if it is anchored beyond politics and administrative
spheres involving private sector stakeholders (including retail, housing industry) and involving
residents too. There is no doubt that digitalization and new technologies will play a significant role
in this process.
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Toward Agile Strategies for Enhancing Community
Resilience Following the COVID-19 Pandemic:
An Interview Study
Hossein Mokhtarzadeh

The global Pandemic as a result of a recently discovered coronavirus has affected every
aspect of our lives. In this observational study, I interviewed a small group of experts
in different fields on how they cope with this global crisis. Have they modified their
strategies to achieve their goals and whether this has affected them negatively or positively?
The interviewees were from academia, and industry. Almost all participants found the
lockdowns quite positive, however, a sentiment analysis revealed a negative outcome with
moderate confidence (54.3%) with Australian participants; and positive (96.2% confidence)
when all participants were included. Some of the positive outcomes included more time with
family, more physical activities, and creative ways to perform tasks. Negative outcomes
involved some of their team members who could not handle the new norms. Further
research is required to be conducted with a wider range of stakeholders to better understand
how we can recover more efficiency from this pandemic in Australia and beyond.

37.1

Introduction

Global pandemic was announced on 11 March 2020 by World Health Organization (WHO) as a
result of COVID-19 outbreak. Since its first identification in Wuhan, China, in December 2019,
these tiny (i.e. 65–125 nm) coronaviruses [1] traveled by humans across the globe in a short
time thus changed our lives for good. Since its inception, COVID-19 disease has taken over 875K
lives and infected 26.6M worldwide at the time of writing (on 6 September 2020) [2]. Finding a
cure or effective treatment for COVID-19 is yet to be identified. As a result of its devastating
consequences [3], governments have implemented serious measures such as stay at home orders,
mandatory wearing masks in public, shutting down businesses and disrupting international travels.
These extraordinary steps to contain this infectious disease have led to both health and economical
disasters [4]. For instance, Australia may be facing its first ever recession in the last three decades
[5]. To successfully overcome the COVID-19 crisis, adaptation to new norms and agile mindsets are
recommended; however, some argue that agile and adaptative governance may not always go hand
in hand in crisis response [6]. These negative side effects of pandemic require optimal strategies
stemming from governments and ordinary people backed by science that can be swiftly tested
and readjusted. Having these challenges in mind, I turned to experts to better understand how
they evaluate the situation, how they cope with the pandemic, and how they think industries
and businesses can thrive following/during the pandemic. Therefore, in this observational study, I
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interviewed experts [7] from academia, industry to gain their insights regarding the consequences
of the pandemic and whether they plan to modify their strategies to achieve their goals.

37.2

Method

I interviewed six experts in different fields from industry and academia from April to July 20201 .
Originally, I prepared some predefined questions (Table 37.1); however, the discussion was open for
the interviewees to share their observations during the pandemic. I did not necessarily follow the
questions in Table 37.1 as the discussion progressed. The main aim was to ask them whether they
have changed their strategies following pandemic.
I produced word clouds of transcripts of all interviews. I first collected transcripts of all
interviews from YouTube’s free transcription tool embedded in each video. Then, a sentiment
analysis was performed on the whole interviews using a simple online tool from https://
monkeylearn.com/. Sentiment categories of positive, negative and neutral were done automatically
on the transcripts of interviews. Finally, top 20 keywords from the interviews were extracted from
a keyword extractor tool on MonkeyLearn website.

TABLE 37.1
Some predefined questions to ask participants during interviews. Not
all the questions were asked during interviews.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

37.3

Questions
How pandemic has changed your strategies in your own career and
company?
Are you still adjusting to new ways of working (e.g. WFH,
collaboration, etc.)? If yes, why and how?
What is your highlight of this period for you?
What are you learning now that you may apply in other unexpected
events in the future?
What are our advantages/disadvantages in Australia regarding
building industries considering pandemic?
Who would you like to hear about their strategy these days or as
your role model?

Results

Interviews took over 3 hours with a mean and standard deviation of 32±5 min for each. I observed
that the interviewee’s description of events were quite positive; however, using sentiment analysis,
it was categorized “negative” (54.3% confidence) when all Australian participants were involved.
Nevertheless, the sentiment analysis presented positive (96.2% confidence) when all participants’
data was analyzed.
Among the top 20 keywords extracted from the transcripts using an online keyword extractor
were the following words: “people”(197 times), time (81 times), “jobs” (64 times), “industry” (56
times), “strategy” (55 times), and “pandemic” (39 times).
Almost all participants were fine by working from home (WFH) which has also been recently
confirmed in a large scale study in the US [8]. Academics in this study agreed that future directions
of education could be hybrid combining face to face and in person trainings. CEOs agree that most
1

All these interviews and their details are freely available on YouTube (shorturl.at/clsxH).
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senior managers are quite busy during pandemic and consider it as a new opportunity even if one
needs to look a bit harder to find them.

37.4

Discussion and Conclusion

In this observational study, I interviewed six experts in different fields regarding their professional
and personal strategies during the pandemic. The interviewees agreed that the pandemic provides
new opportunities despite health and economic challenges. For instance, these opportunities
included being with family as a result of working from home and finding creative ways to adjust the
business and return of cashflow during the pandemic. However, given a small sample size, I found
that certain occupations (e.g. human performance and sense of balance) which deal with mind-body
illustrated more positive (high confidence) category compared to interviewees from Australia when
transcriptions were analyzed using sentiment analysis. These differences could be related to the
type of questions I asked during the interviews and cannot be generalized. The pandemic arguably
challenged most of our established methods (or strategies) of performing tasks. Work from home,
online education, telemedicine and even online job interviews are widespread and acceptable, which
may even be a new norm post-pandemic.
The top keywords extracted from the interviews referred to “people”, “time”, “industry” and
“jobs” which may show the extent of concern individuals would have regarding job security in a
timely manner. These findings indeed were interesting since the interviews were not necessarily
about the job security. Though the findings require further scrutiny, such interviews and their
analyses may provide a framework to explore how individuals’ strategies can lead to prosperity
post-pandemic [9]. Such understanding enables us to better choose our future endeavors and
the values we appreciate. Collectively, this preliminary project reveals that we can develop agile
strategies in a short time and be quite adaptive.
In conclusion, this preliminary study could pave the path toward more agile mindset to optimize
our strategies in achieving our goals. Such an approach can be extended to larger scale decision
making processes in a city, state, country or global challenges. Moreover, future studies can take
advance of qualitative methods such as Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis to identify the
underlying challenges everyone undergoes during the pandemic [10]. We need to develop these
methods in advance to avoid the next global crisis affecting community resilience which may appear
in a form of another pandemic or other disasters such a climate change.
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COVID-19 Pandemic in Finland: Converting a
Forced Digitalisation into an Opportunity
Kirsikka Riekkinen

COVID-19 pandemic challenged the Finnish society in terms of economic, institutional,
and social aspects. Quick measures to support economic stability and institutional resilience
were undertaken by the Finnish government. Private entrepreneurs could apply for funding
to convert their products into digital format or develop digital platforms. The digitalisation
of public services has been ongoing for years, but institutional change is slow and has
tendency to resist the change. The sudden disruptive situation caused the change to speed
up. The geographic location, sparsely populated country, and lack of digital skills especially
among the oldest citizens have, however, brought challenges in the resilience of the society.
While the preparedness for converting public and private services into digital format was
high, the willingness or ability of citizens to use them have led to awareness of social
resilience as part of recovering from the shock. For building and supporting the design
of even better digital tools and services, the role of geographic data has become more
important. Economic, institutional and social resilience rely heavily on this data, which
emphasizes the importance of open and accessible data.

38.1

Many Dimensions of Resilience

Resilience overall is described as ability to recover from a shock. This spring has shown that
resilience is needed on multi-level scale throughout our society. The complexity of the multiple
levels can be simplified by dividing the problem into institutional, economic and social resilience
[1, 2]. Institutional aspect of resilience during this pandemic covers the public administration and
decision-making in a situation where the traditional in-person, paper-based administrative decisions
have decreased their role in decision-making. Economic resilience in this situation is discussed and
visible all over the world, and recovering from depression will be one of the key questions in the
success of resilience after the pandemic. Social resilience, on its behalf, has roots on the cultural
background of people. Will there be personal tragedies, how relationships between people are
recovering, what happens to the most vulnerable members of society? Next, I will examine these
aspects together with the use of geographic information in the Finnish context.
We have seen a sudden change in social and working life. In order to remain resilient, this
has risen the need for digitalisation in all the dimensions of resilience. Due to several restrictions
on social distances and still to keep the stones of public services of society rolling, the public
administration has been forced to take a leap towards forced digitalisation and distant working.
This has been enabled by temporary laws. The public administration has been slowly introducing
different digital services for a long time, but their popularity amongst citizens has not been huge.
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For example, electronic platform for property transactions was introduced already several years
ago, but nevertheless, the vast majority of property transactions (97% in 2018, according to National
Land Survey) has been done by paper so far. However, the digital services gain popularity, especially
in commercial services. According to one of the two largest grocery sellers in Finland, the rate of
online grocery shopping has risen by 500% during the pandemic. The economic support activities
for digitalising services reached up to 30 000 companies. The regular ecommerce activities rose by
75% compared to previous year. And this all happened, even though there were no restrictions in
opening times of physical shops. Digital services together with open access geodata have played a
major role in economic resilience. Even though we have seen our economy declining, the government
decided to invest in companies of every sizes to support the innovation of new digital services.

38.2

The Importance of Open Geographic Data and Social
Inclusion

The topographic data in Finland provided by the National Land Survey is open, and it has been
used in different new location based applications to provide new commercial services. At the same
time the role of location data and maps has increased, especially due to changed consumer and
customer behavior. Due to restrictions, restaurants were not allowed to serve food within their
premises, but delivery services have gained interest. Online shopping for groceries has increased in
average by 500% compared to last year. Half of these orders are delivered to home addresses, so
we also have received new users for location information to find the route for delivery. From social
resilience, the requirement for digitalisation is obvious. We see our relatives, friends and colleagues
online. Social distancing has been the key in social relationships for the spring. There is a possibility
to go beyond physical location, and having a glass of wine via Zoom does not seem such a silly
idea anymore. But, again there are two sides of a coin: those who have already been in a risk to
fall out of the society due to social distance, most likely do not have the possibility to use digital
tools, and thus this situation increases social exclusion.
According to the Finnish experience, one key to resilience is trust towards decision-making
bodies of the society. This requires the possibility to understand the data behind decisions
restricting citizen’s rights. We can say that we are going through times where open data plays a
major role in both sustaining social peace and enhancing resilience, for example in terms of economic
resilience, and maintaining trust towards decision-makers. It is crucial to maintain discussion about
public decision-making, by opening the data behind the decisions for open access. But, the role of
open geographic data could be even bigger in fighting the pandemic.
One of the globally most used strategy to stop the pandemic is the ‘test, trace, isolate, support’,
and Finland makes no difference. The question of how to trace the exposed persons is urgent in
this strategy. Ideas and openings of using geospatial data stored by mobile devices has been under
discussion several times, and companies have started to develop such a method. But, we face the
fundamental issue of person-related geographical data: who owns the data and can it be used for
such purposes? Eventually, the question lies on public and private interests and rights. If the use of
geographical data together with personal data is necessary to stop the pandemic, but it is violating
basic human rights as restricting the freedom of a person, can we still use it? Coronavirus has proven
to be transmitted in large crowds, and several countries including Finland, posed restrictions on
number of people are allowed at the same place, same time. Geographical data could be used to
track people’s location and alert if too many are in a too small area. The fundamental question
would lie on the legislation - there should be tools to take short-term legislation efficiently in to
use, but the possibilities to ensure that this information is not used when it is no longer needed to
stop the pandemic, is problematic.
For the large public, also professionals visualizing information of the pandemic on maps have
had a major chance of influencing the mindset and behavior of people. GIS provides endless
opportunities to steer people to different directions. Showing numbers on contagious people in
different areas in dark red creates visions on people’s minds. The fear of other people may be
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boosted by presenting most contagious areas on a map, when in reality the difference between
areas might be small. This was evident when presenting number of confirmed infections in the
capital, Helsinki. Maps can lie, and the responsibility for presenting the information not misleading
is of utmost importance. Location information had also one totally new form or role during the
past few months in Finland, and it was the distinction between ‘us’ and ‘them’, based on where
people were living. We can say that the social dimension of location has had a totally new meaning.

38.3

Lessons Learnt from Finland

What have we learned during this spring and summer? People have changed their way of living
forced by an external force to take a massive leap towards digitalisation. The society moved towards
remote working, which will most likely to be the new normal from now on. This chance should be
used to digitalise public administration and services, since citizens and other authorities are now
much more ready to utilize these services. However, rapid digitalisation creates issues regarding for
example data and privacy, especially regarding the location data. On the other hand, the meaning
of open data in the society is getting more crucial to gain acceptance for the public decision-making
processes. As a conclusion, we can say that eventually the battle against COVID-19 will end and
it will leave marks to the society for good. We will be referring to these times as ‘time before’ and
‘time after’. But what will remain, is the mindset of digitalisation, and also the mindset of how
we all were in this together. Social distancing, with the help of tools of digitalisation, turned into
social inclusion, supporting economic, institutional, and social resilience.
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What’s the Future of Greek Cities in the
Post-COVID-19 Period? New Perspectives on
Urban Resilience and Sustainable Mobility
Efthimios Bakogiannis, Charalampos Kyriakidis and Chryssy Potsiou

COVID-19 would be recognized not only as a health crisis but also as a socio-economic
emergency situation that brings to mind the concept of “urban resilience.” Social distancing
came into the forefront and many countries have been forced to adopt such measures
immediately. Such early steps to contain the virus earlier than most European countries
have been characterized as the key to Greece’s success. People have been alienated from
public space. Even now, during the second phase of the strategy against the COVID-19
pandemic, while the economic impacts are becoming obvious, the influence of public spaces
still remains uncertain. However, decision makers have to schedule for the following
day: an individualistic context came to the fore. Nevertheless, it is necessary to rebuilt
communities’ trust in public spaces in order to reconstitute future cities. To face such a
challenge, a strategy combining urban resilience with sustainable mobility is going to be
required. To gain this goal, case studies review analysis was implemented and best practices
have been concentrated. Considerable emphasis has been placed on the intervention plan
carried out by the Municipality of Athens, Greece. By implementing such a plan, there is
hope that coronavirus might offer to modern societies an opportunity to radically reassess
their values and the way they function.

39.1

Introduction: A Brief Review of the Pandemic

The disease COVID-19 outbreak is an on-going pandemic caused by the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2,
first reported in Wuhan, the capital of Hubei Province, China on December 31, 2019 [1]. The
novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 is now quickly spreading worldwide through a human-to-human
transmission [2]. According to the John Hopkins University database [3], more than 10.5 million
cases have been recorded in more than 215 countries around the world, by the end of June
(30/06/2020). During this 6-month-period more than 512,000 deaths have been attributed to this
virus infection.
Focusing on the epidemiological profile of COVID-19 during the early stages of the pandemic,
the number of registered cases doubled in size every 7.4 days since the mean incubation period was
5.2 days [4]. It is obvious that the degree of transmission was great enough to maintain this rate of
infection: according to Surveillances [5], until February 11, 2020, a total 44,672 cases were reported
across China.
On January 30, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared this outbreak to be a
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global public health emergency [6] and declared it a pandemic on March 11, 2020 [7], as the virus
spread to other countries like Thailand, Japan, Morocco, South Korea and Taiwan. The outbreak
reached Europe, too: as of March 20, 2020, Italy has the second largest number of COVID-19
cases after China. That was the reason why, on March 8, 2020, the Italian Government introduced
extraordinary mitigation measures to limit viral transmission by limiting social interactions [7, 8].
Other European countries, like Spain, France and Germany [6], appeared to be in a similar situation,
“with a short time-lag of a couple of weeks” [7]. Thus, restrictive measures to limit viral diffusion
were adopted. (Sweden and the UK preferred to follow a different strategy, earlier, based on the
“heard immunity” model.) Similar measures were adopted in Greece where the first case was
reported on February 26, 2020.
The measures put in place in Greece were strict; however, they also were among the most
proactive in Europe and have been credited on a worldwide level for limiting the spread of the
pandemic and kept the number of deaths among the lowest in Europe [9]. However, when the
post-lockdown period was approaching the Greek Authorities faced a major dilema: which could
be the best plan for the gradual lifting of the restrictive measures and restarting of business activity
in the post-lockdown period? In response specific guidelines were adopted in order for shopping
centers, recreational activities, schools and religious groups to function. Similar hygienic rules have
been applied for hotels, cinemas, pools and gyms.
Nevertheless, another important issue had to be addressed: the way in which public space will
have to re-open to the public again. Looking to the future, planners, academics and decision makers
in Greece started to think about this topic and how this crisis will transform people’s relationship
with public space, as many others do, worldwide. The fruits of such discussions were some initial
plans and interventions most of which have already started to be implemented. They focused on
the Athens Metropolitan Area where the majority of the country’s population is concentrated, with
a large number of visiting foreigners. At the same time, the Ministry of Environment and Energy
has published technical instructions to promote the creation of temporary pedestrian streets and
cycle lanes, as well as the development of temporary traffic-calming zones (speed limit is reduced
to 30 km/h).
This chapter focuses on the implementation works took place in Athens. They are presented and
examined, taking into account similar decisions that other countries have taken. Finally, although
there is a great uncertainty about the way COVID-19 pandemic will impact future urban planning
and design approaches, an estimation of the results is considered.

39.2

Initial Ideas About an “Anti-social” Planning Policy: How
Easy is to Combine such a Policy to the Sustainable Mobility
Paradigm?

Public squares and streets consist of the main components of the public space of a city. They are
spaces serving everyday needs [10] and are characterized by a symbolic function [11]. Both of those
reasons urge people to concentrate on such spaces that are related to a high degree of psychological
health of people [12], sociability [13] and democratic culture [14]. Taking all of the above into
consideration, public squares and streets are mainly considered to be social spaces [15, 16].
Researchers whose studies focus on Greek cities [10, 17–20] agree to such an opinion.
Nevertheless, after the lockdown period, a growing body of academics bemoans the decline and
degradation of public spaces [21–24]. Honey-Rosés, et al. [25] and Scott [26] are interested in such
a topic. Although the effects in other sectors seem to be more intense [27], Honey-Rosés, et al. [25]
underline that, in some years, extensive changes are also expected in planning practice. According
to the same authors [25] some interesting queries may be raised in the near future.
Some of the above questions (i.e. Will our perceptions of public space change?; Will we
experience infringements on civil liberties?; Do we need a new typology for public space? ) seem
to be of a future concern. On the other hand, some others (i.e. Will streets be redesigned?; Will
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green space planning need new designs, uses and practices?; What will happen to micro-mobility
and mobility sharing? ) have already arisen during the lockdown period, not only abroad but also
in Greece. Discussion about the principles for resilient cities [28] came again into the forefront.
By examining those principles, it could be concluded that, resilient cities have aspects in common
with compact cities. Indeed, both city planning models focus on transportation and environmental
protection policies by promoting coherence and high-density building [29]. At this point a dispute
has risen about whether high-building density is connected to social-distancing enforced by the
protocols for the COVID-19 crisis management:
• How the compact city, based on small local residences, will manage to attract the people more
to their homes – while until now it urged them to be in public spaces – in order to remain
safe (to ensure that, social distancing –especially between individuals of sensitive groups or
deceased – is necessary)?
• How the compact city, based on public means of transportation and sharing culture, will
contribute to the protection of public health?
• Whether the practice of office workers to stay at home, performing their tasks from a distance
from other workers during the crisis, will prove to be a preferred form of “distance employment”
when the city returns to normal inter-social activity. If so, what will be the effect on commuting
from the suburbs, traffic, parking, public transportation and other city services?
The above questions are being raised by the opponents of the urban density planning model.
This oratory refers to the basic arguments against the adoption of the compact city, that namely it
does not contribute to the development of adequate microclimate, does not permit the satisfactory
solarisation, lighting and airing of buildings and considerably delimits the urban green in the urban
fabric. However, those questions have been discussed in the past [17] and the compact city model
has been evaluated as the most viable solution. Indeed, the European Union has sought to promote
the compact city model since the 1990s [29].
The two new questions posed above have occupied urban planners all around the world. The
answer to these refers to the answer of some of the questions posed by Honey-Rosés, et al. [25]. In
particular:
− The small size of unattached houses does not seem to raise concerns regarding the virus dispersal
in the cities, since it limits the direct association to individuals of the same household. The size
of residences does not absolutely guarantee the observance of distances within the household
but refers more to the layout of residences and the individuals’ mentality. To the contrary,
the small size of houses – usually entailing a narrow front - implies that adjoining residences’
balconies will be close to each other and thus the neighbors will be able to communicate more
easily among them. Such a thing is prevented in areas with spare housing. The communication
between neighbors – so visibly passive [30, 31], as much as active - is the one that prompts
Souvatzidou and Belavilas (in [32]) consideration of the balconies as substitutes for the city
square; even future public squares, in case the pandemic persists.
− The compact city model is not based only on public transport; in terms of transportation, a
city can be considered as a compact one when an ideal combination of sustainable means of
transport (walking, cycling, scooters and public means of transport) is active. That is the reason
why WHO [33] declares that there is a strong encouragement in order for cities to improve and
upgrade their public space and citizens move on an easier and safer mode.
− Despite this, the establishment of a sharing culture is important for the promotion of the
compact city; during a pandemic it can be expressed in different ways, such as sharing of
public space while some walk, cycle or talk to others.
These are the key-points in order for public space to be reformed in the post-COVID-19 period;
accordingly, an answer can be offered to some of the queries raised. Such directions can be underlined
through a brief review of case studies around the world. Indeed, many cities have already completed
a series of interventions in order to be quickly transformed into resilient and - at the same time
- sustainability, as well. Some case studies are presented on the following section in order to be
compared to the actions that have been implemented in Greece.
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39.3

Case Studies: Combining resilient city strategy with compact
city strategy

In many cities across the world various sorts of temporary measures have been quickly implemented
in order to keep citizens as safe as possible by taking precautions to “flatten the curve.” Those
measures can be categorized into 2 main groups: (a) Enhance walking and (b) enhance cycling.
More specifically:
(a) Enhance walking: In most of the cities, sidewalks tend to be crowded. Their width - if they
exist - is not ideal while most of the time they are occupied by street vendors, trees and street
equipment. People need more space on the streets. This need was obvious even before the
COVID-19 era; now, it is a necessity, taking into account social distancing measures. In that
condition cities must implement low cost and temporary interventions on streets in order to
urge people to walk and stay outside. Actions that promote walking (Figure 39.1) include:
(a1) Closing streets to private vehicles. Vienna, Austria has created nine temporary meeting
zones by reallocating road space from motorized traffic to pedestrian traffic. Such an
intervention was chosen to be implemented in neighborhoods where the population density
is high enough while sidewalks are narrow and open spaces are limited. Moreover, 20 other
streets have been fully pedestrianized [34].
(a2) Extending existing sidewalks. The city of Hammersmith, London has temporarily widened
the sidewalks in two busy streets providing city dwellers with social distancing. Apart from
enabling pedestrians to pass each other while social distancing, through this intervention
pedestrians are allowed to queue safely for essential supplies from pharmacies and food
stores. The pavements have been widened by locating on the streets barriers, water-filled
bollards and weighted cones. At the same time, signage has been put in place to inform
not only drivers but also pedestrians of the new street design [35].
(a3) removing crosswalk “beg buttons.” The city of Des Moines, Iowa automated pedestrian
walk signals at crosswalks so that pedestrians do not need to push the beg buttons.
Currently, approximately 45% of the signaled crosswalks are automatic. They are mainly
located at the city center and there consideration for expanding this measure to other
areas of the city, as well [36].

FIGURE 39.1
Case studies worldwide. Source: a. [39]; b. [40]; c. [41]; d. [42]; e. [43]; f. [44]
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(b) Enhance cycling: In many cities, cycling was not a popular means of transport until the
lockdown period. Citizens tended to prefer private cars or public transport for various inner-city
travels, although bicycle-friendly policies had already started to be applied (i.e. bike sharing
schemes). After the COVID-19 outbreak such policies have been intensified in order to
contribute to behavioral changes and the effective adoption of the bicycle, replacing a portion
of public transport (and private car) trips with bicycles. The city of Bogota offers one example.
Back in 1976, Ciclovia was introduced; it is about a program under which specific streets
became car-free on Sundays and holidays for 7 hours per day. In that way a 585 km network of
connected streets and bicycle lanes was developed thereby minimizing the construction costs.
This initiative was extended to all days of the week, after the lockdown period [37]. Those
streets are now the only way for citizens to move around the city while social distancing and
exercising themselves. In spite of the fact that the interventions are not permanent, it turns
out that such a measure seems to be one of the most resilient.
(c) A similar approach was applied in Budapest, where the use of public transport has been reduced
by approximately 90% after the outbreak. Temporary bicycle lanes have been established on
some important streets in order to provide citizens with an alternative and safe way to move
around the city. Due to the fact the overall traffic is decreased, no significant traffic congestion
is expected. Concerning the phases of the renovation, central locations are the priority [38].
Another action is related to bike sharing systems. Cities like New York and Chicago that
have invested in bike sharing schemes and cycling infrastructure during recent years, have seen
their systems surge in demand. To face the increased demand, new bicycles have been added.
Moreover, the systems have been made entirely free for essential workers that had to move
around the city.
Finally, it should be mentioned that another set of measures have been applied. It is related to
public transport and contains measures like: (a) extending the timetable for the metro and tram
lines, (b) increasing the number of itineraries, (c) promoting all-door bus boarding and (d) keeping
stations and vehicles clean. However, we have not focused on such measures because they do not
transform the form of urban space although they have a spatial footprint.

39.4

What’s Happening in Greece? The Case Study of Athens

The management of public space preoccupied the General Secretariat of Civil Protection but also
academics and urban planners in Greece. From the first weeks of lockdown, decisions were taken
for the prohibition of access to public spaces. At first, the entrance and stay in the parks of Attica
was forbidden. Typical are also the cases of the New Waterfront in Thessaloniki and the Waterfront
(Argonauton Str.) in Volos. These prohibitions were the result of intense overcrowding of citizens.
Nikiforidis (in [45]), referring to the case of Thessaloniki, underlined that overcrowding is not
necessarily a result of citizen insubordination but is an element that designates the absence of
public space. Gospodini [46] arrives at the same opinion, characterizing the decision for the closing
of the waterfront in Volos as wrong. Since there is no central square, the streets are narrow with
narrow sidewalks and pedestrian network is limited.
Although the authorities’ intention was not the total prohibition of pedestrian movements but
the prevention of congregation, the citizens’ reaction was intense because of the deprivation of
public space which is of vital importance for the smooth operation of the cities. Such decisions can
be justified in periods of pandemics (lockdowns) and especially in any unprecedented situation in
which the scientific community was unable to manage an unknown virus. However, their long-term
extension is discouraged since, beyond the operating issues of the city, the connection of public space
with factional disputes is unavoidable. Typical is the case of Agios Ioannis Sq. in a neighborhood
of Athens that constituted the object of discussion for whether the specific square should be open
to the public or the access to it should be prohibited.
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Beyond the first - possibly unfortunate but effective - decisions for public space, the issue
came again in to fore during the planning for the lifting of the restrictive measures. Taking into
consideration the resumption of business activity and the normalization of city life, the question
was whether measures could be taken quickly and effectively to restrict the spreading of COVID-19
without circumventing the role and operation of public space. In this context, the Transportation
Engineers Association (SES) [47] was against the increase of automobiles that, in combination
with walking and bicycling, was proposed as an ideal solution for moving around the cities by the
infectious disease specialists team [48]. In parallel, it proposed [49] the immediate development
of pedestrian and cycle networks in Greek cities, something that can take place with a series of
interventions like those in cities abroad. Thus, beyond the temporary transformation of parts of
road networks to spaces of exclusive pedestrian and cycle movement, the delimitation of parking,
the widening of pavements and the liberation of pavements from obstacles, the SES [49] proposed
the decrease of vehicle speed limit from 50 km/h to 30 km/h; the development of small parklets;
the movement of pedestrians to be safe and overcrowding to be considerably limited, since the
proposed socializing spaces will be of small size and capacity will be limited.
In this context, the Ministry of the Environment and Energy proposed a provision with which
procedures have been quickly enacted for the temporary creation of cycle lanes and footpaths [50].
In Athens those directions were integrated in a uniform planning by the municipality of Athens for
the city center, called “Great Walk” (Figure 39.2a).
It is an integrated plan of revival of the historic center that creates new paths for pedestrian
and bicycle movement. These routes will connect the neighborhoods of the historic center of Athens
as well as the archaeological areas, changing the image of the city. Through the interventions of
this program, about 50,000 m2 will be devoted to pedestrians and cyclists. The total length of the
course comes up to 6.8 km, while 1.9km of new bicycle paths are expected to be created in the
center of Athens where the infrastructure is considerably limited today [51].

FIGURE 39.2
The interventions proposed in Athens. Source: a. [52]; b. [53]; c. [54]; d. [55]; e. [56]; f. [57]
As Figure 39.2 points out, the regeneration scheme includes 3 types of actions: a) closing streets
to private vehicles; (b) extending the existing sidewalks; and (c) developing cycle-lanes. All of the
three types of interventions have also been implemented in other cities abroad, as was mentioned in
the previous section. More specifically, the regeneration scheme contains the following interventions:
• The redevelopment of Panepistimiou Str. The plan is based on closing three of the six traffic
lanes. On that part of the street, a new cycle-lane has been developed. The pavement has also
been extended. Concerning motor traffic, 2 car lanes and one bus lane have been preserved.
In that way, two main squares of the city (Syntagma Sq. and Omonoia Sq.) have been
connected by a green route and the “Trilogy of Buildings” (National Library-Central Building
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of the Kappodestrian University of Athens – Academy of Athens) has been vindicated. This
intervention is also connected to another street redevelopment: It is about Patision Str. (from
Omonoia Sq. to Egypt Sq.). On that part of Patision Str., an extension of the sidewalks
and a new cycle-lane have been adopted (Figure 39.2d). The cycle-lane is going to end in
Kifisia. According to the Minister of Environment and Energy this cycle-lane is one of the two
additional interventions that will take place, apart from the “Great Walk of Athens.” It should
be underlined that such interventions are also proposed by the recent Regulatory Plan of Athens
(2014) (Act No. 4277/2014). According to that plan, a whole cycling network is proposed to
be developed. This provision compensates the absence of planning for cycling in the context of
the General Development Plan for the Municipality of Athens which is old enough (1988) and
obsolete.
• The redevelopment of Omonoia (Concord) Sq. was scheduled before the COVID-19 outbreak
(Figure 39.2f). However, it is considered to be part of the “Great Walk of Athens” because:
(a) it is spatially related to the interventions and (b) this scheme is an inspiration from many
years ago (see below).
• The redevelopment of V. Olgas Ave. (Figure 39.2c) has been one of the works of great
significance. It is about a narrow street that is characterized as an “avenue” due to its great
importance; it is the street in front of the Zapeion Megaron. Until the COVID-19 outbreak it
was a typical street for car-movement. A tram-line was also located within the street. After the
interventions, the Kallimarmaron Stadium is well-connected to other important monuments
such as the Parthenon, the Oden of Herodes Atticus, the Areopagus (Mars Hill) and the
Museum of Acropolis. The intervention contains widening of the sidewalks and the development
of a cycle-lane. The tram-line and one car-line have remained.
• The redevelopment of Herodes Atticus Str., Athenas Str., Ermou Str. and Metropoleos Str.
includes the convertion from a road to a pedestrian street. However, specific cars of special
purpose (ambulances, fire tracks, food supply tracks, hotel vans, taxis, etc.) and residents’ cars
are allowed on those streets.
• The redevelopment of Syntagma Sq. (Figure 39.2e) The plan is based on limiting car movements
(in Stadiou Str.) to only three lanes. A bus-lane and a bus-stop-lane have also been developed.
On the rest of the road space two elongated parklets have been developed. In that way, the
sidewalks of the two blocks facing Stadiou Str. have been widened.
This plan is not a new inspiration. Many years ago (early 2000s), there was a proposal for
the unification of archaeological sites of Athens. Through that idea, the previously separate
archaeological sites of the historic center could be connected in order to create a large archaeological
park enhancing the historic image of the city. A major part of the plan was implemented before
the Olympic Games 2004. The most interesting intervention was the redevelopment of Dionysiou
Areopagitou Str. which is now considered one of the best pedestrian routes in Europe. However,
the regeneration scheme was not totally implemented. One part of a great significance was the one
between the Temple of the Olympian Zeus and the Panathinaikon Stadion (V. Olgas Ave.). This
part has been included into the “Great Walk” plan. Concerning Athenas Str., there was a prediction
in the previous plan about a small scale pedestrianization (close to Omonoia Sq.). Through the
“Great Walk” regeneration scheme, the whole length of Athens Str. has now been pedestrianized.
Moreover, the redevelopment of Ermou Str. was also proposed by Vlastos (in [58]), as an
extension of the works took part before the Olympic Games 2004 although people - especially store
owners - disagreed with that opinion. After a decade, this intervention has also been implemented
(even partially due to the reactions of public).
Finally, the idea of pedestrianizing Panepistimiou Str. first appeared in 1983 by the Greek
Ministry of Public Works, in the context of the Master Plan of Athens. However, no works were
implemented until 2010s when the idea of a partial pedestrianization of Panepistimiou Str. came
again to the forefront (Rethink Athens) (Figure 39.2b). In that context the tram line was proposed
to be extended from Syntagma to Patissia, through Panepistimiou Str. A strong debate regarding
this regeneration reached immense proportions and had a huge political and urban planning impact
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[59]. However, the project was not implemented after the European Commission rejected the
funding due to the economic crisis. Almost a decade after that, this is intervention has now been
implemented.
It should be mentioned that, the “Great Walk” is also combined with other small-scale
redevelopments that have been scheduled before the COVID-19 outbreak. Such interventions are the
pedestrianization of the Historic Triangle of Athens and the redevelopment of some of the squares
of the city center. The cost of the interventions (at the time, it is about a pilot implementation)
was 2 million euros.

39.5

Brief Discussion

The “Great Walk” scheme manages to materialize interventions that for decades were not achieved.
The concession of large areas of the city to pedestrians and cyclists took place with particularly
quick procedures. As much the realization speed of the interventions as the turn to the prevailing
concept for the city - from a car-centered point of view to a pedestrian-friendly one - are classified to
the benefits of the action. To the benefits of the interventions we can factor in the financial benefits
that result from the possibility of exploitation of a larger part of the pavements from the roadside
establishments, without hindering pedestrians. In parallel, however, the positive effects extend to
the social level since socializing is encouraged through the placement of benches. Some may be
concerned considering that social contact could not coexist with social distancing. However, the
one situation does not contradict the other. The instructions by the infectious disease specialists
mention social contact by paying attention; it has not mentioned anything about isolation. Social
contact by paying attention can be possibly adopted in large spaces where the benches are placed
well apart and permit social distancing. Therefore, such a perspective advocates for the conservation
of large open spaces that seem to constitute an advantage for a city, even during a pandemic.
Honey-Roses, et al. [25] arrive at this opinion underlining the importance of existence of such
spaces in the context of urban resilience.
The above benefits, however, were initially opposed by the opposition of the municipality of
Athens. This part of the municipal authority, as well as by groups of citizens and architects,
was not in favor of the redevelopment for the following reasons: (a) non-compliance of the provided
procedures, since no consultation preceded them, (b) unsatisfactory aesthetic result, (c) insufficient
urban planning considering the movement of individuals with restricted mobility, (d) non-viability
in terms of environment since it creates congestions, and (e) cost of the project.
Most of these points (b-d) can be easily refuted since the interventions will become permanent in
the second phase of the project, after the completion of which, a limited movement of motor vehicles
(as a result, the total number of car trips within the city will be reduced; this is something that
is considered a public health necessity for most people in America and elsewhere [60] is expected.
Easier access by all users (pedestrians, cyclists, disabled, old people, etc.) is also expected.
Finally, it should be underlined that the case of Athens is not a typical one: although the
planning policy has been implemented in order for the transmission of COVID-19 to be limited,
it seems that the regeneration plan aims to something bigger than that. The ultimate goal is to
promote useful interventions that upgrade the city’s form and image by establishing permanent
solutions to a series of urban and traffic planning problems.

39.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, a brief consideration of the effects derived from the COVID-19 outbreak in the cities
and public spaces was attempted. The topic is particularly important as public space constitutes
a field of expression of human life in the cities which historically were designed based on health
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criteria. Typical are the examples of the Renaissance and the post-industrial revolution period, as
well as design practices proposed in the context of utopian idealism and modern movement. Cities
evolve and the change of their form is not strange when public health is a major concern of the
citizens.
In the post-lockdown era, a large number of cities have decided to change their form by
suggesting interventions of great significance. Widening of pavements, closing streets to private
vehicles, developing cycle-lanes and removing crosswalk “beg buttons” are only some of the
mainstream strategies applied, worldwide. In Greece, discussion of those practices came to the
fore when the need for restrictive measures for limiting the virus transmission became obvious.
In fact, the Municipality of Athens has immediately adopted a large-scale action: the “Great
Walk of Athens” regeneration scheme.
It is a project that includes the concession of road space to pedestrians and cyclists by limiting
motorized traffic in the historic city center. The action was accepted with mixed reactions by
the authorities and the citizens. However, as mentioned, the positive effects are more than the
negative ones. In support are the results from other countries where respective policies were
adopted. Nevertheless, it could be said that the degree of positive feedback by the local public
in such measures is related to two parameters: (a) the degree of the virus transmission as well as
the number of recorded cases and (b) the mobility culture in each country that reflects its cultural
identity. The low number of cases in Greece and the absence of sustainable mobility culture are the
reasons why a negative climate was developed during the construction phase. However, the fact
that the intervention proposed by the Municipality of Athens is in line with the principles of a
sustainable, compact and resilient city, entails long term benefits for the city and its citizens. This
is the reason why the permanence of the projects is encouraged despite the fact the implementation
of the SUMP has not been completed.
It should be underlined that, although the “Great Walk of Athens” is a scheme of integrated
measures of great significance, they are not the only ones that can be applied (i.e. crosswalk beg
buttons have not been removed and bike sharing system has not been developed - the acquisition
of bikes was subsidized, according to the Ministry of Energy and Environment decision). However,
even those measures are superior to the corresponding ones that have been taken in cities of other
countries where the outbreak was more intense. That proves that decision-makers in Athens were
interested in acting as early as possible. On the other hand, no special interventions have been
proposed in order for the cities to be safer in the post-lockdown era. The reason why no special
interest have been expressed is probably related to the urban sprawl observed in most of them (e.g.,
buildings are located at ideal distances; building density is higher only in the center of cities). The
good point is that many cities have already implemented SUMPs or have expressed interest in their
consideration; some cities where many COVID cases have been reported fall into this category.
Taking all the above into consideration, it could be said that Athens is one of the cities
across Europe where brave decisions have been taken. The whole format of the city center has
been changed; a large pedestrianized space has now been developed that gives the opportunity
for everybody to social distance and stay safe. After the COVID-19 outbreak, Athens has been
considered as a resilient city. Nevertheless, this positive outcome could not have been attained had
the National Technical University of Athens, other scientific organizations and local authorities not
previously supported such studies. Hopefully, the ex-post evaluation will prove that through such
actions cities can greatly benefit, not only for citizens to be protected from the pandemic but also
for cities to be transformed into economic, compact and resilient urban cores.
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COVID-19 Pandemic Challenges and Impacts on the
SDGs 2030: Indian Perspective
Saied Pirasteh, Hishmi Jamil Husain and Tammineni Rajitha

This chapter discusses the understanding of COVID-19 issues and its influences on
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 2030, particularly the Indian perspective. We
require adopting interdisciplinary efforts and determining the challenges of social and
education, economy, and health. COVID-19 global disaster has given us a big lesson
on how transparent and reliable data with spatial information is efficient during an
unexpected issue. Nevertheless, today, the world needs to work together on various aspects
of disaster risk reduction, mitigation, and prevention. For example, it is strengthening
regional cooperation in geospatial data sharing for mitigation of COVID-19 pandemics.

40.1

Introduction

The 2030 Agenda of Sustainable Development was launched in 2015 to foster a new ‘Global
Partnership’ for sustainable development of the world. There are 17 SDGs with 169 targets and
232 indicators that demand the transformation of current systems for an equitable society and a
healthy planet [1]. The achievement of SDGs requires strong political will and ambitious action by
all stakeholders. The year 2020 remarkably shows the beginning of a decade of action to deliver
the SDGs by 2030 [2]. It is a significant period for fulfilling the agenda, but in a very short period
of time, with the unfortunate spread of the novel coronavirus, a global public health emergency
happened, and the years of progress has been reversed. This global health crisis has changed the
world as we know it. It has attacked societies at their core. It has affected not only human health
but also the economy and social structures. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has reassessed
the prospect for growth for 2020 and 2021 and declared a recession period. It projects recovery in
2021 only if the world succeeds in containing the virus and take the necessary economic measures.
In such an unprecedented situation, there is a tangible impact on all 17 goals. A global level
impact has been summarized by the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs
(UNDESA) in the following infographic [3].
The authors believe that the work towards achieving SDGs begins with taking the SDGs from
global to local. The first step is setting the national and subnational context of the 2030 agenda.
Once the context is set, the goals and targets have to be adapted from national to local levels,
and indicators have to identify, local means and structures of implementation have to design, and
monitoring frameworks have to be created from national to local levels [4].
This chapter is an effort to document the impact of COVID-19 on the progress and status of
the 17 sustainable development goals in India. The impact on each goal is evaluated in-depth based
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on the targets and indicators defined by India, using various reports by international agencies,
newspaper reports and research publications.

40.2
40.2.1

COVID-19 Impact on SDGs
SDG-1

The goal-1 is No poverty and end poverty in all its forms everywhere. For India, there are a total
of five national-level indicators that capture three out of the seven SDG targets for 2030 outlined
under this goal [5]. In this study, we determined the local and global impact as follows:
The local impact of COVID-19 has been more disruptive to the urban workers who have lost
their income sources than to the subsistence farmers. The subsistence farmers constitute the major
percentage of the extreme poor in India, while urban workers majorly constitute the part of the
population that has recently escaped from the ‘extreme poverty’. The pandemic has pulled them
back down, thus increasing the percentage of people living under extreme poverty in India. In
addition to the above, IMF’s World Economic Outlook Report 2020 has projected that India is
likely to add 10 million to the poverty rolls this year and worldwide, more than 71 million [6].
The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) is a social
refuge measure in India that aims to promise the ‘right to work’. Under the MGNREGA system, the
work dropped to 3.08 crore person-days in April in the aftermath of lockdown, which is 88.8% lower
than April in the previous year [7]. Thus, leaving many people dependent on MGNREGA wages
in rural areas with no income source. Therefore, the livelihoods of daily wage workers, migrant
workers, agricultural labourers, fish workers, and others employed in the ‘informal’ sectors have
been most severely affected. Overall, 4 million urban homeless people and 75 million inhabitants
of informal settlements with no access to essential services such as water supply have suffered due
to a lack of basic social protection measures [8].
In the global context, we determined that the first increase in global poverty as more than 71
million people worldwide are expected to exert back into extreme poverty [8]. Therefore, we will
probably see the direct economic losses of $23.6 billion for the countries due to natural disasters.
Decreased labour income and poor job quality have disproportionately impacted the women and
young workers more, creating disparities and has been exacerbated by the COVID-19 [9]. Therefore,
the economies of the least developed countries are adversely affected. We can expect that 4 billion
people not covered under any sort of social protection scheme have become exposed and are more
vulnerable to the impact of COVID-19.

40.2.2

SDG-2

The goal-2 is Zero Hunger, which enhances end hunger, achieves food security and improved
nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture. For India, there are seven national-level indicators
that capture three SDG targets for 2030 outlined under this goal. In this study, we determined the
local and global impact as follows:
Almost in some countries, food security becomes one of the worst affected during these times
of COVID-19 pandemic. The continued lockdowns across the country have affected labour and
input availability for agricultural operations. This, coupled with the serious disruption in transport
networks, has impacted food security [10, 11]. For example, in India, Punjab, Haryana, and Uttar
Pradesh, the largest producer of wheat, faced a crisis at the time of harvest due to shortage of
labour, transportation bottlenecks and unavailability of harvesting machines [12].
Besides, due to rumours regarding the association between poultry and COVID-19, it led to
a loss of Rs. 22,500 CR to the poultry industry as many farmers destroyed their produce, and
some sold at very low prices [13]. The demand for processed foods saw a huge surge, but due to a
shortage of raw materials, manpower and exemption permissions, the production rate was low.
As reported in the Global Nutrition Report 2020, 37.9% of children under five years are stunted,
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and 20.8% are wasted in India, which is bound to increase with higher incidences of malnutrition
[14]. Agriculture gross value added (GVA) is projected to grow by 2.5% in FY21 as compared to the
average of 3.2% till 2017 due to the effect after the pandemic [15]. Bumper production of grain and
horticulture output is estimated at 152.7 million tonnes and 313.35 million tonnes, respectively,
even after the pandemic [16].
Considering the global impact, we estimated that 2 billion people worldwide are facing moderate
food insecurity, and 700 million are facing severe food insecurity. This will be exacerbated by the
pandemic, climate shock and the locust attacks as the yield and supply chain is disrupted [17].
Globally, in 2019, 47 million children were suffering from stunting and wasting due to acute
malnourishment. This is projected to increase by 6.5 million more children due to constraints on
nutrition services and limited accessibility. The food prices were adversely impacted throughout
the world as COVID-19 disrupted the already fragile supply chains, which resulted in high price
volatility for farmers and expensive essential commodities for consumers.

40.2.3

SDG-3

SDG-3 is focusing on good health and well-being. It ensures healthy lives and promotes well-being
for all at all ages.
For India, there are a total of eight national-level indicators that capture five SDG targets for
2030 outlined under this goal.
We determined that the hospitals are overwhelmed with COVID-19 patients, and it is hampering
the standard care required for other patients with acute or chronic ailments. The number of children
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic is very less as compared to adults and the elderly, but the
pandemic has severely impacted their growth and protection against infectious diseases, indirectly.
As the household income will go down, the children, women and the elderly will become more
vulnerable, and an increase in infant mortality rate (IMR) is imminent.
Besides, according to a UNICEF report, India is projected to give birth to 20 million babies,
i.e. the highest number of births this year during the pandemic. With the majority of healthcare
services redirected for pandemic control, neonatal mortality is set to rise [17].
Considering the global impact, with the overwhelming pressure on health systems, disrupted
routine health services and constrained access to nutrition services, there will be an estimated 9.8
- 44.8% increase in under-5 deaths per month and an 8.3-38.6% increase in maternal deaths per
month, over a period of six months in the 118 low- and middle-income countries.
However, there can be a 13% increase in TB related deaths worldwide, a 23% increase in malaria
cases in Africa and a 100% increase in malaria-related deaths if the prevention and detection
campaigns do not get back on track in the next six months [18, 19].

40.2.4

SDG-4

SDG-4 is delivering quality education, and it ensures inclusive and equitable quality education and
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.
For India, there are a total of nine national-level indicators that capture four SDG targets for
2030 outlined under this goal. The followings deliver the local and global impacts on SDG-4.
In India, there are more than 15 lakh schools and 50,000 higher education institutions which
were closed due to the pandemic. It impacted millions of students as, along with education schools,
also took care of the nutritional needs of the children. The inequality of access to the internet
across India increased the digital divide, and even though classes were resumed through online
mode, many children were left out of the fold. In addition to the above, access to technology in
rural India and urban slums is highly gendered. According to a survey by Young Lives, 80% of the
girls in rural areas have never accessed the internet, and 62% have never used a computer [18].
In the global context, according to a UNESCO report, the COVID-19 pandemic will negatively
impact more than 290 million students from 22 countries due to the closure of schools. We predict
that extended school closures will weaken the fundamentals of students, and it leads to loss of
human capital as well as economic opportunities in the long run. Also, according to the World
Bank, COVID-19 will deeply impact countries in where education may be grappling with high
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dropout or low learning outcomes rate. We found that several educational institutions had no
choice but to embrace e-learning to sustain the momentum.
We have seen that in the last decade to now, encouraging to use e-learning has become more
popular, and it witnessed an uptick due to ubiquitous internet connectivity, the proliferation of
smartphones and significant advances in technology. Therefore, there will be a major shift in
the curriculum and pedagogy in the post-COVID-19 era. For example, Climate Change Induced
Disaster Management in Africa (CIDMA) has developed up-to-date courses in disaster management
online courses. Many courses deliver by various institutions such as Coursera made it for free and
learned online. For example, one of the courses is Do-It-Yourself Geo Apps, and it delivers how to
use Web Application and to create Geo Application. Also, Southwest Jiaotong University (SWJTU)
has planned to run MOOC courses, synchronous and asynchronous courses for students.
However, at least 500 million students globally are left out from the digital access to education.
Such prolonged absence from school is associated with lower retention and graduation rates and
worse learning outcomes, especially students from the disadvantaged section of society [9, 10].

40.2.5

SDG-5

SDG-5 is gender equality, and it stresses on achieving gender equality and empowering all women
and girls.
The followings deliver the local and global impacts on SDG-5.
The local impact of COVID-19 under the lockdown, violence against women, has increased
drastically. The domestic violence complaints in the period between March-May were at a 10-year
high [19].
Perhaps post COVID-19 situations bring more and more behavioural and mental changes among
women, particularly with huge post-traumatic stress. According to the Population Foundation of
India, the disruption of routine health services, including pre- and post-natal health care, family
planning and contraceptive supply, has put the health of women and girls at increased risk due to
decreased access and taken away their control. The female labour force participation rate in India
is 25 percent. 90% of working women are engaged in the informal sector or irregular formal sector,
the majority of which is constituted by the hospitality and service sectors. The pandemic would
force these women into more vulnerable jobs or result in their permanent exit from the market.
Finally, the pandemic has also disrupted the work of Self-Help Groups (SHGs), which had an
important role in women empowerment. With only 46% of women having access to the mobile
phone, digitized credit facilities will be out of reach for them [20].
Globally, we predict that 70% of the frontline healthcare workers are women putting them at
greater risk from the pandemic [9–11]. The campaigns against female genital mutilation and child
marriage have come to a halt due to the pandemic, which could severely affect the progress achieved
till now. Therefore, due to the lockdown, the burden of unpaid household work and childcare is
more than the pre-COVID-19 era, and it would have a long-term effect on women’s health.
Besides, there are increased incidences of domestic violence against women during the pandemic
lockdown. An estimated increase in 25-30% of reported cases has been seen in France, Argentina,
Cyprus, and Singapore. And in many countries like Germany, Canada, Spain, the UK, the US and
other countries, the demand for shelter homes by women has gone up [21].

40.2.6

SDG-6

SDG-6 is about clean water and sanitation, and it ensures the availability and sustainable
management of water and sanitation for all.
For India, there are a total of seven national-level indicators that capture four SDG targets for
2030 outlined under this goal [5–10]. According to the above, we may provide the following local
and global impacts on SDG-5.
Millions of Indians were already at risk due to the infectious diseases from unhygienic water
and sanitation conditions. Therefore, we expect that water-borne diseases are more prevalent in
rural Indian populations and urban slum dwellers because of inadequate hand washing and unclean
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water. Like these water-borne diseases, the coronavirus can also spread easily when clean water is
not available.
As we can see in the world, the pandemic outbreak is projected to slow down investments in the
water sector globally [22]. We estimated that the high-risk areas during the pandemic with the most
chance of spread are the areas with low access, reliability, and the quality of water, sanitation, and
hygiene (WASH). Moreover, industrial water demand will decrease by 27% due to the pandemic.
This would result in reduced revenues to water utilities. There is a partial suspension of water
billing and moratoriums on water service cut-offs in low-income countries globally.

40.2.7

SDG-7

The goal-7 serves for affordable and clean energy. It ensures access to affordable, reliable,
sustainable, and modern energy for all.
For India, there are a total of two national-level indicators that capture one SDG target for
2030 outlined under this goal.
The impact of COVID-19 on SDG-7 estimates as (a) people without access to electricity declined
from 1.2 billion to 789 million in 2018, but the world was lagging behind in achieving the targets
by 2030 even before the pandemic, this is not expected to improve now with a constraint on funds.
(b) There are millions of deaths due to a lack of clean cooking fuel. The progress in this sector
is also stagnant since 2010 and is not expected to change. (c) The share of renewable energy is
growing at a pace of 1.7 percent only. It is difficult to meet the target at this pace. (d) There is
an urgent requirement to provide electricity for 1 billion people who are relying on health facilities
without electricity. (e) Global energy investment is predicted to reduce by 20%, or $400 billion.
(f) Global energy demand could fall by 6% in 2020, which would also cause a decrease in Global
energy-related CO2 emissions by almost 8% in 2020, with coal demand also projected to fall by 8%
[23].

40.2.8

SDG-8

The goal-8 is decent work and economic growth. It promotes sustained, inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all.
For India, there are a total of seven national-level indicators that capture four SDG targets for
2030 outlined under this goal. We can determine the impacts of COVID-19 on SDG-8 as follows.
Locally, the economic impact of the pandemic has been disruptive, with the fourth-quarter
growth of FY2020 has slipped to 3.1% according to the ministry of statistics. Research by State
Bank of India estimates the contraction of gross domestic product (GDP) by 40% in the first
quarter of FY21. Unemployment in India rose to 26% from 6.7% as a consequence of lockdown, i.e.
at least 14 crore people lost employment.
The global impact of COVID-19 could increase the incidences of child labour and pose a serious
threat to decent work for especially vulnerable women and men from the informal sector. With
the reduction in working hours and economic decline due to the pandemic, labour productivity is
expected to go down in 2020. It is estimated that the informal economy constitutes more than half
of the workforce, amounting to approximately 1.6 billion workers who are vulnerable and severely
affected.

40.2.9

SDG-9

The goal-9 is for industry, innovation, and infrastructure. We work together to build resilient
infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation.
For India, there are a total of four national-level indicators that capture three SDG targets for
2030 outlined under this goal.
We can describe the local impacts of COVID-19 on SDG-9 as (a) standard & poor’s (S&P)
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) India Infrastructure Index lost 35% of its value during the initial
months of the pandemic. That is to say, there is a demand cut in the transportation sector, power
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and industry, which would limit the growth with no clear recovery period insight [24]. Therefore,
according to the government data, India’s eight key industries in the infrastructure sector shrank
6.5% in March after the pandemic lockdown. The crude oil sector contracted 5.5%, natural gas
15.2%, refinery products 0.5%, fertilisers 11.9%, steel 13%, cement 24.7% and electricity 7.2% in
the period of one month [25].
We estimate that the capital expenditure in the infrastructure segment would go down with
limitations created due to pandemic for both private and government investments. India’s monthly
internet user base is estimated to reach 639 million, as reported by the ICUBETM report by
Kantar. Currently is rural India, there being 264 million internet users, which is projected to
reach 304 million in 2020 with students and housewives to adopting internet services. Some key
elements that will drive the impact are Over The Top (OTT), hyperlocal services, social media,
communication and online payments [26].
We have also seen that many industries and companies have focused on the development of new
technologies and innovative devices and platforms. For example, GeoIME explored the innovative
approaches toward reducing the number of inspections of vulnerability and risk estimation of
buildings.
Globally 97% of people live within reach of a mobile signal, and 93% within reach of a mobile
broadband signal. With the pandemic, there is an increased dependence on digital payments,
e-learnings and many more, so the internet usage is bound to increase [9, 10].

40.2.10

SDG-10

The goal-10 focuses on the reduced inequalities. Everyone works on reducing inequality within and
among countries.
For India, there are a total of nine national-level indicators that capture three SDG targets for
2030 outlined under this goal. We express the local and global impact as follows.
In India, the social distancing and lockdowns have led to the increase in income inequalities as
the poorer segments of society who are engaged in informal sectors and other physical work for
their livelihood are severely impacted as their work cannot be done remotely.
We observed that the educated white-collar employees working in Information Technology (IT)
sector, finance and similar sectors had not faced many severe consequences as their work can be
done remotely. Besides, the poorer segments have very few savings, which will be depleted by the
end of this pandemic, and there is a lack of access to credit for them, which has put them in
dire straits. Therefore, economists believe that due to the lockdown, there will be a widening in
the gaps in access to quality education between high and low-income households. This will have
far-reaching consequences in the future as the employment opportunities for low-income people
reduce. Finally, the migrant labour community has suffered the brunt of the COVID-19 pandemic
both economically and socially as they lost their livelihoods and forced to abandon the cities.
We also observed that globally the workers are receiving less share of what they help produce;
with the pandemic, these workers have altogether lost employment, and with decreased production,
their incomes have also contracted. Disabled people will be facing more challenges, be it the term
of access to education, health care or the stigma attached. Finally, with the pandemic, there would
be a reduction in the influx of money into developing and least developed countries from the
developed nations of the world. This would turn back the progress achieved till now and widen the
gap between the countries [9, 10].

40.2.11

SDG-11

The goal-11 provides sustainable cities and communities, and it makes cities and human settlements
inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable.
For India, there are a total of five national-level indicators that capture two SDG targets for
2030 outlined under this goal. The impacts of the COVID-19 on SDG-11 can be considered for
both local and global scales.
The air quality improved exponentially in Delhi, one of the most polluted cities in India. PM10
and PM2.5 concentrations in the air were reduced by half, NO2 and CO concentration also went
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down. In the transportation and industrial locations, the air quality improved as much as by 60%
[27].
India has made special guidelines for dealing with the biomedical waste generated from dealing
with the pandemic. App-based technologies are being used to monitor and streamline the disposal of
waste [28]. In addition to the above, the population living in slums has decreased exponentially due
to the large-scale migration back to rural areas after the pandemic shock. But this is a temporary
change which is expected to change. However, the pandemic has pushed to rethink the current
model of high-density habitation in cities. The high-density populations in metros like Mumbai
and Delhi have created diseconomies and hampered the efficient dealing with the pandemic.
We predict that on a global scale, the people living in slums and informal settlements have
suffered because of a lack of access to basic amenities like water, sanitation, waste management
and similar challenges and issues. They are overcrowded and social distancing in such places is
next to impossible in such a scenario; these places became hotspots of the pandemic. We have seen
that the need for more public transport has arisen throughout the world to tackle the problem of
overcrowding and address the need for social distancing. Therefore, the pandemic has pushed to
rethink the urban cities. It has made clear that for better public health and mitigation of people’s
vulnerabilities, urban planning is crucial. Of the 150 countries having some kinds of urban plans,
many are revisiting the plans to make them more sustainable.
Finally, we can say that air pollution is estimated to have caused 4.2 million premature deaths
globally in 2016. With COVID-19 induced lockdowns, many of the cities saw a major drop in air
and water pollutants as the factories were closed, and the automobiles decreased [9, 10].

40.2.12

SDG-12

Responsible consumption and production are goal-12. It ensures sustainable consumption and
production patterns.
For India, there are seven national-level indicators that capture three SDG targets for 2030
outlined under this goal.
The domestic demand for steel has reduced in the range of 12% to 20% in FY 2020-21, showing
a slowdown in the consumption of end products using steel. Fertilizer sales increased by 45% even
amid the pandemic as there was no restriction on the fertilizer industry. Besides, with the experts
suggesting hand wash as the most effective precaution against the pandemic, the water demand is
predicted to go up by 20-25% as per household would need 100-200 liters more water [29].
A study by Jal Jan Jodo Abhiyan has found out that in the water scarce Bundelkhand region,
per capita water usage has gone up by 60% after the pandemic as people are washing hands at
least five times a day [30]. If this continues, it will prove difficult in the long run for the state to
manage water supply for every household in the region.
Globally 13.8% of the food produced is lost during transport, storage, and processing, which
amounts to $400 billion annually. It is highest in South Asia and Africa. With the pandemic
disrupting already fragile supply chains this year, the losses of perishables are bound to be higher
than in previous years.

40.2.13

SDG-13

The goal-13 is climate action, and it takes urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts.
For India, there are a total of four national-level indicators that capture two SDG targets for
2030 outlined under this goal.
The impacts of COVID-19 on climate action are determined. According to experts and
newspaper reports, the lockdowns established as a precautionary measure against the pandemic has
resulted in improvement of air and water quality across the globe. Also, the pandemic has exposed
the vulnerabilities within our emergency response, governance, and early warning systems, which
are important from the viewpoint of managing the disasters occurring due to climate change.
We observed that climate action had taken a backseat, and it is predicted to be slower than
before as the focus and resources at state and national level have been redirected towards dealing
with COVID-19 in India. We predicted that with the visible positive effects of lockdown on the
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environment, a stronger case for sustainability might be built with a greater push for alternative
solutions like electric vehicles and rooftop solar power.

40.2.14

SDG-14

Goal-14 is for life below water, and it describes the conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas,
and marine resources for sustainable development.
For India, there are a total of five national-level indicators that capture four SDG targets for
2030 outlined under this goal.
We determined the impacts of COVID-19 to SDG-14 are not only reducing the economic
activities but also much needed time for the water bodies to recuperate. However, the impacts
are (a) the reduced human and economic activities have given much needed time for the water
bodies to recuperate, the ponds, irrigation canals and lakes are many cleaners [31, 32].
In addition to the above, the pandemic crisis has adversely affected the livelihoods of small-scale
fishermen as the global demand for seafood reduced, and the supply chain disruptions happened
due to transport restrictions and limited market access. Therefore, a pandemic can increase the
incidences of piracy, poaching and smuggling in the coastal regions, and illicit fishing might also
increase with fewer resources to monitor the coastal areas. Also, industrial fishing will come down
due to the fear induced by the pandemic, and it would prove beneficial to the artisanal fishers who
have now reduced competition from the industrial fisheries [33].
Finally, there is a reduced use of chemical fertilizers and other human activities near the water
bodies and in coastal regions, which has helped improve the quality of water by reducing the
biochemical oxygen demand.

40.2.15

SDG-15

It is for life on land and describes how to protect, restore and promote sustainable use of
terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse
land degradation and halt biodiversity loss.
We have found that the impact of COVID-19 on many infectious diseases. These infectious
diseases have been found to be of zoonotic origin, specifically transmitted from wildlife to human
beings. The threat of such pandemic breaks increases with an increase in deforestation, habitat loss
and illegal poaching.
For India, there are a total of five national-level indicators that capture five SDG targets for
2030 outlined under this goal.

40.2.16

SDG-16

Peace, justice, and strong institutions deliver in goal-16. It promotes peaceful and inclusive societies
for sustainable development, provides access to justice for all and build effective, accountable, and
inclusive institutions at all levels.
For India, there are a total of five national-level indicators that capture five SDG targets for
2030 outlined under this goal.
As we discussed in the previous sections, similar impacts almost have been seen in goal-16 as
well. We describe the impacts as follows:
The pandemic has disrupted humanitarian aid flows, has limited the peace operations, and
postponed or diverted the parties involved in the conflict from diplomacy. This might increase the
unrest as conflicts arise within and among the countries.
We have also seen that there is already geopolitical friction created due to COVID-19 as the
US has been blaming China for the novel coronavirus breakout, and China has been trying to gain
favour by offering international aid to many countries. However, the authors do not believe this
blame as it makes the current situation more complex to achieve the SDGs 2030, and these political
frictions may create serious challenges and impacts on various collaborations, communications, and
engagements.
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Also, in some areas, there is also a chance of increased cooperation, as in the case of the
UAE and Kuwait, who offered humanitarian aid to Iran. Moreover, China cooperated in providing
humanitarian aids to several countries such as Iran, Italy, Argentina, Germany, and some African
countries. The countries directly affected due to conflict have become vulnerable to the pandemic
outbreak. Because their health systems are already broken, and the additional pressure of a global
health crisis of this scale would put unprecedented demands on the system, which it is not capable
of handling. For example, in Libya, during the war, most of the foreign medics had left the country,
and in Venezuela, the political standoff had impacted the health system adversely.

40.2.17

SDG-17

Goal-17 encourages everyone to have a partnership for the above goals. It strengthens the means
of implementation and revitalizes the global partnership for sustainable development.
Like the other SDGs, the impacts of COVID-19 have changed the nature of the collaborations.
These impacts can be described as (a) remittances to low- and middle-income countries from
international sources, which gave an economic lifeline for many poor households in these countries
is projected to fall from $554 Billion in 2019 to $445 Billion in 2020. (b) Global foreign direct
investments are expected to fall by 40% in 2020. (c) Net official development assistance from
the member countries of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) is expected to fall as
the pandemic puts more pressure on the donor’s aid budget. (d) There are instances where new
partnerships have been forged. To develop a unified continent-wide strategy to deal with the
pandemic and its impact, the African Union has established an Africa Taskforce for Coronavirus
(AFTCOR). (e) The partnership between the African Union and the UN and has also been
strengthened to deal with the pandemic outbreak [34]. (f) The European Union and the Member
States have created ‘Team Europe’, which is helping the partner countries in dealing with COVID-19
through a comprehensive and decisive action to strengthen the healthcare, water and sanitation
systems. Also, they collaborated to ensure fast and equitable access to safe, quality, effective and
affordable tests, treatments and vaccines against coronavirus for the partner countries [35]. (g)
WHO has initiated a Research and Development (R&D) Blueprint to accelerate the development of
diagnostics, vaccines, and therapeutics for the fight against COVID-19. It has made a multinational
coordinated research group for the purpose [36]. (h) In India, NITI Aayog CEO Amitabh Kant has
reported the creation of empowered groups by the government, which constitute the NGOs, private
sector and international aid agencies for tackling the COVID-19 crisis. The partnerships between
these stakeholders are encouraged to lead an efficient fight against the pandemic [37].

40.3

Analysis and Interpretation

In the following diagram (Figure 40.1), the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on sustainable goals
has been mapped along with the interaction between different sustainable goals since each goal
is affected by the progress of other goals (Table 40.1). The 17 sustainable development goals do
not exist in isolation; there is a synergy among all goals. This synergy has been depicted through
various linkages on the map. The analytical brainstorming and interpretational approach associated
with some surveys attempted to define logical relationships among SDGs. We collected data and
reports from various resources. We considered national and global level targets and indicators for
SDGs. The SDGs targets and indicators are used as elements to interpret the relationships of 17
SDGs.
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FIGURE 40.1
Impact of COVID-19 pandemic on SDGs 2030
(Source: Created by qualitative analysis of collated information of the impact of COVID-19)
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TABLE 40.1
Summary of COVID-19 impacts on SDGs for local and global scales
Goals
1 - No Poverty

2 - Zero Hunger

3 - Good Health
and Well-Being

Local Impact

Global Impact

India is estimated to have 68% population
below $3.2/day because of lack of livelihoods
and disruption of the informal sector which
involves 90% of the workforce
ICDS Scheme, Mid-Day Meal Scheme have
been compromised. Food supply chains have
been disrupted—heavy post-harvest losses
even with bumper production.
Most adversely affected. Lack of sufficient
healthcare workers and facilities. TB and
HIV care would be drastically affected.

Global poverty is estimated to go up by 8.8%.
Decreased labour income and poor job
quality will push people into extreme
poverty.
10,000 child deaths every month are
recorded. Nutrition services have taken a hit.
More than 2 billion are facing food insecurity.
Estimated double-digit increase in child and
maternal mortality, TB and HIV related
deaths due to disruption of routine
healthcare services.
Globally 290 million students will be
impacted across 22 countries, and 397 million
have lost out on food due to school closure.
500 million children and youth are not able
to take the benefit of digital learning.
25-30% increase in domestic abuse cases. The
shutdown of prowoman campaigns. Increased
stress and burden due to lockdowns

4 - Quality
Education

Unequal access to technology is predicted to
cause a 20% drop out of girl students, disrupt
the foundations of all students, and hurt their
opportunities of better jobs.

5 - Gender
Equality

Increased domestic violence against women.
Loss of livelihoods which could result in a
permanent exit from the market. Healthcare
and nutrition for women are also severely
impacted.
The burden on the sanitation system and Capital expenditure on water and sanitation
clean water availability is stretched in the is expected to go down by 7% as the
cities. More than a crore people have industrial demand has gone down, and the
migrated back to rural areas putting stress funds are directed for COVID-19 relief.
on sanitation in rural areas where although
the toilets are built, they still need to be
cleaned manually.
There is an urgency to provide electricity to 1 billion people who are dependent on healthcare
facilities without electricity. There is an estimated reduction of 20% in energy investments
and 6% reduction in global demand.
Economic growth has slipped to 3.2%, and Child labour is predicted to increase. Women
unemployment has risen to 26%
might be pushed into dangerous jobs. The
informal sector is adversely affected. Tourism
and hospitality industry too.
Investments in infrastructure have gone Globally there is a 6% decline in the
down. The sector has shrunk by 6.5%. Eight manufacturing sector. Internet users are
key industries, i.e. crude oil, refinery, projected to go up. SMEs are projected to
fertilizers, steel, cement electricity and decline due to a lack of credit facilities.
natural gas, all have shrunk. Internet and
mobile users are estimated to go up.
Inequalities are bound to increase with many According to studies on previous pandemics,
blue-collar workers out of jobs while the it has been observed that inequalities
white-collar workers work online to earn their undoubtedly increase after such shock. The
livelihoods. With education also impacted gap will widen between developed and
the inequalities will further increase in the developing and LDCs as funding are diverted
long run.
or stopped in the wake of the pandemic.
Air quality has exponentially improved. New Air and water quality in the cities have
processes for BMW management have been improved. Many of the 150 countries are
streamlined. Rethinking of high-density city rethinking the city plans to make them more
planning is triggered.
sustainable.
Water demand is estimated to increase by 20- Local sourcing and online working promoted
25%. Fertilizer demand has also spiked. Steel due to the pandemic has reduced the demand
demand has gone down and estimated to for unsustainable fossil fuels and made a start
further reduce by 20%. Consumption is towards responsible consumption
majorly focused on essential commodities
now.
6% reduction in global emissions. Vulnerabilities exposed; space has been created for
designing of policies. For now, funds have been diverted to COVID-19 relief so climate action
might be limited.
Water bodies are cleaner due to reduced human and industrial activity. Local fishermen are
benefitting due to reduced industrial fishing. Water bodies and the fish stock got the
recuperation time during the pandemic season
No direct impact of Covid-19 but as a result of increased awareness about zoonotic diseases
the laws against smuggling, protecting wildlife etc. might become stricter.
Internal conflicts have been put to rest for the time being as countries grapple with the
pandemic. But International conflicts might increase due to increasing friction between US
and China and unscrupulous politicians as the diplomacy efforts are restricted during these
times.
All new partnerships are being forged for dealing with novel corona virus. In the process
other goals are getting side-lined. But all the stakeholders the government, NGOs, private
businesses, and international organizations are learning to work together.

6 - Clean Water
and Sanitation

7 - Affordable
and Clean
energy
8 - Decent
Work and
Economic
Growth
9 - Industry,
Innovation, and
Infrastructure

10 - Reduced
Inequalities

11 - Sustainable
Cities and
Communities
12 - Responsible
Consumption
and Production

13 - Climate
Action
14 - Life Below
Water
15 - Life on
Land
16 - Peace,
Justice, And
Strong
Institutions
17 Partnerships for
the Goals

Impact on
Other
SDGs
2,3,4,5,10

1,3,4,5,8,10

1,2,4,5,8,10

5,8,10

4,8,10

3

13

5,9,10

8

5,16

13,14,15

11,13,14

14,15

13
-

11

16
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Summary and Conclusion

We concluded that the pandemic had had severe impacts on the whole world, including India and
the world. This is a public health crisis of unprecedented proportions that came as a shock and
caught the world unprepared. By the end of 2020, 21 of the 169 SDGs targets would have matured,
but the progress was already slow as the world was lagging behind in achieving the mentioned
targets. This lethargic progress is further impacted by the sudden shock of the pandemic. It is
expected that decades of progress in achieving the goals might be reversed because of this shock.
The degree of impact might vary, but each and every single goal from the 17 SDGs has been
affected either positively or negatively. All the goals are interconnected with the impact on one
goal will have an impact on the other. Some goals like SDG 1, SDG 2, SDG 3, have seen a serious
rollback in progress with more and more people losing livelihoods and slipping back into poverty,
increased hunger crisis and insufficient healthcare system capacities. This has negatively impacted
SDG 4, and in the long run, it will affect SDG 8 as the opportunities for decent work go down
with a reduction in quality education opportunities. With the limited resources, capacities, and
burgeoning crisis, the inequalities will increase for women and the poor, thus reversing the progress
in SDG 5 and SDG 10. Some positive strides have been observed for SDG 7, SDG 11, SDG 12, SDG
13 and SDG 14 as the pandemic forced people to rethink the way cities were being developed and
the lockdowns gave space for the environment to recuperate, the pressure on water life decreased
as people become more conscious and responsible about their consumption and production. The
pandemic also gave time to think and plan about the seriousness of the impending climate crisis.
It brought to the forefront the weaknesses in current social, economic and governance systems of
the world.
The COVID-19 experiences from various countries indicated that the more information we can
access and analyze, the more effective nations we have. Therefore, it leads partners, including
multilateral organizations and citizens, to explore and determine solutions for a disaster such as
COVID-19 pandemic. This collaboration of partners requires several key components, such as
existing and accessible geospatial information and the spatial data infrastructure (SDI) built. The
geospatial information requires the integration of statistics and use it in various geography in a
local, national, and global scale. We need technologies to demonstrate our geographic dimension on
a global scale. It considers information that can be conveyed in a clearer and more useful manner
than statistical data [38, 39]. In other words, we are fundamentally beyond the technologies and
track platforms to enable visualization. This process relies on the people partnerships and the
method of collaborations on how to build the ability to come together towards a shared purpose
to remove barriers. However, the experiences of partnerships to data sharing of spatial information
can also be considered to support COVID-19 response and recovery at this hard-pandemic situation
and SDG2 2030.
We suggest empowering the implementation of geospatial technologies and methods such as
Web App and Geo App. However, perhaps India requires speeding up to adopt these approaches.
The adoption of spatial approaches such as Web App, Geo App, and smart mapping to spatial
epidemiology, disease surveillance, and implementation of health policies in India has great potential
for both success and efficacy. It is because India has a large population, ongoing public health
challenges, and a growing economy with an emphasis on innovative technologies.
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The Value of a Policy-Responsive Research Funding
Model: The Geohealth Laboratory Collaboration in
New Zealand
Malcolm Campbell, Jesse Wiki, Lukas Marek, Matthew Hobbs, Matthew
Wilson and Simon Kingham

This chapter discusses the GeoHealth Laboratory (GHL) research model that is based on
a relationship contract funding model between two parties, the University of Canterbury
(UC) and the New Zealand Ministry of Health (MoH) around health geography, spatial
epidemiology, and Geographical Information Systems (GIS). Further, the GHL seeks to
produce high-quality research (i.e. journal articles) and policy-relevant outputs (e.g. in the
form of plain English reports) in the fields of health and GIS. The chapter discusses the
nature of the relationship and funding model, with examples of research from the annual
research programme. We conclude by showing the importance of flexibility in research
funding models, using emerging exemplars of research related to the COVID-19 response
in New Zealand.

41.1

What Is the GeoHealth Laboratory?

The GeoHealth Laboratory (GHL) is a collective of researchers interested mainly in Quantitative
Health and Medical Geography, based at the University of Canterbury (UC), New Zealand. The
GHL began in 2005 as a strategic partnership between UC and the New Zealand Ministry of Health
(MoH) [1] that provides a resource that is unique in the Southern Hemisphere. The aim of the
collaboration is to build a strategic partnership between the two parties around health geography,
spatial epidemiology, and Geographical Information Systems (GIS). It seeks to produce high-quality
research (i.e. journal articles) and policy-relevant outputs (e.g. in the form of plain English reports)
in the fields of health and GIS. The GHL programme has published across a range of topics
including: inequity [2], inequity of mortality [3, 4], oral health [5, 6], social connection [7], obesity
[8, 9] and natural disasters and health [10, 11] to highlight a few key themes. Researchers from the
GHL also have a longstanding interest in policy relevant or responsive research. This includes using
spatial microsimulation, a modelling technique, to understand the impacts on government health
policy [12, 13] as well as in a NZ context to understand the social and spatial patterns in obesity
[14]. The GHL also aims to increase research capability through a program of research degree
scholarships, primarily through the Masters of Spatial Analysis for Public Health (MSAPH1 ) and
1
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/study/qualifications-and-courses/masters-degrees/master-of-spatialanalysis-for-public-health/
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teaching, for example, a course entitled ‘Spatial Analytics for Health’. This has resulted in a series
of skilled graduates who are now employed throughout New Zealand and overseas2 .

41.2

The Funding Model

The nature of the relationship between UC and MoH means that the collaboration between the
parties is funded3 in advance, much like a research programme with several project outlines included
as indicative components of the overarching programme. Subsequently, the precise detail of the
research and scholarship projects are negotiated and co-designed by both academic staff and MoH
staff (who act as a project stakeholder). An important aspect of the GHL model is that the projects
are subject to change if circumstances require. This ability to change the direction of a research
project provides flexibility, meaning that as research priorities change, so too can the research
projects and the precise topics investigated. Enabling changes to projects, without changes to
the whole programme, reduces the bureaucratic overhead in contracting and bidding for individual
research projects, focusing instead on rapid delivery of timely results directly to policymakers. Thus,
the funder of the research benefits from the transfer of effort from managing and administration
of the bureaucratic overhead (for both parties) to the delivery of research outputs. The nature of
the high level of trust in our collaboration and the built-in flexibility of the contract is a stark
contrast to conventional funding routes. UC contributes a proportion of the time of two Directors
(note in New Zealand, 40% of an academic’s usual role is related to research, 40% to teaching and
20% to administration) and hosts the laboratory space in which the GHL. A key strength of the
GHL is the critical mass of academic expertise in GIS and health. Moreover, being located within
the multi-disciplinary Geospatial Research Institute (GRI) provides an opportunity to develop
geospatial research in aligned areas for which health is an important factor, such as in the area
of hazards research. Having a critical mass of academics and researchers with similar interests
means that there is the possibility of securing additional funding and resources beyond the principal
funding streams that come from MoH and UC. Historically the GHL funded has included a range of
sources such as the Health Research Council (HRC), NZ Transport Agency (NZTA), Foundation for
Research Science and Technology (FRST), The Cooperative Research Centre - Spatial Information
(CRCSI), and Ministry of Health’s Environmental Health Indicators Programme.

41.3

The Work Programme

The original work programme for 2019/20 consisted of six projects that were co-designed with
stakeholders on the following topics: transient populations, major trauma injuries, alcohol-related
harm, mental health, maternity and disability. However, with the need to support the Ministry’s
response to COVID-19 the work programme was reviewed to enable rapid delivery of outputs
relating to data supply and the visualisation of COVID-19 cases (see Figure 41.1) as well as the
identification of vulnerable populations based on demographic factors. Additionally, a project on
population mobility was designed that utilises nationwide mobile phone data to analyse mobility
patterns before, during and after national lockdown measures were implemented. This provides
important information about the extent of population compliance to lockdown measures and how
this varies during different periods of pandemic policy and alert levels4 , particularly by geographic
area and socioeconomic status. The project also aims to allow for a better understanding of mobility
patterns between places using a combination of traditional data sources such as Census travel data
2

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/science/research/geohealth/ (See “Former Postgraduate Students”).
The GeoHealth Laboratory is funded by the New Zealand Ministry of Health until June 2021.
4
https://covid19.govt.nz/assets/resources/tables/COVID-19-alert-levels-summary.pdf
3
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and the aforementioned mobile phone data. The results of the project are still emerging, however,
we have reported the changing spatial patterns in mobility across NZ as well as the social and spatial
differences that relate to the socio-economic position of neighbourhoods across NZ The ability to
be flexible with projects provided significant advantages, ensuring the GHL work programme met
the immediate and changing priorities of MoH.

FIGURE 41.1
Spatial distribution of COVID-19 cases in New Zealand. 17 April 2020.
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Conclusion

The key lessons learnt, from our observation and experience is that by utilising a relationship
contract, rather than a project-based contract has particular advantages in times of significant
disruption, especially when flexibility and responsiveness are required at short notice. Specifically,
the ability to change projects which are valuable in the long term, but have no immediate urgency
when compared to the rapid response needed for the COVID-19 pandemic. A project-based funding
model is not as resilient or flexible to external events that require, or indeed that would benefit
from a change in project scope. The GHL model mitigates this risk and allows the opportunity
for research capacity to be redirected. Additionally, the GHL model is also more robust even when
anticipated changes create a need for a change in projects and priorities. We would further argue
that thinking about a relationship contract approach is particularly salient for those who contract
and fund research due to the points discussed above. In a time of a pandemic, particularly in
New Zealand, we have demonstrated that having skilled researchers and a flexible funding model
produced an important contribution to national efforts to better understand and tackle COVID-19,
thereby enhancing community resilience.
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42
Pandemic and the City: A Melbourne Perspective for
Community Resilience
Mark Allan

Melbourne, Australia’s most liveable city, has endured the nation’s most severe lockdown
measures as it plans for revitalisation. This chapter provides a snapshot of trends
affecting generalised measures of liveability prior to and during COVID-19, and beyond.
Collaboration between authorities and citizens is required for resilience and on-going
adaptation.

42.1

Introduction

The coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic is a global crisis, it has taken lives and impacted the
economies of developed and developing nations. Its impact on cities, in particular, has been
unprecedented, requiring us to rethink ideas about sustainable built environments, urban proximity,
density, and mobility. This paper presents some observations about Melbourne, a city with an
enviable reputation for liveability and its response to COVID-19 and a future of co-existence with
the pandemic.
Soon after the World Health Organisation’s declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic in
mid-March 2020, the Australian government implemented a program of financial support combined
with travel restrictions, social distancing and other ‘lockdown’ measures. These restrictions
generated considerable economic uncertainty and social anxiety in towns and cities across the
country affecting households, government, and industry. By the end of June 2020 Australia’s
lockdown measures were showing comparative signs of success with some 7,008 people having
recovered from the 7,767 reported cases of COVID-19 [1]. At about this time with states and
territories reporting no new cases or small numbers restrictions began to be eased. In Melbourne,
however, a second wave of COVID-19 emerged in July 2020 likely from a failure to adhere to hotel
quarantine protocols. Community transmission of infection saw new daily case numbers rise from
15 to 20 in mid-June to over 600 by early August [2]. This led to stronger Stage 4 restrictions being
introduced across metropolitan Melbourne for a six-week period on 2 August 2020, later extended.
Server restrictions were also placed on movements between across state borders. During Stage 4
a curfew was put in place between the hours of 8pm and 5am requiring people to stay at home
during these hours unless for work, medical care and caregiving. Face coverings were mandated
when leaving home which was only allowed for permitted work, or to either exercise for up to one
hour per day or for a sole member of each household to shop for food or essential items within a
5 kilometre radius of home. On 6 September 2020 ‘Victoria’s Coronavirus (COVID-19) Roadmap
to Reopening’ was announced by the state’s Premier. The ‘Roadmap’ sets out a four-step process
to ease restrictions across Victoria staging expanded social interaction, and phasing in a return to
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the workplace, education, sport, recreation, ceremonies, and special occasions. The ‘first step’ is
scheduled to commence on 13 September 2020 with the ‘last step’ targeting ‘COVID Normal’ after
23 November 2020 subject to ‘trigger points and public health advice’.

42.2

Growth of Inner-City Melbourne

Melbourne is a global and liveable city known for its multicultural diversity and its cosmopolitan
inner urban core. Recognised by the Economist Intelligence Unit as ‘the world’s most liveable
city’ for seven consecutive years (2010-17) and currently ranked number two, it has a legacy of
leading international liveability rankings [3]. Melbourne’s inner-city communities’ express cultural
diversity and creativity, home to major universities, hospitals, parks and gardens. The city hosts the
nation’s major sporting and entertainment events and its vibrant laneways and café culture draw
international tourists and visitors. Melbourne is Australia’s fastest growing city and its inner area
is the nation’s most densely populated area with 21,900 people per km2 . In 2018-19 Melbourne’s
population grew by 2.3% to 5 million people fuelled by net overseas migration it was forecast to
grow to 7 million by 2030 outstripping Sydney as Australia’s largest city [4]. The ABS forecast net
overseas migration to Melbourne will fall by 85% over the next 12 months.

42.3

Reshaping Cities

As we look to Melbourne for some contemporary lessons of resilience it is worth remembering that
epidemic diseases have plagued, shaped and reshaped cities for millennia. The City of London
responding to the great plague of 1665 enacted municipal orders quarantining ‘infected houses’
mandating inspections, requiring extra cleaning of housing and streets, restricting assemblies
at theatres, and implementing trade embargos [5]. Responses to a succession of epidemics has
profoundly shaped cities, housing forms, human behaviours, communications, and urban living
environments. The reality of co-existing with COVID-19 and a succession of future pandemics
will challenge how we plan, design and manage people-centric cities, public spaces and spatial
connections in the context of epidemiological measures to control the spread of infectious diseases.

42.4

Melbourne’s Response to COVID-19

The lockdown measures introduced in response to the first and second waves of COVID-19 in March
and July 2020 have severely impacted inner Melbourne’s visitor economy, international education,
and the services economy. Melbourne’s population increase was immediately halted and the number
of weekly payroll jobs in central Melbourne significantly reduced. The million daily visitors to
Melbourne’s Central Business District (CBD) reduced more than 30% as international students and
professional service workers stayed home and retail premises and hospitality venues closed. Weekday
road traffic levels across Melbourne were down and pedestrian movements around train stations in
central Melbourne were down by up to 42% in July [6]. The Melbourne City Council reported the
average number of pedestrians in Bourke Street mall dropped from an average of 25,000 to 6,476
per day with an estimated 1 in 3 shops closed or vacant. Vacancy rates for CBD offices typically
at 5% rose sharply to 7.6% in March, with real estate agents reporting student accommodation
occupancy-rate falls in inner Melbourne of between 20% and 50% [7]. The immediate response gave
priority to health and wellbeing, emergency accommodation was provided to the homeless and city
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cleaning regimes increased. In addition to financial loans and grants to small business, economic
stimulus projects are planned to include infrastructure, housing and construction and affordable
housing. Inner Melbourne fast tracked approvals for 12 km of temporary cycling lanes and has
committed to plant 150,000 trees, shrubs and grasses (an increase from the 3,000 planned) [8]. The
importance of high-quality public realm and open spaces for people to safely exercise and enjoy
fresh air has been underscored during the pandemic.

42.5

Impacts of COVID-19 on Central Melbourne’s Liveability

The observations presented in Table 42.1 are grouped into categories using headings form the
seven targets in the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal Number 11 (SDG 11) for
‘Sustainable Cities and Communities’. The SDGs comprise 17 global goals with interrelated targets
and indicators aimed at delivering globally sustainable development by 2030 [9]. Table 42.1 presents
a ‘snapshot’ of trends affecting generalised measures of Inner Melbourne’s liveability immediately
prior to COVID-19, during and potential future responses. Movements are summarized by symbols,
upward and downward ‘arrows’ or a neutral ‘square’ with traffic light colours green, red or amber
indicating positive, negative or neutral impacts on liveability.

42.6

Planning to Co-Exist With COVID-19

The trends summarised in Table 42.1 reflect optimism in the people of Melbourne’s resilience
and capacity to respond to both the current and the future impacts of the COVID-19 health and
economic crisis. Reduced housing demand will place negative downward pressure on property prices,
however, this will ease rental costs and increase affordability in some locations. While intimate
partner violence and social isolation has generated social hardship during the pandemic increased
mainstream media attention has helped raise public awareness and prioritised the importance of
good mental health and public policy. A reduction in traffic congestion is expected to continue
with less commuting by those with the flexibility to work from home. Fewer public transport
trips, capacity constraints and increased cleanliness will necessitate revised pricing, implementation
of new technologies and changed operations likely to reduce future investment. The design and
management of buildings and public spaces will see a greater emphasis on human health and
wellbeing. Spaces will need to be adaptable and able to accommodate physical distancing as demand
for flexible outdoor spaces increases. Digital communications will play a larger role in connecting
people and maintaining social ties.
The short-term halt in Melbourne’s rapid population growth in the view of Professor Giles-Corti
of RMIT University provides an opportunity for the state’s planners to recalibrate how Melbourne
grows and to better integrate urban development and infrastructure provision for a more sustainable
city [10]. This may also assist planners to implement urban policies embracing of ‘local liveability’
including ‘20-minute neighbourhood’. This concept prioritises local transport and jobs with high
quality public realm connecting services so that people’s daily needs are met within a 20-minute
walk from their home [11].
The built environment has a key role in developing the health and wellbeing of communities
and responding to impacts of climate change. During the COVID-19 pandemic communities in
cities like Melbourne have rapidly embraced working from home, video conferencing for education
and tele-medicine and increased online shopping. Rethinking our cities as healthy places will likely
increase the cleanliness of public transport and change the way we move about the city and interact
socially in terms of proximity and density. Delivery of urban strategies to reallocate road space to
create wider footpaths and more bicycle lanes combined with increased tree planting and public
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space and other investments in the public realm offers real potential to improve the mental, physical
and immunological health of communities.

TABLE 42.1
Inner Melbourne Liveability, Trends in Response to COVD-19
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TABLE 42.1
Continued - Inner Melbourne Liveability, Trends in Response to COVD-19

Melbourne has experienced significant downturns in its visitor economy, international education
sector and its services economy due to the pandemic, exacerbated by Victoria’s second wave
of COVID-19 and hard lockdown measures introduced in August 2020. The economic adversity
forecast, and currently affecting Australia has hit hardest in Victoria and most severely in the
state’s capital city. Since mid-March 2020 when the pandemic emerged in Australia until late
August 2020 payroll jobs fell 4.2 per cent nationally, in Victoria this figure was 7.9 per cent [12]
resulting in significant hardship for many households. To date Victoria’s response to COVID-19 has
been based on health advice and statistical modelling adopting a policy of aggressive suppression
to avoid restrictions being continuously lifted and reinstated.
The conditional phased easing of restrictions outlined in Victoria’s ‘Roadmap to Reopening’,
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September 2020, outlines public policy settings that balance human health priorities with the staged
reopening of the state’s economy. In addition to financial support for business and individuals,
approvals for construction projects and delivery of national and state government services have been
fast-tracked. Underpinning business and streamlining service delivery has also occurred at a local
government level including plans for localised urban interventions and public realm improvements
to revitalise city centres. In Melbourne streets, footpaths and parking bays are being converted for
use as outdoor dining areas seating patrons at a safe distance as part of a staged return of people
and strategies to revitalise the city.
Valuable lessons have had to been learnt quickly about how to plan, organise, and administer
our city and safeguard citizens during a global pandemic. This awareness is important now and
in the future as policies and action plans are developed to promote urban resilience to protect
and improve human health and well-being. With Victoria now in economic recession, the outcomes
of the serve lockdown will test the resilience and liveability of Melbourne as its capital. Just as
Melbourne has responded to crises and economic downturns in the past, its social and physical
infrastructure combined with the patience, optimism and creativity of its citizens, means it is well
placed for a future that accepts and embraces reactivation and on-going adaptation.
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Spatial Modelling Concepts for Controlling
COVID-19 Risk in Saudi Arabia
Hassan M. Khormi

Location and time are important in controlling diseases. This chapter aims to explain how
the Saudi authorities implement GIS concepts in controlling the spatial risks of COVID-19.
In Saudi Arabia, the impact of COVID-19 is still limited, as the total number of infections
did not exceed 74,795 confirmed cases until 25 May 2020, of which 45,668 (61% out of the
total cases) have recovered. This chapter shows regions with high risk and very low risks as
well as spatial disease distribution in SA regions. Ar Riyad (17,656 cases), which includes
the capital city of SA, Makkah (29,436), Almadinah (9,751), and Ash Sharqiyah (14,012)
are the most impacted regions as they recorded most of the cases with 70,855 (95%) out
of the all confirmed cases. Those spatial information must be presented on a different
spatial scale, such as city, district, sub-district and house level. Many mobile-based map
applications are developed by the Ministries of Health and Interior to, for example, provide
insights about disease distributions, help people to find transport during the times of
isolation, and show the locations of services, hospitals, etc. These applications are meant
to help monitor the impact of the outbreak, manage it, communicate with the security
and health services, and help allocate resources, which will help society and institutions to
respond effectively.

43.1

Introduction

The incidence of COVID-19 started when the virus moved from animal to human populations [1].
The main mode of transmission is from the respiratory tract via droplets or indirectly via fomites
and, to a lesser extent, via aerosols. This disease is considered by the World Health Organization
(WHO) to be one of the most important and impactful globally. It has been recognized as the
most prevalent viral disease in all places around the world [2]. Associations between the incidences
and environmental, meteorological and socioeconomic conditions are not yet clearly understood
[3]. That makes it difficult to model its risk spatially using GIS. The transmission patterns of
the diseases are sensitive to social factors, such as population density, habits, practices, as well as
customs and traditions giving rise to occasions and gatherings. This chapter aims to explain how
the Saudi authorities implement GIS concepts in controlling the spatial risks of COVID-19. It also
shows the current spatial distribution of the disease in Saudi Arabia (SA), with most infected groups
according to their nationality, sex and age. Three key factors stand out when looking at COVID-19:
human, space (location) and time. When a person gets infected, there is a person involved, and
this determines the diseases one gets infected with. Then there is the location, the position on
the earth’s surface where the event occurred. This position can be accurately located using GPS.
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The location can be used to extract environmental conditions and meteorological variables of areas
related certain human practices and people gathering. Time of infection gives valuable information
about when the infected person is active and his historical movements. Together with location,
time allows one to develop a spatio-temporal picture of the event, and this aspect is extensively
used in public health modelling [4].

43.2

GIS-based Mapping and Modelling

When we map or model a disease, we take into consideration that everything is related to everything
else but near things are more related than distant things [5]. In other words, a person infected with
COVID-19 or environmental and climatological conditions closer to an impacted community or
disease occurrence should be more conducive to the survival, reproduction and transmission of
the virus than conditions further away. This suggests that a study of the geographical location of
pathogens and vectors, host interaction, environmental and climatological variables and proximity
to human or animal victims is paramount in understanding disease patterns. Spatial analysis
answers questions such as what types of habitat that contain the virus, how far the virus’s host
travels, what populations live in zones of high or low occurrences and what other regions have
conditions similar to those where the hosts are currently found and should so be denoted as high-risk
areas.
The accessibility of geo-referenced COVID-19 data is of significance in mapping the disease and
linking it to environmental or social risk factors. The geographical spreading and seasonal behavior
of the disease, as well as its transmission and abundance, are controlled by environmental (such as
land use, land cover, elevation) and climatological variables (such as temperature, rainfall, degree
days and humidity). Visual displays of quantitative data, such as cases of infections, on cartographic
maps for understanding causes has a long history. The best-known example is that of Dr. John Snow
and the cholera deaths of London in the mid-nineteenth century [6]. The visualization of spatial
epidemiological data on a background of environmental or climatological layer enables one to discern
patterns and correlations. Early disease mapping methods were mainly used for communicable
diseases to identify sources of infection, rates of spread and general environmental variables present
at those sites [7].

43.3

The Current Spatial Distribution of COVID-19 in Saudi
Arabia (SA)

In Saudi Arabia, the impact of COVID-19 is still limited, as the total number of infections did
not exceed 74,795 confirmed cases until 25 May 2020, of which 45,668 (61% out of the total cases)
have recovered. The numbers indicate that males were more at risk of contracting the disease than
females. Since the infection started spreading in the country, between 70 and 80% out of the total
recorded cases were male. This is due to the culture of mobility and interaction between men
compared with women and the fact that women are more likely to apply the culture of guarding
against disease risks and to adhere to regulations and laws targeted at curtailing diseases. But
another important reason is that most cases in the Kingdom were recorded between employees of
certain companies. So cases involving non-Saudis are around 55% to 65% of the total recorded since
the beginning of March 2020.
The majority of company employees in Saudi Arabia are males and are mostly citizens of East
and Southeast Asia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and some Arab countries, such as Egypt and Sudan.
Some companies, especially those that did not observe the precautionary measures or who delayed
in applying them in their premises, were more likely to see infections among their workers. Also, the
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educational and income levels of these employees are low, which required the health and municipal
authorities to intervene and provide accommodation to achieve social distancing and create a better
precautionary environment. The government decided to supply healthcare and COVID-19 testing
for free to all non-Saudis. These steps have a significant impact on reducing the infection rate
among workers.

FIGURE 43.1
COVID-19 risk level and spatial distribution in SA regions (Data Source: Saudi Arabia Health
Ministry)
Figure 43.1 shows regions with high risk and very low risks as well as spatial disease distribution
in SA regions. Ar Riyad (17,656 cases), which includes the capital city of SA, Makkah (29,436),
Almadinah (9,751), and Ash Sharqiyah (14,012) are the most impacted regions as they recorded
most of the cases with 70,855 (95%) out of the all confirmed cases. The very low-risk areas are
regions that recorded less than 150 cases. Those regions are Al Jawf (84 cases), Najran (147),
and Al Baha (148). These numbers show the limited impact of COVID-19 across Saudi Arabia
compared with other countries that registered similar numbers daily.
In SA, the deaths have not exceeded 400 since the emergence of the disease. The Makkah region
obtained the highest rate of the deaths with 75%, followed by Almadinah (44 deaths), Ar Riyad
(24), and Ash Sharqiyah (22). Most of the deaths were related to cases of people with underlying
chronic medical conditions, such as diabetes, kidney failure, chronic lung disease, and deficient
immune systems. Other regions recorded between zero and four cases of death. Once again, these
figures show the minimal impact of the disease in Saudi Arabia compared with other countries
around the world that recorded thousands of deaths in one day.
In general, the reason behind the limited negative impact of the disease in Saudi Arabia is the
early measures taken by the authorities. That started with the formation of a higher committee
headed by the Minister of Health and with the membership including a number of educational,
research, service and security sector personnel to review international events related to the disease
and assess the current conditions, make reference comparisons and gather experiences to address
the disease, especially from countries that had already been ravaged by it.
At that time, the Saudi authorities began gradually isolating a number of the most affected
neighbourhoods, then cities. Then they began closing international entry points and finally
proceeded to completely isolating all Saudi regions. In all those steps and actions taken by the
authorities, the geographical concepts were present, starting from determining the geographical
location of the infected person, the relatives and friends of that person, the geographical locations
of their movements, determining the boundaries of the closed neighbourhoods, setting a map to be
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used by the public, and determining on the maps the ports to be used for entering and exiting the
isolated areas.
There is high awareness as to the use of GIS in all aspects of disease surveillance and system
control. The Saudi Health Ministry developed many mobile applications and a GIS platform for
uploading and illustrating locations and data of, for example, confirmed, active and recovered cases
based on small and large geographical scales to present the events on house (point) (Figure 43.2A),
sub-district, district, county, region and country (Figure 43.2B).

FIGURE 43.2
Interface of GIS platform developed by the Health Ministry to show daily spatial distribution and
information of COVID-19 (https://covid19.moh.gov.sa/)
This GIS-based system can go far beyond the early studies on establishing correlates. So the
main purpose can be enhanced to describe the geographical differences in disease occurrence for
formulating aetiological hypotheses. Also, the system locates unusual high-risk hotspots to develop
a preventive plan. Another purpose is to improve the reliability of disease risk models for allocating
resources. Moreover, the system can undertake sophisticated spatial analyses of environmental
features and disease rates, together with geostatistical analysis to statistically verify associations
[8–10].

Conclusion

43.4
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Conclusion

The spatial information must be presented on a different spatial scale, such as city, district,
sub-district and house level. Many mobile-based map applications are developed by the Ministries
of Health and Interior to, for example, provide insights about disease distributions, help people
to find transport during the times of isolation, and show the locations of services, hospitals, etc.
The main purpose of these applications is to help monitor the impact of the outbreak, manage it,
communicate with the security and health services, and help allocate resources, which will help
society and institutions to respond effectively. Accordingly, we summarize the aforementioned in
this scientific paper to avoid the effects of the COVID-19 epidemic quickly. Immediate plans should
be developed for the danger areas in your environment through several steps relying on GIS. The
most important of these steps is to map the confirmed and active cases, deaths and retrieval
operations to determine the whereabouts of the COVID-19 infections and to update the records
continuously. Mapping the spatiotemporal distribution of the disease can reveal how the infection
has spread over time and where you might want to target the interventions. Publishing a map
of at-risk populations will provide information about how COVID-19 will unevenly affect some
demographics, such as the elderly and those with chronic diseases as well as non-Saudi workers.
Mapping social vulnerability, age and other factors also helps to monitor groups and areas at risk.
It is important to map national capabilities and facility locations, such as a map of facilities, health
providers, medical resources, equipment, goods and other services to understand and respond to
the current and potential impacts of COVID-19. Interactive web maps, dashboard apps, story maps
and historical tracking can be used to help quickly communicate with people about the national
situation so everyone will be aware of all the procedures.
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44
COVID-19 in Spain and the Use of Geospatial
Information
Carmen Femenia-Ribera and Gaspar Mora-Navarro

Spain declared a state of emergency on 14 March because of the serious situation due
to COVID-19. Three months later there were more than 27,000 confirmed deaths due to
the virus. During this period there were many initiatives using geospatial information
to predict, follow, and detect infections, as well as control mobility. These measures
were implemented by the central government, as well as regional governments and local
councils. Most of these geospatial applications use open-access geospatial information
that reuse public sector information and add value to this data. In this way, open
data supports decision-making by the administration. Numerous thematic maps, spatial
analyses, geoportals, websites, and mobile applications have recently appeared; and never
have so many boundary maps have been published in the Spanish media. Geospatial
information in Spain is likely to continue playing an important role as the pandemic
evolves, and greater resilience is needed to address this and future challenges.

44.1

COVID-19 and the State of Emergency in Spain

Spain has been a member of the European Union since 1986 and is located in the southwest corner
of Europe. The nation has an area of 505,944 km2 , 4,964 km of coastline, and a population of
46.5 million. Spain has the world’s 15th largest economy (2019) in terms of gross domestic product
according to the International Monetary Fund, and is the world’s second most popular nation for
tourist visits (2018) according to the World Tourism Organization.
Spain has a central government, 17 regional governments, and 2 largely self-governing cities on
the Mediterranean coast in Africa. The nation is also divided into 50 provinces and there are 8,125
local councils.
For geographical information, the main national organisation is the National Geographic
Institute (IGN) (“Instituto Geográfico Nacional, IGN,” [1]). All of the national territory is
mapped in digital format. Spain also has orthophotographs of the entire nation as part of the
Aerial Photography National Plan (PNOA) (“Plan Nacional de Ortofotografı́a Aérea, PNOA,”
[2]). The Spanish Spatial Data Infrastructure (IDEE) (“Infraestructura de Datos Espaciales de
España, IDEE,” [3]) centralises the geographical information of the regional governments and local
administrations in line with the European INSPIRE Directive. The regions also have their own
cartographical institutes. Cadastral maps are made freely available through the Electronic Office of
Cadastre (SEC) (“Sede Electrónica del Catastro, SEC,” [4]) of the Directorate General for Cadastre
(DGC) (“Dirección General del Catastro, DGC,” [5]), as part of open data policies, and policies
for the reuse of Spanish public sector information.
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Spain was the country most affected by Covid-19 after China and Italy. The virus started to be
noticed early in February, with the first cases in the Canary Islands towards the end of January. A
state of emergency was declared on 14 March. At that moment, the central government assumed
all relevant powers and residents were quarantined in their homes. On 14 March the number of
infected people was 5,753, and there were already 136 deaths, according to the health ministry. Just
three months later, on 14 June, the total number of notified cases was 244,109 and there had been
27,136 deaths. Madrid and Barcelona were the worst affected cities. Forty new cases of infections
were notified on the last day of nationwide quarantine (14/6/2020) with 25 deaths in that week.
At that moment, the virus was considered controlled in Spain, with only small localised infections
remaining. The highest point of the infection curve was at the end of March and the beginning of
April. On 1 April there were 930 deaths (“Enfermedad por nuevo coronavirus, COVID-19,” [6]).
The state of emergency lasted just over three months (from 14 March to 21 June). At the end
of the state of emergency, the central government returned powers to the regional governments.
During this period, a four-stage plan for a transition to a new normality was introduced. Each
stage lasted about two weeks. During these stages mobility was controlled to avoid the spread of
the virus, and the borders between counties, regions, provinces, and local councils become very
important – together with the associated geographical information (“Estado de alarma y Nueva
normalidad. Medidas crisis sanitaria COVID-19,” [7]).

44.2

Geospatial Information Use

Geospatial information has been fundamental from the first signals of infection. The regions sent
daily numbers for infections, deaths, and recoveries for each province. That information could be
seen on choropleth maps.
This type of map was also frequently used in the transition to a new normality, where the stage
for each province was indicated. Each stage depended on the provincial sanitary conditions, and
each stage meant different mobility restrictions. At the beginning, the areas of control were the
individual hospital authority areas, but this idea was abandoned because it was too difficult for
the police to control inter-regional mobility as the exact hospital areas boundaries were not well
known.
The Spanish provinces were then used as the basic units for controlling mobility. However, the
municipality boundaries were also used in stage 0 (started on 2 May). In stage 0, mobility was only
allowed inside each municipality. People were allowed a daily walk within a one-kilometre radius
from their homes. Numerous mobile applications showed a circle with a one-kilometre radius centred
on the user’s home. These applications were launched by both public and private organisations [8].
Many tools appeared that used geographical information to control mobility after quarantine,
as well as track the contacts of infected people. These applications included mobile applications,
geoportals, thematic maps (choropleths, point, heat maps, and so on); and were used at national,
regional, and local levels. Many of these applications employed free and official open access digital
map data.
Due to the seriousness of the pandemic, and the enormous importance of spatial data
infrastructures in the management of the crisis, it was considered necessary to allow access for
all resources that could be useful in fighting the pandemic. At a national level, there is a collection
of open resources on Covid-19 in the IDEE website. In this collection, there is an index list of
data published by international, national, and local administrations (“Infraestructura de Datos
Espaciales de España, IDEE. Recursos abiertos sobre la COVID-19,” [3]).
This information is mainly organised by regions. The geoportal of the Spanish Terrestrial
Transport General Directorate shows maps of tourist accommodation, restaurants, shops, rest areas,
and take-away restaurants near to main roads – all of which have been obliged to remain open.
These maps facilitated the location of supplies for workforces and enabled the main national services
to remain supplied (“Punto de Información de servicios de restauración,” [9]). The Ministry for
Ecological Transition and Demographic Challenge also published a map with open petrol stations.

Geospatial Information Use
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Figure 44.1 shows an example of a regional COVID-19 geoportal. The geoportal monitors the
pandemic situation in the region of Valencia. The geoportal has been developed by the Valencian
Cartographic Institute (ICV) (“Institut Cartogràfic Valencià, ICV,” [10]), using ESRI technology
and open data from the regional health authority [11]. It shows the spatial distribution of the
pandemic and information is updated daily. It was started on 11 April and initially showed the 24
sanitary boundaries within the region. Municipal boundaries were not initially included to avoid
stigmatising any towns or cities. This information was later included when the pandemic came
under more control.

FIGURE 44.1
Geoportal to Monitor the Pandemic in the Valencia Region. Source: [11]
Some cadastral offices worked with regional governments to map the location of strategic
facilities such as public sport centres or schools.
Eurostat (the Statistical Office of the European Union) performed a spatial analysis to detect
risk areas, using population data, combined with the European healthcare services dataset [12],
transport networks, and cadastre addresses.
Universities performed spatial analyses to calculate, for example, the most vulnerable provinces
(using the population density, risk population indices, and especially the layer of interest points,
like hospitals, pharmacies, and supermarkets). Universities also made a predictive analyses.
There have also been many relevant mobile applications developed in both the private and
public sectors, as well as by universities. Most of these applications use GNSS and the objective is
mainly to help people to avoid crowds. The usefulness of these applications is conditioned by the
number of users who install them and share their locations. Councils have developed applications
to control access to public spaces and facilities, as well as beaches and pools. Some use drones
and image analysis to automatically count people in open spaces. The main goal is to ensure the
safety of tourists who mostly come to Spain looking for sunshine and sand. Private companies are
developing these types of application and selling them to public administrations.
Telecommunication companies exceptionally made their customer mobility data available to the
central government to control infections, despite the geolocation of user mobiles phones colliding
with privacy policies. Currently there is an ongoing discussion about privacy rights in the Data
Protection European Commission.
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Conclusions

• Never before have so many boundaries maps been published in the Spanish media.
• Free and open access to geospatial data enables the development of many applications in private
as well in public sectors – emphasising the value of geospatial data.
• Many ministries manage spatial information: including industry, health, transport, mobility,
and ecological transition.
• Standardised geospatial information in the European framework enables spatial analysis using
big data.
• User geolocation obtained from smartphones causes privacy problems that must be examined
and clarified.
• Thematic maps, spatial analysis, geoportals, big data, GNSS, and drones are words linked to
geospatial information that have frequently appeared in the media during this crisis.
• Geospatial data enables predictive analysis, tracking infected people, and statistical studies
that support decision making by public administrations.
• Geospatial information in Spain is likely to continue playing an important role as the pandemic
evolves.
• Updated and quality geospatial information is necessary to improve community resilience and
respond to possible outbreaks and future crises.
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45
Lessons Learned from COVIDSafe: Understanding
Conditions for Successful Implementation of Track
and Trace Technologies
Nathaniel Carpenter and Anna Dabrowski

Digital track and trace works not just because of cutting edge technology, but because of
public trust – a key condition for its utility. We have seen that trust is fundamental to
other government COVID-19 tracking programs. This should be cultivated in Australia
with engagement of experts and academics to provide a clear public message.

45.1

Introduction

As a consequence of the current COVID-19 pandemic, many national governments have
retroactively deployed digital track and trace systems to support ongoing community health
monitoring. In some contexts, contact tracing technologies have met with great success in
monitoring the spread of the novel coronavirus, while in other spaces, there has been failure
in regards to both implementation and uptake. This chapter focuses on the implementation of
COVIDSafe, a track and trace technology designed for the Australian context. Building upon lessons
learned from the successful implementation of contact tracing mechanisms in Asia, we argue that
the success of contact tracing mechanisms depends not only on the quality of tracing technology,
but on the cultural conditions of government and community that surround their enactment.

45.2

Do track and Trace Mechanisms Work?

Contact tracing technologies can provide communities with a method to contain the spread of
communicable diseases by quickly identifying and notifying people who have come into contact
with infected individuals [1]. Exposed individuals could then be informed, tested, and isolated,
which would break the chain of further transmission. However, breaking the chain only works
if individuals both use and trust the system while also adhering to self-isolating advice. It is
also important to remember that track and trace mechanisms do not actually render individuals
safe from the novel coronavirus. Although contact tracing should (in theory) support community
awareness and protection, contact tracing alone does not offer inoculation like a vaccination might
[2].
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Effective uses of contact tracing tend to be found in East Asia, such as China, South Korea,
Taiwan, Singapore and to a lesser extent, Japan [3, 4]. Yet the reason for the success of track and
trace technologies in Asian nations may be cultural, as opposed to technological. In addition to
developing technologies to monitor the population, many Asian nations have previous experience
with epidemics such as MERS and SARS. Trust in government underpins civic duty and collectivist
cultures, which often embrace compliance with government infection control mechanisms. Contact
tracing applications in countries like South Korea are also mandated and invasive, yet extremely
popular, and discussed widely by community members. In contrast, most western democracies have
had little experience with modern infection control tracing techniques [5–7] which include adopting
technology, implementing infrastructure, and streamlined data sharing agreements; let alone public
awareness campaigns on contact tracing.

45.3

The Failures of COVIDSafe: Technology or User?

Despite the name, COVIDSafe has not succeeded in protecting the Australia public from
COVID-19. However, the failures of this contact tracing mechanism can be attributed to several
key factors that extend beyond the technological [8–10]. A lack of trust in government, coupled
with a rushed response to developing the tool, has certainly led to a lack of public investment in
the implementation of COVIDSafe. Mixed messages around the efficacy and safety of the tool has
led to a belief of limited benefit, and individualistic culture has undermined Australia’s efforts to
implement their own track and trace mechanism successfully.
Inexperience in secure enactment of track and trace technology has also marred public
perception of the efficacy of COVIDSafe. Australia lacks the experience of its Asian counterparts:
even in May 2020, well after the novel coronavirus had developed into a pandemic, infrastructure
was still not in place for the Australian government to act on notifications of infected individuals
and their contacts. One major concern relates to data security [9]. In the case of COVIDSafe, if a
user tests positive for COVID-19 and consents to their data being uploaded, the information is then
held by the federal government on an Amazon Web Services server in Australia. Data from the app
is stored on a user’s device and transmitted in an encrypted form to the cloud-based server. Cloud
based storage poses risks at the best of times [11]; unfortunately, Australia also has a long history of
compromised data usage. Concerns around privacy render many members of the Australian public
reticent to utilise basic health storage technologies, such as MyHealthRecord [12], let alone invasive
track and trace technologies. Like financial data, spatial data is sensitive, identifiable information
able to compromise an individual’s identity and safety.
Although COVIDSafe does not access positioning information, it does ask for permission to
collect information about accessing the phone network, which can be used as a form of location
tracking. COVIDSafe uses Bluetooth to record anyone who is within range of the signal [10]. This
concept does allow people to remain spatially anonymous; however, since most individuals’ routines
are fairly stable and most people have a physical contact group which tends to remain the same,
it would not be difficult to infer locations and associations. Importantly, based on previous data
security breaches [13], the Australian public is aware of vulnerability in data collection systems,
and their ability to be exploited. Privacy implications remain murky. Evidence from the Australian
public highlights issues with platforms and device error [9], often resulting in users uninstalling
COVIDSafe. Another major issue is that individuals must upload their information through a
rather complicated process; perhaps this is why individuals who test positive to COVID-19 fail to
report.
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There are many ways to enhance the utility of track and trace mechanisms, and success should
not only be seen as culturally determined. For while South Korea and China have successfully
employed contact tracing mechanisms [14], there have also been low levels of success in track and
trace technologies in certain neighbouring contexts, such as Singapore. However, without public
support of digitally enabled track-and-trace technologies, the purported digital inoculation will fall
short of intended goals [15], be it low number of users such as seen in countries such as Singapore
[16], or in an overall reduction in transmission rates [17].
Although it is crucial to improve user uptake, increasing awareness through broader education
is also important, particularly to overcome a lack of community understanding as to the limits of
contact tracing technology (see [18]). Awareness campaigns that raise knowledge and understanding
are important tools for promoting change in social behaviours and norms; however, an important
consideration is understanding the cultural context [19]. Raising awareness of track and trace
processes is crucial, but assurances of data security and transparency are also necessary steps to
building trust and overcoming public cynicism as to the utility of contact tracing tools. However,
if governments fail to take into consideration that a country like Australia promotes a culture of
self over community, it is unlikely that track and trace systems can ever succeed.

45.5

Lessons from Australia: Enhancing Contact Tracing

There are many reasons why track and trace mechanisms fail. In this chapter, we have reflected
on the lessons learned from Australia, as evidenced in the example of Australia’s COVIDSafe
tool. While community hesitation and a lack of willingness to download the application can be
attributed to an absence of trust towards the government, the manner of implementation is also of
concern. A lack of public education and trust has failed to generate a meaningful awareness of what
COVIDSafe can (and cannot do) in terms of providing protection for the Australian population.
As a consequence, in order for COVIDSafe (or future track and trace technologies) to be successful,
it is crucial for government efforts to focus on enhancing the capabilities of tracing technologies
and providing an awareness which addresses community concerns. Increasing knowledge is the first
step to behavioural change [15], however, being responsive and building trust will also help the
Australian government to navigate the risks posed by this pandemic, and the next.
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Sustainable Transport as a Key Pillar to Community
Resilience During the COVID-19 Pandemic
Arturo Ardila-Gomez

As cities gradually exit COVID-19 quarantines, some are suggesting that public transport
might increase contagion risk and that private cars should be considered the only safe
alternative. This view, however, is based on perception rather than facts. Moreover,
promoting widespread car use could actually impede recovery and come with a host
of negative side effects, especially for the poor. This chapter uses the Three Cs
framework—avoid closed and crowded spaces, and closed contact situations and in
particular their overlap—to understand how sustainable transport can be resilient to the
pandemic. To minimize the three Cs while preserving the economy the ideal is to have
people work from home which applies only to workers who tele-commute. Yet for first
responders, blue-collar, and informal workers getting to work is essential for generating
income. Sustainable transport can provide efficient, dependable mobility that connects
people to opportunities and be COVID-safe during this pandemic.

46.1

Introduction

As cities gradually exit COVID-19 quarantines and reopen their economies, some observers are
suggesting that public transport might increase contagion risk [1] and that private cars [2] should
be considered the only safe alternative. However, this stance is based on perception rather than
facts. In addition, promoting widespread car use could actually impede recovery and come with a
host of negative side effects, especially for the poor.
In this observation chapter I explain why sustainable transport — public transport, walking,
and biking — must become an integral part of our response to the pandemic, and how we can make
this happen in a safe, resilient way.

46.1.1

We Need to Keep People and Economies Moving

The International Labor Organization estimates that a whopping 1.6 billion people are at risk
of losing their livelihoods [3]. Many of them are informal workers who do not have access to
unemployment benefits or any other kind of social safety nets. Some 39 million people have already
lost their jobs in the United States [4]. There is growing concern that many jobs lost to the
pandemic will vanish forever [5], raising some significant questions about the future of the labor
market, particularly in cities.
Furthermore, the ILO estimates that, globally, “more than 436 million enterprises [3] face high
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risks of serious disruption.” Related, up to 580 million people could fall into poverty [6], as estimated
by the United Nations University. There is also a high probability that the health crisis may
contribute to a hunger pandemic [7] could push another 130 million people to the brink of starvation.
These numbers show how quarantine and shelter-at-home can hurt millions of people,
particularly the poor. Now, imagine if these losses were permanent and the urban labor market
collapsed. Poverty would skyrocket, middle classes would shrink, and tax revenue would plummet.
To avoid this scenario, countries are anxious to reignite their economies while minimizing contagion
risk, which remains a major preoccupation worldwide. Transport will be a key piece of the equation:
we must find ways to connect people to jobs, and to connect them as safely and sustainably as
possible. For example, 60 percent of the world’s employed population work in the informal market
[8]. Informally employed people typically must travel outside their homes to generate income [9].

46.2

Sustainable Transport and the Call for a Green Recovery

As the world grapples with the pandemic and its economic fallout, we cannot forget about the
climate crisis that has been looming over the last few decades. While the measures to lower the
spread of the virus have temporarily reduced greenhouse gas emissions [10], atmospheric carbon
dioxide levels are the highest in human history [11]. Just in 2020, northern Siberia–above the Arctic
Circle—experienced record-high temperatures [12] that can melt the permafrost and release even
more GHG (greenhouse gas) into the atmosphere.
Clearly, decisionmakers at all levels must work toward a green recovery model that will help
address the ongoing health, economic, and climate emergencies simultaneously. Moving toward
sustainable transport will be a key part of that process: the transport sector already accounts for
a quarter of energy-related emissions, and that number is poised to grow [13] much higher over the
next decade. Low-carbon transport can significantly reduce overall emissions, and, concurrently, will
help us build more competitive, more inclusive communities –and be COVID-safe. Transport is also
key for community resilience, understood as the “measure of the sustained ability of a community to
utilize available to respond, withstand, and recover from adverse situations,” (RAND Corporation.
N.d.) Sustainable transport is more resilient because it embeds redundancy: many buses provide
service, bicycles and pedestrians can circumvent many obstacles. If the solution to the pandemic is
to provide every adult in the planet with a car, then resiliency will go down because of the resulting
gridlock. Worse, a planet with six billion cars will be very warm due to the huge cradle to grave
and well to wheels emissions, regardless of the engine technology.

46.2.1

The Three Cs: Avoid Closed, Crowded, Close-Contact Situations

What exactly should sustainable transport look like in the context of COVID-19? What are the
transport modes and solutions we should prioritize? And, importantly, how should we adapt existing
systems to minimize health risks?
To answer this, I refer to the Three Cs framework: Closed spaces, Crowded spaces, and Close
contact situations. According to the framework, the three Cs can drastically increase the risk of
spreading the coronavirus, in particular where they overlap [14]. Japan developed this framework
to help it contain the pandemic—quite successfully [15].

46.2.2

Managing Transport Demand Through Home-Based Work

The best way to minimize the three Cs while preserving the economy is to have people work
from home—a situation that applies mostly to workers with access to digital technology. These
workers—myself included—can hold virtual meetings, continue to read, and reply to emails, and
can even make coffee and cook food at home. For a COVID-safe restart of economic activities,
whoever can work from home should continue to do so: this will reduce transport demand and
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allow people who do need to travel to achieve proper physical distancing inside buses or metros,
particularly during peak hours [16].
Whether home-based work is temporary or permanent is something that only the future will
tell. But it is safe to say that the pandemic will have a lasting and dramatic impact on the way
we manage office space [17]. However, it is important to note that not all workers are coping well
with home-based work, as indicated by the troubling increase in domestic violence ([18] and [19]),
stress [20], and depression [21].

46.3

Providing Safe Mobility to Those Who Need It

Yet home-based work is possible not only because of technology, but also because of the countless
formal and informal workers who leave their homes every morning to keep supply chains running,
deliver packages, and restock the shelves of our local markets. Add first responders who must also
travel to work in order to keep us safe and healthy.
For those essential workers, the ability to get around is as important as ever—without a way to
reach their jobs, most of them would likely lose their income and have no way to put food on the
table. In the next sections, I analyze how we can use sustainable transport to provide safe, green,
and efficient mobility for those who need it most, both during and after the pandemic. We will
focus on public transport first, and then explore the potential of cycling and walking.

46.3.1

Safe Operation of Public Transport During a Pandemic

Many of those who must continue commuting rely on public transport systems, which are uniquely
positioned to carry large volumes of passengers through urban areas. Even during a pandemic,
public transport remains the backbone of sustainable mobility and essential to economic recovery.
There is growing evidence that public transport riders do not face higher infection risk than
anyone else [22, 23]. While Hong Kong relies heavily on mass transit, it has registered few cases
even as its mass transit system continues to operate [24]. Japan is also highly dependent on transit,
yet researchers “did not trace any [infection] clusters to Japan’s notoriously packed commuter
trains. . . Riders are usually alone and not talking to other passengers. And lately, they are all
wearing masks,” [25]. A study in France found that of the 150 infection clusters that appeared
after reopening the economy, none could be traced back to public transport [26]. Several authors
rapidly and convincingly debunked attempts to blame the subway in New Your City for spreading
the virus [27, 28]. For example, Manhattan had the highest density of subway lines but the lowest
incidence of COVID-19 cases [29]. In contrast, areas with higher car use had higher contagion
rates—some researchers found that it was cars that seeded the epidemic [30].
For the sake of public health, economic recovery, and environmental sustainability, we must
keep the momentum going to preserve the appeal of public transport. As long as the virus is here,
transport providers must adapt their operations to minimize the overlap of the three Cs: Closed
and Crowded spaces, and Close contact situations. We need COVID-safe transit systems for staff
and passengers.
Many transport systems have adopted stricter cleaning protocols with anti-viral chemicals or
simply with soap and water because the virus “is no match for plain old soap [31].” Still, touching a
surface such as a handle or a bar is not believed to be the primary way for the virus to spread [32].
Proper ventilation is critical ([23] and [33]). Transport companies should instruct their drivers to
open windows systematically or keep the air-conditioning on. In Japan, for example, trains operate
with the windows open to ensure proper ventilation [34]. However, the air conditioning cannot be
in recirculation mode because air must circulate within the space [35] to prevent contagion.
As person-to-person [32] is the primary transmission means, then public transport users must
do their part. They must not touch their faces [36], wear masks [37]—one of the most effective ways
to prevent transmission [38]—and wash their hands with soap and water before and after using
public transport [32].
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Notice that this advice applies to everyone, not just public transport riders [32]. Indeed, car
drivers should also wash their hands before and after using their private cars. The same goes for
cyclists, who can sneeze or cough while riding their bike.
The proper physical distancing between riders is another critical requirement. The World Health
Organization recommends people stay at least 1 meter [39] to minimize transmission risk. Masks
could help reduce this distance [40] and are effective at preventing the spread of germs in public
transport [41]. Still, there is a need to reduce occupancy rates and avoid crowding on transit vehicles.
Public transport and particularly mass transit cannot operate initially at high occupancy rates due
to regulations to reduce the risk of contagion. To make this possible, countries around the world
have temporarily capped transit capacity: Colombia, for instance, announced that public transport
can use only 35% of its capacity [42], while the UK (United Kingdom) set an even lower limit of just
10% [43]. Governments can increase these caps as the epidemic evolves [44], and scientists [45] gain
knowledge on key epidemiological parameters [46]. Indeed, by September 2020 as the pandemic
diminished, the Colombian government increased the maximum occupancy of mass transit to 50%
by requiring improved ventilation and cleaning protocols [47].

46.3.1.1

Adapting Infrastructure and Resources

If cities are to decrease passenger density on public transport vehicles, they need to keep frequent
service, which requires predictable speeds and traffic conditions. Easy to say but challenging to
implement—especially in developing countries, where residents own fewer cars, but, paradoxically,
tend to experience higher congestion levels [48]. The solution: “pop-up bus lanes” or bus priority
lanes –implemented of course with proper road safety considerations [49] and proper traffic
management measures. The New York Metropolitan Transit Authority, for example, has requested
97 km of new bus lanes in response to the pandemic [50].
But despite the best efforts of professionals across the sector, there is no denying that the
COVID-19 crisis has dealt a massive blow to public transport. Demand nosedived almost overnight
[51], leading to considerable financial distress for formal and informal public transport operators.
The issue is complicated. The bottom line is that, if governments offer subsidies, they must
set proper incentives to avoid service reductions and get operators committed to long-term
improvements [52].
The current situation could have a profound impact on the way cities approach their transport
policy [53], even once the virus subsides. The measures described in this chapter may have been
taken hastily in the face of a global public health emergency. Nonetheless, these measures already
challenge many deeply-rooted assumptions about urban transport [54]. Think of the space that
private cars are supposedly entitled to in comparison to mass transit. Something as simple as a
pop-up bus lane lets us envision what a transit-friendly city could look like: a greener, more inclusive
place where the road belongs to everyone [55]. People at all income levels could get around quickly
and efficiently.
Bolstering public transport will be instrumental if we are serious about putting sustainable
mobility at the heart of the “new normal.” Communities will be more resilient also because of the
redundancy embedded in public transport and the efficient use of scarce resources such as road
space. And even though the pandemic has dealt a significant blow to the sector, the lockdowns
have also created unexpected opportunities to rethink sustainable transit vs. private cars.

46.3.2

Biking

Decisionmakers have quickly realized that bicycles could be a COVID-safe transport for residents
to get around. Besides being an open-air form of transport, cycling also makes it easy to enforce
physical distancing thanks to each bike’s physical footprint and the additional gap that cyclists
need to leave between each other to avoid collisions. Notice how bicycles naturally avoid the three
Cs that increase the risk of infection, especially when they overlap: closed spaces, crowded spaces,
and close-contact situations.
As a result, many cities in both developed and developing countries have been deploying pop-up
bike lanes over the last few months, from Paris and London to Berlin, Milan [56], Bogotá, Mexico
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City, Lima [57], and Wuhan. As part of this trend, new design guidelines help local governments
implement simple changes to road infrastructure or signage, allowing for the creation of bike lanes
at a low cost and in as little as ten days [58].
Although designed as a temporary solution, there is reason to believe that some bike lanes could
become permanent. Public opinion is undoubtedly moving in the right direction: 56% of Londoners
“want pavements to be permanently widened to make space for walking and 57% want to see new
cycle lanes created and existing ones broadened” [59]. Further, with the right infrastructure, cycling
can carry impressive volumes of passengers. In 2019, 583 km of permanent bike lanes in Bogotá
absorbed 800,000 rides per day—about 6% of all trips, including walking and motorized [60].

46.3.3

Walking

Last but not least, walking is and will be a crucial pillar of urban mobility in developing countries
[61], particularly for women [62] and the poor. People walk to access public transport, to shop, or
even to commute to work. Walking brings many advantages to cities and their residents. Promoting
pedestrian-friendly streets can make travel safer [63], reduce air pollution, improve public space,
and create a more inclusive environment for all users [55], including children and people with
disabilities.
Because they demand physical activity by users, public transit and active modes like walking or
biking are also associated with tangible health benefits such as “lower Body Mass Index, lower waist
circumference, less obesity, higher vitamin D, lower cholesterol and lower hepatic inflammation”
[64].
The pandemic has made walking even more appealing because it is COVID-safe [65]. Pedestrians
on a sidewalk can typically avoid the three Cs that increase the risk of infection. Sidewalks are
open spaces. Pedestrians can usually avoid crowding and keep a safe distance of at least 1 meter.
Moreover, pedestrians rarely engage strangers walking by, let alone closely. If needed, wearing masks
can provide additional protection.
Yet pedestrians face significant challenges, including less-than-perfect infrastructure and
competition with other transport modes. In developing countries, for instance, cars frequently park
on the sidewalks, making it more challenging for pedestrians—as well as people on wheelchairs and
children on strollers—to keep a safe distance.
Cities can take many concrete steps to enforce parking rules and, more generally, to expand the
amount of space available to pedestrians. Some are converting road space into “pop-up sidewalks”
for the benefit of pedestrians and bicycles [66]. Other cities are even creating “al fresco streets [54]”
to allow retail and restaurants to set up shop outdoors. Al fresco streets are an innovative way to
avoid the Three Cs and enjoy life in a safe, responsible manner.
These “road diets” [63] will hopefully continue after the pandemic so people everywhere can
enjoy the advantages of walking. Road diets work if accompanied by solid traffic management so
that car volumes do not lead to gridlock. Many cities are already taking this step and looking at
long-term solutions to accommodate pedestrians [53].

46.3.4

A Window of Opportunity for Sustainable Transport

The pandemic has forced cities across the globe to take emergency measures that have created
a window of opportunity to: Avoid unnecessary travel, Shift toward sustainable transport,
and Improve transport infrastructure and services. This “Avoid-Shift-Improve” paradigm [67] is
precisely what sustainable transport advocates like myself have been preaching over the last few
decades to transform urban mobility. While many decisionmakers used to balk at this approach,
the COVID-19 crisis has dramatically changed the transport conversation: people are now clearly
seeing the value of sustainable transport, and the idea of reallocating space or resources toward
public transit, cycling, and walking has become a lot more acceptable.
The challenge is to keep the momentum going to ensure cities do not move right back to
auto-centric development as soon as the virus starts to subside. The transition to sustainable
transport could significantly contribute to a green recovery [68] revive urban economies, and create
15 million jobs worldwide [69].
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Conclusions

Sustainable transport—public transit, walking, and biking—can provide efficient, dependable
mobility that connects people to opportunities [70] and be COVID-safe during this pandemic.
Transport is indeed what sustains the agglomeration effects [71] that make urban economies so
attractive and make the urban labor market work [70]. Sustainable transport is also paramount for
achieving community resilience.
But relying on private cars alone will achieve negative results, partly because cars cannot absorb
the large volumes of people transiting through busy urban centers every day. Private vehicles will
weaken community resilience. Calls for one person per car to be COVID-safe will lead to gridlock
and a very warm planet. Sustainable transport is highly relevant in developed and developing
countries as this open letter for the European Union states: “As unemployment and lay-offs are
expected to rise in the coming months, and family income will be under stress, walking, cycling
and public transport will be the most affordable and equitable transport options, and they will be
more necessary than ever” [72].
The window of opportunity for sustainable transport has opened. Public transport, biking and
walking can create the conditions for a more robust, inclusive, and resilient recovery. Sustainable
transport increases community resilience because of the more efficient use of resources, the
redundancy embedded in public transport and the ease to navigate obstacles by buses, bicycles
and pedestrians. Importantly, these sustainable transport options could also drastically reduce the
greenhouse gas footprint of urban mobility—a key priority considering that, despite the temporary
dip in emissions [10] induced by the pandemic, atmospheric carbon dioxide levels are at their highest
in human history [11]. Promoters of sustainable transport need to become champions to implement
sustainable transport and achieve a green recovery while also building a key pillar to community
resilience.
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Preparing for the Next Pandemic: Geospatial
Information for Enhanced Community Resilience
Greg Foliente, Daniel Paez and Abbas Rajabifard

This chapter presents a high-level synthesis of the knowledge and perspectives shared in
the chapter contributions in the book. We suggest strategies to apply the geospatial and
techno-social lessons learned to date. We also present proposals to develop new capabilities
to build resilience in local communities and reproduce them worldwide, especially in
preparation for the next pandemic or global crisis.

47.1

Introduction

Throughout human history, pandemics have caused major societal upheavals and impacts. While
there have been a few global pandemic threats in the last twenty years, the emergence of
SARS-CoV-2 in late 2019 and throughout 2020 and 2021 (i.e. the COVID-19 pandemic) has been
one of the most significant disasters in the last 100 years. The extent of its impact to individuals,
people groups, nations and the world will not be fully known for many years. Already, COVID-19
has set-back the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [1].
Even as we present and reflect on the technical and techno-social applications of geospatial
information and the broader lessons in response to COVID-19 from around the world in the diverse
chapter contributions in this book, the evolving global environmental and climate changes coupled
with the increasing globalised settings in economics and trade, population growth, migration and
movements, the potential for the next pandemic occurring in the not-so-distant future is not a
far-fetched idea. We may not only have to deal with the continuing threat of the SARS-CoV-2
lingering on – despite the availability of a number of vaccines – but also with new equally if not
more fatal viruses.
In this concluding chapter, we seek to bring together the knowledge and perspectives shared in
the different chapters in the book. Our objective – beyond identifying common themes, differences
or trends – is to synthesise and suggest a way forward to apply the geospatial knowledge shared and
the techno-social lessons learned to date in this book into building community resilience worldwide,
especially in preparation for the next pandemic. A well-considered and robust set of strategic and
operational capabilities need to be in place long before the outset of a pandemic. We certainly will
learn a lot more in the next few years about what worked and what did not work in the public
health and wellbeing management of COVID-19. More data and research will surely follow, but
this is still an opportune time to pause and take stock.
The rest of this chapter is organised in three parts. First, we summarise the key lessons learnt
to date from the COVID-19 pandemic for the geospatial and allied industries from the chapter
contributions in this book. Then we discuss some key considerations about an ideal or desired
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future. Finally, we present an overview of the core strategies that we can embark on today so that
we can strengthen our capabilities against, and build community resilience in, future pandemics.

47.2

Key Lessons from COVID-19
“What we learn from history is that people don’t learn from history.”
American investor and philanthropist Warren Buffet (1930- ).

The first affirmation to make is the critical importance of geospatial information, and the
supporting technologies that underpin them and the software applications and web platforms that
make them useful for a variety of stakeholders and decision-makers in managing COVID-19, as
first outlined in Chapter 1. These are evident across the diverse contributions in this book. A wide
range of geospatial and digital technologies has been featured, including remote sensing, drones and
mobile applications. Countries in the Americas, Europe, Africa, Asia and Oceania are using maps
and GIS dashboards as the key graphical interface to display data around COVID-19 infections,
and to disseminate information. This will likely continue in planning and managing the logistics of
vaccine distribution and guiding the recovery phase from COVID-19 and other disasters. But as
noted by Kraak in Chapter 34, there are effective and ineffective ways of presenting data. Much
more consideration needs be given to this.
Data and understanding what they mean (and what they do not say) are the foundations
for sound decision making. This topic has many dimensions. Beyond geospatial information, many
types of data needed to be sourced and analysed in a dynamic way, often in fast-changing situations.
One of the early difficulties with COVID-19 was the scope of uncertainties in knowledge about its
epidemiology. But the unprecedented scientific local and global collaboration amongst medical and
public health researchers and with those in a wide range of disciplines across the physical and social
sciences, including geospatial experts, system modellers, computing and data scientists and social
scientists, have produced unprecedented COVID-19 related research. This book is an example of
this cross-disciplinary effort.
The need for open data empowering open science has been raised by several authors. Both
scientific research and the authorities’ decision-making have been either aided or hindered by the
availability of, or access to, data of appropriate quality and resolution. The latter is not just
a challenge for small developing countries (e.g. in the Pacific Island Countries and Territories,
Chapter 26) but also in developed countries (e.g. in the UK, Chapter 18). All types of information
– quantitative and qualitative – and those obtained by surveys (e.g. Chapters 27 and 28) and
social media feeds (Chapter 11) are especially important. These approaches allow understanding
and monitoring of community resilience, engaging the public and understanding their attitudes,
behaviours and actions.
Data need to be organised and managed via harmonised terms and definitions, and spatial
data infrastructures (SDI) both at the local and national level, in land and in water (Chapter 9).
The success of rapid tool developments to support the COVID-19 public health measures in Korea
(Chapter 24), for example, has been partly credited to its national SDI. As noted in Chapter 1,
the UN-GGIM’s efforts to advance an Integrated Geospatial Information Framework (IGIF) across
the globe are critical. Issues around core reference data, interoperability, common geographies,
integration of statistics and geography, privacy and confidentiality and cybersecurity need to be
addressed. Experiences during the pandemic, depicted in many parts of this book, tell us that when
complex decisions are needed, there is no time to sign data custodian agreements or to integrate
geospatial databases. In a number of case studies in this book, geospatial information effectively
supported decision-making when the SDI was operational and not just conceived in a technical
report.
Beyond data and technology, the critical role of leadership and governance cannot be
overemphasised. In the web portal of endcoronavirus.org, the gallery of countries “winning”
or “beating” COVID-19 includes both developed and developing countries, those that are
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technology-rich and those without much technology. In some ways, this affirms the importance
of the first two of the three core themes of the UN-GGIM IGIF’s strategic pathways: Governance,
People and Technology. When informed by science and evidence, political leaders can manage
COVID-19 using adaptive public health measures. Since the start of the pandemic, there have been
multiple reports on how in many instances, government and institutions did not act in the multiple
warnings around the need for stronger pandemic resilience at the local and regional levels. The lack
of attention by some leaders to risks brought forward by the scientific community has not yielded
the desired results.
It is hard to determine if the lack of attention to science was due to scientists not communicating
results effectively or political leaders and authorities making decisions based on ideology. Either
way, the lesson learnt is that community resilience building should be based on sound science
and built on trust between the community and the authorities [2]. The more the authorities rely
on science and evidence, the more chances the community will likely support the public health
measures (Chapter 27). Cooperation, collaboration and trust across society are needed; in the end,
human behaviour was key to the success of COVID-19 public health measures.
The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated that in a highly interconnected social, economic
and natural environments, a highly contagious virus can become a global pandemic in no time. And
from a safety perspective, nobody is out of the woods until everyone is out. It would not matter
how strong a particular country is in its response to the pandemic. It requires its neighbours and
the rest of the nations to be building resilience before normality can be returned to the natural,
social and economic settings. New Zealand, Australia, Singapore and some other countries have
had relatively effective responses to the pandemic with limited infections and a reduced number
of deaths compared to the world’s average. However, full epidemiological, social and economic
recovery in these countries will not occur until the world achieves a lasting solution. Without a
global solution, the risk of multiple re-infection waves will continue. Therefore, we have learnt from
COVID-19 that community resilience is not an isolated concept for a particular community or group
of people. Global crises such as climate change and the COVID-19 pandemic demand community
and societal resilience that is built from broad stakeholder cooperation at the local, regional and
national levels.
Still along the lines of high interconnectivity, cities – as a dense centre of human settlements
and socio-economic activities – emerged as natural hot spots for COVID-19. Adapting from
sustainability research, it can also be stated that, “Pandemics will be lost or won in cities”. There
are many considerations in managing the pandemic in urban centres (e.g. see Chapters 10, 17, 18,
28, 42 and 46), but we can only be successful beating a pandemic if we beat it in our urban centres.
Finally, COVID-19 has sped-up the digitalisation and online transformation of work and
education, and in the process also highlighted societal inequalities. The most vulnerable groups
of people and regions have been asymmetrically impacted not just health-wise, but also socially
and economically [1]. Often, as in the case of people in informal settlements (e.g. Chapters 8 and
15), very little information is available about them even before the pandemic, making it difficult
to monitor and support their situation during the pandemic. Recovery efforts, including economic
stimulus measures, provide opportunity to re-set the social, economic and environmental conditions
of the majority of a nation’s populations, and thus make a major advance on many fronts across
the SDGs. This requires strategic vision, leadership, political will and effective governance. Data
and technology, in general, are just enablers.
Having come full circle, we acknowledge that there are many more lessons not listed in this
chapter, and reaffirm the critical role of geospatial information and technologies in managing a
pandemic. In the next section, we explore our desired future before the next pandemic and global
crisis.
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The Road Ahead: The Only Certainty in the Future is Change
“Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future.”
Danish writer, artist and humourist Robert Storm Petersen (1882-1949).

In this section, we cast our future vision and aspirations on the basis of the observations and
lessons discussed in the previous section. In other words, we will attempt to describe a desired
future where the lessons are assumed to have been learnt and applied. As we do, it is worth noting
that the authorities and our society, more broadly, need to face a future pandemic while facing
other concurrent hazards and stresses. For example, in 2020 and 2021, we had to deal with the
overlapping challenges and impacts of climate change and COVID-19; these included the wildfires
and hurricanes in the US, and the tropical cyclones and flooding in the Asia-Pacific. Thus, we need
to recognise also that this could be the new norm moving forward.
Following the structure of the previous section, we imagine a future where a multi-scale SDI
is in place in most countries around the world. The maturity and adoption levels may be uneven
across different countries but the core definitions and reference data are harmonised, with high
interoperability and linkages with other data infrastructures and platforms. A diverse range and
type of data contents can come from established and new sources – including those from new
technologies and from the crowd – with trusted provenance and quality indicator and that protects
individual and corporate privacy. The geospatial information of most data is preserved. The
infrastructure and the contents are supported by sensible data governance regimes and appropriate
cybersecurity measures. The supporting physical infrastructure is robust, in the face of an extreme
event, and highly resilient in case of disruption. In other words, it is able to be made operational
again swiftly; that is, a fail-safe system. Political appetite and societal expectations regarding
cybersecurity risks and privacy – that vary from one country to another – could be a significant
factor here. Putting these issues aside, the ultimate aim is to eventually realise the concept of a
Digital Earth (Chapter 32).
With a solid data infrastructure in place and in operation, when the next global crisis occurs, new
information can be readily managed and made widely available. New mobile and digital applications
and solutions can be developed rapidly to meet the specific needs of a future crisis, allowing data to
be used more effectively for a coordinated response and decision-making by different stakeholders,
including the public. Information management protocols guide these stakeholders in an environment
of information glut and where “infodemic” is widespread.
And so, as highlighted in the previous section, the most consequential factor remains the human
factor, or the people’s capabilities and ability to make sound decisions. This is a future that is
challenging to describe because this is value-laden. What is a “sound decision” and who is even
able to make this judgment? How do we shape critical thinking and innovation? What are acceptable
and unacceptable moral values? Who decides? We can only generally hope that most people will
aim for the “greater good”.
Despite the above dilemma, identifying the critical role of human factors is important. From
a top-down perspective, these are usually identified as vision, leadership and governance. From a
bottom-up perspective, the complex nature of human behaviours and actions can lead to highly
unpredictable emergent outcomes, which is a truly complex system. In an ideal future, we certainly
hope that these behaviours are better understood and harnessed, again for the greater good,
especially in times of crises.
In other words, we are describing herein a future where the UN-GGIM’s aspirations for IGIF
are in place in many countries around the world. In these aspirations, the performance settings for
governance, technology and people are continually improving based on new knowledge and lessons
from field experiences, including pandemics and other crises. In this future, the geospatial sector
and allied industries and disciplines, collaborate widely and effectively to serve the needs of society
and, in times of crisis, adapt our efforts to enable different stakeholders to manage the crisis and
communities to bounce back better.
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Resilience
“The best way to predict the future is to invent it.”
American computer scientist and pioneer Alan Kay (1940-).

The gap between lessons learned to date (present state) and our aspirations (future state) is
how to get to the latter. Herein, we organise the strategies to fill this gap over time according to the
general knowledge development and maturity curve in Figure 47.1. The main curve in this figure
follows a Sigmoid (or simply, “S”) curve. The concept being that new knowledge (early in time,
left of the curve) grows and matures over time according to this curve, until such time that it is
fully adopted and widely applied in industry or practice.
Knowledge topics in any area or discipline can be placed in this curve, according to its
maturity. At the lowest levels of maturity are the topics that will typically be undertaken as
PhD thesis projects in universities. Those at the middle may require a combination of research
and development. Over time, some of these topics would have been developed into demonstration
prototypes, field-tested and eventually deployed. Some of the knowledge may be adopted as industry
guidelines, standards or regulations.

FIGURE 47.1
Knowledge development and maturity curve and the four strategic pathways to improved geospatial
information capability in the future: (A) Research and development, (B) Demonstration and
deployment, (C) Frameworks, standards and regulations, and (D) Training and human resource
development.
The core strategies are, thus, organised as shown in Figure 47.1 and elaborated below.

A. Research and development
It was evident in this book and in the general COVID-19 literature that lack of knowledge,
or epistemic uncertainty, hampered the early efforts to assess risks and manage the pandemic.
Although the bulk of the research that needed to be undertaken about the virus and its epidemiology
fall into the hands of experts in the medical and public health disciplines, it is clear now that
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research collaborations have been significantly valuable. In
other cases, questions raised by researchers from one discipline have led to collaborations and have
enriched the understanding of key issues. For example, research by N.N. Taleb and his associates
[3] on pandemic risk management based on the probability distribution’s tail properties raised
many salient points and helped identify common errors and fallacies when using point forecasts
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for fat- tailed variables like pandemic deaths. Together with the research gaps identified by various
contributors in this book – across disciplines – it now seems that there are many more areas
that demand deep research or serious research and development (R&D) efforts, especially where
geospatial and temporal information are critical.
With even more data and improved insights about COVID-19 and its spread, impacts and
control coming to fore in the next year or two, undertaking more quality research will consolidate
and expand our knowledge further. Of special note, where geospatial information needs to have
more prominent roles, for example, are in: network epidemiology, pandemic risk management,
including perception vs. actual risk, community wellbeing, social attitudes and human behaviours
and response (e.g., from public health measures to vaccines), economic and SDG impacts and
recovery scenarios, balance of privacy and cybersecurity, amongst others. Some research will
be about more fundamental science questions while others will be more applied. Research on
addressing the methodological gaps in the use and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data,
and developing new integrated approaches that take into account the spatio-temporal patterns in
studying the impacts of the pandemic on urban residents’ wellbeing, for example, will be worthwhile.
Furthermore, R&D that support the full development of a Digital Earth, SDIs and interoperability
standards, and strengthen data provenance and governance are needed.

B. Demonstration and deployment
For topics that are near the top of the knowledge S-curve in Figure 47.1, they need to be prototyped
and/or their applications demonstrated. These efforts should have the goal of moving beyond proof
of concepts and towards broader practical adoption and applications. In the past, pilots have not
consolidated into operational applications in crisis response. For example, during the beginning of
the COVID-19 pandemic, there was the idea that our tracking systems would be ideal to limit
contact between healthy and infected people and help health authorities conduct better contact
tracing and quarantine people. In a preliminary review of mobile phone applications used during
the pandemic, we found that the role of geospatial technologies was very limited. We did not have
proven technologies that could track individuals on a large scale. There were pilots but when they
have been implemented on a rush during the pandemic, a limited contribution was provided.
Society will increasingly demand from the geospatial industry operational tools that can be
embedded within community resilience systems. Current concepts of digital twins and the use of
drones are spatial technologies that could not pass the “pilot” phase unless there is transdisciplinary
collaborations and cooperation among practitioners in key areas such as standards and regulations.
For the future, we cannot be afforded to be an industry of pilots, but we need to move into an
industry of solutions. To be successful, the challenges of scaling and capital funding for technology
commercialisation and/or deployment need to be addressed.

C. Frameworks, standards and regulations
There is an urgent need to develop and implement established knowledge as part of SDI frameworks
and standards, and to consider relevant results from strategies A and B above for inclusion
in future updates of these standards (Figure 47.1). Over time, issues around core reference
data, interoperability, common geographies, integration of statistics and geography, privacy and
confidentiality and cybersecurity need to be addressed. International harmonisation is key because
the long-term or ultimate goal is to build the Digital Earth, country by country. Collaboration
amongst UN-GGIM, the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and ISO, together with national
standards bodies, is vital. Broad support from the geospatial sector is needed.
Whether these frameworks and standards are initially voluntary or mandatory (or part of a
regulatory regime or policy scheme) will depend on a country by country basis.
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D. Training and human resource development
Across the knowledge life-cycle and maturity curve in Figure 47.1, we need to develop and
implement intentional and flexible training, education and mentoring programs for personnel with
different levels of capability and responsibilities in the geospatial sector and allied industries. Here
we note that this is not just the role of academic institutions and professional organisations (Chapter
12) but it should be a collective goal and responsibility. After all, we have previously noted that,
beyond data and technology, the critical role of leadership (at all levels) and governance cannot
be overemphasised. Thus, a well-rounded program that goes beyond the technical and that fosters
critical thinking and enhances collaboration and communication skills will be ideal. When the next
pandemic strikes, a workforce with these attributes will be able to manage it effectively.

In all of the above, the practical challenge for the geospatial and allied sectors is to develop
and deploy local resilience-enabling solutions but with global cooperation and harmonisation also
in mind. Stronger partnerships and collaboration, even more than those demonstrated in the
COVID-19 experience, in addressing a future pandemic will likely lead to successful outcomes.
When a society’s stakeholders join forces to address an existential crisis, pandemic or not, the
greater good is served.
COVID-19 is a clear call to humanity to remind us to care beyond ourselves and about the need
to work together to balance our interaction with the natural environment and to act – to save our
common future. In this call, many people lost their lives during the COVID-19 pandemic. Their
death will not be in vain if we learnt the lessons, particularly around working cooperatively to solve
global crises, with a long-term perspective and more equitable societal outcomes in mind.
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International Association of Marine Aids to
Navigation and Lighthouse
Authorities (IALA), 127
International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD), 16
International Business Machines Corporation
(IBM), 6
International Development Association (IDA),
16
International Development Research Centre
(IDRC), 291
International Federation of Surveyors (FIG),
20, 21, 28, 162–163, 165, 199
International Fund for Agricultural
Development (IFAD), 22
The International Hydrographic Organization
(IHO), 127
The International Labor Organization (ILO), 6,
197, 495
The International Maritime Organization
(IMO), 125, 126
International Society for Photogrammetry and
Remote Sensing (ISPRS), 165
The International Transport Workers’
Federation (ITF), 126
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, 437

Index
IPID, see Independent Police Investigative
Directorate
Iran and COVID-19, see Time-series analysis,
COVID-19 in Iran
ISPRS, see International Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing
ITF, see The International Transport Workers’
Federation
ITL, see Innovative Technology Lab
J
JHU, see Johns Hopkins University
John Hopkins University Centre for Systems
Science and Engineering, 246
Johns Hopkins COVID-19 dashboard, 4, 206,
207, 389
Johns Hopkins University (JHU), 4, 35, 36,
175, 206, 261, 394
K
KCDC, see Korea Centres for Disease Control
and Prevention
The Khawuleza District Coordination Service
Delivery Model, 292
Korea Centres for Disease Control and
Prevention (KCDC), 309, 310, 316
L
Land administration systems (LAS)
disasters and pandemics, 19
pragmatic rapid assessment, resilience, 23,
24–26
resilience enablement, 17–18, 19
WB-FAO partnership, 16
LAS, see Land administration systems
LBS, see Location-based services
Leaflet library, 396
Learning management system (LMS), 268, 270,
271, 273
Lessons, COVID-19
cooperation, collaboration and trust, 509
digitalisation, 509
geospatial information, importance of, 508
governance, people and technology, 509
online transformation, work and
education, 509
open data and science, 508
Life below water, SDG-14, 462, 465
Life on land, SDG-15, 462, 465
LMS, see Learning management system
Locate Connect, 165
Location-based apps, South Korea
CoBaek Plus, 311, 312
CoronaMap, 309, 309
Corona Now, 310, 310
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Emergency Broadcasting Service, 308–309
factors, rapid development, 307–308,
317–318
LBS, definition, 307
major apps and websites’ services, 306,
308, 308
Masks Stock App, 312–313
Now and Here, 310–311, 311
Self-Quarantine app, 313, 313
Location-based services (LBS), 307
Location information (location intelligence), 3,
4
Lockdown restrictions, 15, 20; see also London
in lockdown
accessibility, adaptation and resilience,
364–365
contributions, research and practice,
379–380
findings
and links, 377
middle-income sectors, 376
population density, 376
strategies and planning, 377–378
urban mobility, 377
urban proximity, 376–377
working and study activities, 375
geospatial analysis results
Bogota, 370–371, 371
Mexico city, 373, 373
Quito, 371–372, 372
green areas and public recreational spaces,
379
informality and public health, 366–367
integration of survey and geospatial
results, 374, 374
Mexico city, Bogota, and Quito, 365–366
multiple linear regression analysis, 375,
375
proximity and density, 364
recommendations, decision-makers and
community-based initiatives,
378
research methodology
data analysis, 368–369
data collection, 368
geospatial analysis, 368
scheme 1, 367
surveys, 368
survey results, 369–370
vulnerability and public health, 364
London in lockdown
essential workers, see Essential workers,
London
individual locations
Borough of Newham percentage
changes, activities, 240, 243
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Borough of Richmond on Thames
percentage changes, activities, 240,
242
Google Mobility Reports, 240
grocery shopping, 242–243
London percentage changes, activities,
240, 242
retail change, 241
transit usage, 241
UK percentage changes, activities,
240–241, 241
workplace volumes, 241–242
movement patterns, essential and
non-essential workers, 236–239

M
The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA), 456
Malaria case study
distribution maps, incidence factors,
60–61, 61
environmental vulnerability, 59
materials and methods, 59–60
parasites, 58–59
study area, 60
temperature, influence of, 59
Mann-Kendall test, time-series analysis, 212,
281–282
Map-a-thon community, 165–166
Map-based dashboard
Australia COVID-19 Location Tracker,
208, 208
cluster map, cholera cases, 206
diseases statistics, 207
ESRI ArcGIS online, 207
Johns Hopkins COVID-19 dashboard, 206,
207
pandemic impact analyses, 207, 208
web mapping, Ebola virus, 205, 206
Mapping COVID-19 data
cartographic design challenges, 419
choropleth map, 420
complexity, graphics, 419
details, Europe map, 420, 421
errors, 420
mapmakers problem, 419
Pacific
awareness and coping strategies,
339–340, 340
communication, 338–339
population grids, 338, 339
well-designed maps, 421
Mapy.cz mobile map application, 396
Marine Spatial Data Infrastructure (MSDI),
128

Maritime Assistance Service (MAS), 128
Maritime geospatial data
challenges, information product providers,
128, 128–129
community, 124–125
data & challenges, 126–127
ESRI Ireland, 133, 134
GIS analysis, 124
location intelligence, 124
machine learning, 126–127
mapping, 124
NOAA Office of Coast Survey case study,
130–131
space-time analytics, shipping trade,
131–133
working remotely and disconnected, 129,
129–130
Maritime Service Portfolios (MSPs), 128
MAS, see Maritime Assistance Service
Masaryk University (MUNI), 396
Masks Stock App, 306, 312–313
Massive Open Online Course (MOOC),
269–270
The Masters of Spatial Analysis for Public
Health (MSAPH), 469
Melbourne, COVID-19
co-existence
built environment, 478
easing of restrictions, 479–480
economic adversity, 479
inner-city communities, 476
liveability, 477, 478–479
lockdown measures, 475
reshaping cities, 476
response, COVID-19, 476–477
restrictions, 475
MemberOne Program, 167
Memory maps, 395
Mental health policy, 331
MERS-CoV, see Middle East respiratory
syndrome coronavirus
MGNREGA, see The Mahatma Gandhi
National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act
Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(MERS-CoV), 15
Ministry of Interior and Safety (MOIS), 308,
309
Mobility patterns, essential and non-essential
workers, 236–239
MODIS, see Terra Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer
MOIS, see Ministry of Interior and Safety
MOOC, see Massive Open Online Course
MSAPH, see The Masters of Spatial Analysis
for Public Health
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MSDI, see Marine Spatial Data Infrastructure
MSPs, see Maritime Service Portfolios
MUNI, see Masaryk University
MyHealthRecord, 492
N
National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP), 280
National Disaster Management Centre
(NDMC), 291
The National Emergency Response System in
Jamaica, 247
The National Geographic Institute Tommy
Guardia (IGNTG), 250
National Information Society Agency (NIA),
313
National Institute of Statistics and Geography
(INEGI), 248, 263
The National Institute of Statistics and
Geography (INEGI), 248
National Modern Distancing Education Pilot
Universities (NMDEPU), 271
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Office of
Coast Survey, 130–131, 131
The National Risk Management System in
Honduras, 247
National spatial data infrastructures (NSDI),
307, 316
pragmatic rapid assessment, resilience, 23,
24–26, 26–27
resilience enablement
authoritative geospatial information,
18
geospatial preparedness, 17
governance issues, 18
governments, 17–18
land administration and geospatial
information, 19
LIC and MIC countries, 17
secure tenure, 18
WB-FAO partnership, 16
Natural Earth, 37, 38
Naver cloud platform, 309, 311
NCDs, see Non-communicable diseases
NCEP, see National Centers for Environmental
Prediction
NDMC, see National Disaster Management
Centre
NDVI, see Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index
NDWI, see Normalized Difference Water Index
NetCDF, see Network Common Data Form
Network Common Data Form (NetCDF), 214
Neural networks
ANNs, 214
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MLP, 214
prediction model, 218–219, 220
RMSEIQR, 214
New Zealand
GHL, see The GeoHealth Laboratory
(GHL)
spatial distribution, COVID-19 cases,
471
New Zealand Ministry of Health (MoH), 469,
470, 471
NIA, see National Information Society Agency
NMDEPU, see National Modern Distancing
Education Pilot Universities
The Nomenclature of Territorial Units for
Statistics (NUTS)
COVID-19 data provision, 261–262
EU level, pandemic data
country level information, 257, 258
Eurostat, 257
national institutions, 258
hierarchical levels, 257
integrated management, 264
national and sub-national level
France, 258, 259
Germany, 259–260, 261
The Netherlands, 259
population size, 257, 257
public health data
and SDI, 263–264
and statistical information, 263
Non-communicable diseases (NCDs), 336
No poverty goal, SDG-1, 456, 465
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI), 61, 103
Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI),
61
North Carolina Department of Transportation’s
(NCDOT’s), 74
Now and Here app, 306, 310–311, 311
NSDI, see National spatial data infrastructures
O
ODA, see Overseas Development Assistance
OECD, see Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
OGC, see Open Geospatial Consortium
OIN, see Open Imagery Network
Older Persons COVID-19 Support Line (phone
support), 82
Online higher education, ICT in China
flipped classroom, 269
GIS for Real Estate case study, 272–274
learning behavior change, 270–271
learning environment, 271
LMS, 271
MOOC, 269–270
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NMDEPU, 271
online accessibility, 268
supportive online learning environment,
layers of, 268
OpenAddresses.io initiative, 41, 41
OpenAerialMap, 37
Open data pandemic
data in isolation, 417
data sharing to open science, 417–418
united scientific community, 418
Open Data Policy, 316–317
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), 165, 512
Open geospatial data
address data, 40–42
air pollutants concentration, 43, 43–44, 44
COVID-19 infections
JHU dataset, 35, 36
testing dataset, 36, 36
demographic data, 42–43
global high-resolution land cover maps, 40,
41
health facilities, 45–47
places frequented, many people, 38–39
reference information
administrative areas, 38
base maps, 36–37
imagery, 37, 37–38
place names, 38
travel networks and mobility, 39–40
water sources, 44, 45
Open Imagery Network (OIN), 38
Open science, 300, 417–418, 508
OpenStreetMap (OSM), 36–37, 39, 42, 44, 48,
94, 166
academic research, 179–180
Basmat city, data preparation, 189, 190
COVID-19
dashboards, 175, 175, 176
data collection, 178–179, 179
geospatial services, 175
map, SME-support measures, 176
Swedish TV interface, 175, 177
tile usage statistics, 176–177, 177
typology, websites and services, 177
web maps, 176
digital humanitarianism, 173
HOT, 173
methodology and research approach,
173–174, 174
navigation service, 173
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), 42, 300
OSM, see OpenStreetMap
Overseas Development Assistance (ODA),
336
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OxCGRT, see Oxford COVID-19 Government
Response Tracker’s
Oxford COVID-19 Government Response
Tracker’s (OxCGRT) stringency
index, 131, 132, 133
P
Pacific Geospatial and Surveying Council
(PGSC), 164
Pacific Island Countries and Territories
(PICTs)
economic impact, COVID-19, see
Socio-economic situation, PICTs
gender inequality, 336
natural disasters and climate change, 335
NCDs, 336
ODA, 336
population, 335
PACT, see Private Automated Contact Tracing
The Participatory city, 429–430
Partnership for the goals, SDG-17, 463, 465
PCS, see Port Community Systems
Peace, justice and strong institutions, SDG-16,
462–463, 465
PFOM, see Pratt’s Figure of Merit
PGSC, see Pacific Geospatial and Surveying
Council
Plan Melbourne, 83
PNOA, see Aerial Photography National Plan
POEE, see Predict, observe, explain, and
evaluate
Policy-responsive research funding model, see
The GeoHealth Laboratory (GHL)
Population density, 42, 43, 88, 94, 95, 142–143,
249, 257, 298, 364, 375–376, 489
Population Foundation of India, 458
Pop-up street restaurants, 432
Port Community Systems (PCS), 128–129
PPP, see Public-private partnerships
PRAI, see Principles for Responsible
Agricultural Investment
Pratt’s Figure of Merit (PFOM), 108, 114, 116
Predict, observe, explain, and evaluate
(POEE), 270
Principles for Responsible Agricultural
Investment (PRAI), 22
Private Automated Contact Tracing (PACT),
205
Professional bodies
areas, improvement, 161–162
COVID-19 member survey
advocacy, 163–164
CPD, 164–165
economic sensitivity, 167
job prospects, 166
member connect, 165–166

Index
member services, 166–167
returning to normal, 168
SSSI, see Surveying and Spatial Sciences
Institute
Property transactions, electronic platform, 440
Public health data
integration, statistical and basic geospatial
data, 264
and SDI, 263–264
and statistical information, 263
Public-private partnerships (PPP), 313, 317
Public transport
adapting infrastructure and resources, 498
cleaning protocols, 497
masks, 498
mass transit, 497, 498
proper ventilation, 497
transit capacity, 498
Q
Quality education, SDG-4, 457–458, 465
Quattroshapes, 38
R
Real-time data processing systems, South
Korea
EISS, 315–316
Integrated Information Support System
for Infectious Disease Control, 314
Smart City Data Hub, 314, 315
Reduced inequalities, SDG-10, 460, 465
Regeneration scheme, Greece
“GreatWalk” plan, 449, 450
Herodes Atticus Str., 449
Omonoia (Concord) Sq., 449
Panepistimiou Str., 448–449
Syntagma Sq., 449
V. Olgas Ave., 449
Regional geospatial response, America
data and technology, 249–250, 250
ECLAC, 247
governance and institutions
geospatial dashboards, 249
ministries and institutes of statistics
and geography, 248
national organizations, decision-making,
247
NODS, 248
SINAE, 248
special working committees/groups, 247
map, 248
UN-GGIM, 247
Registry of Territorial Identification, Addresses
and Real Estate (RUIAN), 396
Remittance flows, 15
Remote sensing (RS)
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air temperature, 62, 63
cholera case study, 65
health-related outbreaks
Malaria case study, 58–59
malaria distribution maps, 60–61, 61
materials and methods, 59–60
study area, 60, 60
informal road detection, see Informal road
detection and uncertainty
interdisciplinary approach, 55–56
land surface temperature, 62
relative humidity, 63
results and analysis, 63, 64
time-series analysis, see Time-series
analysis, COVID-19 in Iran
uncertainties, 64
uncertainty measures
accuracy assessment, 104–105
extraction uncertainty, 106
image capturing, 105
quantification process, 105
vegetated area mapping, 61
virus, 56–58
water body mapping, 61–62
Resilience; see also Community resilience
COVID-19, specific challenges, 20–23
disasters and pandemics
economic and financial impacts, 14–16
and emergencies, 14
economic and financial impacts, disasters
and pandemics, 14–16
and emergencies, 14
Finland, 439–440
LAS and NSDI
countries requirements, 17
geospatial information, 17, 18, 19
government, 17–18
pragmatic rapid assessment, 23, 24–26,
26–27
rebuilding, 27
recession, 13
WB-FAO partnership, 16
The Resilient city, 430
Response planning, Australia
community connectedness, 354
concerns and perceptions, people, 353
data collection and analysis, survey
proportional quota sampling, 350
questionnaire domains, 349–350
sample size, 349
early phase, 348
elements, support people and communities
bivariate correlations, 356
patterns of responses, 356
people’s mental health, 355
future perceptions, 355
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geographical variation, covid-19
epidemiology, 350, 350
level of worry, 354–355
nationwide surveys, 349, 349
perceived severity, 351
physical distancing behaviour, 351,
351–353
social and emotional impact, 353–354
Responsible consumption and production,
SDG-12, 461, 465
RMSEIQR, see Root Means Square Error by
the Inter-Quartile Ranges
Root Means Square Error by the Inter-Quartile
Ranges (RMSEIQR), 214, 224
RUIAN, see Registry of Territorial
Identification, Addresses and Real
Estate
S
Safe mobility
biking, 498–499
public transport, 497–498
walking, 499
Salp Swarm Algorithm (SSA), 212
SAMRC, see South African Medical Research
Council
Sanitisation process
public buildings, 190
route, fire-fighting vehicles, 191, 191,
192, 192
SARS, see Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Satellite imagery, 34
SDD, see Statistics for Development Division
SDGs, see Sustainable Development Goals
SDI, see Spatial data infrastructures
SEBAL, see Surface Energy Balance Algorithm
for Land
SEC, see Electronic Office of Cadastre
Security of tenure, 201
Self-quarantine app, 307, 313, 313
Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction,
14, 246
Sentinel-5 Precursor (Sentinel-5P), 280
SES, see Transportation Engineers Association
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS),
305
SGUnited campaign, 147–148, 153
Singapore community resilience
connectedness and collaborative problem
solving
first-person plural pronouns, 155, 156
positive and negative tweets, 154, 154
pronouns analysis, 154–155, 155, 155
data analysis, 148
data collection methods, 148
data pre-processing, 148
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during disasters, 146
information gathering, dissemination, and
exchange
popular information sources, 153–154,
154
popular topics and tweets, 150–153
tweets intensity, 149, 149–150, 150
regional-specific, 156, 156–157
and social media, 146–147
timeline, 147–148
Slums, 21, 34, 196, 457, 461
The Smart city, 429
The ‘Smart City Data Hub’, 314, 315
The ‘Smart City Innovation and Growth
Project’, 314
Social and built environments, social
interactions
during COVID-19
social and physical distancing
restrictions, Melbourne, 81
social interactions, 81–83
post COVID-19, 83–84
pre COVID-19, 80–81
Social and physical distancing restrictions,
Melbourne, 81
Social Connectedness Index, 40
Social distancing, 15–16, 20, 81, 83
Finland, 440, 441
Germany, 430
Greece, 450
guidelines, 205
mortality benefits, 322
residents, informal settlements, 198
South Korea, 306, 307, 309
Social equity, 6–7
Social inclusion, 440–441
Social isolation, 79–80
Social media; see also Facebook; Twitter
and community resilience, 146–147
information gathering, dissemination, and
exchange
popular information sources, 153–154,
154
popular topics and tweets, 150–153
tweets intensity, 149, 149–150, 150
Social resilience, 439, 440
Social vulnerability
built environment determinants
population density, 94
spatial accessibility, it 93, 93–94
urban infrastructure, 94
walkability, 94
components, 90, 90
indicators
built environment determinants, 92–94
defining factors, 89
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individual characteristics,
90–92
individual characteristics
age, 90–91
disabilities and health conditions, 91
education, 91–92
employment and occupation, 92
family and household structure, 91
financial status, 92
gender, 91
insurance coverage, 92
minority status and language, 91
ownership status, 92
and pandemics, 88–89
The Social Vulnerability Index, 89
Socio-economic situation, PICTs
economic impacts and fiscal responses,
341–342
financial anxiety, 341, 341
foreign development assistance, 336
lessons learnt, 343–344
mapping
awareness and coping strategies,
339–340, 340
communication, 338–339
population grids, 338, 339
ODA, 336
preparedness, 344
social protection, 342–343
spread, Covid-19, 336–337, 337, 338
Socioemotional selectivity theory, 80
South Africa
death rate, 294
government structures, 292–293
the Green Book, 293
SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19, 293–294
vulnerability dashboard, see COVID-19
Vulnerability dashboard
South African Department of Science and
Technology (DST), 293
South African Medical Research Council
(SAMRC), 294
South African Risk and Vulnerability Atlas
(SARVA), 293
South Korea
LBS, 306
location-based apps, see Location-based
apps, South Korea
real-time data processing systems
EISS, 315–316
Integrated Information Support System
for Infectious Disease Control, 314
Smart City Data Hub, 314, 315
response success factors, COVID-19
fundamental and specific dataset, 317
institutional arrangements, 317
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NSDI, 316
Open Data Policy, 316–317
Southwest Jiaotong University (SWJTU), 458
SPACE N, see The Spatial Information
Industry Promotion Institute
Space-time analytics
OxCGRT, 131, 132, 133
stringency index space-time patterns, 131,
132
time series clusters, 132, 133
Spain
cadastral maps, 487
geographical information, 487
geospatial information
choropleth maps, 488
Eurostat, 489
mobility control, 488
regional COVID-19 geoportal, 489, 489
spatial analyses, universities, 489
telecommunication companies, 489
government, 487, 488
state of emergency, 487, 488
Spanish flu, 137, 414
The Spanish Spatial Data Infrastructure
(IDEE), 487
Spatial accessibility, 93, 93–94
Spatial analysis, urban parks, see Urban parks
Spatial data, global city design identification
CNN modelling approach, 139
confusion matrix, CNN, 141
modularity analysis, 139–140
proportion, design types, 140, 141
types, city design, 140, 140
Spatial data infrastructures (SDI), 201, 251,
263–264, 393, 488, 508
Spatial information, pandemic
accumulative crisis, 414
Digital Earth, 415–416
new thinking, 414–415
uncoordinated international cohesion,
413
The Spatial Information Industry Promotion
Institute (SPACE N), 317
Spatially enabled COVID-19
map-based dashboard
Australia COVID-19 Location Tracker,
208, 208
cluster map, cholera cases, 206
diseases statistics, 207
ESRI ArcGIS online, 207
Johns Hopkins COVID-19 dashboard,
206, 207
pandemic impact analyses, 207, 208
web mapping, Ebola virus, 205, 206
tracing apps
contact tracing workflow, 204, 204
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Covid Watch, 205
decentralised protocols, 205
effectiveness, 205
GPS-based proximity detection, 205
Spatial modelling, Saudi Arabia
GIS-based mapping and modelling, 482
GIS platform, 484, 484
high-risk hotspots, 484
mobile applications, 484, 485
risk level and spatial distribution, 483, 483
social distancing, 483
SpatioTemporal Hot/Cold Spot Analysis
(STHCSA), 212, 214–215
Spatiotemporal hotspots and prediction
effective features extraction, DWT, 217,
218
hot/cold spot analysis, 214–215
hot/cold spot patterns
maps, 222
neighborhood time step, 221
STHCSA results, 221, 221
important periods, magnitude, 223, 223
neural networks
ANNs, 214
MLP, 214
prediction model, 218–219, 220
RMSEIQR, 214
RMSEIQR, 224, 224
significant periods identification, CWT
confirmed cases, COVID-19, 215, 216
range and frequency, important periods,
216, 217
Wavelet transforms
CWT, 213
DWT, 213–214
Spatio-temporal information management,
Europe
COVID-19 pandemic data, NUTS
EU level, 257–258, 258
France, 258, 259
Germany, 259–260, 261
The Netherlands, 259
shortcuts and challenges, 261–262
data problem, 262–263
infectious diseases, spread of, 256
NUTS, see The Nomenclature of
Territorial Units for Statistics
public health data
integrated management, 264
and SDI, 263–264
and statistical information, 263
SSA, see Salp Swarm Algorithm
S+SNZ, see Surveying & Spatial New Zealand
SSSI, see Surveying and Spatial Sciences
Institute

Index
Standard Occupational Classification (SOC),
232
Statistics for Development Division (SDD), 338
STHCSA, see SpatioTemporal Hot/Cold Spot
Analysis
Strategic Framework on Geospatial Information
and Services for Disasters, 246
Strategies, next crisis
demonstration and deployment, 512
frameworks, standards and regulations,
512
knowledge development and maturity
curve, 511, 511
research and development, 511–512
training and human resource development,
513
Surface Energy Balance Algorithm for Land
(SEBAL), 62, 63
Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute (SSSI)
areas, improvement, 161–162
COVID-19 member survey
advocacy, 163–164
CPD, 164–165
economic sensitivity, 167
job prospects, 166
member connect, 165–166
member services, 166–167
Surveying & Spatial New Zealand (S+SNZ),
164
Sustainable cities and communities, SDG-11,
460–461, 465
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 2030,
4–5, 21
analysis and interpretation
COVID-19 impact, 464, 465
targets and indicators, 463
global goals, 477
indicators, 263
SDG-1, 456
SDG-2, 456–457
SDG-3, 457
SDG-4, 457–458
SDG-5, 458
SDG-6, 458–459
SDG-7, 459
SDG-8, 459
SDG-9, 459–460
SDG-10, 460
SDG-11, 460–461
SDG-12, 461
SDG-13, 461–462
SDG-14, 462
SDG-15, 462
SDG-16, 462–463
SDG-17, 463
water and sanitation, 44, 45
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Sustainable transport
home-based work, 496–497
low-carbon transport, 496
redundancy, 496
safe mobility
biking, 498–499
public transport, 497–498
walking, 499
three Cs framework, 496
SWJTU, see Southwest Jiaotong University
T
TAM, see Technology acceptance model
Tasselled Cap Transformation (TC), 61
Technology acceptance model (TAM), 270, 270
Telemedicine, 437
Terra Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS),
279–280
Thematic maps, 38
The three Cs framework, 496
Time-series analysis, COVID-19 in Iran
disease dataset, 278
methodology
correlation analysis, 282–283
Mann-Kendall test, 281–282
workflow, 281, 282
remotely sensed data, 281
GEE, 278
GLDAS data, 280
GPM data, 280
MODIS data, 279–280
NCEP CFSR data, 280
Sentinel-5P data, 280
SMAP data, 280
results
average maps, indicators, 283, 284
correlation and P value, 287
precipitation, NO2, and SO2, 283, 285
Z scores, spatial indicators, 283, 286
study area, 278
Tourism, 15, 124, 203, 323, 336, 341, 342
TraceTogether app, 205
Tracing apps
contact tracing workflow, 204, 204
Covid Watch, 205
decentralised protocols, 205
effectiveness, 205
GPS-based proximity detection, 205
Track and trace technology; see also Contact
tracing
COVIDSafe, 492
Czechia, 395
implementation, 493
Transmission potential indicator, 298
Transportation Engineers Association (SES),
448
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Travel networks and mobility, 39–40
Tropomi, see TROPOspheric Monitoring
Instrument
TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument
(Tropomi), 280
Twitter
connectedness and collaborative problem
solving
first-person plural pronouns, 155, 156
positive and negative tweets, 154, 154
pronouns analysis, 154–155, 155, 155
information gathering, dissemination, and
exchange
popular information sources, 153–154,
154
popular topics and tweets, 150–153
tweets intensity, 149, 149–150, 150
SGUnited campaign, 147–148, 153
U
UAVs, see Unmanned aerial vehicles
UNCTAD, see United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development
UNECE, see The United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe
UNESCO, see United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization
UN-GGIM, see The United Nations Committee
of Experts on Global Geospatial
Information Management
The United Nations Committee of Experts on
Global Geospatial Information
Management (UN-GGIM), 4, 5, 27,
48, 246, 247
United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD), 22, 126
The United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe (UNECE), 20–21, 199, 200,
201
United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), 6
United Nations Spatial Data Infrastructure
Service (UNSDI-T), 39
The United Nations Statistics Division, 36
The United States Board on Geographic Names
(US BGN), 38
The United States Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), 14
The Universal Hydrographic Data Model, 127,
128
The Universal Postal Union (UPU), 40
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), 37; see also
Drone technology
UNSDI-T, see United Nations Spatial Data
Infrastructure Service
UPU, see The Universal Postal Union
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Urban and Regional Information Systems
Association (URISA), 165
Urban development, corona times, 428
Urban infrastructure, 94
Urbanisation, 414
Urban parks, City of Whittlesea
benefits, 323
GIS based proximity analyses
age care distance, 1 km to 10 km, 330
buffers, 327
confirmed cases, COVID-19, 328, 330
distance, parks and aged care facilities,
327–328, 328
point distance analysis, 328
proximity analysis, 327, 329
mental health policy, 331
physical activity, 322
positive mental health, 321, 322
results and limitations, 331
study area, 323, 325
survey
respondents, 324, 325
self-reported disabilities percentage,
326, 326
self-reported need for support, 326, 327
Urban planning
cities
the participatory city, 429–430
the resilient city, 430
the smart city, 429
housing, 431
retail business, 432
transport and mobility, 433
work, 431–432
URISA, see Urban and Regional Information
Systems Association
US BGN, see United States Board on
Geographic Names
V
Valencian Cartographic Institute (ICV),
489
Vegetated area mapping, 61
Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), 189
building, route, 190
fire fighting vehicles, sanitisation, 188,
190–191, 191, 192, 192
Vessel Traffic Services (VTS), 133
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